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The Gates of Paradise (1425–52; Plates I–II), the second set of bronze doors Lorenzo 
Ghiberti (ca. 1380–1455) made for the Florence Baptistery and a masterwork of 
Italian Renaissance art, constitute the most artistically innovative and dazzlingly 

beautiful Old Testament cycle completed in Florence during the early Renaissance.1 Ghiberti 
organized approximately forty individual biblical episodes in the polyscenic narratives of the 
doors’ ten panels, employing the revolutionary technique of linear perspective to construct 
space in several of the reliefs and finding inspiration in ancient sculptures for his representa-
tion of figures. Over the last thirty years the Gates have been cleaned and restored (today one 
sees them behind glass in Florence’s Duomo museum), and now that centuries of accumulated 
dirt and incrustations have been removed viewers can finally see the panels’ brilliant gilded 
surfaces and the finely finished buildings, bodies, plants, and animals that so vividly manifest 
Ghiberti’s early training in his stepfather’s goldsmith shop.2

The remarkable restoration and cleaning present stu-
dents of Italian sculpture with the opportunity to 
reevaluate and, in some cases, examine for the first 
time all aspects of Ghiberti’s great work, including the 
formal qualities of the doors’ historiated panels and 
the relief statuettes in the frame, his casting technique, 
the role of his workshop, and the meaning of the sto-
ries represented in the cycle. A number of these topics 
have been the focus of previous studies, most promi-
nently Richard Krautheimer’s magisterial monograph, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, which reshaped, and continues to 
define, our understanding of the artist and his cre-
ations.3 In Krautheimer’s book Ghiberti’s sculptures 
hold center stage while also serving as points of depar-
ture for the investigation of themes that Krautheimer 
calls “Renaissance problems,” each linked in some way 
to Ghiberti’s life and professional career:  the inven-
tion of linear perspective and the possible influence 
on Ghiberti of Leon Battista Alberti’s writings and 

thought; the culture of humanism and its connection 
to artists; the representation of architecture in paint-
ing and sculpture; the influence of antiquity and of 
Trecento painting and sculpture on fifteenth-century 
art; and the artist as writer. In exploring this last theme 
Krautheimer focuses on Ghiberti’s Commentaries, the 
remarkable three-book treatise in which Ghiberti, 
drawing on a host of ancient and medieval texts, pres-
ents a history of art – the first written after  antiquity – 
that culminates in his biography as well as a discussion 
of optics comprising mostly excerpts from earlier 
writings on the physics of light and vision.

Even as Krautheimer highlights Ghiberti’s close 
relationships with members of the humanist move-
ment and acknowledges his intellectual aspirations, 
he does not read his reliefs and statues in the light 
of the numerous sources that Ghiberti engaged or, 
with one brief exception, ideas current in the first half 
of the fifteenth century.4 In analyzing the sculptures, 
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Krautheimer emphasizes not their meaning but instead 
Ghiberti’s artistic innovations, including his adaptation 
of ancient and medieval models, his revival of classical 
poses and techniques in the colossal bronze statues he 
made for Orsanmichele, and, in the reliefs, the evo-
lution of his approach to the construction of space. 
In Krautheimer’s admirably rich analysis of Ghiberti’s 
greatest masterpieces, the two sets of bronze doors he 
made for the Florence Baptistery (Fig.  1 and Plate 
II), the reader finds no sustained descriptions of the 
sculpted stories (his first set contains a New Testament 
cycle) that identify the figures or explain what is hap-
pening, much less what, if any, interpretation – theo-
logical or otherwise – is offered through the narratives. 
His chapter on the Commentaries, in which he con-
cludes that “humanist writing and scholarship were 
but the unhappy loves and aspirations in [Ghiberti’s] 
life,” never connects the themes Ghiberti explored in 
his writings to his art.5 One is left with the impres-
sion that, despite his formal and technical brilliance, 
Ghiberti did not express ideas  – his own or those 
of others – through imagery or use his sculptures to 
comment on philosophical, religious, or political ques-
tions of his day. Given that Krautheimer’s Ghiberti was 
published some seventeen years after Erwin Panofsky’s 
analysis of meaning in art, Studies in Iconology, and that 
Krautheimer wrote, immediately after the appearance 
of Panofsky’s landmark study, the most important early 
article on the application of iconographic analysis to 
architecture,6 it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that 
Krautheimer chose not to explore the content of the 
reliefs and statues because he believed that Ghiberti 
was fundamentally uninterested in meaning and 
interpretation.7

Certainly Krautheimer’s characterization of 
Ghiberti does not accord with the conception of 
art and the artist that one finds spelled out in the 
Commentaries.8 In the opening pages of the treatise, in a 
section inspired by Vitruvius but that Ghiberti altered 
to suit his personal vision, he establishes his views on 
the proper practice of painting and sculpture when he 
provides a list of the different disciplines artists need 
to study and make use of in their work.9 Essential, 
he claims, are grammar, geometry, philosophy, medi-
cine, astrology, optics, history, anatomy, draftsmanship, 
and arithmetic. In the very next sentence he stresses 
that painters and sculptors must possess both manual 

skill and knowledge gained from engagement with 
these ten disciplines. More than practitioners of any 
other profession, he adds, they must use imagination 
(“inventione”). Art, for Ghiberti, is a product of both 
the hands and the active, striving mind.

He states in book two of the Commentaries that he 
adhered to these guidelines in fashioning the Gates 
of Paradise. In this section he reiterates his belief in 
the importance of both craftsmanship and learning, 
writing that in creating his second set of Baptistery 
doors he employed “skill and measure and ingenu-
ity.”10 Ghiberti’s emphasis on the need for ability and 
knowledge and his unusually well-defined intellec-
tual interests raise key questions about the Gates that 
have not been broached: in particular, how, as an artist 
interested in books and ideas, fascinated by the science 
of vision, and deeply engaged in his period’s revival of 
classical learning and culture, he approached a com-
mission to represent the Old Testament. We can safely 
assume that, like many autobiographers, Ghiberti was 
given to some exaggeration, but careful examina-
tion of the Gates of Paradise makes clear that his ideas 
about the creative process, in particular his belief in the 
importance of study and in the application of learning 
in the production of images, are not merely rhetorical 
but reflect his actual practice.

This book explores the Old Testament narratives in 
the Gates’ ten reliefs, each the focus of a separate chapter, 
and provides a close reading of the panels that demon-
strates Ghiberti’s profound engagement with the mean-
ing of the stories, and not just, or even primarily, with 
their traditional theological significance. For centuries 
before his time, Christian writers, preachers, and litur-
gists had understood the events of the Old Testament as 
typological precedents for occurrences recounted in the 
New Testament.11 Ghiberti, however, also connected 
them to a range of topics of special interest to him and 
his contemporaries, fashioning original interpretations 
of biblical stories that the reliefs conveyed to both the 
viewing public and members of his artistic and intel-
lectual circles. Much like the panels after the cleaning, 
Ghiberti emerges from this study in a wholly new light, 
as an artist who, through his selection, imaginative read-
ing, and knitting together of moments from the Bible 
and his examination of ancient and medieval sources 
(visual and textual), created images that function not 
merely as didactic representations but as multitextured 
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Figure 1. Lorenzo Ghiberti, north doors of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, 1403–24, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence.
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narratives exploring the drama of the human condition 
and commenting on the social, political, philosophical, 
historical, and artistic issues of his day.

Although Ghiberti famously asserted that he was 
given permission to complete the doors in the way 
he thought would turn out most “perfect, ornate, and 
rich,” it is possible that he was instructed to follow a 
general program of stories devised by some scholar 
or theologian.12 As is well known, in 1424 Leonardo 
Bruni compiled for the Arte di Calimala, the guild that 
supervised artistic and architectural commissions at the 
baptistery, an initial list of twenty Old Testament sub-
jects and eight prophets to be included in twenty-eight 
reliefs of a new set of doors. Accompanying the list is 
a letter in which Bruni outlined his ideas concerning 
the content and appearance of the stories to be rep-
resented.13 The decision of the guild to turn to Bruni 
for advice was not unusual; Renaissance patrons often 
asked theologians and intellectuals to assemble plans for 
artists.14 For reasons not specified in extant documen-
tation, however, the Calimala rejected Bruni’s proposal. 
The doors in their finished form contain just ten pan-
els with twenty-four relief statuettes set into flanking 
niches. Many of the stories that Bruni suggested do 
not appear, and a number that do are not included in 
his schema. Various other sources have been proposed 
as the inspiration for the cycle as realized. In a general 
consideration of the subject matter of a few of the pan-
els, and of isolated details that Edgar Wind had linked 
to patristic commentaries on Genesis, Krautheimer 
suggested that the overall plan depended heavily on 
the “writings of Saint Ambrose,” which, he surmised, 
Ghiberti probably knew through his connection to 
Ambrogio Traversari, the general of the Camaldolite 
order at Santa Maria degli Angeli in Florence whom 
Ghiberti befriended in the 1420s.15 Frederick Hartt 
linked the program to a single text, Antoninus’s Summa 
theologica (even as he acknowledged that the panels 
were cast before the Summa was written).16 Others 
have suggested that broad Christian themes served as 
organizing principles. Eloise Angiola has argued that 
the panels display examples of the faith that permits 
entrance into Paradise.17 Ursula Mielke proposed that 
the program aims to represent, through symbolism and 
typology, the evolution of the Church, from its creation 
to its union with Christ.18 In a similar vein, Iris Marzik 
sees in the doors an extensive, ecclesiological cycle 

whose stress on the primacy of the papacy reflects ideas 
supported by Traversari and the Spanish Cardinal Juan 
de Torquemada, who attended the Council of Florence 
in 1439 and spoke in support of the notion of papal 
primacy (and against conciliarism).19 Most recently, 
Gwynne Dilbeck connected the plan, and in some 
cases details of individual panels, to the pre-Lenten, 
Lenten, and baptismal liturgies.20

In examining the cycle it is important to distin-
guish between Ghiberti’s interpretations of the nar-
ratives and a putative program he may have followed. 
My approach does not seek to identify an author or 
source of such a plan (if indeed the Calimala supplied 
him with one) and instead aims to uncover the ideas 
Ghiberti presents in the doors. Needless to say, his large 
crew of assistants, who worked alongside him in his 
workshop in Florence, which was located across the 
street from the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova, played 
an important role in casting the doors and, especially, 
in the time-consuming processes of cleaning and chas-
ing required after the framework and relief elements 
emerged from the casting pit.21 But the design of the 
panels, as Krautheimer asserts, must be attributed to 
Ghiberti, and I  would add that, whether or not he 
was supplied with a list of subjects, the ideas offered 
through the doors, forged in consultation with mem-
bers of his circle and deeply influenced by intellectual 
currents of the day, originate in Ghiberti’s own inter-
ests and concerns.22 Naturally, in representing the con-
stituent episodes of the panels Ghiberti often relied 
on, or made reference to, preexisting visual depic-
tions and textual explications  – and, in some cases, 
elaborations – of Old Testament stories. However, as 
will become clear in the following chapters, Ghiberti 
sometimes strayed very far from both visual and tex-
tual traditions as he fashioned his own artistic visions. 
In this sense, his approach was no different from that 
of an author like Dante, who, while relying on the 
authority of the Bible and major theological sources, 
felt free to reimagine and reinvent biblical events in 
developing literary images and interpretations.23

GHIBERTI’S LEARNING AND CULTURE AND 

HIS APPROACH TO THE OLD TESTAMENT

Ghiberti was born into a society that prized books – 
ancient, medieval, and contemporary  – and the 
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ideas and learning that could be gleaned from them. 
Florence, by the late 1420s, boasted a literacy rate of 
70 to 80 percent for men, and the interest in books 
was, not surprisingly, intense and widespread.24 In the 
first half of the fifteenth century there existed in the 
city a number of large convent libraries – Santa Croce 
and Santa Maria Novella, for  example – that housed 
thousands of volumes by mainly Christian but also, 
and in very high numbers, Jewish and pagan authors.25 
Many private citizens, like Ghiberti’s patron, some-
times advisor, and close associate Palla Strozzi, one of 
the wealthiest men in Florence in the early fifteenth 
century, also assembled large and diverse collections of 
books. Palla’s library contained close to 370 volumes 
in 1431 and continued to expand until his death in 
1462.26 Ghiberti’s humanist contemporaries, many of 
whom made it their aim to discover complete and, 
they hoped, accurate copies of ancient works and 
bring them to Florence, amassed impressive collec-
tions of classical and medieval texts. The library of 
Niccolò Niccoli, Ghiberti’s friend and interlocutor, 
was without question the most famous collection in 
private hands.27 Poggio Bracciolini claimed, and oth-
ers confirmed, that Niccoli’s library contained more 
than eight hundred volumes.28 Coluccio Salutati’s was 
about as large.29 Other Florentines possessed smaller 
assortments of books, often in connection with their 
professions or particular interests, as, for example, in 
the case of Giovanni Chellini, the doctor who owned a 
limited yet diverse group of books, many on medicine, 
that he often loaned out to colleagues and friends.30 
Even those Florentines working in trades not reliant 
upon literary skills owned books. An inventory of 1420 
indicates that Papi di Benincasa, a wool dyer, kept in a 
scrittoio in his home books by Dante (almost certainly 
the Divine Comedy) and Cecco d’Ascoli (probably 
L’Acerba), as well as a copy of Ovid’s “Pistole” (pos-
sibly the Epistulae ex Ponto, in Tuscan translation).31 
And others not able to purchase manuscripts, or inter-
ested only in sections of certain works, made personal 
anthologies, borrowing and copying selected passages 
from them to produce zibaldoni, compilations contain-
ing excerpts from a range of sources and produced 
in very high numbers in fifteenth-century Florence.32 
The remarkable accessibility of and interest in books, 
and thus in ideas, helps to explain, and made possible, 
Ghiberti’s approach.

One of the most intellectually engaged and well-read 
artists of the early fifteenth century, Ghiberti sought 
out texts of interest to him, both those available for 
purchase and other rarer works he could only borrow, 
in connection with his various sculptural commissions 
and the writing of the Commentaries. Ghiberti’s will, 
which does not survive in the original but from which 
excerpts were recorded, shows that he owned books 
that he kept in a room in his workshop that func-
tioned as a study (a “scriptoio”).33 That he acquired 
books is proven by still other sources, like his tax dec-
laration of 1430, which records a debt of the relatively 
high sum of five florins for a copy of Dante’s Divine 
Comedy that he purchased from the Opera of Santa 
Croce.34 Ghiberti also received on loan rare manu-
scripts not available for purchase. In or just before 
1430, for example, he wrote to the humanist Giovanni 
Aurispa, asking to borrow his copy of Athenaeus 
Mechanicus’s On Machines, a treatise in Greek on siege 
machines from the first century BCE.35 Ghiberti had 
previously seen the manuscript and, with the assistance 
of a humanist contemporary (probably Traversari), 
learned something of its contents. The Commentaries 
reveal that Ghiberti consulted a startlingly large num-
ber of texts, many of which he probably owned. In 
addition to Pliny’s Historia naturalis and Vitruvius’s De 
architectura libri decem, he cites, summarizes, or excerpts 
the following works:  Athenaeus’s On Machines, 
Alhazen’s eleventh-century De aspectibus (translated 
from the Arabic original; the text was also available 
in Italian in the fifteenth century), Roger Bacon’s 
thirteenth-century Opus maius and in particular the 
parts on optics, John Peckham’s thirteenth-century 
Perspectiva communis, Witelo’s late thirteenth-century 
Perspectiva, Avicenna’s eleventh-century Liber canonis 
medicinae (also originally in Arabic), and Averroes’s 
twelfth-century medical encyclopedia known in 
Latin as the Colliget (translated from Arabic).36 And 
in all three sections of the Commentaries he names 
authors and texts he knew but from which he does 
not cite passages directly. In the first book, for exam-
ple, he mentions Ptolemy’s Geographia (calling it the 
Cosmographia, as was common in the fifteenth century) 
and Dante’s Divine Comedy.37

Ghiberti certainly read books in Latin as demon-
strated by his translations of large sections of Pliny 
and Vitruvius, and indeed by some inaccuracies of his 
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translation efforts.38 To consult sources in Greek he 
would have needed a translator, and he probably would 
have required assistance to understand more complex 
Latin passages. Although he consulted many written 
works on his own, a great deal of his knowledge of 
them must have come from discussions, exchanges, and 
debates with contemporary humanists, many of whom 
he counted among his friends and associates. Several 
intellectuals who participated in Florence’s culture of 
reading and manuscript exchange were close to artists 
and took an interest in the arts, ancient and modern. 
In 1430 and 1431 Poggio Bracciolini wrote letters in 
which he praises antiquities he had seen, mentioning 
in one that Donatello spoke highly of an ancient sculp-
ture he had acquired.39 Poggio developed classical script 
and used it in manuscripts he produced between 1408 
and 1422, and Ghiberti and Donatello adopted this 
style of lettering in the mid-1420s.40 Ghiberti, more-
over, almost certainly discussed ancient inscriptions 
with Traversari, who influenced the design of the epi-
graph Ghiberti added to the reliquary casket for saints 
Protus, Hyacinth, and Nemesius that he made for Santa 
Maria degli Angeli (1425–8).41 Vespasiano da Bisticci, 
in his late fifteenth-century biography of Niccoli, says 
that Niccoli was on close terms with a number of art-
ists, including Ghiberti.42 And Ghiberti confirms this 
connection in a memorable passage in the third book 
of the Commentaries, where he writes about a chalce-
dony intaglio he saw among a group of ancient objects 
owned by Niccoli. He praises at length not only the 
gem, but also Niccoli, who was, he says, an “investi-
gator [investigatore] and seeker [cercatore] of very many 
excellent ancient things, both writings and volumes of 
Greek and Latin texts.”43 Traversari and Niccoli can be 
tied directly to the origins of the project for the Gates 
and were clearly interested in sculptural commissions 
being planned for the baptistery. On June 21, 1424, 
after the Calimala requested from Bruni his program 
for the doors, Traversari wrote to Niccoli acknowledg-
ing, in only general terms, Niccoli’s ideas for the stories 
to be included and mentioning, with evident disap-
proval, that the guild had instead turned to Bruni for 
advice.44 Later Ghiberti discussed manuscripts, includ-
ing the aforementioned On Machines by Athenaeus 
Mechanicus, with Traversari. His close relationship 
with Palla Strozzi gave him access to his manuscripts 
and, as importantly, to Strozzi’s knowledge of them. 

The relationship between Ghiberti and Palla Strozzi 
was so close that, when Palla went to Venice in 1424 as 
one of two Florentine ambassadors charged with nego-
tiating an alliance with the Venetians, Ghiberti accom-
panied him in his retinue.45 We cannot but assume that 
Ghiberti and Palla, who also served as an advisor for 
Ghiberti’s first set of doors, discussed shared interests 
over the course of their long association.46 These are 
some of only the documented instances of Ghiberti’s 
contacts with members of the scholarly community. As 
we shall see, certain details in the doors strongly imply 
that contemporaries communicated to Ghiberti infor-
mation about a range of topics from sources they were 
reading in the very years in which he designed and cast 
the relief elements of the Gates.

Although Ghiberti did not possess the skills of his 
humanist contemporaries in reading ancient languages, 
his inclinations  – his dogged search for knowledge, 
the intense desire to learn from sources he deemed 
authoritative in order to get things right – matched 
many of theirs.47 In some cases the breadth of his 
knowledge, which derived from a variety of ancient 
works and medieval texts, from Dante’s Commedia 
to optical treatises by Arab philosophers, might well 
have exceeded theirs. Ghiberti’s goals in examining 
sources also differed from those of members of the 
humanist community. Niccoli, for example, sought 
out books largely in order to correct the flawed Latin 
of the current versions of ancient works. Ghiberti, by 
contrast, consulted, sometimes through the interven-
tions of contemporaries, a number of texts to learn 
how to view and make sculpture. For example, in 
describing in the Commentaries several ancient statues 
and reliefs, including Niccoli’s chalcedony intaglio, 
Ghiberti emphasizes that the subtly carved, beauti-
ful surfaces of such works can be properly appreci-
ated only when a soft, low light illuminates them.48 
Immediately before this assertion Ghiberti inserted 
into his text an excerpt from Alhazen’s De aspectibus in 
which the philosopher claims that viewing delicately 
sculpted reliefs in temperate light allows one to see 
most clearly their fine details.49 In Alhazen Ghiberti 
found an authoritative voice that taught him how to 
study and examine images – or confirmed his beliefs 
concerning the best way to do so. Reading, Ghiberti 
confirms, also formed part of his creative process. The 
section of the Commentaries in which he mentions 
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Ptolemy’s Geographia, a book translated into Latin in 
the first decade of the fifteenth century, comes in the 
context of his description of a painted mappamondo – 
Ghiberti calls it a “Cosmogrofia”  – in the Palazzo 
Pubblico in Siena by Ambrogio Lorenzetti. He writes 
that Ambrogio’s depiction of the land was imperfect 
because, in the time of Lorenzetti, “there was not 
then knowledge of the Cosmography of Ptolemy.”50 
Ghiberti’s effusive accounts of Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s 
paintings confirm that he esteemed him perhaps more 
than any other earlier artist, but, no matter how skilled, 
all painters, sculptors, and architects, Ghiberti believed, 
could benefit from ancient and medieval knowledge. 
To read was to understand the world and therefore to 
know how to represent it, its people, forms, and struc-
tures, in the proper manner.

THE THEMES OF THE GATES

Ghiberti was a devoted student of history. In the his-
tory of art in the Commentaries he gives the names of 
earlier artists and describes their major works, adding, 
whenever possible, anecdotal detail to round out the 
picture. In addition to supplying such information, his 
interest in historical change and the progress of events 
led him to attach chronological markers to his narra-
tive, and in a most unusual form. He measures time 
according to the Olympiads, a technique he picked up 
from Pliny but that no other fifteenth-century writer 
used before him.51 In his account history flows for-
ward chronologically, and it moves in discrete, demar-
cated units, allowing readers to attach specific dates to 
each event. Viewers of the Gates find this interest in 
historical development reflected in the panels, where 
the world, its people, and their creations and commu-
nities evolve according to authoritative ancient and 
medieval notions concerning the ways humanity and 
the environment changed over time. Ghiberti and his 
contemporaries in fact understood the Bible as an 
historical text. This belief often led fifteenth-century 
Florentines, in their zibaldoni, to provide the precise 
dates of birth (according to years after Creation) of 
Old Testament figures and to enumerate the six his-
torical ages of biblical time proposed by Augustine 
and Isidore of Seville.52 In the thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries a number of early translators of the 
Bible into French and Italian bound together their 

new versions of biblical books with pagan histories, 
accounts of previous events in Christianity, and ency-
clopedic texts that deal with the history of the world.53 
Such compilations provided a variety of perspectives 
on the history of previous ages.

Visual evidence in the Gates indicates that Ghiberti 
considered particularly important the notion of the 
simultaneity of history – the belief that biblical his-
tory unfolded concurrently with the development of 
other peoples and societies. This idea had, for centu-
ries, structured understanding of the ways human civ-
ilization changed over time. Perhaps the most famous 
proponent of the concept was Augustine, who, in the 
City of God, narrates the history of the world, starting 
with Creation and moving through to the eras shared 
by Abraham and the Assyrian King Ninus, Joseph and 
Argus (who ruled over the Argives), Moses and vari-
ous Assyrian and Greek kings, Aeneas (and his descen-
dants) and the Old Testament figures Saul and David, 
and Romulus and the Jewish King Hezekiah; he ends 
with the birth of Christ.54 The notion that socie-
ties coexisted and developed concomitantly affected 
a vast range of writers after the fifth century. Isidore 
of Seville’s long chronology in the extremely popu-
lar and influential Etymologies lists events in groups, 
pairing entries from the Old and New Testaments 
alongside those from a variety of ancient cultures.55 
The Fioretti della Bibbia, a fourteenth-century elabora-
tion of the Bible that, though written in Catalan, had 
been translated into Italian by the late fourteenth cen-
tury and was extremely popular in Ghiberti’s Florence, 
chronicled in one account Judeo-Christian events, the 
history of ancient pagan kingdoms, and polytheistic 
mythology.56

Many of these texts make the connections between 
peoples explicit and direct. Isidore, for example, in 
discussing music, writes that the Hebrews influenced 
the development of other cultures. David, he states, 
invented hymns that pagans then borrowed and per-
formed in honor of Apollo and the Muses. And 
Solomon, he says, wrote songs that pagans imitated 
and performed on stage and at nuptial ceremonies.57 In 
Ghiberti’s cycle, the influence also flows in the other 
direction, as biblical history receives the imprint of 
cultural developments from the wider Mediterranean 
world. He grafted ideas he found in historical accounts 
of ancient pagan peoples directly onto the narrative 
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fabric of the Bible in order to represent the evolu-
tion of the earth’s inhabitants as well as the objects and 
edifices they create. Sculpted decoration, for example, 
adorns buildings only in panels whose events, accord-
ing to accepted belief, took place after the begin-
ning of the civilization of the Greeks, who, says Pliny, 
invented the art of sculpture. And a horse-drawn 
chariot appears for the first time in the Joshua panel, 
which was understood to represent events happening 
in the period when, according to Isidore, the Trojan 
Ericthonius invented the chariot.58 The biblical figures 
Ghiberti represents may not share their faith with the 
pagans, but they partake of their cultural innovations.

In many cases Ghiberti used the Old Testament nar-
ratives in the Gates of Paradise to confront artistic chal-
lenges and explore intellectual themes of particular 
interest to him and his contemporaries.59 Some of these 
arose as a result of his awareness of artistic or architec-
tural achievements described in ancient sources. Pliny, 
for example, claims that Apelles, in painting a storm, 
represented thunder and lightning. He never gives 
details about the work in question, leaving readers to 
puzzle over just how Apelles painted forces that can 
only be heard – and thus not captured by vision or the 
brush – or that flash through the sky with a rapidity 
that makes it difficult to visualize them in art. Ghiberti 
took up this challenge in the Moses panel. Other prob-
lems that drew his attention are connected to the rep-
resentation of narrative in art and the desire to present 
stories with emotional depth. In designing the Cain 
and Abel panel he considered how an artist might visu-
alize internal emotional states, and especially subtle 
ones like Cain’s instability and simmering anger, or 
suggest a character’s destiny. In panels in which figures, 
in the context of the story being told, remember ear-
lier events or envision future ones, he used relief sculp-
ture and the overlapping of episodes inherent in the 
medium to suggest memories and prophecies.60 And 
he devised a way to represent the content of human 
imagination – the image conjured up by the mind but 
not actually captured by physical sight – in order to 
make scenes in one particular tale, the story of the sac-
rifice of Isaac, legible and logical. Among other issues 
he pondered was the origin of creativity in humans 
and in the natural world. He devised a startlingly orig-
inal representation of the birth of creativity in, not sur-
prisingly, the Adam and Eve panel. Finally, as an artist 

and a reader, he knew that uncontrollable circum-
stances often bring about the destruction of paintings, 
sculptures (and especially those in costly bronze), and 
buildings. This fear guided the approach in the Joshua 
relief, where acts of construction and destruction form 
the basis of the narrative.

The earliest stages of the project, during which 
Ghiberti was developing ideas for the panels, must 
have involved intense and lively discussions with 
members of his workshop and intellectual circle. The 
panels and frame figures remained in the shop for fif-
teen years after they had been cast and before they 
were inserted into the doors’ massive framework and 
placed on the baptistery, and Ghiberti and his inter-
locutors would have had, in this long period, ample 
opportunity to study at close range every figure, ani-
mal, plant, and structure. As will become clear, he 
added certain details with these restricted audiences 
in mind, and one can well imagine that he enjoyed 
talking over each panel after it had been cast and dur-
ing the cleaning and chasing processes. Although in 
certain places he invented new iconographies that 
were probably understood only by a limited number 
of Florentines, numerous viewers at least knew the 
basic biblical stories from sermons and liturgical read-
ings, and many of the ancient and medieval texts from 
which Ghiberti drew ideas were read by a majority 
of literate Florentines. Dante’s Comedy, for exam-
ple, which inspired Ghiberti’s approach in a number 
of the panels, was very widely read in Renaissance 
Florence (and by, it seems, a number of artists).61 And a 
number of ideas about the natural world that Ghiberti 
accepted and which ultimately derive from ancient 
texts were repeated or summarized in well-known 
sources, such as Isidore’s Etymologies or Brunetto 
Latini’s Tresor. The panels thus not only reveal 
Ghiberti’s interests and beliefs, but in certain aspects 
also function as snapshots of how fifteenth-century 
Florentines understood their world  – including not 
only, and not even primarily, Florence or Italy, but also 
the faraway places where the Old Testament events 
purportedly happened – and its origins and physical 
evolution over time.

The analysis I  offer of the still largely unexplored 
thematic and artistic complexity of the Gates of Paradise 
will thus highlight the ubiquity and multivalence of 
biblical lore in the Renaissance while also fashioning 
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a portrait – the first for any early Renaissance artist – 
of Ghiberti’s intellectual personality. Such an analysis is 
possible because, thanks to his decision to write and to 
accidents of survival, a mass of documentation survives 
in connection with his work on the Gates project that 
simply does not exist for any of his contemporaries. 
The commission is, for the most part, well documented; 
Ghiberti’s contacts with contemporaries during the 
period of work can be established; and the Commentaries 
reveal his interests, aims, and even anxieties. All artists 
inject something of themselves into their works, and cer-
tainly the paintings and sculptures of sixteenth-century 
Italian artists like Raphael, Michelangelo, and Cellini 
have been mined for ideas about their preoccupations 
and interests, which were often developed in concert 
and consultation with advisors and scholars.62 For the 
earlier decades of the Renaissance this has not been 
done, in large part because for most artists the evidence 
of their intellectual engagement was not recorded or 
does not survive. But in the case of Ghiberti it does, and 
the aim of this study is to examine the images of the 
Gates – the culminating work of his career and life – 
in the light of his learning, his interests in history and 
art, and the intellectual climate of the early fifteenth 
century. The early Renaissance represents a transforma-
tive moment in the history of art, when artists began 
asserting their own ideas and aims. Ghiberti’s Gates 
allow us to understand the areas of thought that one 
early Renaissance artist began to explore when given 
the opportunity to develop his own interpretations of 
canonical biblical stories.

Although Ghiberti drew information from sources 
that he and his contemporaries were reading, the suc-
cessful expression of his ideas required the careful 
manipulation of composition, setting, pose, gesture, 
drapery, and space in the panels and flanking relief 
statuettes. His formal innovations – the organization 
and presentation of complex polyscenic narratives, the 
integration of ancient models, and the use of linear per-
spective – played important roles in the presentation of 
his artistic interpretations. His travels, throughout Italy 
and to Rome in particular, allowed him to examine 
ancient sculptures and medieval images, and he often 
turned to such works to find models and inspiration 
for the presentation of his ideas.63 And he used per-
spective both to create fictive spaces that serve as set-
tings for the narratives and to help viewers understand 

the significance of certain episodes and the reactions 
of figures participating in them. Especially important 
was the use of polyscenic narrative, which, I propose 
in this book, Ghiberti embraced not only because it 
permitted the presentation of complex stories involv-
ing many episodes but also because it opened up new 
interpretive possibilities. In grouping together numer-
ous scenes within single, visual fields, Ghiberti under-
stood that readers could view the panels’ episodes 
in isolation, in chronological succession (as they are 
recounted in the Old Testament, akin to reading pages 
of the Bible consecutively), or together – in pairs or 
triples  – in juxtapositions or sequences that did not 
necessarily follow chronological order. His choice 
of episodes for each panel reflects interpretive pur-
poses that transcend the traditional understanding of 
the individual events considered separately. Indeed, in 
numerous cases Ghiberti invites viewers to consider 
how various episodes affect and redefine one another 
when examined together and out of sequence, and 
frequently such comparisons stimulate new under-
standings of familiar stories.64

CHRONOLOGY AND THE COMMENTARIES

Much of the original documentation for commissions 
at the Florence Baptistery does not survive because, 
in the eighteenth century, a fire in the archive of the 
Calimala destroyed most of the guild’s books and 
papers.65 Fortunately, in the seventeenth century 
Carlo Strozzi copied or summarized sections of the 
original documents, and these records, which fill three 
volumes today at the Archivio di Stato in Florence, 
provide a relatively detailed picture of Ghiberti’s 
schedule in completing his two doors.66 The chro-
nology for the Gates is well known but its relevance 
to this study merits a brief summary. Ghiberti signed 
the contract for his second doors on January 2, 1425, 
believing that, when completed, they would be 
installed on the north face of the baptistery because 
his first doors then occupied the east side (opposite 
the cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore) and the first 
set, by Andrea Pisano, had since 1336 stood at the 
south entrance.67 He began modeling the relief ele-
ments shortly thereafter and by April 1437 had cast in 
bronze all ten panels, as well as the twenty-four strips 
containing the relief statuettes and floral decoration.68  
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The years between 1437 and 1452 were dedicated to 
four major tasks:  the time-consuming processes of 
cleaning, chasing, and gilding the panels and frame 
strips, which produced the gleaming, richly detailed 
surfaces of the bodies, landscapes, and buildings; the 
casting of the doors’ massive back panels, with their 
integral frames on the front into which the relief pan-
els and framing elements were eventually inserted; 
the modeling and casting of the twenty-four small 
busts, including Ghiberti’s self-portrait and a por-
trait of his son Vittorio (Figs. 2–3); and the creation 
of the doors’ threshold, lintel, and jambs. Ghiberti 
carried out all of this work with extensive assistance 
from his shop, which included, for periods of time, 
Michelozzo (who, although a member of the work-
shop crew when Ghiberti signed the contract for the 
Gates in January 1425, departed the shop in March 
or April of that year and then came back in 1437 to 
help with the chasing; he remained there through 

1442  – and possibly beyond), Benozzo Gozzoli 
(who worked on the Gates from 1444 until, at 
the latest, 1447, probably also assisting with the 
chasing), and Vittorio Ghiberti.69 A document of 
July 1439 gives some indication of the progress of 
work. By that point the chasing of five of the ten 
reliefs had been completed or very nearly finished 
(Cain and Abel, Moses, and Jacob and Esau) or begun 
(Joseph and Solomon and the Queen of Sheba). A rec-
ord from 1443 indicates that four of the panels 
were still not finished (i.e., not yet entirely cleaned 
and chased).70 The panels were done by 1447, and 
during the final four years of work Ghiberti and 
members of the workshop cleaned and chased the 
frame strips; fashioned the doors’ framed busts and 
the lintel, jambs, and threshold; and gilded the relief 
elements.71 Ghiberti and his assistants constructed 
the massive doors, with the framework into which 
the relief elements were inserted, between 1439 
and 1449.72 In 1452, after twenty-seven years of 
work, the project was finished, and the consuls of 
the Calimala decided that these new doors, “on 
account of their beauty,” should occupy the prom-
inent, eastern face of the baptistery. In July 1452 
they were indeed installed on the east façade of 
San Giovanni, displacing Ghiberti’s first set to the 
north entrance.73

It is impossible to determine precisely when 
Ghiberti designed and modeled each panel or in 
what order he sculpted them because no document 
provides details about the specific progress of work 
between 1425 and 1437.74 A  careful stylistic analy-
sis led Krautheimer, who believed that the work of 
designing and casting was begun only in late 1428 or 
1429, to propose that Ghiberti created the panels in 
the order in which they appear on the doors from the  
top down, a suggestion accepted by most art histo-
rians.75 He dated the Adam and Eve panel to around 
1429; the Cain and Abel, Noah, and Abraham and Isaac 
reliefs to around or just before 1434; the Jacob and 
Esau and Joseph panels to 1434 and 1435; and, finally, 
the last four reliefs, Moses, Joshua, David, and Solomon 
and the Queen of Sheba, to the period between 1435 
and 1437. More recently, Francesco Caglioti revised 
Krautheimer’s chronology, suggesting that Ghiberti 
might well have begun the work earlier, around 
1427.76 Ghiberti was, Caglioti reminds readers, 

Figure 2. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Self-Portrait from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence;
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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preoccupied with other projects in 1425–7, 
including the colossal bronze St. Stephen 
for Orsanmichele and the reliquary cas-
ket of Protus, Hyacinth, and Nemesius, and 
he suggests that these other commissions 
probably prevented Ghiberti from start-
ing immediately after signing the contract. 
Given the expansiveness and complexity 
of the Gates cycle, it is difficult to imag-
ine that he did not begin to develop ideas 
about how to represent individual episodes 
and larger narratives as soon as he received 
the commission, even if he did not actu-
ally begin producing wax models in 1425. 
Moreover, he had already spent time pon-
dering at least one Old Testament event – 
the sacrifice of Isaac, the biblical episode 
he and six other sculptors portrayed in test 
reliefs they made for the 1401–2 contest 
for the commission to create the baptis-
tery’s second set of bronze doors. It is pos-
sible, perhaps even likely, that Ghiberti had 
considered how he might visualize other 
Old Testament scenes since the Calimala 
had initially planned an Old Testament 
cycle for the second doors of San Giovanni 
before deciding, probably in 1403, to com-
mission instead reliefs representing New 
Testament stories.77

Any interpretation of the Gates of Paradise must 
take into account the descriptions of the panels in 
the autobiographical portion of the Commentaries. 
Ghiberti’s summary of the contents of the ten reliefs, 
which comes toward the end of book two, presents 
a serious quandary, for in a number of places his text 
is inaccurate. He leaves episodes out, lists others that 
do not appear in the finished panels, and sometimes 
describes incorrectly what he actually represented.78 
About the Abraham and Isaac panel, for example, he 
says that the angel intervening in the sacrifice grasps 
the hand with which Abraham holds the knife (“la 
mano del coltello”), something that does not happen 
in the relief, where the angel stays not Abraham’s hand 
but the blade of a falchion.79 In the account of the 
Joshua panel he omits to mention the scene in which 
the Israelites construct a stone memorial commemo-
rating the miraculous damming of the Jordan River, a 

prominent episode that dominates the right side of the 
panel’s foreground just at the viewer’s eye level. And 
he often describes events that do not appear in the 
finished images. He writes, for example, that the Joseph 
panel includes the following stories: Joseph’s brothers 
placing him in the well; Joseph being sold into slavery; 
Joseph being given to the pharaoh; Joseph’s dreams 
and his interpretation of them as predictions of the 
fate of Egypt; the plan to store food during a famine 
and its subsequent distribution to people in need; the 
pharaoh’s praise of Joseph; Jacob sending his sons to 
Joseph to obtain food; Joseph’s order that they return 
to him in Egypt with Benjamin; their return to Egypt 
and Joseph’s placement of a silver cup in Benjamin’s 
sack; the discovery of the cup; and Joseph’s revelation 
of his identity as their long-lost brother.80 When one 
turns to the panel one does not find the moment when 
Joseph is handed over to the pharaoh, nor any refer-
ence to Joseph’s dreams or predictions, his plan to store 

Figure 3. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Portrait of Vittorio Ghiberti from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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grain, the pharaoh praising him, or Jacob, much less 
the moment when he sends his sons to obtain food.

What is striking is that Ghiberti’s descriptions of the 
first three panels – Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, and 
Noah  – are all flawless. In the case of the first two, 
he even lists the precise number of episodes, which 
he calls “effetti,” represented. The mistakes, additions, 
and omissions come only in the accounts of the last 
seven reliefs. The simplest and perhaps most likely 
explanation for this is that Ghiberti wrote these pages 
after designing, and perhaps modeling and casting, 
only the first three reliefs and before charting out the 
final compositions of the last seven. To describe these 
later panels, he thus perhaps relied on notes he or 
someone else had made in advance of their compo-
sition. Throughout his life Ghiberti, like many of his 
contemporaries in Florence, kept detailed notes and 
diaries in which he recorded information about his 
projects and business interests.81 Krautheimer has sug-
gested that he drew from them in writing the text of 
the Commentaries; Ghiberti’s citation of precise mea-
surements and costs in his accounts of various commis-
sions, as well as his allusion to notes or diaries in a few 
places, imply strongly that this was indeed the case.82 
Giovanni Ciappelli and Klaus Bergdolt have, more-
over, rightly connected the Commentaries, and in par-
ticular the autobiographical section of the text, to the 
Florentine tradition of writing ricordanze, books kept 
by businessmen in which they recorded significant 
events in their lives and those of their kin.83 Given the 
approach of most writers of ricordanze, who recorded 
events over time and as they happened, we should not 
be surprised to find Ghiberti putting together his text 
in stages, perhaps planning at some later date to knit 
the entire text together, smooth out rough sections, fill 
in gaps, and remove  inconsistencies – tasks he never 
completed. If he indeed compiled his Commentaries 
over a long period of time and drew from prelimi-
nary notes in drafting his text, and if he modeled and 
cast the panels in the order in which they appear in 
the doors, it is possible that at least the section of the 
Commentaries on the Gates was written in the sec-
ond half of the 1420s, and thus much earlier than 
assumed by most scholars, who follow Schlosser and 
Krautheimer in theorizing that Ghiberti began writ-
ing his treatise around 1447, after he went into semi-
retirement.84 Certainly his first documented attempts 

to acquire texts from which he eventually excerpted 
passages came around 1430. Early in or just before that 
year, for example, he wrote to Aurispa to examine 
again the manuscript of Athenaeus Mechanicus’s On 
Machines, from which he borrowed a long passage for 
the beginning of the Commentaries.

It is impossible to know what might have prompted 
Ghiberti to start writing, but one might hypothe-
size that Niccoli’s interest in Pliny’s Historia naturalis, 
which contains antiquity’s most famous discussion of 
artists and the arts, led to Ghiberti’s decision to draft 
a history of art and put down on paper an account 
of his own artistic accomplishments. Sometime in 
the 1430s, Niccoli, with the financial and logisti-
cal support of Cosimo de’Medici, secured from a 
Dominican convent in Lübeck a complete manu-
script of Pliny’s great treatise – the first such example 
to reach Florence.85 But other, albeit incomplete, cop-
ies existed in libraries and collections in the city: the 
partial text could be consulted at the library of Santa 
Croce; sometime in the last two decades of the four-
teenth century Salutati acquired a twelfth-century 
manuscript (containing books 6–37) that eventually 
fell into Bruni’s hands; and Niccoli’s collection of 
manuscripts contained a tenth-century copy.86 Eager 
to have as complete a version of the text as possi-
ble, Niccoli probably combined, in the early 1430s, 
his manuscript and the one owned by Bruni into a 
single version that, despite Niccoli’s best efforts, still 
contained several lacunae.87 Quite clearly Niccoli’s 
interest in Pliny was intense around 1430, and it is 
tempting to suggest that his study of the ancient text 
and his drive to acquire a reliable copy of the entire 
work spurred Ghiberti’s interest in writing about 
art and its history. Alternatively, one might suggest 
that the interest of artists – principally Ghiberti – in 
a book that they knew contained long sections on 
ancient art may have stimulated Niccoli’s search for a 
copy of the full text.

We might assume that in the early stages of writing 
the Commentaries Ghiberti did not know exactly how 
he would organize the sections of his work or about 
precisely what he would write. But by the second half 
of the 1420s it seems likely that he was beginning to 
sketch out his ideas. And these ideas, which deter-
mined the content of the Commentaries, also, as we shall 
see, animate the Gates. Both demonstrate an interest 
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in history; in the ability of artists to represent action 
and emotion; and in the ways people see and absorb 
imagery. Ghiberti’s study of the past, for example, led 
him to recount in the Commentaries a history of art 
and also resulted in the decision to forge in the Gates 
a vision of the evolution of the world over millennia. 
A curiosity about how to represent the movements of 
the mind, which caused him in the Commentaries to 
marvel at the ability of previous artists to represent sub-
tle emotions, similarly prompted the insertion of details 

into the reliefs that help the viewer understand what 
sculpted figures think and feel. Like the Commentaries, 
which began taking shape in the late 1420s and 1430s, 
the panels, designed and cast in the same period, reveal 
Ghiberti’s thinking. From the opening panel of the 
cycle, with its visualizations of the formation and awak-
ening of humanity and its investigation of the origins 
of creativity, Ghiberti used the Gates to set out a vision 
of the origins of art, of how the arts had changed over 
time, and, implicitly, of what sculpture could do.  
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In their finished and assembled form, Ghiberti’s Gates (Plate II) reveal little of the com-
plex process involved in their facture. There is no overt reminder of the essential role 
Ghiberti’s large workshop played in completing the project, something Filarete empha-

sized in the relief on the back of his doors for St. Peter’s (Fig.  4).1 And the surfaces of 
Ghiberti’s bronzes, with their gilding and immaculately chased details, differ radically from 
many of those of Donatello, who occasionally left casting flaws visible in his bronze reliefs 
and statues and at times chased minimally their surfaces, letting the roughness of the cast 
speak out emotions inherent in the stories he represented (Fig.  5).2 Ghiberti, of course, 
stressed his authorship of the Gates by including in their frame his self-portrait and an iden-
tifying inscription running across the two valves of the doors, just beneath the Jacob and Esau 
and Joseph panels and above those containing the narratives of Moses and Joshua (“Laurentii 
Cionis de Ghibertis / Mira arte fabricatum”) (Plates VII–VIII).3 Even as these details high-
light the role he played in making the doors, however, they characterize his labor as anything 
but manual: the portrait bust shares the frame with prophets and other personages from the 
Old Testament, and the inscription attributes the existence of the doors to a “skill” that is 
“wondrous” (“mira arte”).4

The Old Testament cycle of Ghiberti’s doors does, 
however, reveal an engagement with artistic process – 
not the process of casting bronze reliefs from wax 
models, but aspects of what one might call Ghiberti’s 
philosophy of art, which emerges most clearly in the 
Adam and Eve panel, the image that initiates the cycle 
(Plate III). It has long been assumed, quite reason-
ably, that Ghiberti modeled this relief first.5 The for-
mal independence of the panel’s four episodes seems 
to reflect an early project – perhaps Bruni’s or a sub-
sequent but undocumented plan  – in which each 
scene would have occupied its own, smaller plaque.6 
To compose this first panel Ghiberti perhaps relied on 
drawings, clay sketches, or wax models already present 

in the workshop, combining these preliminary designs 
for each scene into one relief while not, we must 
assume, feeling bound to follow strictly the preexist-
ing compositions.

The panel presents, in a polyscenic narrative, the 
creation of Adam and Eve, the Temptation, and their 
punishment and expulsion from the Garden of Eden 
(Genesis 1–3).7 The relief foregrounds and high-
lights the results of God’s divine creative acts:  in the 
lower left corner, Adam, coming to life in the moment 
of his creation, is sculpted in very high relief; domi-
nating the center of the panel, Eve’s solid yet elegant 
body rises from and hovers above Adam’s slumber-
ing form; and on the right side both Adam and Eve 

C hap te r   1

The Adam and Eve Panel: The Birth of Creativity
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project significantly from the panel’s surface in the 
scene of the Expulsion, where Eve, her sinuous body 
supported mainly by her left leg while the toes of her 
right foot barely scrape the ground, is sculpted almost 

in the round. The Temptation, fashioned in very low 
relief, occupies a place in the background on the left. 
Illumination with raking light renders visible this last 
scene, which otherwise, because it barely projects from 

Figure 4. Filarete, Self-Portrait with Assistants, 1445, reverse of left door of main portal, St. Peter’s, Rome;
Photo: Reproduced by permission of the Fabbrica of St. Peter’s at the Vatican/Robert Glass.

Figure  5. Donatello, Lamentation over the Dead Christ, ca. 1455–60, Victoria and Albert Museum, London; 
Photo: © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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the panel’s surface, seems almost to blend into the 
background.

The very first viewers of this panel – members of 
the workshop who helped with the project, Ghiberti’s 
patrons in the Calimala guild, and others who gained 
access to the completed reliefs before the door was 
mounted on the baptistery’s east side – could not have 
been prepared for what they saw, for Ghiberti fash-
ioned in the panel an interpretation of the earliest 
Genesis episodes that had never been represented by 
any author or artist before the fifteenth century.8 His 
engagement with the stories of God’s formation of 
the world and its living inhabitants, as this chapter will 
suggest, stimulated in him an interest in exploring all 
types of creativity – not only that of God, but also of 
nature and of humans – and led him to present in this 
opening panel a grand vision of the emergence of 
divine, natural, and artistic creation.9 To Ghiberti, to 
fellow artists, and to many contemporary intellectuals, 
the three types of creation were intimately connected. 
Indeed, the generative acts of God that form the basis 
of the panel’s narrative, as well Ghiberti’s experiences 
forging images out of clay, wax, and bronze, coalesced 
in his imagination, leading him to present in the 
foreground a sequence of images that dramatize the 
beginnings of these various types of creation while 
also announcing the birth of art and the artist. As we 
shall see, in the relief Ghiberti represents God giv-
ing humans the ability to create; next he visualizes 
the birth of nature, both of elements found on earth 
(plants, animals, and the land) and of the generative 
force that drives their production and change;10 and, 
finally, he dramatizes the transformation of humans 
into makers of things who possess the ability, will, 
and need to create and are inspired by a vast set of 
models supplied by the natural world. This earliest 
relief emerged out of Ghiberti’s self-consciousness as 
a sculptor, which led him to reflect on, and represent, 
the origins and character of his art.

◆

The opening three chapters of Genesis describe God’s 
formation of the heavens and sky, the earth, its human 
inhabitants, and its flora and fauna, and recount the 
first actions of his human creations. The chapters pre-
sent two distinctly different accounts of these events. 
In the first version, which begins with a description 

of God’s formation of heaven, the earth, plants, ani-
mals, and humankind (1:1–31), the earliest activities 
of the creator are presented in the form of a list that 
recounts generative acts one after another, in a familiar 
staccato rhythm.11 The text, which Ghiberti and his 
contemporaries could have read in the Latin Vulgate 
or in Italian translation,12 begins by narrating God’s 
creation of light and dark and his assignment of names 
to day and night:

God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light. 
God saw that light was good, and God divided light 
from darkness. God called light “day,” and darkness he 
called “night.” Evening came and morning came: the 
first day. (1:3–5)

The text then describes the fashioning of plants and 
trees (1:11–12) and the sun, planets, and stars (1:13–17), 
the formation of sea creatures, birds, and animals 
(1:20–25), and, finally, on day six, God’s creation of 
humans. The text outlines the role of humans on earth 
and then culminates in a three-line poem that links 
the image of man to that of God:

God said, “Let us make man in our own image, in the 
likeness of ourselves [faciamus hominem ad imaginem et 
similitudinem nostram], and let them be masters of the 
fish of the sea, the birds of heaven, the cattle, all the wild 
beasts and all the reptiles that crawl upon the earth.”

God created man in the image of himself [creavit Deus 
hominem ad imaginem suam],
in the image of God he created him,
male and female he created them. (1:26–27)13

The second account of creation in Genesis (2:5–25) 
omits God’s fashioning of the earth and heavens and 
describes only the formation of plants, animals, and 
humans.14 This narrative, which represents one of the 
best-known legends in the Judeo-Christian tradi-
tion, expands the first creation account by detailing 
the emotional reactions of the protagonists to various 
events, by following the actions of Adam and Eve after 
God fashions their bodies and ensouls them, and by 
providing more detail about precisely how God car-
ried out his various creative acts. Its importance to 
Ghiberti merits a brief summary. In this second story 
man is not simply “made,” but fashioned through a 
specific process akin to additive sculpture:  a spring 
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waters the dry land, to this point devoid of plants 
because of the absence of water (2:5), and produces 
mud that God uses to form a man (2:7: “formavit . . .  
Deus hominem de limo terrae. . .”) whom he then ani-
mates with a “breath of life,” a phrase considered in 
other parts of the Bible and by theologians such as 
Augustine as a description of the moment when man 
receives his soul.15 God fills the Garden of Eden with 
flora, including the trees of life and of the knowledge 
of good and evil, places the new man he has named 
Adam in it, and warns him against eating from the tree 
of knowledge, telling him that, should he eat its fruit, 
he will die. Seeking a partner for Adam and not find-
ing a suitable one among the animals he has fashioned, 
God forms a woman, Eve, out of Adam’s rib and addi-
tional matter (2:21–22). Adam and Eve disobey God’s 
rule when they eat from the tree of knowledge, and 
they become, as a result, aware and ashamed of their 
nakedness (3:1–7). Finding them cowering behind a 
bush in the garden as they attempt to hide, God ques-
tions them, realizes they have disobeyed him, and 
punishes them. He banishes them from the garden, 
saddles Adam with hard labor and Eve with subjuga-
tion to her husband and painful childbirth, and, finally, 
informs Adam that one day he and Eve will die (3:19). 
The anecdotal detail and emotional richness of this 
second account led most artists to include the episodes 
it describes in Old Testament cycles, and Ghiberti too 
paid close attention to its vivid narration. Ghiberti, 
however, as we shall see, also considered carefully the 
content and significance of the first creation account, 
with its mention of God’s decision to create man in his 
“image” and “likeness.”

THE BIRTH OF THE SCULPTOR

In the panel Adam’s creation takes place within a low, 
sloping hill that descends from the relief ’s left side 
toward the center of its lower edge (Fig. 6). The sur-
face of the land surrounding him is barren, presumably 
because Ghiberti followed the second Genesis account 
in which God forms man before creating the earth’s 
flora. Adam’s relation to this land changes depend-
ing on the vantage point of the viewer. From a point 
directly in front of the panel, one finds that Adam’s 
head is contained within the mound surrounding him; 
when the panel is examined from below (Fig. 7), the 

viewer sees that his head breaks through its upper 
edge. Much of his body, including his torso, chest, and 
parts of his arms and legs, still adheres to the surround-
ing earth, the substance used to form him. His head, 
the tops of his shoulders, his left forearm, and right 
leg, by contrast, peel away from the panel’s surface and 
project from the background at various angles and to 
differing degrees. Adam’s body stirs as he begins to 
move. His head projects up and out and tilts slightly to 
his right, and the muscles in his right arm contract as 
it strains to support the weight of his chest and shoul-
ders. These subtle movements indicate that God has 
delivered a soul to the newly created body. It was the 
addition of the soul, according to the theologians, that 
made Adam a complete human, allowing him to think, 
speak, and move. Augustine, drawing on the second 
chapter of Genesis (2:7) and its assertion that man 
became a “living being” after receiving God’s enliven-
ing puff, describes the effects of animation in his literal 
commentary on Genesis, stating that man came to life 
only after God both modeled his body and breathed 
into him a soul.16 Once Adam receives his soul he is no 
longer an inert entity sculpted out of mud, but a sen-
sate being who thinks, perceives sensations within his 
body, responds to outside stimuli, and moves his limbs 
of his own volition.17 Augustine’s notion that the soul 
animates both body and mind derives ultimately from 
Aristotle’s De anima.18 These ideas and the texts from 
which they derived were well known among theo-
logians in Ghiberti’s Florence. Traversari, for example, 
during the 1420s, studied Augustine’s literal commen-
tary on Genesis.19 Leon Battista Alberti applied such 
theories to art in On Painting, written in Latin in 1435 
and translated into Tuscan by Alberti himself in 1436, 
where he enumerates the emotions and motions of 
the animate being and asserts that, after man’s creation, 
his soul and body were united and acted concomi-
tantly. Hence, a viewer of a painting or sculpture could 
understand a figure’s thoughts and feelings – the soul’s 
movements  – by analyzing the physical attributes 
and motions of the body represented.20 In Ghiberti’s 
visualization of Adam’s creation, the first man moves 
under his own power, and viewers would have under-
stood immediately that he has been both formed and 
ensouled.

Neither God nor Adam, the giver and receiver 
of the spark of life, communicates any perceptible 
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Figure  6. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (creation of Adam) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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emotion in this scene. Instead, it is the angels hover-
ing behind God who react, their gestures indicating a 
range of responses. The angel in front, drawing atten-
tion to the momentous event, points downward with 
the index finger of its left hand in the direction of 
the creation scene below, and it grasps its cloak with 
its right hand. This angel’s garment, its folds curling 
toward the right as if activated by some breeze, perhaps 
registers the remnants of the puff of breath that, in an 
earlier moment, brought Adam’s body to life. The ges-
ture of prayer made by the next angel implies that it 
understands the sacred nature of the event it has just 
witnessed and venerates God and his creative power, 
while the one to its right leans forward in a pose that 
implies curiosity and, seemingly, urgent questioning. 
The angel at the group’s left edge, finally, watches its 
companions, content to observe their discussion.

Angels play an unusually prominent role in this 
opening scene, and indeed throughout the panel, 
appearing not only in the creation of Adam, but also in 
the formation of Eve and in the Expulsion. Medieval 
theologians passionately debated the role of the angels 

in the creation of the world and, in particular, the cre-
ation of Adam. The issue hinged on the Bible’s use 
of the plural in the phrase “let us make man in our 
image, in our likeness.” Early Jewish exegetes, like the 
fifth-century philosopher Philo, suggested that the 
plural refers to God and the angels and that the angels 
not only accompanied, but also assisted, God in the 
creation of man.21 In his three hexameral commen-
taries and in the City of God, Augustine argues stren-
uously against this possibility, acknowledging that the 
angels were likely present when God made man but 
denying that they could have played any significant 
role in the actual fashioning of his body and enliven-
ment. He explains the use of the plural – “let us” – by 
arguing that the pronoun refers not to angels but to 
the presence of the entire Trinity at Adam’s creation, 
an idea frequently alluded to in art through the depic-
tion of a triangle behind God’s head in scenes of man’s 
formation.22 In the early 1430s Jacopo della Quercia 
depicted God with a triangular halo in the Creation of 
Adam he carved for the Porta Maggiore at San Petronio 
in Bologna (Fig.  8). Almost all subsequent exegetes, 
including Ambrose and Peter Lombard, who was espe-
cially vocal on this point, supported Augustine’s general 
arguments.23 Fifteenth-century Florentine humanists 
like Giannozzo Manetti defended Augustine’s claim 
about God’s unique role in creating man, and, even 
though the early 1430s saw renewed interested in 
Philo as a result of the rediscovery and translation, by 
Traversari, of several of his works, by the time Ghiberti 
designed and modeled his Adam and Eve panel there 
seems to have been no major writer who ventured to 
support Philo’s suggestion that the angels participated 
in Adam’s formation.24 Ghiberti therefore followed 
accepted theological belief in placing space between 
the angels and God during Adam’s creation, and his 
decision to show one of them puzzling over what it 
has witnessed reinforces the idea that angels could not 
create ex nihilo – or even have understood the process.

Though distance and incomprehension separate the 
angels from Adam and God, to Ghiberti, a sculptor 
whose practice was based on the molding of bodies 
in pliable materials like wax and clay, the actions that 
resulted in the formation of man, at least as represented 
in the panel, would have seemed familiar. Although 
the corner of the panel in which Adam is created is 
devoid of plants, it does not contain untouched virgin 

Figure 7. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel 
(creation of Adam from below with depressions indicated 
with arrows) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Author.
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earth, for the land surrounding Adam’s body has been 
manipulated. The surface of this ground lacks the 
long and short ridges, protruding bumps, and jagged 
depressions that define the terrain above and below the 
scene and elsewhere in the panel. The earth adjacent 
to Adam’s body, Ghiberti suggests, has been altered. 
The outer edge of this zone of smoothed earth mim-
ics roughly the outlines of Adam’s body, surrounding 
his right hand, looping over his right arm, shoulder, 
head, and the upper section of his left arm, and enclos-
ing his lower body, including both of his legs. The 
same type of smoothed ground can be found in the 
upper surfaces of a sequence of four depressions – two 
pronounced and two smaller and shallower than the 
 others – in a broad strip of earth located below Adam 
(see the areas marked with arrows in Fig. 7).

These sheets of manipulated and smoothed land 
surrounding and under Adam are the remnants, a 
viewer might logically surmise, of the creative pro-
cess God has employed to model Adam’s body. The 

four indentations in the ground correspond 
in placement to the four parts of Adam’s body 
directly above them  – his hand, buttocks, 
thighs, and lower legs – and suggest that God 
removed from the earth’s surface pliable mud 
and then used it to fashion the various parts of 
this first human body. Moreover, like the zone 
of manipulated ground that includes these 
depressions, the general shape of the mound of 
earth out of which Adam has been fashioned 
follows approximately the pose of his body, a 
similarity implying that God’s creative vision 
has allowed him to perceive within a roughly 
formed mass of earth the shape of the first man. 
Ghiberti, one might say, assigned to the God of 
the Adam and Eve panel skills particular to the 
sculptor, both the stone sculptor, who exam-
ines marble, limestone, or any other lithic sub-
stance in its roughened state, determines what 
can be made from it, and then removes material 
in order to liberate a form that exists, to that 
point, only as potentiality, as well as the sculp-
tor who works with an additive process like 
bronze sculpture, in which one crafts the image 
by manipulating masses of clay (in preparatory 
models) and, eventually, wax (in the model that 
is actually cast in bronze). Alberti claims in De 
statua, a text written in the 1440s, that sculpture 

probably originated with these two modes of image 
making. He writes in the treatise’s opening paragraph 
that the first sculptors found objects in nature – for 
example, tree trunks or clumps of dirt – that resembled 
other forms, and that they manipulated them to make 
their earliest works, adding materials to their surfaces, 
modeling them, and inserting details in order to pro-
duce beautiful and pleasing images.25 The deep inden-
tations in the section of the back of Ghiberti’s panel 
(Fig. 9) that corresponds to the front’s depiction of the 
creation of Adam reveal that he sculpted this portion 
of the relief by employing versions of the later stages 
of these processes (those used by God and Alberti’s 
sculptors). He built up a clay base that approximated 
the shape of the reclining Adam, next added a layer of 
wax to the relief ’s surface with which he formed his 
body, and then, finally, added details – muscles, facial 
features, and hair – to the surface of the wax that he 
subsequently refined and reinforced in the bronze.26

Figure  8. Jacopo della Quercia, Creation of Adam, ca. 1429–34, 
main portal of San Petronio, Bologna; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, 
New York.
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To underscore the idea that the God of Ghiberti’s 
panel formed Adam by manipulating wet mud with 
his hands, Ghiberti represents him here without the 
cloak he wears over his robes in the scenes of the for-
mation of Eve (Plate XIII) and the Expulsion (Fig. 10), 
where a heavy mantle covers his shoulders and back 
and hangs over his forearms in broad, sweeping folds. 
In the creation of Adam, God has thrown this bulky, 
outer garment over his right shoulder, and most of its 
length hangs down the right half of his back in long, 
columnar folds. The garment that does cover his body 
has well-defined sleeves that, although relatively loose 
and open, do not obstruct his hands or sweep across 
his forearms and wrists, as happens in the panel’s other 
representations of God. And the ends of his shirtsleeves 
have been pushed up, bunched, and rolled, presum-
ably to keep the cuffs away from his hands while they 

manipulated and shaped 
wet earth. Nothing inter-
feres with God’s hands, the 
indispensable tools of those 
who craft and create through 
the manipulation of pliable 
material. God has extracted 
from the mound before him, 
and modeled in earth, the 
figure of Adam. Ghiberti 
drew on his experience as 
a working sculptor to fash-
ion his representation of the 
divine artist, whose methods, 
we may say, are in the image 
and likeness of those of his 
human counterpart.

This artistic formula-
tion, in which the scene of 
Adam’s creation includes 
traces and hints of the pro-
cess employed by God, was 
extremely unusual before 
the mid- to late-1420s, when  
Ghiberti was at work des-
igning, and perhaps cast-
ing, the panel. Theological 
descriptions of the creation 
of Adam tend to stress the 
mystery of creation ex nihilo, 

and only infrequently did painters and sculptors 
suggest that God’s method in creating the first man 
might have been comparable to any specific artis-
tic technique. Most images give no hint about how 
God made man. In the Florence Baptistery mosaics, 
for example, Adam sits in front of a generic slope 
of stylized land and atop a pedestal finished like a 
sharp-edged gem (Fig.  11; at left). In the series of 
reliefs carved in the early fourteenth century by 
Lorenzo Maitani and his workshop for the facade 
of the Orvieto Cathedral (Fig.  12; at left), the first 
man is shown physically complete by the time he 
is presented to viewers, who witness only his enliv-
enment  – the moment when God breathes a soul 
into his body, here still wobbly in the seconds before 
or just after his animation.27 In Andrea Pisano’s por-
trayal of the creation of Adam for the campanile of 

Figure  9. Lorenzo Ghiberti, back of Adam and Eve panel from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Florence Cathedral, an image, like the mosaic from 
the baptistery, that Ghiberti knew well, God hovers 
over a man who reclines on a bumpy surface that 
surrounds, yet is formally unrelated to, the shape of 
his body (Fig. 13). Similarly, paintings rarely suggest 
a connection between the form of Adam’s body and 
the shape of the land beneath and around him – the 
earth out of which God has made him. Bartolo di 
Fredi, in the Creation of Adam he frescoed on the south 
wall of the nave of the Collegiata in San Gimignano 
(Fig.  14), depicted the first man lying stiffly on a 
sheet of dusty earth as he receives his soul.28 And in  
Paolo Uccello’s painting of the creation of man in 
the Chiostro Verde of Santa Maria Novella, the figure 
of Adam, whose pose is unquestionably influenced 
by Ghiberti’s representation of him in the moment 
of his formation, reclines on an emphatically flat field 
covered by grass and wildflowers (Fig. 15; at right).29 
The only example in which the land similarly mimics 

Adam’s form is Jacopo della Quercia’s roughly con-
temporary Creation of Adam from the main portal of 
San Petronio in Bologna (Fig.  8).30 The mound of 
earth surrounding Jacopo’s Adam encloses and fol-
lows his body’s shape and pose. Jacopo’s earlier visual-
ization of the episode for the Fonte Gaia in Siena (ca. 
1414–19; Fig.  16) shows Adam reclining on ground 
that seems to follow his legs’ contours, but its ruinous 
condition makes any definitive reading of it impos-
sible.31 At San Petronio, Jacopo, like Ghiberti, repre-
sents Adam reclining within a mound of earth that, 
in its outermost silhouette, roughly mirrors the out-
line of his form and thus suggests that in sculpting 
Adam God took his inspiration from the shape of a 
preexisting land mass. Jacopo’s relief, however, lacks 
the contrast between untouched ground and manip-
ulated earth that makes the procedure of creation as 
depicted by Ghiberti close not just to marble carving, 
but also to additive techniques like bronze sculpture.

Figure 10. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (God and angels in the sky) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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The inclusion of details evoking God’s craftsman-
ship recalls similes that liken God, as the maker of the 
world, to an architect or, in his role as creator of Adam, 
to a sculptor or painter. The comparison, which derives 
ultimately from the architect-demiurge who creates 

the world in Plato’s Timaeus, appears commonly in 
medieval Jewish and Christian exegesis.32 Philo, in his 
Questions and Answers on Genesis, writes that man was 
modeled “as by a potter,” with a body like a pedestal and 
a head like a sculpted bust.33 Ambrose, in his hexameral 

Figure 11. Salerno di Coppo and Corso di Buono (?), Creation of Adam and Eve, thirteenth century, Baptistery 
of San Giovanni, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.

Figure 12. Lorenzo Maitani, Creation of Adam and Eve, ca. 1310–30, façade of the Cathedral of Santa Maria 
Assunta, Orvieto; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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commentary, speaks metaphorically when he calls God 
a “craftsman [artifex] and a painter [pictor]” and warns 
men and women not to alter their appearances because 
they are, according to him, physically perfect artworks 
by virtue of their creation by God and in his image.34 
The analogy between the divine creator and the human 
architect or artist was employed by most exegetes not 
as commentary on the origins of human artistry or a 
means of comparing the products of divine creation to 
impermanent, corruptible works of art, but as a way to 
anchor the work of God to known processes.35 In medi-
eval thought the creation of man and the formation of 
a sculpted image were understood as having been car-
ried out through the performance of vastly differing 
acts – those of God were not, theologians emphasized, 
ever practiced or even comprehensible by humans  – 
yet were seen as producing similar results. Augustine, 
whose ideas on creation deeply influenced fourteenth- 
and fifteenth-century humanists like Coluccio Salutati 

and Giannozzo Manetti, summarized the 
relationship between divine creation and 
human production and claimed that the 
processes were accomplished through par-
allel actions, writing that the “supreme art 
of the omnipotent God through which 
all things have been made from noth-
ing, which is also called his Wisdom, also 
works through artists to produce things of 
beauty and proportion, although they do 
not produce from nothing, but from some 
material such as wood or marble or ivory 
or whatever other kind of material is sup-
plied for the artist’s hands.”36

In Florence the notion that God 
worked in a manner akin to that of an 
artist entered popular discourse so that, 
by the fourteenth century, the Florentine 
poet Antonio Pucci could write that God 
created Adam “with his own hand [colla 
sua propria mano],” a phrase that echoes 
one commonly found in contemporary 
artists’ contracts, which often state that 
a work or certain portions of it must be 
carried out by the master’s hand (di sua 
mano) and not with the significant par-
ticipation of members of his workshop.37 
By the time Ghiberti designed and cast 
the Adam and Eve relief, humanists in 

Italy and, in particular, in Florence were connecting 
the creation of man to human creativity and art in 
a different way. As Charles Trinkaus amply illustrated, 
humanists, including Salutati, Manetti, and, later, 
Marsilio Ficino and Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, 
seized on the Bible’s description of man as “created in 
God’s image and likeness” to prove man’s closeness to 
God, his inherent dignity, and, most importantly, his 
unique creativity, which elevated him above all crea-
tures.38 Salutati, in his treatise On the Superiority of Law 
to the Other Arts, written around 1400, drew on ideas 
in Augustine’s Genesis commentaries and referred 
to the Bible’s description of the creation of man 
when he compared actions in the earthly and heav-
enly realms: “man is the image of God,” he says, and 
as a result “human affairs have a similarity to divine 
[ones].”39 Given the Bible’s description of God as cre-
ating Adam through the manipulation of a substance, 

Figure 13. Andrea Pisano, Creation of Adam, ca. 1334–42, Museo dell’Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence.
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and its assertion that he was made in the likeness of 
God, it is not surprising that humanists eventually 
proposed not only that the work of a mortal sculp-
tor might help humans conceptualize divine crea-
tion, but also, strikingly, that God the creator could 
serve as a model for understanding the existence and 
work of the homo faber – man as producer of things.40 
In the early 1450s Manetti praised humankind’s abil-
ity to create in On the Dignity and Excellence of Man, 
citing in fact Ghiberti’s bronze doors as evidence of 
the special gifts possessed by human makers.41 For 
Manetti, the ability of people to create things flows 
directly from the actions of a God who made man in 
his image and then left to his human creations materi-
als and objects that they could manipulate and make 
“much more beautiful, much more ornate and far 
more refined” than they appear in nature.42 The divine 

aspect of human creation led Marsilio Ficino, in the 
1470s, to claim in his Platonic Theology that the power 
to control and use the bounty of the earth was “evi-
dence of man’s similarity to God if not of his divinity 
itself.”43 Man is, to Ficino, “god of all materials since 
he handles, changes, and forms them all.”44 Ficino, of 
course, wrote two decades after Ghiberti completed 
the Gates and to ends very different from those of 
Salutati and Manetti. But the kernel of the notion that 
the artist partakes of the divine or reflects divine cre-
ativity can be found already in Salutati’s treatise on 
law as well as in Dante’s Inferno, where the fictional 
Virgil, speaking to Dante pilgrim, says that humans 
create by using nature as a guide, and that, because 
nature uses God’s prototypes as models, a writer, or, by 
extension, any other human creator, is a “grandchild”  
of God.45

Figure  14. Bartolo di Fredi, Creation of Adam, 1367, Collegiata di Santa Maria Assunta, San Gimignano; 
Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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While many medieval exegetes, in their desire to 
characterize the actions of God in the events described 
in Genesis, compared the creator’s work to the labors 
of an artist, by the middle of the fifteenth century 
man’s ability to use and manipulate earthly substances 
made him akin to the divine creator in the human-
ist imagination. The difference is subtle, but this new 
way of thinking affected profoundly the rhetoric of 
those who thought and wrote about art and artists in 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Already in the 
mid-1430s Alberti wrote in Della pittura that man, 
when he paints animals, “makes himself into almost 
a god,” and that a painter “who sees his works adored 
will consider himself another god [un altro iddio].”46 
These comparisons between human and divine crea-
tion affected profoundly the way writers discussed art 
and artists in subsequent decades. Ugolino Verino, in 
his encomiastic poem on the city of Florence writ-
ten in 1488, applied the notion of artistic divinity to 
specific works and individuals. Drawing on Virgilian 
metaphors of material enlivenment, he describes 

Donatello’s sculptures in marble as “living and breath-
ing” and Ghiberti’s two baptistery doors as “like 
angels”– perhaps because they open and close like the 
flapping wings of angels – that seemed as if “breath-
ing” even though made of “rigid bronze.”47 Verino’s 
rhetoric and his suggestion that an inert substance 
could be made to seem alive through the interven-
tions of an artist unambiguously allude to the descrip-
tion of divine creation in Genesis, where God turns 
mud into a living and breathing being by sculpting it 
and then endowing his work of art with a soul. In the 
sixteenth century, Lodovico Ariosto, Benedetto Varchi, 
and Giorgio Vasari picked up on, and popularized, the 
notion that human creation could be seen as a ver-
sion of that performed by God when they famously 
described Michelangelo as divine (“divino”).48

Needless to say, in using such a metaphor in describ-
ing artists and their art writers did not mean to imply 
that humans could create things ex nihilo as God does 
in the opening chapters of Genesis; to suggest such an 
idea in any era would have been heresy. For writers 

Figure 15. Paolo Uccello, Creation of the Animals and Adam, ca. 1425 or after 1431, Chiostro Verde, Santa Maria 
Novella, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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the rhetorical device that compares the acts of a pain-
ter or sculptor to those of God, rather than equate 
the two, calls attention to the special place humans, 
and human creators in particular, hold among all living 
creatures. For them, human beings could legitimately 
be compared to God and be seen as God-like because 
they, like God, form and shape things without exter-
nal assistance. And, many intellectuals stressed, only 
humans have the ability to take the products of divine 
creation – elements produced through the power of 
nature – and change them into something new, ornate, 
and beautiful.49

Creation in the likeness and image of God was cen-
tral to these arguments, for, according to the Bible 
and its humanist interpreters, man becomes poten-
tially creative when God, the Bible’s supreme creator, 

forms him in his image, instill-
ing in him, in that moment, 
some version of the skills he has 
used to craft man. Ghiberti’s 
representation of the crea-
tion of Adam assumes new 
meaning when considered in 
the light of this idea. God, his 
sleeves rolled up so he can use 
his hands, receives inspiration 
from the shape of a mound of 
land and then manipulates raw 
clay as he molds the form of 
the first man. The formulation 
contains within it proof that the 
drive not simply to make things 
but to sculpt, more specifi-
cally, to produce works using 
the additive and subtractive 
techniques that form the basis 
of bronze and marble sculp-
ture, came with being created 
in the likeness of God. Already 
by 1400 Salutati had proposed 
that human affairs approximate 
divine ones because man was 
created in God’s likeness and 
image. In the year or two before 
Ghiberti finished designing 
and casting the panels, Alberti 
applied the notion to art in 
Della pittura. A  direct line of 

transmission existed between Ghiberti and the early 
humanists who developed ideas about the origins of 
homo faber in the moment of Adam’s creation. Ghiberti 
could have learned about Salutati’s ideas, for exam-
ple, through any number of contemporaries, such as 
Niccoli, a close associate of both Salutati and Ghiberti. 
The panel’s depiction of God as a sculptor should thus 
be seen not only, or perhaps even primarily, as a reflec-
tion of the medieval trope that God’s creative actions 
parallel those of the sculptor, but also as an evocation 
of the notion, already under discussion in the early 
fifteenth century, that man sculpts because a creative 
God, who manipulates earth, formed him in his image. 
The origins of the arts of carving, modeling, and cast-
ing, suggests Ghiberti’s artistic formulation, are divine.

Figure 16. Jacopo della Quercia, Creation of Adam from the Fonte Gaia, 1414–19, Santa 
Maria della Scala, Siena; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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THE BIRTH OF CREATION IN NATURE

If the origins of sculpture form the subtext of 
Ghiberti’s representation of the creation of Adam, a 
different type of creation, creation in and through 
nature, is the focus of the episode that follows next in 
the narrative, God’s formation and ensoulment of Eve 
(Plate XIII). In this scene, which occupies the center 
of the panel, Eve rises, not from the side of Adam, who 
rests his head on his left hand as he sleeps, but from 
a space just behind his right shoulder. Seven angels, 
arranged in a semicircle that recedes into space, hover 
above Eve (Fig.  17) while four little angels embrace 
and support her torso and limbs (Fig. 18). One angel 
assists in holding up Eve’s right arm, supporting much 
of its weight in its right hand; another embraces the 
hinge of her left elbow while grasping the upper part 
of her left arm in order to separate it from her flank; 
a third wraps itself around the lower part of her torso 
and places its right hand on her abdomen; and a fourth 
hovers behind Eve’s head and shoulders, its arms seem-
ingly extended toward her neck, upper back, and the 
cascading locks of her hair. Whereas in the creation of 
Adam the viewer undoubtedly sees a man who has 

received his soul (his body stirs under its own power), 
it is not immediately clear that Eve has been animated, 
for she does not seem to support fully the weight of 
her own body. Instead the angels hold her up as they 
wrap their hands around her abdomen and limbs, ten-
derly bearing her weight and pulling her arms away 
from her flanks.

Since before the eleventh century artists frequently 
painted and sculpted Eve rising directly from the body 
of a sleeping Adam.50 In most examples, whether 
painted, sculpted, or in mosaic, Eve is complete  – 
comprised of both body and soul and thus able to 
move and hold herself upright – from the very first 
moment of her existence and often even before her 
body emerges fully from Adam’s side. In Wiligelmo’s 
marble relief for the Modena Cathedral façade from 
about 1110 (Fig. 19), for example, even though only 
half of Eve’s body has materialized she already holds 
up her left arm, demonstrating the presence of an 
animating force. In the thirteenth-century mosaics 
in the Florence Baptistery (Fig.  11; at right), Eve 
rises by herself, without touching God, and holds 
up her arms and hands. Numerous medieval manu-
scripts from northern and southern Europe portray 

Figure 17. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (angels above the creation of Eve) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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this same type of immediately self-sufficient Eve 
(e.g., Fig. 20). Less often images show God holding 
and seeming to help Eve as she emerges from Adam, 
as can be seen in the relief Andrea Pisano carved for 

the campanile of Florence Cathedral in the 1330s or 
early 1340s (Fig. 21).51 Here, as Jack Greenstein has 
recently stressed, even though God grasps her arm in 
order to help her up, she is able to hold erect her head 

Figure 18. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (Eve and angels holding her) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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and she cranes her neck to look up at God, actions 
demonstrating that, in the moment Andrea presents 
to viewers, her soul is already in existence within her 
body.52 Only rarely did artists depict God bearing 
all of Eve’s weight at the moment of her appear-
ance. In an early fifteenth-century glazed terracotta 
relief of the scene that has been attributed to differ-
ent artists, including both Ghiberti and Donatello 
(Fig. 22), Eve, evidently unable to hold upright her 
own body’s mass, immediately collapses into God’s 
arms as she emerges from Adam’s side.53 The for-
mulation, which asserts that Eve needed support in 
the moment of her creation, recalls that found in 
Ghiberti’s Gates relief, though in the bronze panel it 
is angels, rather than God, who sustain much of Eve’s 
weighty form.

Despite her apparent need for physical assistance, 
Ghiberti’s Eve does, slowly and slightly, begin to move 
parts of her body. She holds her head up, tilting it out-
ward and away from the angels behind her head and 
shoulders, and extends the fingers of her left hand away 
from its palm. These subtle yet significant movements 
let the viewer know that she has indeed, by this point, 
been given her soul. In Ghiberti’s formulation the cre-
ation of Eve, it seems, has taken place through a pro-
cess involving two distinct stages. Her body, built up 

by God from Adam’s rib and shown complete, at first 
needed the physical support provided by the angels 
because it had not yet been infused with a soul. The 
viewer must assume that, in the center of the panel, 
Ghiberti has represented the moment immediately 
after God ensouled Eve, and that the angels will soon 
flit away, departing because their physical assistance is 
no longer necessary. The image perhaps reflects the 
ideas of Augustine, who, seeking to explain the pres-
ence of two creation narratives in the Bible, defended 
vehemently the notion that God used a two-step 
process to create Eve and hypothesized that he first 
constructed her body and then added a soul to it.54 
Ghiberti’s portrayal of this moment appears to reflect 
this theory, for the angels have supported physically 
her body in the brief interval after it was formed and 
before her ensoulment. Although Augustine’s ideas 
were well known, most painters and sculptors, includ-
ing Andrea Pisano, Wiligelmo, and the author of the 
Florence Baptistery mosaics, relied on a different tra-
dition associated with Thomas Aquinas, who believed 
that the souls of humans, Eve’s included, are naturally 
wedded to their bodies.55 God, according to Aquinas, 
therefore must have produced a woman complete and 
in control of her body and mind from the very first 
instant of her existence.

Figure 19. Wiligelmo, Creation of Adam and Eve and Temptation, ca. 1110, façade of the Cathedral of Santa Maria 
Assunta and San Geminiano, Modena; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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Ghiberti’s decision to place the angels so promi-
nently in the scene of Eve’s creation  – around her, 
gently touching her body, embracing her form, and 
lifting her arms – makes his representation utterly dif-
ferent from all other medieval and Renaissance exam-
ples of the scene, which sometimes include angels but 
never present them quite so conspicuously or imply 
their direct, physical involvement in the event. In 
Lorenzo Maitani’s relief of Eve’s creation in Orvieto 
(Fig. 12; at right), for example, two angels are present 
but stand off to one side, seeming to discuss what hap-
pens but certainly playing no direct role in the events 
taking place before them. In an attempt to explain 
the iconographic novelty of Ghiberti’s representation, 
Helen Ettlinger linked the group of eager angels clus-
tered around Eve to Peter Comestor’s assertion, in the 

twelfth-century Historia scholastica, that her creation 
took place “ministerio angelorum,”56 a phrase that 
implies the presence, and even advice, of the angels 
but not necessarily their direct, physical involvement, 
which Ghiberti’s image asserts so unambiguously. For 
Jack Greenstein, who has also offered an explanation 
of this unusual depiction of Eve’s creation, the angels 
respond “. . . to a representational problem posed by 
the artistic culture of [Ghiberti’s] own day,” namely, 
how to depict the realistic weightiness of Eve’s body 
even though visual tradition largely dictated that her 
form rise and float above Adam as he sleeps beneath 
her.57 By the early 1430s, suggests Greenstein, artists 
were not content to accept the possibility that a real, 
fleshy, and weighty female form could hover effort-
lessly in the air without the benefit of some supporting 

Figure 20. Richard de Montbaston (?), Creation of Eve from Guyart des Moulins’ Bible historiale, Ms. M.322, 
fol. 11v, ca. 1325, The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York; Photo: The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, 
Purchased by J. Pierpont Morgan (1837–1913) in 1907.
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element or entity, and he hypothesizes that the bulk-
iness of Eve’s body necessitated, indeed demanded, 
the assistance of accompanying beings. Ghiberti, 
concludes Greenstein, chose angels to perform this  
crucial labor.

Interpreting Ghiberti’s unusual formulation 
requires close analysis of where the angels direct their 
attention and what, precisely, they do in this moment. 
The four angels surrounding and touching Eve do 
not look at her body. The majority of the angels 
comprising the semicircular group floating above 
seem similarly disinterested in the new creature that 
has materialized beneath them. Among these seven 
angels (Fig. 17), only two, in fact, look toward Eve. 
The one fourth from the right stares intently at her 
while bringing its hands together in a gesture of 
prayer, and the last on the right, its arms folded, gazes 
down at her. The others direct their attention instead 
toward God and focus in particular on his move-
ments and gesture. God’s left palm and fingers cradle 
Eve’s right wrist. His right hand, across from Eve’s 

head, is raised with its index and middle 
finger extended and slightly bent; his 
ring finger and little finger either start 
to curl toward his palm or straighten out 
after just having done so. Because the 
new woman is now complete, God’s fin-
gers are almost certainly emerging from 
a gesture, nearly ubiquitous in images of 
Eve’s creation, in which he extends two 
fingers while folding the others into his 
palm and beneath his thumb, a motion 
that brings about her formation and 
enlivenment (e.g., Figs. 11 [a variant of 
the gesture appears here], 12, 19, and 20). 
But given that Ghiberti’s visualization 
implies a two-step creation, and that Eve 
has just, it seems, begun to stir, here the 
gesture must have effected, in the previ-
ous instant, the transfer of Eve’s soul to 
her body.

The action of God’s active right hand 
clearly fascinates the angels. The one sup-
porting Eve’s right arm, the one behind 
her head, and the second and third angels 

from the left and right in the group above 
her all gaze intently at God’s curling fin-
gers. The intense interest of the angels in 

God’s action even leads two of those in the semicircle 
above – the second and third from the left – and the one 
holding her arm to mimic his gesture, as they extend 
the index and middle fingers of their own hands – their 
left hands – while curling the other fingers into their 
palms (Figs. 23 and 24). God, it seems, performs an act 
that several angels watch and imitate, presumably to 
demonstrate their comprehension of the divine lesson 
he teaches them. Not all of the angels parrot God’s 
gesture, and the semicircular group above reveals in 
fact a range of reactions: four angels fold their arms in 
deferential reverence; one extends both arms to indi-
cate wonder; one prays; and the angel on the left end 
(Fig. 23) looks to its neighbors as it also attempts, hesi-
tatingly and, it seems, somewhat clumsily, to repeat the 
gesture first made by God and successfully imitated by 
the two angels next to it. Presumably this angel must 
look to the others for instruction because, in its posi-
tion behind God’s head, it cannot see the gesture that 
it seeks to copy.

Figure 21. Andrea Pisano, Creation of Eve, ca. 1334–42, Museo dell’Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence.
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Discussions of the role of angels in the 
creation of Eve appear less frequently 
in exegesis than considerations of their 
potential participation in Adam’s forma-
tion, the latter a topic that the very lan-
guage of the book of Genesis (“let us”) 
led Christian theologians to confront. 
Aquinas dedicated a very brief section 
of the Summa theologiae to the possibility 
of angelic participation in the creation of 
Eve, mentioning that others had enter-
tained the possibility that angels helped 
create Eve but dismissing the idea quickly 
and affirming that only God could have 
produced a woman out of a man’s rib.58 
Augustine, in his Literal Commentary on 
Genesis, proposed a minor, accessory role 
for the angels at Eve’s creation, writing 
that they might have “served up” Adam’s 
rib “for the creator’s work,” but that God 
was wholly responsible for constructing 
her body and adding her soul to it.59 In the 
scene of Eve’s creation in Ghiberti’s panel 
the angels plainly do more than just assist. 
Ghiberti’s visualization of the episode 
implies that the angels take away from 
the event some knowledge, understanding, or perhaps 
ability that resides in the creative gesture they have 
learned by watching the actions of God when he adds 
Eve’s soul to her body. Reading further in Augustine’s 
discussion of Eve’s formation provides a clue as to what 
Ghiberti might have meant to suggest in his unusual 
depiction of the imitative angels. Although Augustine 
assigns to them at most an ancillary role during Eve’s 
creation, in the same section of his Genesis commen-
tary he offers further details about their postcreation 
functions on earth. The angels, Augustine avers, cannot 
create ex nihilo, but they do play a role in producing 
and controlling the natural world, for it is they, he says, 
who “provide . . . the material . . . for the movements 
of nature, so that something may be created in time in 
accordance with either the primary uncreated ideas 
in the Word of God, or with those ideas or formulae 
causally created in the works of the first six days.”60 
For Augustine, God is without doubt the “creator 
of the course of nature.” But the angels continue his 
work, setting into motion natural growth and change 

through the movement and manipulation of animal, 
vegetal, and mineral substances.

Ghiberti did not have to enter into the complex-
ities of Augustine’s argument in order to learn about 
the role of angels in natural creation. The 1420s and 
1430s saw among intellectuals in Florence a renewed 
interest in the properties and functions of angels, 
largely because in 1424 Traversari began reading in 
Greek a number of works by Pseudo-Dionysius the 
Areopagite, including the Celestial Hierarchy, a lengthy 
and detailed treatise on the nine angelic orders; around 
1430 he began translating it into Latin.61 Ghiberti 
might well have learned from Traversari ideas about 
the tasks angels carry out in the world, but he also 
could have turned to Dante’s discussions of angels in 
the Divine Comedy and De monarchia, which, given 
Dante’s popularity in Florence, would have been 
familiar to many. In the Commedia descriptions of the 
role of angels in the world appear in cantos 7 and 13 
of the Paradiso. In the beginning, Dante’s text reminds 
the reader, God created the angels, the heavens, and 
prime matter,62 the material from which living things 

Figure 22. Ghiberti or Donatello (?), Creation of Eve, ca. 1410–30, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, 
New York.
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and inanimate objects are made.63 Angels, he goes on 
to claim, assumed the responsibility for actually form-
ing all subsequent entities, both the earliest examples 
of living things (e.g., the first oak tree) and every sub-
sequent organism (e.g., oak trees made from acorns 
generated by preexisting trees). Aquinas – and many 
other medieval Christian theologians  – would have 
flatly disagreed with this. His writings emphasize that 
God, and not the angels, created the initial versions 
of all forms and species on earth, an idea supported 
by the assertion in Genesis (1:1–24) that God made 
the world and all of its elements and first creatures.64 
Strangely, then, in canto 13 of the Paradiso it is Aquinas 
who elaborates Dante’s ideas about the role of angels 
in nature.65 There, the fictional Aquinas, in order to 
explain to Dante pilgrim the differences between 
divine intelligence and the wisdom of mortal kings, 
addresses the issue of how earthly forms arise. He 
tells Dante that God, in addition to creating angels, 

the heavens, and prime matter, also developed in his 
mind perfect archetypes for all creatures and entities. 
These beings and objects, he says, have been produced 
throughout time by the nine orders of angels who, 
because they work from prototypes, sometimes gen-
erate good forms but often make mistakes, like the 
“artist who in the practice of his art has a hand that 
trembles.”66 In De monarchia Dante echoes the words 
of Aquinas’s monologue, describing a vision of nature 
that requires the participation of both God and the 
angels: “nature is in the mind of the first mover, who 
is God; then in the heavens [or angelic hierarchies], 
as in the instrument by means of which the image of 
eternal goodness is set forth in fluctuating matter.”67 
Although the divine idea exists always first in the ideas 
or thought of God, in Dante’s theory of natural cre-
ation the angels facilitate the imprinting of its form 
onto matter, creating all things in nature, including the 
bodies of men and women.

Figure 23. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (angels above God and Eve, at far left) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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In Dante’s theory of reproduction in nature, this is 
not the only responsibility of the angels. In canto 7 of 
the Paradiso Dante has the speaker, here Beatrice, assign 
to the angels one further task connected to the gen-
eration of plants and nonhuman animals: the delivery 
of their souls – the vegetative and sentient souls – to 
them. “The soul of every beast and of the plants,” says 
Beatrice, “is drawn from a potentiate compound by the 
shining and the motion of the holy lights [the angels]; 
but your [human] life the Supreme Beneficence 
breathes forth without intermediary.”68 Elsewhere in 
the Comedy Dante affirms that God, when he knows 
that the brain of a human fetus has developed fully, 
delivers the soul directly into the body, without exter-
nal intervention.69 The governance of nature and the 
extraction of souls from “compounds of the sublunar 
elements”70 and delivery of them to plants and animals, 
by contrast, are accomplished through God’s instru-
ments, the angels, who learned from him how to gen-
erate plants and animals, body and soul. To the plants 

the angels give the so-called vegetative soul, a force 
first described thoroughly by Aristotle that allows for 
birth and growth; animals receive the vegetative and 
sentient souls, allowing them both to grow and feel.71

Those interested in the role of angels in nature and 
in the delivery of souls to plants and animals could 
not find information concerning these actions and 
processes in the Bible. The biblical narrative neither 
states that plants and animals possess a soul nor claims 
that the soul can be divided into constituent parts, and 
thus it does not, indeed cannot, consider the angels 
as deliverers of souls into the earth’s flora and fauna. 
More generally, the Bible never describes how angels 
come to possess their knowledge or skills. Christian 
theologians and writers, however, do address the ways 
angels acquire wisdom, creative ability, and even their 
blessed character. Most state that they learn and obtain 
these things over time and through sight. Dante often 
repeats and defends this idea. Dante pilgrim, in canto 
28 of Paradiso, emphasizes the importance of sight to 

Figure 24. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (angel gazing at, and repeating, God’s gesture) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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the angels when he says that the “blessedness [of the 
angels] is founded on the act of vision . . .” and that their 
“merit . . . is the measure of their vision.”72 To what 
or whom do the angels look in order to gain bless-
edness, or the knowledge that gives them the ability 
to carry out their appointed tasks? Dante, drawing on 
theories in Pseudo-Dionysius, writes that angels learn 
by gazing at, and contemplating, the actions of God. 
In the Convivio he says that, for each angel, “because 
God is the most universal cause of all things, by know-
ing him, it knows all things according to its particular 
nature.”73 Angelic knowledge comes when angels see 
God without intermediary, just as when light illumi-
nates an object directly and without being reflected or 
refracted.74 This principle, according to Dante, could 
be applied to human sight as well. Comprehension, he 
says, flows from correct and clear visual perception.75

In Ghiberti’s representation of the creation of Eve 
the angels copy the gesture that has resulted in the 
formation of her as a complete human, and there-
fore the lesson that God teaches them must relate to 
the generation of living entities, because that is what 
God, in the preceding moment, has done through the 
action of his hand and with his divine power. Surely 
Ghiberti did not intend to imply that the angels 
learned from God how to create a woman out of a 
rib and additional flesh or insert a soul into a human 
body. These were, in the minds of all believers and 
theologians, acts performed by God alone. But in 
Dante’s theology, a system of belief widely known in 
Florence, angels perform tasks that parallel the acts 
they have observed in Ghiberti’s representation of 
Eve’s formation:  they effect the creation of a living 
thing out of a preexisting substance, though not, of 
course, by adding any material created ex nihilo; and 
they endow the earth’s flora and fauna with their veg-
etative and animal souls. Their imitation of God’s ges-
ture in this scene in Ghiberti’s panel indicates that 
they learn and thus possess a new skill: not creation 
ex nihilo or the addition of a human soul to a body, 
but, we can only assume, the type of creation that 
occurs in the natural world, namely, the production of 
plants and animals in nature and the endowment of 
such creatures with life forces. In this scene the viewer 
witnesses not only the birth of Eve, but also the act 
that teaches angels how to perform natural creation. 
In Ghiberti’s vision the creation of plants and animals 

comes into existence in the earliest moments of time. 
Thus one facet of nature, which, in antiquity as in the 
Renaissance, writers claimed as art’s vital inspiration, 
emerges simultaneously with Eve.

THE EMERGENCE OF HOMO FABER  

(AND THE ARTIST)

The angels evidently begin their work immediately, 
for the next scene of the narrative, the Temptation 
(Fig. 25), takes place in a grove where various trees – 
palm, fig, and apple – grow from the surface of the 
earth, their branches serving as perches for four dif-
ferent species of birds (Figs. 26–27). Directly behind 
the hand clasp that confers life on Adam, the viewer 
finds a similar joining of hands that leads not to the 
establishment of life but rather to the introduction 
of sin (and, ultimately, death) in the world: Eve takes 
Adam’s hand and places in it a fig that she holds upside 
down by its stem. At the same time she reaches up to 
pluck another piece of fruit from a branch above her 
head. She gazes upward, away from both Adam and 
the serpent, here shown as a snake with a woman’s 
head, a depiction commonly found in images after 
the twelfth century and visible in many Renaissance 
paintings and sculptures, including Masolino’s fresco 
of the Temptation in the Brancacci Chapel and 
Michelangelo’s painting of the same subject in the 
Sistine Chapel.76 The serpent’s intense gaze, directed 
at a distracted Eve, seems meant to convince her to 
eat the fruit, and her double action – she hands the 
fruit to Adam even as she reaches for more – com-
municates her eagerness and thus the effectiveness of 
the snake’s fixed stare. Adam allows the fruit to touch 
his right hand, which is open and faces the trees and 
sky above him. In Ghiberti’s panels an upward-facing 
palm signifies speech, while a hand with its palm 
pointing toward the ground communicates disagree-
ment, punishment, or condemnation.77 Although the 
Bible attributes no speech to Adam before he accepts 
the fruit (3:6), his gesture here indicates that he has, 
in a previous moment, spoken. Eve’s reaction, com-
municated through the movement and position of 
her own right hand, which she places atop Adam’s, 
suggests that she stops him from talking. Perhaps she 
silences his protests? After the conclusion of their 
mysterious conversation, the fig, balanced upside 
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down between them, will fall, presumably, into 
Adam’s open palm.

An imaginary cacophony in the apple tree 
above and to the right of the small patch of land 
on which Adam and Eve stand (Fig. 26) accom-
panies their silent interaction. There, among 
leafy branches and ripe apples, Ghiberti included 
three birds:  in the upper right quadrant of the 
leafy treetop, a raven; toward its central part and 
to the left an owl (an eared or eagle owl); and, 
closer to its base and on the right, a finch.78 
For Ambrose, whose hexameral commentary 
became authoritative in the determination of 
the significance of animals and birds, the raven, 
with its rough coat of jet-black feathers, stood as 
a clear reminder of evil or the devil.79 Ghiberti’s 
raven opens its beak, emitting its strident call, 
an action that, Pliny claims, can indicate dan-
ger.80 For Pliny, the eagle owl’s presence and 
call also augur trouble. Flying through deserted 
places and nighttime skies, its cry resembles “not 
a musical note but a scream” and alerts those in 
its earshot to the imminence of terrible events.81 
Numerous Christian sources likewise describe 
the eared owl, a type with prominent tufts of 
feathers on its head, as an indicator of evil, death, 
and misfortune.82 Ambrose stresses in particular 
the eared owl’s connection to ignorance and the 
inability to see and thus perceive truth. For him, 
the owl’s tendency to be active at night, when 
it flies through dark, shadowy skies, makes the 
creature resemble those people who, blinded to 
truth, “walk in obscurity, groping in the darkness of 
the demon powers.”83 The small, still finch, depicted 
in profile, keeps its beak shut tight, hindering view-
ers’ ability to imagine the sound of its dulcet song. 
But its presence serves as a reminder of future events. 
Because of the belief that it consumed thorns as part 
of its diet, the finch evoked the crown of thorns and 
appears in numerous images of the Virgin and Christ 
as a reminder of Christ’s Passion.84 Thus the raven 
announces through its screech the consumption of 
the fruit and the presence of the devil; the owl’s fear-
ful scream and dark associations broadcast the effects 
of the fall; and the finch, here still and silent but capa-
ble of producing a sweet call, reminds the viewer that 
salvation has not yet come, but that it will, providing 

humankind with forgiveness for what Adam and Eve 
are about to do in the clearing beneath the tree.85 In 
another apple tree just to the left (Fig. 27), a sparrow 
hawk stands and looks toward the left edge of the 
panel, its association with lust and sex in the visual and 
textual tradition alluding to more proximate effects of 
the Fall.86 The scene of the Temptation, with its vivid, 
and even noisy, depiction of plants and animals and 
its overt reference to human procreation, could offer 
no clearer evidence that, by the time Adam and Eve 
contemplated the fruit from the tree of knowledge, 
nature had emerged as an active, noisy, and powerful  
force on earth.

Nature as force also makes an appearance in the 
scene of the Expulsion. Adam and Eve, nude except 

Figure  25. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (the 
Temptation) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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for their aprons of fig leaves, stand in the foreground 
and look up to the sky, where they see God, the astro-
nomical wheels of heaven, and the celestial court 
(Figs. 10 and 28).87 God occupies the center of eight 
concentric wheels, and angels hover around their 
outer edge and, in the clouds trailing behind the cir-
cles, fly through the air, their drapery whipping left-
ward to indicate their rushing movement toward the 
right side of the panel. Two of the angels closest to the 
wheels – the one farthest to the right and another on 
the left – reach out and touch the outermost circle, 
and several at left whose forearms and hands are hid-
den reach forward and toward the back faces of the 
rings enclosing God. This representation derives ulti-
mately from Pseudo-Dionysius, who characterizes the 
heavens, comprising the planets and stars, as a series 
of concentric spheres inhabited by the nine orders of 
angelic intelligences; his vision derives from Aristotle’s 
conception of the heavens as a number of spheres 

moved by immaterial substances.88 
Dante relied on Pseudo-Dionysius’s 
formulation, describing in Paradiso 
the heavens as a set of “lofty wheels,” 
a monumental construction made by 
God and exemplifying the universe’s 
finest creation; the heavens, he states, 
are perfect in their beauty and evi-
dence of God’s inimitable skill as a 
designer.89 Beatrice, in Paradiso 29, 
claims that the angels turn heav-
en’s wheels, but she does not, in this 
passage, specify the purpose of this 
act.90 Dante explains their function 
in the Convivio, where he similarly 
describes the planetary spheres and 
heavens as round, repeats the idea 
that the angels move and rotate 
them,91 and adds that the action of 
the spinning wheels results in the 
production of living things in the 
earthly realm.92 Angels understand 
what God intended the human form 
to look like, he says, and especially 
“the angels who move the spheres 
[le intelligenze motrici], because they 
are the most special causes of [the 
human form] and of every generated 
form.”93 The angels, claims Dante, 

“use the heavens to manufacture things [on earth].”94 
Dante was not alone in this belief. Related to one of 
Plato’s hypotheses about the functioning of the heav-
ens, the idea that the angels spin the heavenly wheels 
to effect change in the natural world was, by the late 
thirteenth century, widely acknowledged in the uni-
versities of Europe.95 Cecco d’Ascoli outlines the 
functioning of the heavenly wheels in L’Acerba, where 
the stars, controlled by divine power, determine all 
aspects of earthly life.96 Though Dante believed the 
spheres were moved through contemplation, Ghiberti 
nonetheless placed the angels’ hands directly on the 
circles or represented their arms reaching out to 
grasp them, actions that communicate unambigu-
ously the idea that the angels spin the celestial rings. 
In Florence, where Dante’s ideas were ubiquitous, 
Ghiberti’s depiction of these mover-angels can only 
have stimulated recollection of the poet’s notion that 

Figure  26. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (tree above and 
to the right of the Temptation) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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natural change happens when angels drive the rota-
tion of the celestial circles. Guiding the action of the 
heavens, the angels not only imprint form on matter 
or deliver souls. They control all of the earth’s ele-
ments – animal, vegetal, and mineral – and cause their 
birth, growth, change, and eventual disintegration and 
death.97

The image of God and the heavenly court forms 
part of an episode that, at first glance, seems to repre-
sent only the Expulsion. Adam and Eve stand outside 
Eden, having walked through the gate now guarded 
by the cherub mentioned in the Bible. Ghiberti’s 
depiction of Adam and Eve as nude at this moment 
is puzzling, because the biblical text states clearly that 
God, after finding them cowering behind a bush in 
the garden, realizes that they had sinned, announces 
their punishment, clothes them in the skins of ani-
mals, and then expels them (3:11–24). Admittedly, 
many  artists – Masaccio, for example, in the Brancacci 

Chapel (Fig.  29)  – ignored the Genesis text and 
depicted Adam and Eve without clothing as they walk 
away from the gate. But Ghiberti did acknowledge the 
Bible’s mention of their being clothed in skins when 
he added, in the frame niches above the Adam and Eve 
and Cain and Abel panels and at the very top of the 
doors (Figs. 30–31), relief statuettes of Eve wearing a 
cloak and a sheep’s skin, the latter including phallic 
hoofs, one pointing suggestively toward her abdomen, 
and of Adam, draped from the waist down and hold-
ing a hoe. The Eve of the frame, reclining, clothed, 
and grasping the branch of a fig tree, derives from a 
type popular among Sienese artists in the fourteenth 
century (e.g., Fig. 32).98 The Eve and Adam occupying 
the frame both appear after they have been expelled 
from Eden and look down and in the direction of the 
Adam and Eve narrative. Eve’s furrowed brow and for-
lorn glance toward the panel below her communicate 
grief or, perhaps, her sense of regret and make this first 

Figure  27. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (tree above the Temptation) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Figure 28. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (the Expulsion) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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relief not only a series of episodes but also a represen-
tation of Eve’s memory.

In the panel Adam and Eve leave Eden and, at 
the same time, receive their punishment. Their sin 
was considered a breaking of divine law, and many 
authors describe God, after he discovers that they 
have disobeyed him, judging them as if evaluating, 
and then ruling in, a legal case.99 Medieval canonists, 
in fact, often refer to the stories of the punishment 
and Expulsion in their discussions of rules regarding 
the proper way to conduct a prosecution in a court of 
law.100 In the panel, God’s role as a judge responsible 
for rendering decisions about transgressions of the law 
is made clear by the rod he holds, an object described 
in the Bible as a symbol of judgment and authority, 
and by his crown, with its cylindrical base and fac-
eted, pyramidal upper section.101 Ghiberti gave God 
this kind of headgear in only one other relief on the 
door, the Moses panel, where he wears it as he hands 
down the law (Plate IX and Fig. 179).102 Ghiberti and 
his workshop later gave this particular type of crown 
to the figure of God enthroned on the tabernacle 
door they sculpted for Sant’Egidio around 1450, and, 
in the context of this later work, the head covering 
has been linked to Eastern examples that Ghiberti 
might have seen during the Council of Florence in 
1439.103 But its appearance in the Gates cannot be 
explained by the influence of such costumes, because 
all of the panels had been designed and cast by 1437. 
The closest visual precedents for God’s crown are 
in fact in fourteenth-century images of Jewish high 
priests, as can be seen, for example, in the Presentation 
of the Virgin by Taddeo Gaddi in the Baroncelli Chapel 
in Santa Croce (Fig.  33) and Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s 
Presentation of Christ (Fig.  34). Ghiberti perhaps 
selected this as his model because, according to vari-
ous sources, including the Bible, ancient Jewish priests 
not only officiated at religious ceremonies but also 
served as judges.104 Ghiberti quite logically chose to 
use images of pre-Christian priest-judges as models 
for a God who evaluates the legality of human actions 
and, in the case of the Moses panel, hands them a set of 
laws that prescribe how people are to live their lives 
on earth.

While God’s decision to expel Adam and Eve from 
the garden and punish them with labor, pain, and 
subjugation signals the end of human innocence and 

Figure 29. Masaccio, Expulsion of Adam and Eve, ca. 1424–7, 
Brancacci Chapel, Santa Maria del Carmine, Florence; 
Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York.
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immortality, it also brought about the emergence 
of creative humans, for in the Bible the Expulsion 
marks the beginning of material productivity and 
the development and practice of all the mechani-
cal arts, such as agriculture, which was Adam’s bur-
den. Immediately after recounting the Expulsion, 
the book of Genesis mentions early practitioners 

of trades and crafts, including Jabal, the first animal 
herder, Jubal, the first artisan skilled in making and 
playing musical instruments, and Tubalcain, the earli-
est metalworker.105 Numerous theologians, including 
Hugh of St. Victor, Vincent of Beauvais, and Thomas 
Aquinas linked the origins of the seven mechanical 
arts to the Expulsion, attaching a positive significance 

Figure 30. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Eve from the frame of the Gates of Paradise (at the top of the left door), 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.

Figure 31. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Adam from the frame of the Gates of Paradise (at the top of the right door), 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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to the labor that was Adam’s punishment because 
it helped humans regain, albeit with effort and suf-
fering, the material sustenance previously supplied 
freely in the Garden of Eden.106 Although Hugh of 
St. Victor, who first enumerated and discussed the 
mechanical arts, considered painting and sculp-
ture as subcategories of construction (armatura),107 
by the fourteenth century in Florence, painting, 
sculpture, and architecture held a middle position 
between the mechanical and liberal arts  – at least 
in the minds of those who organized and viewed 
the cycle of reliefs carved for the cathedral’s cam-
panile, where the images of painting, sculpture, and 
architecture occupy individual hexagons that come 
after the sequence of mechanical arts and before the 
representations of the liberal arts.108 The campani-
le’s cycle leaves the formal status of sculpture, paint-
ing, and architecture ambiguous, but no matter their 
specific placement in the traditional categories of 
the arts, painters and sculptors located the origins 
of their vocations, like those of the mechanical arts 

generally, in God’s punishment of the first humans. 
The idea appears in the twelfth-century treatise on 
the arts (De diversis artibus) by the Benedictine monk 
Theophilus, who writes that humans, as a result of 
the Expulsion, lost their immortality but gained 
knowledge and wisdom, which together allowed 
them to practice various arts and skills.109 The painter 
Cennino Cennini, in the artists’ manual he wrote in 
the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century, opens 
his book with a discussion of the Expulsion and 
links his own profession to the work Adam and Eve 
performed – farming the land and spinning yarn – 
after they were forced out of Eden. For Cennini the 
connection between the arts of the first humans 
and his own trade is direct:  Adam’s acceptance  
of the necessity of work, claims Cennini, made all 
subsequent men pursue “necessary occupations [arti 
bisognevoli], differing from each other.” In Cennini’s 
opinion painting occupies a special place among 
these arts because it calls for both “imagination and 
skill of hand,” a combination that allows artists to 

Figure  32. Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Maestà, ca. 1334–40, San Galgano, Montesiepi; Photo:  Scala/Art Resource, 
New York.
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envision and create images not 
based strictly on models from 
nature.110

The idea that the punishment 
of Adam and Eve led to the emer-
gence of the artist finds expression 
in Ghiberti’s panel, where Adam’s 
arms and hands, in their action and 
appearance, recall ancient ideas 
of the aims and proper approach 
of the painter or sculptor.111 In 
Genesis, God expels Adam and 
Eve because of their sinful disobe-
dience, but also because, the bib-
lical text reports, God fears that 
Adam will reach out his hand, eat 
from the tree of life, and become 
immortal (3:22). Later commen-
tators, including Augustine and 
many others who followed his 
popular interpretation, wrote that 
the tree of life symbolized wis-
dom; to reach for it was to strive 
for knowledge.112 In the panel’s 
vision of the Expulsion, Adam, 
as he steps away from paradise, 
indeed reaches back toward a 
tree – presumably the tree of life – whose leafy top 
projects over a fence that delineates the outer bound-
ary of the garden (Fig. 28). His left hand cannot be seen 
because the panel’s right edge cuts off his arm, leaving 
only a small part of its upper portion and his shoul-
der visible. In the Gates this kind of truncation hap-
pens very rarely; groups and crowds often spill off the 
edges of the panels and onto the frame, but no other 
major figure is sliced off at, or by, the perimeter of the 
relief.113 This image of Adam evokes an anecdote from 
Pliny’s Natural History, recorded by Ghiberti in the 
Commentaries, in which Apelles reacts to the work of 
his contemporary Protogenes by praising him but also 
by stating that he did not measure up to many other 
artists in one respect. Protogenes never knew, Apelles 
claims, when to take his “manum de tabula” – his hand 
away from the picture.114 It was a way of expressing 
the importance of restraint in art, but also in any craft, 
an idea with which Ghiberti evidently agreed. In the 
Commentaries he claims that sculptors must possesses 

both knowledge (“ingegnio”) and restraint (“disci-
plina”).115 In his description of the Gates he repeats 
this idea almost verbatim, reporting that he employed 
“studio e disciplina” in fashioning the doors.116 Adam’s 
actions – he reaches back toward the tree even as he 
leaves the garden (and the panel)  – are absolutely 
appropriate to a moment in which he knows he must 
depart Eden but still perhaps wishes to occupy its lush 
spaces. They also allude – quietly, subtly, and perhaps 
in a manner meant to remain personal – to the notion 
that the vocation of the artisan, more specifically the 
artist, was created at this very moment. Read symbol-
ically, Adam’s movements indicate that he is the ideal 
artistic creator according to Ghiberti’s definition: he 
seeks the knowledge that comes from eating the fruit 
of the tree of life, yet his missing arm and hand – they 
are, quite literally, off the panel – embody restraint by 
alluding to Pliny’s story of Apelles and Protogenes.

The Adam of the panel has evidently already, 
before the Expulsion, put to use the abilities he gains 

Figure 33. Taddeo Gaddi, Presentation of the Virgin, 1332–8, Baroncelli Chapel, Santa 
Croce, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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during his formation in the image of a creative God. 
The sleeping Adam in the middle of the foreground 
reclines on a sheet of land that is bounded at its outer 
edge by a rustic fence comprising five posts and a long, 
curving wooden cylinder that joins the posts together 
and serves as the barrier’s upper railing. The com-
ponents of this fence are not perfectly finished; the 
slightly undulating silhouettes of its vertical and hori-
zontal elements reveal their origin in the branches of 
trees – perhaps the trees in the cluster surrounding the 
Temptation, where small stubs remain after someone 
has broken branches from their trunks. The presence 
of this fence implies that Adam used his hands to craft 
a simple structure even before his departure from the 

Garden of Eden, and the detail anticipates 
later theories about the birth of building. In 
his architectural treatise (late 1440s) Alberti 
suggests that the very first architects must 
have built in timber, a construction material 
easy to acquire because it could be obtained 
by breaking branches from trees.117 And 
Filarete, in the opening pages of his Trattato 
di architettura, written in the mid-1460s, sug-
gests that Adam constructed a house out of 
branches jammed into the ground, though 
only after he and Eve were expelled from 
paradise, whose temperate climate made such 
shelters unnecessary.118

In Ghiberti’s portrayal of the punish-
ment and Expulsion, Adam and Eve both 
gaze upward, not only toward the cherub 
above their heads, who at one time held a 
sword, but also in the direction of God and 
the angels. Because in the Bible God judges 
Adam and Eve on earth, in images they typ-
ically look not into the sky or heavens dur-
ing the Expulsion, but rather at the cherub 
guarding the gate, down at the ground, or 
forward, toward the earthly realm that is their 
new home. By showing them looking up 
and into the heavenly realm, Ghiberti implies 
that, at this seminal moment, when Adam 
and Eve lose their immortality and depart 
the confines of the garden, their first expe-
rience is of God, the heavens, and a group 
of angels both embodying nature and, in the 
very moment represented, setting the force of 
nature into motion.

We should not be surprised to find, in Ghiberti’s 
visualization of this moment, Adam and Eve looking 
toward the heavens, where angels perform the actions 
that drive change on earth. In the Commentaries 
Ghiberti claims repeatedly that the artist’s highest 
aim – and, by extension, his aim – is to follow nature 
and represent its divinely created beauty. In book two 
of the Commentaries, for example, he announces that 
he always tried to investigate “in what way nature 
functions” and how he could make art according to 
its principles.119 Later, in his discussion of the Gates, he 
says he sought to “imitate nature as much as was pos-
sible.”120 Here Ghiberti’s ideas intersect with those of 

Figure 34. Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Presentation of Christ, 1342, Galleria 
degli Uffizi, Florence; Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York.
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Alberti, who, in De statua and De re aedificatoria, writes 
that beauty or harmony (concinnitas) in sculpture and 
architecture derives from principles and proportions 
found in nature, and that, as a result, artists must con-
template natural forms before attempting their own 
works.121 Alberti repeats the idea in his dialogue on 
family life (I libri della famiglia), in which one of the 
speakers states that God created man so that he could 
discern pure and ideal proportions and harmonies in 
the totality of the world’s created forms and praise 
the perfection inherent in plants and animals.122 In 
Ghiberti’s Adam and Eve panel, the first human artisan 
(Adam) takes his initial step into the world and gazes 
upon a vision of the heavens – a realm, according to 
the Bible, that God constructs – and the angelic spir-
its who produce the objects and beings in nature that 
represent the artist’s ultimate models. In short, he stud-
ies nature and its origins. Viewers schooled in ancient 
philosophy might also have seen in the narrative’s last 
scene an evocation of Plato’s brief discussion of the 
origins of knowledge and, more specifically, philoso-
phy, in the Timaeus, where the act of examining the 
heavens generates knowledge in the human realm:

Sight, according to my judgment, has been the cause 
of the greatest blessing to us, inasmuch as of our pre-
sent discourse concerning the universe not one word 
would have been uttered had we never seen the stars 
and the sun and the heavens. But now day and night, 
being seen [by] us, and months and the revolution of 
the years have created number, and they gave us the 
notion of time and the power of searching into the 
nature of the All; whence we have derived philosophy, 
than which no greater good has come neither shall 
come hereafter as the gift of heaven to mortal man.123

Staring up at the heavens, suggests Plato, sparks the 
process that leads to the generation and acquisition of 
knowledge.

The idea that human creators were born at the 
moment of the Expulsion was widespread and 
accepted by the time Ghiberti designed and cast the 
panels in the late 1420s and 1430s. But no artist before 
the fifteenth century had employed a representation 
of the Expulsion to craft an ideal vision of the human 
creator or mortal artist. In the Adam and Eve panel 
Ghiberti thus constructs for painters, sculptors, and 
architects a venerable creative and artistic lineage, 

which includes both the first human artisan, who as 
he assumes his new and essential role as maker pon-
ders the origins and form of nature, as well as God, 
who had created the natural world and then sculpted 
man through an artistic process akin to Ghiberti’s 
own. The artist who emerges at the moment of the 
Expulsion approximates very closely the identity 
Ghiberti crafted for himself in the three books of 
the Commentaries:  success in art, he writes, requires 
knowledge, skill tempered by restraint, and, especially, 
the study of nature.

NATURE AS FORCE AND  

THE EVOLVING EARTH

A focused consideration of the natural world indeed 
informed Ghiberti’s approach to creating the doors’ 
ten panels, which manifest both his study of the 
earth’s land and living inhabitants and his attempt to 
understand, and present through his art, their evolu-
tion over time. The settings of his reliefs, for exam-
ple, change in accordance with ancient and medieval 
beliefs about how the earth’s geological features were 
born and developed throughout history. It is clear that 
nature, the force capable of transforming the world 
and its living occupants, is present in the Gates cycle.

In the Adam and Eve panel, the four scenes compris-
ing the narrative take place within a setting marked 
by sloping sheets of earth that crest at the edges of the 
relief and dip in the middle, cradling Adam as he sleeps 
during Eve’s creation. This natural setting, with its 
simple mounds and ribbons of ground, contrasts with 
those of the other panels (e.g., Plates IV, V, VI, IX, X, 
and XI). The relatively flat landscape probably reflects 
Ghiberti’s awareness of the belief, popular in his time 
and first proposed by Augustine, that the surface of the 
earth, in the first moments of its existence, was rela-
tively smooth and unmarked by dramatic geological 
features. “When the earth was so young,” Augustine 
says, “one may believe that most if not all of it was flat 
plains, over which streams bubbling up could be dis-
persed and extended far and wide.”124 The anonymous 
author of the Book of Sidrach,125 a thirteenth-century 
encyclopedic poem that describes biblical events 
and that was extremely popular in fifteenth-century 
Florence, echoes Augustine and claims that “from 
Adam until the time of the flood [the world] did not 
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have any mountains, [and] all the world was flat, like 
the palm of a hand.”126

According to theories concerning the earth’s devel-
opment current in Ghiberti’s time, hills, peaks, and 
mountain ranges  – both within the confines of the 
Garden of Eden and in the known, inhabited world – 
formed later. Following suggestions by Ptolemy (in 
his Tetrabiblos and Geographia) and Aristotle (in the 
Meteorologica), and perhaps also as a consequence of their 
direct observation of the changing landscape around 
them, natural philosophers asserted that the physical 
features of the earth, after its creation, evolved in cycles 
as nature caused them to expand, erode and crum-
ble, and then form again.127 Aristotle claimed that heat 
from the sun’s rays caused these cycles of growth and 
destruction; medieval philosophers, however, attributed 
the changes in the land not to solar influence but to 
astral forces, an idea that Pliny, in his Natural History, 
had outlined in rudimentary form when he wrote that 
the “force of the stars presses down terrestrial objects 
that strive to move towards the sky, and also draws to 
itself things that lack spontaneous levitation.”128 In the 
De situ et forma aque et terre, a discussion of the physi-
cal configuration of the earth’s oceans and land masses 
written in 1320 and attributed to Dante, it is argued 
that the earth developed physically over time primar-
ily as a result of the pull of the stars, which exerted 
upward forces on the ground, stirring vapors within 

it and causing mountains and other topographical fea-
tures to emerge.129 In areas of the earth over which 
the concentration of stars was especially dense, Dante 
says, immense mountain ranges erupted. In zones 
beneath skies bereft of stars, the surface of the globe 
remained flat because it was subject not to any celes-
tial pull but to the laws of what we would today call 
gravity, a force that anchored the land in place. Other 
writers advanced similar notions. Restoro d’Arezzo, 
in his thirteenth-century treatise on the structure of 
the world (La composizione del mondo), wrote that topo-
graphic configurations mimic the shapes and forms of 
constellations, and Paolo Veneto repeated this theory 
in his early fifteenth-century De compositione mundi.130 
Gregorio (or, perhaps, Leonardo) Dati, in La sfera, a 
fourteenth-century poem on the earth’s geography and 
the configuration of the skies that was wildly popular in 
Ghiberti’s Florence, summarizes Dante’s beliefs neatly 
when he writes that “there are an infinite number of 
stars / and each produces its influence / over human 
bodies and the earthly realm.”131 Such a theory might 
have made viewers see the blanket of stars above the 
rolling hills in Gentile da Fabriano’s Nativity (Fig. 35) as 
acting on the land and not just illuminating it.

Ghiberti may have known about cycles of terres-
trial development from discussions with contem-
porary intellectuals or from his reading of Pliny or 
any number of other books, including Ptolemy’s 

Figure 35. Gentile da Fabriano, Nativity from the Strozzi Altarpiece, 1423, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence;
Photo: Scala/Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali/Art Resource, New York.
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Geographia, which was translated into Latin by Manuel 
Chrysoloras and others by 1406 and, as we have seen, 
was well known to the sculptor.132 His description 
in the Commentaries of the appropriate training for 
sculptors includes the assertion that they must study 
theories about the earth’s development, and, in a sec-
tion of his text not copied verbatim from an earlier 
source but partially reliant on ideas from Vitruvius’s 
De architectura, Ghiberti states that sculptors, as part of 
their training, must obtain “an understanding of the 
essentials of astrology, the earth, and also the heavens” 
and know something about the arrangement of the 
land.133 In such statements Ghiberti reveals his interest 
in astronomy and geology. In the panels of the Gates 
he demonstrates, in tangible form, his beliefs concern-
ing how the stars affected the earth’s topography over 
the earliest four millennia of the world’s existence.134 
In the Adam and Eve panel he included neither the 
dramatically ascending peaks, distant mountains, and 
mountain ranges that appear in the lowest panels of 
the doors, in which he represented events that come 
chronologically later in the Old Testament narrative 
(e.g., Plate XI), nor even the high, sloping hills that 
serve as settings and backdrops for the second and third 

panels (Plates IV–V), which contain the narratives of 
Cain and Abel and Noah. While gently undulating 
strips of earth articulate the land of the Adam and Eve 
panel, the ground beneath the feet of Adam, Eve, and 
God is relatively smooth, simply formed, and devoid 
of hills and mountains  – and is thus new. To move 
from the Adam and Eve panel to the ones that follow 
it – from the earliest stage of the world’s existence to 
moments that come later in the biblical narrative – is 
to witness the development of the earth throughout 
the four thousand years that, Ghiberti would have 
assumed, elapsed between Creation and the age of 
Solomon, and thus to behold the origins and evo-
lution of the earth’s physical features. The landscapes 
of the reliefs imply the influence of nature, the invis-
ible yet powerful force that causes the earth’s mineral, 
vegetal, and animal forms to move and thus change. 
Ghiberti believed that artists needed to understand 
nature, not only in order to produce beautiful or ideal 
forms, but also to show accurately the appearance and 
development of the earth throughout history. Like the 
Adam who steps forth from the garden in the Adam 
and Eve panel, Ghiberti studied the natural world in 
his role as a maker.
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In the Cain and Abel panel (Plate IV) Ghiberti presents a world apart – a realm chronolog-
ically, physically, and climatically different from the earth that existed in subsequent eras. 
The alterity of the place Ghiberti visualizes in this second relief becomes clear from an 

examination not of its land, plants, or trees, but of the clothing worn by the figures populating 
it. In the first episode of the narrative, located in the upper left corner, Ghiberti portrays in 
low relief members of the Bible’s first family sitting together on the ground in front of their 
simple, thatched dwelling (Fig. 36). The brothers Cain and Abel, little children in this earliest 
scene, are naked, and half-length, sleeveless tunics cover loosely the bodies of Adam and Eve, 
who have aged considerably since their first appearance in the cycle. In the relief ’s subsequent 
episodes, Cain and Abel wear similarly light and simple garments. Sitting cross-legged on the 
left, Abel, whom the Bible identifies as a shepherd (4:2), tends his sheep (Fig. 37). Having been 
led out to pasture, an activity associated with the late fall, winter, and early spring, the animals 
rest and graze on a patch of land covered with grass and plants.1 Cain, a farmer (4:2), stands 
on the left side of the foreground, guiding his oxen to dig furrows into the ground (Fig. 38), 
an activity that, in Ghiberti’s time, happened in either the fall (September or October) or the 
period between January and March.2 Next comes Abel’s murder (4:8), which takes place on 
a slender ridge of land inserted into the hill at right (Fig. 39). Just above it, on a high plateau, 
viewers find a visualization of the event immediately preceding Cain’s violent act: the broth-
ers making offerings to God (4:3–7), who demonstrates his preference for Abel’s sacrifice by 
sending a greater fire to consume it (Fig. 40). In the lower right corner Ghiberti placed the 
episode that follows the murder, in which Cain denies knowledge of Abel’s fate and is then 
punished by God (4:9–12; Fig. 39), who banishes him from his land, condemns him to the life 
of a wanderer, and announces that the earth will never again yield to his attempts to cultivate 
it. Legends repeated in the fifteenth century held that Cain killed Abel on March 25 or during 
the first week of April. The events in the relief ’s right half, according to tradition, thus took 
place in the early spring.3

Although the episodes in this relief, Ghiberti and 
his contemporaries might have assumed, occurred 
throughout the calendar year, the protagonists’ 

clothing barely conceals their bodies. In many other 
representations of the story (e.g., Figs. 41–42) the 
brothers wear long, layered garments, much like the 
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clothes Ghiberti gave to figures in subsequent panels 
of the Gates cycle. Here, however, simple swaths of 
drapery cover the bodies of Cain and Abel, leaving 
their smooth thighs and backs visible and therefore 
implying that in this world the weather is temperate 
throughout the calendar year. Moreover, with one 
exception their tunics fall in straight, columnar folds. 
In the scene of the murder the front and back parts 
of Cain’s costume  – the sections covering his legs 
and back – billow and leap behind him energetically. 
The drapery’s movement, the viewer assumes, results 
from the rushing, forward motion of his body in the 
instant when he rapidly advances toward Abel and 
begins to swing his club down on him. Otherwise the 
clothing in the relief does not move, implying that  
in the era of Cain and Abel there was no wind, 
the force that, according to ancient and medieval 
thought, causes and accompanies meteorological 
events.4

In suggesting that in this world the air is calm and 
the climate temperate, Ghiberti adhered to available 
textual sources that describe the environment of the 
early earth. In the book of Genesis God describes reg-
ularly evolving seasons only after the flood (8:22), and 
Christian commentators concluded from this verse 
that nature worked differently, and in mysterious ways, 
before the deluge and that dramatic seasonal changes 
in weather came only after Noah and his family 
emerged from the ark. The anonymous author of the 
Book of Sidrach writes that, during the time of Adam, 
Eve, Cain, and Abel, the earth saw no rainstorms or 
clouds and that temperatures were always summery.5 
The Fioretti della Bibbia describes the climate of the 
earth before the flood and the ways it changed after 
the waters receded:

From the beginning of the world up until the entrance 
into the ark by Noah, it never rained – not even a 

Figure 36. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel (Adam, Eve, and the young Cain and Abel) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Figure 37. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel (Abel tending his sheep) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 38. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel (Cain plowing) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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little. And because of the corruption of the winds and 
water, it then rained, as one sees it rain continuously 
every day. . . . And [before the flood] the climate was 
not as it is now, [with] winter and summer; on the 
contrary, the air was of one condition: pleasant, tem-
perate, gentle, and fresh, without wind, gusts, rain, or 
the nuisance of cold or heat.6

One of the characters in Boccaccio’s Filocolo (ca. 
1335–6) refers to beliefs about the early earth’s mild 
climate when claiming that, before the flood, “sim-
ple clothing covered [people] to their satisfaction.”7 
Most of these sources ultimately rely on Isidore, who 
writes in the Etymologies that the weather in Eden was 
always temperate, and Isidore in turn recorded a tra-
dition with ancient, pagan origins.8 Lucretius, in De 
rerum natura, a text rediscovered in 1417 by Poggio 
Bracciolini, who loaned his manuscript copy of it to 

Niccolò Niccoli (and Niccoli kept it for more than ten 
years),9 describes the earth immediately after it came 
into existence as a place that provided for, and pro-
tected, its earliest inhabitants:  “Earth furnished food 
for the children, warmth for their clothes, / And herbs 
for bed all covered in soft down. / The world when 
young knew neither freezing cold / Nor scorching 
heat nor furious blasts of wind. . . .”10 Ovid writes that, 
in the earliest age, “spring was everlasting.”11 Taking 
these ideas into account, only in the Noah panel  – 
and then in subsequent reliefs  – did Ghiberti give 
figures long-sleeved garments and the heavy, layered 
drapery that he so delighted in manipulating. In the 
temperate world of the very first humans, as imag-
ined by Ghiberti, such coverings were unnecessary.12 
Moreover, only in reliefs following the Cain and Abel 
panel do stationary figures wear costumes comprising 
fabric that unfurls exuberantly or balloons outward, a 
feature suggesting that windy gusts and storms existed 
only after the flood.

Although a mysterious, distant, and still-developing 
earth thus appears in the second relief, viewers find 
in it utterly familiar human activities and emotions. 
Labor, for example, already occupies a central place 
in the protagonists’ lives. In the family portrait, Adam, 
with his heavy brow and shaggy hair and beard, grasps 
a staff, perhaps a farming implement, and fixes his gaze 
on Eve, who spins wool into yarn by pulling fibers 
away from a distaff and drawing them toward a spindle. 
The Bible never claims that God included spinning 
among her punishments, but countless medieval art-
ists and writers associated her with the task, saddling 
her with domestic labor just as God punished Adam 
with the arduous job of cultivating the fields.13 Once 
grown, Ghiberti’s Cain and Abel also toil, farming and 
pasturing sheep. These professions recall those of their 
parents. Eve produces yarn from sheep’s wool and 
Adam, like Cain, tends the land. The actions of all four 
figures and the tools they hold and use emphasize the 
very early origins and long history of work in human 
civilization. These are among the labors that humans 
must perform after God expels Adam and Eve from 
the Garden of Eden.

The prominence of labor is but one aspect of 
Ghiberti’s image that binds its contents to the lives 
and experiences of its viewers. Empathetic Christian 
believers, although surely repelled by Cain’s actions, 

Figure 39. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel 
(Cain killing Abel and denying knowledge of the murder) 
from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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might have identified with the Bible’s description of 
his anger, envy, and dishonesty. Such emotions are 
also the human emotions that at one time or another 
touch all people, whose fragility and fallibility, which, 
it was believed, began with the original sin, make them 
vulnerable to temptation and evil. Cain’s inner turmoil 
drives this narrative, and Ghiberti, understanding his 
essential role in the story, placed the visual emphasis on 
him. Cain dominates entirely the panel’s foreground, 
plowing at the left and, on the right, conversing with 
God. In nearly all Old Testament cycles from the medi-
eval and Renaissance periods artists allude to the emo-
tions commonly associated with Cain  – selfishness, 
jealousy, rage, and impudence  – by representing the 
dramatic actions affected or caused by them, namely, 
the sacrifice, fratricide, denial, and punishment, or, 
most frequently, two of these four.14 Lorenzo Maitani, 
for example, included the sacrifice and murder in the 
biblical reliefs he and his workshop sculpted for the 

Orvieto Cathedral (Figs. 43–44). Jacopo della Quercia 
included the same two episodes, each in its own visual 
field, in the Old Testament cycle he fashioned for San 
Petronio in Bologna (Figs. 45–46). Leonardo Bruni, 
in the plan he devised for the Gates project in 1424, 
suggested that the cycle should include the murder of 
Abel (but no other episode from the brothers’ lives).15 
Ghiberti’s panel differs from most monumental cycles 
because of the expansiveness of his narrative: in addi-
tion to the scenes of the sacrifice, murder, and punish-
ment, he included representations of the first family 
and the labors of the adult Cain and Abel. Illuminated 
bibles sometimes contain these episodes (e.g., Fig. 47), 
but major pictorial cycles made for churches typically 
do not.

Ghiberti’s incorporation of such moments fleshes 
out the narrative and helps viewers recall the brothers’ 
backgrounds. But he also transformed the scenes that 
had typically been left out of church cycles because 

Figure 40. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel (Cain and Abel offering sacrifices) from the Gates 
of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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they were construed as ancillary  – the first family 
sitting together, Cain and Abel working – into repre-
sentations that reveal the destinies, feelings, thoughts, 
and inner emotions of the brothers. Painters and 
sculptors since antiquity had embraced the challenge 
of representing states of mind or suggesting an indi-
vidual’s fate. In passages of the Natural History that 
Ghiberti knew well, Pliny holds up the ability to 
fashion figures whose appearance reveals something 
of their experiences, destinies, or the movements of 
their minds as an indication of artistic skill. Apelles, 
he writes, crafted portraits so vividly that seers could 
read his sitters’ futures or look into their pasts by 
examining their painted faces.16 Timanthes, he says, 
always implied as much as he actually portrayed.17 
Pliny pays special attention to those capable of depict-
ing interiority, and Ghiberti would have known his 
effusive praise of Aristides, the first painter to suggest 

thoughts and feelings and emotions in 
his work, of Parrhasius, who represented 
figures appearing “fickle, choleric, 
unjust and variable, but also placable and 
merciful and compassionate, boastful, 
lofty and humble, fierce and timid,” and 
of Timanthes, who painted an image of 
Iphigenia that revealed her deep sor-
row in the moments during which she 
prepared to offer herself in sacrifice.18 
Ghiberti took these descriptions as an 
implicit challenge and demonstrated in 
this second panel his ability to achieve 
what ancient painters had before him 
accomplished. He fashioned an Abel 
who embodies and thus evokes his fate. 
In the various images of Cain, one of 
the most emotionally complex figures in 
the entire Gates cycle, Ghiberti suggests 
through pose, action, and gaze the var-
ied and evolving thoughts and emotions 
that cause him to envy and then kill his 
brother. He is, in the earliest stage of his 
life, an impetuous boy, and he becomes, 
over the course of the narrative, a trou-
bled, unstable, and, ultimately, murder-
ous youth. The development of Cain’s 
personality and the emergence of his 
violent nature form the narrative’s cen-

tral theme, but Ghiberti ultimately complicates the 
picture by reminding his viewers that, while accord-
ing to Christian belief sinfulness touches all humans, 
other emotions – tenderness, forgiveness, and kind-
ness – exist alongside it in the human psyche.

Commentators looking for examples of these pos-
itive emotions did not locate them in Abel despite 
God’s preference for him and his offering in the sac-
rifice. Indeed, many interpreted him not as blessed or 
good, but rather as insignificant because he was killed 
when young, produced no offspring, and thus affected 
neither directly nor indirectly the events recounted in 
the later books of the Old Testament and the Gospels. 
Cain, according to many, shared his brother’s general 
fate. Although the fourth chapter of Genesis (4:17) 
reports that Cain did have a son, Enoch (whose descen-
dants include Jubal, Jabal, and Tubalcain, the inven-
tors of music, animal husbandry, and blacksmithing, 

Figure 41. School of Cristoforo Orimina (Naples), detail of scenes from 
Genesis, Ms. 78 E 3 (Hamilton Bible), fol. 4r, ca. 1350–60, Kupferstichkabinett, 
Staatliche Museen, Berlin; Photo: bpk, Berlin/Kupferstichkabinett, 
Staatliche Museen, Berlin/Joerg P. Anders/Art Resource, New York.
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Figure 43. Lorenzo Maitani, Sacrifices Offered by Cain and Abel, ca. 1310–30, façade of the Cathedral of Santa 
Maria Assunta, Orvieto; Photo: Author.

Figure 42. Wiligelmo, Stories of Cain and Abel, ca. 1110, façade of the Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta and San 
Geminiano, Modena; Photo: De Agostini Picture Library/A. de Gregorio/Bridgeman Images.
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respectively), most exegetes believed that members of 
his line died out in the flood and played no role in 
biblical events after the time of Noah.19 It was Seth, 
the third son of Adam and Eve, who, according to the 
Bible, stood at the head of the lineage that includes 
Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, David, and 
Solomon. Given the lack of direct descent from Cain 
or Abel, writers debated the meaning of the brothers’ 
actions in the Bible’s long account of Judeo-Christian 
history, and it was only through allegorical and typo-
logical interpretation that exegetes could attach sig-
nificance to their lives or connect them to subsequent 
events in the Judeo-Christian narrative. For Philo, 
who wrote at length about the story of the broth-
ers’ conflict, Cain stood as an example of the life lived 
according only to reason and sense, whereas Abel rep-
resented those who aim to follow God.20 Augustine 
and Ambrose, following allusions to the connection 
between Abel and Christ in the New Testament, claim 
that Cain personified the Jews while Abel prefigured 

Christ and Christians, a typological interpretation 
repeated by many.21 The idea that Abel’s life foreshad-
owed that of Christ led artists to devise vivid depic-
tions of his murder in which he resembles the Christ 
who is beaten and mocked en route to the Crucifixion. 
In Piero di Puccio’s frescoes at the Camposanto in 
Pisa (Fig. 48), painted around 1390, Abel, beaten to the 
ground by Cain, rolls over and looks up to the sky as 
blood pours from his head. Jacopo della Quercia’s Abel 
(Fig. 46), his furrowed brow expressing the anguish he 
feels in the moment before Cain swings his club again, 
faces the relief ’s beholders, encouraging their empa-
thetic responses.

In none of the images in Ghiberti’s panel does Abel 
relate to the world – his own or that of the viewer. 
Ghiberti instead fashioned an Abel who, in the narra-
tive, connects with the earth and those around him in 
only a superficial manner. Abel’s feet, in fact, scarcely 
touch the ground. Even though he appears four times, 
only twice do the soles of his feet come into contact 

Figure 44. Lorenzo Maitani, Cain Killing Abel, ca. 1310–30, façade of the Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta, 
Orvieto; Photo: Author.
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with the surface of the land – once in the scene in 
which he watches over his flock, where his right foot 
presses down on a small patch of earth that projects 
from the hillside on which he sits (Fig.  37); and in 
the narrative’s first scene, where he buries his head in 
his mother’s lap and rests his left foot on the ground 
(Fig. 36). Even in the scene of the sacrifice, where the 
brothers kneel in front of their altars in very similar 
poses, the placement of the feet hints at a weaker con-
nection between Abel and the earth (Fig. 40). The toes 
of Cain’s left foot scrape the ground beneath them; 
the soles of both of Abel’s feet, however, face upward, 
toward the sky. In the places where Abel’s body does 
press against the ground, the land beneath him often 
seems as if it might give way. In the scene of the mur-
der (Fig. 39), his left arm, which he uses in a desperate 
attempt to keep his body upright, presses against the 
surface of an unusually thin and fragile strip of land 
that projects away from a ledge and seems about to 

break away and crumble beneath the weight of 
his upper body.

Ghiberti’s Abel is disconnected not only 
from the earthly realm, but also from the other 
protagonists in the narrative. In the scene in 
which Abel tends his sheep, he rests his head 
and hands dreamily on his staff, looking up 
and over his flock and languidly observ-
ing something in the distance that catches 
his attention but that cannot be seen by the 
panel’s viewers. His dog, who sits up ram-
rod straight and similarly focuses his eyes and 
attention on something ahead of him, seems 
far more vigilant than his distracted master. In 
every episode Abel’s emotional bonds with the 
world around him are tenuous: he is, as a child, 
sleeping or crying or hiding; he daydreams or 
looks into the distance as he tends his sheep; 
he next gazes rapturously toward a fire sent by 
God; and, finally, he is dying. Ghiberti also dis-
tanced him from the audience. Viewers look-
ing at the relief are first confronted by the two 
undeniably beautiful images of Cain, the com-
position’s most memorable figure. Abel, by 
contrast, appears farther up the panel’s surface, 
deeper within its fictive space, and in lower 
relief. He is harder to see and thus less vividly 
remembered.

The emphasis on his lack of connection with his 
environment – sculpted and real – may have resulted 
from Ghiberti’s consideration of interpretations of 
Abel’s status in, and connection to, his world. The idea 
that the brothers’ destinies were determined before 
their birth finds expression in early exegetical treatises 
by Philo and Origen, whose etymological analyses call 
attention to the ways the brothers’ names foreshad-
owed the events, even details, of their lives.22 Jerome, in 
his treatise on the meaning of names of Old Testament 
figures, refined their ideas in developing interpreta-
tions that were repeated often and became standard. 
Cognizant of the closeness of Abel’s name to the 
Hebrew hebel (הבל), the word for “breath” or “mist,” 
Jerome proposes that his name means “vapor,” an 
interpretation implying that Abel vanished as quickly 
as vapor dissipates or mist rapidly evaporates under a 
hot sun and thus evoking his swift disappearance from 
the earth.23 Jerome additionally suggests that “Abel” 

Figure 45. Jacopo della Quercia, Sacrifices Offered by Cain and Abel, 
1429–34, main portal of San Petronio, Bologna; Photo: Alinari/Art 
Resource, New York.
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could signify “grief ” or “mourning,” an idea not sup-
ported by etymological evidence but retroactively 
offered in light of Abel’s short life and bloody mur-
der, which aggrieves his parents. Peter Comestor, in 
the widely read Historia scholastica, relied on Jerome in 
writing that Abel’s name means “mourning,” “grief,” 
or “vapor” and then cites a different possibility offered 
by Josephus, who claims in the Jewish Antiquities that 
Abel’s name means “nothing,” yet another suggestion 
intended to evoke his transitory existence and to sug-
gest that this fate was encoded in his very name.24 In 
the Etymologies Isidore of Seville confirmed this inter-
pretation, and countless writers followed him and 
repeated the idea that Abel’s name contained within it 
an indication of his destiny to live a short life in which 
he connected in no significant way with the world 
around him.25 Ghiberti’s images of Abel, which deny 
him significant contact with his environment, reflect 
these ideas.

By contrast, the connection between Cain 
and the ground is strong and deep throughout 
the relief, and most prominently in the fore-
ground, where he stands firmly atop the land 
in two places. Even as a child Ghiberti’s Cain 
engages with the world and the other figures in 
the story. Standing next to his father (Fig. 36), 
the boy Cain turns to his right, twisting his 
body and reaching back to grasp with both 
hands Adam’s staff. Though Ghiberti provides 
no precise indication of what the boy on the 
left might do with the staff, or why the other 
child leans forward and hides in the folds of 
his mother’s skirt, their poses, so similar to 
those of the adult Cain and Abel in the pan-
el’s representation of the fratricide, unmistak-
ably portend subsequent events. Young Cain, 
mischievous and even aggressive, grabs for the 
staff even though he surely cannot yet swing it 
with any real force, while Abel leans forward, 
his pose resembling closely the one he assumes 
after the adult Cain has struck the back of his 
head with a club. Ghiberti’s intention here – 
to imply that the young Cain acted out in 
ways anticipating future events – is confirmed 
in a relief fashioned in the Ghiberti workshop 
in the 1450s and 1460s. The lower left sec-
tion of the bronze frame Ghiberti and his son 
Vittorio sculpted for the south doors of the 

Florence Baptistery, a project they began together in 
1453 but that Vittorio finished after his father’s death, 
contains an image of Adam standing next to Cain and 
Abel and holding Seth on his shoulders (Fig.  49).26 
Even though they are small, Cain and Abel struggle 
with each other, and what perhaps started as a childish 
skirmish has turned into an assault. Cain, standing far-
ther within fictive space and facing the viewer, grabs 
a fistful of Abel’s hair and smashes his left fist down 
on his brother’s head, forcing it back (Fig. 50). Such 
fighting does not appear in the scene of the youthful 
brothers in the Cain and Abel panel of the Gates, but, as 
in the frame image, the child Cain acts aggressively: he 
holds a weapon and seems ready to use it, revealing his 
inclinations and, perhaps, his ultimate intentions.

As Cain ages in the panel his state of mind changes 
and devolves. In the next episode he plows (Fig. 38), 
and his two oxen cut furrows into the ground by 

Figure  46. Jacopo della Quercia, Cain Killing Abel, 1429–348, main 
portal of San Petronio, Bologna; Photo:  Alinari/Art Resource, 
New York.
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pulling a variant of the moldboard plow. Its under-
side has no coulter – the metal tool that slices into the 
earth ahead of the plowshare and moldboard, which 
together dig out and push aside loosened dirt. Because 
rudimentary furrows exist, Cain (or someone) must 
have already passed over this section of the field. This 
repetitive, hard work demands Cain’s entire focus 
(Fig. 51). The muscles of his right arm and shoulder 
strain as he pushes the handle of the plow down; with 
his left arm, which also grips the handle, he guides the 

plow to the correct place and depth. His upper body 
and head turn very slightly to his right – toward the 
viewer – and away from the hill of earth behind him, 
suggesting that either he or, perhaps, the ox in front 
nudges the plow in the direction of the panel’s lower 
edge. The hooves of this ox’s hind legs line up with 
the back edge of one furrow, but his front right hoof 
steps fully out of this line of earth; his left hoof hov-
ers in the air. Plodding across the land, the ox closest 
to the viewer begins to pull away from his partner 

Figure 47. Scenes of Adam and Eve (after Eden), Cain, and Abel, Ms. NAL 2334 (Ashburnham Pentateuch), fol. 
6r, sixth through seventh century, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris; Photo: ©BnF, Dist. RMN-Grand 
Palais/Art Resource, New York.
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and, either of his own accord or in response to gentle 
pressure that guides him toward the lower edge of the 
relief, deviates from the long, straight axes of the lines 
already incised into the ground. Ghiberti delighted in 
the depiction of animals – both those standing still and 
those in motion – and here he captured one instant of 
the long, slow walk of the ox as it traverses the dusty 
fields and deviates slightly from the lines already cut 
into the earth. When viewed from below (Fig. 52), the 
space between the ox’s right hoof and the front of the 
panel appears to diminish, giving those looking up at 
the image the sense that this hoof steps very close to 
the relief ’s lower edge.

The movements of the farmer Cain and his 
meandering ox carry significance through their con-
nection to the words that could be used to describe 
their actions. In Latin the ridges between furrows, 
and sometimes the furrows themselves, are lirae, 
derivatives of which exist in Italian and other lan-
guages. From the Latin lira come the Latin adjec-
tive delirus (silly or crazy) and the verb delirare (to 
be crazed), as well as the Italian delirio (delirium or 
frenzy) and delirare (to rave). The English “delirious” 
has the same root. The meaning of the Latin delirus 
and delirare and the Italian delirio and delirare derives 
from notions about the state of mind of those who 

work the land but do not plow straight and perfectly 
linear furrows into the ground. The farmer who, as 
he plows, departs from the line of existing furrows 
works de liris, and he must be distracted, thinking of 
another place or time or thing, or simply crazed.27 In 
the Divine Comedy Dante uses the verb form of the 
word – delira – in a section of the Inferno in which 
Virgil tells Dante pilgrim he has strayed from the 
right path.28 Commentators frequently included in 
their explications of this canto analyses of the origins 
and meaning of delirare. Boccaccio, for example, in 
his lectures on the Commedia, analyzed this line of 
the Inferno and explained the etymology of the word:

“Lira-lire” is the furrow that the plowman, plowing, 
digs straight [into the earth] with his oxen, and from 
that comes “deliro-deliras,” which means “to stray 
from the furrow,” and therefore, speaking metaphori-
cally about anything straying from rectitude and rea-
son, one can say, or it could be said, that it is “being 
delirious.”29

Departing from the straight line of the furrow, Ghiberti’s 
Cain just begins to cross into – or is pulled into – a 
space that is de lira. His subtle movement toward the 
zone outside the furrows communicates linguistically 
his nascent delirium and his departure from logic and 

Figure 48. Piero di Puccio, Stories of Cain and Abel (before damage in World War II), ca. 1390, Camposanto, Pisa; 
Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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rationality.30 Perhaps not quite mad, and not yet enraged, 
Cain’s slight and subtle movements, and those of the ox 
in front, communicate, through their connection to the 
origins of the word delirio, incipient turmoil within him.

Exegetes found in his actions, especially his selec-
tion of a sacrificial offering, evidence of not just 
instability or fury but also an essentially evil nature. 
In Ghiberti’s image the brothers kneel as they offer 
their sacrifices atop altars they have constructed on 
the relief ’s highest hill (Fig. 40). The shepherd Abel, 
says the biblical text, gives of the “fat portions from 
some of the firstborn of his flock,” whereas the farmer 
Cain offers the “fruits of the soil” (4:3–4). The hill on 
which the scene takes place rises above the others in 
the panel, increasing the visual prominence of the epi-
sode that leads directly to the event forming the narra-
tive’s dramatic core. This tallest geographic feature also 
effectively functions as the brothers’ own sacrificial 
altar, for, after God’s judgment, the lives of Cain and 
Abel, like their offerings, are consumed by a conflagra-
tion. On Abel’s altar a lamb burns, its head projecting 
through the rush of flames that leap high into the air. 
Frequently images depict Cain’s offering as a robust 
bundle of ears of wheat tied in the middle, standing 
on end, and projecting vertically toward the sky. In 
Ghiberti’s visualization Cain’s pile of grains sits low on 
the altar table, spilling over the edges. Abel cranes his 
neck to look up, staring rapturously at the ascendant 
flames and seeming to understand that they register 
God’s positive judgment. The flames that consume the 
vegetal matter atop Cain’s altar rise only half as high, 
and their tips bend and point, almost accusingly, in the 
direction of his face.

The notion that God indicated his judgment of the 
sacrifices by sending fire to consume them unequally 
originates in Jerome’s Genesis commentary (Hebrew 
Questions on Genesis), where he supports a slightly dif-
ferent, yet related idea, namely, that God, to indicate his 
greater satisfaction with Abel and his offering, sent fire 
to consume his lamb but left the grain Cain placed on 
his altar cold and untouched.31 Painters and sculptors 
first represented the judgment by fire in the twelfth 
century,32 and from this point one most often sees 
not the animal offerings ablaze and the grain uncon-
sumed, but an image in which they burn unequally, 
as in Ghiberti’s relief and numerous other cycles, like 
Piero di Puccio’s frescoes at the Camposanto (Fig. 48; 

Figure  49. Lorenzo and Vittorio Ghiberti, Adam, Seth, 
Cain, and Abel, section of frame from the south por-
tal of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, 1453–63, Florence; 
Photo: Robert G. La France.
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at left), where Abel, kneeling in front of a lamb placed 
on the ground, watches intently as flames consuming 
it leap high into the sky and nearly touch God. Cain’s 
large bundle of wheat, by contrast, emits only a tiny 
burst of flames that, as in Ghiberti’s panel, almost graze 
his face. Boccaccio describes this phenomenon in his 
explication of Inferno 4, writing that the smoke from 
the burning grains blew directly into Cain’s face while 
the flames and smoke from the lamb rose into the sky 
above Abel.33

God’s decision to favor Abel’s offering puzzled 
many readers and commentators, who explain it in a 
number of different ways.34 Some, like Origen (in the 
work translated into Latin as De oratione), suggest that 
God favored Abel because he saw, even from before 
the time of the sacrifice, Cain’s inherent wickedness.35 
Josephus, in the Jewish Antiquities, focuses on the items 
offered up by the brothers. He writes that God pre-
ferred Abel’s lamb to Cain’s grains because the lamb 

came into existence as a result of the 
action of natural laws, as opposed to 
Cain’s fruits of the field, which were 
less worthy because they had been 
“forced from nature by the ingenu-
ity of grasping man.”36 If Ghiberti 
knew Josephus’s text  (and there 
were numerous copies of it avail-
able in fifteenth-century Florence37), 
surely this interpretation would have 
piqued his interest although per-
haps not his approval, for, according 
to Josephus, Cain was condemned 
for having manipulated nature or an 
earthly element, something sculp-
tors do when carving stone or cast-
ing metal, rather than presenting in 
unadulterated form a product of the 
natural world.

Others followed the brief com-
ments in the Epistle to the Hebrews 
(11:4), where its anonymous author 
explains that Abel’s greater faith led 
him to select a better item than that 
chosen by Cain. According to the 
biblical verse God saw Abel’s deci-
sion to give the best of his flock as 
proof of his just and faithful nature. 
Many focused on the sacrifices to 

explain God’s preference. Ambrose states that God 
disapproved of Cain’s gift both because he hesitated 
before making his offering and because the grains he 
selected were not taken from the choicest parts of 
the harvest.38 Ghiberti’s contemporaries would have 
been familiar with the suggestion that the quality of 
the respective sacrifices influenced God’s decision. The 
idea appears in several commentaries on Dante’s Divine 
Comedy compiled in the fourteenth and early fifteenth 
centuries.39 In the Inferno Dante poetically identifies 
the moon by calling it “Cain and the thorns,” a refer-
ence to a popular legend that God banished Cain and 
his paltry offering of thorny plants to the moon after 
rejecting him.40 In connection with this verse, one 
anonymous Florentine commentator writing around 
1400 states that Abel gave the best lambs he had (“i più 
belli agnelli ch’egli avea”) while Cain proffered bun-
dles of thorns and lifeless, pitiful plants (“spine et cose 

Figure 50. Lorenzo and Vittorio Ghiberti, detail of Adam, Seth, Cain, and Abel, 
section of frame from the south portal of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, 
1453–63, Florence; Photo: Robert G. La France.
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sterili et triste”), and that God simply liked Abel’s gift 
better.41 Francesco da Buti, in the commentary on the 
Commedia he completed in 1396, says in his analysis of 
the fourth canto of the Inferno (where Dante supplies a 
list of biblical figures) that Abel offered the finest ani-
mals of his flock (“de’ migliori animali della mandria”) 
but Cain gave the worst sheaves of wheat he could 
find in his fields (“delle più triste spiche del campo”). 
Francesco attributes Cain’s decision to give an inferior 
gift not to a lack of faith but to his miserly nature – he 
calls him “avaro.”42 This commentary was widely read 
in Florence, and Ghiberti possibly knew of it, perhaps 
especially because it seems to have enjoyed popular-
ity among readers with ties to the studium at Santa 
Croce, his parish church.43 One need not speculate on 
Ghiberti’s interpretation of the rationale behind God’s 

preference for Abel’s lamb, for in his discussion of the 
Cain and Abel relief in the Commentaries he jumps 
directly into the theological fray, explaining that God 
favored Abel’s offering because Cain gave “the most 
wretched [le più triste] and most base [·lle più vili] things 
he” harvested from his fields while Abel placed on his 
altar “the best [le miglori] and most worthy [·lle più 
nobili]” animals from his flock.44 These words resemble 
closely the terms used by Francesco da Buti in sum-
marizing the sacrifice story and perhaps suggest that 
Ghiberti was familiar with his commentary.

In images of the episode Cain typically looks at 
the flames, into the sky, or even toward the viewer. 
In Giusto de’ Menabuoi’s late fourteenth-century 
frescoes in the dome of the Padua Baptistery (Fig. 53; 
upper right corner), Cain and Abel hold up their gifts, 
which already emit the flames that indicate God’s 
judgment. Abel fixes his gaze on the fire and holds 
his right hand in front of it, pointing out for view-
ers the evidence of God’s approval. Cain pays lit-
tle attention to the burning object in his hand and 
instead turns his head and looks purposefully toward 
the floor below, his knowing glance perhaps meant to 
connect with viewers who, like him, realize that vio-
lence is imminent. Piero di Puccio’s Cain sits beside 
his robust bundle of wheat and looks toward God, 
who does not return his glance and instead focuses on 
Abel (Fig. 48). Jacopo della Quercia varied the typical 
formula (Fig. 45). In his relief Cain walks away from 
the event, holding out his hand in a dismissive gesture 
that perhaps demonstrates his disgust with God’s judg-
ment. Abel kneels and prays, directing his gaze toward 
his departing brother, who looks back at him with a 
directness that anticipates the intensity of their subse-
quent physical encounter.

In his rendering, Ghiberti suggests that Cain imme-
diately understood that God based his judgment on 
the quality of his offering, because he directs his atten-
tion toward neither the sky nor the flames that rise 
weakly above his sacrifice even though logic might 
dictate that he should be concerned about fire that 
comes perilously close to his forehead. He studies 
instead the grains on his altar, an act that indicates his 
awareness – or at least his suspicion – that his error 
lay in his selection of substandard material.45 For those 
who knew the interpretations, widespread and fre-
quently repeated, that God preferred Abel’s sacrifice 

Figure 51. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel 
(side view of Cain plowing) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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because Cain chose substandard material as his offer-
ing, this introspective gaze can only have seemed to 
reveal his awareness of the cause of God’s disapproval. 
Cain’s focus on the matter sitting atop his altar might 
have held additional significance for Ghiberti, an art-
ist who understood the importance of submitting the 
best object one could produce in a contest in which 
a judge scrutinizes the entries.46 Ghiberti, of course, 
participated in a most significant contest in 1401–2, 
when he competed for, and won, the commission to 
fashion the Florence Baptistery’s second set of doors. 
The biblical subject of the competition panels, the sac-
rifice of Isaac, occupies the upper right corner of the 
panel immediately beneath the Cain and Abel relief in 
the Gates of Paradise. Elsewhere in the doors Ghiberti 
placed related scenes in analogous locations  – for 
example, in the Adam and Eve relief, Adam, after his 
creation, reclines in the lower left corner just as Noah 
does in the panel beneath the cycle’s opening relief, 
prompting viewers to compare the Bible’s first man 

with the legendary figure who, after the flood, popu-
lates the earth (as had Adam) – and in positioning each 
sacrifice scene (Cain and Abel, and Abraham and Isaac) 
in the upper right corner of its panel Ghiberti perhaps 
meant to stimulate sensitive readers to recall that he 
had, earlier in his career, offered a representation of 
the sacrifice of Isaac in a most consequential contest.

The next two events in the Cain and Abel story – 
the murder and denial – occur in close proximity in 
Ghiberti’s composition (Fig. 39). Cain clubs Abel with 
a knobby branch that seems to have been broken from 
a tree and put to use without being sanded or finished. 
By the time we join the action Cain has already hit 
Abel at least once, and he prepares to strike his brother 
again. Having absorbed one or several blows, Abel has 
fallen to the earth, which will soon in turn absorb his 
body. The particular patch of earth directly beneath 
him is devoid of plants, a feature perhaps influenced by 
Ambrose’s suggestion that the field in which Abel died 
was barren, the lack of growth presaging the death 

Figure 52. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel (view of Cain plowing from below) from the Gates 
of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Author.
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about to happen there.47 A small stream that emerges 
from a subterranean source just beneath him widens 
as it moves toward the panel’s lower right corner, and 
the movement of this liquid over and through the 
land evokes God’s later assertion that he hears Abel’s 
blood “crying out from the earth . . . [which] opened 
its mouth to receive [Abel’s] blood” (4:10–11). The 
ground in fact seems as if ready to receive or overtake 
Abel, for the upper section of the hill on the panel’s 
left side – the hill on which Abel sits as he watches 
over his flock – sweeps up and to the right, like a crest-
ing wave about to wash over and swallow up Abel’s 
dying body.

Ancient and medieval beliefs about water that 
flows underground and then emerges on the earth’s 

surface deepen the viewer’s understanding of what 
happens, in this moment, to Cain’s victim. Both pagan 
and Christian writers compare rushing streams to 
blood-carrying veins and write that, just as blood pours 
out of a lacerated vein, water will surge from the earth 
when fissures appear in, and then cause to break open, 
the rocky walls surrounding subterranean streams.48 In 
the relief, the ground releases liquid just as Abel’s head 
bleeds. The flowing water also reminds those examin-
ing the panel that Abel loses not only blood but also 
warmth and thus life. Antonio Pucci, drawing on the 
ideas of Cecco d’Ascoli, claims in the Libro di varie storie 
that when rivers flow from their underground sources 
during the summer months – and in this panel there is 
only summer – they emerge cold from ground that is 

Figure 53. Giusto de’ Menabuoi, Stories of Adam, Eve, Cain, and Abel, 1370s, Baptistery of San Giovanni, Padua; 
Photo: Gianni Dagli Orti/The Art Archive at Art Resource, New York.
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warm because, during this time of year the sun, which 
constantly heats the earth, causes the ground to crack 
and release hot vapors.49 In the summer the earth thus 
breathes out heat, causing the water in its subterranean 
veins to cool and remain cold throughout the season. 
Like the land, Abel’s body, overwhelmed and losing its 
vital force, releases its heat as it moves from warm to 
cool – from living and breathing to cold and dying – 
before the viewer’s eyes.

The story comes to a close with God’s accusation 
and punishment of Cain, one of only two moments 
in the biblical narrative that involves speech. The first 
comes when, before the murder, Cain suggests tersely 
that he and Abel take a walk together (4:8; “egredi-
amur foras”). The second happens after Cain com-
mits his crime (4:9–15), when he and God exchange 
a series of questions and answers. Ghiberti records 
the essence of this conversation through gesture. In 

the Gates open hands indicate speech, and thus the 
open right palm of God, who emerges from the sky 
at the relief ’s right edge, represents his question to 
Cain (“where is your brother Abel?”). With this ges-
ture God also implicitly accuses Cain by pointing to 
a representation of the crime as it happened.50 A sim-
ilar composition, in which the image of Cain killing 
Abel shares a visual field with God’s announcement 
of his punishment, appeared in the fifth-century nave 
frescoes of Rome’s San Paolo fuori le mura (Fig. 54), 
some of which were repainted by Pietro Cavallini in 
the late thirteenth century (and Ghiberti mentions 
Cavallini’s work at San Paolo in the Commentaries).51 
In the late thirteenth-century mosaics of the Florence 
Baptistery (Fig.  55), the conversation between God 
and Cain happens next to Abel’s dead body, an orga-
nization that similarly places in close proximity Cain’s 
accuser and the evidence proving his guilt.52 Ghiberti 

Figure 54. Cain Killing Abel and Cain Accused and Punished by God, seventeenth-century copy of fifth-century 
painting in San Paolo fuori le mura, Rome, Barb. Lat. 4406, fol. 32r, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rome; 
Photo: ©2015 Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, reproduced by permission of the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 
with all rights reserved.
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not only locates God’s accusation beside the crime but 
also connects them with a gesture that cuts through 
space and time and transforms the earlier scene into 
both an illustration of God’s speech and an image in 
Cain’s memory.53 Cain, perhaps recalling what he has 
done, opens and extends his right hand to signal his 
impudent repost (“am I  my brother’s keeper?”) to 
God’s accusatory question, and God’s left hand, its 
palm facing down, signals, here as elsewhere in the 
doors, his disagreement or disapproval and, in this case, 
the tripartite punishment. The narrative thus ends 
with a flurry of hand gestures expressing spoken com-
munication:  God asks, Cain denies, and God repri-
mands and announces the penalty. Visual speech marks 
this last scene as separate from the silent reflections and 
violent outbursts of the earlier episodes.

Ghiberti fashions a Cain who is troubled both as 
a child and as an adult, aware of his own uncharita-
ble and perhaps faithless nature, envious of his brother, 

and, ultimately, angry enough to 
murder him. But Cain’s flaws do 
not end here. In analyzing Cain’s 
name Jerome repeated the Bible’s 
assertion that Eve, after Cain’s birth, 
exclaimed, “with the help of the Lord 
I have acquired [or possessed] a man” 
(4:1). Relying on the closeness of the 
Hebrew word “kayin” (קין), meaning 
“possession,” to “Cain,” Jerome states 
that Cain’s name means “possession” 
or “lamentation” but never specifies 
the significance of either  etymology.54 
Cain’s connection to the act of pos-
sessing or acquiring perhaps led 
Ghiberti to add a detail to the scene 
of the denial that suggests yet another 
flaw in a biblical figure already char-
acterized by his jealousy and uncon-
trolled anger. The staff he holds as he 
converses with God (Fig.  56) is not 
the same rustic cudgel he uses ear-
lier in the narrative to beat Abel. The 
latter resembles closely the object the 
young Cain and Adam hold in the 
scene that opens the panel’s narrative; 
both have varied surfaces and a knob 
of wood on the thick end. The staff 

he grasps in the closing episode is faceted and finished 
with perfectly planed faces. The panel offers just one 
possibility as to the origins of the implement he holds 
in this final moment of the story. Abel, in the scene 
in which he tends to his flock, leans his head on the 
same kind of smooth-edged wooden staff (Fig.  57). 
Ghiberti, then, suggests that Cain was guilty not only 
of murder, but also of theft.

Because Cain’s emotions drive the story, he takes 
center stage in the relief. It is appropriate to suggest that 
Ghiberti depicted Cain’s multifaceted sinfulness as an 
example and a warning: the potential for evil, accord-
ing to Christian doctrine, lurks in all people and fre-
quently brings about disastrous results. But two figures 
that Ghiberti placed in intermediate spaces between 
the viewer and the panel’s protagonists complicate this 
interpretation (Fig. 58). In the niche flanking the panel 
at left stands a woman, her drapery rippling across her 
body and billowing out from it (Fig. 59); and on the 

Figure 55. Corso di Buono (?), Cain Speaking to God after Killing Abel, late thir-
teenth century (with later restoration), Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence.
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right an armed and draped man holds a shield next 
to his right leg (Fig. 60). Krautheimer calls the figure 
at left simply a “prophetess,” without explaining this 
suggestion, and subsequent interpreters have followed 
him.55 But the emphatic gesture of her left hand, from 
which she extends two fingers, and her focused glance 
toward – and into – the Cain and Abel panel, imply a 
more specific identification. According to Krautheimer  
the figure on the other side of the panel, who wears 
a fabulously detailed suit of armor beneath a volu-
minous, sweeping robe, might be the Old Testament 
warrior Joab.56 He, like the woman in the opposite 
niche, also gestures in a purposeful manner: his right 
hand holds up his shield and with his left hand he 
points toward the image of God hovering in the sky 
above Cain in the scene of the denial and punishment 
(Fig.  58). The presence of the shield makes it likely 

that this is not Joab, but David. In the book of Samuel 
(2 Samuel 22) David compares God to a shield and a 
rock; and frequently in the Psalms, the author, assumed 
for many of the Psalms to be David, writes that God 
is his shield and acts as the shield of the faithful.57 It 
would be easy to read David’s gesture as a warning: be 
good and faithful and God will shield you; act sinfully, 
as Cain does in the scene toward which this niche 
figure points, and punishment will follow.

But what about the woman in the facing niche? 
Her gesture, placement across from David, and posi-
tion next to the Cain and Abel panel suggest that she is 
the so-called wise woman of Tekoa, a shadowy figure 
who plays a fleeting and mysterious, yet important, role 
in the book of Samuel (2 Samuel 14).58 After Absalom, 
one of David’s sons, kills his brother Amnon to avenge 
his rape of their sister Tamar, David sends Absalom into 
exile. But David yearns to see him. So Joab, David’s 
nephew and the captain of his army, sends an anony-
mous woman called in the text the “wise woman” of 
Tekoa (2 Samuel 14:2: “mulierem sapientem”) to tell 
David a fictional tale that, Joab hopes, might convince 
him to forgive Absalom and call him home. Absalom’s 
return, Joab believes, will bring peace to the king. This 
woman, the first storyteller mentioned in the Bible, 
enters David’s audience chamber and speaks to him:

[I]  your servant had two sons and out in the fields, 
where there was no one to intervene, they quarreled 
with each other. And one of them struck the other 
and killed him. And now the whole clan has risen 
against your servant. “Give up the man who killed 
his brother,” they say. “For the life of the brother 
he murdered we will have his death, and so destroy 
the heir too.” By this means they will put out what 
embers remain to me, and leave my husband neither 
name nor survivor on the face of the earth. (2 Samuel 
14:6–7)59

She begs David to save and protect her sinful albeit 
imaginary son, and he obliges, saying that “as Yahweh 
lives . . . not one hair of your son shall fall to the ground” 
(2 Samuel 14:11). But before taking her leave of David 
she asks him: “Why then . . . has the king – who in 
making this decision convicts himself – so conspired 
against God’s people by not bringing back home the 
one he has banished? We must all die; we are like water 
spilled on the ground that can never be gathered up 

Figure 56. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel 
(staff in the scene of Cain denying knowledge of Abel) from 
the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 57. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Cain and Abel panel (Abel tending his sheep) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 58. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Cain and Abel panel (with frame elements) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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again, nor does God raise up a corpse; let the king 
make plans then for the one who has been banished 
not to remain away from him in exile” (2 Samuel 
14:13–14). David, touched by her passionate response 
and desiring in addition to see his son, relents and tells 
Joab to “go and bring the young man Absalom back” 
(2 Samuel 14:21). Absalom returns, and David wel-
comes his son tenderly, with a kiss (2 Samuel 14:33).

The Cain and Abel panel, located between these 
two figures, is thus transformed from a sculpted illus-
tration of a narrative into another, earlier example of 
the type of conflict described by the woman of Tekoa, 
who mentions a family, a fight in a field, and a son 
who strikes and kills his brother. But the two sto-
ries – Cain and Abel, and David and the woman of 

Figure  59. Lorenzo Ghiberti, figure (Woman of Tekoa?) 
from the frame of the Gates of Paradise (to the left of the 
Cain and Abel panel), 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure  60. Lorenzo Ghiberti, figure (David?) from the 
frame of the Gates of Paradise (to the right of the Cain and 
Abel panel), 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Tekoa – end differently. Although God protects Cain 
by placing on him a mark that will prevent others 
from killing him, he nonetheless banishes him and 
forces him to beg for food for the rest of his life as 
he wanders the earth. David, hearing a story that rep-
licates in all of its essentials that of Cain and Abel, 
settles on a different fate for his son Absalom, calling 
him home from his banishment and eventually wel-
coming him back into his family. The frame figures 
evoke an example of humane justice. Guided by his 
sense of right and wrong but tempered by the love he 
bears toward his son, David’s action differs from the 
divine punishment depicted in the panel. The relief 

and the figures flanking it together offer a commen-
tary on sin and punishment  – and retribution and 
mercy. Christianity is based on the idea that original 
sin touches all people from birth, and over and over 
again one sees this confirmed in the panel. But sin, the 
frame statuettes announce, can also be forgiven. In the 
story of Cain and Abel and in Ghiberti’s panel God 
inflicts punishment on the sinner. But in the world of 
imperfect humans represented in the frame, forgive-
ness, not condemnation, follows the commission of 
even heinous crime. Sin defines humanity, announces 
the panel, but, as the frame figures suggest, so does 
forgiveness.
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The narrative of Ghiberti’s Noah panel (Plate V) starts with the world’s second begin-
ning after the end of the flood. In the upper part of the relief, Noah, his wife, sons, 
and daughters-in-law emerge from the ark and step into a changed world (Genesis 

7:21–23; Plate XIV).1 Only one plant, the grape vine in the scene of Noah’s drunkenness 
(Fig. 61), grows from the land, which is otherwise bare and contrasts with the more fertile set-
tings of the Adam and Eve and Cain and Abel panels, where shrubs and large and small trees dot 
the landscapes. Although in the Bible the animals emerge from the ark after humans (8:18–19), 
here birds and beasts precede Noah and his family. Three of the humans exiting the ark, Noah 
included, hold up their cloaks in order to lift their heavy draperies away from their feet. This 
motif appears often in the Gates and frequently, as in this detail, implies movement; the deluge 
over, these figures walk out of the ark and into the world. The wide swath of fabric wrapped 
around the shoulders and torso of the son standing farthest to the left whips away from his 
body as if stirred by a breeze, an indication that the domain these figures now inhabit is no 
longer the temperate place occupied by Cain, Abel, Adam, and Eve. In the Gates, activated 
drapery functions in various ways: it enhances the reliefs’ pictorial quality, implies the body’s 
rapid movement, and suggests the presence of wind and thus the potential for natural distur-
bances like storms or earthquakes.2 Here the viewer might assume that the moving drapery of 
the son at left signals the presence of a new climate after the flood – a climate in which seasons 
rotate and bring with them dramatic weather events.

Several of the animals roaming the new world of the 
Noah panel similarly suggest its turbulence. On the 
right Ghiberti represented two lions: one steps toward 
an ox and another looks in its direction. Both bare 
their teeth, snarling or roaring as they prepare to attack 
(Fig.  62). A bear, its mouth open and its front paws 
extended, lunges at the ox from behind the ark. Images 
and texts often imply that discord existed among ani-
mals in the period immediately following the flood. 
In the fourteenth-century Egerton Genesis (Fig. 63), 

for example, two rams butt heads after leaving the ark, 
and the Fioretti della Bibbia repeats the belief that poi-
sonous animals roamed the earth after the flood – but 
not before it.3 Up above a chaotic and cacophonous 
flock of birds – owls and eagles, woodpeckers, kites, 
and hawks – streams out of a window at the top of the 
ark (Fig. 64). Coasting on gusty winds that buffet their 
bodies to and fro, they squawk and flap their wings. In 
the upper left corner one bird (Fig. 65), an eagle (an 
emblem of the Calimala) closely resembling the one 

C hap te r   3

The Noah Panel: Architecture and Politics Emerge
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serving as an attribute in the John the 
Evangelist panel from Ghiberti’s first 
Baptistery doors (Fig. 66), has landed 
on a projecting rock and stretches its 
wings as it gazes back toward the top 
of the ark. Other details recall the 
destruction wrought by the flood. 
A  single, drowned victim – presum-
ably one of the “wicked” and “evil” 
humans described in the sixth chap-
ter of Genesis (6:5 and 6:11) and the 
only dead figure represented in any 
of the door’s panels  – lies atop the 
ground just in front of the ark (Plate 
XIV).4 Although Ghiberti typically 
modeled, cleaned, and finished the 
panels’ details precisely, he sculpted 
roughly the face of this figure, whose 
forehead remains embedded in the 
mud (Fig. 67). The jaw and chin are 
sharp-edged and angular; the mouth 
is an undefined concavity, made with 
a quick jab of some pointed modeling 
instrument into the wax model’s sur-
face; the nose has been shaped from 
a bit of wax pinched in the shape of 
a pyramid; and to form the eyes – or 
really, the blank eye sockets – Ghiberti 
pressed undefined hollows into the wax. The rough-
ness of this corpse’s face suggests inner evil, and with 
his mouth gaping open, his stomach sucked in, and his 
ribs pressed uncomfortably against the flesh covering 
them, he seems as if still gasping for air, recalling the 
Bible’s description of the flood’s effects: “everything 
on dry land that had the breath of life in its nostrils 
died” (7:22). Ghiberti evidently took seriously Dante’s 
statement in the Commedia that good artists know how 
to differentiate between the bodies of the living and 
those of the dead, a notion that Alberti repeats in On 
Painting.5 Ghiberti gave no other figure in the cycle 
such roughly defined, unidealized features.

Representations of both the flood’s survivors and 
victims commonly appear in images of the deluge 
and its aftermath. Drowned bodies lurk beneath the 
waves in even the most delicate and luxurious man-
uscript illuminations of the flood story (e.g., Fig. 68). 

Given the baptismal context of Ghiberti’s Gates, the 
juxtaposition of the dead and the living at the top of 
the composition evokes the New Testament’s claim (1 
Peter 3:20–21) that the emergence of Noah and his 
family from the ark, which saved them from death, 
mirrored the process of baptism, in which the cate-
chumen undergoes a symbolic death and spiritual 
rebirth through ritual lustration.6 Starting in the sec-
ond century exegetes commonly compared the waters 
of Noah’s flood to baptismal waters, proposing that 
the flood purged the world of evil just as water washes 
away sin during the rite of baptism.7 The relief statu-
ette of Jonah, the biblical figure trapped for three days 
in the belly of a fish, in the frame niche to the right of 
the panel likewise represents a typological precedent 
for baptism.8

In the context of the narrative, the corpse lets view-
ers know that the episode at the top of the panel rep-
resents a moment after the flood, and that Noah and 

Figure  61. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (drunkenness of Noah) 
from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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his family are walking out of the ark rather than into it. 
All of the panel’s episodes, in fact, take place after the 
deluge has ended. Along with the exit from the ark, 
Ghiberti included, on the lower right side (Fig. 69), 
the scene of Noah and his family  – a nervous ram 
accompanies them – preparing to perform a sacrifice 
as an offering to God after the flood (8:20–21) and, 
in the left half of the foreground, the drunkenness 
of Noah (9:20–23).9 There Shem and Japheth carry 
a garment and walk backward in order to cover their 
father without looking at him. Ham, having mocked 
his inebriated father, an act that eventually leads Noah 
to curse him and his lineage and bless those of Shem 
and Japheth (9:25–27), holds out his hands, a gesture 
that perhaps indicates his speech to his brothers in an 

earlier moment (the Bible records no discussions as 
the brothers cover Noah).

Ghiberti’s decision not to represent events from 
before the flood  – neither the construction of the 
ark nor the loading of his family and the “clean” and 
“unclean” animals and birds into it (7:2–9)  – makes 
the panel unusual among large-scale depictions of the 
Noah narrative. The building of the ark or the move-
ment of the animals into it, or both, could be found 
in nearly every preexisting, monumental medieval 
Old Testament cycle, many of which Ghiberti had 
seen in person before designing this relief (e.g., the 
cycles at Old St. Peter’s and San Paolo fuori le mura 
in Rome, the mosaics of the dome of the Florence 
Baptistery, those at San Marco in Venice, Jacopo  

Figure 62. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (animals that have left the ark, at right) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Torriti’s Old Testament frescoes in the upper church 
at San Francesco at Assisi, Giusto de’ Menabuoi’s cycle 
at the Padua Baptistery, and Bartolo di Fredi’s in San 
Gimignano; see, e.g., Figs. 70–72).10 Bruni’s plan also 
includes the entrance of the animals into the ark 
before the flood. Given both this visual tradition and 

Ghiberti’s interests in architecture and nature, one 
might expect to find in the Noah panel a depiction of 
the building of the ark or the procession of the earth’s 
creatures into it. Yet he included neither.

The absence of these scenes makes the Noah panel 
a focused study of the world after the flood, which, 

Figure 63. Leaving the Ark after the Flood, Egerton 1894 (Egerton Genesis), fol. 4r, late fourteenth century, British 
Library, London; Photo: The British Library, London, © The British Library Board.
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according to the Bible and associated legends, dif-
fered from the earth occupied by Adam, Eve, Cain, 
and Abel. Before the deluge, God creates a man out 
of earth and the first woman from his rib; mur-
der goes unpunished by secular authorities; and, as 
many believed, the weather was always temperate. In 
the biblical account the world changes fundamen-
tally when, after the waters recede, God tells Noah 
to leave the ark and orders all creatures – both the 
surviving humans and the animals  – to “multiply 
on the earth and be fruitful and increase in num-
ber” (8:15–17). Smelling the “sweet odor” of Noah’s 
sacrifice (8:21), God decides to reset but also trans-
form the earth as he outlines a new approach to the 
governance of all life on earth.11 He pledges never 
again to unleash a flood capable of destroying flora 
and fauna, announces that he will maintain the reg-
ular rhythms of the day and night and the seasons, 
which, he promises, will henceforth rotate regularly 

and predictably, and, finally, establishes a new social 
order as he sets forth the basic rules of conduct for 
living in the communities of the world. Humans, 
he says, should rule over animals and fish and can 
kill them for food (8:21–22 and 9:2–4). But animals, 
he declares, must never kill any human, and men 
and women are forbidden from killing each other 
(9:5). Any person who injures or kills another, he 
emphasizes, must be brought to justice and, in cer-
tain cases, should be put to death as punishment for 
the crime (9:6). For those who accepted the truth of 
the Judeo-Christian legend of the flood, these divine 
pronouncements gave order to nature and led to the 
establishment of justice, the principle considered in 
Ghiberti’s era – and in many others – to be at the 
heart of all good governments and prosperous civili-
zations.12 In short, God’s dictates bring into existence 
the world inhabited and recognized by humans who 
came after the flood.

Figure 64. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (ark, with birds exiting at top) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Figure 65. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (animals that have left the ark, at left) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Ghiberti’s interest in origins – in the begin-
nings of things – shaped his approach to visualiz-
ing the earth in the era after life returns to it. He 
focused on four elements that emerged immedi-
ately before and after the flood and continued to 
dominate human society in his own time. Three 
of them – the patriarchal family, religious ritual, 
and politics  – take shape only after the waters 
have receded; a fourth, architecture, exists before 
the flood but develops significantly after Noah 
and his family leave the ark and enter their new, 
turbulent world, where the volatile environ-
ment makes shelter essential. Episodes present-
ing examples of the first two elements occupy 
the foreground. Ghiberti’s vision of the family 
in the scene of Noah’s drunkenness suggests the 
inviolability of paternal authority. The divergent 
actions of the sons exemplify both proper and 
incorrect behavior toward their father:  Shem 
and Japheth avoid looking at Noah and silently 
cover him, whereas Ham attempts to make eye 
contact with his brothers after having pointed 
out their father’s nakedness. The institution of 
collective, religious ritual occupies the opposite 
lower corner, where Noah performs his sacrifice 

Figure  66. Lorenzo Ghiberti, John the Evangelist, 1403–24, panel 
from the north doors of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence.

Figure 67. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (flood victim) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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as family members piously observe and God looks on 
from above. Politics next comes into existence. God, 
hovering in the upper right corner and framed by 
angels as he looks down and in the direction of Noah 
and his family, issues his divine edicts after the sacrifice. 
Ghiberti, as we shall see, departed from the biblical 
text, visualizing not the establishment of justice but 
instead God’s issuance of a warning to Noah – and, by 
extension, to the panel’s viewers – condemning cor-
rupt rulers. The insertion of such a denunciation, an 
admonition that acquires a particular force because it 
is, by definition and in the image, the result of divine 
will, seems a response to a very specific moment of fac-
tional conflict in Florence in the late 1420s.13 Finally, 
there is building. The need for shelter predates the 
flood and results in the construction of the ark, one 

of several structures that Ghiberti integrated into this 
panel’s outline of the development of early architec-
ture. In the relief, as in the Bible (6:15), Noah follows 
God’s instructions regarding the proper proportions 
for the ark, and he continues building after the abate-
ment of the waters. The vision of architecture laid out 
in this panel relies on Vitruvius’s ideas on the birth of 
building and the proper way to design structures, but 
it also recognizes how they change as architects exper-
iment with new materials to fashion edifices that suit 
the evolving needs of humanity.

THE BIRTH OF ARCHITECTURE AND THE 

ARCHITECT

Because Noah and his family, after leaving the ark, do 
what is necessary to live and rebuild civilization, rep-
resentations of the era after the deluge reflect beliefs 
regarding the fundamental needs of humanity. Most 
exegetical and literary accounts of the departure from 
the ark mention procreation and expansion before any 
other activity. Drawing on the Bible’s assertion that, 
following the flood, Noah and his descendants “spread 
over the whole earth” (9:19), medieval chroniclers 
often open their outlines of human history with the 
decision made by Noah or his sons to divide the world 
into three parts  – Asia, Africa, and Europe – and to 
give the continent of Africa to Ham and his descen-
dants, Asia to Shem and his lineage, and Europe to 
Japheth and his progeny.14 Other writers were more 
interested in Noah’s decisions regarding the every-
day needs of people. Departing from the biblical text, 
Josephus focuses on Noah’s cultivation of the land and 
construction of cities, both of which made it possible 
for people to live and thrive:

[Noah] therefore entreated [God] graciously to 
accept his sacrifice and to be moved no more to such 
wrath against the earth, that so [the earth’s inhabit-
ants] might assiduously devote themselves to its culti-
vation, erect cities, live in happiness, lacking none of 
the blessings which they enjoyed before the deluge, 
and attain to a ripe old age and a length of days like 
that of the men of yore.15

Through the cultivation of crops and the building of 
cities, Josephus quite logically concluded, Noah, his 

Figure 68. William de Brailes, The Flood of Noah from set 
of Bible Pictures, Ms. W.106, fol. 3r, ca. 1250, The Walters 
Art Museum, Baltimore; Photo: The Walters Art Museum, 
Baltimore.
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family, and his descendants rebuilt civilization and 
found happiness and longevity. In the biblical account, 
even before leaving the ark Noah already understands 
the importance of building because the ark, which he 
constructs according to God’s instructions, saves his 
family.

In the doors Ghiberti shows that the craft of build-
ing goes back to the time of Adam and Eve. In the 
first panel, there is a low fence next to Eden’s gate. 
And in the Cain and Abel relief, members of the first 
family sit beside a hut comprising a cylindrical body 
(its walls actually bend in slightly as they rise) and 
conical roof. The Noah panel is the first in the cycle 
to contain not one form or building but a series of 
architectural structures made of different materials 
and designed according to varying plans. The ark, the 
most imposing of them, looms over the entire scene 
(Fig. 64), forming its backdrop. Krautheimer long ago 

stressed the uniqueness of Ghiberti’s pyra-
midal ark, for which he found no prece-
dent in European art before the fifteenth 
century.16 The first viewers of the door 
must have been truly puzzled by the struc-
ture, and it is likely that they identified this 
panel as the one recounting the Noah nar-
rative not because they recognized the ark, 
which would have seemed indeed very 
unfamiliar, but because the iconic depic-
tions of Noah’s sacrifice and drunkenness 
in the foreground make immediately clear 
the story being told.17 Built structures are 
central to these episodes as well. On the 
right the fire for the sacrifice burns atop 
an altar constructed of stacks of cut stones. 
And the inebriated Noah, even though 
the Bible says he reclined in a “tent” (9:21) 
after drinking too much, lies beneath a 
substantial shed from which there projects 
a simple, skeletal pergola, its ceiling made 
with trellises that support vines heavy with 
grapes. Some of the fruit has been picked 
and placed in a barrel behind Noah. The 
other container, standing upright, perhaps 
contains the wine Noah has consumed in 
an earlier moment. Because the grape har-
vest happens at the end of the summer, the 
thatched roof must be sheltering him from 
the heat of the season.

In the Bible, before Noah starts building the ark, 
God gives him detailed instructions about its form and 
measurements, telling him to construct it with timber 
planks, cover it with pitch, and divide up its interior 
space into rooms (6:14). He also supplies its dimen-
sions. It is, he announces, to be three hundred cubits 
long, fifty cubits wide, and thirty cubits high. And it is 
to be divided into three stories and to have a window 
and door in one of its sides (6:15–16). Despite these 
precise instructions, the biblical text does not offer a 
definitive indication of the ark’s overall shape, a fact 
that gave writers and artists the freedom to imagine 
its appearance in a variety of ways. Finding no visual 
precedent for Ghiberti’s invention, Krautheimer con-
cluded that it must have a textual origin and, relying 
on an earlier analysis by Edgar Wind, suggested that the 
pyramidal shape derives from Origen’s third-century 

Figure 69. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (Noah and his family 
offer a sacrifice) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Genesis homilies (translated as Homiliae in Genesim), 
where the ark is portrayed as “rising with four angles 
from the bottom . . . [that are] brought together into 
the space of one cubit.”18 Much of the original Greek 
text of Origen’s Genesis homilies was lost in the early 
medieval period, and in subsequent eras his works 
were consulted in popular Latin translations of them 
that Tyrannius Rufinus made in the early fifth century. 
One of the few sections of Origen’s Greek homilies 
that did survive  – the fifth- to sixth-century writer 
Procopius of Gaza copied out portions of Origen’s 
text in his catenic commentaries on Genesis – con-
tains his description of the ark.19 As revealed by 
Procopius’s transcription, Origen indeed uses the 
word pyramoeides (πυραμοειδές)  – the adjective pyra-
midal  – to describe the ark.20 There is, however, no 
evidence that Procopius’s text was known or read in 
early fifteenth-century Florence. Rufinus never uses 
any form of the Latin terms for pyramid – “pyramis” 
or “meta” – in describing the ark.21 Origen’s inten-
tion must be inferred from Rufinus’s description of 
the ark as having four angles that rise “from the bot-
tom and . . . gradually converge at the top, in the space 

of one cubit. . . .”22 If Ghiberti’s design of the ark was 
influenced by Origen, albeit through the intermediate 
Latin translation, one has to assume that a scholar with 
an interest in the Greek fathers – possibly Traversari, 
as Krautheimer proposed  – surmised that Origen 
described a pyramid and then encouraged Ghiberti to 
include in the panel an ark with this shape.23

To find such information it was in fact not nec-
essary to go to Origen’s text, for Hugh of St. Victor 
repeated, and then refuted, Origen’s views about the 
shape of the ark in De arca Noe morali, a treatise con-
taining one of the most influential medieval inter-
pretations of the ark’s appearance and significance.24 
Hugh cites verbatim the relevant portion of Rufinus’s 
translation of Origen and then proceeds to reject the 
possibility of the pyramidal ark when he claims that 
this type of structure would not have been seaworthy. 
The ark, says Hugh, must have been comprised of a 
ship’s hull topped by a rectangular building with a 
pitched roof (much like a house).25 The suggestion 
was influential, and it is his version of the ark, initially 
combined with other reconstructions of the vessel as 
a chest or box (a form first found in catacomb paint-
ings), a sailboat (a type common in Byzantine images), 
or a church, that appears most commonly in Noah 
cycles created after the tenth century.26 Ghiberti’s 
unusual image, by contrast, did not shape the visual 
tradition and seems to have made an impression on 
just one contemporary artist, Paolo Uccello, who rep-
resented the ark’s lower half as a four-sided pyramid in 
the fresco of the Flood he completed in the 1440s for 
the Chiostro Verde (Fig. 73).27 No other painted or 
sculpted representation of Noah’s ark made in Europe 
after 1452 includes a pyramidal ark.

Krautheimer’s suggestion of Origen, by way of 
Traversari, as the source for Ghiberti’s unusual ark 
overlooks the fact that in the Noah panel the ark is 
a pyramid with four smooth sides that converge at a 
single apex, not the truncated structure described by 
Origen and Hugh of St. Victor. We might thus look 
for a different source. Ghiberti’s decision to include 
this pointed pyramid can perhaps be better explained 
when one considers the ark not as a structure that saves 
Noah and his family from the deluge, or, as exegetes 
proposed, an edifice that symbolizes the cross because 
it was made of wood and offered salvation,28 or even 
a vessel that, as some interpreters claimed, refers  

Figure 70. Bartolo di Fredi, Building the Ark, 1367, Collegiata 
di Santa Maria Assunta, San Gimignano; Photo: Alinari/Art 
Resource, New York.
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anagogically to the development of the human soul 
because the soul, like the sloping edges of the pyrami-
dal ark, moves toward a perfect unity, ascending “out 
of this world towards God . . . [and] gathering itself 
ever more and more into a unity” (a reading offered 
by Hugh of St. Victor),29 but instead as an architectural 
structure. The ark is the first discreet, man-made edi-
fice mentioned in the Bible’s account of early civiliza-
tion and the first structure to exist in the world after 
the flood.30

One might expect Ghiberti to have considered the 
ark as, fundamentally, an example of early architecture, 
given his lifelong engagement with the art of build-
ing. He designed for Palla Strozzi a funerary chapel 
in Santa Trinita, which also served as the church’s 
sacristy (ca. 1418–23).31 He helped oversee the build-
ing of the dome of Florence Cathedral and also cast 
in bronze, in the 1420s, a number of components 
used in its construction.32 And he worked at a num-
ber of other sites. He was also profoundly interested 

in architectural theory and history, which is evident 
in the buildings he designed, his bronze reliefs, and 
his writings. Ghiberti’s personal library included a 
thirteenth-century transcription of a Carolingian copy 
of Vitruvius’s De architectura, the only complete archi-
tectural treatise that survived from antiquity.33 He very 
likely translated into Tuscan its first six books, and he 
cites these translations liberally in his Commentaries.34 
In particular, he borrowed extensively from the trea-
tise’s ten prefaces, choosing to focus largely on mate-
rial dealing with the history of architecture and the 
proper training for architects. Janice Hurd has quite 
plausibly hypothesized that Ghiberti based the struc-
ture of the Commentaries on that of Vitruvius’s book, 
intending to divide his text into ten sections just as the 
ancient author had done.35 Ghiberti refers infrequently 
to the sections of Vitruvius’s text that detail the proper 
form and proportion of the architectural orders and 
specific approaches to building, and it seems likely 
that he planned to discuss such issues in a separate 

Figure  71. Jacopo Torriti, Building the Ark, 1290s, San Francesco (upper church), Assisi; Photo: Alinari/Art 
Resource, New York.
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architectural treatise that, as he announces at the end 
of book two of the Commentaries, he intended to write, 
possibly with Brunelleschi as his co-author.36

In the second book of his treatise, Vitruvius presents 
his ideas about the birth and infancy of architecture, 
and this outline shaped directly Ghiberti’s visualiza-
tions of the shelters and structures in the first panels of 
the Gates.37 The first humans, Vitruvius theorizes, must 
have lived outside in “forests and caves and woods.”38 
Once they found fire, people made sounds in order to 
communicate their discovery, then developed language 
and, following the invention of speech, organized 
social structures that allowed them to live “in com-
mon.”39 Next came building. Humans, says Vitruvius, 
first made leaf-covered shelters or dug underground 
caves in order to escape the elements. They then 
learned how to fashion huts of mud, sticks, and twigs, 
refining continuously the structures they built to serve 
more effectively human needs.40 Eventually builders 
designed more sophisticated constructions, sometimes 
made with “forked props” and woven walls and in 

other places comprising wooden, mud-covered walls 
topped with ceilings of “reeds and leafage” capable of 
protecting people from heat and rain.41 During this 
same period they learned, he says, to make ridged 
roofs with sloping sides smeared with clay, a type of 
covering that allowed rain water to run off a shelter 
and onto the ground.42 According to Vitruvius, this 
kind of progressive innovation in architecture brought 
about rivalries among builders, which in turn made 
them better able to judge what could, and should, be 
designed and constructed.43 The drive to innovate and 
invent, suggests Vitruvius, fostered the continual devel-
opment of architectural form.

As evidence for the existence and appearance of 
the first edifices, Vitruvius mentions contemporary 
structures in Gaul, Spain, Portugal, and Aquitaine, 
where, he says, buildings made with oak shingles or 
thatch are still constructed as they were in the ear-
liest era of architectural development.44 And, he 
adds, examples of other kinds of primitive structures 
erected in the same epoch can be seen in Pontus, in 

Figure 72. Anonymous (“Penultimate Master” [?] ), Entrance of the Animals into the Ark, ca. 1300, Baptistery of 
San Giovanni, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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the northeastern part of Asia Minor, and in Phrygia, a 
region that occupied a portion of what is now north-
western Turkey. In Pontus, says Vitruvius, architects of 
the Colchi often build structures by placing logs of 
progressively shorter length atop each other at right 
angles, a process that eventually produces four-sided 
pyramids; the builders, he adds, seal up the walls with 
clay, leaves, and wood chips.45 In places where tim-
ber is scarce, like Phrygia, Vitruvius says that conical 
and pyramid structures are still built, but in these cases 
logs form the vaults’ internal framework and other 
materials fill the spaces between the wooden beams. 
The Phrygians, he writes, first dig a trench, then sur-
round its edges with logs, their short ends planted in 
the ground. To form the vault, he claims, the builders 
push the logs into diagonal positions until they come 
together at an apex, where they are fastened; workers 
then use reeds and brushwood to cover the outsides 
of the wooden skeleton, sealing off the conical or 
pyramidal edifice.46

Beholders of the Gates find many of these types 
in the reliefs initiating the cycle. The little structure 
with the conical roof and round base in the Cain and 
Abel panel (Fig. 36), which has been made with bound 
sheaves of thatch or bundles of branches, represents 
Vitruvius’s earliest type of built structure  – the hut. 
The next edifice in the cycle is the pyramidal ark. 
Ghiberti might have learned about Origen’s spec-
ulation regarding the ark’s shape from his commen-
tary (via Rufinus’s translation) or from Hugh’s text, 
but these sources would only have confirmed what he 
already knew from reading Vitruvius’s treatise, namely, 
that early architectural structures, before being built 
with vertical walls and vaulted ceilings, often took the 
shape of pyramids. If Ghiberti was aware of Origen’s 
proposal, he must have found satisfying the confluence 
of his ideas and those of Vitruvius. The concurrence 
proved the potential compatibility of Judeo-Christian 
beliefs with those put forward by the ancient authors 
whose opinions on art and architecture Ghiberti and 

Figure  73. Paolo Uccello, Flood and Waters Subsiding (above) and Noah and Family Offering a Sacrifice and 
Drunkenness of Noah (below), 1447–8, Chiostro Verde, Santa Maria Novella, Florence; Photo: Bridgeman Images.
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his humanist contemporaries deemed authoritative. 
In the form of Ghiberti’s ark, Christian and ancient 
beliefs coalesce.

Moreover, the biblical text indirectly supports the 
notion that the ark was pyramidal. Noah’s ark is said to 
come to rest on Mt. Ararat in Armenia (8:4), a region 
that abutted the eastern edge of Pontus, itself just 
northeast of Phrygia. Many of Ghiberti’s contemporar-
ies would have known this location from reading the 
medieval diaries of Christian travelers, who frequently 
visited Mt. Ararat and recorded their experiences. 
The fourteenth-century travelogue attributed to the 
English writer John Mandeville, a text translated into 
Italian shortly after it was written, and the account of 
the Franciscan Odorico da Pordenone, from the same 
century, both contain descriptions of Ararat and the 
place where the ark’s remains could be found.47 To 
Ghiberti it might have seemed logical that, in regions 
like Pontus, pyramidal forms were built, perhaps in 
imitation of a prominent local model  – the ark. Its 
presence, he might have assumed, explained the exis-
tence of structures that, Vitruvius claims, could be seen 
in that part of the world during antiquity.

Genesis does not specify how many days pass 
between the end of the flood and the drunkenness 
of Noah, but in Ghiberti’s relief Noah has, in that 
period of time, built a shed made of posts with forked 
ends that support beams, simple trusses located in 
the gables, and a framework of rods on which rests 
a thatched, double-pitched roof (Fig.  61). Though 
smooth, the silhouettes of the posts undulate slightly 
and are interrupted by nubs, making it clear that 
these supports are tree trunks from which projecting 
branches have been removed. In the part of the shed 
closest to the viewer Ghiberti cut away all but the 
ends of the beams that make up the T-shaped truss 
that, even though invisible, holds up this side of the 
structure. Their removal produces an odd represen-
tation in which the beams’ ends, intersecting with 
other supports, hover in mid-air, neither fastened to 
the corners of the gable nor falling to the ground as a 
result of gravity. Perhaps Ghiberti omitted these deli-
cate, cylindrical beams because he feared they would 
not come out in the cast. It would have been dif-
ficult to ensure that the molten bronze would flow 
into very narrow channels projecting significantly 
from the model’s core. Or perhaps he did attempt to 

include them by adding extra wax channels capable of 
delivering bronze to these sections of the relief, only 
to find that this technique failed in the cast. Despite 
their absence, the building contains and highlights the 
presence of several features found in other early struc-
tures described by Vitruvius: the shed comprises posts 
with forked ends that support beams and a ridged, 
thatch-covered roof. Ghiberti turns Noah into one of 
the first practitioners of architecture who worked in 
the Vitruvian mode: the earliest builders, according to 
Vitruvius, worked with their undeveloped skills and 
the materials they had available, eventually devising 
new designs to suit the evolving needs of human-
ity.48 Ghiberti has Noah build a shelter with a sloped 
roof that protects its occupants from rain and heat and 
an attached framework to support vines that produce 
grapes and wine.

Ghiberti’s Noah, moreover, has mastered the disci-
plines indispensable to the proper and successful prac-
tice of architecture according to Vitruvius. In a passage 
that, as we have seen, interested Ghiberti, Vitruvius 
states that architects need to be naturally gifted and 
should, ideally, also study a range of topics: grammar 
(or philology), drawing, mathematics (geometry and 
arithmetic), history, philosophy, music, medicine, law, 
and astronomy.49 Being literate, so he explains, allows 
for good record keeping; the ability to draw makes 
possible the visualization of a building’s plan; and 
the study of history allows architects to learn prac-
tices from earlier examples. These are useful skills, but 
according to Vitruvius only geometry and arithmetic, 
both subfields of mathematics, are truly essential to the 
successful construction of a building. The practice of 
geometry, Vitruvius writes, “teaches the use of rule and 
compass and thus facilitates the laying out of buildings 
on their sites by the use of set-squares, levels and align-
ments,” and its “rules and methods” allow architects to 
solve “the difficult problems of symmetry.” The study 
of arithmetic helps builders calculate the measure-
ments of the constituent parts – edges and angles, for 
 example  – of edifices.50 Fifteenth-century architects 
understood that geometry and arithmetic were fun-
damental to the practice of architecture. Teachers of 
mathematics, the maestri d’abbaco, frequently consulted 
on construction projects, including the cupola of the 
Florence Cathedral, both to assist in the building pro-
cess and to carry out calculations and measurements 
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after the completion of construction so that patrons, 
who often paid builders by the unit, could determine 
compensation.51 Alberti agreed with Vitruvius about 
the importance of mathematics, writing that, although 
an architect did not need to be a trained expert in 
arithmetic and geometry, he had to understand the 
basic principles of angles, numbers, and lines.52

The form of Ghiberti’s unusual ark emphasizes 
Noah’s mastery of both geometry and arithmetic. Its 
sharp, nearly flawless edges, which Ghiberti modeled 
in the wax, as well as the lines dividing its faces into 
segments, which were added during the chasing pro-
cess, together produce the ark’s perfectly pyramidal 
and symmetrical form. Ghiberti made sure to empha-
size that Noah measured out the parts of the ark as he 
built it by stamping, in Roman numerals, the dimen-
sions specified by God in the Bible onto the compart-
ments that divide up the pyramid’s faces (Figs. 64 and 
74 and Plate XIV). On one side of the ark he incised 

“CCC” (for three hundred cubits). And on the other 
face he included two series of numbers that cross 
over each other: X, XX, and XXX, a sequence that 
counts out the thirty cubits of the ark’s height; and X, 
XX, XXX, XXXX, and XXXXX, a row of Roman 
numerals indicating the ark’s fifty-cubit width. This 
structure, a pyramid comprised of precisely measured 
elements, could only have been constructed by an 
architect knowledgeable in geometry and arithmetic.

Many familiar with legends surrounding Noah 
might have assumed that he indeed knew a great deal 
about these subfields of mathematics. Biblical com-
mentators commonly claim that Noah was one of 
the earliest practitioners of astronomy and astrology, 
areas of study concerned with charting the positions 
and movements of the sun, moon, stars, and planets 
and investigating how the motions of these celestial  
bodies affect humans and their world. The two disci-
plines were unified in Ghiberti’s time, and writers in 

Figure 74. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (Roman numerals stamped onto the ark) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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the Middle Ages used the terms astronomy and astrol-
ogy interchangeably because knowledge of the former 
allowed for the practice of the latter.53 Josephus claims 
that “the progeny of Seth,” a group that included Noah 
and his sons, discovered astronomy.54 Roger Bacon, in 
his Opus maius, a text Ghiberti cites in the Commentaries, 
repeats Josephus’s idea, stating that “the sons of Adam 
invented geometry, astronomy, arithmetic, and music, 
and Noah and his sons taught the Chaldeans, then 
Abraham taught the Egyptians,” and goes on to claim 
that Jerome, Cassiodorus, and other “sacred doctors” 
upheld Josephus’s belief that the descendants of Adam 
were the first to understand astronomy.55

Since antiquity those who studied the organization 
and potential influence of the heavens understood 
that their work required a sophisticated knowledge 
of geometry and arithmetic. Most medieval univer-
sity students who focused on the four disciplines of 
the quadrivium  – arithmetic, geometry, music (the-
ories of harmony and modes), and astronomy/astrol-
ogy  – learned astronomy from John of Sacrobosco’s 
thirteenth-century Sphaera, a textbook that makes clear 
the geometric and arithmetical basis of astronomy and 
astrology.56 The works of medieval astronomers rely 
on geometry and arithmetic. Bacon, for example, used 
Euclidian geometry to demonstrate that the earth is 
round and to explain how rays strike surfaces, an idea 
he explores in connection with his analysis of the 
ways heavenly bodies exert their force on the earth 
and its inhabitants.57 Ghiberti and his circle perhaps 
knew of the reliance of astronomy and astrology on 
mathematics from the work of Ptolemy, who in the 
Almagest (second century CE) employed mathematical 
calculations to determine the positions of the stars and 
planets.58 In the early fifteenth century knowledge of 
Ptolemy was widespread. Mathematicians like Paolo 
Toscanelli, after 1425 a close associate of Brunelleschi, 
worked with his theories, and numerous Florentines in 
or connected to Ghiberti’s circle, including Coluccio 
Salutati, Antonio Corbinelli, and Palla Strozzi, owned 
copies of the Almagest; even a cursory glance at the 
text’s tables of astronomical computations, which were 
based on trigonometry and Ptolemy’s sophisticated 
geometric models for planetary motion, would have 
made clear the reliance of astronomy on geometry and 
arithmetic.59 For those who understood this connec-
tion, the legend that Noah was skilled in astronomy 

and astrology provided further proof that he possessed 
the knowledge essential for the successful practice of 
architecture, at least according to Vitruvius’s character-
ization of the art.

Readers of Bacon’s Opus maius might have con-
sidered the pyramid a reminder of Noah’s status as 
one of the earliest interpreters of heavenly signs. For 
Bacon, the pyramidal shape best conceptualized the 
way the stars and planets focus their heavenly forces 
on single points, people, and forms on the earth’s sur-
face: “any one point of the earth,” says Bacon, “is the 
apex of a single pyramid [which transmits the] power 
of the heavens.”60 Ghiberti included in the scene of 
the exit of Noah’s family from the ark (Plate XIV) 
yet another hint of the biblical patriarch’s power to 
see into the future. The son standing at the left edge 
of the group gazes toward the corpse enmeshed in 
the muddy ground and raises both hands to indicate 
his surprise, or even shock, at the dead body he sees. 
Noah turns his head to his right as he addresses this 
son but points, with his right hand and arm, to his left. 
His wife motions toward, and thus emphasizes, Noah’s 
accusatory gesture with her right hand and looks at 
another of her sons at right. Standing in three-quarter 
view and with his back to the viewer, he gazes at his 
mother and points toward himself as if he has been 
accused of a crime. The gesture recalls that often made 
by Judas in depictions of the Last Supper.

The actions of these figures make sense only when 
read consecutively, as a concatenation of announce-
ments and reactions. Noah, one might speculate, 
explains the corpse and God’s decision to eliminate 
wicked humanity to the son at left by pointing toward 
the son at the far right, who in this scenario must 
be Ham. Many exegetes claimed that Ham was evil 
from the time of the flood, when he violated an order 
not to copulate while in the ark.61 John Chrysostom, 
for example, writes that when one reads about Ham 
“giving evidence of ingratitude towards his father,” 
a comment referring to his decision to mock the 
drunken Noah, one should not be surprised because 
“right from the very beginning [Ham] was the kind 
of person not to be restrained even by the disaster.”62 
In Ghiberti’s imagining of the exit from the ark Noah 
explains the past  – a past represented here by the 
corpse  – by pointing toward Ham, whose wicked-
ness matches that of the flood victims. But Noah, one 
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might assume, also predicts, or at least alludes to, 
future events. This episode, in which the group comes 
upon a body and enters into a discussion about its 
presence and significance, recalls the scene of Noah’s 
drunkenness. One son encounters a naked man and 
is shocked by his presence; Noah, in turn, points to 
another son but glances toward his right, as if to tell 
the son at left (and the viewer) what will occur in 
the future. Noah gestures toward Ham to explain evil, 
but viewers might also understand that he announces, 
or at least hints at, what Ham will do when, in the 
future, the brothers encounter another naked, male 
body – his own.

If Noah acts here as a predictor of future events, 
he is also concerned, in the panel, with the tangi-
ble, material world around him. Ghiberti’s Noah, in 
crafting buildings and other structures, manipulates 
a number of substances, including wood, thatch, 
and, eventually, rock. The simple altar on top of 
which Noah makes his sacrifice, which is perhaps as 
much sculpture as architecture, comprises four levels 
of stacked stones (Figs. 69 and 75). The use of new 
materials occupies an important place in the history 
of architecture outlined by Vitruvius, who says that, 
after mastering the art of building with branches and 
leaves, early people looked for, and began using, new 
substances like stone.63 In the altar, boulders have been 
cut down and shaped into rectangular forms of differ-
ing sizes. Their edges are smooth and not stippled like 
their faces, which have been finished with tiny dots 
that Ghiberti or an assistant chased onto the surface 
of the bronze. This is not the kind of altar artists typ-
ically include in images of Noah’s sacrifice. He often 
places his offering on a structure resembling a small 
building, sometimes adorned with elaborate cornices, 
arched openings, and inlaid panels (e.g., Figs. 73 and 
76). Although the stones in the Noah panel have been 
shaped and worked, their varied surfaces still contain 
slight indentations, a reminder that the altar has been 
made by a builder just learning how, as Vitruvius says, 
to put to use the raw materials that nature brings forth 
in abundance.64

Many of Ghiberti’s first viewers would have con-
sidered logical Noah’s decision to use stone in build-
ing the altar. Floods break up the ground and unearth 
boulders. Florentines possessed a special awareness of 
the punishing effects of flood waters, given the Arno’s 
tendency to overflow its banks. Giovanni Villani 
recounts vividly the effects of the flood of 1333 on 
the countryside around Florence, where rain ran down 
the slopes of hills and mountains and brought about 
“the destruction and ruin of lands and the fields . . ., 
smashed and tore up the mountains and slopes, and 
washed away all of the good soil.”65 Raging waters, he 
emphasizes, often break up rocky earth into smaller 
masses of stone. Descriptions of the force of the bib-
lical flood, an event, Ghiberti’s audience would have 
assumed, more catastrophic than the floods that dev-
astated Florence, could be found in a number of texts, 
including the Book of Sidrach, which states that during 

Figure 75. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (altar used 
for the sacrifice after the flood) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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the biblical deluge the waters ran so powerfully and 
swiftly that they “dug up the soil and boulders and 
knocked them here and there, and where the cur-
rent stopped, the stones and the rocks came to a rest 
and became mountains.”66 This description recalls 
Seneca’s account, in the Natural Questions, of the cycli-
cal deluges that, he believed, periodically destroyed the 
world. Melting snows, he writes, run down the sides 
of mountains, gather strength, turn into a torrent, and 
tear “boulders free from their loosened structures and 
[roll] them along.”67 In Vitruvius’s portrayal of early 
architecture, humans build with natural substances 
produced by the earth, and given the power of floods 
to break up land, it is logical that, in the panel’s scene 
of the sacrifice, Noah stands at an altar made of stacks 
of roughly chiseled rocks.

Ghiberti’s Noah, however, had not quite mas-
tered the processes of cutting, finishing, and assem-
bling stones when he fashioned the altar. In two 

places – below the upper two lev-
els – wedges have been inserted into 
the seams between blocks in order 
to produce an altar with a perfectly 
level top. It is impossible to know 
whether or not Ghiberti mod-
eled these small wedges in the wax 
model or cut them into the bronze 
during the chasing process, but it is 
tempting to suggest that they were 
added late in the project because of 
their connection to a technique he 
used to ensure the precise fit of the 
doors’ relief elements in their mas-
sive framework. Ghiberti cast and 
finished most of the ten panels and 
twenty-four frame strips so pre-
cisely that, once they were inserted 
into their slots, no substance or fas-
tener (like screws) was needed to 
secure them in place. After realiz-
ing, however, that a few elements 
were too small for their square or 
rectangular openings because the 
bronze shrank while it cooled, he 
cast bronze shims that he slipped 
into the extremely narrow spaces 
between the frame and the reliefs.68 

One wonders if Ghiberti, realizing the need for such 
a corrective, chiseled similar wedges into the altar to 
imply that Noah, the legendary architect who designs 
a craft capable of holding and protecting every spe-
cies of animal and eight humans during forty days of 
massive flooding, was, like Ghiberti, capable of making 
small miscalculations when measuring elements to be 
assembled into a larger structure.69

Finally, Ghiberti’s imagining of the Noah story not 
only sees the beginnings of building according to 
the Vitruvian model, but also provides hints regard-
ing how the specialized vocabulary used to identify 
architectural elements came to exist. Perched atop 
the ridge of the roof of Noah’s shed, an eagle extends 
its wings and opens its beak as if emitting a squawk 
(Fig.  77). The bird seems perhaps an incidental or 
anecdotal detail but in fact recalls, and especially to 
Ghiberti’s contemporaries familiar with the history 
of architecture, the terminology used to describe the 

Figure 76. Sacrifice of Noah, late twelfth to early thirteenth century, Cathedral of 
Santa Maria Nuova, Monreale; Photo: © Vanni Archive/Art Resource, New York.
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pediments of ancient temples. Greek architects and 
writers, including Pausanias, whose description of 
Greece, the Periegesis, survived in a single manuscript 
in Niccoli’s possession in 1418, use the word αετός – 
eagle – to refer to the Parthenon’s main pediment.70 
Galen, in his commentary on Hippocrates’ De articulis 
liber (a study of joints), writes that architects use the 
term because an eagle’s wings, when they hang down 
at the sides of its body, resemble the two sloping sides 
of a pitched roof.71 Given Ghiberti’s friendship with 
Niccoli and his abiding interest in ancient art, it is 
not difficult to imagine that Niccoli, Traversari, or 
some other contemporary who knew Greek read 
to him the passages of Pausanias that describe the 
Parthenon’s pediment sculptures. There also exists the 
possibility, even if remote, that Ghiberti learned from 
Galen’s widely read commentary on Hippocrates 
the story of the origins of the Greeks’ use of “eagle” 
to designate a building’s gable or pediment. In the 
first book of the Commentaries, after all, Ghiberti 
encourages sculptors to read about the body’s bones, 
muscles, nerves, and ligaments in medical treatises by 
Hippocrates, Avicenna, and Galen in order to learn 

how to sculpt the human form 
accurately.72 No matter its source, 
the bird, perhaps a nod to what 
Ghiberti’s humanist contemporar-
ies were learning from ancient 
Greek texts, suggests that Noah 
and his contemporaries not only 
build, but also have begun, or will 
soon begin, to consider how to 
discuss architectural form.

THE SACRIFICE AND THE 

BIRTH OF GOVERNMENT

In the Bible Noah does not 
utter any words during the sac-
rifice. Only God does, when he 
announces the nature of the post-
diluvian world, with its rotating 
days and seasons and new rules 
about justice. In Ghiberti’s panel, 
however, Noah does speak, or at 
least communicates, with God. 
With his right hand he points to 
the members of his family, and he 

directs his left palm upward  – as always, an indica-
tion of speech  – and toward the vision of God in 
the panel’s upper right corner (Fig. 69 and Plate V). 
Among the major commentators, Josephus is the only 
one who suggests that in this moment Noah talked 
to God:

Noah, fearing that God, having sentenced mankind 
to annihilation, might annually inundate the earth, 
offered burnt-sacrifices and besought him to main-
tain for the future the primitive order (of nature) and 
to inflict no more such calamity as would bring the 
whole race of living creatures into danger of destruc-
tion, but, having now punished the wicked, to spare 
those who for their rectitude had survived and been 
judged fit to escape the peril. For their lot would be 
more miserable than that of those miscreants, and they 
would be condemned to a yet worse evil, were they 
now not absolutely secure but reserved for another 
deluge, [especially if] after learning the terrible reality 
and tale of the first, they [knew they] were to be the 
victims of the second.73

Figure 77. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (eagle atop the shed) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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This account, which stresses Noah’s concern for the 
fate of his descendants and his hope that God will 
spare them from future calamities, parallels Ghiberti’s 
representation. Noah gestures toward his family and 
makes an appeal to God, asking for, viewers might log-
ically assume, his protection. Looking down, God ges-
tures with his left hand in the direction of the group 
of animals beneath him – they occupy the same spatial 
zone as God, and it is clear, when the panel is viewed 
from below (Fig.  78), that he points to them – and 
opens his right hand so that his palm, hovering above 
the lions and bear, faces down, an action that indicates 
disapproval, in this case, presumably, of the actions of 
these creatures. The same gesture appears in the first 

two reliefs, and in the same general area. The angel 
expelling Adam and Eve from paradise places its hand, 
palm down, above their heads. And God, after learn-
ing that Cain has killed Abel, opens his left hand and 
extends his fingers so that his palm faces the ground. 
In the first case, the angel, acting as God’s agent, indi-
cates his condemnation of Adam and Eve’s transgres-
sion of divine law; in the second, God castigates Cain 
for the crime he has committed.

In the Noah panel God disapproves not of the con-
duct of any people but, evidently, of the actions of the 
animals, who illustrate a biblical verse directly con-
nected to human behavior in the political realm. The 
twenty-eighth chapter of the book of Proverbs (28:15) 

Figure  78. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Noah panel (seen from below and to the right) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Author.
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compares lions and bears to evil leaders: “like a roaring 
lion or a charging bear is a wicked ruler over a poor 
people.” Proverbs, a text most believed had been writ-
ten by Solomon, was one of the two most commonly 
translated Old Testament books in late medieval Italy,74 
and many fifteenth-century viewers of the panel 
would have seen immediately the echo of the pas-
sage. This particular verse opens a section of the book 
that both describes the character of wicked rulers and 
outlines the effects of corrupt rule on those subject 
to it. Bad princes are greedy (28:16), cause suffering 
among the people under their rule (29:2), ruin their 
countries by denying justice (29:4), surround them-
selves with corrupt advisors (29:12), and cause sin to 
flourish (29:16). In Genesis the speech God delivers 
after Noah’s sacrifice does not treat the characteristics 
of evil rulers or their effects on people. The panel’s 
allusion to princes and their subjects, however, is not 
out of place, because according to the Bible the post-
diluvian world saw, for the first time in human history, 
the establishment of rudimentary political orders in 
which some lead and others follow. In the tenth chap-
ter of Genesis (10:8–11) Nimrod, a great-grandson 
of Noah, establishes a kingdom on earth, and many 
fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Florentine sources 
stress the notion that monarchy emerged in his period 
of rule. The commentary on Dante’s Commedia by the 
Anonimo Selmiano, for example, describes Nimrod as 
the “first man who ruled over men.”75 For Giovanni 
Villani, the powerful Nimrod was “the first king.”76 
In the panel, God does not speak out the words and 
ideas attributed to him in Genesis. He instead points 
to creatures acting out a biblical verse that allegorizes 
corrupt rulers and denounces their ways. Ghiberti’s 
God condemns through gesture the animals who sym-
bolize bad rulers, making the avoidance of corruption 
in government a divine edict that all societies must 
accept. Those who rule corruptly, the panel’s images 
suggest, contradict the will of God.

A very different group of animals occupies the other 
side of the panel. To the left of the ark Ghiberti placed 
the eagle, as well as an elephant and a stag that stride 
across the land in opposite directions. Ghiberti could 
not have seen an elephant in person, and to fashion 
this image he might have turned to any number of 
medieval or contemporary textual descriptions or rep-
resentations in bestiaries.77 To portray its skin, which is 

crisscrossed by lines forming a lattice, he perhaps stud-
ied an image of an elephant on an ancient sarcopha-
gus (e.g., Fig. 79); a number of classical sarcophagi and 
mosaics show elephants with this pattern carved into 
or covering their skin. Pliny explains the function of 
such regular grooves when he reports that the “latticed 
[cancellata]” pattern that defines an elephant’s hide helps 
them eliminate irritating insects. When flies and other 
biting insects enter these folds, Pliny claims, elephants 
contract their skin, trapping and killing them.78

The elephant, stag, and eagle, creatures very different 
in appearance and action, share, according to ancient 
and medieval writers, one ability – the power to kill 
serpents and snakes. Elephants, says Pliny, crush snakes 
by falling on them during epic struggles that even-
tually cause the death of both animals; the same idea 
appears in the Physiologus, the treatise on nature and 
animals written in the second century CE and wildly 
popular in medieval Europe.79 Some bestiaries claim 
that elephants, when they encounter snakes, simply 
trample them.80 Stags, according to Pliny and many 
following him, breathe into the underground lairs of 
snakes to draw them into the open, and then they kill 
and eat them.81 Pliny also describes how eagles, the 
natural enemies of serpents, often carry them off into 
the sky while fighting against their coiled bodies with 
their talons.82 Virgil uses this image in the Aeneid when 
he compares Tarchon’s capture of Venulus to an eagle 
scooping up a snake from the ground and subduing it 
while flying.83 All of the animals at left, in short, elim-
inate snakes and serpents – even if doing so requires 
self-sacrifice. The serpent, in its role as tempter of Eve, 
symbolizes evil and sin in the Judeo-Christian tradi-
tion, but later sections of the Bible attach to the crea-
ture a more specific association. Twice in the Psalms 
tyrants and enemies are compared to serpents or snakes 
(57:5 and 139:4); both are said to possess sharp tongues 
and lips dripping with poison. If the lions and bear at 
right recall the evil embodied by a corrupt leader, the 
elephant, stag, and eagle, occupying the land opposite 
them and traversing the earth, evoke the need to keep 
the serpentine maleficence of tyrants in check.

The presence of these two groups of animals – and 
the panel’s resultant suggestion that corrupt ruler-
ship should be countered and eliminated – in a work 
created in the late 1420s is perhaps not surprising. 
These years in Florence saw the establishment of two 
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political factions, a pro-Medici group and another 
working against it that was led, initially, by Niccolò 
da Uzzano and then, later, by Rinaldo degli Albizzi, 
Francesco Gianfigliazzi, Matteo Castellani, and Vieri 
Guadagni.84 Already in 1427 and 1428 the Medici, 
subverting electoral rules, had worked from behind 
the scenes to have their allies inserted into key offices 
of the government.85 Discussions held in 1429 and 
1430 in the pratiche, the meetings in which advisors to 
the Priors voiced their opinions on a range of mat-
ters, focused on the importance of the elimination of 
factional allegiance and on the necessity of devotion 
to the public good over private interest.86 During a 
pratica of January 1429, for example, Lorenzo Ridolfi 
urged his listeners to respect the Priors above all others 
and to eschew factional allegiances, an idea that Palla 
Strozzi also spoke in favor of during the meeting.87 
The oligarchic group feared the desire of the Medici 
to insert their followers into positions of power, and 
they deemed the infiltration of government by those 

loyal to a faction rather than the entire populace as 
inimical to the proper functioning of the state.

Such discussions dominated political discourse 
in the late 1420s, and Ghiberti could not have been 
unaware of these ideas and the oft-repeated notion 
that good government requires leaders who work 
for the entire population rather than the benefit of 
a faction. The Noah panel, in which God condemns 
corrupt leadership and where, opposite this image 
of divine censure, animals that eliminate a symbol 
of evil  – the serpent or snake  – roam and balance 
those on the other side, reflects the ideas that leaders 
must work for all and that those who do not should 
be removed, notions that were in the air in Florence 
in the late 1420s. It is difficult, if not impossible, to 
determine whether the ruler, people, and evil forces 
to which these animals refer allegorically are merely 
generic or allude to a particular group or faction. In 
subsequent decades Ghiberti’s son and great-grandson 
made overt their vehement opposition to the Medici, 

Figure  79. Detail of Triumph of Bacchus sarcophagus, ca. 190 CE, The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore; 
Photo: The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore.
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but, not surprisingly, there is no evidence concern-
ing Ghiberti’s political leanings.88 He did not work 
extensively for the Medici (unlike Michelozzo and 
Donatello), but there do exist connections between 
him and the family. Cosimo de’ Medici sat on the 
committee that oversaw Ghiberti’s St. Matthew 
commission for Orsanmichele, and he sponsored 
the project for the reliquary casket of saints Protus, 
Hyacinth, and Nemesius at Santa Maria degli Angeli. 
In 1428 Ghiberti made for the Medici a gold frame 
for an ancient gem carved with an image of Apollo 
and Marsyas that was part of the family’s collection 
of antiquities.89 And Ghiberti shared interests and 
exchanged ideas with Niccolò Niccoli, a staunch 
Medici partisan who supported the family and cele-
brated its return from exile in the fall of 1434.90

Ghiberti was, however, also extremely close – pro-
fessionally and, it seems, also personally  – to Palla 
Strozzi, who opposed the influence of the Medici 
faction.91 They traveled together, as in 1424 when 
Ghiberti accompanied Palla to Venice. Both possessed 
a deep interest in the Greek and Roman texts being 
unearthed in the early fifteenth century. Ghiberti 
worked for him at Santa Trinita and Palla served as 
an advisor for his first set of doors. He also often 
loaned Ghiberti money, and sometimes very large 
sums, as in 1420 when he advanced him six hundred 
florins to purchase two farms from the capitani of 
Orsanmichele.92 In 1423 Ghiberti borrowed from him 
an additional sixty-four lire, a debt that Palla forgave 
in 1426 in exchange for unspecified work Ghiberti 
had done, probably at the Santa Trinita chapel.93 Palla, 
many sources agree, was known during his life for his 
“genuine patriotism and a preference for peace,” and 
he initially opposed the factional politics that divided 
Florence, “holding himself intentionally aloof from the 
divisions within the reggimento as far as and as long as 
possible.”94 But due to extensive marriage ties between 
the Strozzi and members of the anti-Medici faction, 
“sometime between September 1433 and September 
1434 the Strozzi position hardened in favour of oppo-
sition to the Medici.”95 Even though Palla refused to 
participate in armed action against the Medici faction 
in September 1434, he was among those exiled in that 
year.96 Of course, all of that was yet to come in the late 
1420s, when Ghiberti was at work designing the Noah 
relief. But Palla did, as the pratiche of the late 1420s 

demonstrate, voice his opinion against the influence 
of the factions that were undermining government. 
And he might well have communicated to Ghiberti 
the nature of discussions held in the government pal-
ace and his ideas about the deleterious effects of those 
who, like the Medici, put their friends in positions of 
influence and then used these connections to turn the 
power of government in their favor.

Nothing in the panel refers overtly to any mem-
ber of any particular faction. There is, however, one 
detail that potentially alludes to Ghiberti’s connec-
tion to Palla. The eagle that he prominently placed in 
the upper left corner of the panel resembles closely 
the one that appears in Palla Strozzi’s personal coat of 
arms (e.g., Fig. 80). Palla’s eagle (albeit standing atop 
a helmet rather than an outcrop), like the bird in the 
panel, stretches its wings as if about to take flight. His 
stemma appears at least three times at the church of 
Santa Trinita, in carved tondi that have been attrib-
uted to Ghiberti.97 The eagle in the Noah panel, a bird 
representing the struggle against evil, and against bad 
rulers in particular, and standing opposite a group per-
sonifying corrupt rulership, is, perhaps not surprisingly, 
the symbol of one of those who spoke out against the 
ills associated with factionalism in politics.

◆

Popular legends concerning the foundation of 
Fiesole and Florence gave Noah special promi-
nence in the Florentine imagination. In the four-
teenth century, Giovanni Villani and Marchionne di 
Coppo Stefani repeated the myth of the founding of 
Fiesole by Attalante, the great-great-great-grandson 
of Noah.98 The Chronica de origine civitatis, an 
early thirteenth-century account of Florence’s origins, 
in turn links Fiesole to the founding of Florence in 
two, interconnected ways:  according to the Chronica 
the Fiesolan Dardanus settled Troy, whose native son 
Aeneas founded Rome, the city whose soldiers were 
among the first to inhabit Florence; and the chronicle 
also reports that, after Julius Caesar’s unsuccessful siege 
of Fiesole, which he and his armies attacked to avenge 
the city’s support for Catiline and his followers, nego-
tiations resulted in the founding of nearby Florence, 
which was populated with both Caesar’s soldiers 
and surviving Fiesolans.99 Many chroniclers, includ-
ing Villani and Stefani, repeated these legends.100 The 
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latter myth was rejected in the early fifteenth century, 
when Salutati and Bruni advanced the idea that veter-
ans of Sulla’s armies – that is, ancient Romans during 
the time of the republic – founded Florence around 
80 BCE.101 The idea that inhabitants of Fiesole had a 
hand in founding Florence, however, had made its way 
into a number of texts that remained popular in the 
fifteenth century, including Dante’s Divine Comedy.102 
Any Florentine looking back from the fifteenth cen-
tury could trace a direct line of descent back to Noah, 
whether through the tale of Caesar’s assault on Fiesole 
and eventual settlement of Florence, or through the 
legend of Dardanus and Aeneas, a story deeply rooted 
in Florentine consciousness since at least the thirteenth 
century. In canto fifteen of the Paradiso, Dante has his 
great-great-grandfather Cacciaguida recall that, in ear-
lier times, mothers, while spinning yarn, would recount 
to members of their households stories about “the 
Trojans, and Fiesole, and Rome,” that is, the legend that 
a Fiesolan founded Troy, a Trojan then founded Rome, 
and Romans eventually settled Florence.103 Although 
the mists of time separated Noah and his family 
from Ghiberti’s Florence, his contemporaries would 

have understood that the Florentines were Noah’s 
descendants.

As Ghiberti constructed it, Noah’s world  – a 
familiar place that saw changing seasons, patriarchal 
families, the performance of communal rites, the pro-
duction of shelters, and the announcement of jus-
tice and condemnation of bad governance – was in 
its fundamental aspects not different from the society 
of early fifteenth-century Florence. Noah’s age was 
Florence’s past, and in visualizing what happened after 
the flood Ghiberti was building a portrait not just of 
Noah’s world but of the origins of his own.104 Not sur-
prisingly then, Ghiberti’s representation of the begin-
nings of postdiluvian civilization bears the imprint of 
his beliefs and assumptions about humanity and its 
past. Ghiberti, devoted to the study of ancient texts, 
presents Vitruvius’s vision of the origins of architec-
ture, in which knowledge and innovation form the 
basis of practice. To portray the beginnings of politics 
he drew inspiration not from an ancient source but 
instead from discussions and debates taking place in 
his own time. Having God proclaim such standards 
made them incontrovertible.

Figure  80. Lorenzo Ghiberti (?), Arms of Palla Strozzi from the exterior of Santa Trinita, 1420s, Florence; 
Photo: Francesco Bini / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-3.0.
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Approximately thirty years separate Ghiberti’s representation of the sacrifice of Isaac 
(Genesis 22:1–19) in his competition panel (Fig. 81), the work that launched his career 
as a sculptor in Florence, from his visualization of the same episode in the Gates (Plate 

VI and Fig. 82).1 The earlier relief, meant to capture the attention of those judging the con-
test for the baptistery’s second doors, highlights the emotional tension inherent in the sacrifice 
story: God has already ordered the test of faith, Abraham and Isaac have made their way to the 
top of the mountain – a site that God designates – after leaving their servants behind (they stand 
at left), and Abraham, having placed Isaac atop an altar, is about to kill him. He aims a dagger at 
Isaac’s neck but also extends his index finger, using it to steady the blade.2 Although Ghiberti 
presents a moment of potential action, the presence of the steadying finger and the fact that the 
knife hovers in the space between father and son suggest that Abraham, when asked to sacrifice 
Isaac, can lift the weapon but cannot immediately bring himself to use it. The image hints at 
Abraham’s reluctance to act and, perhaps, the internal conflict that makes him hesitate.

In the Bible, of course, an angel stops the sacrifice by 
calling out to Abraham and telling him that God sees 
his willingness to act as adequate proof of his faith. 
In the competition panel this angel, an onrushing, 
foreshortened figure, bursts through the plane that 
serves as the boundary between the human world and 
the divine to convey God’s interdiction (22:11–12). 
The angelic messenger further announces that a ram, 
already present and perched atop a rock in the quatre-
foil’s upper left section, should be sacrificed in Isaac’s 
place. To suggest the rapidity of the angel’s movement 
Ghiberti turned not to the iconographic tradition but 
rather to nature for inspiration. Its wings, pulled in 
and nearly folded under themselves, mirror those of 
a stooping bird as it dives swiftly toward the ground. 
Abraham’s outer cloak billows outward and away from 
his right shoulder, perhaps a result of the force of the 

angel’s flight, but he is oblivious to its fluttering and 
to the angel’s approach. Isaac, by contrast, looks up, 
in the direction of the angel’s hand and the rippling 
drapery, perhaps demonstrating that he, seeing the 
moving cloth, is aware that in this moment something 
enters the space he shares with his father. The sugges-
tion that a breeze accompanies the angel’s entry can 
be understood as an effect of physical movement – the 
angel’s – or an evocation of an analogy developed and 
frequently repeated by medieval theologians to char-
acterize the action of angels in the world of humans. 
Angels, it was often said, become like winds when they 
rush swiftly toward the earth and then speed back to 
the heavens.3

When he designed the image of the sacrifice in the 
Gates, Ghiberti altered nearly every aspect of the episode 
as represented in his competition panel. He eliminated 

C hap te r   4

The Abraham and Isaac Panel: The Sacrifice from the 
Competition to the Gates of Paradise
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Figure 81. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Sacrifice of Isaac, 1401–2, Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; Photo: Erich 
Lessing/Art Resource, New York.
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details, like the classicizing acanthus decoration that 
embellishes the altar, sections of Abraham’s inner and 
outer cloaks (Fig. 83), and those of Isaac, which rest atop 
the rocky ground in front of the altar. In the Gates the 
altar is blank, and simple cross-hatching adorns just the 
edges of the clothing (Fig. 84). The compositions of the 
reliefs differ. The greater surface area of the Gates panel 
gave Ghiberti more room in which to distribute the 
landscape elements and figures. The sacrifice happens 
atop a rocky platform that isolates Abraham and Isaac 
from the servants, who sit in the lower right corner. 

(The sacrifice is also separated from the announcement 
of the impending pregnancy of Abraham’s wife Sarah 
[18:1–15], an earlier moment in the narrative located 
in the panel’s lower left corner.) In the sacrifice scene 
in the Gates Ghiberti represents not the instant right 
before Abraham becomes aware of the angel, but rather 
a point in time after it arrives. He has lifted a falchion 
into the air, and the angel, shown in profile and enter-
ing the scene from the upper right, grasps the blade. 
Now aware of the angel’s presence, Abraham gazes 
toward it rather than at his son, and Isaac turns away 

Figure 82. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Abraham and Isaac panel (sacrifice of Isaac) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Figure  83. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Sacrifice of Isaac, 1401–2, Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; 
Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York.
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from his father, his head facing the ground in a pose 
that suggests submission.4 Here Abraham, and not Isaac, 
engages with the heavenly force that enters the scene. 
And Isaac, instead of Abraham, perhaps ponders the 
sacrifice he believes is imminent. If in the competition 

relief Ghiberti highlights a moment of potential action, 
in the Gates panel that moment has passed. Abraham 
reaches out and holds the swaths of cloth that bind 
Isaac’s hands behind his back, and the angel grasps the 
sword to stop Abraham from swinging it toward Isaac. 
He has been spared.

Strikingly, the most significant changes made by 
Ghiberti – the representation of the angel’s confron-
tation with Abraham rather than its flight in a previ-
ous instant, the decision to show the angel in profile, 
and the apparent suggestion that Abraham and the 
angel confront each other during the narrative’s dra-
matic climax – produce an image that in many ways 
resembles the one fashioned by the other finalist in the 
competition of 1401–2, Filippo Brunelleschi, whose 
panel depicts the moment when an angel, in profile 
and looking directly into Abraham’s eyes, reaches out 
and grasps his arm in order to stop its progress and 
thus the sacrifice (Fig.  85).5 The similarity between 
the two works suggests that Brunelleschi’s solution, 
which was unusual in the visual tradition before 1401, 
interested Ghiberti, who even decades after the com-
petition evidently remained in artistic dialogue with 
the work of his one-time rival.6 Indeed, in develop-
ing his second representation of the event Ghiberti 
found critical stimulus in Brunelleschi’s image of the 
sacrifice, which draws its power from the sense that 
Abraham and the angel confront each other directly 
and  physically – Abraham stares intently at the angel 
and feels it touching and pushing against his forearm, 
the latter interaction highlighting his determination 
to carry out the sacrifice (Fig. 86). Despite its dramatic 
power, however, Brunelleschi’s conception conflicts 
with the biblical account of the sacrifice and promi-
nent exegetical discussions of the story. As we shall 
see, these sources maintain that the angel, who never 
assumes bodily form, halts the sacrifice through the 
power of voice alone. Lingering in Ghiberti’s artistic 
memory, Brunelleschi’s composition stimulated him 
to reconsider what, precisely, Abraham sensed or visu-
alized when the angel intervened to stop the sacri-
fice. The answer to this question defined Ghiberti’s 
approach to depicting the episode a second time.

His interpretation in the Gates resulted in part from 
his awareness of ideas concerning the functioning of 
human vision and cognition. The act of seeing is an 
integral element of the moment when Isaac is spared 

Figure  84. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Abraham and Isaac 
panel (Abraham in the scene of the sacrifice of Isaac) from 
the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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but for God and not Abraham, who, the biblical text 
implies and many major interpretations affirm, does 
not see the angel and halts his action only because he 
hears the command it utters. The only way to por-
tray the angel accurately, Ghiberti evidently came to 
understand, was to fashion an imagined vision of it, 
something that had rarely, if ever, been depicted in 
images of the episode because of the difficulty of rep-
resenting images existing in the mind. Ghiberti’s use 
of polyscenic narrative, I will suggest, permitted the 
construction of Abraham’s vision, which in the Gates 
relief is informed by what he earlier sees when angels 
materialize before him and Sarah in the story’s open-
ing episode. Ghiberti’s second sacrifice pays homage 
to his competitor’s powerful visual solution but at the 
same time offers a corrective to it – a corrective that 
demonstrates to viewers how a canonical scene in 
which nothing is seen can be represented in tangible, 
sculpted form.

THE CHRONOLOGY OF CULTURAL 

INNOVATION

In the Gates Ghiberti revisited aspects of 
his own competition panel as well. Both 
Brunelleschi and Ghiberti, in their submis-
sions in the contest, included altars dec-
orated on the front with relief imagery, 
implying, as Eugenio Battisti has written, 
that Abraham knew and practiced the art 
of sculpture (Figs. 83 and 86).7 Brunelleschi 
added to his altar a scene of a man present-
ing palm fronds to an enthroned woman. 
Between them a smaller figure, perhaps 
a child, seems to materialize out of slivers 
of cloud. This intricate and puzzling image 
has been identified in a variety of ways: as a 
depiction of the Annunciation; of Abraham, 
Isaac, and  – anachronistically  – the Virgin 
Mary; of Abraham and Isaac returning to 
Sarah after the angel prevents the sacri-
fice; and, in a different vein, of Dioscorides 
offering the leaves of the mandrake plant to 
Hippocrates.8 Ghiberti fashioned precisely 
and carefully his rectangular altar frontal, 
with its classicizing acanthus scrollwork. He 
modeled and cast it separately, sliding it into 
place after the relief was finished.9 Acanthus 
decoration adorns parts or all of a number of 

Ghiberti’s works, including the base of Herod’s throne 
in the relief of the Arrest of the Baptist for the Siena 
Baptistery font (Fig. 87), which his assistant Giuliano 
di ser Andrea helped him finish in the 1420s, and the 
tabernacle frame he designed for Fra Angelico’s Linaioli 
Tabernacle (Fig. 88) in the 1430s, where the plant covers 
both the frieze and the strips bordering the long sides 
of the paintings.10 In the competition panel Ghiberti’s 
acanthus decoration follows a strict pattern, with cir-
cular, looping vines that have at their centers acanthus 
flowers from which emerge comma-shaped, curling 
forms  – stylized depictions of the flowers’ pistils. In 
later sculptures like the Siena relief the pattern var-
ies and is more complex:  some flowers include the 
large pistil but others do not; in several cases secondary 
blooms burst forth from the swirls of vines. The greater 
variety contained in Ghiberti’s subsequent represen-
tations must be a result of his increasing willingness 

Figure  85. Filippo Brunelleschi, Sacrifice of Isaac, 1401–2, Museo 
Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, 
New York.
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to experiment with acanthine decoration 
and his developing knowledge of classi-
cal monuments, which often include such 
patterning (e.g., Fig. 89).11

In his portrayal of the sacrifice episode in 
the Gates, the altar on which Isaac kneels, a 
large, rectangular block, is no longer orna-
mented or capped with a cornice. Its vis-
ible faces are flat and blank. The decision 
to omit the decoration can be attributed 
to Ghiberti’s more sophisticated under-
standing of biblical history and the history 
of sculpture, both of which he could have 
learned about in a variety of popular texts. 
Ghiberti, the Commentaries reveal, knew 
several of these sources well. According to 
the chronology Isidore of Seville provides 
in the Etymologies, a book widely read in 
Ghiberti’s time, Isaac was born 3,284 years 
after God created the world and approxi-
mately sixty years before the establishment 
of the kingdom of the Argives, which was, 
according to Herodotus, one of a few states 
founded by the first people to arrive on 
the Greek mainland and the most power-
ful among these settlements.12 Pliny, in his 
Natural History, attributes the invention of 
relief sculpture to the potter Butades, who 

Figure 87. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Arrest of the Baptist (with detail), 1417–27, Baptistery of San Giovanni,  Siena; 
Photo: Scala/Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali/Art Resource, New York.

Figure 86. Filippo Brunelleschi, detail of Sacrifice of Isaac, 1401–2, Museo 
Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; Photo:  Erich Lessing/Art Resource, 
New York.
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lived and worked in the ancient Greek 
city of Corinth.13 Ghiberti copied in its 
entirety Pliny’s description of Butades’ 
discovery in the first book of the 
Commentaries, placing him at the head 
of a list of inventors “della arte statuaria 
e della scultura” and thereby implying 
that sculpture started with a Corinthian 
and thus with the ancient Greeks.14 If 
he knew Isidore’s chronology, Ghiberti 
had to conclude that Abraham lived 
prior to the beginning of ancient Greek 
civilization and, if he assumed Pliny’s 
account to be accurate, before the 
invention of sculpture. Abraham there-
fore would not have carved or mod-
eled acanthus scrolls to adorn the face 
of the sacrificial altar because the art of 
sculpture did not exist in his time. In 
the Gates, Ghiberti corrected his mis-
take in having believed otherwise when 
given the opportunity to depict a sec-
ond time Isaac’s altar, which, appro-
priately, has carefully smoothed but 
blank faces. Only in reliefs that come 
after Abraham and Isaac, namely, Jacob 
and Esau, Joseph, Moses, Joshua, David,  
and Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, 
did Ghiberti include sculpted elements. 
They take the form of both the soldiers’ 
armor, with its punched patterning, 
and the delicate capitals (e.g., Fig.  90) 
adorning the buildings, structures that 
Ghiberti finished with the assistance of 
Michelozzo.15 Vitruvius, in fact, attri-
butes the discovery of Corinthian capi-
tals to a sculptor, Callimachus, who, he 
says, stumbled upon the inspiration for 
their design when he came across a 
tomb memorial made of a tile-topped 
basket that had been set down on the 
root of an acanthus plant. The plant’s 
tendrils grew up the sides of the basket’s 
walls, curling at the top where they met 
the flat tile. Finding beauty in the form, 
Callimachus copied it in marble.16

Figure  88. Fra Angelico, Linaioli Tabernacle (closed state) with marble frame 
commissioned from Ghiberti workshop, frame carved in 1432, Museo di San 
Marco, Florence; Photo: Scala/Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali/Art 
Resource, New York.
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The same historical approach seems to have led 
Ghiberti to include simple cross-hatching on the 
hems of Abraham’s and Isaac’s clothing in the Gates 
relief rather than the elaborate acanthus vines, flow-
ers, and geometric shapes covering sections of their 
garments in the competition panel (Figs. 83–84). 

Viewers who, following accepted belief, assumed that 
Abraham was born before the start of ancient Greek 
civilization would have seen the competition pan-
el’s inclusion of embroidered acanthus patterning, a 
form with unquestionably ancient associations, as an 
anachronism. Its replacement in the Gates panel with 

Figure 89. Marble pilasters with acathus scrolls, first century CE, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City; 
Photo: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City (from www.metmuseum.org).

Figure 90. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Jacob and Esau panel (capitals and entablature from Isaac’s palace) from 
the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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cross-hatching may reflect Ghiberti’s knowledge of 
the history of embroidery, which, Pliny asserts, was 
invented by the Phrygians.17 Following Pliny, Isidore 
wrote that they were the first who fashioned cloaks 
decorated with intricate needlework.18 The Phrygian 
civilization, according to Josephus, was founded by 
the grandson of Japheth and just before the birth 
of Abraham,19 and Ghiberti may have assumed that 
a simple and plain design would have been used in 
the period that came immediately after embroidery’s 
discovery. Garments with varied patterning in their 
borders do not appear again until the Moses and Joshua 
panels, located in the second-lowest register of the 
doors and thus, unlike the Abraham and Isaac relief, eas-
ily seen by viewers who could appreciate the intricate 
chasing needed to produce such detailing. The inclu-
sion of the cross-hatched pattern on Abraham’s drap-
ery in the Gates panel seems more a correction to his 
earlier representation of the same subject – the kind of 
adjustment that might have been discussed and appre-
ciated when the relief was still in the workshop – than 

a visual device meant to enhance 
the image’s beauty or variety.

The simple decoration added 
to Abraham’s cloak initiates a long 
evolution in the cycle that sees the 
attire become progressively varied. 
The voluminous robes and sim-
ple tunics of the Abraham and Isaac 
relief are replaced, in the panel that 
follows it (Jacob and Esau; Plate 
VII), with slightly more elabo-
rate costumes comprising heavy 
cloaks animated by wide drap-
ery swaths that enwrap figures 
and, in places, billow outward in 
energetic arcs. In the next narra-
tive (Joseph; Plate VIII) figures wear 
similar costumes but with assorted 
hats; in the following three (Moses, 
Joshua, and David; Plates IX–XI) 
soldiers are dressed in increasingly 
elaborate armor and helmets dec-
orated with precise and adventur-
ous punchwork; and then, finally, 
in the Solomon and Queen of Sheba 
panel (Plate XII and Fig.  91), the 
cycle’s sartorial apex, figures wear 

elaborate robes with fur-lined cuffs and intricately 
embroidered edges, as well as armor decorated with 
complex patterns. Ghiberti and members of his work-
shop inserted more and increasingly varied details in 
the lower panels, not only because viewers could see, 
and thus appreciate, such forms more easily in the 
reliefs located at or near eye level, but also to dem-
onstrate advancements in human artistry over the 
millennia.

WHAT ABRAHAM SAW; WHAT ABRAHAM 

IMAGINED

The story of the sacrifice, with its assertion that God 
would ask a father to kill his son as a proof of faith 
and its uncomfortable suggestion that a father would 
do so without hesitation, was for many exegetes 
and commentators difficult to explain literally. They 
thus often turned to typological interpretations of 
the episode, and medieval Christian analysis of the 

Figure 91. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (hem 
of the queen’s cloak) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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event, as expressed in commentaries, sermons, and 
liturgical readings, was nearly uniform in consider-
ing the sacrifice as a typological prefiguration of the 
Crucifixion.20 Hauling a pile of wood up the moun-
tain with his father leading the way, Isaac’s actions mir-
ror those of Christ as he carries the cross on his back 
en route to Calvary. The ram, who is sent as a sub-
stitute for Isaac and whose horns, the Bible says, get 
stuck in a thicket, likewise evoked for many Christ 
and the crown of thorns placed on his head during 
the Passion.21 Many fifteenth-century viewers surely 
knew of the typological significance of the sacrifice 
and of its link to the narrative of Christian salvation, 
and the Gates image acknowledges this interpretation 
by showing Isaac with his head facing the ground, a 
pose that makes him resemble images of Christ during 
the Crucifixion, especially in the Christus patiens type, 
where his head often hangs or slumps to one side (e.g., 
Fig.  92). Moreover, Isaac does not struggle, and this 
attitude of submission mirrors the calm resignation 

often attributed to Christ by artists in depictions of 
the Crucifixion.

In the Gates, the sacrifice of Isaac represents not 
the focus of the relief but the culmination of a nar-
rative that opens with the announcement of Sarah’s 
pregnancy (Fig. 93). In Genesis the announcement is 
made by three men, typically interpreted in the exe-
getical tradition as angels, who temporarily assume 
human form to deliver the news at the oak of Mamre 
(18:1–2).22 Their announcement is of a pregnancy 
that Abraham and Sarah understand as miraculous, 
for Sarah, the previous chapter of Genesis reports, is 
ninety years old and Abraham is one hundred (17:17). 
The biblical text (18:1–15) describes how Abraham, 
while sitting at the door of his tent, looks up and finds 
the three men standing before him. He rushes to meet 
them, falls to his knees in humble adoration, and tells 
them he will offer them a meal and bring water with 
which he will wash their feet. Abraham goes back to 
Sarah and has her prepare bread, and he slaughters a 

Figure  92. Pietro Lorenzetti, Crucifixion, ca.  1320, San Francesco (lower church), Assisi; Photo:  Giraudon/
Bridgeman Images.
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Figure 93. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Abraham and Isaac panel (announcement of Sarah’s pregnancy) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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calf and butchers it. He presents the meat, along with 
butter, milk, and the bread, to the three strangers. After 
they eat, one of them addresses Abraham and Sarah, 
telling them that in a year’s time they will have a son. 
The prediction produces in Sarah secret laughter and 
a brief, questioning response that reveals her incredu-
lity: “after I am grown old, and [Abraham] is an old 
man, shall I give myself to pleasure?”

In the panel Ghiberti used one scene to stand for 
this series of events. With the water already present in 
a basin in front of him, Abraham kneels on the ground 
and gazes up at the three angels standing before him. 
The address of the angels to a kneeling Abraham 
happens at the beginning of the biblical narrative, 
but the communication of the prediction of Isaac’s 
birth, which the angel in the foreground announces 
by pointing toward Sarah, occurs in the story’s final 
moments. Sarah, standing in the door of a tent, looks 
out and responds to the angel’s announcement by 
pointing in the direction of the flat, empty table next 
to her, a gesture perhaps meant to evoke her assump-
tion that, given her age, a pregnancy will be impossible 
because she is barren – devoid, like the table, of any 
fruitful substance. She wraps tightly her other hand 
in the tent’s cloth, an action that suggests both her 
modesty and her desire to contain her reaction to the 
angel’s surprising news.23

In many cycles that include Abraham’s first encoun-
ter with the angels, he does not kneel but instead 
stands before them. In the nave mosaics of Santa Maria 
Maggiore in Rome (Fig. 94), for example, he greets 
the three visitors by leaning forward and extending his 
hand (in the lower half of the field he and Sarah offer 
them food). Rather than rely on this formula, Ghiberti 
shows Abraham kneeling on the ground and gazing 
up at the angels, a composition included in the nave 
frescoes of Old St. Peter’s and San Paolo fuori le mura 
(Fig.  95) and in other medieval churches in Rome 
(e.g., San Giovanni a Porta Latina) and elsewhere in 
Italy (e.g., the upper church of San Francesco at Assisi, 
where Jacopo Torriti represented the episode in this 
manner in the late thirteenth century).24 His compo-
sition resembles especially two examples of the scene 
portrayed in manuscripts made at Santa Maria degli 
Angeli in Florence: the first in a gradual illuminated 
by the Camaldolese monk Silvestro dei Gherarducci 
in 1392–9 (Fig. 96); and the second by Matteo Torelli, 

which he painted for an antiphonary in the same 
period (Fig. 97).25

Torelli’s composition splits the episode of Abraham 
and the angels into two levels, with Abraham kneeling 
in the lower section, looking up to three angels who 
stand on a rocky pedestal above him, and extending his 
clasped hands in a prayerful gesture. In Gherarducci’s 
illumination, which closely resembles Ghiberti’s imag-
ining of the episode, Abraham and the angels occupy 
a single level and interact in what looks like a city 
piazzetta. The angel in front grasps its own drapery and 
raises its right hand; the middle angel crosses its arms; 
and the one in back extends one of its hands in front 
of its chest. In the Abraham and Isaac panel the angel 
in front holds its drapery and points; the next one 
places its hand across its midsection; and the one in 
back crosses its hands. Ghiberti, it seems, drew on the 
manuscript tradition in composing this episode, and 
he could have quite easily gained access to the books 
containing the aforementioned illuminations through 
the interventions of Traversari, who was resident at the 

Figure  94. Abraham Greets the Angels; Abraham, Sarah, and 
the Angels, fifth century, Santa Maria Maggiore,  Rome; 
Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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convent of Santa Maria degli Angeli between 1401 and 
1431, when he was elected General of the Camaldolese 
order and, as his correspondence reveals, admired the 
beauty of the decorated manuscripts produced in and 
for his convent.26 In Gherarducci’s painting an image 
of the Trinity occupies the level above the scene of 
Abraham kneeling before the angels, a feature reflect-
ing an interpretation of the story that appears in exe-
getical tracts of nearly all major theologians, who 
considered the appearance of the three angels a typo-
logical antecedent of the Trinity.27 Ghiberti acknowl-
edged this idea through his arrangement of the three 
winged visitors along a single diagonal. Perfectly lined 
up, they appear as three distinct figures when seen 
by a viewer looking from the left at the relief ’s fore-
ground section (Fig. 98). But as the beholder gazes at 
them while shifting to the right (Fig. 99) their bodies 
align and eventually resolve into one form as the two 
in the back disappear behind the one standing in the 

foreground. The moving viewer thus finds an echo of 
the doctrine of the Trinity – three figures become one 
just as, according to doctrine, three entities comprise 
the one Christian God.

The angelic visit and the sacrifice bear thematic 
similarities. In both episodes Abraham looks up and 
into the sky. And in both he receives the news that 
Isaac will live. Ghiberti, perhaps acknowledging this 
parallel, designed a composition that stimulates view-
ers to consider the two episodes together. A viewer 
who looks up at the panel (Fig. 98) and follows the 
body and gaze of the kneeling Abraham finds, above 
the tips of the three angels’ wings, beyond a diag-
onal strip of rocky land, and past a line of trees, 
the portrayal of the sacrifice. The two scenes share 
a single visual field in other cycles, as in San Vitale 
in Ravenna, where they occupy a semicircular sec-
tion of the mosaics that decorate the church’s choir 
(Fig. 100). Friedrich Deichmann has proposed that at 

Figure 95. Abraham Greets the Angels, seventeenth-century copy of fifth-century painting in San Paolo fuori le 
mura, Rome, Barb. Lat. 4406, fol. 36r, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rome; Photo: ©2015 Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, reproduced by permission of the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, with all rights reserved.
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San Vitale the placement of both scenes in one field 
represents, symbolically and allegorically, the begin-
ning and end of Christ’s life – the Annunciation and 
the Crucifixion  – because of comparisons exegetes 
made between Sarah and Mary (in the moment of 
the Annunciation) and between the sacrifice of Isaac 
and the Crucifixion.28 When examined together or 
in succession in any cycle, the two events also under-
line the unpredictability of divine will, at least from 
the perspective of humans subject to its effects. God 
intervenes to give the aged Abraham and Sarah the 
child they had long hoped to have but were never 
able to conceive  – a son who would become, God 
says, head of a long lineage (17:4–8) – and then, years 
later, orders Abraham to sacrifice this same child.29

Although in both moments of the biblical account 
angels descend to earth to pronounce on the fate of 
Isaac, the nature of the interactions between Abraham 

and the angels during these two 
occurrences was understood to be 
very different. In the Bible Abraham 
hears the order not to complete the 
sacrifice, which comes down from 
the heavens, and the Bible reports 
that only after he hears these words 
and is told to sacrifice the ram in 
lieu of Isaac does he lift his eyes and 
look up to find the sacrificial ani-
mal (22:11–13). The biblical text 
emphasizes that God, by contrast, saw 
Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice 
his son (22:14). To call attention to 
God’s watchful supervision of events, 
Abraham, after the angel intervenes, 
describes the place where he almost 
killed Isaac with the phrase “the 
Lord sees” (22:14:  “appellavitque 
nomen loci illius Dominus videt”), 
and earlier the text calls the place 
the “land of vision” (22:2:  “terram 
Visionis”). Jerome, who inserted 
these toponyms into the Vulgate text, 
understood the strangeness of giving 
such names to geographic locations, 
and in his Genesis commentary he 
discusses at some length his, and the 
Bible’s, use of the terms.30

Nearly every major theologian 
offered an opinion about the sacrifice story, and most 
agreed that, even though the biblical text states that 
God watched events unfold, Abraham simply could 
not have seen the angel during the episode. The angel, 
they affirm, spoke (22:11–12) but never assumed a 
fleshy form that could be captured by human vision. 
Chrysostom, for example, says that God “both armed 
and disarmed” Abraham through the power of speech 
alone, first when he ordered him to sacrifice Isaac 
and then later when God “by his voice restrained 
[the weapon].”31 Origen emphasizes the effect of the 
angel’s speech in this moment: “who of you [listen-
ers and readers], do you think, will hear a word of 
this kind from the angels? Meanwhile, Abraham hears 
this voice. . . .”32 And Jerome describes the scene in his 
homilies on the Psalms and highlights the effect of the 
angel’s words: “[Abraham] took Isaac and offered him 

Figure  96. Silvestro dei Gherarducci, Trinity and Three Angels Appearing to 
Abraham, cutting from a gradual (initial B), Ms. M.653.2, fol. 74v, 1392–9, The 
Pierpont Morgan Library, New York City; Photo: The Pierpont Morgan Library, 
New York City.
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to God, and a voice from heaven was heard to say: spare 
[your] son.”33 These ideas were current in Ghiberti’s 
time. In the commentary on the Divine Comedy writ-
ten around 1400 by an anonymous Florentine, the 
author states that, after Abraham extended his arm and 
the knife, “. . . the voice of an angel came, telling him 
not to touch the boy, and Abraham looked all around 
and saw a ram. . . .”34

In the Bible’s account of the episode of the angels’ 
visit, however, the three figures appear before Abraham, 
and he converses with them, gives them food and 
drink, and, the text implies, touches them when he 
washes their feet. Angels speak to humans frequently in 
the Bible, but according to major medieval theologians 
only rarely do they assume bodies capable of moving, 
eating and drinking, and being touched by mortals. 
A few writers, refusing to believe that Abraham actu-
ally touched their bodies, insisted that the story of the 
appearance at Mamre should be read only as an alle-
gory. For Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, the angels’ 

consumption of food, in this and any instance, sym-
bolized their absorption of spiritual nourishment.35 For 
those who instead read this section of the biblical text 
literally, as a description of a moment when Abraham 
in fact saw, spoke with, and came into physical con-
tact with angels, the episode at Mamre occupied a cru-
cial point of reference in their ideas about how angels 
assume fleshy form when their functions as messengers 
and guides require that humans be able to see them. 
Fundamental to this discussion was the debate over 
angelic corporeality or, more specifically, the ques-
tion of whether angels naturally possess both matter 
and form and have bodies. In the first three centuries 
of Christianity most theologians assumed that angels 
possess bodies, but opinion on this question began to 
change in the fourth century, when Gregory of Nyssa 
and Gregory of Nazianzus wrote that angels com-
prise no tangible substance but consist of only pure 
spirituality.36 Pseudo-Dionysius agreed and wrote that 
angels are, without question, “immaterial.”37 Augustine 
wavered in his opinion on the issue of angelic corpore-
ality but concluded in his Literal Commentary on Genesis 
that angels possess ethereal, light-filled, inspirited  
bodies.38 By the late Middle Ages, the three most 
authoritative voices on this point, Peter Lombard, 
Thomas Aquinas, and Bonaventure, upheld the doc-
trine that angels do not have material bodies.39 Peter 
Lombard, in the Sentences (ca. 1155–8), claims that 
Augustine, in the Literal Commentary, was reporting 
the opinions of others when he wrote that angels have 
some form of body and that he had actually believed, 
as did Peter, that angels are absolutely immaterial.40 
In the thirteenth century, Thomas Aquinas addressed 
the question of angelic corporeality in a number of 
places but expressed himself with particular clarity 
in his commentary on Peter’s Sentences, the Scriptum 
super Sententiis, and in his Summa theologiae, where he 
expanded on his earlier ideas.41 In the Summa Aquinas 
states that the essential nature of angels is incorporeal 
and immaterial – that they are comprised of pure form 
and no matter.42 Bonaventure, in his commentary on 
the Sentences of Peter Lombard, agreed.43

Angels, theologians therefore assumed, need to go 
through a process of transformation in order to assume 
a body that a mortal could see and touch.44 They wrote 
extensively about instances when, as they believed, this 
had happened, often focusing on the story of the angels’ 

Figure 97. Matteo Torelli, Three Angels Appearing to Abraham, 
cutting from an antiphoner (initial B), Add. Ms. 74233 B, fol. 
146v, ca. 1396, British Library, London; Photo: The British 
Library, London © The British Library Board.
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Figure 98. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Abraham and Isaac panel from the Gates of Paradise (seen from below and to the 
left), 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Author.
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appearance before Abraham and Sarah. In the third 
century Tertullian wrote that “the Creator’s angels have 
been changed into human form” at various points in 
time, as, for example, when the three angels appeared 
before Abraham and Sarah in bodies so real and so 
solid that Abraham was able to grasp, hold, and wash 
their feet.45 Early scholastics largely left aside the issue 

of angels adopting bodies, but Aquinas, in the Summa, 
and Bonaventure, in his Commentary on the Sentences, 
considered the topic at some length. Immediately 
before beginning his discourse on the issue, Aquinas 
explains how readers of the Bible can differentiate 
between, on the one hand, instances in which angels 
actually appear in bodies capable of being seen and 

Figure 99. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Abraham and Isaac panel from the Gates of Paradise (seen from below and to the 
right), 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Author.
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Figure 101. Sacrifice of Isaac, ca. 1350–1400, San Giovanni, Vertemate; Photo: Mazzoletti/Fondazione Federico 
Zeri, Bologna.

Figure  100. Abraham and Sarah Greet the Angels and the Sacrifice of Isaac, sixth century, San Vitale, Ravenna; 
Photo: Alfredo Dagli Orti/Art Resource, New York.
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touched by people and, on the other, moments when 
participants in the stories merely imagine angels after 
being prompted by a voice or by another external 
stimulus.46 Aquinas calls these two different types of 
vision “bodily” and “prophetic.” Instances of humans 
seeing angels through bodily vision are, according to 
Aquinas, exceedingly rare. He lists three biblical exam-
ples: when Lot encounters angels before God destroys 
the city of Sodom (19:1–25); the archangel Raphael’s 
appearance to Tobias and his kinsmen in the book of 
Tobit; and the visit of the three angels to Abraham 
and Sarah. Aquinas was sure that, in these three spe-
cial cases, people did not imagine angels but actually 
saw them. As proof he cites the fact that, in the sto-
ries in question, many people  – not just one  – see 
the angelic visitors, eliminating the possibility that the 
angels were imagined. When more than one person 
sees something, the object of vision, he reasoned, must 

be real. Subsequently Aquinas states that the 
archangel Gabriel also assumed human form 
so that Mary could perceive him through sight 
during the Annunciation.47 Gabriel’s transfor-
mation, he argues, mirrored the Incarnation. 
Just as Gabriel, by nature imperceptible and 
immaterial, took on the appearance of a fleshy 
body in order to become visible to human eyes, 
the Annunciation led to the Incarnation of the 
invisible God.

Theologians thus believed that Abraham 
and Sarah indeed saw the angels who came 
to them. Later, however, when Abraham hears 
the voice of the angel telling him to stop the 
sacrifice, he employs a very different kind 
of vision. In this moment he cannot capture 
through the power of his eyes any real, tangi-
ble element because nothing appears  – there 
is only a voice, and therefore, strictly speaking, 
any visual representation of the angel should 
portray what Abraham imagines and envisions 
within his mind. The notion that humans see 
things both through the eyes and in the imag-
ination is central in Augustine’s thought, and 
he wrote at length in his Literal Commentary 
on Genesis and De Trinitate about three catego-
ries of vision: physical, imaginative, and intel-
lectual.48 Physical sight happens when one’s 
eyes take in something actually present. When 
a person formulates an image in the mind, as 

when one has a vivid dream or imagines something, 
he or she, drawing from memory, puts to use imagi-
native sight. Intellectual sight involves interpretation 
by the mind that brings about the comprehension 
of divine truths. In his system the three modes of 
vision are linked. The first, he says, frequently influ-
ences the second, that is, objects seen by corporeal 
vision form the basis of elements eventually imag-
ined.49 Augustine’s categorization and discussion of 
vision influenced profoundly many medieval writers 
interested in the functioning of the eyes and mind. 
Isidore of Seville, for example, divided sight into these 
same three classes and in fact pointed specifically to 
Abraham’s vision of the angels at Mamre as an exam-
ple of the first.50

Such investigations of how vision influences the 
imagination appear also in the numerous medieval 

Figure 102. Guariento di Arpo, Sacrifice of Isaac, ca. 1347–50, for the 
chapel of the Carrara in the Palazzo di Ponente (now Accademia 
Galileiana),  Padua; Photo:  Mondadori Portfolio/Electa/Sergio 
Anelli/Bridgeman Images.
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optical treatises widely read in Ghiberti’s Florence. 
Roger Bacon, for example, in his Opus maius, claims 
that the mind’s phantasia or virtus phantastica, compris-
ing both the “common sense,” which sorts information 
captured by the senses, and the “imagination,” which 
retains and stores such data, allows humans to think 
and make judgments, processes that take place through 
the action of a different part of the brain, the virtus cogi-
tativa.51 Thought and imagination, in Bacon’s system, 
rely and draw on past experiences that are absorbed 
by the sensitive faculties (e.g., sight and hearing) and 
stored as memories in the human mind. Ghiberti, 
in compiling the third book of the Commentaries, 
excerpted the section of Bacon’s text that outlines the 
components of the phantasia and describes the reli-
ance of cogitation and fantasy on sensations previously 
received and stored in memory.52

In the moment immediately after the angel stops 
the sacrifice, Abraham can only “see” through what 
Augustine called imaginative vision, which crafts an 
image in the mind’s eye out of recollections. The chal-
lenge, then, in visualizing the interaction between 
Abraham and the angel during the sacrifice, was to 
represent in sculpted form Abraham’s imaginary 
vision – to produce a physical representation of some-
thing that never existed as such.53 Ghiberti did not need 
to confront this issue in the competition panel because 
there Abraham looks not toward the angel but instead 
directly at Isaac; he in turn gazes in the direction of 
his father, the angel’s hand, and the ram. Abraham does 
not hear, and thus has no reason to envision or look in 
the direction of, the angel, who in this case does not 
represent Abraham’s imaginary notion but appears for 
the benefit of viewers. They learn from the foreshort-
ened and still silent angel that the sacrifice has not 
yet been stopped (but soon will be). In Brunelleschi’s 
panel, by contrast, Abraham knows that the angel is in 
his space and seems even to see and feel it. They look 
directly at each other, and by this point Abraham has 
heard its voice and felt its grasp.

This physical interaction culminates a series of 
emphatic touches or tactile interactions. The servant 
at left, modeled on the ancient Spinario, holds his foot 
to remove a thorn from its sole. The servant at right 
touches his own leg. Abraham forcefully tips back Isaac’s 
head to expose his neck. The angel grasps Abraham’s 
wrist. Abraham’s drapery covers a tree trunk. The 

donkey bites down on a stick on the ground. And the 
ram scratches its head with the hoof of its back right 
leg. These instances of tactile interaction energize the 
image and heighten the drama of the scene. The physi-
cal contact between the angel and Abraham, which 
so effectively communicates Abraham’s strength of 
conviction, implies that the angel has a body capable 
of both exerting force and being felt and seen by a 
mortal, a suggestion that flatly conflicts with the story 
as told in the Bible and with accepted theological 
opinion. It should be pointed out that when Ghiberti 
fashioned his competition panel he possibly assumed, 
even if subconsciously, that the angel possessed bulk. 
The rapid entrance of a weighty, solid creature could 
indeed cause Abraham’s drapery to flutter.

Perhaps not surprisingly, physical contact between 
Abraham and the angel appears relatively infrequently 
among the numerous surviving artistic representations 
of the sacrifice made before the fifteenth century. 
The few exceptions among the hundreds that survive 
include a small painting of the sacrifice in the vault 
of the abbey church of San Giovanni in Vertemate, 
near Como, where a hand emerges from above and 
grasps Abraham’s wrist; the scene of the sacrifice in 
Guariento’s fresco cycle for a private chapel of the 
Carrara family in Padua; a relief of the sacrifice on 
the west façade of the Lyons Cathedral (1308–32); as 
well as a few manuscript illuminations (see, e.g., Figs. 
101–102).54 In all of these examples, however, the angel 
grasps Abraham’s wrist or arm from a position behind 
or above him so that he cannot perceive it through 
sight. In Brunelleschi’s scene, the physical contact 
between Abraham and the angel and the figures’ 
mutual, locking gazes imply that Abraham both feels 
and sees the real, tangible creature before him. This 
invention was not influential in the decades immedi-
ately after 1401–2, and only in the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries did artists, for example Caravaggio, 
show direct visual and physical interaction between 
Abraham and the angel (Fig. 103). His panel perhaps 
did shape Feo Belcari’s sacra rappresentazione of the sac-
rifice of Isaac (1440s), which describes an angel who 
intervenes in the event by grasping Abraham’s arm 
and speaking to him, but from the text of the play 
one cannot know if the angel looked at Abraham as 
he announced God’s decision.55 Belcari could have 
discussed with Brunelleschi approaches to depicting 
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the story in 1439, when, as Vasari reports, the architect 
designed the stage, set, and effects for a performance 
of Belcari’s Annunciation play in connection with the 
Council of Florence.56

Throughout the Middle Ages and Renaissance, 
many who painted or sculpted the scene of the sac-
rifice were evidently uneasy with any suggestion that 
the angel appeared in bodily form, and as a result many 
artists chose to substitute for the angel a hand repre-
senting God’s message and the angel’s voice. In the 
nave frescoes in Old St. Peter’s a hand emerged from 
the sky during the sacrifice, and the same detail can 
be seen in many later works, including, for example, 
paintings of the sacrifice by Andrea Mantegna (e.g., 
Fig. 104).57 In a number of instances in which the art-
ist includes the angel, Abraham does not look at it but 
instead toward Isaac or in another direction, as if the 
voice he hears from above prompts him to search for 
something that he strains to see but ultimately cannot 
find through sight (e.g., Fig. 105). In these examples, 

the lack of a direct visual connection between the 
protagonists diminishes the sense that Abraham actu-
ally visualizes anything in this moment. The images 
that perhaps most faithfully reflect the biblical text 
and exegetical interpretation of the episode are the 
sculptures of the sacrifice that include the father and 
son but no angel, for example, the statue fashioned 
by Donatello and Nanni di Bartolo in 1421 for the 
campanile of the Florence Cathedral (Fig. 106).58 Here 
Abraham, standing over Isaac, looks up, hearing the 
speech that causes him to loosen his grip on the knife’s 
handle. The angel’s voice makes him stop his action 
and lift his head, but the viewer does not, indeed can-
not, see any bodily form – not even a hand – hovering 
above or across from him. Audiences are left to won-
der just what, if anything, Abraham looks toward, even 
as the actual, empty space above him affirms – rightly, 
according to the Bible and its interpreters – that he 
responds to something he hears but does not see. If 
viewers go – or went – so far as to imagine the form of 

Figure 103. Caravaggio, Sacrifice of Isaac, ca. 1603, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, 
New York.
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the creature that the campanile Abraham hears calling 
to him, their actions mirror what readers of the Bible 
might logically assume Abraham did when he heard 
the angel. This process of imagining is precisely what 
Ghiberti represents in the Gates.

The composition of the Abraham and Isaac panel is 
structured around a diagonal comprising Abraham’s 
kneeling body and, in the sacrifice, the rounded blade 
of his falchion and curving arm, both of which point 
to the angel, the culminating element.59 Abraham’s 
pose and emphatic gesture in the sacrifice scene were 
inspired by depictions of the episode in the nave fres-
coes of Old St. Peter’s and San Paolo fuori le mura 
(Fig.  107) and their many derivatives (e.g., Jacopo 
Torriti’s fresco in San Francesco in Assisi), images that 
contained (or contain) the same extended arm, long 
knife, and standing pose. Even though Abraham ener-
getically holds the sword aloft, Ghiberti hints at his 
hesitancy by showing the curved edge of the sword – 
the side that cuts – facing away from Isaac rather than 

toward his neck. (The same is true in the Sacrifice by 
Donatello and Nanni di Bartolo.) In other sculpted 
executions, for example Andrea Pisano’s relief of the 
decapitation of John the Baptist from the south doors 
of the Florence Baptistery (Fig. 108), the executioner 
holds his sword so that, if he were to swing it for-
ward, the sharp, curved side would come down across 
the victim’s neck. The Abraham of the Gates relief, 
it seems, is not yet prepared to make the fatal strike, 
much like Abraham in Ghiberti’s competition panel.

Unlike his earlier composition, however, Abraham 
looks up toward an angel pictured in profile. The angel 
reaches out and places its hand on the lower part of the 
sword’s blade, an action that conveys its role in stopping 
the sacrifice without implying that it did so by touch-
ing and forcing back Abraham’s arm. Moreover, care-
ful inspection of the Gates panel reveals that Abraham 
looks not toward the angel’s face but in the direction 
of its hand – the open hand that in the cycle always 
indicates speech (Fig.  109). By looking at the hand, 
Abraham demonstrates that he hears. The direction of 
his gaze is especially clear when one views the panel 
from below (Fig.  110), as street-level viewers would 
have seen it. From such a vantage point it becomes 
especially clear that he focuses not on the angel’s head, 
which is sculpted in higher relief and projects out 
and over Abraham’s own head. As a result, the angel 
seems to look over and beyond him, even toward the 
space in front of the doors. One might contrast this 
Abraham with the image of Moses staring at God on 
Sinai (Fig. 179), where the two figures unambiguously 
lock gazes, reminding viewers that Moses sees God.

The angel, hovering above Abraham, appears to 
materialize before the viewer’s eyes. Its body grows 
organically out of, and at the same time melts into, the 
streaks of cloud and air surrounding its lower body 
(Fig.  109). Although its torso, shoulders, arms, and 
head are whole and complete and sharply delineated, 
the clothed lower right leg, fashioned in paper-thin 
relief, is only partially visible because slices of cloud in 
places overlap, and merge with, the drapery covering 
it. Ghiberti must have blurred the division between 
the cloak and clouds during the chasing process; this 
kind of subtle detail could be only generally suggested 
in the wax model. He took a similar approach in fash-
ioning the left foot. It is impossible to discern a divid-
ing line between the back of this foot and the cloudy, 

Figure 104. Andrea Mantegna, Sacrifice of Isaac, ca. 1490–5, 
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna; Photo: Erich Lessing/
Art Resource, New York.
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atmospheric forms adjacent to it. The ankle and heel 
emerge out of the ethereal substances  – the wispy 
clouds and air – around them. Seeing the panel from 
below enhances the sense that the angel’s body takes 
on its shape in this moment by molding cloud into 
bodily form. When looking up from a distance it is 
impossible to locate any strict division between the 
body and the cloudy streaks that disappear into space 
in the upper right corner. The effect is similar to that 
found in images of angels by Giotto, which often seem 
to grow out of cloudy streaks before beholders’ eyes 
(Fig. 111).

In representations of the sacrifice, angels very often 
fly through or out of banks of clouds as they enter 
the space above Abraham and Isaac, but typically the 
masses of cloud demarcate the border between the 
divine and human realms and do not merge with the 
angel’s body. In Brunelleschi’s panel (Fig.  112), for 
example, the angel’s cloak wraps around substantial 
mounds of clouds, which, because they hold up and 

support weighty folds of drapery, appear 
almost as if made of a pliable, dense sub-
stance like clay or wax rather than water 
vapor. In Ghiberti’s competition relief the 
angel flies through a ring of clouds that, 
although made of long streaks or slivers 
rather than rounded mounds, once again 
do not break through the outer contour 
of the angel’s form (Fig. 113). Numerous 
images in the Christian tradition depict 
the angel’s body as distinct from adjacent 
clouds (e.g., Figs. 114–115). Others leave 
out the lower part of the body or include 
the entire length of the angel and hide 
most or all of its form beneath the folds 
of its garment (e.g., Figs. 105 and 116).

Among Ghiberti’s angels, the one that 
seems closest to the angel in the sacri-
fice episode is the archangel Gabriel in 
the Annunciation panel from his first set 
of doors (Fig.  117). Unlike many other 
contemporary representations of the 
announcement to Mary (e.g., Fig.  119), 
Gabriel does not stand or kneel on the 
pavement, which stretches across the 
lower section of the quatrefoil, as he 
addresses her. Instead he hovers above 
the floor on banks of clouds that envelop 

his left foot and meld into the toes of his right foot 
(Fig. 118). The cloudy streaks disappear as they recede 
into the panel’s fictive depth. Theological ideas about 
how angels take on bodily form explain this angel 
and the one intervening in the sacrifice episode of 
the Gates, the latter through its connection to an 
earlier moment in the relief ’s polyscenic narrative. 
In De Trinitate, Augustine admits that he is not sure 
whether angels, when they need to be seen, assume 
“inferior” and “more bodily” elements, as when a per-
son puts on a new garment, or transform themselves 
entirely – inside and out – into a corporeal entity that 
approximates a human form.60 Pope Gregory I and 
Bede both dealt with this issue, the latter anticipat-
ing subsequent, extended examinations of the prob-
lem when he claimed that angels “take for themselves 
airy bodies.”61 Bonaventure, in his Commentary on the 
Sentences of Peter Lombard, and Aquinas, in his Summa, 
offer extended discussions of precisely how angels 

Figure 105. Jacopo della Quercia, Sacrifice of Isaac, 1429–34, main portal of 
San Petronio, Bologna; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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adopt forms capable of being seen by human eyes.62 
They became the authoritative voices on the topic. 
When angels take on bodies, Bonaventure says, they 
do so “swiftly and suddenly,” by turning air mixed 
with vapors into something that looks like flesh:

. . . the elementary nature out of which the angel 
forms a body for itself is the element of the air, which 
of its own nature is rarefiable and condensable if there 

is present the virtue that can do this. Wherefore just as 
we see water solidified into crystal or ice on account 
of the cold, so it happens that by some secret virtue, 
which is not concealed to the angels, the air can be 
condensed more and less according to the will of the 
angel at work. This body, moreover, while [the air] 
is being condensed, can assume a form and outward 
appearance and in such a way become shaped like an 
organic body.63

He then addresses the question of precisely how angels 
use air to forge the different densities, textures, and 
colors of the elements comprising the human body:

Nevertheless [the air] can be condensed in one part 
more, in another less, in another very little, and thus 
be made into nerve, bone, and flesh. It can also in one 
of its parts appropriate more light, in another less, in 
another very little, and have, according to this, various 
colors in itself; it can thus become similar in all ways 
to a human body.64

Although in introducing the problem he suggests that 
bodies adopted by angels are without question fash-
ioned out of air, Bonaventure later adds nuance to his 
ideas, stating that angels surely manipulate a number 
of components present around them, namely, the four 
basic elements – earth, air, fire, and water – thought, 
since antiquity, to comprise all entities in nature.65 The 
only way an angel can produce a realistic, convinc-
ing body is, he ultimately concludes, by combining air 
with a variety of earthly and watery vapors:

[The angelic body] is principally formed out of air 
with some admixture of another element, just as we 
see in a cloud, which is not a fully mixed body, yet 
[which] has in itself the natures of several elements. 
Through this manner the body assumed by an angel 
is also understood to have been formed principally 
from the air, with the substance of some earthly or 
watery vapor joining to this, which indeed produces 
both the variety of condensation and the multifor-
mity of color. Moreover it is not necessary that the 
angel beg this from afar, since the air for the most part 
has been commingled with vapors.66

Aquinas offers a far briefer explanation for how, and 
from what substance, angels fashion their tempo-
rary bodies. They assume forms visible to humans, he 

Figure 106. Donatello and Nanni di Bartolo, Sacrifice of Isaac, 
1421, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence.
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says, through the transformation  – more specifically, 
the condensation – of air, which, through their spe-
cial powers, they shape into a realistic, clothed person 
whenever they need to interact with humans:

It is true that air does not normally retain shape or 
color; but when condensed it can have shape and 
color, as in the clouds. The angels, then, assume bod-
ies made of air, but condensed by divine power in an 
appropriate manner.67

The formation of a cloud (or ice, in Bonaventure) and 
the production of a seemingly real, living body hap-
pen, they believed, as a result of parallel processes even 
if the operations result in very different end products 
(a mass of cloud or ice versus a complex person with 
varied parts). Another difference between the pro-
duction of cloud or ice and the creation of angelic 
bodies lies in the ways the processes happen:  angels, 
theologians believed, use a mysterious and, ultimately, 
unknowable method to fashion bodies; to make vapor 
condense or water freeze, all one needs to do is apply 
cold. Ideas originating in these theological discus-
sions quickly made their way into popular sources. 
The Fioretti della Bibbia, in the context of its discus-
sion of the creation of angels, addresses the issue of 
how they adopt fleshy forms when they need to be 

seen: “some people say that they have seen an angel, 
but this is not true; rather, they have seen the body and 
form that the angels take from the sparkling air that is 
above the moon, [the angels] appearing to holy men 
and women of this world in the image [the angels] 
want to resemble.”68

Such discussions are in the background of Ghiberti’s 
visualization of how Gabriel became human when 
he descended to earth to announce Mary’s preg-
nancy (Figs. 117–118). Gabriel’s two feet, slipping from 
between clouds and taking shape as they emerge out 
of these individual vaporous slivers, demonstrate the 
final stages in an angel’s transformation from noth-
ingness into a visible entity:  droplets of water have 
condensed to form clouds, and from these the angelic 
spirit reflexively fashions a human body, rendering 
Mary, with her human eyes, capable of seeing Gabriel. 
It is a process that, in some ways, mirrors the art of 
bronze sculpture, in which a pliable (wax) or liq-
uid (molten bronze) substance becomes solid – and 
often human in appearance. Theological discussions 
of angelic embodiment evidently interested contem-
porary artists in Florence, for similar images of the 
Annunciation appeared in the city just as Ghiberti 
finished his first set of doors. In the Annunciation 
split between two roundels in the frame of Gentile 

Figure 107. Sacrifice of Isaac, seventeenth-century copy of fifth-century painting in San Paolo fuori le mura, 
Rome, Barb. Lat. 4406, fol. 38r, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Rome; Photo: ©2015 Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, reproduced by permission of the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, with all rights reserved.
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da Fabriano’s Strozzi Altarpiece from 1423 (Fig. 120), 
Gabriel, his body covered in a blue and gold garment, 
emerges directly out of puffy, dark grey clouds; and in 
Fra Angelico’s painting of the episode in panels made 
for an altarpiece dated to the same time (Fig.  121), 
Gabriel’s body simultaneously melts into and slips out 
of a little bank of streaky clouds that are, at points, 
indistinguishable from the forms of his lower body. 
His right foot is at once an appendage and a long, thin 
strip of cloud pulled and stretched toward the ground 
by some unseen force.

If theories on how angels assume bodies explain the 
way clouds melt into Gabriel’s feet in these images, the 
inclusion of the clouds trailing behind and merging 
with the feet of the intervening angel in the Abraham 
and Isaac panel of the Gates is at first more difficult 
to understand. Although vaporous and sometimes 
translucent, when connected to the bodies of angels, 
clouds suggest the potential for dense, physical form. 
That is the material, so the theologians believed, the 
angels use to make bodies for themselves. The pres-
ence of clouds in Ghiberti’s second sacrifice, because 

Figure 108. Andrea Pisano, Beheading of John the Baptist, panel from the south doors of the Baptistery of San 
Giovanni, Florence, 1330–6; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence.
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they evoke the process by which angels were under-
stood to be able to acquire corporeal forms, seems to 
contradict the biblical account and many interpreta-
tions according to which the angel did not appear 
physically in this moment. The question, then, is why 
Ghiberti shows the angel’s body growing out of streaks 
of clouds, apparently suggesting in this way that it is 
taking on a human body. An answer lies in the other 
episode represented in the relief: the visitation of the 
angels at Mamre (Fig. 93), in which angels, as exegetes 
and others confirm, took on fleshy forms in order to 
visit Abraham and Sarah. The relief ’s two major scenes 
(the visitation and the sacrifice), placed along a diag-
onal that stimulates viewers to connect and, inevita-
bly, compare them, not only communicate analogous 
events but also contain strikingly similar depictions 
of Abraham and the angels. In the scene at Mamre, 
Abraham looks up toward the three angels and listens 
to the one located closest to the panel’s front edge. 
This angel, who gazes at Sarah, raises its right hand 
to gesture in her direction and, with its left, holds up 
its outer cloak so that arcs of drapery sweep across its 

lower body. In the sacrifice Abraham sim-
ilarly looks up toward an angel who like-
wise raises its right arm, positions its left 
arm lower down, and is covered by drap-
ery swooping across its body and hanging 
in nested loops that run the length of its 
leg. The necks of both angels tilt slightly 
downward, and both angels fold their 
wings behind their backs so that their 
feathery tips can be seen just above their 
shoulders and heads.

Ghiberti’s earlier Annunciation panel 
makes clear that he considered, in repre-
senting angels, precisely how they should 
appear in different moments and circum-
stances. In fashioning the sacrifice scene in 
the Gates, Ghiberti must have asked him-
self what precisely Abraham envisioned 
in his mind as he heard the intervening 
angel. What would his imagined angel 
look like? The simplest answer to this 
question can be found within the panel, 
for Abraham, even before going up to the 
place where he is to sacrifice Isaac, has 

Figure 109. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Abraham and Isaac 
panel (Abraham looking toward the angel’s hand) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 110. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Abraham and Isaac panel (Abraham 
looking toward the angel’s hand as seen from below) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Author.
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already seen angels materialize before his eyes, namely, 
when they visit him and Sarah at Mamre (Fig. 93). The 
similarity between the poses, gestures, and drapery pat-
terns of the foreground angel in this moment and the 
one who seems to intervene in the sacrifice suggests 
that Abraham’s earlier experience tinges what he later 
imagines. But why does the imagined angel slip out of 
the clouds, an act that implies its emerging physical-
ity? Ghiberti’s decision to depict the angel in this way 
can only be a result of his consideration of the nature 
of the interaction between Abraham and the angel 
during the visitation. In the panel the three angels 
before him have completed the process of assuming 
human form  – the same one that Gabriel employs 
in the Annunciation. Although no trace of cloudy 
vapors appears at the edges of their cloaks, hands, 
feet, or faces, many viewers would have assumed that 
Abraham saw the angels take on their clothed bod-
ies. The Vulgate states that “when [cumque] [Abraham] 
lifted up his eyes, there appeared to him three men 

standing near to him” (18:2).69 The Latin “cum,” often 
understood as “when,” can also mean “because.” In 
fact, fourteenth-century Tuscan translations of the 
Bible imply that the angels who visit Abraham and 
Sarah become visible after and as a result of Abraham’s 
upward glance. One late fourteenth-century Italian 
Bible (today in the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana) 
translates the verse as follows: “et con ciò sia cosa che 
Abraam levasse gli occhi suoi, gli aparirono tre huo-
meni stanti appresso allui.”70 Here the multivalent 
“con ciò sia cosa che,” used for the Vulgate’s “cumque,” 
suggests that Abraham’s uplifted glance caused the 
angels to fashion and then adopt human bodies. The 
sentence from the Italian version can be translated 
as follows:  “And because Abraham raised his eyes, 
there appeared three men standing near to him.” The 
fourteenth-century Tuscan version that forms the basis 
of the first published Italian Bible (1471) gives virtually 
the same translation: “E con ciò sia cosa che egli levasse 
gli occhi suoi, apparirono tre uomini stanti presso a 

Figure 111. Giotto di Bondone, Dream of Joachim, ca. 1303–5, Arena Chapel, Padua; Photo: Cameraphoto Arte, 
Venice/Art Resource, New York.
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lui.”71 The translators and readers of 
these early Tuscan versions would 
have understood the angels to have 
taken on their fleshy, clothed forms 
after Abraham fixed his gaze on 
the place where they eventually 
appeared, and they would therefore 
have assumed that he witnessed 
their materialization.72

In the minds of many of the 
panel’s first beholders, Abraham, 
during his initial encounter with 
angels, witnessed two miracles:  he 
heard the declaration of Sarah’s 
impending pregnancy, and he saw 
the angels fashioning themselves 
out of vaporous clouds. As a result, 
the angel above the sacrifice in 
the Gates relief, its body growing 
out of the clouds that occupy the 
upper right corner, not only looks 
like the angel below, with similar 
drapery and pose and gesture, but 
also approximates what Abraham 
actually sees when, sitting on the 
ground in front of the tent, he looks 
up to find, before his eyes, angelic 
visitors adopting bodily  forms. 

Figure  112. Filippo Brunelleschi, detail of Sacrifice of Isaac, 1401–2, Museo 
Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York.

Figure  113. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Sacrifice of Isaac, 1401–2, Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; 
Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York.
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Figure 115. Sacrifice of Isaac, Ingeborg Psalter, Ms. 9, fol. 11r, ca. 1210, Musée Condé, Chantilly, France; Photo: © 
RMN-Grand Palais/Art Resource, New York.

Figure  114. Sacrifice of Isaac, Morgan Crusader Bible, Ms. 
M.638, fol. 3r, ca. 1250, The Pierpont Morgan Library, New 
York City; Photo: The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York 
City, Purchased by J. P. Morgan (1867–1943) in 1916.
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Figure 116. Sacrifice of Isaac, Palatine Chapel, twelfth century, Palermo; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.

Figure 117. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Annunciation, 1403–24, panel from the north doors of the Baptistery of San 
Giovanni, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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Figure 118. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Annunciation (Gabriel’s feet), 1403–24, panel from the north doors of 
the Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.

Figure  119. Masolino, Annunciation, 1429–32, Castiglione/St. Catherine Chapel, San Clemente,  Rome; 
Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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This is what he remembers and imagines when, later 
in life, he finds himself in a parallel situation – hear-
ing a voice from above telling him that Isaac will live. 
Deemphasizing its physicality and reinforcing the 
notion that we see something conjured by the mind is 
the fact that the angel’s arrival, in the scene of the sacri-
fice, has not disturbed the air. Abraham’s drapery, which 
is perfectly still, does not stir or flutter.

◆

The similarities between the solutions offered by the 
young Brunelleschi and mature Ghiberti are evident 
today as they would have been in the fifteenth century. In 
light of those similarities, Ghiberti’s viewers, now and in 
earlier centuries, might well understand, or have under-
stood, the changes he made as correctives. We should per-
haps not be surprised to find such an approach. It has 
long been known that vigorous debate over the origi-
nal competition lingered well into the fifteenth century. 
Antonio Manetti, in the biography of Brunelleschi he 

Figure 120. Gentile da Fabriano, Annunciation roundels from the Strozzi Altarpiece, 1423, Galleria degli Uffizi, 
Florence; Photos: Scala/Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali/Art Resource, New York.

Figure  121. Fra Angelico, Annunciation (from the upper part of a triptych), ca. 1423–5, Yale University Art 
Gallery, New Haven; Photo: Yale University Art Gallery.
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wrote in the 1480s, still defended passionately the superi-
ority of Brunelleschi’s competition relief and denigrated 
Ghiberti’s working methods and alleged dependence 
on the advice of others during the planning process.73 
Turning to this story a second time in his life, Ghiberti 
focused not on highlighting the tension – emotional or 
physical – of the moment, but on finding a way to show 

in sculpted form a vision that, according to belief, existed 
only in Abraham’s imagination. In so doing he pro-
duced a portrayal that resembles Brunelleschi’s competi-
tion panel but also pointedly corrects its theological and 
visual inaccuracies. Ghiberti transformed Brunelleschi’s 
angel, physically tangible and insistently present, into the 
embodiment of a voice and a creation of Abraham’s mind.
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Throughout his career Ghiberti produced works in which illusionistic spaces hold and 
highlight dramatic narratives.1 Such representations dominate both of his baptistery 
doors. The small panels of the first set, which, including their quatrefoil frames, are 

about twenty inches tall and eighteen inches wide, provided Ghiberti only limited amounts of 
surface on which to arrange the New Testament stories; they take place in confined landscapes 
or in front of simple and schematic, yet still harmonious, architectural settings (Figs. 122–123).2 
The much larger panels Ghiberti used in the Gates, which measure thirty-one inches square, 
allowed him to insert numerous episodes constituting extended, continuous narratives into 
each visual field. The stories contained in the four panels preceding the Jacob and Esau relief 
unfold in fictive outdoor worlds, within deep spaces filled with rocky outcroppings, open 
fields, flowing streams, groves of trees, and hills. In the Jacob and Esau relief (Plate VII), located 
exactly halfway down the left door – its base is about two feet above eye level (Fig. 124) – and 
depicting events from the lives of Isaac, his wife Rebecca, and their twin sons Esau and Jacob, 
a massive architectural structure and tiled floor dominate the image. The edges of the building 
and the borders of the tiles form a grid of orthogonal and transverse lines that serves as a skel-
eton for the fictive space that exists illusionistically, and recedes realistically, beyond the panel’s 
flat surface.3 This image represents one of the earliest perspectival spaces produced during the 
fifteenth century, and numerous studies have focused on the system Ghiberti employed in 
designing its internal framework.4 Most treatments of the panel’s spatial composition, however, 
leave aside considerations of the biblical story of Isaac, Rebecca, Jacob, and Esau, even though 
the work’s primary function is to represent events from their lives. As this chapter will show, in 
the Jacob and Esau relief the construction of space and the production of a convincing illusion 
of three-dimensionality must be understood in the context of Ghiberti’s desire to depict epi-
sodes from the Bible in a compelling and expansive way. Moreover, the use of an architectural 
setting and Ghiberti’s experimentation with linear perspective – a system he and others devel-
oped in the early decades of the fifteenth century – led him to create, in the panel, a type of 
narrative in which constituent scenes both communicate the story and suggest the emotional 
reactions and memories of those involved in its most gripping moments.

C hap te r   5

The Jacob and Esau Panel: Perspective,  
Vision, and Memory
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NARRATIVE

The architectural structure in the Jacob and Esau panel, 
an elegant arcaded hall two bays wide and two deep, 
with a porch comprising a single bay attached on the 
right side, is an ideal, fictional notion of Isaac’s dwell-
ing, complete with classicizing Corinthian pilasters 
(and with capitals that are, as we have seen, the first 
examples of finished sculpture in the cycle). This build-
ing, which appears especially volumetric when illumi-
nated by direct light (Fig. 125), culminates a series of 
architectonic structures found in the top three panels 
of the left door. The Adam and Eve relief (Plate III) 
contains the low fence and the single arched gate that 
serves as the entrance to the Garden of Eden. These 
rudimentary structures are followed, in the Noah panel 
(Plate V), by the pyramidal ark and, in the foreground, 

the shed with its post-and-lintel walls, 
thatched roof, and attached pergola. 
Isaac’s palace, located in the next panel 
of the left door, includes many of the 
architectural elements found in the 
reliefs above it: with a main section and 
attached porch, it follows in its gen-
eral design the simple ground plan of 
Noah’s shed; and its component parts – 
arched openings flanked by pilasters 
that adorn walls beneath classicizing 
entablatures – combine, in refined and 
more developed form, the arch of 
Eden’s gate and the simple, trabeated 
elements employed in the construction 
of both Noah’s shelter and the fence in 
the Adam and Eve panel.

Within Isaac’s palace, in front of it, 
above it, and to the right, Ghiberti dis-
tributed seven episodes from the Old 
Testament’s account of the lives of Isaac, 
Rebecca, Jacob, and Esau, which come 
from two chapters of the book of Genesis 
(25:21–34 and 27:1–40).5 Ghiberti pro-
vides the following description of the 
story in the Commentaries:

In the fifth panel is [shown] how Esau 
and Jacob are born to Isaac, and how he 
sent Esau to hunt, and how the mother 
[Rebecca] instructs Jacob and gives him 

the kid and the skin and puts it on his neck and tells 
him to ask Isaac for his blessing, and how Isaac feels 
for [Jacob’s] neck and, finding it hairy, gives him the 
blessing.6

The relief ’s narrative opens with one of the events 
that Ghiberti does not include in this description. 
Rebecca, the Bible says, endured a difficult pregnancy 
during which she felt her children struggle within 
her womb, and in the panel she is perched atop the 
hall’s porch, having asked God why her unborn chil-
dren fight (Fig. 126). God offers his response through 
speech in the Bible, and in the relief he emerges from 
the clouds and communicates his reply through two 
gestures: pointing fingers and an extended hand. God 
reaches his open right hand  – his speaking hand  – 
toward Rebecca and, to remind viewers of his words 

Figure 122. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Resurrection, 1403–24, panel from the north 
doors of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence; Photo:  Scala/Art 
Resource, New York.
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at this moment, holds out the first two fingers of his 
left hand:  two opposing nations, he says in the Bible 
and in the relief, will derive from her offspring, and 
one will triumph over the other. The two fingers are 
especially evident when light illuminates the panel’s 
surface directly.

This scene is one of two that take place outside the 
regular, perspectival space that structures most of the 
panel. In the other, Esau ascends a hill as he leaves to 
hunt, not realizing that his mother and brother con-
spire against him in his absence (more on these epi-
sodes later) and act in ways that will define his destiny. 
Ghiberti removed both of these figures from the rational 
and logical perspectival space of the image, perhaps as a 
way to remind viewers that Rebecca and Esau, in these 
two different moments, lack understanding of what 
is happening to them. The placement of the scene of 

Rebecca’s inquiry outside the perspec-
tival space also perhaps communicates 
the status of the image of God in this 
moment as imagined vision, or at least 
implies that this is the case, rather than 
something actually viewed through 
bodily eyesight. Artists understood 
linear perspective as a system capable 
of reproducing a place or event as it 
appears to human sight, which medi-
eval writers, in treatises on the science 
of optics, describe as conical or pyra-
midal in shape, the cone’s or pyramid’s 
apex corresponding to a point in the 
eye and its base to the object, body, or 
scene viewed.7 Ghiberti, relying mostly 
on the theories of Alhazen, Roger 
Bacon, John Peckham, and Witelo, 
wrote extensively about the pyramid 
of human vision in the third book of 
the Commentaries.8 Perspectival paint-
ings and reliefs, he believed, represent 
in fictive form the visual pyramid. That 
is why two of the perspectival panels – 
Jacob and Esau and Joseph – appear in 
the doors’ third register, where they 
can be seen and experienced as exten-
sions of the viewers’ real world. The 
connection between perspective and 
sight made problematic, or at least 
awkward, the representation of God 

in perspectival images because, according to nearly all 
major theologians, humans cannot see God through 
bodily vision. Augustine and Aquinas, for example, 
argue that normal eyesight is incapable of capturing 
an image of God and that one can know God only 
through the process of profound, inner contemplation 
that Augustine termed “intellectual vision” – his third 
category of sight.9 Placing Rebecca and the half-length 
image of God outside the perspectival space and in 
front of a flat, unarticulated gold background helped 
Ghiberti suggest to viewers what theologians had 
claimed, namely, that in this moment Rebecca con-
versed with God but did not see any image of him that 
could be registered through the action of human eyes.

On the left side of the panel Rebecca reclines just 
before or after giving birth to her twin sons. Esau, the 

Figure  123. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Flagellation, 1403–24, panel from the north 
doors of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, 
New York.
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Figure 124. East side of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence, with a view of the copy of Lorenzo Ghiberti’s 
Gates of Paradise currently in place; Photo: HIP/Art Resource, New York.
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Figure 125. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Jacob and Esau panel (illuminated by direct light) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

biblical text says, arrived first and was “red and hairy,” 
and Jacob, who came next, held onto his brother’s foot 
during the birth (25:25: “[Esau] rufus erat et totus in 
morem pellis hispidus . . . alter [Jacob] egrediens plan-
tam fratris tenebat manu”). Ghiberti acknowledged 
the Bible’s characterization of Esau as “hairy” only 
in the way he depicted the hair on his head, which, 
at least in the scene in the center of the foreground, 
grows in tightly curled locks that sweep around his 
head and cover much of his neck. The rest of his body, 
in this and every other scene, is perfectly smooth. 
A  curtain hanging from a rod above Rebecca’s bed 
has been pulled back, and the recumbent Rebecca 
looks toward the foreground of the relief, where four 
women, most often identified as her attendants, stand 
and seem as if talking (Fig. 127). Although they face 
each other and seem, in the moment portrayed, not 
to move, the panel implies that they have just arrived 

and gathered to converse. The standing figure in pro-
file at right lifts her drapery away from her feet, an 
action that has allowed her, in a previous moment, to 
walk to this spot. Strips of drapery billow energeti-
cally away from the figure at far left, whose right foot 
pulls away from the floor. The woman whose back 
faces the viewer similarly lifts her right foot away from 
the pavement, and the lower sections of her cloak rip-
ple and break into energetic angular and curling folds, 
as if reacting to the action of her body. The move-
ments of the feet away from the floor add variety to 
the scene, and Alberti later wrote that limbs lifting off 
the ground and into the air possess a special grace.10 In 
the subsequent episode (25:29–34), which takes place 
in the center of the panel, between the foreground and 
background, Rebecca’s sons have grown and already 
possess their divergent personalities (Fig. 128). Here a 
teenaged Esau, hungry after a hunting trip and having 
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thrown his bow to the ground so that he can extend 
his arms and hands, trades his birthright to Jacob 
for some bread and a bowl of lentil pottage, which 
Jacob, in the moment represented, holds in front of his 
brother. Drapery tied around Esau’s waist whips back-
ward, communicating the swiftness of his movement 
and thus emphasizing his eagerness for food. Esau uses 
his right hand to point to what he wants. His left open 
hand indicates his speech in this moment, when he 
tersely asks his brother to give him some food:  “da 
mihi de coctione hac rufa” (25:30).

Ghiberti’s narrative then skips ahead to the end of 
Isaac’s life. Blind, old, and anticipating his death, Isaac 
asks Esau to hunt and bring him meat to eat before he 
gives him the blessing typically bestowed on the eldest 

son (27:3–4). The biblical text reports that, after Esau 
goes off to find game, a scene Ghiberti depicts in low 
relief on the far right, Rebecca conspires with Jacob to 
trick Isaac into blessing him instead of Esau, an event 
that takes place beneath the building’s attached porch 
(Fig.  129). In the Bible Rebecca tells Jacob to find 
quickly two goats so she can cook a meal for Isaac, a 
prelude to the blessing she wants him to give to Jacob. 
Jacob, in the text, reacts to these orders hesitantly, 
fearing that, should his father discover the subter-
fuge, Isaac will not bless but instead curse him (27:12). 
Jacob reminds his mother that this could well happen 
because he is a smooth-skinned man (27:11: “lenis”) 
whereas Esau is hairy, and he fears that his true iden-
tity will surely be revealed when Isaac reaches out to 

Figure 126. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Jacob and Esau panel (Rebecca speaking with God; scene illuminated 
by direct light) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Figure 127. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Jacob and Esau panel (women standing in the lower left corner) from 
the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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Figure 128. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Jacob and Esau panel (center of lower half) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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touch him while bestowing the blessing. He agrees to 
the plan only after Rebecca assures him that she will 
accept the burden of the curse should Isaac become 
aware of the trick and punish him. He brings her the 
goats, and Rebecca then prepares a meal for Isaac. 
She next gives Jacob some of Esau’s clothing and an 
animal skin to wrap around himself so that he will 
smell and feel like the hairy Esau. From the moment 
after Jacob’s return with the goats the Bible reports no 
verbal communication between Rebecca and Jacob, 
but in the scene in the porch, where the viewer sees 
Jacob holding one small goat (rather than the two 
Rebecca requests in the Bible), her open palm implies 

speech. Here Ghiberti seems to have combined two 
episodes:  the early conversation in which Rebecca 
instructs and reassures Jacob; and his later return with 
the results of his hunt. The panel thus brings together 
two events – Rebecca persuading Jacob to carry out 
the deception and Jacob holding the animal that signi-
fies his decision to go along with his mother’s plan – 
that are separated in the biblical text.

Once disguised, and having been told by his mother 
that he will not be cursed, Jacob, in the scene that occu-
pies the right side of the foreground, kneels before his 
blind father, who mistakes him for Esau and gives him 
the blessing meant for his older brother. Jacob wears a 
swath of drapery around his waist, another across his 
back, and a pair of boots with bunched tops, a costume 
that matches the one worn by Esau in the other scenes. 
With his left hand Isaac reaches around Jacob’s neck to 
find and feel Esau’s hairy body, and the palm of his 
right hand, its fingers beginning to form the gesture 
that will confer the blessing, faces the kneeling Jacob. 
Although she stands in close proximity to her hus-
band and son, Rebecca, her head resting on her right 
hand, looks away from them and instead toward the 
other side of the panel, in the direction of the group 
of women standing in the foreground’s left side. Her 
emotional distance and the sense that she is pondering 
some other place or moment in time are appropriate 
given common exegetical interpretations of this scene, 
which explain that Rebecca engineered the decep-
tion in order to ensure that God would favor Jacob 
over Esau and Jacob’s descendants over those of his 
brother. Josephus, for example, maintains that Rebecca 
put Jacob in Esau’s place to guarantee that her younger 
son would enjoy God’s favor, which, he states, would 
be a result of the blessing.11 Chrysostom writes that 
Rebecca carried out her plan in order to implement 
God’s “prediction,” thereby ensuring Jacob’s ultimate 
victory over his brother and the triumph of his line-
age.12 As we shall see, the four women on the left side 
of the panel, who seem the focus of Rebecca’s atten-
tion in this moment, may in fact play an integral role 
in producing Jacob’s descendants.

In the Bible, Esau, after returning from the hunt 
with game that he prepares for his father’s meal, goes 
to Isaac to receive the blessing and, upon learning 
that his brother has taken it from him, weeps bitterly 
and begs his father to bless him too. The episode in 

Figure 129. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Jacob and Esau panel 
(right side) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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the center of the foreground (Fig.  128), in which 
Esau looks toward and listens to Isaac, whose mouth 
is open  – his open hand also tells viewers that he 
speaks – and whose eyes are mostly closed to indicate 
his blindness, surely depicts the moment when Esau 
learns of Jacob’s trickery from Isaac and not, as many 
readers of this scene claim, Isaac sending Esau out to 
procure meat.13 A number of details support this con-
clusion. Esau wears the quiver that, as the biblical text 
relates, his father tells him to retrieve before he goes 
off to hunt and that Ghiberti shows him wearing as 
his ascends the hill in the background at right (27:3), 
and his hunting dogs already accompany him. Esau’s 
pose communicates the evolution of his emotions in 
this instant:  he appears ready to take a step forward 
with his left leg but his upper body contradicts this 
imminent motion by leaning slightly away from Isaac. 
The simultaneous forward and backward movements 
reflect the transitional nature of the moment when, 
suddenly and quickly, Esau’s anticipation turns into 

disappointment.14 In choosing to repre-
sent this episode Ghiberti followed 
a long visual tradition. Esau’s return, 
often combined with Isaac’s announce-
ment that he has already given his 
blessing to Jacob, appears in numerous 
medieval Italian cycles that Ghiberti 
had almost certainly seen in person 
before beginning work on the Gates, 
including the nave paintings of Old St. 
Peter’s and San Paolo fuori le mura in 
Rome and many images that derive 
from these two influential cycles, for 
example the frescoes by the so-called 
Isaac Master in the upper church of 
San Francesco in Assisi (Fig. 130), those 
by Pietro Cavallini in Santa Cecilia in 
Trastevere in Rome (ca. 1300), and the 
extensive cycle Giusto de’ Menabuoi 
painted for the vaults and dome of 
the Padua Baptistery, where, as in 
Ghiberti’s image, Esau returns with his 
dogs (Fig. 131).15 Ghiberti, like so many 
artists who came before, understood 
that this instant of tragic realization is 
the narrative’s dramatic apex. After this 
moment everything changes for Esau, 
and by placing the episode close to 

viewers he invites them to participate in it, that is, to 
consider what Esau feels as he learns that his brother 
has stolen his future.

Esau’s two greyhounds not only play a part in the 
narrative, accompanying him and letting viewers 
know that this scene happens after he returns from 
the hunt, but also comprise a condensed and symbolic 
version of the entire story (Fig. 132).16 One dog, per-
fectly smooth like Jacob, looks up and out with alert 
eyes. The other, representing Esau with its long, shaggy 
fur, lowers his head forlornly in defeat and anticipates 
Esau’s reaction after learning that Jacob has stolen 
his blessing. This dog raises one of its legs off of the 
ground to take a step, a pose that mirrors Esau’s stance 
throughout the panel – in every episode Esau lifts one 
foot away from the surface beneath him while the 
other is planted firmly on it – and therefore further 
links this sad hound to its master. The dogs recall the 
divergent emotions of Jacob and Esau and carry the 

Figure 130. Isaac Master, Esau Returns to Isaac after the Hunt, ca. 1280s–1290s, 
San Francesco (upper church), Assisi; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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narrative forward by evoking the broth-
ers’ destinies and the very different fates 
of their lineages. Their closest equivalent 
might be literary rather than artistic. Just 
before or in 1438, the year after Ghiberti 
completed the casting of the ten pan-
els of the Gates, Alberti wrote his Canis, 
an encomiastic eulogy for his recently 
deceased dog. In the text, this dog pos-
sesses the personality characteristics of his 
master, at least as Alberti had described 
them in his autobiographical Vita, also 
written around 1438.17

In the scene of Esau’s return from the 
hunt, his left foot, its sole facing toward 
the relief ’s viewers, also evokes ear-
lier moments in the story, specifically, 
the brothers’ birth and Esau’s reply after 
he learns of Jacob’s final deception. The 
biblical text (25:25) states that Isaac and 

Figure 131. Giusto de’Menabuoi, Esau Returns to Isaac after the Hunt, 1370s, Baptistery of San Giovanni, Padua; 
Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.

Figure 132. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Jacob and Esau panel (Esau’s dogs) 
from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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Rebecca gave Jacob his name (Ya’aqob; יעקב), which 
derives from the word for “heel” (‘aqeb; עקב), because 
he grasped Esau’s heel during their birth.18 Jerome, 
author of the first and most influential treatise on the 
meaning of biblical names, and many subsequent exe-
getes offered interpretations of this passage that built 
on, and expanded, the Bible’s explanation. Jerome 
claims that “Jacob” means not simply “heel,” but sup-
plantator  – one who trips up another.19 This widely 
known explanation was a play on words that relied 
on the Vulgate’s claim that Jacob “held onto the sole 
[plantam] of Esau’s foot” during their birth, as well as 
on Esau’s much later exclamation that Jacob, when he 
stole the blessing, “supplanted [subplantavit] me a sec-
ond time!” (27:36). Standing beneath the panel and 
looking up at the bottom of Esau’s foot (Fig.  133), 
viewers are literally sub planta or sotto pianta – the latter 
evoking the verb soppiantare, the Italian for “supplant.” 
This foot’s placement thus reminds the spectators of 
the words that, according to the Bible, Esau speaks 
aloud in the next instant – the culminating moment of 
the panel’s long narrative. Moreover, Ghiberti’s deci-
sion to insert Esau in the foreground perhaps allowed 
viewers to participate directly in the biblical narrative 
by placing them in Jacob’s position during the birth of 
the twins. The sole of Esau’s foot, lifted away from the 
panel’s surface, faces viewers, and those who reach up 
to touch this foot, an action Ghiberti perhaps antici-
pated given the location of this relief just above the 
heads, and within reach, of most viewers, participate 
in a reenactment of the earlier moment in the story 
when Jacob grabs his brother’s heel. The relief, which 
asks viewers to ponder the fates of both Jacob and 
Esau, makes that possibility more compelling by pre-
senting a vivid image of Esau and encouraging view-
ers, even if for a brief moment, to put themselves into 
Jacob’s position – figuratively and literally.

SPACE

Krautheimer claims that the Jacob and Esau relief was 
designed “in terms of a homogenous linear perspec-
tive” and that in this panel Ghiberti “applied verba-
tim” the system of single-point perspective outlined 
by Alberti in On Painting.20 In the first book of his 
treatise Alberti outlines a set of steps, the so-called 
costruzione legittima, that artists could follow in order 

to create illusionary space in an image. His rules 
instructed painters and sculptors in the production of 
a grid of orthogonal and transverse lines – in appear-
ance, like the networks of lines visible on the floors 
and in the architectural structures of the Jacob and Esau 
and Joseph panels – that orders space and helps artists 
determine the correct size of figures located at var-
ious points within an image’s depth.21 Ghiberti used 
a system of linear perspective again in the relief that 
depicts the meeting of Solomon and the Queen of 
Sheba (Plate XII), located at the bottom of the right 
door and in which, because the floor is unlined instead 
of squared, the architraves, friezes, and cornices of the 
buildings form the skeleton of the perspective system 
and guide the beholder’s gaze into and through the 
fictive realm.22 Here viewers cannot see the illusion-
ary space as an extension of their own because the 
panel is located at their feet. Clearly the location of 
the Jacob and Esau and Joseph panels just above eye level 
led Ghiberti to use in them a system of perspective to 
order space.

The chronology of the designing and casting of the 
ten panels of the Gates makes it unlikely that Ghiberti 
applied Alberti’s rules “verbatim,” and the perspective 
system in the Jacob and Esau panel indeed does differ, 
and quite dramatically, from that described by Alberti. 
If Ghiberti created the panels on a regular schedule, 
and if he began in 1426 or 1427, the Jacob and Esau and 
Joseph panels would have been modeled right around 
1432, several years before Alberti went to Florence 
in 1434 or 1435 and saw, and was so impressed by, 
works of Brunelleschi, Donatello, Ghiberti, Luca della 
Robbia, and Masaccio  – the artists he mentions in 
the dedicatory letter to the Tuscan version of On 
Painting.23

Ghiberti, it should be stressed, sculpted the Jacob 
and Esau and Joseph panels toward the end of a period 
of intense experimentation in the emergent science 
of perspective in Florence, and before any particular 
set of rules became normative. Probably around 1410 
Filippo Brunelleschi demonstrated his new perspec-
tival system in two painted panels, one of the Florence 
Baptistery in its piazza and another of the Palazzo dei 
Priori and the space surrounding it.24 What we know 
of these long-lost images comes from the description 
Manetti included in his biography of Brunelleschi. 
According to Manetti, the architect depicted the 
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two buildings receding realistically into space, 
approximating what the viewer sees when looking 
toward them from, in each case, a dominant view-
point.25 Brunelleschi’s experiment piqued the inter-
est of a group of progressive artists active in Florence, 
including Ghiberti, Donatello, and Masaccio, and in 
the years after 1410 each experimented on his own 

with perspective, not in small wooden panels, but 
in altarpieces, monumental frescoes, and marble and 
bronze relief sculptures. Our knowledge of develop-
ments leading to Alberti’s codification of perspective 
is limited because no written accounts of theoreti-
cal advances in the field of perspective survive from 
the first thirty-five years of the fifteenth century. We 

Figure 133. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Jacob and Esau panel (from below) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Author.
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must therefore rely on the extant images, and the first 
good pictorial evidence of a sophisticated perspec-
tive theory is dated to 1426, when Masaccio used 
his paintbrush, as Vasari says, to pierce the wall of the 
left side aisle of Santa Maria Novella (Fig.  134).26 
There Masaccio painted his fresco of the Trinity, 

which portrays an illusionary space dominated by a 
barrel-vaulted chapel and occupied by images of God 
the Father, Christ, the Holy Spirit, Mary, John the 
Evangelist, and, on the steps leading to the chapel, the 
patrons of the work.27 The picture contains the basic 
elements found in perspectival images. Orthogonal 
lines, disguised as edges of the fictive vault’s coffers, 
join together at a centric point several centimeters 
below the bottom step; the transverse lines, which 
Masaccio represented as the vault’s round ribs, run 
parallel to the fresco’s surface and the spaces between 
them decrease regularly and proportionately.28 The 
many similarly structured images from the years just 
before and after Masaccio painted the Trinity dem-
onstrate deep interest among artists in the early fif-
teenth century in experimenting with perspective. 
Around 1417 Donatello used a rudimentary per-
spective system in the schiacciato relief beneath his 
statue of St. George at Orsanmichele (Fig.  135); in 
the mid-1420s he adopted a different version of it 
in fashioning his gilded bronze panel of the Feast of 
Herod for the font of the Siena Baptistery (Fig. 136); 
in addition to the Trinity, Masaccio utilized perspec-
tive to structure the buildings on the right side of his 
Tribute Money fresco in the Brancacci Chapel, painted 
around 1426 (Fig. 137); and, as already described, in 
the 1430s Ghiberti employed this new mode of rep-
resenting space when he designed his Jacob and Esau, 
Joseph, and Solomon and the Queen of Sheba reliefs.29

If in the first four decades of the fifteenth century 
painters and sculptors shared a general interest in per-
spective as a structuring device, they certainly did not 
employ any single set of rules to fashion fictive spaces.30 

Figure  134. Masaccio, Trinity, ca. 1426–7, Santa Maria 
Novella, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.

Figure  135. Donatello, St. George Slaying the Dragon, ca. 1417, Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; 
Photo: Finsiel/Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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Figure 136. Donatello, Feast of Herod, 1423–7, Baptistery of San Giovanni, Siena; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, 
New York.

Figure  137. Masaccio, Tribute Money, ca. 1424–7, Brancacci Chapel, Santa Maria del Carmine, Florence; 
Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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Artists used radically different versions of perspective, 
and many individual artists changed and varied their 
approach over time. For example, Masaccio’s Trinity 
contains a single centric point, whereas, either inten-
tionally or because of some miscalculation, he included 
two such points in the Tribute Money – one on Christ’s 
nose and another on his forehead.31 Donatello used so 
many different spatial constructions in his works that 
his approach to perspective – a tool he often used not to 
unify the spaces he represented but to enliven them by 
disrupting their regularity – has been called  “anarchic” 
by one art historian.32 Such varied visual evidence 
leads one to conclude that, in the early decades of the 
fifteenth century, many different systems coexisted 
and that Alberti did not therefore simply record in On 
Painting a commonly recognized or applied set of rules. 
In fact, no such set of rules existed. It seems likely that 
Alberti combined early fifteenth-century workshop 
practices he learned from contemporary artists with 
his own theoretical innovations. Surely, for many artists 
and interested readers, Alberti’s greatest contribution 
was to outline in written form a system of rules that, 
before 1435, had never existed as such. But while he 
codified and simplified perspective theory, his treatise 
helped bring to an end an exhilarating period of early 
experimentation.

Ghiberti favored clarity in space and storytelling 
over absolute spatial and geometric consistency, and as 
he constructed the fictive realm of the Jacob and Esau 
panel and fashioned its figures he kept in mind the 
requirements of the rather intricate biblical story he 
wanted to tell. Inserting seven episodes of the long 
narrative of Isaac, Rebecca, and their children within 
and around an architectural structure, and not into a 
landscape, presented Ghiberti with a challenge. The 
landscapes included in the door’s first four panels pro-
vided him with compositional flexibility, because into 
a landscape he could, with relative freedom, insert 
elements like slopes or plateaus that allow figures to 
be set almost anywhere on the panel’s surface and in 
a number of locations within its fictive depth.33 The 
presence of both an immense and visually dominant 
architectural structure and a squared floor precluded 
the addition of an expansive landscape or even size-
able natural elements and thus limited the possibili-
ties for the placement of individual figures and groups. 
A general guideline that seems to have been accepted 

by Ghiberti and his contemporaries also reduced the 
amount of area he could potentially utilize within 
the perspectival zone. As Donatello and Masaccio had 
learned by about 1425, figures standing on the floor 
of a perspectival space should not appear above the 
horizon line (what Alberti later termed the “centric 
line”), and often their heads line up exactly at the level 
of the horizon, a phenomenon that Samuel Edgerton 
has called “horizon line isocephaly.”34 Although in the 
Jacob and Esau panel the most prominent orthogonals, 
which originate in the work’s front edge, do not all 
come together at a single point (Fig. 138; as will be 
discussed, the outer two lines fall beneath the main 
convergence point), making it impossible to fix the 
location of the horizon line with perfect precision, 
Ghiberti did position the heads of the figures who 
stand on the floor of the relief just at or below what 
might be called the horizon “zone.” In order to cre-
ate a space both wide and deep, and thus a maximum 
amount of usable surface, he set the small vanishing 
area, and thus the horizon, about halfway up the panel. 
Alberti later recommended that it be located lower 
down in the visual field, at the eye level of a figure 
whose feet touch the bottom of the image.35 When 
possible and appropriate, Ghiberti did utilize space 
above the area of the horizon, but the inclusion of a 
perspectival grid that covers the entire ground level of 
the image meant that most of the relief ’s seven epi-
sodes had to be located in its lower section. Situating 
the vanishing point (or small zone) higher in the 
panel increased the amount of available space, and 
Ghiberti filled the relief with figures who are placed 
everywhere beneath the horizon and at several points 
within fictive depth.

For most observers, the beauty of the Jacob and 
Esau panel stems primarily from the presence of 
individual spatial zones that flow together organ-
ically to form an aggregate space that is at once 
elegant, logically constructed, and totally unified. 
A  distinction should be made, however, between 
evident visual unity and strict regularity. While 
to a broad sweep of the gaze the panel gives the 
impression of containing a single space, a close look 
at details now revealed by the restoration of the 
panel establishes that the work is not mathemati-
cally consistent in an absolute sense and thus not, as 
Krautheimer asserted, constructed according to the 
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rules outlined in Alberti’s linear perspective scheme. 
The central eight orthogonals that define the fore-
ground converge (Fig. 138), or come very close to 
doing so, but the two outermost orthogonals cross 

over each other beneath and slightly to the right of 
the intersection point of the other eight lines. This 
treatment of the outer orthogonals is not unusual in 
fourteenth- and early fifteenth-century perspectival 

Figure 138. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Jacob and Esau panel (with main-floor orthogonals added and dashed lines trac-
ing the orthogonals defining the smaller floor sections) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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images. Erwin Panofsky observed that orthogonals 
originating in the outermost sections of such works 
frequently converge beneath or above the main cen-
tric point; from this evidence he concluded that, in 
the decades before Alberti’s treatise, artists often did 
not realize mathematically and geometrically con-
sistent spaces.36 In these cases, says Panofsky, “rig-
orous coherence” is limited to “a ‘partial plane.’ ”37 
The specific configuration of the edge orthogonals 
in the Jacob and Esau panel – the fact that they both 
drop below the main vanishing point, and to approx-
imately the same degree – very likely resulted from 
Ghiberti’s awareness of ancient and medieval theo-
ries that describe the distortion of objects located at 
the outer boundaries of the visual field.38 Alhazen, 
for example, in De aspectibus, claims that the portions 
of images in front of the eye are always seen more 
clearly than those located at the edges of vision.39 
A related theory, that entities located far to the left or 
right in the field of view appear slightly higher than 
those occupying its center, is found in Vitruvius’s De 
architectura, where the principle determined his ideas 
about the appearance and design of horizontal ele-
ments in architectural structures. Vitruvius writes, for 
example, that the central part of a building’s platform 
base (its stylobate) must rise slighter higher than the 
two outer sides because to human eyes the farthest 
edges of a form always appear taller than its central 
section. Without this correction, he says, the mid-
dle part of any horizontal form will seem to sag.40 
Alberti describes clearly this same principle of dis-
tortion in Della prospettiva, his treatise on the science 
of optics.41 Ghiberti, well acquainted with Vitruvius’s 
text, would also have known this principle, which 
might well have led to his decision to drop slightly 
the outer orthogonals in the Jacob and Esau panel. 
According to Vitruvius’s theory, the orthogonals on 
the far right and left would appear somewhat higher 
when examined by a viewer standing in front of the 
panel and taking in, through a broad sweep of vision, 
Isaac’s grand palace and the capacious space adjacent 
to it and inside it. By directing the outer orthogonals 
to a convergence point below the vanishing point of 
the eight central orthogonal lines, Ghiberti coun-
tered the effects of this distortion and made these 
two outermost orthogonals seem to align with the 
other eight incised into the foreground pavement.

While many surely took in, at least in the initial 
stage of the viewing process, the entire area bounded 
by Isaac’s palace as well as the spatial zones outside it, 
Ghiberti knew that to read the whole story viewers 
would also focus on individual scenes and thus smaller 
pockets of space. For Ghiberti, the legibility and vis-
ibility of these discrete subsections and the episodes 
they contain at times surpassed in importance the cre-
ation of one unified realm constructed with absolute 
geometric and mathematical consistency. For example, 
the orthogonals (Fig. 138) inscribed onto the sections 
of pavement just beyond the low wall at right and in 
front of Esau’s hill do not come together at the same 
centric point (or area) on which the eight foreground 
orthogonals converge. Instead ten of these twelve 
orthogonals pass above the vanishing area of the fore-
ground lines and converge at separate, various points 
above the horizon.

The panel’s location in the doors, just above the 
head of the viewer, necessitated the placement of the 
background orthogonals at angles greater than those 
dictated by the perspective system guiding the posi-
tioning of the foreground lines. Had the back zones 
been constructed in accordance with the calculations 
employed in the front, parts of some of the lines, when 
seen from below, would have disappeared behind the 
projecting, high-relief figures of the foreground. If 
the seven orthogonals in the floor at the far right, for 
example, converged at the vanishing point/area of the 
foreground orthogonals rather than passing above it, 
their lower position in the panel would have caused 
portions of them to drop behind the representations 
of the seated Isaac and kneeling Jacob in front of them. 
The same effect would have been evident in the sec-
tion of the panel in which Rebecca and Jacob plot 
against Esau, where segments of lines directed toward 
the major convergence area might have been masked 
by Isaac when seen from below. As a result of such 
corrections, viewers find incised into these portions 
of pavement clear and prominent lines, which in turn 
communicate a sense that individual compartments of 
space recede realistically into the distance. Moreover, 
on the far right side, the inclusion of dramatically reced-
ing lines that converge toward a unique point would 
not be visually compatible with the lower part of the 
rocky hill, which already occupies a slightly awkward 
and indeterminate position somewhere behind and, it 
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seems, to the right of the squared pavement. In certain 
zones, it should be said, Ghiberti sketched in some of 
the orthogonals without any attempt whatsoever to 
direct them toward the convergence area of the fore-
ground lines. Those of the intermediate step on which 

Jacob kneels at right and Isaac stands at left, as well as 
those represented by the edges of the pilasters’ capi-
tals and of the ceilings (Fig. 139), recede wildly into 
depth, never converging at any single point or in any 
restricted area of space. In some cases, and especially 

Figure 139. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Jacob and Esau panel (with palace/step orthogonals added) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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when working on areas or elements not surrounding 
or leading to any individual episode, Ghiberti freely 
chased lines into the relief ’s surface without worrying 
about consistency or following any specific system.

His placement, in the central section of the panel, 
of the transverse lines, which lead the gaze from the 
foreground to the distant horizon, represents another 
significant difference between his perspective system 
and that developed by Alberti. Fourteenth-century 
painters, Alberti mentions with some disapproval, 
frequently decreased the distances between trans-
verse lines by a consistent fraction, often a third; this 
approach remained popular into the early fifteenth 
century.42 Ghiberti, a student of fourteenth-century, 
especially Sienese, painting, employed a version of this 
method to fix the transverse lines in the ceiling of his 
Arrest of the Baptist (Fig. 87) for the Siena Baptistery 
font.43 In the fifteenth century new methods for cal-
culating the placement of transverse lines replaced this 
traditional approach. Donatello, in his Feast of Herod, 
may have used the so-called lateral-focus method.44 
In On Painting Alberti outlined and endorsed another, 
similar set of rules often termed the “distance-point 
construction” that involves slightly different steps 
but produces results similar to those obtained by 
Donatello’s system.45 With both techniques the artist 
chooses an assumed viewing point outside the image, 
extends lines from it toward the base of the painting 
or relief, and inserts transverse lines at resultant points 
of intersection with the image’s side edge; in works in 
which these methods are applied consistently, the trans-
verse lines step toward the horizon line, and the spaces 
between them decrease steadily and proportionately.

All three of the techniques potentially available to 
Ghiberti for determining the placement of the trans-
verse lines – the fraction calculation, the lateral-focus 
method, and the distance-point construction, which 
he might have learned about before Alberti finished 
writing On Painting – result in the production of fic-
tive spaces that contract quickly, and therefore all three 
presented him with a serious quandary. Figures made 
to scale for the middle ground or background of a 
rapidly contracting space must be very small and are 
thus difficult, if not impossible, to see. For an artist like 
Ghiberti, whose task in the Gates was to depict legi-
ble stories comprised of individual scenes that could 
be discerned within a vast expanse of fictive space, 

the inclusion of nearly illegible figures that disappear 
into the background was simply not an option. Other 
artists evidently concurred, and in order to avoid the 
problem early fifteenth-century artists who depicted 
space according to a rule of perspective tended to 
cluster figures and objects in the foreground of the 
image, where their large size made them easy to see. 
Masolino’s Feast of Herod, painted around 1435 for the 
Baptistery (originally the family chapel of Cardinal 
Branda Castiglione) of Castiglione Olona (north-
west of Milan), contains an example of this approach 
(Fig.  140).46 In this scene  – not constructed with 
Albertian perspective but with a system that Masolino 
devised – figures stand and sit in the foreground while 
a groin-vaulted arcade and the space it encloses zoom 
away from them toward the horizon.47 Masolino did 
place one episode, the burial of John the Baptist, in 
the distance, and the figures who attend the inter-
ment, which happens in a cave inserted into the side 
of a mountain, are indeed extremely small and, as a 
result, exceedingly difficult to see. Here the rules of 
perspective, which dictate the figures’ size, interfere 
with the viewers’ ability to read an episode that should 
be one of the emotional and dramatic focal points of 
Masolino’s istoria.

The great achievement of the Jacob and Esau panel 
lies in Ghiberti’s success in accomplishing what so 
many had not been able to do in previous decades: he 
forged a deep space that extends realistically from the 
foreground toward a distant horizon and within which 
the separate scenes of an intricate narrative can be 
seen and read easily. To place the transverse lines that 
lead the gaze toward the horizon in the center of the 
image, Ghiberti adopted his own method, using nei-
ther the approach of Donatello nor that later devised 
by Alberti. We do find in the foreground of Ghiberti’s 
image steadily decreasing amounts of space between 
transverse lines, but in the area between the low wall 
and the face of the arcaded hall the rate of decreasing 
distance between lines slows, and even stops, at certain 
points (Fig. 141). The first two tiles in this space are the 
same width; the next two are slightly narrower than 
the preceding pair but are of equal width; and the same 
holds for the subsequent three pairs. It is only after 
these five sections, in the area just beyond Esau’s bow, 
that regular recession of the transverse lines resumes. 
By slowing, and sometimes stopping, the diminution 
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of distance between the lines, Ghiberti ensured that 
the space between the transverse lines in the center 
of the background would not be too narrow, and this 
permitted the insertion of larger, and thus more visi-
ble, figures that would not appear awkward when seen 
in concert with the floor tiles beneath them; smaller 
tiles would have contrasted uncomfortably with the 
relatively large figures above them.48 He was evidently 
concerned that the transition between the receding 
spatial zones might appear awkward, and to help mask 
the shift back to steady and regular contraction he 
placed at the point of transition Esau’s bow, an unex-
pectedly prominent element (not warranted by the 
biblical story) that seems to have been included not 
only because it helps the viewer identify the hunter 
Esau, but also because it allowed Ghiberti to restart the 
contraction of the transverse lines at a regular rate in 
this area of the panel without the worry that the junc-
tion between the differently constructed zones would 
be jarring. In designing and carrying out this part of 

the panel Ghiberti thus meticulously controlled the 
placement of the transverse lines, allowing the reced-
ing space to subtly expand, contract, and then expand 
again, almost like the bellows of an accordion.

The transverse lines in the other sections of the panel 
do recede with relative regularity and proportionality. 
If for these subsidiary zones we assume that he utilized 
a system for inserting transverse lines close to that ear-
lier employed by Donatello or eventually codified by 
Alberti, as Masaccio seems to have done in the Trinity, 
one finds that Ghiberti selected for each section of 
the relief a unique distance point. Fixing this point at 
the presumed location of the viewer was, according 
to Alberti, the first step in determining the placement 
of an image’s transverse lines. Inverting the method 
by tracing lines through the corners of the floor tiles 
reveals the location of the distance point and thus the 
assumed viewpoint for any perspective construction 
based on these (or related) rules. Although the floor 
zones in the Jacob and Esau panel do not have strict 

Figure  140. Masolino, Feast of Herod, 1435–6, Baptistery, Castiglione  Olona; Photo:  Scala/Art Resource, 
New York.
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Figure 141. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Jacob and Esau panel (showing measured transverse lines in the central 
section) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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borders, which would allow for the precise determina-
tion of viewing distances, one can approximate them 
by finding the intersection points of the lines connect-
ing the tiles’ corners, dropping from these points lines 
perpendicular to the panel’s base, and then measur-
ing the length between those perpendicular lines and 
the outer edges of the floor zones under examination. 
When one performs such calculations (Fig. 142; this 
figure shows just the lines drawn through the tiles’ cor-
ners, and only for the panel’s subsections), it becomes 
clear that the scenes that take place farther back in 

the composition’s fictive depth have been constructed 
with distance points closer to the panel than the point 
selected for the foreground, where the assumed view-
ing distance is approximately equivalent to the width 
and height of the relief. Ghiberti, knowing that view-
ers would draw close to the panel when reading the 
scenes in lower relief in the background, logically uti-
lized smaller viewing distances when inserting the 
transverse lines in these sections. When locating the 
transverse lines in the foreground, he assumed a greater 
viewing distance, imagining that beholders would take 

Figure 142. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Jacob and Esau panel (with selected distance points added) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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in the broad swath of space stretching across the fore-
ground through a sweeping gaze and while standing 
about two-and-a-half feet from the front of the image. 
The panel’s space is not homogenous but has been 
constructed with immense precision.

SPACE AND THE EXPANSION OF NARRATIVE

Due to the presence, in this fifth panel, of the expan-
sive squared pavement, which forms a significant part 
of the perspectival grid, most of the figures had to be 
located beneath the horizon and thus in the lower part 
of the relief. Fitting all of the narrative’s scenes into 
the fictive space while ensuring their visibility was a 
delicate and difficult task. Ghiberti did use some of the 
composition’s upper section, placing Rebecca atop the 
porch and Esau on the hill, but he carefully located the 
other episodes in the lower half, distinguishing them 
either by enclosing them within architectural frames 
or by having the constituent figures face each other 
to form discrete groups. Scenes placed in this com-
pressed zone of space inevitably overlap each other, 
and the beholder, especially when looking from below, 
necessarily sees them together and not in isolation. 
Ghiberti brilliantly exploited the inevitable overlap-
ping of a perspectival image to expand the narrative 
possibilities. When one views the panel from below, 
the episode of Esau exchanging his birthright for the 
bowl of lentils offered by Jacob appears behind, and 
also slightly above, the scene of Esau conversing with 
Isaac after he returns from the hunt. The background 
scene functions as one part of a long story, but hover-
ing right behind the adult Esau’s head it also becomes 
his recollection – his memory of having traded away 
his birthright.49 The biblical text suggests the connec-
tion between the two episodes and thus this config-
uration. Immediately after Isaac tells Esau that he has 
already blessed Jacob, the memory of how Jacob earlier 
took his birthright floods Esau’s mind, and he exclaims 
“he has supplanted me these two times: he took away 
my birthright; and behold, now he has taken away my 
blessing!” (27:36). The gaze and facial expression of the 
young Jacob, holding the bowl of lentils in front of Esau, 
enhance and reinforce the drama. When one examines 
Jacob’s face in profile and from a point below and in 
front of the panel, he seems emotionless and engaged 

only in the exchange of food for the birthright. But 
when one shifts to the right, approximating the angle 
of vision of Esau in the last episode of the story, and 
looks directly at the young Jacob’s face – and Ghiberti 
made sure viewers had to do this by placing the bowl 
of lentils behind the elder Esau’s head so that it can-
not be seen from directly in front of the panel – one 
finds that Ghiberti angled the head of the teenaged 
Jacob so that he glares intently toward the representa-
tion of his brother returning from the hunt as an adult 
(Fig.  143). During the design process Ghiberti must 
have elevated the wax model to its anticipated height 
in the door so as to angle Jacob’s head correctly. In the 
panel’s narrative his sharp and direct expression cuts 
across both space and time and implies that Jacob, even 
when young, understood that his destiny, which he 
controlled through his often dishonest actions, was to 
triumph over his brother.50

Other pairs of background and foreground epi-
sodes, when seen and read together, expand the nar-
rative’s dramatic content.51 In front Jacob kneels to 
receive the blessing from his father, and the scene 
behind them, which combines Rebecca’s announce-
ment of the plan to trick Isaac and Jacob’s return with 
the animal she will cook for her husband, can likewise 
be read as a recollection: Jacob, as he is blessed, per-
haps recalls his mother’s reassurance and his complicity 
in the scheme to steal the blessing. Such a memory, 
beholders might assume, pricks Jacob’s conscience; 
he carries out the plan to trick his father and, as he 
receives the blessing, remembers, perhaps with some 
regret, what he has done. At the far right in the fore-
ground Rebecca stands stoically beside the result of the 
deception – the  blessing – as Esau dutifully walks up 
the hill behind her. We can only guess what Ghiberti 
intended to bring out with this juxtaposition. Perhaps 
we are meant to see in it Rebecca ruminating over 
her rejection of one son and preference for the other. 
Or maybe her thoughts about Esau trigger a consid-
eration of the future effects of her machinations (the 
fact that Jacob will supplant his brother), an idea, as we 
have seen, suggested by interpretations offered in exe-
gesis. The juxtaposition of overlapping foreground and 
background scenes transforms the biblical episodes 
into anguished memories and guilty thoughts that 
evoke the complex emotions of the protagonists. The 
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Figure 143. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Jacob and Esau panel (viewed from the right) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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central pairing, with its evocation of Esau’s painful rec-
ollection, reminds the viewer of his anger and frustra-
tion over losing the blessing; in the next pair to the 
right Ghiberti hints at Jacob’s feelings of guilt over his 
deception – an image representing his (and his moth-
er’s) deceit literally hangs over him; and at the far right 
Ghiberti perhaps emphasizes Rebecca’s callousness as 
she coldly ponders having shunned Esau, who climbs 
the hill in the distance, in favor of Jacob. Ultimately, 
Ghiberti invites viewers to study these overlapping 
figures in order to decide for themselves what the pan-
el’s protagonists think and feel in these dramatic, tense 
moments. Beholders are asked to decide precisely how 
to combine these overlapping scenes and what con-
clusions to draw from the pairings. Narrative, to some 
degree, becomes subjective.

The three background scenes just discussed can be 
understood to represent (from left to right) a vision of 
a distant past, a recent past, and, potentially, a simul-
taneous present. The low-relief image of Rebecca 
in bed might also relate diachronically to the four 
women who stand at left in the foreground and 
who are the objects of her gaze and attention. In the 
Bible, Rebecca asks God why her children struggle 
within her, and God tells her that “two nations are in 
your womb, and two people from within you will be 
separated,” and that one nation will become “stron-
ger than the other, and the older will serve the youn-
ger” (25:23). These words, which Christian exegetes 
interpreted as not only a foretelling of Jacob’s ascen-
dancy over Esau but also a prediction of the triumph 
of Christianity over Judaism, led many theologians to 
characterize Rebecca as almost a prophet because she 
received and transmitted divine messages regarding 
future events.52 The stronger “nation” mentioned in 
God’s prediction eventually derived from the twelve 
sons of Jacob and his four wives, Rachel, Leah, Bilhah, 
and Zilpah. Are the four women in the left foreground 
perhaps these four wives, the representatives of the 
future that Rebecca envisions and ponders? As already 
discussed, the Rebecca who stands next to Isaac and 
Jacob in the scene of the blessing looks to these four 
figures from the other side of the panel. According 
to exegetes like Josephus and Chrysostom, during 
the blessing she thought about Jacob’s future and the 
eventual triumph of his “nation” – the descendants of 

his children with his wives – over Esau and his lineage. 
These four women, suggests the panel, are Rebecca’s 
prophetic vision of the future in two episodes. She 
envisions them from her bed and then again later, in 
the moment of the blessing. If these are indeed Jacob’s 
wives, they also point to future events in the Gates. The 
Joseph relief, the next in the cycle, recounts stories that 
include all of Joseph’s brothers, who are the sons of 
Rachel, Leah, Bilhah, and Zilpah.

This type of narrative, where pairs of images affect 
and redefine one another when examined together 
and out of chronological order, succeeds only through 
the participation of an active viewer who examines 
the episodes in sequence and then considers them 
in pairs, lingering over the various juxtapositions to 
extract greater significance from the story. This was 
not an entirely new way of communicating meaning. 
Earlier sculptors, such as Giovanni Pisano, had used 
juxtapositions in polyscenic relief sculpture to craft 
visions of prophecies.53 In the Jacob and Esau panel, 
however, it is a strategy applied more systematically. 
The employment of the perspectival pavement in 
Ghiberti’s narrative image, the primary function of 
which is to suggest realistic, fictive depth, forced most 
of the episodes into a relatively limited amount of 
space, and this must have triggered his realization that 
nearly all of the story’s constituent events would nec-
essarily be seen together. The basic rules of perspec-
tive and his plan to install this relief just above the eyes 
of viewers stimulated Ghiberti’s consideration of how 
he could exploit the inevitable juxtaposition of scenes 
to dramatize the narrative.

To represent this complex familial drama, Ghiberti 
fashioned a new system of perspective, one tailored 
to the needs of the storyteller. Assuming that view-
ers would first take in the relief at a single glance, 
next break the story down into its constituent scenes, 
and then, perhaps, focus on pairs of events, Ghiberti 
inserted the major orthogonals in the foreground to 
imply the presence of an expansive space but also sub-
tly expanded spatial zones to provide sufficient room 
for the narrative’s figures, contracted them at regular 
rates to ensure the sense of continuing recession into 
depth, and constructed individual spatial pockets in 
accordance with varying viewing points. His creative 
process revolved around striking a delicate balance 
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between consistency and legibility. The panel, he knew, 
would be read through both sweeping glances and the 
kind of focused looking that leads to the comprehen-
sion of the narrative’s constituent parts – singly or in 
pairs. Those pairs, linked in the minds of beholders, 

communicate a particular vision of biblical history in 
which we find represented not only divine mysteries 
and celestial interventions, but also the thoughts, emo-
tions, memories, hopes, predictions, and dreams of the 
protagonists.         
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Jacob’s four wives, the women whose elegant, cloaked bodies perhaps appear in the Jacob 
and Esau relief, are the mothers of the twelve brothers who dominate the subsequent panel 
(Plate VIII), which tells the story of Joseph, one of two sons of Jacob and Rachel and, 

according to the Bible, his father’s favorite.1 In the book of Genesis, no figure receives as much 
attention as Joseph, and no single narrative is as complex. The thirtieth chapter of Genesis 
(30:22–24) records his birth, and the tale of his life then fills fourteen long chapters (37–50).2 
Its dramatic core comes in the nine that recount the conflictual relationship between him and 
his brothers. The narrative starts in Canaan, follows Joseph and, eventually, his family, to Egypt, 
sees them journey to their homeland for Jacob’s burial, and then, finally, concludes with the 
family’s return to Egypt and Joseph’s death there. The length of this account and the com-
mon exegetical interpretation of Joseph as a typological antecedent of Christ often led to the 
inclusion of significant numbers of scenes from his life in monumental painted and sculpted 
cycles.3 The fifth-century nave frescoes in San Paolo fuori le mura in Rome included nine 
events from the stories of Joseph and his brothers.4 The mosaics of the Florence Baptistery 
contain an extensive Joseph cycle comprising twelve individual stories, many more than are 
devoted to any other figure.5

The complexity of the Joseph narrative warrants a brief 
summary of its main events. As a young man Joseph 
has two dreams and relates their details to members of 
his family. In the first, which he describes only to his 
brothers, he sees eleven sheaves of wheat bowing down 
before one large, upright sheaf (37:7); and in the second, 
which he recounts to Jacob and his brothers, eleven 
stars, the sun, and the moon worship Joseph, a scene 
that his father understands as a prediction that he and 
his family will one day bow before Joseph (37:9–10). 
The brothers, jealous of Joseph and angry at dreams 
that they consider his presumptuous predictions of his 
eventual dominance, first decide to kill him but then, 
on the advice of the brother Reuben, reconsider and 

throw him into a well (37:20–22). Another brother, 
Judah, persuades them to pull him out and sell him 
to Ishmaelite merchants (37:27). They then tell Jacob 
that Joseph was devoured by an animal, presenting 
to their father Joseph’s coat, which they dip in blood 
to make him think his son has indeed met a violent 
end (37:31–33). The merchants take Joseph to Egypt, 
where he is placed in the household of the army cap-
tain Potiphar. After his wife falsely accuses Joseph of 
trying to seduce her forcefully, he is thrown into prison 
(39:20) where he meets two members of the pharaoh’s 
court and correctly interprets their dreams (40:8–19). 
Two years later, the pharaoh has two dreams (41:1–7): in 
the first seven emaciated cows devour seven healthy 

C hap te r   6

The Joseph Panel: Speech Acts in the Piazza
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cows; and in the second seven desiccated sheaves of 
grain consume seven robust ones. Joseph explains these 
visions as predictions that the world will soon see seven 
years of plenty followed by seven of famine.6

Impressed by his prophetic ability, the pharaoh 
appoints Joseph governor over all of Egypt (41:43). The 
years of abundance indeed arrive, and during this time 
Joseph orders the people to begin storing grain. The 
period of scarcity comes as well, and the Egyptians 
supply both their own population and groups of for-
eigners with food during this time. Jacob’s family is 
among those in need, and he sends ten of his sons 
to Egypt to buy food, keeping Rachel’s other son, 
Benjamin, the youngest in the family, at home (42:1–4). 
The brothers go to Joseph, who recognizes them but 
does not reveal himself. Remembering their earlier 
cruelty, he torments his brothers by accusing them 
of being spies (42:9 and 42:14) and announces that 
they can prove their innocence by bringing Benjamin 
to Egypt. In order to force them to do so, he orders 
the imprisonment of another brother, Simeon, and 
promises to release him only upon their return with 
Benjamin (42:19–25). After anguished discussion they 
agree to this plan, and Joseph has their sacks filled with 
grain. But he does not accept the money they have 
brought as payment, and he instead has his servants 
replace the money in their sacks. Puzzled by Joseph’s 
refusal of the payment, the brothers return home and 
report the events to Jacob, who rejects the plan to 
send Benjamin to Egypt. When the family again finds 
itself in need of food, however, Jacob orders his sons 
back to Egypt and reluctantly agrees to let Benjamin 
accompany them, assuming that Joseph will not give 
them anything unless they meet his demand. They 
once again go to Joseph, who brings Simeon to them, 
rejoices and weeps privately when he sees Benjamin, 
and hosts a feast in his brothers’ honor. Before they 
leave, Joseph has his steward fill their bags with grain 
and their money (again). Despite his joy over seeing 
Benjamin, his anger remains, and to punish further 
his brothers and test the strength of their emotional 
bond – a bond whose tenuousness at one time led his 
brothers to consider killing him – he tells the stew-
ard to place his silver cup in Benjamin’s bag (44:1–2), 
to follow his brothers after they depart the city, find 
the cup, and accuse them of theft. The steward fol-
lows these orders, and the brothers, when confronted 

with the accusation, deny it and, to prove their inno-
cence, give him permission to execute or enslave the 
brother in whose sack he finds the cup (44:7–9). When 
the steward pulls it from Benjamin’s bag, the brothers 
react with anger and grief before returning to the city, 
where they find Joseph in his palace (44:13–14). There 
Judah makes an impassioned speech (44:19–34) – the 
longest recorded in Genesis – before Joseph that con-
stitutes the emotional heart of the tale. This oration, 
in which Judah addresses Joseph as “my lord” without 
knowing his true identity, evidently made an impres-
sion on Ghiberti, and it is thus useful to cite it in its 
entirety:

My lord questioned his servants [the brothers], “Have 
you father or brother?” And we said to my lord, “We 
have an old father, and a younger brother born of his 
old age. His brother is dead, so he is the only one left 
of his mother, and his father loves him.” Then you 
said to your servants, “Bring him down to me that 
my eyes may look on him.” We replied to my lord, 
“The boy cannot leave his father. If he leaves him, his 
father will die.” But you said to your servants, “If your 
youngest brother does not come down with you, you 
will not be admitted to my presence again.” When we 
went back to your servant my father, we repeated to 
him what my lord had said. So when our father said, 
“Go back and buy us a little food,” we said, “We can-
not go down. If our youngest brother is with us, we 
will go down, for we cannot be admitted to the man’s 
presence unless our youngest brother is with us.” So 
your servant our father said to us, “You know that my 
wife bore me two children. When one left me, I said 
that he must have been torn to pieces. And I have not 
seen him to this day. If you take this one from me too 
and any harm comes to him, you will send me down 
to [hell] with my white head bowed in misery.” If I go 
to your servant my father now, and we have not the 
boy with us, he will die as soon as he sees the boy is 
not with us, for his heart is bound up with him. Then 
your servants will have sent your servant our father 
down to [hell] with his white head bowed in grief. 
Now your servant went surety to my father for the 
boy.7 I said: If I do not bring him back to you, let me 
bear the blame before my father all my life. Let your 
servant stay, then, as my lord’s slave in place of the boy, 
I implore you, let the boy go back with his brothers. 
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How indeed could I go back to my father and not 
have the boy with me? I  could not bear to see the 
misery that would overwhelm my father.8

The speech triggers a flood of emotions in Joseph. He 
sends his Egyptian attendants away from his chamber, 
reveals himself to his brothers, and weeps (45:1–2). 
He then asks after his father, forgives his brothers, 
and invites them, their families, and Jacob to move to 
Egypt and live under his protection. After making this 
offer, he breaks down once again, throwing his arms 
around Benjamin’s neck and crying on his shoulder 
and those of his brothers (45:3–15). Finally, he kisses 
each of them and, with the help of the pharaoh, gives 
them for their return home new clothes and sup-
plies, including donkeys laden with food (45:15–24). 
After arriving in Canaan, the brothers deliver the 
news of Joseph to Jacob, who rejoices and travels with 
his extended  family to Egypt, where he lives out the 
remainder of his life (45:25–28 and 46:1–7).

The length and complexity of the story of Joseph 
and his brothers made it difficult to provide a compre-
hensive summary of the entire tale in most visual cycles. 
Even programs containing many episodes from Joseph’s 
life, like that of the Florence Baptistery dome, leave out 
certain crucial events. After the storing of grain during 
the years of plenty, the Florence Baptistery mosaics skip 
to the reunion of Joseph and his brothers, omitting the 
distribution of grain, the secret placement of the cup 
in Benjamin’s sack, and its later discovery. Artists some-
times included just two or three emblematic scenes that, 
planners must have hoped, would stimulate viewers to 
fill in the gaps and recall the other parts of the story 
from what they had seen, read, and heard in other cycles, 
written accounts, or liturgical readings. The nave of the 
upper church of San Francesco at Assisi, for example, 
contains just two scenes, one from the beginning of the 
story and the other from its end: Joseph is cast into the 
well; and he reunites with his brothers after the discov-
ery of the cup in Benjamin’s bag. Only illustrated bibles, 
for example the late fourteenth-century Padua Picture 
Bible, with its forty-seven individual illuminations of 
moments from the story of Joseph and his brothers, 
could provide complete accounts of the complex nar-
rative in visual form.9

Because Ghiberti included all twelve brothers in 
the scenes in which they play a part, and because a 

magnificent, round grain market (with a central recep-
tacle, vast interior, and arcaded ambulatory) and the 
governor’s palace at left occupy a significant amount of 
the panel’s fictive space, the participants fill up and even 
crowd the composition, pressing forward and outward 
and toward the panel’s front, left, and right edges. Only 
one event, the scene that opens the narrative and por-
trays Joseph being thrown into the well and sold into 
slavery (in the upper right corner; Fig. 144), occupies 
a discrete zone. Ghiberti omitted any representation of 
what comes before this in the Bible. Viewers do not find 
visualizations of Joseph’s or the pharaoh’s dreams – nei-
ther their content nor Joseph’s communication of their 
significance. Because such scenes explain the origins of 
his brothers’ anger and his conflicted feelings toward 
them and are a prelude to everything that happens later 
in his life, they very often appear prominently in medi-
eval cycles (e.g., the Florence Baptistery mosaics). Their 
omission in the Gates panel results in a narrative that 
focuses on the evolving relationship among the broth-
ers. Envy and hatred lead to their decision to expel 
Joseph from the family, and his devotion to that family 
eventually brings them back together. The story begins 
with the moment of the brothers’ separation and con-
cludes with their tearful reunion.

Ghiberti’s examination of this evolving relationship 
is also a study of city life and the urban environment, 
the nature of both of which he used to help narrate 
the complex story of Joseph’s life. With the exception 
of the depiction of the brothers selling him into slavery, 
every episode in the panel takes place in an Egyptian 
city (unnamed in the Bible and called simply, at 44:4 
and 44:13, an “urbem” and an “oppidum”) where a 
variety of people – young and old, women and men – 
circulate through both it and its structures. Figures face 
and move in all directions, walking into, out of, and 
around the palace and market. Because Ghiberti did 
not separate out the scenes of his narrative, the pro-
tagonists of the Joseph story necessarily mingle with a 
number of anonymous individuals who, for the most 
part, concern themselves with the tasks of obtaining 
and hauling away grain. Although at first glance these 
bystanders appear to circulate haphazardly through 
their fictive world in a vision that captures the random-
ness of urban life, Ghiberti in fact meticulously con-
trolled their placement and thus their interactions with 
participants in the biblical story in order to suggest 
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feelings and emotions and communicate the specific 
content of speech. Members of the Egyptian public 
in fact reveal Joseph’s thoughts and mirror the con-
tent of the long, impassioned address that Judah deliv-
ers in the moments before Joseph discloses his identity. 
Surrounding and stepping between Joseph and Judah 
in the culminating moment of the story, they dramatize 
Judah’s words; activate Joseph’s thoughts and stimulate 
his memories of the trauma and joy of his youth; and, 
ultimately, prompt his decision to reveal himself to his 
brothers. Finally, viewers might have understood not 
only the people who move through public space, but 
also the city’s built environment, as potentially mean-
ingful in the tale of Joseph. The round grain market, 
which so clearly evokes classical types, has still another 
association that is, like the figures around him, tied to 
Joseph’s memory of the past.

SETTING THE STAGE

In the Bible the episode of Joseph being removed 
from the well and sold to the Ishmaelites occurs in 

the countryside of Canaan, near the town of Shechem 
(37:12). Ghiberti located this scene between two slop-
ing hills, a landscape configuration meant to evoke 
the isolation of the rural site where Joseph’s broth-
ers carried out their plan. One of the brothers holds 
the young Joseph over a well and another at the left 
edge of the group reaches for a bag of money offered 
by an Ishmaelite merchant (Fig. 144). The other nine 
brothers stand on the right, looking on and reacting in 
various ways. Most are unperturbed as they watch the 
event unfolding before them, but the two at the far 
right seem concerned. One reaches out, his open right 
hand gesturing toward Joseph, and he tilts his head 
toward his distressed brother. The other, who covers 
his face with his hand, is evidently unable or unwill-
ing to look at what is taking place. We might assume 
that this is Reuben, who, the biblical text reports 
(37:21–22), convinces his brothers not to kill Joseph 
but rather to cast him into the well (from which he 
secretly plans to remove him before returning him to 
Jacob’s care). When he later returns to the well to look 
for Joseph, he is surprised to find it empty, implying 

Figure 144. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joseph panel (Joseph’s brothers remove him from the well) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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that he does not witness the moment when Joseph’s 
brothers change course and decide to sell him into 
slavery. In every scene involving the brothers, Ghiberti 
included a figure who does not or cannot look at what 
happens before him. At the discovery of the cup in the 
lower left (Fig. 149), a brother just behind the young 
Benjamin covers his face with his left hand and draws 
his drapery, which hangs down in long columnar folds, 
close to his face. And when Joseph announces his 
identity, which happens on a porch at left (Fig. 152), 
one brother collapses onto the floor and buries his face 
in his garments. This brother (perhaps Reuben?), who 
at every turn cannot bear to look at what transpires, 
reacts similarly to the shocks he experiences.

At the well, Reuben’s inability to watch what hap-
pens contrasts with Joseph’s vigorous outburst of emo-
tion. His arms flail and his mouth is open, suggesting 
that he is screaming. Because one of his brothers 
accepts money, viewers must conclude that they have 
already struck their deal with the three merchants, 
who arrive with a camel, its neck bent into an odd 
serpentine curve, and that the brothers are removing 
Joseph from the well and not forcing him down into 
it. In composing this episode Ghiberti drew inspira-
tion from the fresco of the scene in the nave of San 
Paolo fuori le mura in Rome (Fig. 145), where Joseph 
similarly extends his arms to either side, an emphatic 

action that Ghiberti included presumably because it 
could be easily seen and read from a viewpoint below 
the panel.

In the traditional comparison between Joseph and 
Christ, Joseph’s placement into and removal from the 
well were understood as prefigurations of Christ’s 
burial and resurrection.10 The burial and resurrection 
were, in turn, considered to parallel baptism. To be 
placed into the water during baptism was, in Christian 
belief, akin to dying and being buried with Christ; to 
emerge from the font was to be born anew.11 This con-
catenation of ideas led artists to envision the well into 
which Joseph is thrown as close in appearance to a 
baptismal font. In the mosaics of San Marco in Venice, 
for example, the brothers force Joseph into a well 
(a scene depicted in one of the atrium domes) that 
resembles closely a font that Matthew, in the mosaics in 
the church’s nave, uses to baptize an Ethiopian prince 
(Figs. 146–147).12 Understanding the connection of 
the Joseph episode to baptism, Ghiberti likewise mod-
eled his image of the well on a baptismal font, and 
not just a generic structure, but the one used on an 
almost-daily basis in Florence during his time. In the 
fifteenth century nearly all Florentines were baptized 
in a small, hexagonal font (decorated with reliefs of 
biblical and historical baptisms) that had been installed 
in the baptistery in 1370 or 1371 (Fig.  148).13 But 

Figure 145. Joseph Thrown into the Well, seventeenth-century copy of fifth-century painting in San Paolo fuori 
le mura, Rome, Barb. Lat. 4406, fol. 44r, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,  Rome; Photo:  ©2015 Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana, reproduced by permission of the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, with all rights reserved.
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Ghiberti used not only this local font as a model; the 
scene at the well is based on the baptismal ceremony 
as it was performed in Florence. Family members and 
godparents brought children to the hexagonal font at 
Florence’s San Giovanni and held them above it as the 
officiant sprinkled water on the infant and then said 
the required prayers. After the rite’s completion the 

father, another relative, or perhaps a godparent almost 
always made a charitable donation, handing over a sum 
of money that was, beginning in 1404, split between 
the Cathedral Chapter and the Baptistery Opera, 
which, run by the Calimala guild, supervised directly 
the decoration and upkeep of the building.14 And this 
is precisely what we see in Ghiberti’s image:  family 
members hold up a struggling child – Joseph almost 
seems to wail as many babies, while awaiting the rite, 
must also have done – over a well understood typo-
logically as a font, and there is an exchange of money. 
Ghiberti’s contemporaries must have found familiar 
indeed his presentation of this episode.

The narrative’s three subsequent scenes all occur 
after Joseph has been named governor of Egypt and 
after the brothers have gone there the first time, 
returned to Canaan, journeyed back again to Egypt 
with Benjamin to acquire grain a second time, and then 
departed to begin the trip back home to Canaan and 
their father. The narrative picks up with the moment 
just after Joseph’s steward, here accompanied by other 
Egyptian officials, finds the silver cup in Benjamin’s 
sack of grain and confronts the brothers (Fig.  149). 
Rather than locate the episode in the countryside, 
the setting specified in the Bible, Ghiberti placed it in 
the city, within the zone of space unified through his 
employment of perspective. Ten of the brothers form 
a tightly composed group and react to the discovery 
of the cup, and the eleventh, larger in size and holding 
in his left hand a bag of money, stands slightly apart, 
toward the center of the panel. He looks to his left, 
away from his brothers. Benjamin, the smallest and 
youngest, delicately opens his hands and extends his 
right one, perhaps a reference to common interpreta-
tions of his name, which claim that Benjamin means 
“son of the right hand,” a proposal meant to indicate 
his moral rectitude.15 Through this gesture he seems to 
question, timidly and hesitantly, the evidence that has 
been uncovered.

His brothers, by contrast, do not hold back 
in expressing their emotions. Those standing to 
Benjamin’s right extend their arms with palms facing 
up, perhaps questioning the finding and imploring the 
steward not to punish Benjamin. In the middle and 
back rows, one brother gazes directly at the Egyptian 
officers, another rests his chin in his hands, and a third 
cries and digs his fingernails into his cheeks. Two in 

Figure 147. Matthew Baptizing an Ethiopian Prince, thirteenth 
century, San Marco, Venice; Photo:  Scala/Art Resource, 
New York.

Figure 146. Joseph Removed from the Well, thirteenth century, 
San Marco, Venice; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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back strain to look over their brothers’ shoulders in 
order to catch a glimpse of the evidence discovered 
in the grain sack. By far the most expressive figure 
is the one who stands at the right edge of the group 
and, to demonstrate his anguish, rips open his shirt – 
the Bible does report that the brothers react by tear-
ing their garments in grief  – and throws his head 
backward. Ghiberti’s masterful composition, which 
includes a cluster of bodies with heads and shoulders 
that tilt backward and forward, and to the left and 
right, provides viewers with a clear view of each face 
and thus a full demonstration of the range of reac-
tions produced by the steward’s announcement. Many 
individual gestures and expressions resemble those 
Giotto used to communicate emotional states in the 
Arena Chapel in Padua, a cycle that surely influenced 
Ghiberti’s conception of this moment. Giotto’s per-
sonification of the vice of anger (Ira), painted in gri-
saille in the chapel’s lowest level, rips open her shirt 

(Fig. 150), as does the figure of Caiaphas in the scene 
that illustrates the moment when he angrily accuses 
Christ of blasphemy (Matthew 26:65). To portray the 
brother curling his fingers and digging his fingernails 
into his face, Ghiberti probably drew inspiration from 
Giotto’s fresco of the Lamentation, where one of the 
angels performs the very same action to demonstrate 
the intensity of its grief over Christ’s death (Fig. 151). 
In posing other figures he looked to ancient tex-
tual sources. The figure tentatively identified above 
as Reuben, whose face disappears into his hand and 
draped arm, recalls Pliny’s description of Timanthes’ 
depiction of the sacrifice of Iphigenia, where, Pliny 
says, the painter veiled the face of Iphigenia’s father 
because he felt he could not represent adequately 
the profundity of his pain.16 Here too Ghiberti forces 
viewers to imagine the expression of one who grieves.

The panel’s next scene appears halfway up the left 
side, where Joseph, enthroned in front of an arched 

Figure 148. Anonymous, baptismal font showing panel with John the Baptist Baptizing Christ, 1370–1, Baptistery 
of San Giovanni, Florence; Photo: Robert G. La France.
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niche in the governor’s palace, reunites with his 
brothers after revealing his identity (Fig.  152). The 
Bible reports that the revelation produced a feeling 
of fear (45:3:  “timore”) in the brothers, who in the 
moment worried about the consequences of their ear-
lier actions. In the relief only the brother who falls 
to the ground, perhaps Reuben, seems distraught. The 
others do not disclose their feelings. Or perhaps they 
have recovered from the initial shock of the news they 
have received. They gaze blankly toward Joseph, who, 
true to the biblical narrative, embraces Benjamin. It is 
a tender embrace. Benjamin wraps his arms around his 
brother and they press their cheeks together. Joseph 
extends his arm, an indication that he is still speaking 
or perhaps that he wishes to draw his brothers toward 
him, but they do not yet move to approach him.

ARCHITECTURE: GHIBERTI AND 

MICHELOZZO

In the Bible the discovery of the cup happens outside 
the city, but Ghiberti nonetheless placed the episode, 
along with the brothers’ reunion, in a bustling town 
dominated by the grain market. Genesis mentions 
the granaries (41:35; called “horrea”) in which Joseph 
and the Egyptians store food in anticipation of the 
 famine. Many medieval travelers to Egypt, Florentines 
included, recorded the tradition that the pyramids, 
built under the supervision of Joseph, served as stor-
age facilities during the seven-year famine.17 The bib-
lical text says nothing about the places where grain 
was actually distributed, and visual and textual tra-
dition did not dictate any particular shape or form 
for the buildings where people went to receive grain 

Figure 149. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joseph panel (discovery of the cup in Benjamin’s bag) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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(as opposed to the structures where it was stored). 
Ghiberti was thus free to design any type of mar-
ket without contradicting the Old Testament text or 
received beliefs.

In his classicizing structure, Composite pilasters 
decorate the slender piers comprising the market’s 
arcade level, and the attic level above includes small 
aedicule windows floating in the middle of wall sur-
faces and flanked by pilasters. Just as the monumental 
hall in the Jacob and Esau panel completes a series of 
buildings in the left door, the grain market culmi-
nates the sequence of round structures in the upper  
three panels of the right door. In the Cain and Abel 
relief there appears the round, thatched hut, and in the 
Abraham and Isaac panel the announcement of Isaac’s 
birth happens next to a circular cloth tent from which 
Sarah emerges when the angels approach and speak 
to Abraham. Moreover, the grain market of the Joseph 
panel and Isaac’s palace in the Jacob and Esau relief 
together form a key component of Vitruvius’s catalog 

of architectural types. After outlining in books three 
and four the features of Ionic, Doric, and Corinthian 
temples, all structures built on longitudinal plans, 
Vitruvius concludes his summary with a description 
of circular temples before moving on to a discussion 
of other classes of buildings made for a variety of polit-
ical, social, and economic functions in cities.18 These 
kinds of structures appear in the background of three 
of the four subsequent panels:  the Joshua, David, and 
Solomon and Queen of Sheba reliefs.

Krautheimer proposed the fifth-century church 
of Santo Stefano Rotondo (Fig. 153) on the Caelian 
Hill in Rome as the model for Ghiberti’s classiciz-
ing grain market.19 In the Renaissance some writers 
and artists believed that the church had functioned 
originally as an ancient temple of Faun, but other 
fifteenth-century antiquarians thought that Nero 
originally commissioned the building that became 
Santo Stefano as a market, a fact that perhaps drew 
Ghiberti’s attention to the structure given the content 
of the Joseph story.20 Ghiberti had traveled through-
out Italy and visited Rome several times before 1430, 
and he certainly knew, in addition to Santo Stefano, 
numerous other circular or centralized structures from 
antiquity and the early Christian era that potentially 
served as models. Some examples, like the octago-
nal, sixth-century San Vitale in Ravenna, caught the 
attention of his humanist contemporaries. In 1433 
Traversari visited San Vitale and subsequently praised 
the church in a letter to Niccoli.21 Of course, the over-
whelming classicism of the market evokes most vividly 
the many ancient circular temples that still stood in 
the fifteenth century. The so-called Round Temple by 
the Tiber (ca. 100 BCE), the Temple B in the Largo 
di Torre Argentina (ca. 90 BCE), and the Temple of 
Vesta in the Forum (first built sixth century BCE), all 
in Rome, survived into the Middle Ages, as did the 
Temple of Vesta in Tivoli (early first century BCE) 
(see, e.g., Figs. 154–155). All are circular in plan and 
built with Corinthian colonnades (except the Roman 
Temple of  Vesta, which originally had a Composite or 
Ionic colonnade) encircling a central room (or cella) 
and supporting a superstructure capped by a dome or 
conical roof.22 Ghiberti’s market, with its twenty piers 
in the outermost ring, is close to the Round Temple 
and Roman Temple of Vesta, both of which also had 
twenty columns in their outer colonnades.23 Although 

Figure 150. Giotto di Bondone, Ira, ca. 1303–5, Arena 
Chapel, Padua; Photo: Bridgeman Images.
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Ghiberti drew inspiration from such structures, he 
clearly did not copy any one of them precisely. In 
none of the ancient structures, for example, does one 
find an attic level above an ambulatory.

His market  also departs from Vitruvius’s recom-
mendations concerning proper proportion and form 
in round structures. He specifies, in De architectura, that 
the height of a circular temple’s columns should equal 
the diameter of the cella, and he fixed the ratio of 
the columns’ height to their diameter at 10:1.24 The 
height of the piers of Joseph’s market is about 64 per-
cent of the width of the cella, and for its pilasters, 
which take the place of columns, Ghiberti used a 
height-to-width ratio of approximately 17.5:1.25 By 
taking even rudimentary measurements of Roman 
ruins, something Niccoli and others – including, pos-
sibly, Brunelleschi  – did in the early fifteenth cen-
tury, Ghiberti and his contemporaries would have 
known that ancient architects similarly departed, and 

significantly, from rules codified by Vitruvius.26 The 
columns of the Round Temple, for example, are signif-
icantly taller than the cella’s diameter (10.60 meters vs. 
8.53 meters), and the ratio of these columns’ height to 
their diameter is 11:1.27 Ghiberti paid close attention 
to Vitruvius’s outline of the historical development of 
architecture, but he, like his ancient predecessors, did 
not adhere to all of Vitruvius’s prescriptions concern-
ing specific proportions.

In Ghiberti’s very tall and relatively wide struc-
ture, attenuated piers and arched openings comprise 
a double-arcade that defines the boundaries of the 
ambulatory and supports the market’s superstructure 
and attic level. It is difficult to imagine that these del-
icate piers could, in an actual building, support the 
weight of the elements located above them.28 In 
fashioning this grain market, Kenneth Clark writes, 
Ghiberti practiced a kind of “dream-architecture.”29 
He designed and built in bronze a complex edifice 

Figure 151. Giotto di Bondone, Lamentation, ca. 1303–5, Arena Chapel, Padua; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, 
New York.
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Figure 152. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joseph panel (Joseph reveals his identity to his brothers) from the Gates 
of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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made of a dizzying number of architectonic elements 
that divide the panel into contiguous spatial pock-
ets of widely varying sizes and shapes. The inclusion 
of especially thin pilasters and piers, although ren-
dering doubtful the structural integrity of the mar-
ket, was necessary because only such supports allow 
viewers to see beyond the front arcade and into the 
spaces behind it, where they find another three layers 
(four, if one counts the palace at left) of architectural 
elements dividing four successive spatial zones that 
contain various people and activities. Ultimately, the 
market highlights Ghiberti’s ability to craft, by stacking 
and arranging slender three-dimensional elements on 
a two-dimensional surface, a visually intricate archi-
tectural web that demarcates consecutive, linked spaces 
filled with both moving and static figures. A similar 
representation of a series of spatial zones containing 
people appears in Donatello’s bronze Feast of Herod 
(Fig.  136), a work that perhaps stimulated Ghiberti’s 
approach to fashioning the market.

It has long been assumed that Michelozzo 
helped Ghiberti design the buildings in the Joseph 
panel, but it is difficult to define with certainty his 
role in this process. Since he reentered the work-
shop only in 1437, after all the reliefs had been 
cast, it is likely that he assisted with the cleaning 
and chasing. As we shall see, the details added dur-
ing these two stages of work unquestionably bear 
Michelozzo’s imprint, but it is also possible that he 
worked informally with Ghiberti as he completed 
the wax models.

The slenderness of the piers decorating both 
the rotunda and the palace in the Joseph panel 
presented Ghiberti, Michelozzo, and others in 
the workshop relatively little space in which to 
insert the elements typically included in capitals 
in architectural structures, or representations of 
them, during the early fifteenth century. Still, they 
fit into these narrow spans capitals of two differ-
ent types. In the governor’s palace (Fig. 156) and 
the lower level of the grain market (Fig. 157) one 
finds Composite capitals, with leaves covering the 
surface of the capital and curving volutes emerg-
ing from a strip below the abacus. In the shorter 
pilasters of the market’s upper floor the capitals are 
adorned with two levels of acanthus leaves; two 
leaves appear in the upper row and one in the lower 
(Fig. 158). To decorate Isaac’s palace (Fig. 90) and 

Solomon’s temple (Fig. 159), Ghiberti and Michelozzo 
used instead Corinthian capitals, in which four curl-
ing volutes – two in the center of the capital and one 
in each of its corners – grow organically either out of 
the capital’s upper row of three acanthus leaves, the 
outer leaves bending around the corners, or from cau-
liculi, the tubular elements running vertically along 
the capital; additionally, they often placed fleurons in 
the center of the abacus and boss.30 Presumably, practi-
cality and issues of space in part determined the deci-
sion to include Composite, rather than Corinthian, 
pilasters in the main and ground-level stories of the 
governor’s palace and the grain market in the Joseph 
relief. The greater number of leaves and extensive dec-
orative detailing in Corinthian capitals would have 
been extremely difficult to fit onto the narrow span 
of the pilaster strips that decorate the market and 
palace. Composite capitals, moreover, appear fre-
quently in architectural structures designed in the 

Figure  153. Santo Stefano Rotondo (interior), fifth cen-
tury, Rome; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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first half of the fifteenth century by Michelozzo, 
who knew earlier examples of the element used in 
Tuscan Romanesque churches like Santi Apostoli 
in Florence (Fig.  160), which features them in its 
nave arcade; Brunelleschi, by contrast, avoided the 
Composite order in his designs.31 Michelozzo used 
a geometricized version of the Composite type in 
the tomb he and Donatello created in the mid- 
to late-1420s for Cardinal Rainaldo Brancacci in 
Sant’Angelo a Nilo in Naples (Fig. 161). By the 1430s 
he had developed a variation of the Composite capi-
tal with less geometric and more organic volutes. An 
example of this new version appears in the courtyard 
columns of many Florentine palaces, including the 
Palazzo Medici, the Palazzo Salviati-Borghese (in via 
Ghibellina), and the Palazzo Dietisalvi-Neroni, and 
it can also be seen in the capitals of the columns 
supporting the loggia of the hospital of San Paolo 
in Florence’s piazza Santa Maria Novella (e.g., Figs. 
162–163).32

The decision to highlight Composite capitals in 
the Joseph panel was a result not only of Michelozzo’s 
interest in the type and not simply of the fact that 
it was easier to fit them onto the slender pilasters of 
the grain market and palace. Their use reflects as well, 
and perhaps more fundamentally, the general approach 
to architectural decoration that Michelozzo embraced 
in his large-scale projects after 1437, when he began 
using the orders to differentiate, as John Onians has 
written, the “status and function” of various structures 
and sites.33 In his architectural designs for religious 
buildings, and especially their most sacred precincts 
(e.g., the Novitiate Chapel at Santa Croce; Fig. 164), 
Michelozzo, following Brunelleschi, tended to include 
the Corinthian order. He often inserted Ionic columns 
into areas of religious buildings utilized by members 
of the lay community. Onians argues that Michelozzo 
considered the refined Corinthian order appropri-
ate for religious sanctuaries, and that he believed 
the simpler Ionic order to be suitable for spaces not 

Figure 154. Round Temple, ca. 100 BCE, Rome; Photo: Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Rome (Neg. 
D-DAI-Rom 2009.0252).
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Figure 155. Temple of Vesta, built 575 BCE, rebuilt numerous times between fourth century BCE and 200 
CE, Rome; Photo: Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Rome (Behrens, Neg. D-DAI-Rom 2008.2395).

Figure 156. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joseph panel (palace capitals) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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used for worship.34 He designed the library and clois-
ter of San Marco, for example, with Ionic columns 
(Figs. 165–166). Michelozzo, in sum, tended to use the 
Composite or Ionic order for secular, civic, and domes-
tic structures like private palaces and hospitals, or for 
structures made to house intellectual pursuits and 
contemplation, and the Corinthian order for sacred 
edifices. Not surprisingly, given Michelozzo’s impor-
tant role in chasing the three architectural reliefs, one 
finds a similar type of differentiation in the pilasters 
represented in the Gates. Composite, Doric, or simple 
leaf-covered pilasters adorn the secular grain market 

and the governor’s palace of Egypt in the Joseph panel 
as well as the ancillary buildings in the Solomon and 
Queen of Sheba panel (Figs. 167–168), whereas elegant 
Corinthian pilasters ornament the residence of the 
biblical patriarchs Isaac and Jacob and Solomon’s tem-
ple.35 Michelozzo and Ghiberti used classical architec-
tural language to clarify the hierarchy of the figures 
and places represented in the reliefs and to visualize 
a modern practice of architecture in which buildings 
were decorated according to their function and signif-
icance. Admittedly, many viewers would have found 
these details somewhat difficult to see from their 

Figure 158. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joseph panel (upper-level market capitals) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 157. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joseph panel (lower-level market capitals) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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viewpoint in the piazza in front of the doors, but they 
are precisely the types of elements Ghiberti and mem-
bers of his workshop would have wanted to consider 
carefully and represent precisely. Extensive discussions 
must have preceded this work. And Ghiberti and oth-
ers interested in the vocabulary of ancient building and 
the practice of modern architecture must have enjoyed 
talking over his approach as the reliefs were being cast 
and chased and after these processes were finished.

Finally, one wonders if the grain market, with 
its clearly classicizing form and decoration, struck 

Ghiberti’s contemporaries as odd given its appear-
ance in the middle of an Egyptian city. Some justi-
fication for the presence of such a structure in this 
context can be found in Diodorus Siculus’s Library 
of History and Herodotus’s Histories. Both ancient 
historians claim Egyptian origins for ancient Greek 
civilization and stress the influence of Egyptian cul-
ture on the Greeks.36 Diodorus says that Egyptians 
settled Argos in Greece and that many learned 
Greeks visited Egypt to “become acquainted with its 
customs and  learning.”37 His list of visiting Greeks 

Figure 159. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (pilasters and capitals of Solomon’s 
temple) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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includes legendary and historical poets (Orpheus), 
lawgivers (Solon and Lycurgus of Sparta), scien-
tists and  mathematicians (Eudoxus, Pythagoras, and 
Oenopides), philosophers (Plato and Democritus), 
and craftsmen-architects (Daedalus). Poggio 
Bracciolini began translating systematically the first 
five books of Diodorus’s text into Latin in the 1430s, 
finishing the work between 1447 and 1449, but in 
the first decade of the fifteenth century scholars 
were already reading portions of both Diodorus and 
Herodotus.38 Leonardo Bruni translated precisely the 
section of the Library that names and describes the 
figures from Greek history and legend who visited 
Egypt to study with learned Egyptians, and Coluccio 
Salutati integrated this excerpt into his Labors of 
Hercules, written in 1405 or 1406.39 Diodorus’s belief 
that Greek culture was influenced by that of the 
Egyptians was thus not unknown among Ghiberti’s 
humanist contemporaries.

Ghiberti in fact considered the influence of 
Egyptian culture on the Greeks and Romans. In the 
Commentaries he reports that Egyptians maintain that 
they made drawings six thousand years before the 
Greeks produced them.40 The passage relies on Pliny 
but contains a substitution, because Pliny writes that 
the Egyptians claimed to have invented “painting” 
six millennia before the Greeks practiced the art.41 
Ghiberti, after reporting the belief that Egyptians drew 
thousands of years before the Greeks, dismisses it, just 
as Pliny discounts their discovery of painting so long 
before it became popular in Greece, but he proceeds 
to repeat one of Pliny’s subsequent ideas, namely, that 
the Egyptian Philocles was possibly the first to make 
a drawing (he also suggests that a Corinthian or a 
Sicyonian might have been the first to draw). Alberti 
tackled the same issue briefly in On Painting, writing 
that some believe that Philocles discovered painting but 
that “our” writers do not subscribe to this notion and 

Figure  160. Santi Apostoli with detail of a nave capital, eleventh century, Florence; Photo:  Alinari/Art 
Resource, New York.
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Figure  161. Michelozzo and Donatello, Tomb of Rainaldo Brancacci with detail of a capital, ca. 1425–28, 
Sant’Angelo a Nilo, Naples; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.

Figure  162. Michelozzo, courtyard of the Palazzo Medici with detail of a capital, begun 1444, Florence; 
Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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instead adhere to the idea that painting came to Italy 
from Greece.42 He quickly moves on from the discus-
sion, saying that determining the inventors of artistic 
techniques is not his goal because he is not “recounting 
histories like Pliny, but devising anew an art of paint-
ing.” One wonders if he alludes here to Ghiberti’s his-
torical approach and account. Ghiberti was, after all, 
possibly already at work on his text by 1435. In any 
case, the suggestion, in the Joseph panel, that classicizing 
structures could be found in Egypt accorded with the 
claims of those who had argued for a direct connection 
between Egyptian and Greek culture – and also with 
his own suspicions, even if accompanied by uncertainty, 
about the possible impact of Egyptian discoveries on 
artists and architects in ancient Greece and Rome.

CITY LIFE

Despite the overwhelmingly classical flavor of 
the market, certain aspects of its appearance echo 

medieval structures in Ghiberti’s Florence. The wide, 
arched openings resemble those of Orsanmichele, 
which included similar structures in its lower level 
(built between 1337 and 1359)  before they were 
closed up with stained glass and tracery in the late 
fourteenth century (Fig.  169).43 The processes of 
transporting and selling grain and flour in Ghiberti’s 
Florence also seem to have influenced the kinds of 
activities he represented in and around the fictive 
market. At Orsanmichele the arched entrances ini-
tially gave access to a lower-level emporium where 
one could purchase these foodstuffs. The middle story 
of Orsanmichele, echoed generally in the attic level of 
the market in the Joseph panel, was in use by 1368 but 
it and the top level were finished only around 1374.44 
These floors were initially intended for grain stor-
age and to house the offices of Florence’s grain offi-
cials, the Sei del Biado, a magistracy founded in 1284 
that used communal funds to purchase and import 
grain from the contado.45 The Sei arranged for its sale 

Figure 163. Michelozzo, capital from the loggia of the Ospedale di San Paolo, mid- to late-1450s, Florence; 
Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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at the Orsanmichele market for fair prices – whether 
supplies were plentiful or not. This magistracy and 
another called the Abbondanza, which replaced the 
Sei in 1353, provided protection against famine, ensur-
ing that even the poor had access to food when sup-
plies were scarce.46

In 1413 fears that the weight of the grain would 
damage the floors of the upper levels of Orsanmichele, 
the vaults beneath them, and perhaps also the struc-
ture’s outer walls, which contain many niches that 
received new statues in the second decade of the fif-
teenth century, led the captains of the confraternity of 
Orsanmichele to decide to move the grain stores out of 

the upper stories and to other facilities.47 
By the time Ghiberti modeled his Joseph 
panel, the lower section of Orsanmichele 
had also long ago ceased functioning 
as Florence’s grain market. In 1357 the 
Signoria decided to move the emporium 
away from Orsanmichele, and in 1365 it 
approved a provision to establish a new 
market piazza southeast of the Palazzo dei 
Priori, a space that was put into use some-
time between 1367 and 1379.48 Grain and 
flour were thus simultaneously stored and 
sold at Orsanmichele for very few years 
(perhaps in the mid-1370s), if at all, and to 
be distributed they had to be transported 
from the city’s various storage facilities to 
the two markets, the first at Orsanmichele 
and the second near the Palazzo dei Priori. 
Even before this step, flour, by law pro-
duced in the communal mills built in the 
late 1350s along the banks of the Arno (on 
the Oltrarno side, between the Porta San 
Niccolò and the Ponte alle Grazie), was 
transported in sacks to the storage facili-
ties before being taken to, and distributed 
at, the civic markets.49 The magistracy 
in charge of overseeing flour milling, 
formed in 1368 after a serious food short-
age, employed seven to nine carriers who 
were paid by the load and who, in the 
early fifteenth century, brought to the 
city the 2,400 Florentine bushels of flour 
consumed by the city’s inhabitants each 
day.50 Grain and flour were sold at prices 
heavily subsidized by the government, 

making these foodstuffs both commodities and a form 
of communal charity on a large scale.51

The Joseph panel echoes in many ways the steps 
involved in the importation and distribution of grain 
or flour at the city’s public markets  – whether at 
Orsanmichele or elsewhere – in Florence. One figure 
walking into the market building and visible through 
the arch just to the left of the rotonda’s main entrance 
carries a heavy sack of grain or flour on his shoulder, 
its weight bending his body forward; another stand-
ing behind the round receptacle empties a bag full of 
grain or flour into it; and a third, shown in profile 

Figure 164. Michelozzo, Novitiate Chapel, ca. 1445, Santa Croce, Florence; 
Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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on the right, walks away, leaving the market with a 
mostly empty sack slung over his right shoulder, his 
grain presumably just emptied into the receptacle (see 
Fig.  170). As was the case in Ghiberti’s Florence, in 
this imaginary Egyptian city the storage (or produc-
tion) facilities and market are evidently in different 
locations, necessitating the transport of grain and/or 
flour to the place of distribution. Not all the figures 
work to build up supplies. Many take away sacks of 
grain, carrying them on their shoulders, backs, heads, 
or in improvised containers (Fig. 171). A number load 
them onto pack animals in the foreground, including 
a camel at right that seems not to cooperate fully with 

the operation. Standing near the animal’s hind quar-
ters, one figure lifts a heavy bag; another who works in 
tandem with him manipulates a strap attached to the 
camel’s back, furrows his brow, and opens his mouth 
as if yelling an order. Near the camel’s head a partici-
pant in the attempt to hoist the loads onto the animal’s 
back clenches his fist and strikes its snout. The action 
is puzzling, and all viewers can assume is that he pun-
ishes the camel for its unwillingness to accept the task 
of carrying the heavy grain.

Others hauling away their cargo do not struggle 
quite as much. A  little boy in the right side of the 
foreground, smiling slightly, has pulled up the front of 

Figure 165. Michelozzo, Library of San Marco, late 1430s to early 1440s, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, 
New York.
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his tunic, turning it into a pocket that he has filled 
with grain. The woman with whom he walks, presum-
ably his mother, secures a sack on her head with her 
left arm and pulls up her long cloak with her right 
hand, the latter an action that lifts the hem of her gar-
ment from around her feet so that she can walk more 
easily. Ghiberti uses the same action to imply move-
ment in the Noah panel (Noah’s wife holds up part 
of her outer robe) and in the Abraham and Isaac panel 
(the visiting angel in front gathers up a section of its 
cloak), and it appears again in the Solomon and Queen of 
Sheba relief, where, as in the other examples, it implies 
recent or current movement. Having received a quan-
tity of food, this woman has left the market through 
the opening behind her and sweeps through the fore-
ground as she walks toward the panel’s front edge, 
over which the toes of her right foot extend. With her 
elegantly flowing drapery, with her gently undulating 
pose, and with the bag atop her head, she would have 
recalled for Florentine viewers a statue located very 

close to Orsanmichele, Donatello’s now-lost Dovizia, 
which he sculpted around 1430 for a spot atop a col-
umn in the Mercato Vecchio.52 The Dovizia, a sculp-
ture of a woman supporting on her head a fruit-filled 
basket and holding in her left arm a cornucopia, came 
to symbolize Florentine wealth and charity.53 With 
the child accompanying the woman, Ghiberti’s pair 
resembles domestic terracotta versions of the Dovizia 
produced later in the fifteenth century by the Della 
Robbia workshop, which, perhaps following and 
inspired by Ghiberti, added an infant or young child 
in order to transform the statue into a representation 
of not only abundance but also fertility (Fig. 172). The 
pair also recalls the alimentary reliefs on the Arch of 
Trajan at Benevento and on coins minted during the 
time of Trajan (Fig. 173) that highlight his institution 
of the alimenta, the government-funded distribution of 
food.54 In these images a figure stands with one or two 
children, who are recipients of the emperor’s largesse. 
Both the Dovizia and the Trajanic images emphasize 

Figure  166. Michelozzo, Cloister of San Marco, late 1430s, Florence; Photo:  Gianni Dagli Orti/The Art 
Archive at Art Resource, New York.
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Figure 167. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (building to the left of Solomon’s 
temple) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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bountifulness and charity, and they are 
thus are appropriate models for a scene 
in a story about the distribution of food 
to those in need.

The path that this prominent woman 
and child have just followed aligns with 
one of the orthogonal lines linking the 
panel’s foreground and background 
(Fig.  174). The perspectival space rep-
resented here resembles, yet  also dif-
fers from, the one in the Jacob and Esau 
panel. The outer foreground orthogonals 
again drop beneath the main vanishing 
point, but throughout the composition 
the distance between the transverse lines 
decreases at a regular rate. Whereas the 
perspective system that Ghiberti used in 
the Jacob and Esau panel defines a capa-
cious space into which, at various dis-
tances, he inserted individual episodes, in 
the Joseph panel he constructed a spatial 
realm in which he massed figures in the 
foreground and middle ground of the 
lower level. To read most of the story, the 
gaze thus does not need to travel into fic-
tive depth at various distances, but rather 
oscillates between the front and middle 
zones, mimicking, replicating, and thus 
reinforcing the movement of those who, 
like the woman and child, have obtained 
grain and walk away from the market.

As the woman and child cut through 
the foreground, they enter a space that 
Ghiberti opened between a turbaned 
man on the right who looks forward 
(toward the viewer’s left), raises his left 
hand, and gathers his drapery with his 
right hand and, on the left, a promi-
nently placed individual who, clutching 
a sack of money and extending his right 
hand, gazes over his left shoulder and 
toward the other figure. Both men, like 
the woman accompanying the child, 
are proportionately larger – and signifi-
cantly so – than the other figures in the 
foreground crowd, a visual device that 
artists including Ambrogio Lorenzetti 

Figure  168. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba 
panel (building to the right of Solomon’s temple) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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(Fig. 175) and Taddeo Gaddi (Fig. 33) earlier used to 
highlight particularly important figures in altarpieces 
or narrative paintings.

Jules Lubbock has identified these two men as, 
on the right, Joseph and, at left, his steward, and he 
theorizes that Ghiberti here shows Joseph ordering 
this deputy to place the brothers’ money back into 
their sacks.55 According to Lubbock’s interpretation, 
the woman and child who cross through the space 
between the two men are anonymous members of the 
Egyptian public, and he theorizes that Ghiberti placed 
them there to break up the overly obvious connection 
between Joseph and the steward. Joseph, according to 
the biblical text, hatches his plan in secret, and Lubbock 
suggests that the placement of his command in the 
midst of a crowd obscures and muddles his actions and 
those of his steward, making it harder for viewers to 
locate this scene and therefore hinting at the furtive-
ness that defines the plot. Beholders, he suggests, must 
strain to find these actions precisely because Joseph, in 
the story, masks his true intentions in order to prevent 
others from discovering his scheme.

Identifying the figure to the left of center as the 
steward, however, leaves only ten brothers in the scene 
of the discovery of the cup. In the other two episodes 
in which the siblings play a role, Ghiberti carefully 
included all eleven. All of them – some shown fully 

Figure  170. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joseph panel (grain transport) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.

Figure  169. Orsanmichele, fourteenth century, Florence; 
Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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and others indicated by only their faces or the tops 
of their heads  – witness the moment when Joseph 
is sold into slavery. And in the last scene, when they 
reunite with him on the balcony of the palace, each 
of the brothers – some visible and others partially rep-
resented  – appears before Joseph. If we assume that 
Ghiberti always included all of the siblings in order 
to portray these episodes accurately, the larger figure 
slightly to the left of center must be identified as a 
brother.

The sack he grasps in his left hand proves that this 
must indeed be the case. He is Judah, the most out-
spoken and active of Joseph’s siblings and the one who 
engineers his sale to the Ishmaelites and then, much 
later, makes the impassioned speech that prompts 
Joseph’s decision to reveal his identity. In Ghiberti’s 
image of the scene at the well the money sack figures 

prominently. The brother at the front of the crowd 
leans forward in order to grasp the bag held by one of 
the three Ishmaelite merchants. The appearance of a 
similar small bag, which perhaps also contains money, 
in the clenched fist of the foreground figure recalls this 
earlier moment of the drama. It also evokes the actions 
of Judas, who in the gospel accounts takes money in 
exchange for his betrayal of Christ, a scene included 
in nearly all New Testament cycles (e.g., Fig. 176). Not 
surprisingly, exegetes commonly compared the story 
of the brothers selling Joseph with Judas’s acceptance 
of the bribe and saw the former event as a prefigura-
tion of the latter.56 Although Judah is not engaged in 
an act of betrayal in the moment playing out in the 
foreground (as he had been when he and his brothers 
sold Joseph to the merchants), nonetheless, holding his 
bag of money at the front edge of the relief, he brings 

Figure 171. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joseph panel (right foreground) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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to mind the moment in the New Testament when 
Judas has received his payment, and the presence 
of the bag confirms that this figure must be Judas’s 
typological predecessor, Judah.

Judah, in this moment, interacts directly with 
the turbaned man on the right side of the fore-
ground (Fig. 171). They gesture toward each other, 
Judah speaking with his right hand and his inter-
locutor responding by showing his left palm, which 
he holds up as if to stop Judah from continuing to 
speak. In the later episodes of this narrative the only 
person Judah engages and addresses is Joseph, to 
whom he delivers the speech in which he asks the 
stranger before him not to keep Benjamin in Egypt. 
Joseph must certainly be the man wearing the tur-
ban. Judah, it seems, has first participated in the dis-
cussion with the steward after the cup is found and 
then immediately, the viewer understands, turns to 
deliver his oration to Joseph. Ghiberti’s decision to 
place Judah between the scene at left and Joseph at 
right, a composition implying that his speech fol-
lows immediately the discovery of the cup, is sup-
ported by vernacular sources that retell the long tale 
of Joseph and his brothers. The early medieval vita 
of Joseph attributed to the fourth-century Syrian 
theologian Ephraem, a text popular in the fifteenth 
century and in fact translated in a new version by 
Traversari in the late 1420s, ties together these epi-
sodes chronologically and suggests that they hap-

pened in the same place, one immediately after the 
other. The text explains how, after the steward finds 
the cup, Benjamin begs for mercy and then Judah 
immediately falls to his knees, prays, and delivers his 
oration before Joseph.57

The drapery of Judah’s cloak, acting almost as a sling 
holding his right arm, in fact marks him as a speaker 
according to classical oratorical practices. The ancient 
Athenian orator Aeschines, in his Contra Timarchum, 
describes a statue he saw of the lawgiver Solon in 
which the sculptor showed Solon wearing a toga and 
a pallium, the latter wrapped tightly around his arm, 
a style of dress, he claims, that early Greek orators 
used to emphasize their modesty and restraint.58 The 
type of configuration that Aeschines mentions, where 
an outer cloak binds the arm, appears in numerous 
ancient statues, many of which, in their poses and 
the arrangement of their drapery, resemble closely 

Figure  172. Giovanni della Robbia, Dovizia, ca. 1520, 
Minneapolis Institute of Arts, The William Hood Dunwoody 
Fund 15.211; Photo: Minneapolis Institute of Arts.

Figure  173. Aureus commemorating Trajan’s distribution 
of food, second century  CE, Museo Nazionale Romano, 
Rome; Photo: Bridgeman Images.
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Ghiberti’s Judah (e.g., Fig. 177).59 Nothing, however, 
in such sculpted works lets viewers know that the 
statues are orators. Ghiberti would have needed to 
learn about the association between this type of dress 
and the public speaker from a contemporary who 
knew Aeschines’s description of the statue of Solon. 

Not surprisingly, given the early fifteenth-century 
interest in ancient rhetoric, a number of intellectu-
als in Ghiberti’s circle were familiar with Aeschines’s 
work. Bruni knew his speeches, having translated one 
of them early in the fifteenth century, and by 1416 
Niccoli had in his possession a manuscript of all of his 

Figure  174. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Joseph panel (with orthogonals added) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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orations.60 Perhaps Niccoli reported to Ghiberti what 
he learned about the statue of Solon from his reading 
of Aeschines. Ghiberti, in fact, used the pose a num-
ber of times, including, prominently, in his St. Matthew 
at Orsanmichele, where the drapery sling enwrap-
ping Matthew’s right arm perhaps suggests that, in the 
moment represented, he not only displays his gospel, 
which he holds in his left hand, but also announces 
through voice its contents (Fig. 178).

In the panel, Judah, figured as an orator, delivers the 
monologue that is, in the Bible, replete with mentions 
of affective bonds between parents and their children, 
some past (Jacob and Joseph) and others present (Jacob 
and Benjamin), and references to Joseph’s mother 
Rachel, whom he speaks about twice. He urges Joseph 
to spare Benjamin because Jacob loves Benjamin with 
such intensity that the boy’s departure would cause 
him, Judah says, to die from grief, and because Jacob 
believes that Joseph, Rachel’s only other son, died 
long ago. Ghiberti’s decision to have Judah deliver his 
speech to Joseph in the heart of the city, rather than 

in the palace (as is specified in the Bible), 
produced a composition in which mov-
ing people surround and pass by these two 
protagonists, and he used the members of 
this crowd to his interpretive advantage. At 
the height of an oration that emphasizes the 
persistence and intensity of parental love, 
and in which the speaker twice mentions 
Rachel, who has died by this point in the 
story, a mother and child traverse the space 
between Judah and Joseph. The mother 
resembles one of the women standing at 
left in the Jacob and Esau panel, who are, 
as already suggested, visions of Jacob’s four 
wives. Both wear garments cinched around 
the waist and below the breasts; both carry 
a heavy object atop their head; and in both 
an undulating strip of drapery winds around 
their arms and torso. The child is dressed in 
a simple tunic, tied around the waist and 
fastened at the shoulders, much like the cos-
tume worn by the young Joseph when he is 
thrown into the well. The mother and boy 
passing before Joseph’s eyes, who look like 
the young Joseph and one of Jacob’s wives 
(perhaps Rachel?), embody the content 

Figure 175. Ambrogio Lorenzetti, San Procolo Altarpiece, ca. 
1332, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence; Photo:  Alinari/Art 
Resource, New York.

Figure  176. Giotto di Bondone, Judas Accepting the Bribe, ca. 1303–5, 
Arena Chapel, Padua; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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of Judah’s speech  – a speech in which he mentions 
Rachel, alludes to Joseph’s childhood, and describes 
Jacob’s anguished memory of losing Joseph when he 
was a young boy. The woman and child, unknowing 
participants in the drama, illustrate these impassioned 
words. But they also might be considered the con-
tent of Joseph’s thoughts or an illustration of his mem-
ories of the past  – the thoughts and memories that 
cause him, in the next moment, to reveal his identity 
to his brothers. Joseph’s emotions, however, must be 

mixed, for these are still the brothers who sold him 
into slavery. Ghiberti’s composition acknowledges this, 
for directly behind the turbaned Joseph is the image 
of the Egyptians loading grain onto a camel, a scene of 
struggle and conflict and even violence. At first glance 
the event seems to have no immediate connection to 
the episode at the well, but the actions of the partici-
pants in this small drama – they surround the camel 
and, angrily and violently, force it to carry their load 
of grain – evoke those of Joseph’s brothers: when he is 
young they force him into a well and sell him to mer-
chants who, along with their camel, carry him away 
and into an uncertain future.

Figure 177. Aeschines, Roman copy of a Greek statue, orig-
inal ca. 300–280 BCE, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 
Naples; Photo: Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Rome 
(Neg. D-DAI-Rom 31.751).

Figure  178. Lorenzo Ghiberti, St. Matthew, Orsanmichele, 
1419–22, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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There is one other element in the panel that should 
be viewed in the context of Judah’s address before 
Joseph. Looming above the drama unfolding in the 
foreground, the market, with its round form and cen-
tralized plan, recalls not just the architecture of antiq-
uity but also beliefs about the burial place of Rachel, 
who in the Bible dies during Benjamin’s birth and thus 
before Joseph is sold in slavery. Jacob builds for her a 
tomb (35:19–20), and a building identified as her burial 
place became a destination for medieval pilgrims, who 
frequently mention its appearance in their travelogues. 
Niccolò da Poggibonsi, a Franciscan friar who visited 
Jerusalem in the mid-fourteenth century and com-
piled a diary of the trip that was read into the fifteenth 
century, writes that Rachel’s sepulcher, which he saw 
just outside Bethlehem, was located inside a round 
temple.61 In the panel Joseph stands in the middle of a 
city and before a monumental, round building – pre-
cisely the type of edifice that, in Ghiberti’s time, peo-
ple assumed had been constructed for Rachel. Joseph 
thus occupies a space filled with evocations – human 
and architectural – of the tragedy of his past.

◆

In placing Judah’s speech in the middle of the fore-
ground, Ghiberti again embraced the organizing prin-
ciple of the Jacob and Esau panel, where a dramatic scene 
in which one figure speaks and another listens culmi-
nates the narrative and is placed front and center. And 
once more, juxtaposed scenes represent vivid memo-
ries accompanying that central interaction. Although 
the effect is similar to the Jacob and Esau relief, Ghiberti 
fashioned the complex interaction in the Joseph nar-
rative differently. The image is a study of a city, and not 
just its buildings, which he and Michelozzo designed 
according to architectural practices of the time, but 
also its people, the ways they move, and the personal 
encounters that sometimes, quite unexpectedly, lead 
to new associations, thoughts, and ideas. Ghiberti visu-
alizes the way humans engage each other and their 
surroundings as they travel through public spaces, and 
he put to use the randomness of urban interactions to 
help narrate the story and explain why Joseph decides 
to tell his brothers who he  is. The central episode 
freezes the instant before Joseph reveals his identity, 
when a rush of memories and emotions fills his mind 
and causes him to change course.
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The Moses panel (Plate IX) is the first in the Gates cycle to include a single, substan-
tial crowd of figures.1 The Hebrews stand below the slopes of Sinai, occupying a 
space bordered by the Red Sea at left, the panel’s front and right edges, and the 

face of the mountain on top of which Moses receives the tablets from God (Exodus 31:18), 
who is accompanied by a large chorus of active angels.2 Moses grasps one tablet with his 
right hand and reaches for the other with his left. Though these stone sheets appear blank, 
the Bible (31:18) specifies that God has, by this moment, already recorded the law on them. 
Joshua, covering his face and kneeling on a ledge just below the summit, waits for Moses (on 
Joshua’s presence, see 24:13; Fig. 179). Some art historians have regarded the composition’s 
earthly crowd, and the others that dominate the last three panels of the Gates, as stylistically 
regressive elements reminiscent of the large groups of figures that fill certain fourteenth- and 
early fifteenth-century paintings often termed International Gothic. John Pope-Hennessy, 
for example, considered these figure-filled reliefs retrograde and evidence that Ghiberti fash-
ioned the lower four panels first and then, deeming the crowded compositions unsatisfactory 
because they were too difficult to read, designed the first six with easily distinguished, individ-
ual episodes.3 Such a judgment, however, disregards the content of the later reliefs and the fact 
that, in the book of Exodus, the Hebrews evolve from individuals and families into a people. 
The text of Exodus uses, for the first time, the “language of a people” and thus perhaps sug-
gested to Ghiberti that these compositions should include sizable groups.4 The Commentaries 
in fact reveal an awareness of this change. In outlining the first six narratives Ghiberti singles 
out individual protagonists; to describe those waiting at the foot of Sinai in the Moses panel, by 
contrast, he twice uses the word people (“popolo”), and it appears once more in his discussion 
of the David panel, where he calls the Israelites the “popolo d’Idio.”5 The presence of crowds 
in the lower reliefs indicates Ghiberti’s awareness of the fact that, in later parts of the Bible, 
the Hebrews comprise a large community.6 Because the Moses panel is the first to illustrate 
material from Exodus, it is the first to include an expansive crowd.

These Hebrews wait during the forty days Moses 
spends atop Sinai immediately before God hands him 
the law, a period, according to Exodus, accompanied 

by thunder, lightning, smoke, thick clouds, the blast 
of a ram’s horn, and, according to many interpre-
tations of the passage, earthquakes  – all signs that 

C hap te r   7

The Moses Panel: Sculpting the Drama of Nature
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indicate the presence of God and alert Moses’ follow-
ers to the extraordinary and supernatural nature of the 
events taking place on the summit (19:16–19).7 On 
the left side of the crowd (Fig. 180), figures surround 
a bearded man in profile who raises his right hand, 
looks up, and gazes into the sky above the sea.8 Allan 
Marquand suggested that this is Moses’ father-in-law 
Jethro, here looking heavenward to offer thanks to 
God for delivering the Hebrews from Egypt; chapter 
eighteen of Exodus (18:10) records his brief prayer.9 
Near him stand a soldier, his back facing the viewer, 
and a woman with two children, possibly Moses’ wife 
Zipporah and their sons Gershom and Eliezer. A num-
ber of Hebrews stand in front of a wall of rock behind 
them, either looking at the man gazing into the sky 
or exchanging glances with others nearby, and behind 
them a line of figures emerges from a crevasse in the 
lower part of Sinai’s slope. Exodus mentions Jethro, 
Zipporah, Gershom, and Eliezer in the first six verses 
of chapter eighteen, in a section that recounts Jethro’s 
decision to bring Moses’ wife and children to visit him 
after he and the Hebrews come safely through the 
Red Sea. The next chapter describes the establishment 
of the Hebrews’ camp at the foot of Sinai (19:2), which 

Ghiberti imagines on the left side of the panel as a row 
of alternating round and rectangular tents.

To the right, children frightened by the thunder, 
lightning, and shaking ground cling to their moth-
ers and tug at their clothing (Figs. 180–181). These 
details must have reminded many Florentine view-
ers of the moment in Dante’s Paradiso when Dante 
pilgrim, startled by a chorus of heavenly voices that 
produce a booming sound that Dante compares to 
thunder, turns back in fear to Beatrice, just like “a lit-
tle child who always runs back to where it has most 
confidence,” namely, his mother, who “quickly com-
forts her pale and gasping son.”10 Other Hebrews on 
the right, many of whom are modeled on dramatically 
posed ancient statues or figures from sarcophagi, look 
up to the sky or away from it.11 Some cover their faces; 
others extend their arms upward and into the air. One 
man, who stands behind a dumbstruck soldier staring 
into the heavens, reaches his hands toward the ground, 
as if feeling his way forward because he cannot see 
(Fig.  182). Those who do behold their world direct 
their gazes in many directions – to the right and left 
and within and outside of the panel. None looks in the 
direction of Sinai, a feature explained by the biblical 

Figure  179. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (Moses receiving the law) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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text, in which God announces to 
Moses (19:21) that no Hebrew 
may look at the mountain during 
his descent to earth and that any 
who tries will immediately perish. 
What results is a composition filled 
with figures engaging, visually and 
through emphatic gesture, the real 
space of the viewer. If the two 
reliefs preceding this one  – Jacob 
and Esau and Joseph – present fic-
tive depth constructed through lin-
ear perspective, in the Moses panel 
Ghiberti inverts perspective, show-
ing biblical actors who engage a 
realm coincident with the space 
occupied by the work’s behold-
ers. This real space, the actions of 
the quite literally thunderstruck 
Hebrews suggest, is illuminated by 
lightning, shaken by thunder and 
tremors, and filled with the blasts 
of horns.

In Exodus, the presentation of 
the tablets culminates a series of 
conversations between God and 
Moses, and then between Moses 
and the Hebrews (19–31). Moses 
approaches and speaks with God 
six times, often ascending Mt. Sinai 
to do so, and after each conver-
sation he returns to report to the 
Hebrews God’s admonitions and 
announcements. Moses hears God 
announce the Ten Commandments 
(20:1–17), outline a longer list of laws, the so-called 
Mosaic covenant, that the Hebrews are to follow 
(20:22–26, 21:1–36, 22:1–31, and 23:1–33), and, during 
Moses’ longest stay atop the mountain (forty days), set 
out rules for the construction of the tabernacle, for the 
performance of ceremonies in it, and for the design of 
the vestments of the priests who performed rites there 
( chapters  25–30 and 31:1–11). After these extensive 
and detailed descriptions, God hands Moses the two 
tablets on which he has inscribed the law as Joshua 
waits.12 Ghiberti included neither Moses’ descent from 
the mountain nor his discovery that the Hebrews have 

disobeyed God by casting in metal, and then worship-
ping, a golden calf, a realization that causes him to 
smash the tablets. And the panel does not represent the 
violent chaos that follows, when Moses calls together 
those who still believe in the Hebrew God and then, 
with these faithful followers, slays three thousand oth-
ers who have strayed too far, an event that initiates the 
era of history during which groups of humans battle 
(and kill) each other. In the Bible this bloody conflict 
is followed by numerous other instances of large-scale 
violence, examples of which appear in the eighth and 
ninth panels. In the eighth the Israelites, under Joshua’s 
command, destroy Jericho and prepare to battle the 

Figure 180. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (figures next to, and look-
ing toward, the water) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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Canaanites; in the subsequent relief David and Saul 
lead them as they wage war against the Philistines.

In the Judeo-Christian tradition the biblical story of 
the giving of the law to Moses is primarily about the 
establishment of the legal framework of the Hebrew 
community, but secondarily about divine control over 
nature and the powerful effects natural phenomena can 
have on humans. The Hebrews see, hear, and feel the 
lightning, thunder, and earthquakes that accompany 
God’s descent to earth, and they quake in the presence 
of such forces (19:16). Ghiberti had, in his first doors, 
similarly portrayed scenes in which mystical events 
were accompanied by dramatic occurrences in nature, 
and in these early reliefs he attempted, if tentatively, 
to visualize the effects of divine power on the envi-
ronment. The gospels record, for example, that, during 

the Crucifixion (before and after Christ’s death), the 
land shakes, rocks in the ground splinter, and dark-
ness covers the earth, blocking out the sun (Matthew 
27:51, Mark 15:33, and Luke 23:44–45). To create the 
Crucifixion panel of his first doors (Fig. 183), Ghiberti 
fashioned a ground level in wax and then joined it 
to the wax model of the upper section, a technique 
he employed in a number of the quatrefoil panels.13 
In the bronze relief cast from this model he made no 
attempt to mask the division between the two sec-
tions, and in fact he seems to have reinforced, through 
chasing and especially on the relief ’s right side, the 
seam between the upper and lower parts, producing 
two long cracks that run beneath and around the fig-
ures’ robes and indicate that the earth has indeed rum-
bled and split (Fig.  184). He also introduced fissures 

Figure 181. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (right foreground) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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and deep indentations into the curving, lower part of 
this panel’s ground section, suggesting the instability 
of this layer of earth. Nature once again speaks in the 
next panel, the Resurrection (Fig. 122), where flowers 
burst forth from the land underneath the scene, echo-
ing Christ’s emergence from his earthly tomb.

In the Moses panel Ghiberti combined the represen-
tation of an Old Testament story with the visualization 
of the natural phenomena that, according to the bibli-
cal text, accompany it. In portraying the entire content 
of the Moses narrative, the challenge for any artist – a 
challenge, I would like to suggest in this chapter, that 
Ghiberti took on – lay in visualizing phenomena inca-
pable of being captured by sight, like thunder or earth-
quakes, or others, like lightning, that do not endure 
long when they appear. He understood the transla-
tion of these natural forces into visual form as one of 
his primary tasks; in the Commentaries he states that 

the relief shows Moses receiving the tablets and “how 
the people marveled at the earthquakes, lightning, and 
thunder, and how [they] remained at the foot of the 
mountain, completely stupefied.”14

Meteorological and astronomical phenomena like 
twinkling stars (Fig.  35), snow showers (Fig.  185), 
hailstorms (Fig.  186), and even meteors or comets 
(Fig. 187) appear in a number of earlier and contem-
porary paintings that Ghiberti knew well.15 Pietro 
and Ambrogio Lorenzetti were, evidence indicates, 
particularly skilled in the representation of meteoro-
logical forces and astronomical bodies, a feature of 
their works that clearly fascinated Ghiberti. In book 
two of the Commentaries he devotes more space to 
his description of Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s now-lost 
fresco of the martyrdom of the Franciscans in San 
Francesco in Siena, a painting in which Ambrogio 
visualized earthquakes and a violent lightning and 
thunderstorm, than to any other earlier work of art.16 
Representing such phenomena was more rare, and 
perhaps more difficult, in sculpture than in painting. 
Donatello’s schiacciato reliefs, many of which were 
made in the years when Ghiberti was designing and 
casting the relief elements of the Gates, contain shift-
ing clouds that drift across skies delicately modulated 
to seem atmospheric (Figs. 188–189).17 But few, if any, 

Figure 182. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (right 
foreground) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure  183. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Crucifixion, 1403–24, panel 
from the north doors of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, 
Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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fifteenth-century reliefs in marble or bronze illus-
trate snow or hail, meteors or stars, or lightning. 
The lack of contrasting colors in these media made 
it nearly impossible to insert glowing flecks or spots 
or jagged lines of bright light, elements that can 
be seen best when contrasted against darker back-
grounds. And visualizing natural occurrences such 
as thunder or earthquakes, which do not possess 
inherently visual features, is difficult in any visual 
medium – painting or sculpture.

There was, however, no shortage of classical 
and medieval texts, many of which seem to have 
influenced Ghiberti, describing the generation and 
effects of lightning, thunder, and earthquakes. The 
fundamental ancient source for understanding the 
origins of lightning and thunder was Aristotle’s 
Meteorologica. Relying on ideas of Heraclitus, 
Aristotle outlines the theory of the so-called exha-
lations, two substances – one dry, hot, windy, and 
drawn from the earth by the sun, and the other 
vaporous, moist, and rising out of the oceans when 
the sun’s rays heat the water  – that produce all 
weather-related phenomena.18 In describing the 
generation of thunder he theorizes that moist exhala-
tions from the sea condense to form clouds that, as 
they coalesce, push out the dry exhalations present in 

the air. When these bursts of hot, dry air strike preex-
isting, cool clouds, the collisions produce the sound 
of thunder.19 Confirmation and expansion of this 
theory could be found in Seneca’s Natural Questions 

Figure 184. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Crucifixion (showing crack in the ground), 1403–24, panel from the 
north doors of the Baptistery of San Giovanni, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.

Figure  185. Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Personification of Winter 
(from frame around the Allegory of Bad Government), 1338–40, 
Sala della Pace/Sala dei Nove, Palazzo Pubblico, Siena; Photo: 
Mondadori Portfolio/Electa/Antonio Quattrone/Bridgeman 
Images.
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and Pliny’s Natural History, whose 
explorations of weather phenomena 
were well known during the medie-
val and Renaissance periods. Seneca 
summarizes Aristotle’s ideas about 
the two exhalations and concludes 
that thunder happens when hot air 
from the earth rolls around inside a 
cloud and then, breaking through its 
walls, rumbles as it bursts out of its 
vaporous enclosure (sometimes, he 
says, its force explodes the cloud).20 
Like Seneca, Pliny repeats Aristotle’s 
basic arguments about the exhala-
tions, but he also adds his own idea 
when he suggests that fire from 
stars sometimes falls into clouds and 
makes steam, which, when trapped 
in clouds, produces thunder.21 
Ghiberti knew Pliny’s ideas well 
and could have consulted Seneca’s 
book, knowledge of which was 
widespread, in the library of Palla 
Strozzi.22 The Meteorologica had been 
translated into Latin in the early 

Figure 186. Fra Angelico, Martyrdom of St. Mark from the Linaioli Tabernacle, ca. 1433–5, Museo di San Marco, 
Florence; Photo: Scala/Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali/Art Resource, New York.

Figure 187. Giotto di Bondone, Adoration of the Magi, ca. 1303–5, Arena Chapel, 
Padua; Photo: Alfredo Dagli Orti/Art Resource, New York.
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thirteenth century and thenceforth formed part of 
the basic university curriculum, but many Florentines 
probably knew Aristotle’s theory about thunder not 
from the ancient sources but from Dante’s Divine 
Comedy, where in the Purgatorio he explains that thun-
der is never heard at the highest levels of the mountain 
of Purgatory because moist clouds and dry winds – 
the forces that, according to Aristotle, collide to cause 
thunder – do not rise high enough to reach its upper 
slopes and peak.23 The production of lightning, for 
all ancient authors, was a process directly related to 
the genesis of thunder. According to Aristotle and 
Seneca, the hot air that strikes, or bursts from, clouds 
to produce thunder typically burns and, when it does, 
appears as lightning, both the kind that illuminates the 
entire canopy of the sky and the individual bolts that 
emerge out of the heavens and strike the earth (called 
fulgur and fulmen, respectively, in Seneca).24 Pliny claims 
essentially the same thing but adds that the hot air 
that causes crackling lightning not only shoots out of 
clouds but also “cleaves” them.25

Numerous medieval writers, drawing on ideas 
put forth by these celebrated ancient authors, sup-
ply information about the generation of thunder and 
lightning in their explanations of the natural world. 
In the Etymologies Isidore follows earlier beliefs when 
he claims that winds trapped within clouds seek to 
escape them and, when they finally do, make the rum-
bling sound of thunder as they burst through walls of 
water vapor.26 Like many medieval writers Isidore also 

Figure  189. Donatello, detail of Ascension of Christ and 
Delivery of the Keys to Peter, ca. 1428–30, Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London; Photo: © Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London.

Figure  188. Donatello, Ascension of Christ and Delivery of the Keys to Peter, ca. 1428–30, Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London; Photo: © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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explains the formation of lightning, which happens, 
he says, when bursts of air burn as they shoot out of 
the clouds. Unlike Aristotle and Seneca, he explains 
what ignites the air, arguing that clouds, when they 
crash into each other, generate heat and fire capable 
of setting winds aflame.27 Such ideas rely largely on 
those of Lucretius, who believed that frictional inter-
actions between clouds produce heat and then fire, 
which ignites winds that shoot out of the clouds and 
crackle across the sky in the form of lightning bolts.28 
Medieval sources well known in Florence, such as 
Brunetto Latini’s Tresor, contain discussions of the pro-
duction of lightning and thunder that, although not as 
detailed and scientifically consistent as those embraced 
by the ancients (like Isidore he does not, for exam-
ple, deal systematically with the exhalations, which, in 
Aristotle and Seneca, explain all weather phenomena), 
still draw on them as they outline how natural forces 
come into existence. Latini says that colliding winds 
ignite air to make lightning:

Many times it happens that the winds meet each other 
over the clouds, and they strike and crash into each 
other so powerfully in their movement that there is 
produced fire in the sky; and then if that fire comes 
into contact with rising and thick vapors high above, 
it ignites them and makes them burn, and this is light-
ning. But the force of the wind squeezes them and 
drives off the lightning bolts so energetically that it 
tears and pierces those clouds and makes them rum-
ble and flash, and [lightning] falls down from the air 
as a result of the strong winds that expel it, and there 
is nothing that can withstand it.29

He then describes the generation of thunder:

And when the winds that collide so marvelously enter 
into the clouds and are enclosed within them, they 
move around and strike each other; and since their 
nature is that they cannot remain closed up, they rip 
through the clouds with great force and make them 
rumble with thunder.30

Many who wrote commentaries on Dante’s Commedia 
followed Brunetto in explaining the genesis of thun-
der and lightning.31 Although ancient and medieval 
authors differ on a few specific points, a number of 
commonalities unite their ideas about the generation 

of atmospheric phenomena. Thunder results from 
moving air – winds or exhalations – that collides with 
or tears through cloudy sheets, making noise as it 
crashes against or rips through them. And lightning is 
burning air. (These sources specify that it is ignited by 
heat resulting from intense collisions between wind 
and wind, wind and cloud, or cloud and cloud.)

In the sky of the Moses relief (Fig. 179) the viewer 
finds both clouds and winds, the former directly rep-
resented and the existence of the latter implied by the 
movement of the angels’ drapery. Here the clouds and 
drapery differ from those appearing in earlier panels. 
In the Adam and Eve relief, for example, the trailing 
edges of the angels’ clothing ripple, but always oppo-
site the direction of, and in response to, their forward 
movement (Fig.  10). In the Moses panel the angels’ 
drapery does, at points, similarly respond to the force 
of their flight, but in places it also billows outward 
exuberantly in the opposite direction, implying that 
windy gusts cut through the clouds, traversing the 
angels’ path through the sky. The angel in the center 
reacts to one such gust of wind by placing its hand 
above a circular swath of billowing drapery in order 
to pull it back around its body (Plate XV, at right), a 
detail very likely inspired by motifs in ancient images 
used to imply wind or rapid movement, as in sarcoph-
agi showing the story of Selene and Endymion, where 
Selene rushes toward the heavens in a chariot, her 
drapery expanding around her and over her head as a 
result of the force of her movement, the wind, or both 
(Fig.  190). Another angel to the left overpowers the 
force of the wind, which must have been blowing up 
and to the right, by fastening, with its right hand, the 
garment covering its left shoulder (Fig. 191; at right). 
Behind and to the right of this angel’s head, a segment 
of cloth – it is not clear to whom it belongs – expands, 
as if inflated by a puff of air moving from the lower 
right toward the upper left and thus opposite the 
direction of the angels’ movement. There exists in this 
part of the sky not one powerful gust of wind moving 
through space, but several bursts of air darting back 
and forth and in all directions. Through these images 
of activated clothing the relief registers the presence 
of winds that cut through the atmosphere and, the 
viewer can imagine, crash into each other and into 
the shards of cloud. Ghiberti thus represents the very 
interactions that, in ancient and medieval theories, 
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generate thunder and lightning. Moreover, beneath 
the panel’s upper left edge (Fig. 192) several small clus-
ters of cloud have been sheared away from the larger 
cloudy sheet, evoking the idea, stated in Pliny and sug-
gested implicitly in nearly every other major source, 
that the formation and presence of thunder and light-
ning cause, or are accompanied by, the disintegration 
of clouds. This type of fragmentation does not appear 
elsewhere in the Gates. In the Adam and Eve relief, for 
example, wedges of cloud, existing mostly as separate, 
stacked elements, float one atop the next and around 
the angels’ bodies, forming a unified mass that seems 
comprised of pieces of a puzzle that have been fit pre-
cisely into a matrix (Fig.  10). Other features differ-
entiate the Moses panel’s cloud bank, which is largely 
comprised of tightly packed shards of condensed 
vapor sculpted in high relief. Unlike other panels, here 
individual slices of cloud overlap and cut into each 
other (Fig.  193), illustrating the process that Isidore 
and, before him, Lucretius, describe, whereby the heat 
needed to generate lightning comes from the turbu-
lent collision of clouds.

The point at which the cloud fragments split off 
from the larger mass coincides with the upper body 
of the most dynamic angel in the entire Gates cycle 

(Fig. 191). Turning away from the viewer and push-
ing off of a small nub of cloud with its toes, it propels 
itself forward through the cloudy curtain that it parts 
with its hands, moving farther into the panel’s fictive 

Figure 190. Detail of Selene and Endymion sarcophagus, early 
third century CE, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 
City; Photo: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City 
(from www.metmuseum.org).

Figure 191. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (angels in the sky) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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sky. This angel and the others above Sinai, which 
dart through the air and sometimes appear only as 
heads pushing through vaporous masses, are active, 
restless, and engaged with their environment. They 
seem cousins of those sculpted in the same years by 
Donatello (Fig. 194), who included in several reliefs 
angels that energetically fly through vast skies, some-
times leaning on, grasping, or puncturing clouds that 
look as if forged from solid material rather than water 

vapor. Similarly, several angels above Ghiberti’s Sinai 
flit unpredictably between the clouds in a variety of 
directions, seeming almost like embodied winds.

As mentioned in the chapter on the Abraham 
and Isaac relief, the association between angels and 
winds in fact had, by the fifteenth century, a very 
long history. Angels and winds are connected in the 
book of Psalms, where it is written (103:4) that God 
transforms his messengers, the angels, into breezes. 

Figure 192. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (clouds at the upper left edge) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 193. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (shards of cloud cutting into each other) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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In the book of Hebrews (1:6–7) Paul, in empha-
sizing Christ’s superiority over the angels, writes 
that God “makes angels [into] winds.” Drawing on 
the Bible, exegetes often compared angels to wind. 
Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, in the Celestial 
Hierarchy, the text on angels that Traversari was 
translating in the years when Ghiberti was designing 
the Gates, compares angels to gusts, writing that they 
move with the rapidity of fast-moving winds when 
they carry out their work on earth.32 Some biblical 
commentators eventually discarded the metaphori-
cal mode and asserted that angels were winds. In his 
eighth-century Apocalypse commentary the Spanish 
Benedictine Beatus of Liébana writes that “the four 
angels and the four winds are one [and the same].”33 
To those familiar with the biblical and exegeti-
cal traditions that turned angels into embodiments 
of wind, the movement of the angels in the Moses 
relief, their physical interactions with the clouds, and 
the way they split off fragments of cloud from the 

main sheet filling the sky evoke the natural processes 
involved in the production of thunder and lightning.

Given the atmospheric setting of such phenom-
ena, a viewer might not expect to find evidence for 
their existence outside of the panel’s upper section. 
According to Aristotelian theories of the exhalations, 
however, both the cool, wet substance that coalesces 
to form clouds and the dry, hot air that tears through 
them in the generation of lightning and thunder orig-
inate beneath or on the earth’s surface and, before 
interacting in the sky, hover above the ground  – in 
the very space that the Hebrews on the panel’s right 
side occupy and reach toward with extended arms and 
hands.34 These active gestures both lead the behold-
er’s gaze into the sky, where lights and sounds activate 
the atmosphere, and draw attention to the area just 
above the earth’s surface, where the exhalations ini-
tially exist and begin to mix and interact. Moreover, 
the actions of their arms and hands can be considered 
as suggesting the presence of sound – the rumble of 

Figure 194. Donatello, Assumption of the Virgin, from the Tomb of Rainaldo Brancacci, ca. 1427–8, Sant’Angelo 
a Nilo, Naples; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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thunder. The fact that the Hebrews seem to feel the 
air lends the atmosphere hovering above the ground a 
physicality that is not entirely inappropriate, for in the 
Renaissance imagination thunder was understood to 
be a tangible force caused by collisions in the air, trans-
ported as or in air, and carrying with it a force capable 
of affecting the physical structure of other objects.35 
Aristotle writes in De anima that thunder can, in cer-
tain cases, splinter the trunks of trees.36 Sound was, 
more generally, thought to be a palpable substance 
that moved through the air or somehow transformed 
it before touching the parts of the ear capable of reg-
istering its rhythm and intensity.37 Vitruvius explains 
that sound, as it reverberates through a theater, “is like 
a flowing breath of air,”38 and others, including Robert 
Grosseteste, agreed that it likely comprises light mixed 
with subtle air.39 In other images in which figures 
respond to noise or music or exist in spaces filled 
with them, such as, for example, Donatello’s Cantoria 
(Fig. 195) or, as we shall see, Ghiberti’s Joshua panel, 
figures similarly reach into the air and seem to feel it.

On the foreground’s left side (Fig. 180), the figures do 
not make gestures indicating the presence of rumbling 

thunder or blazing lightning in the sky, but the envi-
ronment that surrounds them hints at the presence of 
the elements, namely, the wet and dry exhalations, that 
lead to their formation. In this area, some figures stand 
next to the shore of the Red Sea and others, as we 
have seen, exit the cavern cut into the side of Sinai. 
Aristotle, Seneca, and Pliny claim that bursts of dry 
exhalations contributing to atmospheric disturbances 
emerge, in the form of winds, from caves, caverns, and, 
more generally, open pockets in the earth.40 Not sur-
prisingly, then, in this section of the panel a breeze 
blows out of the crevasse in the mountain and toward 
the left, causing the drapery of the woman standing at 
the shore to billow outward in two places (Fig. 196). 
She and another  figure – this one represented in pro-
file and behind the man looking into the sky above 
the waves  – both grasp their clothing, pulling their 
garments toward their bodies in an attempt to coun-
teract the dry gust that evidently moves away from the 
land and in the direction of the sea. In this corner of 
the panel, wind traverses the earth’s surface and meets 
the vaporous air hovering above the water, indicating 
the convergence of Aristotle’s two exhalations, which, 

Figure 195. Donatello, Cantoria, 1433–39, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Robert 
G. La France.
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when they interact in the upper atmosphere, give rise 
to thunder and lightning.

Representing lightning in the relief was more diffi-
cult than depicting its causation, for short of including 
a jagged bolt in the sky, as one sometimes sees in paint-
ings (e.g., Fig. 197), there was no way to show unam-
biguously a bright flash in a work that, gilded and 
itself capable of reflecting light, glitters everywhere 
when illuminated. Ghiberti dealt with this problem 
by portraying, it seems, a moment immediately after a 
lightning bolt has appeared and before another shoots 
across the firmament. In the crowd at the bottom 
three individuals hide their faces or look away from 
the sky, implying that a recent burst of bright light 
has forced them to avert or cover their eyes to avoid 

seeing it again. Several others look up, indicating that 
whatever caused these visual disturbances has passed, if 
temporarily, out of the atmosphere. The dynamic ges-
tures and poses of these figures are not the only ele-
ments in the panel that communicate to viewers the 
idea that some intense light has, in a previous instant, 
illuminated this fictive world. Other details actually 
allow beholders to experience the effects of lightning 
on sight. As discussed in medieval optical treatises, 
many of which Ghiberti excerpts in the third book of 
the Commentaries, flashes of natural and artificial light 
distort human vision, which has difficulty discerning 
objects, especially distant ones, after absorbing bright 
illumination. Alhazen, in De aspectibus, one of the texts 
that Ghiberti cites often, wrote at length on the effect 
of intense light on the visual sense:

We find that when our sight fixes upon very strong 
light-sources it will suffer intense pain and impair-
ment from them, for when an observer looks at the 
body of the sun, he cannot do so properly because his 
vision will suffer from its light. By the same token, 
when he looks at a polished mirror flooded with sun-
light, and his eye is placed at the spot to which the 
light from that mirror is reflected, his vision will also 
suffer from the reflected light reaching his eye from 
the mirror, and he cannot open his eye to look at that 
light. Furthermore, we find that when an observer 
stares at a pure white body illuminated by sunlight, 
and keeps staring for awhile, then shifts his focus from 
it to a dark, dimly lit location, he can scarcely make 
out the visible objects at that location. Instead, it will 
seem to him as if there were a screen between himself 
and them.41

In the Divine Comedy Dante alludes poetically to this 
notion when he describes the effect of heavenly radi-
ance on Dante pilgrim’s ability to see after he leaves 
the physical universe and enters the Empyrean heaven, 
a realm filled with a light that arrives as swiftly as a 
lightning bolt and that possesses a comparable inten-
sity. Dante writes in the Paradiso:

As a sudden flash of lightning which scatters the visual 
spirits so that it robs the eye of the sight of the clearest 
objects, so round about me there shone a vivid light 
and left me so swathed in the veil of its effulgence that 
nothing was visible to me.42

Figure 196. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (woman 
at water’s edge) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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In the Moses panel, the intense light has clearly 
affected those figures who look away from the 
sky. Its potentially damaging effects on vision are, 
moreover, suggested by the actions of the bearded 
man on the right side of the foreground who looks 
toward the ground and extends his arms 
to feel his way forward. The impact of 
powerful illumination on sight perhaps 
explains a curious aspect of the Moses 
panel absent in the other reliefs, namely, 
the fact that Ghiberti chased few details 
into the wings of the angels at the pan-
el’s uppermost edge (Fig.  198). If the 
gazes of many of the figures in the fore-
ground impel the narrative into the 
viewers’ world, the omission of feathers 
in the angels’ wings perhaps strengthens 
the beholders’ sense of inclusion in the 
relief ’s fictive realm by allowing them to 
experience, or, more accurately, forcing 
them to suffer, lightning’s diminishment 
of their visual capabilities. This blur-
ring of sculpted and real space, time, and 
experience, and the immediacy it brings 
to the scene, recall meditative modes 
posited in sermons and devotional 
texts like the Meditationes vitae Christi, 
where readers are encouraged to imag-
ine themselves occupying the historical 
moment and place considered during 
the contemplative process.43

In the Commentaries Ghiberti also mentions the 
earthquakes that, according to some readings of the 
biblical text, occur when God hands down the law to 
Moses. Like thunder there is nothing inherently visual 
about an earthquake, and the only way to represent it 

Figure 197. Giorgione, The Tempest, ca. 1506 (?), Gallerie dell’Accademia, 
Venice; Photo: Cameraphoto Arte, Venice/Art Resource, New York.

Figure 198. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (angels at upper edge) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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in sculpture is to show its effects. The Hebrews in the 
panel, however, do not stumble, and they do not seem 
concerned with the earthly surface beneath their feet. 
Rather than show the ground as it vibrates, Ghiberti, 
drawing on ancient and medieval ideas about what 
causes an earthquake, hints that one is imminent. Most 
writers followed Aristotle in believing that earth-
quakes are caused by pent-up winds crashing against 
the walls of subterranean caverns.44 When the sun 
heats the air, Aristotle says, dry exhalations sometimes 
plunge into the earth and become trapped under its 
surface. Dante, many Florentines would have known, 
refers to this phenomenon in the Purgatory and the 
Inferno.45 After Dante pilgrim and Virgil pass through 
the gates of Hell and cross the river Styx, a sudden 
tremor shakes the land, during which a rush of wind, 
red in color, explodes from out of the ground, escap-
ing its imprisoning cavern. To explain what Dante and 
Virgil witness, commentaries very frequently delve 
into Aristotle’s ideas about how earthquakes happen. 
Francesco da Buti, for example, explains in clear terms 
Aristotle’s theory: “naturally, the wind often enters the 
caverns of the earth, and it makes the ground tremble 
as it tries to get out, and it happens that the earth 
breaks open in a few places, thus allowing the wind 
to escape.”46 One finds the notion that winds cours-
ing through the ground cause earthquakes repeated in 
Florentine zibaldoni.47 Knowledge of the theory was 
widespread.

Aristotle claims that, as a result of the movement of 
winds through openings in the ground during earth-
quakes, the sun becomes “misty and dimmer” because 
the wind “dissolves and breaks up the air [and] begins 
to retreat into the earth”; and often a long, thin rib-
bon of cloud streaks across the sky, an effect of the 
wind “dying down and running away.”48 Signs on the 
earth accompany these celestial portents, especially at 
sea, where the force of the underground winds causes 
waves to churn and swirl.49 Pliny, in a single chapter 
of the Natural History, sums up Aristotle’s ideas about 
the signs that precede an earthquake. Ocean waves 
swell, he says, violently breaking on the surface of the 
water; and a long, thin cloud streaks across the sky.50 
In the Moses relief the body of water at left, compris-
ing thick strips of bronze that curl and curve ener-
getically, differs from the images of water in earlier 
panels of the Gates and in the scene of baptism that 

Ghiberti made for the Siena font. In these, delicate 
curving lines in low relief indicate the flow of brooks, 
rivers, or man-made streams (Plates III, IV, and VI, 
and Fig. 199). The water in the Moses panel resem-
bles the sea pictured in the relief representing Christ 
and the storm from Ghiberti’s first doors (Fig. 200), 
where waves toss the ship holding the apostles, who 
attempt to navigate the turbulent waters by manipu-
lating the boat’s mast. It is perhaps not a coincidence 
that the left side of the Moses panel contains a roiling 
sea and a figure gazing fixedly into the sky above the 
water. For viewers who believed that tremors accom-
panied the giving of the law, these details would have 
evoked precisely those oceanic and celestial signs that 
indicate an impending earthquake.

Confirmation of Ghiberti’s interest in representing 
natural phenomena or their imminence in the Moses 
panel comes in the frame niches flanking it (Fig. 201). 
At left he inserted an image of Moses’ sister Miriam 
(Fig. 202), a prophetess in the Judeo-Christian tradi-
tion, and into the right niche he placed the figure of 
his brother Aaron, a priest and a prophet (Fig. 203). 
These two figures elongate the narrative of the Moses 
panel, for it is Miriam who sings and plays the tim-
brel, her attribute, to celebrate the drowning of the 
Egyptians in the Red Sea (15:20–21). And after Moses 
descends from Sinai with the law, he confronts Aaron 
for having participated in idol making in his absence 
(32:1–35). The priestly headdress identifies him, and 
he holds in his left palm the fire that he and other 
Old Testament priests employ in sacrifices or when 
burning incense (e.g., 29:18 and 30:7). But this fire, 
like Miriam’s timbrel, also illustrates the ephemeral 
or unseen effects of the natural phenomena associ-
ated with God’s giving of the law. The leaping flames 
in Aaron’s hand recall the illuminating power of 
lightning and the fire that, many believed, comprises 
individual bolts or causes them to form, and the tim-
brel’s tightly stretched surface, which when struck 
produces vibration and sound, evokes the rumble 
of thunder, the way thunder makes the air quiver, 
and the trembling of the land during an earthquake. 
Ghiberti perhaps drew the idea of inserting these 
figures from Seneca, who compares the production 
of thunder to the striking of timbrels and cymbals 
and stresses the association between lightning bolts, 
which leave “scars of fire” on objects they hit, and 
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the flames that ignite them.51 Of course, whether 
they knew Seneca or not, viewers would have seen 
in these frame figures representations of objects that 
vibrate and produce heat and light, elements associ-
ated with the phenomena that take place when God 
descends from heaven to deliver the law. The content 
of the panel ultimately relies on viewers’ knowledge 

of ideas, well known at the time, regarding the causes 
of natural occurrences felt, heard, and seen in the sky. 
Engaged viewers familiar with such scientific theo-
ries thus found in the panel a visualization of the 
story’s episodes as well as a reminder of the (literally) 
sensational occurrences that signal the supernatural 
status of the event taking place on the mountain.

Figure 199. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Baptism of Christ, 1417–27, Baptistery of San Giovanni, Siena; Photo: Scala/
Ministero per i Beni e le Attività culturali/Art Resource, New York.
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Figure 200. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Christ in the Storm, 1403–24, panel from the north doors of the Baptistery of San 
Giovanni, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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PLINY’S CHALLENGE AND THE PLACEMENT 

OF GHIBERTI’S SELF-PORTRAIT

Pliny considered the depiction of ephemeral weather 
effects to be especially difficult, and he highlights 
Apelles’ ability to portray “things that cannot be 
painted in pictures [pinxit et quae pingi non  possunt] – 
thunder, heat lightning, and thunderbolts.”52 He men-
tions in this passage three different celestial elements: 
thunder (tonitrua); the dim flashes of heat lightning 
(fulgetra); and the intense lightning (fulgura) that fills 
the sky and illuminates the canopy of the heavens. 
He thus emphasizes Apelles’ ability to depict in paint 
a variety of natural phenomena (e.g., both the bright, 
suffused light of fulgura and the fainter forms of 

fulgetra).53 Pliny never explains what formal tools – the 
colors, lines, or shapes – the ancient painter used to 
accomplish such artistic feats, leaving readers to won-
der just how Apelles fashioned, in his images, sound 
and transient bursts of light.54 Any later artist wish-
ing to repeat his mysterious and nearly miraculous 
achievement had to discover on his own the means to 
do so. Visualizing such phenomena therefore demon-
strated both ingenuity and skill. Surely Ghiberti lav-
ished praise on Ambrogio Lorenzetti and his fresco 
of a storm in large part because he was able to repeat 
Apelles’ accomplishment without the benefit of any 
ancient model, whether Lorenzetti was consciously 
putting himself in competition with Apelles or not.

Figure 201. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Moses panel (with frame elements) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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We should not be surprised to find that Ghiberti, an 
avid reader of Pliny, took up the challenge of recreat-
ing Apelles’ artistic feat. But Ghiberti’s did not repeat 
precisely Apelles’ achievement. He suggested light-
ning and thunder and the imminent rumbling of the 
earth in gilded bronze. Because he did not work with 
the benefit of a painter’s palette, he could only use 
form, pose, gaze, and gesture to represent these natural 
phenomena. The panel’s connection to Apelles  – its 
status as Ghiberti’s response to Pliny’s implicit chal-
lenge – may help explain Ghiberti’s decision to insert 
his self-portrait bust in a section of the frame adjacent 
to the relief ’s upper right corner (Fig. 201). Art histo-
rians often assume that Ghiberti located the portrait 
in this spot because it is below the Jacob and Esau and 
Joseph panels, works that manifest his skill in employ-
ing perspective to craft fictive, highly realistic spatial 

zones. But perhaps his pride in representing phe-
nomena that he believed only Apelles, among ancient 
painters, had been able to depict also guided his deci-
sion to insert the bust at this level of the doors. Placed 
here, it emphasizes in particular Ghiberti’s author-
ship of the reliefs both above and below it, reminding 
viewers of his role in helping invent a new system of 
ordering fictive space and his discovery of solutions 
to a representational problem  – visualizing invisible 
nature  – that throughout time had been solved by 
few artists, and, perhaps, he assumed, only by painters. 
Ghiberti’s invention in the Moses panel recalls Alberti’s 
words in the dedicatory letter of the Tuscan version of 
On Painting, which he translated into Tuscan from the 
original Latin just as Ghiberti was designing the last 
reliefs of the Gates.55 The achievements of the early 
fifteenth century, says Alberti, were to be admired even 

Figure  202. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Miriam from the frame of 
the Gates of Paradise (to the left of the Moses panel), 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.

Figure 203. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Aaron from the frame of the 
Gates of Paradise (to the right of the Moses panel), 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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more than those of the ancients because they were 
achieved without specific models to copy and hence 
by means of the “industry and diligence” of individ-
ual artists and architects. Like Apelles, Ghiberti rep-
resented natural phenomena, but he accomplished 
the feat in bronze and without, it seems, any earlier 
sculpted example before his eyes.

Finally, it is also possible that Ghiberti considered 
the placement of the self-portrait bust apt because 
of Moses’ role in the Bible as a carver and legend-
ary status as the recorder of biblical history. After 
Moses smashes the tablets in anger, he obtains two 
more stone sheets into which he incises the Ten 
Commandments (32:19 and 34:1–28). In the Bible he 
uses tools to carve and cut into hard material, just 
as Ghiberti did in crafting the doors. Significant also 
is the belief, widely held among Jews and Christians 
during and before the fifteenth century, that Moses 
both appeared in the Old Testament and recorded 
the events recounted in Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers, and Deuteronomy. The idea has its origins 
in the Bible, where passages of other books name him 
as the writer of the Pentateuch.56 His authorship was 
a given in the medieval and Renaissance eras. Typical 
are the words of Isidore of Seville, who states that 

“Moses produced the cosmography of the divine sto-
ries in five books, which is called the Pentateuch,” or 
those of an author of a commentary on the Commedia 
from the fourteenth century, who writes that Moses 
authored all five books and then lists briefly the con-
tents of each.57 Romigi de’ Ricci, who translated the 
book of Genesis into Tuscan around 1400, affirms 
Moses’ authorship in an introductory paragraph: he 
hopes, he writes, that he will be equal to the task of 
translating the first book of the Bible “that in Latin is 
called Genesis,” which is “one of the first five books 
that are called the Pentateuch of Moses. To this Moses, 
a just and holy man, God the father all-powerful spoke 
on Mt. Sinai, giving him the law.”58 Perhaps Ghiberti’s 
decision to place his self-portrait above this panel 
reveals his self-identification with Moses. Ghiberti, 
like Moses, chiseled and worked hard material. And 
Ghiberti produced a cycle of images that represents, 
in sculpted rather than written form, major events of 
the Bible in two tablet-like doors. Ghiberti would 
not have considered himself another Moses, but he 
quite possibly identified with his role as author and 
messenger. What Moses, according to popular belief, 
recorded in written form Ghiberti immortalized in 
bronze. 
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In the early decades of the fifteenth century in Florence, Joshua was considered a model 
for martial action. Like David, his status in the Bible as a divinely protected warrior led 
Florentines, in text and image, to celebrate his triumphs in battle and express the hope 

that they, following his example, might achieve success in their military exploits with the assis-
tance of God. Domenico da Prato, for example, responding to the poetic lament of Antonio 
di Matteo di Meglio after the Milanese defeated the Florentine forces at Zagonara in 1424, 
composed a poem in which he has Florence ask God henceforth to safeguard the city just as 
he had aided Joshua and the Israelites when they faced their enemies in battle:

On my knees only with my eyes am I able to rise 
toward you,

With clasped hands I pray
That your help will not be silent [mute];
You can, if you will, loosen these bonds.

Formerly your people were more greatly enslaved 
and bound.

Many times only
Prayers to your sun
Caused each time their chains to break.

My Lord, may it please you, for that hope
We have to see you in the flesh [after death]
To free us from this danger,
Just as, with your help, Joshua drove out

the Amorites and subjugated the others.1

The mention of prayers to the sun is a reference to 
the tenth chapter of the book of Joshua (10:12–13) in 
which Joshua looks up to the sun, requests that it cease 
its movement, and asks that the moon remain out of 
the sky so that he and his armies can continue fight-
ing the Amorites without the interruption of night.2 

The episode is enacted in the frame niche to the left 
of Ghiberti’s Joshua panel (Plate X), the eighth in the 
cycle, where he placed a relief statuette of Joshua 
(Fig. 204) clasping his hands together as he gazes up at 
an image of a tiny sun. He is, in this moment, asking 
God to intervene.

Joshua’s presence at the cathedral-baptistery com-
plex predates by several decades Ghiberti’s Gates. In 
1410 the operai of the Duomo commissioned from 
Donatello an image of Joshua to be placed high 
above the ground, on the base of a triangular but-
tress supporting the small semidome of the north tri-
bune. Donatello fashioned the statue in gesso-coated 
terracotta, a medium used to produce a statue light 
enough to be elevated into place yet large enough to 
be seen from street level.3 This Joshua remained on 
the cathedral until at least the seventeenth century, 
when its appearance was recorded in drawings and 
prints (e.g., Figs. 205–206).4 None of the later depic-
tions shows the statue in detail, but they seem to indi-
cate that the figure, with hands extended and perhaps 
clasped, looked into the sky. Melding sculpture and 
nature, Donatello fashioned a Joshua who prays in the 
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direction of the real sun, continuously enacting the 
prayer in which he asks God to stop the sun’s move-
ments so that he and his soldiers can continue to fight. 
The Florentines’ dedication to Joshua in this period 
led the operai to commission yet another image of 
him in 1415, this time for the cathedral’s campanile, 
from Bernardo Ciuffagni. He never finished the statue, 
and the project was assigned to Donatello and Nanni 
di Bartolo, who brought the work to completion 
in 1421.5

Although the Florentines celebrated Joshua as a 
model for the divinely protected warrior, Ghiberti’s 
panel recounts only events leading up to the military 
exploits of Joshua and the Israelite armies under his 
command.6 In the opening episodes of the relief ’s 
narrative, which occupy the length of the foreground, 
Ghiberti represents the miraculous damming of the 

Jordan River, an incident described in the third and 
fourth chapters of the book of Joshua and commonly 
interpreted by Christian theologians as a typological 
precedent for baptism.7 Armed, helmeted, and carry-
ing a staff indicating his authority, Joshua enters the 
scene at left in a chariot pulled by several energetic, 
noisy horses (Fig. 207). In this moment he orders the 
priests to carry the ark of the covenant, which con-
tains the tablets of the law, into the river. This act, God 
tells him (and he in turn informs the Israelites), will 
stop the flow of water (3:13 and 3:15–16) and allow the 
Israelites to cross to the opposite bank (3:17). A chariot 
appears here for the first time in the cycle, an appro-
priate inclusion given the belief, repeated in a number 
of sources, that the Trojan Ericthonius invented this 
mode of transportation during Joshua’s lifetime.8

The priests holding the ark have waded into the 
river and the waters have stopped; the halting of the 
river’s flow is indicated by the round stones visible on 
the riverbed and the fact that the priests allow their 
outer cloaks to drop to the ground. Evidently the fig-
ures on the left side of the foreground have not quite 
understood that the miracle has happened, for they 
still hold up swaths of their drapery to prevent their 
clothes from falling into the water that they anticipate 
finding below their feet. Those closest to the shore at 
left know that the riverbed is dry, for they begin to 
step into it, the lower parts of their cloaks, rather than 
water, pooling around their feet. On the right Israelites 
spill out of the tents, and in the lower right corner 
three figures gaze fixedly at another who speaks, the 
latter possibly one of the heralds who, at Joshua’s orders, 
instruct the Israelites to follow the ark once the priests 
carry it into the river (3:2–3). Taking up the rest of the 
foreground’s right side is an episode that happens after 
the miracle at the Jordan (Plate XVI). Joshua orders 
twelve Israelites – one from each tribe – to remove a 
stone from the riverbed and assemble them into two 
monuments, one at their encampment and another in 
the middle of the river (4:3–9 and 4:20), which, he 
announces, will remind future generations of the won-
drous event that has occurred at the Jordan (4:6–7) 
and, more generally, of the power of the Hebrew God 
to effect miracles (4:22–25).9

The section of the book of Joshua from which 
Ghiberti took this panel’s narrative contains numer-
ous contradictions, repetitions, and inconsistencies10 

Figure 204. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Joshua from the frame of the 
Gates of Paradise (to the left of the Joshua panel), 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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that have complicated interpreta-
tion of the date, sources, and even 
meaning of the textual account, 
but Ghiberti simplified it for view-
ers by representing its essence: the 
miracle takes place in the left half of 
the foreground, and its memorial-
ization appears at right. We should 
perhaps not be surprised to find that 
Ghiberti, whose sculptures graced 
the most prominent outdoor spaces 
in Florence, chose to position, in 
the composition’s front section, the 
scene of the construction of the 
public memorials, which is, in the 
panel, one of two representations 
of the transport of stone objects. 
In the Commentaries, Ghiberti does 
not mention the episode in which 

Figure 205. Israël Silvestre, view of Florence Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore 
(from east), ca. 1640–50, ink drawing, private collection; Photo:  Copyright © 
Christie’s Images Limited (2015).

Figure 206. View of Florence Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore (from west) from Ferdinando Leopoldo del 
Migliore, Firenze città nobilissima illustrata (Florence: Stamp. della Stella, 1684), Ital. 3365.1, Houghton Library, 
Harvard University; Photo: Harvard University.
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the Israelites transport rocks to make monuments, 
which suggests the possibility that he decided to add 
it during the design process – or at least after he com-
piled or received an initial set of notes that, as I have 

proposed, could be the source of his descriptions of 
the later panels.

The story’s next and final moment comes at the very 
top of the panel, where the Israelites, following the 

Figure 207. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (left foreground and middle ground) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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ark and guided by Joshua, circumambulate the walls 
surrounding Jericho, here represented as a city filled 
with buildings modeled on ancient arenas, medieval 
churches, and contemporary palaces (Fig. 208). In this 
episode, another example of divine intervention, God 
tells Joshua to have priests carry the ark in procession 
and lead the Israelites around the walls of Jericho once 
a day for six days (6:3). On the seventh they are to 
encircle the city seven times while the priests blow 
trumpets (6:4). During the longest trumpet blast, God 
instructs Joshua, the people should shout, and this 
combination of noises, he says, will cause Jericho’s 
walls to crumble (6:5), allowing the Israelite armies to 
enter the city. In the scene in the panel the priests con-
tinue to sound their trumpets but the Israelites must 
have already cried out, for behind the row of march-
ing figures the city walls have split open and cracks 
have opened in the towers. The upper section of one 
tower on the right side topples over as if blown off 
by the force of the horns’ reverberating blasts and the 
Israelites’ voices.

The Joshua panel culminates a process of social 
development in the Gates wherein individuals (Adam 
and Eve) make families, which increase in size and 
eventually populate diversified communities. Such 
patterns of expansion were theorized by Aristotle 
and, following him, by late medieval political philoso-
phers, for example, Marsilius of Padua, whose Defensor 
pacis recounts this same evolution. Individuals, he says, 
come together to make families that grow larger and 
fill small and large cities and states in which, over 

time, people learn and practice different professions.11 
In the Joshua relief, for the first time in the cycle, 
Ghiberti presents the people of Israel as a diversified 
community in which individuals occupy a range of 
defined roles and participate in varied activities: there 
are political leaders, priests, soldiers, and, significantly, 
those who practice the artes, like music and building 
(or sculpture). To be sure, earlier panels illustrate in 
memorable ways the results of divine and human cre-
ation. The structures in the Jacob and Esau and Joseph 
panels, for example, reveal the skills of builders and 
carvers (and, most of all, those of Ghiberti). But in 
the Joshua relief, for the first and only time in the 
cycle, Ghiberti shows human makers in the process 
of engaging with and manipulating the materials of 
artistic production. The presentation of such a scene, 
as this chapter will propose, allowed Ghiberti, through 
the medium of biblical narrative, to address themes 
connected to the practice of sculpture:  the origins 
of the substances used to create images in stone and 
metal; his own anxiety about the survival of his works, 
especially those in bronze, an expensive material often 
damaged, melted down, and sold or recast; and ideas 
about how viewers would engage – not only visually 
but also tactilely – his reliefs.

◆

Although most exegetes agreed that God’s power ulti-
mately stopped the waters of the Jordan and brought 
down Jericho’s walls, it could not have been lost on 
the sculptor Ghiberti that these episodes represent the 

Figure 208. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (destruction of Jericho) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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intersection of human bodies or voices with earth or 
stone, and that in both cases the convergence helps 
bring about a miracle. The waters of the Jordan cease 
flowing when the priests, holding up a chest of sacred 
stones, step into the rock-covered riverbed (3:13–16); 
and the current remains suspended as long as the soles 
of their feet are in contact with the stony ground 
(3:17). The stone or earthen walls of Jericho fall after 
the Israelites, again following the tablets in procession, 
circumambulate the city, shout, and blow horns in the 
area surrounding the crenellated walls (6:20). Three 
of the Israelites marching around the city raise their 
arms above their heads, directing the viewer’s atten-
tion toward the fissures that open in the massive walls 
and calling attention to the presence of the invisible – 
and, as we have seen, theoretically tangible – sounds 
that, in concert with God’s miraculous power, cause 
them to crack and crumble. In its visual exploration 
of human interactions with stone the Joshua relief 
stands in contrast to the Moses panel. There Ghiberti 
highlights a moment after God has told Moses that, 
although he may ascend Sinai, the Hebrews, on pun-
ishment of death, are not to climb the mountain, not 
to touch its surface, and, as mentioned earlier, not to 
look up at its peak (Exodus 19:12 and 21). In the Moses 
relief, the Hebrews stand apart from the mountain 
and the miraculous event occurring atop it. In two 

of the Joshua panel’s three major 
episodes, human bodies or voices 
meet stone  – feet touch the riv-
erbed, and the sound generated 
by the Israelites’ shouts contacts 
Jericho’s walls – and help produce 
wondrous outcomes.

Viewers, and artists in partic-
ular, might well have understood 
these scenes, in Ghiberti’s image 
as in other cycles, as metaphors 
for the creation of art. The Joshua 
panel also contains a literal exam-
ple of human creation in the scene 
in which the Israelites lift, hold up, 
and haul the rocks, each unique 
in shape, to be used in the con-
struction of the monuments com-
memorating the miracle at the 
Jordan. Although Ghiberti and 

his contemporaries would not have considered piles 
of rough-hewn rocks as in any sense finished sculp-
tures, the act of moving and rearranging materials did 
form part of the artistic process employed by all sculp-
tors, whose practice revolved around the acquisition, 
movement (both along transport routes and within the 
workshop), and manipulation of raw stone, metal, or 
other substances in the production of statues and reliefs.

In illustrating the process of carrying the stones 
rather than their excavation from the riverbed or their 
assembly into the memorials, Ghiberti followed an 
approach employed in many earlier monumental Old 
Testament cycles. In the fifth-century mosaics in the 
nave of Santa Maria Maggiore in Rome, for exam-
ple, the upper half of one field juxtaposes the Jordan 
River crossing with a scene in which five figures haul 
stones that have been shaped into regular, rectangular 
blocks (Fig.  209).12 In most cycles, as in the mosaic, 
figures posed similarly walk together while support-
ing the stones on their shoulders, reflecting the bibli-
cal text’s assertion that the Israelites carried the stones 
“in umeris” (4:5). Like the creator of the Santa Maria 
Maggiore cycle, Ghiberti truncated the group, repre-
senting six and not twelve stone carriers. In contrast 
with it, however, Ghiberti visualized the transport of 
the stones as an activity incorporating continuous 
physical movement, dynamic poses, and gazes that 

Figure 209. Israelites Carrying the Stones and Crossing the Jordan, fifth century CE, 
Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome; Photo: Nimatallah/Art Resource, New York.
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impel the figures’ attention toward other scenes 
in the panel and elements outside the relief ’s 
fictive spatial realm. The bearded man standing 
closest to the relief ’s front edge (Fig. 210) bends 
his right leg slightly to help support a rock lifted 
mostly by his arms and hands but supported also 
by his hip. He looks to his left. The figure next 
to him (Fig. 211), standing with his – or her? – 
back to the viewer, pushes a stone into position, 
the drapery folds curling away from the left side 
of this body to indicate its sweeping rightward 
movement. Slightly to the left, three other figures 
have already secured rocks atop their shoulders 
(Fig.  212). One gazes toward Jericho, a second 
looks up and to the viewer’s left, and the third 
glances toward something above his head and to 
the right. The sixth stone carrier (Fig. 213), who 
moves toward the panel’s right edge, supports the 
heavy burden of the stone on his shoulders, neck, 
and head, which bend toward the ground under 
its weight. He strides to the right to begin mov-
ing the stone to the place where, one assumes, 
the monument will be constructed. Only in this 
figure, whose calf and arm muscles protrude 
slightly, does the body’s musculature suggest the 
physical force needed to support a substantial 
weight. Elsewhere Ghiberti communicated the 
difficult nature of this task through the arrange-
ment of limbs. The carriers stabilize their bodies 
and the rocks they hold by placing their hands 
on their hips or on the stones. In some cases their 
poses, almost balletic in appearance, contradict 
the sense that they carry heavy objects.

Ancient models inspired this visualization of 
transport, a choice that, given the placement of 
these figures in the relief ’s foreground, high-
lights Ghiberti’s knowledge of classical art. The 
costume and pose of the stone carrier shown 
from the back perhaps rely on features of a danc-
ing maenad on an ancient Bacchic sarcophagus 
(e.g., Fig. 214).13 The one holding the stone in 
his hands and on his hip derives from an ancient 
Meleager sarcophagus (e.g., Fig. 215), where the 
model for this carrier supports Meleager’s upper 
body during his funeral procession.14 The stone 
carrier who supports the rock on his shoulders, 
neck, and head while walking forward relies on 

Figure 210. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (figure stand-
ing closest to the front edge) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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classical caryatids as well as the man sup-
porting Meleager’s legs in the ancient 
relief – and in turn went on to influence 
later artists who represented humans 
lifting heavy masses (Fig.  216). During 
Ghiberti’s age and in subsequent decades 
the Meleager scene, which Alberti men-
tions in On Painting as an example of 
an ideal istoria, was unquestionably the 
most famous and influential classical 
example of people bearing and moving 
weight.15 In the ancient relief, those who 
hold and transport Meleager assume 
varied poses that enhance the energy 
and pathos of a scene in which his kin 
are mourning his death. The two figures 
staring at the ground highlight the grief 
of other participants in the procession 
who similarly cannot bear to watch 
what is happening; grasping Meleager’s 
torso, the leader of the group, by con-
trast, looks toward what lies ahead.16 In 
the scene of the transport of the stones 
in the Joshua panel, Ghiberti adopted 
not only specific poses from his ancient 
source, but also the earlier relief ’s dyna-
mism of movement and gaze.

None of the figures in his visual-
ization of this episode looks directly 
toward the Israelites ringing the panel, 
some of whom  – even those standing 
at the shore of a river whose water has 
suddenly stopped flowing – focus their 
attention on the scene of the memorial 
construction. Those transporting the 
stones look at the ground, deeper into 
the relief ’s landscape and in the direction 
of Jericho, at other figures transporting 
stone, or, in the case of the two figures 
standing in the middle of the group, 
toward the left and right and in the 
direction of elements that, their upward 
gazes imply, lie in parts of the sky and 
perhaps even outside the area captured 
in the image. Their focus on the sky 
seems, at least initially, out of place, for 
unlike the Moses story, where smoke, 

Figure 211. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (stone carrier with his/
her back to the viewer) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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lightning, and thunder indicate the 
miraculous nature of the events 
taking place atop Sinai, nowhere in 
the account of the Israelites cross-
ing the Jordan or encircling Jericho 
do phenomena appear in the celes-
tial realm. The sliver of sky above 
Jericho is blank and flat, offering 
no clues as to what pulls upward 
the gazes of these two carriers. 
One might assume that the figure 
looking up and to the left directs 
his attention toward Joshua, whose 
horse-drawn chariot elevates him 
above the Israelites, but Ghiberti 
sculpted Joshua in lower relief and 
placed him in a spatial zone deeper 
within the panel’s fictive world, 
and to gaze directly at Joshua the 
carrier on the left would need to 
rotate more toward his right while 

looking up. In short, the contents of the panel do not 
help viewers understand precisely what captures the 
attention of the two stone carriers who stare to the 
left and right, into spaces located above their heads.

The objects of their contemplation are not located 
within the panel but instead in the frame’s shell-headed 
niches (Fig. 217). As we have seen, Joshua stands at left. 
The soldier-prophet Gideon occupies the opposite 
niche (Fig. 218). Dressed in finely finished armor and 
with a sword hanging on his hip, he clutches in his 
left hand a fold of cloth, and another cloak unfurls and 
undulates beside his left flank. These pieces of fabric, 
which serve as his attributes, refer to the biblical epi-
sode in which he asks God to perform miracles to 
confirm his protection during battle (Judges 6:36–40). 
Gideon first places a cloth on the ground and asks 
God during the night to saturate it with dew while 
leaving the adjacent earth dry (God does so); the fol-
lowing evening Gideon requests the opposite, that 
God leave the material dry while soaking the ground 
with dew (and Gideon wakes to find that this has 
indeed happened). The stories recalled by the frame 
statuettes of Joshua and Gideon highlight instances of 
God’s intervention in the lives of humans through the 
manipulation of nature, and they therefore coincide 
thematically with the miracle that takes up the lower 

Figure 212. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (stone carriers looking to the 
left, to the right, and into the fictive distance) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 213. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (carrier 
with the stone on his shoulders, neck, and head) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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half of the Joshua panel, which shows God’s power to 
halt the flow of a river. All three stories refer, more-
over, to the ways God aids the Israelites in war. The 
upward gazes of the two stone carriers, which break 
through the panel’s borders and cross into the frame, 
connect the miracle at the Jordan to other biblical 
examples of God’s intervention in nature and history.

For viewers familiar with ancient ideas about geol-
ogy, these gazes also link the figures transporting stone 
to the elements and processes involved in the forma-
tion of rock in the earth. To be sure, these boulders, 
with their asymmetrical shapes and bumpy, ridged sur-
faces, resemble the representations of land included in 
many of the Gates reliefs, especially the strips of earth 
running in bands along their lower edges, and there-
fore themselves manifest their status as terrestrial prod-
ucts. To beholders interested in the materials of art, 
Joshua, Gideon, and the episodes they enact or recall 
also evoke the origins of stone because in these stories 

God manipulates the substances and forces involved in 
petrifaction: sun, water, and the ground or, more gen-
erally, heat, liquid, and earth.17 The formation of stone 
had been a topic of discussion among natural philoso-
phers since antiquity. In the Timaeus, Plato mentions 
briefly the development of rocks and minerals, writing 
that the mixing of water and earth breaks up water, 
causing it to become air that then presses down on 
the earth’s surface and transforms sediment into hard 
stone.18 Some minerals, he adds, retain trace amounts 
of water.19 In the Meteorologica Aristotle links the pro-
cess of the formation of stone to his theory of the 
exhalations, those forces that in his system cause all 
meteorological phenomena.20 When the sun’s rays fall 
on the land, he says, they draw from the ground the 
hot and dry exhalation, which, rising to the earth’s 
surface, heats and compresses particles of earth to 
make stones of all types.21 Theophrastus united these 
ideas in De lapidibus, writing that stones coalesce under 
the ground through a three-step process: earth com-
bines with water; sediment is filtered out of the mix-
ture; and, finally, the compacted stone takes on its solid 
form through the application of either heat or cold, 
but, he writes, most likely heat.22 In a later section 
of the treatise he makes the watery origins of stone 
explicit when he reports the discovery of a stone on 
Cyprus that was half jasper and half emerald, an exam-
ple, he claims, of the presence of two different stages of 
the transformation of stone “from the watery state.”23

Medieval writers interested in geology paid special 
attention to precisely the type of stones the Israelites 
carry in the Joshua relief, namely, rocks that form in riv-
erbeds and along their banks. Avicenna, in his Book of 
the Remedy (written ca. 1021–3), a text Ghiberti men-
tions in the Commentaries,24 treats such examples in his 
general outline of rock formation when he claims that 
stone comes into existence in two ways. Either the 
sun bakes and hardens wet clay on the banks of rivers, 
forming strata of rocks that, over many centuries, turn 
into mountains (his conclusions, he states, were based 
on examinations of stones he found near rivers),25 or 
water, falling in drops, solidifies when it touches the 
rocky ground and is affected by what he calls a “con-
gealing, petrifying virtue,” a force that he describes as 
some “earthy quality” and goes on to hypothesize is, 
most likely, heat.26 Even more specific was Albertus 
Magnus, who in his thirteenth-century De mineralibus, 

Figure 214. Detail of Birth of Bacchus sarcophagus, ca. 150–60 
CE, The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore; Photo:  The 
Walters Art Museum, Baltimore.
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a treatise whose comprehensiveness made it extremely 
popular, presents detailed theories about petrifaction 
in and around streams and rivers:

[The banks of streams] are very solid, and so retain 
the rising vapors. And these banks are also filled with 
vapors, because the heat produced by the reflection 
of light on the water is driven off towards the banks 
by the coldness of the water, and becoming entangled 
with the sticky parts of earth, bakes and hardens the 
mixture of Earth and Water. For the same reason, the 
bottoms of such rivers become full of stones; for the 
heat in the earth along the banks penetrates under 
the water; and since the water everywhere fills up the 
pores by which the vapor might escape, it mingles 
with the mixture and at the same time bakes it into 
stones. And this is the reason why such places are 
active in producing stones.27

In this model, the sun heats a viscous mixture of water 
and alluvial sediment to form stones beneath flow-
ing water and within the earth bordering rivers and 

streams. In the Joshua panel, small and large stones 
cover the riverbed and dot the surface of the land 
directly bordering it, and the relief ’s cutaway front 
surface, which allows viewers to see directly into the 
rocky substratum of the riverbank, reveals the pres-
ence of several small stones (Fig. 219). Viewers knowl-
edgeable about theories of petrifaction formulated 
by Theophrastus, Avicenna, or Albertus, would have 
understood that these rocks, and, naturally, those lifted 
and moved in the scene of transport, which have been 
excavated from the riverbed, materialized when the 
sun heated and solidified a mixture of water and sed-
iment. The upward gazes of the rock carriers, the first 
monument builders appearing in Ghiberti’s history of 
human civilization, look toward Joshua and Gideon 
and, through these frame figures’ associations with 
sun, water, and land, acknowledge the elements and 
forces that cause, within the earth, the generation of 
the boulders they haul. One might add that the figure 
holding the stone on his shoulders, neck, and head also 
recalls the generation of rock through association with 

Figure 215. Detail of Meleager sarcophagus, second century CE, Casino del Belrespiro, Villa Doria Pamphilj, 
Rome; Photo: Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Rome (Faraglia, Neg. D-DAI-Rom 8336).
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the legends of classical mythology. His pose brings to 
mind Atlas of Greek and Roman myth, who in Ovid’s 
account supports the vault of heavens on his shoulders 
until Perseus, angry at Atlas’s unwillingness to help him 
find the garden of the Hesperides, thrusts Medusa’s 
head before his eyes, turning the Titan’s fleshy body 
into a stony mountain that immediately expands to 
the size of a massive peak.28 Earlier artists fashioned 
the same type of burdened figure, and Ghiberti surely 
knew the giant in the base of Giovanni Pisano’s pulpit 
at Sant’Andrea in Pistoia (Fig. 220). If understood in a 
mythological context, the figures sculpted by Giovanni 
Pisano and Ghiberti bring to mind the moment when 
flesh becomes stone.

Of course, the lumps of material that the Israelites 
grasp are simultaneously rock and metal: they are river 
stones in the panel’s narrative but are, in actuality, small, 
polished lumps of gilded bronze (or brass), a substance 
whose origins, history, and composition, we can safely 

assume, interested Ghiberti.29 In the Commentaries he 
never provides information concerning his casting 
technique, but he does, in the descriptions of his own 
works and of ancient and medieval statues and reliefs, 
specify the material from which they were cast, men-
tioning sculptures in gold, bronze, brass, and copper.30 
Circumstantial evidence suggests, moreover, that he 
traveled to the source of his materials either to check 
on the quality of his copper or, perhaps, to be sure 
the alloys for his projects were being mixed correctly. 
Ghiberti made three documented trips to Venice, the 
first two in 1424, immediately before he started the 
Gates, and the third in 1430–1, three or four years after 
he began modeling the doors’ panels and framing ele-
ments.31 Such work required massive quantities of 
metal and metal alloys, much of which was most likely 
purchased in Venice and shipped to Florence, and it 
seems likely that Ghiberti specified exactly what type 
of copper alloy he needed.32 To cast the relief elements 
of the Gates he used a mix with 2 to 7 percent white 
metals (tin, lead, and zinc), amounts far lower than in 
the alloys he utilized to make his first doors, which 
contain approximately 17 to 26  percent white met-
als.33 During the casting process, mixtures containing 
relatively low percentages of white metals are much 
more difficult to manipulate than those containing 
higher amounts, but alloys with less tin, lead, and zinc 
are easier to chase and gild than those incorporating 
greater amounts of such elements. The use of alloys 
with lower levels of white metals was essential given 
both the tremendous amount of detail added to the 
Gates after casting and the decision to cover the reliefs’ 
entire surfaces with gold.

The combination of Ghiberti’s technical expertise 
in casting and his interest in the scientific basis of art – 
an interest manifested in, among many places, the third 
book of the Commentaries – makes it likely that he paid 
special attention to, or was at least aware of, theoreti-
cal discussions of the origins of metals. In ancient and 
medieval scientific thought, metals form through the 
action of sun on water and the compression of water 
within the earth, although according to steps differ-
ent from those leading to the generation of stones and 
minerals.34 In the Timaeus, Plato describes metals’ basic 
qualities but does not explain how they form. Metals, 
he says, exist in their elemental state as heavy or fusible 
liquid substances whose viscosity makes them seem 

Figure  216. Michelangelo, Atlas Slave, 1520s, Galleria 
dell’Accademia, Florence; Photo:  Alinari/Art Resource, 
New York.
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solid. But when they are heated, he says, they become 
fluid and spread over the surface of the earth; cooling 
follows, and the metal solidifies.35 For Aristotle metals 
were similarly born as liquids, specifically water. He 
claims that metallic ores come into existence when 
the vaporous exhalations extracted from the sea by the 
action of the sun plunge underground and become 
enclosed within stones, mix with a small amount 
of the dry exhalation, are compressed by earth, and, 
finally, solidify through the action of cold.36 Later he 
states that all metals, including gold, silver, bronze, tin, 
and lead, are “composed of water” that is definitively 
converted into metallic form through the addition of 
some earthly element.37 Avicenna similarly considered 
metals to be aqueous substances that were first mixed 
with some terrestrial material before being heated 
so that they “matured.” These refined liquids solidify, 
he claims, when cold is applied to them.38 Ghiberti 
thus also connected the figures who hold boulders, 

objects that are at once stone, bronze, and gold, to fig-
ures and stories highlighting the elements in nature – 
the warmth of the sun, moisture, and the earth – that, 
according to commonly held theories, power and feed 
the natural processes that generate metal.

In the relief legendary figures who manipulate 
stones comment on the art of sculpture (more spe-
cifically, the origins of the materials used in casting 
and carving), an iconographic device that had, accord-
ing to ancient sources, a famous precedent – one per-
haps known by Ghiberti. Plutarch, in his biography of 
Pericles,39 claims that the sculptor Pheidias placed his 
self-portrait in the scene of an Amazonomachy – the 
Amazons’ assault on the Acropolis  – that he carved 
onto the shield of the chryselephantine sculpture of 
Athena he made for the Parthenon, a colossal statue 
that Pliny describes in the Natural History.40 Plutarch 
reports that Pheidias gave his features to a bald war-
rior shown lifting a boulder above his head in the 

Figure 217. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Joshua panel (with arrows indicating the gazes of figures toward the relief statu-
ettes in the frame) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Author.
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moment before he hurls it toward an enemy. Because 
the original statue and shield do not survive, such 
descriptions cannot be confirmed, but to later readers, 
and especially literate artists like Ghiberti, Pheidias’s 
self-portrait might well have been understood as an 
indication of authorship and, as importantly, a meta-
phorical assertion of the impact a sculptor could make 
through his art. Wielding a weapon that readers would 
have assumed was at once rock (in the fiction of the 
narrative), ivory, and, possibly, bronze or gold, Pheidias 
demonstrated his ability to strike – literally and figu-
ratively – those around him with an object that later 
viewers might have interpreted as made of any one 
of the four substances.41 Paul Barolsky has suggested 
that Michelangelo, who inserted at the left edge of 
his early Battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs (Fig.  221) 
a figure lifting a stone, drew on the ancient written 
model and represented himself as a second Pheidias.42 
His inclusion of such a detail suggests that he too used 
stone to make an impact on those around him, an idea 
he later explored in his marble David and in draw-
ings of the Old Testament warrior.43 In these instances 
Michelangelo and Pheidias, the latter legendarily if not 
in truth, illustrated scenes in which figures hold stones; 
they do not transport them as in the Joshua panel. Very 
much like Ghiberti, however, both sculptors tied the 
human manipulation of stone as presented in a visual 
narrative to a stage of the creative process. All three 

Figure 219. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (subterranean rocks next to the river bed) from the Gates 
of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 218. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Gideon from the frame of the 
Gates of Paradise (to the right of the Joshua panel), 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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narratives are self-referential. In the works by Pheidias 
and Michelangelo the figure holding the boulder 
symbolizes the latter stages of the act of artistic crea-
tion, in which images affect and even overwhelm their 
viewers’ senses. Ghiberti, through skyward gazes link-
ing the figures in the scene of transport to the relief 
statuettes of the frame, presents ideas about the natural 
forces that give rise to the raw materials he and other 
sculptors transform through their art. Ghiberti con-
cerned himself with art’s material origins – Pheidias 
and Michelangelo, with its effect on viewers.

The emphasis on the generative power of nature and 
the artist in the scene of the block-by-block assem-
bling of the monuments, however, stands in opposition 
to what happens in the background of the Joshua relief, 
in the space toward which the two figures who carry 
stones and stand with their backs to the viewer direct 
their gazes. They look into depth and forward in time, 
in the direction of the image of the crumbling city of 

Jericho. Its walls and towers are split by cracks break-
ing along staggered lines that reveal the zigzag pat-
tern of bricks or blocks used to build the city’s outer 
defenses (Fig.  222). Ghiberti added the name of the 
city to the walls but split it into two parts, placing 
the main entrance gate of Jericho between sections 
of crenellated wall on which he incised, on one side, 
“GER” and, on the other, “ICO.” Ghiberti’s decision 
to cut the city’s name in half anticipates the violence 
of the episode in which the Israelite armies gain access 
to Jericho after its walls break open and, once inside 
the city, brutally massacre its animals and people with 
“the edge of the sword” (6:21) before burning it to 
the ground. In the next relief, which illustrates David’s 
triumph over Goliath and the battle between the 
Israelites and the Philistines, Ghiberti inscribed the 
name of the city (“IERUSALEM”) along the top of its 
walls in one continuous, uninterrupted line of letters, 
its textual integrity alluding to the very different fate 
of this city and its inhabitants in the Judeo-Christian 
imagination (Fig. 223).

Pairing the fall of the walls of Jericho with the 
construction of the monuments allowed Ghiberti to 
call attention to, in the Joshua panel, one of his cen-
tral artistic preoccupations, namely, his understand-
ing that forces no artist or architect can control often 
lead to the loss of artistic and architectural works. As 
Creighton Gilbert observed, time and again Ghiberti 
returns to this theme in the Commentaries, where 
he recounts in mournful tones how human actions 
have often brought about the destruction of images.44 
He laments the loss of ancient paintings and sculp-
tures that were pulled down, shattered, and defaced 
by those who considered them idolatrous.45 And in 
the art historical section of book two he recalls the 
ways fourteenth- and fifteenth-century images were 
damaged and sometimes even destroyed. Taddeo 
Gaddi’s painting of the Disputation of the Young Christ 
and the Wise Men in the church of Santa Croce, for 
example, was “torn down” (“mandata in terra”) dur-
ing a reconstruction of the church’s sacristy, an act, 
he writes, that “diminished the art of painting.”46 In  
his biography of the mysterious and possibly apocry-
phal German goldsmith Gusmin, Ghiberti recalls the 
actions of his patron, the duke of Anjou, who melted 
down several of his sculptures, an incident that, in 
Ghiberti’s telling, devastated Gusmin and led him to 

Figure 220. Giovanni Pisano, crouching giant from the base 
of the pulpit in Sant’Andrea, 1297–1301, Pistoia; Photo: © 
David Finn.
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quit his profession, leave the court, and take up resi-
dence in a hermitage where he lived the rest of his life 
away from society.47 Time and again Ghiberti relates 
stories in which forces the artist cannot control cause 
the damage or loss of completed works of art, and in 
each case he stresses the anguish tied to such occur-
rences. The episodes in the Joshua relief present pre-
cisely the pattern of creation and eventual destruction 
that he feared. In the foreground the Israelites labor 
to build monuments of stones; up above God’s divine 
power, summoned by the Israelites and accompanied 
by their voices and the horns they blow, leads to the 
obliteration of a city’s walls. Ghiberti’s visualization of 
Jericho heightened the impact of the city’s destruction 
for fifteenth-century viewers because he presented 
not a primitive settlement or a city full of unfamiliar 
building types, but rather a place whose edifices recall 
those ancient structures already damaged and lost as 
well as familiar constructions that, depending on the 
actions of humans and their societies, could in the 

future suffer a similar fate. We should perhaps not be 
surprised to find at the right edge of Jericho a polyg-
onal building that resembles the Florence Baptistery 
and even includes a cross-topped orb that, anachro-
nistically in the Old Testament cycle, caps its faceted 
dome (Fig.  224).48 Future events, the structure inti-
mates, might put even the baptistery at risk.

The Joshua and Moses panels occupy an important 
location in the Gates cycle due to their placement 
beneath the portraits of Lorenzo and Vittorio Ghiberti 
and at the eye level of most viewers (Fig.  225). The 
configuration situates the scene of the construction of 
the memorials not only in front of beholders’ eyes but 
also in a spot that makes the stone carriers easy – one 
might even say tempting  – to touch. Ghiberti pres-
ents to his audience a vivid model of tactile interac-
tion in the figure grasping the boulder with his hands, 
who was modeled and cast in extremely high relief 
and located as far down the panel’s surface as possi-
ble (Fig. 226). No figure is placed as low in the Moses 

Figure 221. Michelangelo Buonarroti, Battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs, ca. 1492, Casa Buonarroti, Florence; 
Photo: Bridgeman Images.
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or Joshua panel, and none projects away from the sur-
face as much. Sculpted nearly in the round, he holds 
the stone and seems to offer it to the panel’s actual 
onlookers, who are, in turn, almost invited to repeat his 

touch with their own. In this foreground episode and  
particularly in this figure Ghiberti focused on the 
actions of hands and their tactile encounters with 
hard stone.49 As Geraldine Johnson has written, 

Figure  222. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (Jericho) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.

Figure 223. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of David panel (city walls of Jerusalem) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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Michelangelo later embraced such an approach, focus-
ing on tactility in the David by giving the statue dis-
proportionately large hands, one cupping a stone and 
another a slingshot, and then again in his Moses, in 
which he emphasizes the physical interaction between 

the prophet’s hands and the stone tablets, and between 
his hands and the cascading ropes of his beard.50

Ghiberti left evidence that he expected, and per-
haps even hoped, that viewers would engage his reliefs 
and statues through touch. In the third book of the 
Commentaries he makes clear his sensitivity to the 
importance of touch in the perception of art. There he 
stresses the importance of using all of one’s senses, and 
especially touch, to obtain a complete understand-
ing of a three-dimensional work of art.51 In describ-
ing a sculpture of a hermaphrodite unearthed in a 
Roman sewer drain (e.g., Fig.  227), for example, he 
marvels over its details, particularly the way the toe of 
its extended leg pulls tight a swath of drapery, and he 
underscores the need to experience the work in per-
son. Mere words, he says, cannot communicate its per-
fection and refinements: interactions with the object 
have to be based on both careful visual inspection and 
examination of its form with one’s hands. “The gaze 
perceives nothing,” he states, “if the hand does not 
discover [the statue] with the touch.”52 In describing 
another ancient statue  – this one a standing, draped 
 figure – excavated in Florence on land owned by the 
Brunelleschi family, Ghiberti writes that it possesses 
many refinements “that sight cannot comprehend, not 
with strong light, [and] not with moderate [light].” 
Only “the hand, touching [the statue],” he writes, 
“perceives [such refinements].”53 In this last exam-

ple Ghiberti emphasizes his belief 
that touch does more than aug-
ment the power of sight. At times 
it supersedes vision as a mode of 
comprehension.

Many who encountered the 
Joshua panel in person evidently 
accepted Ghiberti’s assertion of 
the importance of physical contact 
in perceiving imagery correctly 
and completely. The relief regis-
ters the effects of numerous phys-
ical encounters over the centuries. 
Human touches have rubbed the 
gold off of a number of foreground 
figures and their stones. Especially 
damaged is the carrier who holds 
the rock on his hip (Figs. 210 and 
226, and Plate XVI). The gilding 

Figure 224. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (build-
ings at the right edge of Jericho) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 225. Copy of the Gates of Paradise today on the east side of the Florence 
Baptistery; Photo: © Chris Parker/Axiom Photographic.
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Figure  226. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (foreground seen from the right) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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has been removed from his right 
shoulder, forearm, knee, calf, and 
foot, as well as his left hand, head, and 
face. The gold has also been stripped 
from the front and upper surfaces of 
the stone he holds. Over the cen-
turies human touches have likewise 
worn down the bronze, softening 
the boulder’s once-sharp edges and 
obliterating the surface stippling that 
Ghiberti and members of his work-
shop added to the stones – here and 
throughout the cycle – to give them 
a rough texture. The only other ele-
ments that reveal a similar pattern of 
damage occupy the lowest register of 
the doors, in the David and Solomon 
and Queen of Sheba panels, where sec-
tions of the reliefs have suffered the 
effects of hands and, more likely, feet 
pushing against the doors in order to 
open them. Evidence visible on the 
reverse of the Joshua relief (Fig. 228) 
indicates that Ghiberti anticipated 
physical contact between view-
ers and the stone carrier in front 
and made technical adjustments to 

Figure 228. Lorenzo Ghiberti, back of Joshua panel (oval made with dashed line 
indicating the approximate location of the stone carrier who holds the rock on 
his hip) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.

Figure 227. Sleeping Hermaphrodite, Roman copy of second century CE, Greek original from second century 
BCE, Museo Nazionale Romano, Rome; Photo: Vanni Archive/Art Resource, New York.
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ensure that these tactile encounters, which might, he 
must have assumed, cause superficial damage, would 
not break through the bronze, a possibility in lost-wax 
casts where such wear can, if the object is made with a 
very thin layer of metal, puncture the bronze.54

To make each relief he probably started by form-
ing a clay core over which he built up the relief in a 
sheet of wax, and this wax, after being modeled into 
the form of the panel and enclosed within a clay shell, 
was eventually melted out of the mold, its place taken 
by liquid and then solidified bronze. In sections of the 
image meant to project away significantly from the 
surface – figures in high relief or the mounds of earth 
at the bottom of the reliefs, for  example – he added 
large amounts of clay to the core so as to limit the 
amount of wax and thus bronze used.55 Moreover, after 
fashioning the doors’ reliefs in wax and before cast-
ing them in bronze, he accessed the models’ reverses 
and at that point could remove excess wax in areas he 
deemed excessively thick. These steps ultimately less-
ened the doors’ weight and thus their cost. Behind 
elements sculpted in especially high relief he could 
eliminate more wax (something most often accom-
plished through the production of a more substantial 
clay core), and he carefully did so in every case (e.g., 
Fig. 9) except directly behind the carrier located far-
thest down the Joshua panel (Fig. 210), where the back 
of the relief is flat and, in some parts, even reinforced 
with extra bronze (Fig.  228).56 The projecting fig-
ure and his stone are thus cast solid. Ghiberti ensured 
that centuries of touches would never break through 
the bronze surface and that the effect of such tactile 
encounters would be, at most, to remove surface layers 
of gold and bronze and to smooth over the edges of 
the draped body and boulder. That is, in fact, exactly 
what has happened.

There are, of course, many examples of such sur-
face damage to bronze statues, most famously in the 
bronze St. Peter attributed to Arnolfo di Cambio in 
St. Peter’s in Rome, where the touches and kisses 
of pilgrims have smoothed the surface of the feet 
(Fig. 229).57 Such worn surfaces register in vivid terms 
the form that ritual devotions to Peter have taken, 
as well as their endurance and intensity. Ancient tex-
tual sources also discuss the effect of touch on bronze 
over a long period of time. Cicero, in his speeches 
against Gaius Verres, describes a bronze statue of 

Hercules in Agrigentum that the city’s citizens, out 
of reverence, kissed so often that its mouth and chin 
were worn smooth.58 Lucretius, in De rerum natura, 
also examines the effects of human touch on works 
of art in bronze, citing such interactions in his dis-
cussion of things that exist even though they can-
not be perceived by vision. Humans sense heat, cold, 
sound, and odors, he says, even though they are not 
able to visualize the constituent parts comprising such 
entities.59 He offers further evidence confirming the 
existence of imperceptible forms, writing that objects 
with mass or volume can over time diminish in size 
even as human eyes never see individual, constituent 
particles gradually removed from them. As examples 
of this latter phenomenon Lucretius mentions how 
fingers wear down the surfaces of rings, how drip-
ping water hollows out the faces of hard stones, how 
plowshares, if used for many seasons, lose their edge 
and become dull, the way roads eventually develop 

Figure  229. Arnolfo di Cambio (?), St. Peter, ca. 1300?,  
St. Peter’s, Rome; Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.
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dips and indentations when traversed by large num-
bers of people, and, finally, how the hands of bronze 
statues installed at city gates often appear worn and 
burnished as a result of the cumulative effect of trav-
elers touching them as they enter and exit the city.60 
“Thus all these things,” he concludes, “we see grow 
less by rubbing, / But at each time what particles 
drop off / The grudging nature of our vision stops us 
seeing.”61 Lucretius intended this discourse to stress 
the smallness, indeed seeming invisibility, of particles 
comprising matter, but his comments also call atten-
tion to the effects of humans, their touch, and time on 
concrete objects – the same consideration that moti-
vated Ghiberti’s statements about the destruction of 
art in the Commentaries. Ghiberti need not have sub-
scribed to, or even considered in detail, the sophisti-
cated and controversial theory of atomism underlying 
Lucretius’s ideas on perception and physicality, but 
one can well imagine Poggio or Niccoli mention-
ing, reading, or summarizing these lines to Ghiberti, 
author of Florence’s most famous fifteenth-century 
bronze portal sculptures – the artistic descendants of 
the bronze gate statues to which Lucretius refers.

I would like to suggest that Ghiberti not only antic-
ipated that his viewers would use their hands to feel 
and explore the foreground elements of the Joshua 
panel, but even worked the cumulative effect of their 
touches into the story about art that he wanted to 
tell through the relief ’s continuous narrative. Modern 
viewers typically read the wearing away of the surfaces 
of sculptures as an unambiguously negative effect of 
public interaction with works of art still in situ and 
accessible. Ghiberti’s reaction to such surface abra-
sion, however, might have been more complicated. 
His experiences taught him that human actions often 
damage images and sometimes even destroy them, 
and he might well have predicted that the collective 
touches of his audience over time would wear away 
the gold and smooth the bronze surface of this panel, 
and especially the gold and bronze used in fashioning 
the foreground stone carrier located closest of all to 
the eyes and hands of his viewers (Fig. 210). Perhaps 
not coincidentally, this figure, in its damaged condi-
tion, recalls precisely the anxiety communicated by the 
scenes of the construction of the monuments and the 
crumbling of the walls of Jericho, episodes in which 
humans build up monuments and then help unleash 

forces that damage and ultimately destroy structures 
crafted by human hands. Ghiberti’s carefully mod-
eled, skillfully cast, and finely finished work has been 
worn by the collective touches of viewers, underlining 
the susceptibility of sculptures to the collective effects 
of human hands and providing an example of how 
people, over time and through their actions, change 
images, sometimes causing minor deterioration and at 
other times significant destruction. Yet we might won-
der whether the smoothed, stripped foreground sur-
faces might ultimately have pleased Ghiberti, for this 
wearing away, combined with other kinds of damage 
over the centuries, led to the removal and restoration 
of the doors and their placement behind a protective 
barrier in a museum.62 Ghiberti’s encouragement of 
touch led to a small amount of damage but it has also 
ensured the doors’ long-term survival.

POSTSCRIPT: GHIBERTI AND PRIDE

In the Joshua panel the figure carrying a stone on 
his shoulders, neck, and head (Fig. 213) confirms, for 
viewers who recognize the origins of this pose in a 
Meleager sarcophagus, Ghiberti’s conversance with 
ancient art. But the detail also evokes Dante’s descrip-
tion, in canto eleven of the Purgatorio, of those guilty 
of the sin of pride. They occupy the first terrace of 
Purgatory and do penance by carrying on their backs 
and shoulders large boulders whose weight pushes 
their bodies to the ground. Illustrated copies of the 
Commedia (e.g., Fig. 230) often contain depictions of 
these figures struggling to sustain their heavy loads. In 
this canto, the proud and arrogant speak, first Omberto 
Aldobrandeschi and then the manuscript illuminator 
Oderisi da Gubbio, who, in explaining the useless-
ness of pride, reminds Dante pilgrim that earthly fame 
is ultimately fleeting. He does so by citing examples 
of contemporary artists and poets. Giotto’s fame, he 
announces, eclipsed that of Cimabue; and the poet 
Guido Cavalcanti has surpassed in prominence the 
poet-jurist Guido Guinizzelli.63 Fame is like the wind, 
explains Oderisi, which comes and goes, changing 
directions and intensity without notice or logic.

For many Florentines, the resemblance between the 
stone carrier supporting the rock on his shoulders in 
the Joshua panel and Dante’s imagining of the proud 
would have been clear. One wonders if Ghiberti 
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considered this figure, with its connection to the pun-
ishment Dante assigns to the proud, in concert with his 
nearby self-portrait and the inscription that declares 
his authorship and “wondrous skill.” The juxtaposition 
of the bust and inscription, elements that demonstrate 
his immense pride in his achievement, with a figure 
illustrating the punishment meted out to those guilty 
of excessive arrogance perhaps struck Ghiberti and his 
viewers as ironic or even apt.

The canto, however, not only details the punishment 
tied to the sin of pride. It also confirms the function of 
names in recording existence. Even though Cimabue 
is gone and has been, according to the text, overshad-
owed by the new generation, his name, recounted and 
ennobled in Dante’s text, confirms his existence and 
achievement.64 In this passage Dante muses on the idea 

of “nominanza” – “the fame one can achieve through 
one’s name” – and its content confirms that people 
are remembered by subsequent generations when 
their names are recalled.65 Names, the canto reminds 
readers, evoke memories and achievements of the 
past. Ghiberti’s understanding of this very fact led him 
to inscribe his name into the strip of bronze located 
above the Moses and Joshua panels. The connection to 
Dante is perhaps an ancillary result of Ghiberti’s inclu-
sion, in his group of figures building Joshua’s monu-
ments, of the carrier who supports the stone with his 
shoulders and neck. But when his viewers examined 
the figure in concert with Ghiberti’s self-portrait and 
signature, many must have recalled Dante’s ideas about 
both pride and the function of a name in securing 
memory and, in certain cases, fame.

Figure  230. North Italian (Genoese?) illuminator, illustration from Purgatory 11 of the Divine Comedy, Ms. 
Holkham misc. 48, fol. 77r, fourteenth century, the Bodleian Libraries, the University of Oxford; Photo: the 
Bodleian Libraries, the University of Oxford 2015.
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Ghiberti’s description of the ninth panel (Plate XI) in the Commentaries recounts the 
episode of David’s triumph over Goliath, the subsequent victory of the Israelites over 
the Philistines, and the celebration that ensues when David returns to Jerusalem:

In the ninth panel is [shown] how David kills Goliath, 
and how those [men] of the people of God [the 
Israelites] defeat the Philistines, and how [David] 
returns with the head of Goliath in [his] hand and 
how the people come to meet him, playing [music], 
singing, and saying “Saul killed one thousand and 
David, tens of thousands.”1

In the panel, the scene of David beheading Goliath 
occupies the foreground (1 Samuel 17:1–51).2 The 
Israelites and Philistines battle just behind and to the 
right (17:52–53), and, deep in the background, between 
two rocky peaks and in front of Jerusalem, the viewer 
finds a depiction of David presenting Goliath’s head 
to the Israelites, who, emerging from the city, cele-
brate his victory with music and song (Fig. 231). This 
last episode combines two moments of triumph that 
are separated in the biblical text: David’s transport of 
Goliath’s head back to Jerusalem, which is reported in 
the lines immediately following the passage recount-
ing his victory (17:54); and the Israelites’ celebration of 
David’s conquest, which takes place in the subsequent 
chapter (18:6–7) and sometime later. The description 
in the Commentaries and the final panel emphasize 
David’s status as a conquering warrior and the strength 
of the Israelite soldiers: he kills Goliath; the Israelite 
armies overwhelm their enemy; and David returns 
to his people, who celebrate him and the evidence 

of his triumph. These events, which were of partic-
ular relevance in civic contexts in Florence, take up 
three-quarters of the composition.

At some point, however, Ghiberti decided to add to 
the relief another figure. Saul, according to the Bible 
the first king of the Israelites, stands in his chariot at 
left (Fig. 232), his elevation over the others and resul-
tant isolation making him prominent in the image. 
He is presented in profile and silhouetted against the 
mountain that stretches almost to the panel’s upper 
edge. Ghiberti incised his name on the front side of his 
chariot (“SAUL”), the only time he included an iden-
tifying inscription in the Gates and the first example 
of Latin lettering in the cycle. The appearance of the 
Latin alphabet at this point accords, not coincidentally, 
with beliefs about the invention of writing. Isidore 
states in his Etymologies that Latin letters were invented 
about two-and-a-half centuries after Joshua’s era and 
approximately one hundred years before Saul’s time.3

Ghiberti’s only mention of Saul in the account in 
the Commentaries comes in the embedded quotation at 
the end (“Saul percussit mille e David decem milia”), 
which originates in the biblical text (18:7; the line is 
repeated in 21:11 and, with slight variation, at 29:5) 
and reports the words the Israelites speak or chant after 
the fight with Goliath. Ghiberti supplies it in Latin 
rather than Tuscan, recalling for readers its origins in 
Jerome’s Vulgate. But the word order in the biblical 
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text (“Percussit Saul mille et David decem milia”) dif-
fers slightly from Ghiberti’s citation. He might have 
recorded what he – or someone else – had heard rather 
than read, for the sentence in the specific order found 
in the Commentaries was part of liturgical chants sung 
in the summer liturgy, in the weeks after Pentecost 
when readings came from the book of Kings.4 In the 
Bible’s account of David’s triumph, the line, spoken 
or sung by the Israelites after the defeat of Goliath, 
conveys the superiority of David over Saul on the bat-
tlefield, a theme that recurs throughout the first book 
of Samuel.

In the context of the biblical narrative of which 
it forms a part, the words of the Israelites trigger an 
angry reaction within Saul that initiates a process of 
emotional deterioration. Earlier biblical verses indicate 
that others considered him enigmatic and sometimes 

unreachable because of his prophesying (10:10). And, 
in another moment earlier in the Bible, Saul falls into 
a state of despair when, after he disobeys God’s orders 
and refuses to kill all the inhabitants and animals in a 
town conquered by his armies (15), God rejects him as 
king, has the Israelite leader and judge Samuel anoint 
David as his replacement (16:13), and then sends an 
evil spirit to torment Saul (16:14–15). These scenes 
precede the major turning point in Saul’s life. After the 
Israelites’ musical celebration of David’s victories and 
concomitant denigration of Saul’s achievements, Saul 
is utterly and irrevocably changed. It is, according to 
the biblical text, a defining moment. From that point 
on (“ex die illa et deinceps”; 18:9), Saul regards David 
with suspicion.5 An evil spirit sent by God possesses 
him, transforming him from troubled ruler into mad 
prophet and David’s envious – and murderous – enemy 

Figure 231. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of David panel (David presents the head of Goliath to the Israelites) from 
the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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(18:10). Thenceforth an unstable and tormented indi-
vidual who is alienated even from his allies, Saul pur-
sues David, making it his primary aim to kill him. Just 
four verses after he hears the chant he twice hurls a 
spear at David; both times his young rival manages to 
avoid the weapon (18:11).6 Despite his dogged pursuit, 

Saul fails to eliminate David, and this failure is followed 
by his own death and posthumous humiliation. After 
the Philistines slaughter his sons and wound him, he 
commits suicide on Mount Gilboa (31:1–4).7 Finding 
Saul dead, the Philistines decapitate him, strip him of 
his armor and place it in their temple, and hang his 

Figure  232. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of David panel (Saul) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.
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headless, desecrated body on the walls of the Philistine 
city of Bethsan (31:9–10).8

This Saul  – haunted, visionary, and damned  – 
appears frequently in the Florentine literary tradition. 
In the Comedy Dante includes a representation of Saul 
among the images of the proud carved into the floor 
of the first terrace of Purgatory and reminds readers 
that he committed suicide by falling on his sword;9 
and he refers to Saul twice in De monarchia, where 
he writes that God, having lost faith in Saul’s ability 
to rule as king, ordered Samuel to remove him from 
the throne.10 Boccaccio, in the short biography of Saul 
in his De casibus virorum illustrium, writes that he suf-
fered bouts of madness – a madness brought on by an 
“unclean spirit” – that no doctor or medicine could 
cure.11 As in the Bible, in Boccaccio’s text everything 
changes for Saul after he hears the Israelites’ chants, 
which, Boccaccio says, not only angered him but 
also made him aware that his future held humiliation 
and death.12 Numerous manuscript versions of these 
fourteenth-century texts include illustrations of Saul 
plunging a sword into his own chest, or having done 
so and already dead (e.g., Figs. 233–234).

Although Ghiberti does not mention the image of 
Saul standing in the chariot in the Commentaries, his 
decision to include him in the panel led to a careful 

consideration of how to represent him, and not just 
his physical appearance, but also his troubled mind 
and tendency to slip into states of prophetic frenzy. 
Ghiberti crafted an image of Saul in which fury over-
whelms him, his inner battles perhaps mirroring the 
one he sees unfolding before his eyes. Saul, however, is 
in the Bible not just a man gone mad but also a prophet 
able to see into the future  – a future that, for him, 
holds only tragedy. Ghiberti alludes to, or perhaps even 
visualizes, this Saul in the section of the frame beneath 
the panel, where he inserted a sculpted image of him 
in a moment, described in the biblical text, in which 
he lies on the ground after having fallen into a state 
of divinatory frenzy (Fig. 246). The scenes and figures 
hovering above him, in the panel and in the frame, are 
transformed into Saul’s visions of the fate awaiting him. 
All of this happens in front of, and alongside, crowds 
of sculpted figures who, with the panel’s real viewers, 
form an audience for what resembles a dramatic pro-
duction. In this panel and, as we shall see, in the figures 
inserted into the frame, Ghiberti constructs and offers 
to his viewers the vision of a tragedy. It is a tragic tale 
not only because the subject represented – a king who 
falls from grace and meets a humiliating end – con-
tains all of the elements of tragedy according to the 
classical definition, but also because of the narrative 

Figure 233. North Italian (Genoese?) illuminator, illustration from Purgatory 12 of the Divine Comedy (show-
ing image of Saul on the right side of the pavement), Ms Holkham misc. 48, fol. 79r, fourteenth century, the 
Bodleian Libraries, the University of Oxford; Photo: the Bodleian Libraries, the University of Oxford 2015.
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tools Ghiberti uses to recount 
the unhappy events of Saul’s life, 
including figures that emerge 
from trances or return from the 
dead to predict or announce 
their knowledge of the future.13 
Telling the story of Saul required 
the portrayal of elements, includ-
ing emotion, prophecy, and pre-
diction, more often, and perhaps 
more easily, represented in poetry 
and prose. Ghiberti translates the 
model of classical tragedy into 
sculpted form.

DAVID AND GOLIATH

Ghiberti placed the decapita-
tion of Goliath against a sheet 
of slightly rippling ground that, 
at its top edge, roughly follows 
and frames the silhouette of the 
Philistine’s body. The location of 
the episode in the middle of the 
foreground and its prominence 
when seen from above  – and 
all would have viewed, at least 
initially, the David relief from 
above – make it a compositional 
focus. The centrality of the scene mirrors David’s 
place in the imagination of Ghiberti’s Florentine 
contemporaries. From the fourteenth through the six-
teenth century, in both private and public contexts, 
they celebrated the divinely protected shepherd boy 
in both text and image, with the implicit hope that 
God would similarly give aid to the city or to any 
citizen threatened by greater enemy forces.14 In the 
Florentine context, he appears in illuminated psalters 
in his role as assumed writer of the psalms (Fig. 235), 
in painted altarpieces (Fig. 236), and in monumental 
cycles, as in Taddeo Gaddi’s frescoes in the Baroncelli 
Chapel in Santa Croce, where, standing in an illu-
sionistic niche and atop Goliath’s body, he displays his 
battle trophies – the giant’s head and sword (Fig. 237). 
In the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries at least 
two major sculpted images of him were carved for the 
Florence Cathedral. In the early 1340s Andrea Pisano 

fashioned a marble David (as part of a group of proph-
ets and sibyls), crowned and unfurling a scroll with 
his hands, for a niche on the west side of the campa-
nile (Fig. 238). In 1408 the cathedral operai commis-
sioned from the young Donatello a marble David for 
the base of one of the triangular buttresses on the 
church’s north side (Fig. 239), the same location that 
eventually received his terracotta Joshua.15 This statue, 
which Donatello completed around 1409, was never 
elevated atop the buttress and was instead, in 1416, 
transferred to the Palazzo dei Priori at the request of 
the Signoria.16 Janson suggested that, in connection 
with the work’s transfer to the governmental palace, 
Donatello may have reworked certain sections of the 
figure, possibly removing a scroll from David’s right 
hand and adding Goliath’s head in the space between 
his feet.17 The marble statue was elevated on a pedestal, 
placed in front of a wall decorated with gilded lilies, 
and accompanied by an inscription declaring divine 

Figure 234. Page from French translation of Boccaccio’s De casibus virorum et femina-
rum illustrium (Les cas des nobles malheureux hommes et femmes), Ms. Bodl. 265, fol. 41r, 
fourteenth century, the Bodleian Libraries, the University of Oxford; Photo:  the 
Bodleian Libraries, the University of Oxford 2015.
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aid to anyone who fought in defense of the father-
land.18 The changes and additions transformed David 
the prophet into David the warrior, and in its new spot 
the statue became a symbol of republican Florence in 
a period when the city was engaged in conflicts with 
Milan and Naples.19

Even if many of Ghiberti’s earliest viewers saw 
David as an ideal warrior who triumphed through 
both strength and divine protection, in Ghiberti’s relief 
one does not find, in the first scene, an unambiguous 
announcement of his heroic victory. The slingshot used 
and placed to the side, David has seized Goliath’s sword 
and, applying the force of his upper body to its han-
dle and blade, pushes it down and through Goliath’s 
neck. David has not quite completed the decapitation 
and thus cannot yet stand proudly over a headless body, 
a common configuration in paintings and sculptures. 
This David, significantly smaller than the giant Goliath 
and the Israelite and Philistine soldiers filling up the 
panel’s fictive space, is, as the Bible specifies, a boy and a 
shepherd. His staff, a tree branch located near the front 
left edge, is conspicuously thinner and shorter than 

Goliath’s massive spear, which crosses the right side 
of the foreground and lies on the ground beneath his 
left knee and right foot. Slung over David’s left shoul-
der and hanging on his right hip is a shepherd’s sack 
(17:40), which holds the ammunition for his slingshot. 
In the lower left corner the earth opens up to reveal 
the source of the smooth stone David has used against 
Goliath. As the Bible specifies, the stone’s blow has 
caused Goliath to fall with the front of his body flush 
against the surface of the land (17:49). David presses his 
left knee onto Goliath’s right forearm, and the sword 
that cuts off the giant’s head simultaneously forces his 
face deeper into the ground, a composition other art-
ists adopted almost immediately after the doors’ instal-
lation in 1452 (Fig.  240; the decapitation happens in 
the center of the foreground).20 David immobilizes and 
silences his enemy, restraining his physical prowess and 
ability to speak – the two qualities most closely asso-
ciated with Goliath when he announces his challenge 

Figure  235. Paolo Soldini, historiated initial “O” with 
image of David and two angels, from the Psalter of Santa 
Maria Novella, Ms. 559, fol. 155v, 1379, Museo di San Marco, 
Florence; Photo: Bridgeman Images.

Figure  236. Lorenzo Monaco, David, ca. 1408–10, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New  York City; 
Photo: Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City (from 
www.metmuseum.org). 
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to his Israelite enemies. Psalm 143, a text considered in 
Ghiberti’s time as David’s account of his thoughts and 
fears before the confrontation, emphasizes Goliath’s 
violent actions and brash words. In the psalm David 
asks God to protect him from those whose “right hand 
is the right hand of iniquity [dextera eorum dextera men-
dacii or iniquitatis]” and from people who speak out 
falsehoods (Psalms 143:8 and 11).21 Ghiberti’s David 
makes it impossible for Goliath to speak, and he holds 
down the giant’s right hand.

The boyishness of this David makes it seem that 
he would indeed need divine assistance in order to 
conquer Goliath, who is, like the other soldiers in 
the panel, far larger than David. The sculpted fig-
ures to the left of the encounter suggest the miracu-
lous nature of the triumph by communicating their 
amazement. One soldier just behind David extends 
his hands in front of him to point out the event, and 
two  others – the second and third from the left in the 

group behind him – indicate their surprise by raising 
their arms and opening their hands so their palms face 
the panel’s viewers (the one at left, who holds a shield, 
does this with only his right arm), a gesture Ghiberti 
often included in images of wondrous, and seem-
ingly inexplicable, events, as in the main panel of the 
tomb shrine of St. Zenobius (1437–42), still today in 
the Florence Cathedral, where members of the crowd 
react to a resurrection performed by the saint by lifting 
up their hands and palms toward the space occupied 
by Zenobius and the child he resuscitates (Fig. 241). In 
the David panel the moment of highest drama occu-
pies the center of the composition and takes place on a 
stage-like setting and amongst a crowd that parts so that  
real viewers, like the soldiers, can see easily the image 
of the decapitation. When groups filled the piazza in 
front of the Gates, a frequent occurrence given the rit-
ual significance of the space between the cathedral and 
baptistery, the image of the fight between David and 

Figure 237. Taddeo Gaddi, David with the Head of Goliath, 
1332–8, Baroncelli Chapel, Santa Croce, Florence; 
Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.

Figure  238. Andrea Pisano, David, early 1340s, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence.
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Goliath became an event surrounded almost entirely 
by crowds – sculpted and human.

The soldiers stand in rows framing this most impor-
tant episode from the story of David, but not all face 
the scene of the beheading directly.22 In designing 
the bodies of the two soldiers at the far left edge (in 

Fig. 242), whose intense gazes toward each other sug-
gest that they discuss what they see, Ghiberti rotated 
their legs and torsos slightly to their right so that they 
seem to turn away from the beheading and in the 
direction of a viewer standing in front of the door. 
The soldier at the panel’s far right edge, surprised 
or scared by what he witnesses or perhaps anticipat-
ing the conflict that will follow it, begins to flee the 
scene (his billowing drapery emphasizes this action), 
but his torso, right leg, and arms face the viewers, a 
pose that contradicts the direction of his movement. 
The effect of turning the figures’ bodies, gestures, or 
expressions toward the viewer is to suggest that they 
not only react to the miracle of David’s triumph but 
also perform their reactions for the audience’s ben-
efit. The sense that these sculpted soldiers connect 
with real viewers is even more pronounced when 
one examines the panel from above and to the right, 
as the relief is seen when beholders stand in the place 
where the two doors meet – a logical viewing point 
for those who do not take the time to kneel in front 
of each door (Fig. 243). From here one finds that the 
soldiers on the left face the viewer directly, and from 
this vantage point it becomes possible to compre-
hend completely the pose of David, who strains with 
both arms to cut off Goliath’s head, as well as those 
of the two soldiers who, in the battle at right, swing 
the ax and clutch the long spear. The inclusion of so 
many figures who turn toward, and sometimes face, 
the viewer or perform for his or her benefit rather 
than in the direction of the events and enemies they 
confront, imparts to the panel’s narrative an unde-
niably theatrical quality. These figures perform their 
actions in part for the image’s audience. Ghiberti 

Figure  239. Donatello, David, ca. 1408–16, 
Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence; 
Photo: Scala/Art Resource, New York.

Figure 240. Francesco di Stefano (Pesellino), cassone panel with The Story of David and Goliath, ca. 1445–55, 
National Gallery, London; Photo: © National Gallery, London/Art Resource, New York.
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employed this style for certain figures of the Joseph 
panel but fully embraced it in the David relief.

SAUL

If for Florentines David embodied the ideal of the 
divinely protected ruler, Saul’s life provided an exam-
ple of what could happen to a leader when he loses 
God’s favor and protection. Evidently Ghiberti was 
keen that his audience be able to identify the figure in 
the chariot as Saul, and not David or any other Israelite 
commander, for, although figures encircle Saul’s char-
iot, Ghiberti carefully avoided the placement of any 
of them or their horses directly in front of the panel 
bearing his name, creating a lacuna that allows viewers 
to read easily the inscription on the chariot. Saul wears 
full armor, including a helmet topped with a creature 
resembling the body and tail of a fish. Ghiberti might 

have seen this in an ancient image – perhaps an intaglio 
or coin – of a murmillo gladiator, a type of fighter often 
shown with a similar kind of protective head covering.23 
(In the previous panel Joshua wears a truncated version, 
with only the fish’s tail decorating the helmet.) Saul 
holds a short baton and extends his arm in front of him, 
a gesture similar to the one God uses to expel Adam 
and Eve from the Garden of Eden, although, unlike 
God, Saul does not display the palm of his other hand 
and thus does not speak out any order. One might ini-
tially assume that Ghiberti shows Saul in the moment 
immediately after David’s victory over Goliath, in the 
process of ordering the Israelites to attack the fleeing 
Philistines. In this scenario Saul’s gesture effects the 
transformation of the soldiers surrounding him, look-
ing up at him, and watching David kill Goliath, into 
the vigorous fighting force in the panel’s right side 
(Fig. 244). Orderly rows of soldiers become a chaotic 

Figure 241. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Resurrection of the Son of the Pilgrim from the Shrine of St. Zenobius, 
1432–42, Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Alinari/Art Resource, New York.
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Figure 242. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of David panel (soldiers in the left foreground, viewed from the right) 
from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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mass of warriors, some of whom brandish swords, axes, 
arrows, and lances while others  – it is impossible to 
identify any as definitively Israelite or Philistine – hold 
up shields in a desperate attempt to defend themselves. 
The soldiers on horseback who lead Saul’s chariot and 
look up and back at him become, after Saul issues his 
order to fight, the row of five charging cavalrymen in 
the composition’s center (Fig. 245). As they enter the 
field of battle, their horses press forward, holding their 
heads up and pointing them straight ahead rather than 
tossing them casually to the right and left, as several do 
in the moment before the soldiers riding them engage 
in the fight.

It is not, however, certain that Ghiberti represents 
Saul in the process of sending the Israelites into battle, 
for the Bible nowhere claims that Saul, after David’s 

victory over Goliath, announced the commence-
ment of the attack on the Philistines, even if readers 
might assume that he did. In fact, the Bible does not 
specify who leads the Israelite soldiers in this battle, 
which culminates in their victory over the Philistines 
near the city of Accaron (17:51–53 and 55). Standing 
above the figures and the fray, Saul is oddly detached 
from the violence unfolding beneath him. Many of 
the soldiers surrounding him look up as if studying 
his actions and gesture, but Saul does not return their 
gaze, and he seems to look above and beyond even 
those who fight. His elevation over the Israelite armies 
and his unfocused gaze make it difficult to attach him 
to any particular chronological moment or episode, 
allowing viewers to connect him to any or all or none 
of the relief ’s events.

Figure  243. Lorenzo Ghiberti, David panel (seen from above and to the right) from the Gates of Paradise, 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Author.
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Figure 244. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of David panel (soldiers at right) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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His pose suggests his state of mind in this moment.24 
He stands up but he does not stand straight. His per-
fectly vertical right leg supports much of his weight 
and his left leg bends at the knee. His abdomen and 
head project forward, and they are counteracted by the 
positioning of his shoulders and their location behind 
his head, torso, and abdomen. Ghiberti has given Saul 
a contrapposto pose, but he negates the sense of bal-
ance often suggested by it by showing his shoulders 
thrown back and his head projecting forward. The 
pose is a profile version of that given to Esau in the 

foreground of the Jacob and Esau relief, where Esau’s 
subtle contrapposto does not add a sense of calm and 
balance but suggests something different (Fig.  128). 
The simultaneous forward and backward shifting of 
the parts of Esau’s body imparts a sense of dynamic 
imbalance, communicating the transitional and con-
flictual nature of a moment in which he both hopes to 
receive his blessing and learns that Jacob has stolen it. 
Saul, standing above two separate examples of David’s 
triumph, faces a parallel moment of realization, when 
he is presented with the evidence that David, the 

Figure  245. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of David panel (soldiers and horses in the center) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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divinely anointed and protected king, will probably 
usurp his position as leader of the Israelites. Giotto and 
Masaccio used contrapposto similarly, often giving the 
pose to figures whose physical movement backward 
and forward appropriately signals emotional ambiva-
lence.25 It might be noted that Ghiberti, in designing 
the standing Saul, quite possibly looked beyond ancient 
or recent images and to other sources for inspiration. 
In medieval medical theory, demons, when they pos-
sess the body, occupy the stomach or abdomen, per-
haps making Saul’s slightly projecting midsection an 
indication of the presence of the evil spirit that God, 
on several occasions, sends to torment him.26

The sense of verticality in Saul’s body is counter-
acted not only by the subtle shifting of his head, shoul-
ders, and abdomen, but also by the movement of the 
two swaths of drapery that whip and curl away from 
his back as if animated by a gust of wind. He grasps 
tightly one in his left hand and a clasp attaches the 
other to the armor covering his right shoulder. The 
active drapery further separates him from the other 
figures on the left, all of whom wear clothing or armor 
made of material that hangs down and does not move. 
It is on the right, in the chaos of the fighting, that 
articles of clothing billow energetically away from 
the bodies, indicating the movement of soldiers who 
charge into battle on horseback, swing their weapons 
or thrust them toward cowering enemies, or flee from 
the violence. These examples of energetically curl-
ing and ballooning cloaks result from, and signal the 
intensity of, the violence of war. The gust that swirls 
around Saul is different and puzzling. He stands still, 
and the movement of the drapery cannot therefore be 
a response to his body’s actions. Moreover, the gusts 
exert their effects in the very limited zone of space 
around him and do not activate the clothing of those 
standing near him. This wind seems not the type one 
finds in nature – the kind one sees in the Moses panel – 
because it comprises a single burst of moving air that 
acts in a very restricted area.

Ideas about the origins of madness perhaps help 
explain the gusts that lift Saul’s drapery away from 
his body. In Ghiberti’s time two different theories 
of mental disturbance were prevalent. Certain sug-
gestions could be found in the writings of theolo-
gians, such as Tertullian, who, relying in part on the 
Bible’s mention of spirits capable of possessing the 

soul, claims that such spirits or demons cause physi-
cal and mental illnesses. The bodies of these demons, 
he writes, are hidden within air and are thus invisible 
to the senses, but one knows they exist because it is 
possible to see their damaging effects on humans and 
in nature:

On men’s bodies [demons] inflict sicknesses and other 
bitter calamities, and on the soul sudden extrava-
gant bursts of violence. To assail both sides of man’s 
nature their subtle and impalpable substance avails 
them. Much is possible to the might of these spirits, 
so that, undetected by sight or sense, they are recog-
nized more in the consequences of their action than 
in their action itself; as when some obscure blight 
lays fruit and crop low when still in flower, takes life 
out of the bud, or wounds them in their full growth, 
and when the air is tainted in some unseen way and 
sweeps down with wafts of pestilence. By a conta-
gion similar in its obscurity the breath of demons and 
angels achieves the corruption of the mind in foul 
bursts of fury and insanity, or in savage lusts, along 
with every kind of delusion; and of all delusions that 
is the greatest which they use to recommend those 
gods to the captive and outwitted minds of men – and 
it also serves to secure for themselves their particular 
diet of smell and blood, offered to their likenesses and 
images. And what fare more exquisite for them, than 
by false sleights to turn man from contemplation of 
true deity?27

Such discussions of the idea that the breath of demons, 
or some airy and windy substance they produce, can 
cause crops to rot or bring about madness or fury 
within the human mind depend not only on the 
Bible but also on more scientific explanations of the 
etiology of mental disease developed and offered by 
ancient writers. In The Sacred Disease Hippocrates 
writes that madness – probably he actually refers here 
to epilepsy – results from changes in the wind, specif-
ically the south wind, which, he says, causes humidity 
and an inundation of phlegm within the brain that 
takes the place of air (or oxygen), preventing people 
from being able to control their speech and move-
ments and causing seizures.28 In other texts too he 
asserts the connection between wind and mental ill-
ness. In On Breaths he describes how bursts of wind, 
when they enter and then course through the body, 
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cause a range of conditions, from epilepsy to apo-
plexy, which can be cured only when the air leaves the 
patient.29 Medical education in early fifteenth-century 
Italy required the study of, and focused on, a variety of 
works by Hippocrates, especially his Aphorisms, where, 
in the beginning of book three, he lists a number of 
diseases  – physical and emotional  – caused by the 
entry of winds into the body.30

In Ghiberti’s relief the wind that swirls around Saul, a 
figure tormented by external forces that, together with 
his realization of David’s ascent, drive him to insan-
ity, can thus be read as either an indication of an evil 
spirit sent by God (the type described by Tertullian) or, 
for those inclined to consider madness as a natural or 
scientific phenomenon (a possibility that, admittedly, 
still assumes a role for God, given beliefs concerning 
divine control of the world), as an oncoming gust that, 
about to course through Saul or perhaps beginning 
to do so, leads directly to the onset of his insanity.31 
The association between madness and the wind – a 
connection reinforced by the many poets who anthro-
pomorphize winds, describing them as furious, wild, 
and angry – led playwrights to compare madness to 
churning water and powerful winds, and especially to 
gusts that whip waves into raging currents.32 Seneca, in 
his Hercules furens, a tragedy in which, as in the story of 
Saul, divine intervention drives the main protagonist 
to destructive madness, describes Hercules’ insanity as 
a fever that surges like the waves of the ocean when 
lashed by winds; many other authors employed the 
same simile.33

The story of Saul in fact adheres to the traditional 
pattern often followed in ancient and medieval trag-
edies like the Hercules furens, and his life fits the defini-
tions of tragedy offered by those who characterize the 
dramatic genre’s major features. Aristotle writes in the 
Poetics, a text rediscovered and translated into Latin in 
the thirteenth century, that tragedies tell the story of a 
basically virtuous man who possesses a flaw that causes 
his demise.34 Horace suggests that tragedies should 
treat public downfalls and defeats and make the audi-
ence sympathize with the plight of the fallen.35 By 
Ghiberti’s time many knew Isidore’s concise descrip-
tion, in the Etymologies, of the task of the tragedian. 
Creators of tragedies, says Isidore, should dramatize 
the actions and crimes that cause ancient kings to fall 
for performance on stage and in front of audiences 

(“spectante populo”).36 Subsequent authors offer-
ing definitions of tragedy repeated the idea that they 
should focus on the actions of kings and princes and 
dramatize their downfalls to show how the mighty are 
brought low. In his late fourteenth-century commen-
tary on the Divine Comedy, for example, Francesco da 
Buti writes that tragedies, which focus on the lives of 
gods, princes, and kings, begin by recounting happy 
events and conclude by describing the circumstances 
that bring about the catastrophic ends to their lives.37 
Saul’s life fits neatly into a model of tragedy articu-
lated by many. The theatrical and tragic aspects of his 
life in fact led Antonia Pulci, in the 1480s, to write 
a sacra rappresentazione (La Rappresentazione della dis-
truzione di Saul e del pianto di Davit) recounting his 
downfall.38

Seneca’s plays, the only Latin tragedies that survived 
from antiquity, were widely known in late medieval 
and Renaissance Italy.39 In his correspondence Dante 
discusses them, and they influenced passages of the 
Inferno.40 They were a focus of scholarly attention par-
ticularly in Padua, where in the late thirteenth and 
early fourteenth centuries Lovato Lovati and Albertino 
Mussato, who wrote a tragedy on the Senecan model 
(The Ecerinis), read, and were inspired by, Seneca’s 
tragic works.41 In Florence interest in Seneca preceded, 
and then persisted throughout, the fifteenth century. 
Coluccio Salutati owned a copy of all of Seneca’s trag-
edies, and the Hercules furens inspired him to write, 
in the last quarter of the fourteenth century, the De 
laboribus Herculis, a text that analyzes Seneca’s play alle-
gorically and outlines the major events of Hercules’ 
life according to the mythological accounts.42 In 1440 
Giannozzo Manetti, who owned a complete copy of 
Seneca’s tragedies that had been transcribed in 1410, 
wrote a biography of Seneca that, in the section cov-
ering the debate over whether Seneca the philoso-
pher and Seneca the tragedian were the same person, 
addresses the tragic works.43 And Leonardo Dati wrote 
in the early 1440s his Hiempsal, a moral tragedy – its 
subject comes from Sallust’s account of Roman his-
tory – whose structure derives roughly from Seneca.44

The structure of Senecan tragedy revolved around 
the presentation of a primary narrative driven by the 
actions of main characters and an accompanying cho-
rus. Ancillary  figures – gods and goddesses, humans, 
and even ghosts  – intervene at various points to 
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comment on situations and announce predictions 
about the protagonists’ future.45 Hercules furens, for 
example, begins with a monologue by the goddess 
Juno, who summarizes the events of the play and, call-
ing upon the Furies to drive Hercules mad, tells listen-
ers that Hercules will indeed eventually descend into 
insanity. In Seneca’s Agamemnon, the ghost of Thyestes, 
who temporarily returns to earth from the under-
world, opens the play by predicting Agamemnon’s 
downfall.46 In the Senecan tragedies the protagonists 
also sometimes look into the future to learn their 
fates. Often such prophesying comes during a bout 
of madness. In Agamemnon, Cassandra falls into a state 
of prophetic frenzy and describes in detail her imag-
ined vision of the murder of Agamemnon – a pre-
diction that comes to pass.47 In other cases the main 
character, while distraught or even mad, hallucinates 
and sees a series of events, a tool that Seneca used 
both to foreshadow for his audiences future scenes in 
the play and to suggest the inner workings or “fluc-
tuations of a distraught mind.”48 In Hercules furens, for 
example, Hercules, his mind addled by a madness that 
distorts completely his senses and perception of the 
world, sees in a sky that, he thinks, darkens before his 
eyes visions of the Nemean Lion and mythological 
giants. He continues to hallucinate, believing first that 
he has climbed into the heavens to lead the Titans 
in a rebellion and, next, that the Furies are attacking 
him. Blinded by his madness and still seeing fantastical 
apparitions, he catches a glimpse of his children and, 
thinking they are those of his enemy Lycus, kills them 
before attacking his wife Megara, whom he mistakes 
for Juno.49

Saul’s life follows, in its general outlines, those of 
the protagonists who meet their ends in tragedies by 
Seneca. He disobeys God’s orders and loses divine 
favor. Envy and madness overtake him, and, along 
with his sons, he meets a catastrophic end in which 
he is killed and then humiliated and dishonored in 
death. Moreover, he is plagued, during his pursuit of 
David, by intervals of delirium during which he utters 
prophecies. When, for example, Saul goes to the city 
of Najoth, where he has been told he will find Samuel 
and David, he is overcome by a spirit, strips off his 
clothing, falls to the ground, and prophesies contin-
uously over the course of a day and the following 
night (19:23–24).

Moreover, at the end of his life a ghost appears 
and foretells his death. The armies of the Philistines 
come back to attack Saul and the Israelites again, and 
he turns to God to ask for guidance in the face of 
the threat (28:6). Receiving no reply in his dreams or 
from priests or prophets, he goes to a diviner or sor-
cerer for help, who resurrects Samuel from the dead 
(28:11–19). Samuel, whose ghostly form ascends from 
the earth, tells Saul that he and the Israelite armies will 
be defeated and then announces as a prediction, in the 
starkest terms, his impending suicide and the deaths 
of his sons. “Tomorrow,” he says, “you and your sons 
will be with me” (28:19).50 Such occurrences make the 
narrative of Saul much like one of those classical trag-
edies in which the story, moving toward one figure’s 
final downfall, is punctuated by scenes in which oth-
ers, transformed in some way or appearing as ghostly 
or divine apparitions, intervene to add information 
about the characters or to announce their fates.

Ghiberti’s image in fact presents a number of ele-
ments that parallel turns of speech and plot devices 
used in Senecan tragedies. Moments of prophetic 
transformation and mystical intervention play out 
in the panel, in the framing elements to the left and 
right, and in the section of frame beneath the panel. 
There, at the foot of the door, reclines a man who, 
with his eyes barely open, seems as if awakening from, 
or possibly falling into, a deep sleep (Figs. 246–247). 
He uses his angular right arm to support the weight of 
his upper body and holds in his left hand a scroll that 
unfurls and seems as if flapping in a breeze that blows 
past his raised left knee. The drapery that loosely cov-
ers his legs leaves his chest and arms bare and falls away 
from his midsection. This relief statuette is typically 
identified as Noah, the Bible’s most famous reclin-
ing, partially draped male figure. Although the biblical 
text does not call Noah a prophet, he does announce 
his sons’ fates after he awakens from his drunken stu-
por (Genesis 9:24–27). Equally possible, however, is 
that this is Saul  – the Saul who suddenly removes 
his clothes, falls to the ground, and begins predicting 
events to come (19:24). This passage twice associates 
him with the act of prophesying.51 The unfurled scroll 
perhaps indicates that he has already spoken out his 
vision of the future, and its movement in the wind 
recalls his animated drapery – a sign of his madness – 
within the panel.
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Strictly speaking, Ghiberti allows the viewer to 
determine the content of this Saul’s thoughts. But the 
logical assumption is that, lying naked, delirious, and 
speaking out his prophecies, he gazes into the future – 
a future that includes a battle with the Philistines, his 

suicide and decapitation, and the placement of his 
body on the city walls of Bethsan. That Ghiberti meant 
to suggest that these events indeed form the substance 
of his thoughts in this moment is suggested by the 
images above him. His upward gaze leads to a sculpted 
narrative representing a battle with the Philistines, 
an image of a decapitation, and the presentation of 
a head in front of the walls of a city  – events that 
resemble or parallel all that is to come in his life. Yet 
another decapitation appears in the left-hand niche, 
where Judith brandishes a sword she has evidently just 
used (Fig. 248).52 She holds Holofernes’ head next to 
her left hip, and the drapery that swirls around her 
eventually falls in long, thin folds beneath the head. 
These thin columns of fabric, especially when illumi-
nated by raking light, approximate streams of blood – 
here golden blood  – flowing from his severed neck 
(Fig. 243). Through visual devices Ghiberti links the 
episodes and figures in the relief and frame to the 
reclining prophet. He assumes a pose nearly identi-
cal to the one given to Goliath. Both have their arms 
extended, both bend at the waist, and both have their 
legs crossed. Although Judith holds the head of a dead 
man, his lifeless state is belied by his heavily furrowed 
brow, which presumably records the appearance of his 
face at the moment of death. His eyes are closed but his 
face is angled downward and toward the space before 

Figure  247. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Saul (?)  from the 
frame of the Gates of Paradise (at the bottom of the left 
door), 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.

Figure  246. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Saul (?)  from the frame of the Gates of Paradise (at the bottom of the left 
door), 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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the panel, as if he is alive and emotionally engaged 
with some entity in front of, and below, Judith’s niche. 
The placement of his head connects him to the fig-
ure of Goliath and to the prophet below, and if we are 
indeed to interpret Holofernes as an element in Saul’s 
vision and an evocation of the fate that will soon befall 
him, the intense expression indicates the vivid nature 
of his predictions.

The figure standing in the niche at right is more 
difficult to identify, for he does not hold any attribute 
that indicates unambiguously his identity (Fig.  249). 
He unrolls a long scroll, which stretches from the level 
of his waist to the upper section of the shell-headed 
niche in which he stands. He points with his right 
hand to the very end of it, implying that the words he 
reads and perhaps announces aloud refer to an event 
far in the future or at the end of someone’s life. The 

prophet most closely tied to the David and Saul sto-
ries is Samuel. His most memorable appearance in the 
biblical narrative comes after his death, when Saul, 
wishing to know his fate, has the magician conjure up 
Samuel’s spirit.

The Bible describes Samuel, in his ghostly appear-
ance to Saul, as wearing a heavy cloak, a type of dress 
matching the costume of the prophet in the right-hand 
niche but one that is also similar to those worn by 
other frame figures. Clearer evidence that this repre-
sents the ghost of Samuel comes in the tightly closed 
flower and swirling leaves emerging from the tip of the 
curving pediment capping the niche (Fig. 250). This is 
a crocus, a type of flowering plant whose buds open 
during the day but close tightly at night as a result of 
dropping temperatures. In the biblical story (28:8) Saul 
goes during the night to ask the magician to resurrect 

Figure 248. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Judith from the frame of the 
Gates of Paradise (to the left of the David panel), 1425–52, 
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.

Figure  249. Lorenzo Ghiberti, prophet (Samuel?) from 
the frame of the Gates of Paradise (to the right of the David 
panel), 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.
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Samuel, and in the darkness she conjures up his ghost 
from the earth. Ghiberti might have read about cer-
tain flowers that close their petals at night in Pliny, 
who outlines the natural phenomenon (called nycti-
nasty) in connection with the flowers of the heliotro-
pium plant.53 But the crocus was a plant well known 
to artists, who used it to produce yellow paint.54 And 
the saffron-producing crocuses used to make the 
color – the crocus sativus – have for centuries grown 
throughout Tuscany, offering Ghiberti the chance to 
see firsthand their pale purple blooms opening at day-
break and shutting tight at sunset. He exploited the 
action of such flowers here, using the presence of the 
closed crocus bloom to indicate the nighttime setting 
of the interaction between Saul and Samuel.

One other feature hovering behind and to Samuel’s 
right in the niche recalls his status, in this moment, as 
ghostly apparition. When light coming from the right 
illuminates the Samuel relief statuette, a long shadow 
appears behind him, at first following his body’s con-
tour and then falling on the back part of the niche. 
It ends in a point near the top of the niche’s curved 
upper section (Fig. 243). The shadow is produced by 
the interaction between light coming from the right 
and Samuel’s head, extended left arm, hand, and the 
scroll he holds, and in this context it is important 

to recall that, when Ghiberti sculpted the Gates, he 
assumed they would be installed on the baptistery’s 
north side, where they would have received sunlight 
from the right and left – west and east. This shadow, 
hovering along the length of the niche, reminds 
viewers of Samuel’s status as ghost because the word 
shadow or shade – ombra – is used, and especially in 
literary contexts, to mean ghost or apparition. Dante 
employs it in this way throughout the Commedia, 
where the term describes the souls he and Virgil 
meet during their journey through Hell, Purgatory, 
and Paradise.55 Ghiberti may have extended Samuel’s 
arm and given him the unfurled scroll in order to 
produce the long shadow at left that recalls his status 
as shade rather than human.

If one accepts that Ghiberti represented Samuel’s 
prophecy, the panel can be seen as visualizing extended 
narratives of not just David but also Saul. David is 
first a young, divinely protected fighter, and by the 
end of the sculpted tale the Israelites celebrate him in 
song as a triumphant hero. In Saul’s first appearance, 
he looks up and over his armies and a battle as winds, 
perhaps signifying his madness, swirl around him. He 
is next (beneath the panel) a frenzied prophet who 
sees before him a vision of his destiny. And finally, 
Samuel steps onto the stage from beyond to announce 

Figure 250. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail from the frame of the Gates of Paradise (to the right of the David panel), 
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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for viewers his prophecy of Saul’s fate – a fate evoked 
by the dual images of decapitation. It is probably not 
coincidental that the standing figure of Saul in the 
relief looks and gestures toward the representation of 
Samuel in the frame. Perhaps Saul, even in this ear-
lier moment, looks far into the future to see Samuel 
make his fateful announcement? In support of this 
possibility is the fact that ancient authors also con-
nect winds – the type that animate Saul’s cloak – to 
inspiration or prophecies, which are both carried on 
(in the Aeneid) and inspired by (in Longinus’s On the 
Sublime) airy gusts.56

The crowds in the panel are at once soldiers fol-
lowing their leaders and spectators who, like the real 
viewers of the doors, witness the dramatic events tak-
ing place before them. Ghiberti adopted a tragic mode 

and embraced the theatrical nature of art – the win-
dow onto another world is here replaced by a stage on 
which dramatic events take place. That stage extends 
to include the spaces next to the panel. Surrounding 
the central stories, the frame statuettes of Saul and 
Samuel  – a prophet and a ghost  – intercede in the 
action to foretell and announce what is to come. They 
move the narrative beyond the contents of the panel 
and into the future  – a future that Ghiberti helps 
viewers construct by including, in the panel and frame, 
scenes that evoke events tied to Saul’s downfall and 
death. In the panel and relief statuettes Ghiberti pres-
ents a tragedy, but the dramatic performance, which 
plays out on the stage, is complete only when viewers 
use their imaginations to drive the actions further for-
ward in time.
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The final relief of the Gates (Plate XII) provides viewers with a street view of Jerusalem 
and a massive architectural structure representing Solomon’s temple, the grand and 
richly decorated building described in the Bible’s account of Solomon’s life and 

rule.1 This panel is the only one in the cycle to focus on a single event, namely, the meeting 
of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, a story recounted twice in the Old Testament (1 Kings 
10 and 2 Chronicles 9:1–12). The queen and her retinue, bearing gold, precious stones, and 
spices, journey from her kingdom, which most commentators located in Africa or the Arabian 
peninsula, to Solomon’s court in order to “test him with difficult questions” (“temptare eum 
in enigmatibus”; 1 Kings 10:1).2 Upon her arrival she tests his knowledge and poses her ques-
tions, all of which, so the text claims, Solomon answers, thus demonstrating his expansive 
wisdom (1 Kings 10:3–4). Christian exegetes initially interpreted the episode as a prefiguration 
of the Gentiles (the queen) accepting Christianity (Solomon) and then, later in the medieval 
era, as a typological precedent of the joining of Christ (Solomon) to the Church (the queen).3 
In the relief the queen and Solomon stand in front of the temple and in the midst of a large 
crowd (Fig. 251). The train of her outer garment flows away from her body and into the arms 
of one of her attendants, and another holds her crown. The queen grips a folded swath of her 
heavy cloak between her right forearm and torso, but the viewer must assume that it begins, 
in this moment, to slip toward the ground, for she and Solomon grasp hands, an action that 
necessarily causes her arm to separate slightly from her body, allowing this garment to begin 
falling. The action accords with the moment. Having arrived at her destination, she no longer 
needs to keep her drapery away from her feet. The unmoving, vertical folds of Solomon’s robes 
convey a sense of stasis, suggesting that he has been awaiting the arrival of the queen and her 
retinue. Ghiberti used similar columns of drapery to imply inaction in other reliefs, such as 
the effigy of Leonardo Dati he sculpted for his floor tomb in Santa Maria Novella (Fig. 252), 
where such treatment of the raiment was not just appropriate, but also essential to portraying 
the stillness of death.4

Ghiberti’s description in the Commentaries parallels the 
simplicity of the panel’s narrative. “In the tenth panel,” 
he says, “is how the queen of Sheba comes to visit 

Solomon with a great retinue; she is adorned, with 
many figures all around.”5 The queen’s followers and 
members of Solomon’s court fill the foreground and 

C hap te r   10

The Solomon and Queen of Sheba Panel:  
A Portrait of Ghiberti’s Florence
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a raised porch abutting the temple. The presence of 
such large crowds reminds viewers that, according to 
the Bible, by this point in history families had grown 
to become large populations. In the age of Solomon, 
the text claims, the population of the Israelites was so 
large that one could not calculate it with any preci-
sion (1 Kings 3:8). Solomon’s temple looms behind 
the king, the queen, and their subjects. This insis-
tently postclassical structure, with its central nave, side 
aisles, and groin vaults, resembles closely a medieval 
church. Such a representation perhaps reflects exeget-
ical interpretations of Solomon’s temple offered by 
medieval Christian theologians, who uniformly con-
sidered it a typological precedent for the Christian 
Church.6 Ghiberti, as has long been noted, probably 
drew inspiration from a specific edifice, namely, the 
new Florence Cathedral.7 The dome’s construction, 
directed by Brunelleschi, came to a conclusion in 
1436, just as Ghiberti was designing and casting the 

final panels of the doors. Solomon’s temple and the 
new church were in fact compared during Ghiberti’s 
time. To celebrate the cathedral’s consecration, which 
took place on March 25, 1436, and the Virgin in her 
role as its dedicatee, Guillaume Dufay composed a 
motet whose musical structure was based on the same 
ratios that Solomon, in the Bible, employs in building 
the temple.8

Just as Ghiberti’s temple resembles the new cathe-
dral, the area in front of the fictive building, with 
its expansive crowd, evokes the piazza between San 
Giovanni and Santa Maria del Fiore, which had hosted 
major ceremonies and gatherings for centuries, and 
especially after it was cleared of tomb monuments in 
the period around 1300.9 The baptistery and cathedral, 
churches central to Florentine life, hosted a range of 
religious rituals, from baptisms to masses, and often 
the liturgy dictated that participants assemble in the 
square or walk through it in order to pass from one 

Figure 251. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (Solomon and the queen) from 
the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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building to the other.10 On the feast day of John the 
Baptist, for example, people stood in, and processed 
through, piazza San Giovanni as the standards of sub-
ject cities were brought to the baptistery.11 Ghiberti’s 
image, which represents a familiar building, thus also 
includes a populated public square much like the one 
between the cathedral and baptistery. In this chap-
ter I  suggest that the similarities between Ghiberti’s 
vision of Solomon’s Jerusalem and his Florence extend 
to include the activities and demeanor of the people 
standing in the fictive space next to the temple. In 
the representation of the biblical event, the figures 
gathered around the king and queen are visitors from 
Sheba and residents of Jerusalem. Many of those who 
come to the city from afar (Fig. 253) look out toward 
the viewer and up at Jerusalem’s buildings, much as 
visitors to Florence (and, sometimes, Florentines) 
gazed at the new structures recently erected in the city. 
Most of Solomon’s subjects, some of whom face the 
relief ’s beholders, are instead engaged in discussions in 
which they listen and talk to other figures (Fig. 254). 
These activities recall Ghiberti’s immediate intellec-
tual world, in which humanists and others read texts, 
recovered classical learning, discussed and debated its 
relevance to modern life, and offered their ideas to 
the general public. This culminating panel depicts and 
commemorates Ghiberti’s Florence  – the changing 
face of the city as well as the intellectual, more specif-
ically humanist, community whose researches into the 
past shaped Ghiberti’s approach to sculpting the Gates 
of Paradise.

THE CULMINATION OF HUMAN 

HISTORY: SOCIETY, ARCHITECTURE, 

AND SPACE

The Solomon and Queen of Sheba panel adds a final 
 element to the comprehensive vision of civilization 
presented by the Gates. Society has not only diversi-
fied, as seen in the Joshua panel, but become complete. 
In the first nine narratives viewers find examples of 
architectural structures built by humans (e.g., the Jacob 
and Esau and Joseph reliefs); commemorative monu-
ments being crafted (Joshua); crops being planted, har-
vested, and refined and food being distributed (Cain 
and Abel, Noah, and Joseph); armies fighting on behalf 
of the peoples they represent (David); goods being 

Figure 252. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Tomb slab of Leonardo Dati, 
ca. 1425–7, Santa Maria Novella, Florence; Photo: Scala/Art 
Resource, New York.
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acquired (Joseph); the elevation of religious leaders 
(Moses); and the performance of rituals, sometimes 
before objects considered sacred (Noah and Joshua). In 
the final panel, Solomon, a figure renowned for fair-
ness in judgment, wisdom, and learning  – tradition 
held that he authored the Bible’s books of Proverbs, 
Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs – rules as king over 
his people. The multidimensional civilization pre-
sented in and by the panels can again be connected to 
ideas of Marsilius of Padua, who, relying on Aristotle’s 
Politics, wrote about the six specific “parts or offices” of 
the state that function together to bring about peace-
ful societies: the agricultural, artisan, military, financial, 
priestly, and the judicial or deliberative.12 The tenth 
panel represents an emblem of the final element – wise 
judgment – needed to complete this vision.

This relief also contains a culmination of the cycle’s 
long history of architecture. The simple and rustic hut 
next to Adam, Eve, Cain, and Abel has evolved into 

the multileveled and subdivided temple, one of many 
buildings and cities whose construction Solomon 
supervises during his reign.13 The Bible describes 
the temple and Solomon’s palace, both in Jerusalem, 
in three chapters in the first book of Kings (1 Kings 
5–7) and then again recounts the temple’s construc-
tion and appearance in the second book of Chronicles 
(2 Chronicles 2–5:1). These detailed passages record 
the structures’ measurements, the configurations of 
their rooms and halls and porches, the materials used 
in their construction (stone; juniper, cedar, and olive 
wood; and metals, including gold, silver, and bronze), 
the ornamental and figural sculptures that decorated 
their inner and outer walls, and the objects made 
for them.

To build the temple and his palace, according to 
the biblical descriptions, Solomon conscripts work-
ers from among the Israelites (thirty thousand men 
working in shifts; 1 Kings 5:13) and employs Tyrian 

Figure 253. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (figures in the left foreground) 
from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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and Sidonian architects, whom Solomon considers the 
finest and most skilled builders of the time (1 Kings 5). 
In the tale, the Tyrian King Hiram sends these artisans 
to Jerusalem and also ships raw materials for use in 

Solomon’s building projects. As an artist who special-
ized in bronze, Ghiberti must have found the passages 
outlining the sculptural decoration of the palace par-
ticularly interesting. These portions of the text record 

Figure 254. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (figures in the right foreground) 
from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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the name of a certain Hiram of Tyre (1 Kings 7:13–47; 
no relation to the king), a bronze sculptor who fashions 
for Solomon an immense number of works, including 
two pillars, a round water font standing atop twelve 
oxen, ten wheeled stands, ten basins, and numerous 
containers and utensils. The projects Solomon super-
vises parallel in many ways those completed in the first 
half of the fifteenth century in Florence: the construc-
tion of the cathedral’s dome, the creation of two new 
bronze doors for the baptistery, and the production 
of sculptural monuments for Orsanmichele and other 
public spaces. One wonders if Florentines who, in the 
early fifteenth century, watched as architects, builders, 
workmen, and sculptors (Ghiberti, of course, included) 
remade and decorated the religious core of their city 
considered it almost a second Jerusalem – more specif-
ically, Jerusalem in Solomon’s time. Self-identification 
with Solomon was common among medieval patrons 
of architecture, who often compared themselves to 
Solomon and, implicitly, their eras to his period of 
rule.14 Later, Giannozzo Manetti, in his biography of 
Nicholas V, likened the pope to Solomon. He compares 
Solomon’s temple to Nicholas’s plans for a new St. 
Peter’s, work on which was begun during his pontif-
icate by the architect-sculptor Bernardo Rossellino.15 
Perhaps the similarity between the active building and 
decorative programs in fifteenth-century Florence and 
Solomonic Jerusalem also prompted Ghiberti to use 
the Florence Cathedral as a model for the temple.

In its general plan Ghiberti’s temple follows the 
Bible’s descriptions, which specify that the tem-
ple was designed on a rectangular plan (1 Kings 6:2) 
and included, at one end, the space called the sancta 
sanctorum (2 Chronicles 5:7:  “in sancta sanctorum”), 
a cube-shaped room that held and protected the ark 
of the covenant.16 Like the edifice described in the 
text, in Ghiberti’s visualization a porch stands before 
and leads to the building’s façade (1 Kings 6:3), which 
opens onto a nave leading to the sancta sanctorum. 
This most sacred chamber appears as an apsidal space 
with trilobed windows beneath a vaulted semidome. 
Ghiberti’s gilded surfaces recall the biblical descrip-
tion of the temple’s inner and outer walls, which, 
the text specifies, were covered from floor to ceiling 
with sheets of gold (1 Kings 6:22). His structure dif-
fers, however, from the one portrayed in the Bible in 

both its measurements and detailing. He neither rep-
licated the specific dimensions of the biblical temple 
(60 × 20 × 30 cubits) nor included the numerous and 
intricate decorative carvings and objects that, the Bible 
claims, adorned its interior and exterior walls.17

Despite its copious detail, the biblical text does not 
describe certain aspects of the temple structure. It does 
not specify the shape and form of the vertical supports 
holding up the ceiling. And although it mentions the 
material used to build the vaults (cedar), nowhere does 
it outline their precise appearance. Representing the 
temple, in image or text, therefore required flexibility 
and imagination. Writers like Josephus, who expounds 
at length on the form and decorations of Solomon’s 
temple, offer educated guesses about the structure and 
appearance of the temple’s uppermost sections; he 
hypothesizes that it had a roof of interlocking wooden 
beams and was covered by gilded sheets of cedar.18 
Medieval pilgrims who visited Jerusalem quite often 
assumed that the seventh-century Dome of the Rock, 
which, as some of them state, had been destroyed and 
rebuilt several times, reflected in general Solomon’s 
original temple, and a number of later artists drew 
inspiration from these accounts and their characteriza-
tions of elements not described in the Bible.19 Niccolò 
da Poggibonsi, for example, writes that the building 
he saw in Jerusalem and understood to be Solomon’s 
temple had a round top and a lower section that was 
punctuated with windows and that expanded well 
beyond the borders of the upper part.20 Ghiberti, as 
we shall see, left such reports aside, and in designing 
details not sufficiently outlined in the Bible probably 
turned, as was his custom, to ancient knowledge. On 
the historical development of building and, more spe-
cifically, the architectural practice of those he believed 
were responsible for the design and construction of 
the temple, he followed ideas of pagan writers he con-
sidered trustworthy and authoritative.

Quite clearly Solomon’s temple functions differ-
ently from the architectural structures in the Jacob and 
Esau and Joseph panels, where figures move into and 
through the fictive spaces enclosed by the buildings. In 
these reliefs, dividing walls, elevated floors, and arcades 
also clarify the narratives by demarcating the spatial 
zones containing their constituent scenes. This divi-
sion of space makes it easier to locate and thus read 
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individual episodes. In the Solomon and Queen of Sheba 
relief the architecture and humans are separated, and 
insistently so, resulting in an image in which the build-
ings serve as a backdrop rather than elements framing 
individuals and narrative moments. It also differs from 
the cycle’s other architectural panels in its presentation 
of spatial recession. In the Jacob and Esau and Joseph 
reliefs, the edges of the buildings and the squared 
pavements form the networks of perspectival lines 
that guide the gaze toward a vanishing point (or area) 
and thus into fictive space, binding together, through 
the action of human sight, real and fictive worlds. The 
location of the Solomon and Queen of Sheba panel in the 
cycle’s lowest level, however, makes it impossible for 
viewers to perceive its space as in any sense an exten-
sion of their own, and this likely explains the absence 
of inscribed orthogonals or transverse lines in the pave-
ment. The orthogonals represented by the long entab-
latures above the pilasters and arcades do converge in a 
small zone located almost exactly in the panel’s center, 
but those of the temple’s apse do not come close to 
this convergence point (or area) and instead intersect 
well above it, making the apse geometrically and thus 
spatially distinct from the rest of the temple’s structure 
(Fig. 255). The adoption of the higher vanishing point 
makes the apse seem closer to viewers and thus gives 
it an added prominence, an appropriate effect given 
beliefs about the especially sacred nature of this part of 
the temple’s interior.

In still other ways the architectural structures of 
this last panel differ from others in the cycle. In the 
buildings in the earlier reliefs every element – each 
arch, capital, pier, pilaster, and cornice – can be per-
ceived as a solid, individual, and distinct form, even 
if the relation between entire structures is sometimes 
unclear, as is the case in the Joseph panel, where the 
grain market seems almost to bump into the gov-
ernor’s palace on the left side. In the Jacob and Esau 
and Joseph reliefs Ghiberti clearly intended viewers 
to marvel at his ability to represent individual archi-
tectural forms, or groups of forms, that, in places, 
overlap. Moreover, in these earlier images every 
structural and decorative element possesses mass 
and bulk. Each section of wall, every pier, and all 
of the pilasters project away from, at least to some 
degree, the flat bronze background. In the Solomon 

panel the solid balustrades and steps lead to the groin 
vaults and arcades of the front section of the temple, 
which enclose defined volumes of space receding 
realistically into fictive depth. But as the gaze moves 
through the temple space and into its deepest (and, 
according to belief, most hallowed) sections, these 
solid elements give way to more delicate architec-
tural forms (Fig. 256).21 The apse’s softly edged semi-
dome, delicate trilobed windows in arched frames, 
thin wall strips, and crowning entablature and cor-
nice were modeled and cast in extremely low relief 
and sometimes, as with the lobed sections of the 
windows, were chased only sketchily and approxi-
mately into the bronze surface. In the apse and in the 
deepest sections of the side aisles several of the groin 
vaults’ edges, which are rounded and smoothed, are 
only partially modeled (especially right above the 
cornices or the abacuses of the capitals). At points 
they become difficult to see (Fig.  257), replicating 
the effect of light on actual groin vaults, the edges 
of which sometimes seem to melt away when light 
and shadow flicker across them (e.g., Figs. 165–166). 
Contemporaries sometimes attempted to capture 
the same effect in paint (Fig. 258, especially in the 
background). The capitals closest to the apse of 
Solomon’s temple, rather than containing identi-
fiable leaves and tendrils, comprise nubs of bronze 
only sketchily defined. The presence of these fuzzy, 
and sometimes disappearing, details in low relief 
gives an effect somewhat similar to that produced 
by Donatello’s marble schiacciato reliefs, in which he 
scratched edges of buildings or other objects into 
the stone or fashioned paper-thin forms that barely 
project from the surface (e.g., Figs. 135 and 189). The 
technique results in structures that seem obscured 
by haze or some other misty substance that inter-
venes between the buildings and the viewers’ eyes. 
In the 1420s Masaccio depicted a similar effect in 
paint (e.g., Fig. 137), using atmospheric perspective 
to suggest a realistic outdoor environment.

Donatello also sometimes represented shifting light 
within enclosed spaces by partially gilding his reliefs, 
as in the bronze Miracle of the Miser’s Heart for the 
high altar of the Santo in Padua (Fig. 259). There the 
technique results in passages that, when illuminated, 
approximate the appearance of a church interior in 
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which beams of light selectively highlight walls and 
other elements as they move across them.22 Ghiberti 
created a comparable sense of shifting illumination in 
the vaults of the temple of Solomon. Light flickers over 
their delicately and variably curved and angled sur-
faces, partially illuminating some areas, flooding others 

with light, and leaving certain sections in shadow. What 
we see approximates the appearance of a real church 
interior lit selectively by candles or sunlight passing 
through narrow windows.23 Devoid of both elaborate 
ornament and occupants, Ghiberti’s temple is a pure 
demonstration of both his mastery of the visualization 

Figure 255. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (with orthogonals added) from the Gates 
of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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of architecture in the relief medium and his ability to 
suggest, through the inclusion of roughly chased details 
and carefully angled architectural forms, the appear-
ance of a church interior in which light passes through 

windows and illuminates a dark space, flames flicker, 
and smoke from incense and candles hangs in the air, 
preventing light from illuminating entirely, and defin-
ing clearly, the inner zones of the building.

Figure 256. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (apse section of the temple) from 
the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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The atmospheric interior, in addition to manifest-
ing Ghiberti’s skill in fashioning realistic space, also 
suggests the sacred nature of the temple. In the biblical 
story, after the installation of the ark into the sancta 
sanctorum a cloud several times descends from above 
and fills the edifice, signifying, announces Solomon, 
God’s presence on earth. This cloudy substance drives 
everyone, including the priests, out of the temple  

(1 Kings 8:10–12, 2 Chronicles 5:14, and 2 Chronicles 
7:1–3). The suggestion of haze in Ghiberti’s building 
might thus be an attempt to remind viewers of these 
moments when God, who, according to Solomon, 
materializes in the form of a cloud, enters the tem-
ple. The emptiness of Ghiberti’s building also evokes 
its hallowed quality, for in the biblical narrative God’s 
descent to earth causes the temple to be emptied of 

Figure 257. Lorenzo Ghiberti, details of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (vaults in the temple’s side aisles) 
from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

Figure 258. Gentile da Fabriano, Presentation in the Temple from the Strozzi Altarpiece, 1423, Galleria degli Uffizi, 
Florence; Photo: Erich Lessing/Art Resource, New York.
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the priests who officiate there. Passages in the New 
Testament (e.g., Hebrews 9:6–7) claim that only priests 
were allowed into the temple – Israelites were given 
access to the courts surrounding it – and that only the 
high priest could go into the sancta sanctorum, which 
he entered once a year. The decision to include just 
one event in this relief, rather than the three or four 
that one finds in the earlier panels, freed Ghiberti to 
leave the temple unoccupied. Its vacant spaces remind 
viewers of the Bible’s claim that access to it was lim-
ited to a very few individuals because of its status as a 
sacred edifice.

The idea that the interior of a religious structure 
represents a place of the union of the earthly and 
divine, where God’s spirit can descend to earth and 
fill a building’s constituent spaces, was enacted in 
vivid terms during the consecration of the Florence 
Cathedral. The city’s clergy, led by Pope Eugenius IV, 
who was then residing in Florence, performed the 
liturgy of consecration, a series of ceremonies that 
emphasize the notion that, in a church, “heaven is 
revealed on earth.”24 In the Solomon relief Ghiberti 
not only presents the first clear example of religious 
architecture in the cycle, but also offers, for the first 
time, a vision of a sacred interior that holds and pro-
tects objects considered holy and in which the earthly 
world connects to that of the divine. The treatment of 

the space evokes both the performance of religious rit-
ual and a divine presence, and this building, emphati-
cally different from those presented earlier in the cycle, 
announces itself as a sacred realm. Because it is empty, 
its devotional interior remains one step removed from 
the spaces that housed the faithful and religious cere-
monies in Ghiberti’s time. In a sense, his contemporar-
ies completed the cycle when they stepped into the 
cathedral or baptistery.

To some viewers, the design of the architectural shell 
enclosing the fictive, hallowed realm might have seemed 
inconsistent given the historical development of build-
ing, an evolutionary process that Ghiberti considered 
carefully.25 In depicting Solomon’s temple artists often 
drew on their knowledge of local or recent architectural 
styles, as is the case, for example, in Jean Fouquet’s mag-
nificent illuminations of Solomon’s temple, which he 
envisioned as a French Gothic church (e.g., Fig. 260).26 
After the thirteenth century artists frequently relied 
on the Gothic architectural style in representing outer 
or inner sections of the temple, but very few pro-
vide sweeping views of a vast, groin-vaulted interior 
as Ghiberti does. Groin vaults, the earliest examples of 
which he and his contemporaries would have seen in 
the upper reaches of ancient Roman structures, were 
used extensively in the construction of buildings dur-
ing Ghiberti’s own time and in the preceding centuries. 

Figure 259. Donatello, Miracle of the Miser’s Heart, 1446–50, Basilica of Sant’Antonio, Padua; Photo: Scala/Art 
Resource, New York.
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Elaborate, groin-vaulted buildings appear often in New 
Testament images, for example, Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s 
Presentation of Christ (Fig. 34). Although Ambrogio pre-
ferred to use slender columns, painted as if fashioned 
out of colored marble, rather than pilasters to deco-
rate the structure he imagined, his building shares with 
Ghiberti’s its groin-vaulted ceiling. Ambrogio’s edifice, 
of course, serves as the backdrop for a rite that, accord-
ing to the Bible, happens in the age of imperial Rome, 
a chronological context that rendered logical the use of 
groin vaults at the temple’s uppermost level. Solomon’s 
temple, by contrast, was understood to have had 
pre-Roman origins. A number of widely read works 
made this very clear. Josephus writes that 1,130 years 
passed between the construction of Solomon’s temple 
and its destruction by Vespasian.27 Isidore claims that 
the temple was built 4,204 years after the creation of 
the world and that Christ was born 5,210 years after the 

beginning of time, placing the date of its completion 
around 1000 BCE.28 Popular sources repeated these 
assertions. In the travelogue attributed to the English 
writer John Mandeville, Solomon’s temple is said to 
have lasted 1,102  years before the Roman emperor 
Titus ordered its demolition during his assault on 
Jerusalem.29 According to these sources Solomon 
oversaw the temple’s construction several centuries 
before the birth of Rome and more than two thou-
sand years before Ghiberti sculpted his second set of 
doors. In the relief, Florence’s new cathedral, or a sim-
ilar church, seems to have been transported back in 
time to serve as the setting and backdrop for an event 
that, in the popular imagination, took place before the 
advent of Roman civilization and millennia before 
Ghiberti began his doors and the Florentines con-
structed Santa Maria del Fiore. Viewers interested in 
the evolution of architectural style, or those who sim-
ply recalled the appearance of buildings constructed 
in the preceding centuries, must have seen Ghiberti’s 
temple as an anachronism.

Ghiberti, however, might well have considered 
elements of this building to be perfectly compatible 
with the development of architecture as he under-
stood it from his reading of ancient texts. The Bible’s 
mention of the Tyrian origins of some of Solomon’s 
workers and architects perhaps recalled for Ghiberti 
Vitruvius’s discussion of Tyrian military architecture 
in De architectura. Vitruvius credits military engineers 
from Carthage, a city thought to have been settled 

by Tyrian refugees, with the invention of the batter-
ing ram in its simplest form. Carthaginian soldiers, 
he states, struck the ram’s heavy beam repeatedly 
against the wall of an enemy’s fort to knock it down.30 
Following this, he writes, a Tyrian engineer named 
Pephrasmenos devised one of the earliest siege engines, 
a class of machines used to break through walls during 
military combat.31 In this example, made of two ships’ 
masts, one oriented vertically and the other horizon-
tally, the operator of the engine repeatedly drove the 
horizontal mast against a wall in order to break it apart. 
According to Vitruvius, another architect, Ceras of 
Carthage, subsequently developed a more sophisticated 
version. Called the “tortoise ram” because of its slow 
movement, this second device comprised a heavy bar 
suspended from a superstructure made of cross beams.32 
Oxhides stretched across the beams, protecting both 

Figure  260. Jean Fouquet, The Building of Solomon’s Temple  
from Josephus’s Jewish Antiquities, Ms. Fr. 247, fol. 163r, ca. 
1470–5, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris; Photo: ©BnF, 
Dist. RMN-Grand Palais/Art Resource, New York.
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the ramming mechanism and those who operated it. 
The upper section of this machine, with its vaults made 
of wooden frames and tough animal skins, paralleled in 
its form the groin vaults used in late medieval churches 
throughout Europe, in which thin sheets of stone fill 
the spaces between the arches and ribs that serve as 
the vaults’ skeletal armature. Ghiberti could have found 
confirmation of the Tyrian use of the vault in the 
Aeneid, where Virgil, to describe the ceiling of a temple 
of Athena in Carthage, uses a word (testudo) employed 
in the medieval era to describe vaulting.33

In Vitruvius, Ghiberti thus could have found 
an indication of the kinds of structural elements 
employed by early Tyrian architects, precisely those 
builders said in the Bible to have been largely respon-
sible for the design and construction of Solomon’s 
temple. The use of vaults in Ghiberti’s visualization 
of Solomon’s temple would not, to a careful reader 
of Vitruvius like Ghiberti, have seemed anachronistic. 
Accepted chronologies supported Ghiberti’s vision. 
Vitruvius supplies no precise date for the invention 
of these early siege engines, but Isidore confirms 
that the establishment of Carthage came just before 
Solomon’s time. In his list of historical events, Isidore 
placed Dido’s founding of the city, which he says hap-
pened 4,164 years after Creation, immediately before 
the construction of Solomon’s temple in Jerusalem, 
which took place, he claims, exactly forty years later.34

Ghiberti’s pursuit of historical accuracy in the 
appearance of Solomon’s temple very likely explains 
a fascinating, yet heretofore incompletely understood, 
interaction between Ghiberti and the Sicilian human-
ist Giovanni Aurispa in the period during which 
Ghiberti was designing and casting the panels. As 
mentioned earlier, Aurispa owned a copy of Athenaeus 
Mechanicus’s On Machines, the short, Greek text writ-
ten in the first century BCE that outlines the history, 
and common designs, of siege engines.35 In a letter of 
1424 Aurispa writes that the manuscript was illustrated 
with drawings of the machines described in the text.36 
Sometime in the 1420s he loaned it to Traversari, who 
had it in his possession in 1427 but returned it shortly 
thereafter to Aurispa.37 During the time the book was 
in Florence Ghiberti must have discussed it with a 
contemporary who read Greek, most likely Traversari, 
because just before 1430 Ghiberti wrote directly to 
Aurispa, asking to borrow the manuscript so he could 

examine it again. Ghiberti’s letter and Aurispa’s reply 
to him do not survive, and we know about the episode 
because Aurispa mentions the inquiry in two letters he 
sent to Traversari.38 Ghiberti excerpted a long section 
from On Machines at the beginning of the first book 
of the Commentaries, suggesting that Aurispa eventually 
either sent the book to Ghiberti, who had the relevant 
sections translated, or himself translated portions of it 
into Latin or Italian and sent those in lieu of the entire 
manuscript.39 This remarkable exchange highlights 
Ghiberti’s interest in ancient Greek and Latin sources 
and calls attention to the nature of his relationship 
with Traversari, with whom he must have examined 
and discussed at some length Athenaeus’s rare work 
during the 1420s.

Ghiberti quite possibly had, at least initially, motiva-
tions for wanting to consult again Aurispa’s illustrated 
copy of the text that were not connected to his literary 
endeavors. Although Vitruvius and Athenaeus proba-
bly drew their information about the early history of 
siege engines from the same source, Athenaeus’s trea-
tise offered a second account of early Tyrian military 
architecture, and Ghiberti may have hoped that it con-
tained an expansion of the topic – and with images – 
beyond what he had read in Vitruvius.40 Although 
we cannot know for certain, he may have looked to 
Athenaeus for more information about Tyrian archi-
tecture in order to refine his approach to represent-
ing Solomon’s temple. During the design process of 
the Gates he seems to have consulted many textual 
authorities, some he learned about on his own and 
others he could have become aware of only through 
his humanist contemporaries. In this case the source in 
question not only indicated the possible appearance of 
an historical building he wanted to include in a relief, 
but also supplied him with material he eventually 
used in the Commentaries. In constructing his personal 
vision of the temple, Ghiberti relied on pagan ideas 
about innovation in architectural practice as much as 
on any other source.

THE CULMINATION OF THE GATES OF 

PARADISE

Ghiberti’s Solomon and the Queen of Sheba relief 
influenced the production of a number of domestic 
objects portraying stories from the life of Solomon. 
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In such works artists often depicted either the famous 
episode in which he mediates between two women 
both claiming a child as their own (1 Kings 3:16–28) 
or the visit of the queen of Sheba to Jerusalem. In the 
second half of the fifteenth century, in both north-
ern and central Italy, artists frequently painted images 
of these scenes on cassoni, the chests that held the 
household items brides took to their new homes, and 
on deschi da parto, salvers or trays purchased in con-
nection with the birth of a child (Figs. 261–263).41 
Patrons might have approved of the lessons to be 
learned from these two episodes – they communicate 
the importance of justice, maternal love, and, because 
the meeting of Solomon and the queen could sym-
bolize the wedding ceremony, harmonious mar-
riage – but they also surely appreciated these works’ 
rich appearance.42 In many of them, figures dressed in 
brightly colored costumes highlighted with sgraffito 
and tooled gold move through fictive spaces, cover-
ing the surfaces of the deschi and cassoni with their 
dazzling forms.

A number of the cassoni and deschi paintings bor-
row the composition of Ghiberti’s panel:  groups of 
figures stand before an architectural backdrop compris-
ing a central building and other edifices that flank it. 
Because they include far more grandiose costumes and 
buildings than those in Ghiberti’s image, such paintings 
emphasize more than his relief the material richness 
of the queen’s retinue, the court of Solomon, and the 
city of Jerusalem. In the early fifteenth century, preach-
ers commented on the immense wealth of Solomon 
and the queen. Antoninus, for example, in his Lenten 
sermons of 1427, recalled their legendary riches but 
also argued that Solomon guarded against the vanity 

and corruption that often accompany the possession 
of money and expensive goods.43 In a similar vein 
Ghiberti’s panel downplays the figures’ magnificence. 
To be sure, details have been added to the clothing and 
the armor worn by many figures in the foreground, but 
Ghiberti neither represented the fabulously elaborate 
ornamentation that, the Bible claims, decorated the 
temple, nor gave the figures richly patterned clothing, 
as one often finds in the domestic paintings. The cos-
tumes of those in the retinues are splendid not because 
of their surface patterning, which although present in 
many places does not overwhelm the composition, but 
because of Ghiberti’s manipulation of pose and drap-
ery to produce figures whose cloaks sweep across their 
bodies in dramatically arcing and undulating lines. 
The turbaned man on the right side, his body turn-
ing to face viewers, wears a heavy outer garment that 
flows over his torso in long, sweeping curves and curls 
around his shoulders (Fig. 254). Another figure just to 
the left, his left hand on his hip, gathers with his other 
hand swaths of his cloak, creating diagonal folds that 
cover his body from calf to shoulder. The figure in the 
lower left corner who holds a hawk and stands next to 
a dog wears a costume combining armor and fabric. 
The cloth is wrapped tightly around his right shoulder 
and tied in a knot at his waist (Fig. 253). An adjacent 
soldier wears over his armor a heavy wrap, its folds ani-
mated by the motion of his right leg, which is about 
to take a step forward, deeper within the fictive space.

Ghiberti split the foreground crowd into two sec-
tions.44 On the left side stand members of the queen’s 
retinue. Active and almost restless, they crane their 
necks to look up and extend their hands, a gesture 
that in Ghiberti’s reliefs indicates wonder. One figure 

Figure 261. Apollonio di Giovanni and workshop, cassone panel with Journey of the Queen of Sheba, after 1460, 
Birmingham Museum of Art, Birmingham, Gift of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation; Photo: Sean Pathasema.
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just right of center also gazes upward and holds out 
his hands in front of his body. The biblical account of 
this meeting of sovereigns and their subjects offers no 
direct explanation for the skyward gazes and gestures 
of amazement. Viewers might have assumed that these 
figures see the buildings above and around them and 
respond to their architectural surroundings. Certainly 
in the Bible the urban topography of Solomon’s 
Jerusalem impresses the queen, who expresses awe at 
the structures Solomon has built, as well as at the food 
he offers his guests, the appearance and organization 
of his ministers and servants, and the copiousness of 
the offerings he makes in the temple (1 Kings 10:4–5). 

One might reasonably assume that the people lifting 
their heads are subjects of the queen who, like her, 
are astonished at what they see. On the right side of 
the foreground the figures act differently. They stand 
together in a circular group, speaking to each other as 
if engaged in private conversation. They make a vari-
ety of gestures: one extends his hand, the man at the 
right edge opens his so its palm faces viewers, and the 
turbaned man in front directs his open hand toward 
the ground as he engages in some discussion or debate. 
The man with his left hand on his hip looks across 
the foreground and seems lost in thought. Viewers also 
find playful details in the front part of the relief. Two 

Figure 262. Giovanni di ser Giovanni Guidi (Lo Scheggia), Judgment of Solomon, ca. 1467–8, Virginia Museum 
of Fine Arts, Richmond, Mrs. Alfred I. du Pont Fund, the General Endowment Fund and the Art Lovers’ 
Society; Photo: Travis Fullerton © Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
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children on the right side of the porch lean over the 
balustrade to draw closer to a little monkey perched 
atop the head of one of the foreground figures. The 
detail perhaps recalls the Bible’s assertion (1 Kings 
10:22) that once every three years Solomon’s navy 
journeyed around the world to gather exotic objects 
and animals, including monkeys, to bring back to the 
court.45 In general, the figures on the porch above are 
less active than those standing in the foreground. In 
a few cases they look out toward the viewer, and a 
number of them gesture in the direction of Solomon 
and the queen, seeming to respond to something they 
have just said.

In the Bible, the queen, after posing her questions 
to Solomon and receiving his answers, marvels over 

how much his subjects must benefit from listening to 
and absorbing his wisdom and ideas (1 Kings 10:8). 
That wisdom, according to the Bible, encompassed a 
range of topics (1 Kings 4:29–34): Solomon is wiser 
than any man from the Eastern lands or Egypt, as evi-
denced by the three thousand parables he invented and 
the 1,005 poetic songs attributed to him; and he pos-
sesses immense knowledge of plants and trees, animals, 
birds, lizards, and fish. People throughout the world 
know of his great intelligence, and many come to hear 
his public speeches, which manifest his incomparable 
learning (1 Kings 4:31–32, and 34). A number of medi-
eval authors repeated these ideas, and in the Florentine 
imagination, and indeed throughout medieval Europe, 
Solomon epitomized knowledge and justice.46 In 

Figure 263. Circle of Francesco del Cossa, Meeting of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, ca. 1470–3, Museum of 
Fine Arts, Houston; Photo: Museum of Fine Arts, Houston.
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Dante’s Paradiso Thomas Aquinas describes him as a 
king who used his wisdom to rule his subjects effec-
tively and whose example encouraged others to make 
decisions carefully.47 In the Decameron he distributes 
advice on matters of love.48 Compilers of zibaldoni 
frequently cite his ideas – or those they attribute to 
him – and sayings from the Bible on a range of polit-
ical, moral, and social issues, probably quoting many 
of these aphorisms from memory.49 Numerous illumi-
nated manuscripts show him communicating knowl-
edge, often by lecturing to people seated around him. 
A copy of Guyart des Moulins’ Bible historiale illumi-
nated by Petrus Gilberti in the early fifteenth century, 
for example, contains an image of Solomon dictating 
his Proverbs in which the king speaks to a crowd of 
eager listeners who record his words on the pages of 
their notebooks (Fig.  264).50 In a different example 
of the text produced around the same time, Solomon 
speaks and his listeners respond to his words, the open 
hands of one figure indicating his replies – or at least 
his active engagement with the lecture (Fig. 265; upper 
left). The queen of Sheba acquired a similar reputation, 
as a sovereign who cared about knowledge as much as 
wealth or power. In his biography of her, Boccaccio 
claims that she received an education in the natural 
sciences, and he implies that her love of knowledge 
motivated her decision to travel to Solomon from 

“the other side of the world.”51 Images of the encoun-
ter between Solomon and the queen often repre-
sent them in conversation, as in the sculptures for the 
southwest portal of the cathedral of Notre-Dame in 
Amiens, where Solomon, standing next to her, counts 
off points of an argument by placing two fingers of his 
right hand atop his left palm (Fig. 266).

Ghiberti thus provides his viewers with an image 
of a community of people standing in a public space 
and before figures known for their love of knowledge 
and practice of public discourse. The varied gestures of 
those surrounding them imply that such an exchange 
is ongoing and that, guided by the king and the queen, 
the listeners not only receive knowledge but also 
digest and discuss it. They talk amongst themselves and 
engage in public debate.

More than any other, the content of this relief has 
been considered a product of its historical context. 
Krautheimer proposes that the decision to include, 
at the end of the cycle, an image of the encoun-
ter between Solomon and the queen reflects the 
long-standing desire of many to see the reunification 
of the Greek and Latin Churches.52 He attributes the 
impetus behind the choice of this subject to Traversari, 
who, from the early 1420s, expressed his hope for 
reunion and, after 1431, worked with Eugenius IV to 
make it happen.53 That union came in 1439, during the 

Figure 264. Petrus Gilberti, Solomon Dictating the Proverbs from Guyart des Moulins’ Bible historiale, Ms. Royal 
15 D III, fol. 285r, ca. 1400–15, British Library, London; Photo: Bridgeman Images.
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Council of Florence, when an agreement between east 
and west was announced in the Florence Cathedral.54 
Traversari, argues Krautheimer, interpreted the meet-
ing of Solomon and the queen as an “emblem” of 
the joining of the Greek and Latin Churches and 

convinced Ghiberti or his patrons to include it even 
though unification had not yet occurred when the 
panel was sculpted; the episode, in Krautheimer’s 
interpretation, manifests Traversari’s hope for a united 
Church.55 The theory that Traversari influenced the 

Figure 265. Scenes from the Life of Solomon from Guyart des Moulins’ Bible historiale, Ms. 9002, fol. 3r, early 
fifteenth century, Bibliothèque royale de Belgique, Brussels; Photo:  Copyright Bibliothèque royale de 
Belgique.
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subject selected for this panel led Krautheimer to con-
clude that he probably helped devise the overall pro-
gram. He hypothesized, moreover, that Ghiberti gave 
Traversari’s features to a hooded figure on the fore-
ground’s right side to commemorate his advisory role 
in the project (Fig. 267).56

Ghiberti’s earliest viewers – in the workshop and, 
after 1452, in piazza San Giovanni – might well have 
understood this last relief as a symbolic representation 
of the ecclesiastical union hoped for before 1439 and 
agreed upon in that year. But they might also have 
interpreted its contemporary relevance in another way. 
Those who saw in the temple a reflection of the new 
Florence Cathedral would perhaps also have seen in 
the foreground space a crowded realm that resembled 
the piazza between the cathedral and baptistery. If we 
read the entire scene as modeled on contemporary 
Florence (its piazze, buildings, and the people who 
circulated through it), the reactions of the awestruck 

figures on the left might then be considered responses, 
of native Florentines or visitors, to the changing 
public face of the fifteenth-century city, which saw 
the construction or completion of numerous build-
ings, Santa Maria del Fiore most prominent among 
them, and many works of public art, including a num-
ber by Ghiberti. Visitors to Florence often made sure 
to look carefully at the new buildings and artworks, 
which in many cases impressed them deeply. Cyriac 
of Ancona went to Florence in 1433, and in the biog-
raphy of him that Francesco Scalamonti wrote in the 
1450s, which draws on Cyriac’s travel diary, one reads 
about the architectural structures he saw while visit-
ing: “Nor did [Cyriac] fail to view the lofty, towered 
palaces of the city-magistrates, the public and private 
porticoes, the great houses of leading citizens, the fine 
buildings all over the city, [and] the four wide stone 
bridges.”57 He adds that Cyriac made sure to see the 
cathedral and baptistery and their sculptural deco-
rations. Encountering the city’s new buildings was 
often described as a wondrous experience. Alberti, in 
the dedicatory letter of Della pittura, writes about the 
impression Brunelleschi’s cathedral dome and other 
Florentine monuments made on him when he first 
went to Florence. “Who,” he asks, “however severe or 
envious, would not praise Filippo the architect, see-
ing here such an enormous structure towering above 
the skies, vast enough to cover with its shadow all the 
Tuscan people?”58 Giannozzo Manetti, in the account 
of the cathedral’s consecration that he wrote just after 
1436, describes gazing upon the new church and seeing 
its “unbelievable magnificences,” and he argues that it 
should be considered among the Seven Wonders of 
the World.59 He describes the effect of Santa Maria 
del Fiore on viewers who, seeing it for the first time, 
are often amazed by its beauty: “it is so elegant that 
it attracts many foreigners from all over to gaze on its 
wondrous elegance. Once they have been attracted, it 
holds them as they stare long and often in great bewil-
derment.”60 The mention of viewers who, gazing on 
the dome, found its magnificence astonishing paral-
lels Ghiberti’s use of the same conceit in the panel, 
in which figures look toward the temple and out at 
other buildings, extending their hands to indicate their 
amazement at what they see. If we read this space and 
these crowds as echoing public life in Florence just as 
we read the temple as mirroring the new cathedral, the 

Figure  266. Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, west façade 
of the Cathedral of Notre-Dame, ca. 1220–30, Amiens; 
Photo: Foto Marburg/Art Resource, New York.
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figures communicate the amazement people felt upon 
seeing the city’s new, changing public face.

Moreover, if one considers the crowds as evoca-
tions of Florentines and visitors standing in front of 
the cathedral, the many figures who look out from 
the panel’s fictive realm and toward the space in front 
of them would be, in this interpretation, gazing in 
the direction of Ghiberti’s baptistery doors. If indeed 
Ghiberti meant to represent Traversari as the hooded 
figure standing in the group on the right, he not only 
looks in the direction of viewers, but also, in the sym-
bolic fiction of the panel, across the piazza and directly 
toward Ghiberti’s first set of doors, which stood on 
the east side of San Giovanni when Ghiberti cast this 
panel.  When the Calimala officials decided to place 
the Gates on the east side, the Solomon relief became, 
happily for Ghiberti, a scene in which a number of 
figures, standing in front of a building that closely 
resembles the cathedral, look straight out of the panel 
and across space toward the very set of doors of which 
this panel forms a part. After the installation of the 
doors on the baptistery’s east side, the relief became an 
image in which some viewers look at, potentially, the 
Gates of Paradise.

In addition to those who gaze upward or toward 
the space in front of the doors, there is also the group 
of Solomon’s followers at right (Fig.  254), in which 
we see figures involved in conversation or a discussion 
happening before Solomon, the queen, and a crowd 
of many who have come to hear the announcement 
of wisdom. If we read the panel as a symbolic visual-
ization of Florence, might we consider this gathering 
as an allusion to the intellectual circles of Ghiberti’s 
day, with which he had so much contact? The human-
ist group of early fifteenth-century Florence, which 
included Salutati and, in the next generation, Bruni, 
Traversari, Niccoli, Poggio Bracciolini, and, for a time, 
Pier Paolo Vergerio, participated in a movement based 
on collective inquiry, even if their ideas sometimes 
sharply diverged.61 The acquisition of manuscripts 
often involved individual effort, but the analysis of 
what was discovered in them frequently happened 
through collaboration. Perhaps the clearest example 
of the collective nature of the humanist movement is 
found in a dialogue that Bruni addressed to Vergerio 
around 1405, the Dialogi ad Petrum Histrum, in the first 
book of which Bruni reports a purported discussion 
at the home of Salutati. In the dialogue Salutati first 
stresses the importance of disputation and reproaches 
the younger humanists for not practicing it often 
enough. After this, he and Niccoli, Bruni, and Roberto 
de’ Rossi, who are junior members of the group, indeed 
engage in a debate, discussing whether the moderns, in 
particular the great Italian writers of the fourteenth 
century (Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio), measure up 
to the ancients.62 The speakers offer their opinions and 
recall those of others no longer living, including Luigi 
Marsili, a member of Salutati’s generation, and Manuel 
Chrysoloras, who taught Greek to Palla Strozzi, Bruni, 
Vergerio, Rossi, and Traversari. In the second book, 
the group, now including Piero Sermini, continues the 
discussion in the gardens of Roberto de’ Rossi.

Although critical of these intellectuals and their 
movement, Cino Rinuccini, in the Invective against 
Certain Slanderers of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio (which 
he wrote around 1405), reinforces the collective and 
public aspects of their project when he describes the 
discussions the humanists sometimes held in Florentine 
piazze.63 Humanism eventually became a movement 
intended to change society, and already by the 1430s a 
number of humanists aimed to use the lessons of the 

Figure  267. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the 
Queen of Sheba panel (figure in the crowd in the right 
foreground suggested by Krautheimer to be a portrait of 
Traversari) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera 
di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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ancient past to influence their fellow citizens and pub-
lic life. Matteo Palmieri, in his dialogue On Civic Life, 
written in Tuscan in the mid-1430s, advises his readers 
that the optimal type of state is a republic and that 
the texts of ancient Greek and Latin authors, whose 
ideas he goes on to summarize, offer the best guidance 
for working and living in a free state.64 As in the case 
of politics, the Gates, which in many places rely on 
ancient visual and textual sources, are an example of 
how the study of the past could be put to use to com-
municate ideas in contemporary contexts.

The movement in which Ghiberti participated, and 
that so profoundly influenced his approach to fash-
ioning the Gates, relied on, and indeed was structured 
around, active discussion and debate about ideas found 
in ancient texts and their applicability to contempo-
rary life, work, and thought. Drawing inspiration from 
a number of sources, Ghiberti must have engaged 
in these discussions. Such intellectual exchanges are 
evoked in the gatherings visualized in the tenth panel, 
where figures standing in the presence of Solomon 
and the queen talk to each other and debate in a 
public setting, presumably about the ideas they hear 
spoken. There is, in the relief, even an allusion to the 
influence and importance of texts in stimulating con-
versation. The three men who stand in the center of 
the foreground and look up to the sky – two on the 
left and one at right – gaze toward the famously lav-
ish structures built by Solomon; but they also direct 
viewers’ attention to the niche to the left of the panel, 
where one finds a prophetess, and to the one on the 
right, which contains a turbaned prophet. Both hold 
scrolls that, as they unfurl, reveal their content to the 
figures in the panel (Fig.  268). Traversari and others 
might well have understood the meeting of Solomon 
and the queen as a symbolic representation of the 
union of the Eastern and Western Churches, but one 
can also read this scene as a commemoration of the 
circles of fifteenth-century intellectuals who, reading, 
thinking, and discussing, entered the public realm to 
educate and illuminate their fellow citizens. Ghiberti 
cannot be considered a humanist, but he certainly had 
ideas about the function of the texts – and the knowl-
edge they offered readers  – that were rediscovered, 
explored, and debated during his time.

His tribute to his intellectual world meshes with 
a recent suggestion that, in the relief, the figures of 

Solomon and the queen possibly allude not to the 
two Christian Churches but rather to the Jews and 
the Gentiles, respectively.65 In her role as leader of the 
church of the Gentiles, a title that medieval texts assign 
to her, the queen symbolizes pagan societies, a cate-
gory including the Greeks and Romans.66 The joining 
of Solomon and the queen can therefore be under-
stood as symbolizing the union of pagan and Jewish 
traditions and ideas, which, Giannozzo Manetti was 
to argue, gave birth to Christianity, a religion that 
absorbed and integrated beliefs from both earlier tra-
ditions. Solomon, however, represents not just Jewish 
tradition but also Christianity through his position as 
Christ’s typological prefiguration, a link made by many 
exegetes starting with Augustine.67 Following him, 
Isidore writes that Solomon “prefigures the image 
of Christ who raised the house of God in the heav-
enly Jerusalem.”68 The pair thus embodies the union 
of two traditions, pagan and Judeo-Christian, whose 
relationship and possible compatibility were the focus 
of much scholarly interest in Ghiberti’s Florence. 
Standing before their followers and guiding their dis-
cussion, Solomon and the queen complete an allegori-
cal figuration of Ghiberti’s intellectual world in which 
ancient pagan and Judeo-Christian traditions come 
together, guiding public inquiry and discourse.

CODA: FILLING IN A GAP

This allegory does not, however, conform perfectly 
with Ghiberti’s practice, for one major category of 
sources to which he turned often does not appear in 
any obvious way within this last panel’s presentation 
of intellectual life. Like many artists, Ghiberti explored 
optical theory, often in texts by medieval Arab philos-
ophers and scientists such as Alhazen, whose influence 
was decisive. Painters and sculptors turned to opti-
cal treatises to understand how to make images that 
accord with human processes of vision. No one in the 
early fifteenth century bears the imprint of their influ-
ence more than Ghiberti, who in the third book of the 
Commentaries attempted to compile and make sense 
of such sources.69 His relief sculptures also increas-
ingly rely on optical theories found in these Arabic 
texts. In the David and Solomon panels, for example, 
key events occupy the image’s central axis, a compo-
sitional approach that, according to ideas about the 
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functioning of vision posited by Alhazen and others, 
allows viewers to comprehend these episodes most 
clearly and vividly.70

Ghiberti’s presentation, in the Solomon and Queen of 
Sheba panel, of a vision of his intellectual world perhaps 
explains a long-standing puzzle regarding one of its 
details. At the left edge of the panel, a figure, modeled 
in extremely low relief and standing within the lower 
section of one of the buildings flanking the temple, 
holds a tether to which a bird is attached (Fig. 269). 
The bird’s handler, the sleeve of his shirt bunched 
and pushed up, seems ready to release the bird, which 
extends its wings and points its head toward the sky as 

if about to take flight. The man holding the bird is not 
well defined or clearly chased into the panel, and he 
seems to have been added hastily, perhaps at the end 
of the design stage. Ghiberti, however, clearly thought 
out the detail, for it is integrated into the narrative’s 
action. Two women standing in an elevated, canopied 
porch just to the right react to the bird, extending 
their arms toward it, recognizing its presence, and, in 
so doing, pointing it out for viewers who might oth-
erwise overlook this small, marginal scene.

The vignette could be explained by Ghiberti’s 
desire to add variety to the image, to indicate the 
queen’s exotic and distant origins, or to suggest her 

Figure 268. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (with frame elements) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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wealth or perhaps that of Solomon. Members of the 
aristocracy often owned hunting falcons, which were 
trained to fly away and then return to their handlers. 
This is, however, a generic bird and not a falcon, and 
it in fact lacks any unusual features marking it as an 
unusual species. In a brief article, Max Semrau con-
nected the bird to a story in a medieval Jewish exe-
getical source, the seventh-century Targum II (often 
called the Targum Sheni), a commentary on the book 
of Esther.71 The text recalls the visit of the queen 
to Solomon and adds details concerning the events 
leading up to their encounter. Solomon, this source 

says, having invited foreign kings to visit him, orders 
all animals, birds, reptiles, devils, demons, and spirits 
to dance before the visiting dignitaries to demon-
strate the wonder of his kingdom. All arrive except 
for a bird – the wood grouse – who later explains his 
absence by telling Solomon that he had been jour-
neying around the world, looking for kingdoms not 
subject to Solomon’s rule. He describes a place he 
came upon called Kitor (Sheba) and tells Solomon 
of its immense riches, its antiquity (he says that trees 
grown in the Garden of Eden still stand there), and the 
peaceful character of the people who live there and 

Figure 269. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel (background on left) from the 
Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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claim direct descent from inhabitants of the Garden. 
He adds that a woman known as the queen of Saba 
rules over them. The bird volunteers to fly back to the 
place he has found to order the queen and her subjects 
to accept Solomon as their king. Solomon agrees to 
the plan, tying to the bird’s wing a note in which he 
asks her to submit to his authority and promises her 
favor among his subjects if she does. If she will not, 
he writes, he will send armies of birds and animals to 
kill her people and all creatures in her kingdom. The 
queen receives the letter, consults with the elders in 
her court, journeys to Solomon with a large retinue, 
and agrees to submit to his authority. The bird lifting 
itself into the air on the left side of the panel, suggests 
Semrau, alludes to this little-known legend and reveals 
the influence of a very obscure Jewish text on the pro-
gram for Ghiberti’s Gates.

The text of this Targum, however, was written 
in Aramaic and had not been translated into Latin, 
Greek, or Italian by the time Ghiberti finished cast-
ing the panels in 1437.72 None of Ghiberti’s human-
ist contemporaries knew Aramaic. Poggio probably 
began studying Hebrew in the second decade of 
the fifteenth century.73 Traversari also knew some 
Hebrew and encouraged his friend and fellow scholar 
Manetti to begin learning it in the mid-1430s in order 
to read Jewish sources, but neither they nor Poggio 
learned Aramaic, a language related to Hebrew but 
grammatically different in several ways.74 The Jewish 
community of Florence, which might have included 
a scholar capable of reading the Targum, took shape 
only around 1437, when the city’s government began 
allowing Jewish bankers to set up shop in the city.75 In 
the late fifteenth century the Jewish scholar Yohanan 
Alemanno, who joined this community and taught 
Hebrew to, among others, Giovanni Pico della 
Mirandola, cited the Targum Sheni in the introduc-
tion to his commentary on the Song of Songs. There 
he describes Solomon’s Jerusalem and, to flatter 
Lorenzo de’ Medici, compares the biblical city famous 
for its wealth to Laurentian Florence.76 No member 
of Ghiberti’s circle, however, and probably nobody in 
Florence in the period when he was designing and 
modeling the panels, could have read the Targum 
Sheni. If it was indeed the source for the image of the 
bird, it is impossible to know how and from whom 
Ghiberti learned about the story it recounts.

There exists another possibility concerning the ori-
gins of this detail. A slightly altered version of the tale 
of the bird appears in the Qur’an (27:20–44), in a sec-
tion that describes the wisdom of David and Solomon 
and tells of the latter’s ability to communicate with 
birds by speaking their language.77 In the Qur’an the 
bird reports to Solomon that the people of Sheba 
worship the sun rather than God, and Solomon dis-
patches the bird to her with a note demanding that she 
submit to his authority. The bird returns to Solomon 
and tells him that the queen has decided to send him a 
gift rather than submit. Following this, Solomon sends 
the bird to threaten the queen again, this time with no 
note, and after this trip she decides, finally, to travel to 
Solomon’s court. In the Qur’an the bird thus delivers 
a note to the queen, returns to Solomon, and then flies 
once again to the queen’s kingdom, this second time 
not with a note but with threats. This text matches 
more closely the panel’s detail, where a bird, not car-
rying on its wing any note, launches itself into the air 
as it leaves Solomon’s court and journeys, perhaps for 
a second time, to the queen.

The Qur’an was translated into Latin twice in the 
late Middle Ages, once by Robert of Ketton in the 
early 1140s and then again around 1200 by Mark of 
Toledo.78 Often the text circulated in Robert’s transla-
tion as part of the so-called Corpus toledanum or Corpus 
islamolatinum (or Collectio toledana or toletana), a compi-
lation of works including the Qur’an, writings about 
Muhammad’s life, Muslim beliefs, and Islamic legends 
that Peter the Venerable, along with a group of schol-
ars, translated into Latin and brought together in the 
mid-twelfth century.79 These translations were known 
in Florence. The Florentine Riccoldo of Monte Croce, 
a Dominican friar at Santa Maria Novella in the late 
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, studied the 
Qur’an in Arabic and annotated extensively his copy 
of it, which he read in concert with Mark’s transla-
tion in order to develop ideas that he eventually used 
in composing his critique of Islam, the Contra legem 
Saracenorum, which existed in several Florentine librar-
ies in the fifteenth century.80 One can only hypothe-
size that Ghiberti knew the Qur’an story, which could 
have come to him through one of his contemporaries. 
Traversari and Manetti seem the most likely sources for 
such information, since in the mid-1430s both began 
studying other religious traditions and, starting with 
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Hebrew, the languages needed to understand them so 
that they could forge, as Trinkaus said, “a retrospec-
tive reconciliation of Christians, Jews and Gentiles.”81 
Manetti began his Contra iudeos et gentes in 1454, in 
which he attempts to show how Christianity is supe-
rior to Judaism and paganism. It was part of a larger 
ideological program intended to explain why all reli-
gions were inferior to the Christian faith – a project 
that foreshadowed subsequent attempts by Pico and 
Ficino to reconcile the major monotheistic religions.82 
Around 1436 Manetti had just begun the study of the 
texts he thought would help him achieve this aim, 
which could only have been accomplished through 
the acquisition of some knowledge about Islam and 
the Qur’an.

In the context of the narrative of Ghiberti’s Solomon, 
the detail of the bird might well allude to an obscure, 
earlier moment in the history of interactions between 
Solomon and the queen. But it might also represent 

a key piece of the allegory of Florentine intellectual 
life that Ghiberti constructed. The people outside the 
temple, several of whom look up and engage with texts 
held by the relief statuettes in the frame, discuss and 
debate ideas while standing before, and being guided 
by, figures evoking Judeo-Christian and pagan tradi-
tions. Off to one side, fashioned in the lowest relief pos-
sible, and barely crossing into the panel’s fictive world 
is an iconographic outsider that may derive from an 
Arabic source. His viewers, with very few exceptions, 
would likely not have known about the textual ori-
gins and significance of this detail. If the image of the 
bird does come from the Qur’an, Ghiberti may have 
added to his vision of his intellectual world a detail 
that hints, subtly, at an ever-expanding knowledge of 
sources. The panel’s allegory posits Judeo-Christian 
and pagan traditions as dominant and literally central, 
but the detail at the side indicates that Ghiberti knew 
there were still other worlds of ideas to explore.
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INTRODUCTION

 1 The alloys that Ghiberti employed in the doors vary and, 
in some cases, are closer to brass than bronze. Because the 
Gates of Paradise are typically called bronze doors, I refer to 
them in this way. On the mixture of metals he used for the 
Gates, see Chapter 8.

 2 On the restoration, see Annamaria Giusti, “Ghiberti’s 
Gold: Restoration of the Gates of Paradise,” in The Gates of 
Paradise: Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Renaissance Masterpiece, ed. Gary 
M. Radke (New Haven, CT, and London: Yale University 
Press, 2007), pp. 98–109 and Annamaria Giusti and Gary 
M. Radke, The Gates of Paradise:  From the Renaissance 
Workshop of Lorenzo Ghiberti to the Modern Restoration Studio 
(Florence: Giunti, 2012), pp. 172–211. The following text, 
published too late to be considered in the present study, 
treats extensively the recent restoration:  Il Paradiso ritro-
vato. Il restauro della porta del Ghiberti, ed. Annamaria Giusti 
(Florence:  Mandragora, 2015). On Ghiberti’s work and 
training as a goldsmith, see Dora Liscia Bemporad, La bot-
tega orafa di Lorenzo Ghiberti (Florence: Edifir, 2013).

 3 Richard Krautheimer, with Trude Krautheimer-Hess, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti (Princeton, NJ:  Princeton University 
Press, 1956; reprinted 1970 and 1982). Krautheimer and 
Krautheimer-Hess also published a number of important 
articles on Ghiberti that I cite throughout this book.

 4 The exception is his discussion of the potential contempo-
rary significance of the Solomon and Queen of Sheba panel. 
On this, see my analysis of this panel in Chapter 10.

 5 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 314.
 6 Erwin Panofsky, Studies in Iconology: Humanistic Themes in the 

Art of the Renaissance (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1939) and Krautheimer, “Introduction to an ‘Iconography 
of Mediaeval Architecture,’” Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 5 (1942): 1–33.

 7 This characterization of Ghiberti largely shapes current 
understanding of his art. See, e.g., the essays in Lorenzo 
Ghiberti nel suo tempo. Atti del convegno internazionale di studi, 

(Firenze, 18–21 ottobre 1978), 2 vols. (Florence: Olschki, 1980), 
many of which deal with the Commentaries and Ghiberti as 
an architect, and in Lorenzo Ghiberti: ‘materia e ragionamenti’ 
(Florence: Centro Di, 1978). Both contain extremely useful 
essays, but in neither does one find an extended discussion 
of meaning in Ghiberti’s works.

 8 The Commentaries survive in a single manuscript in 
the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Florence (Fondo 
Principale, II, I, 333) that was copied from Ghiberti’s orig-
inal, probably in the mid- to late-fifteenth century. James 
Beck dates the paper of the manuscript to 1456 (see 
Beck, Jacopo della Quercia, 2  vols. [New  York:  Columbia 
University Press, 1991], vol. 1, pp. 8–9, n. 13). It is impos-
sible to know how much the copyist changed Ghiberti’s 
original text. This issue is most significant in connection 
with book three, which contains numerous lacunae.

 9 Ghiberti, I commentarii, ed. Lorenzo Bartoli (Florence: 
Giunti, 1998), p.  46:  “Conviene che ∙llo scultore, etiam-
dio el pictore, sia amaestrato in tutte queste arti lib-
erali:  Gramatica, Geometria, Phylosophia, Medicina, 
Astrologia, Prospectiva, Istori[osri]co, Notomia, Teorica 
disegno, Arismetrica. <L>’iscultura e pictura è scientia di 
più discipline e di varii amaestramenti ornata, la quale di 
tutte l’altre arti è somma inventione. È fabricata con certa 
meditatione, la quale si compie per materia e ragionamenti.” 
As mentioned, Ghiberti here borrowed from Vitruvius’s De 
architectura (Vitruvius, On Architecture, trans. Frank Granger, 
2 vols. [Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University 
Press, 1998], vol. 1, pp. 6–9 [1.1.1 and 1.1.3]) but strategi-
cally altered certain words and phrases. Ghiberti, for exam-
ple, removed from Vitruvius’s list music and law and added 
anatomy and optics, two disciplines obviously crucial in the 
creation of art in Ghiberti’s time. I cite the Commentaries 
from Bartoli’s edition, but I also refer, in connection with 
specific arguments, to the first published edition of the trea-
tise, which was edited by Julius von Schlosser with exten-
sive notes and analysis: Lorenzo Ghibertis Denkwürdigkeiten 
(I Commentarii), 2 vols. (Berlin: Julius Bard, 1912).
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 10 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 97: “. . . delle mie opere è la più 
singulare opera ch’io abbia prodotta, e con ogni arte e 
misura et ingegno è stata finita.”

 11 On traditional, Christian approaches to the interpre-
tation of the Bible, see: Gilbert Dahan, L’exégèse chré-
tienne de la Bible en Occident médiéval, XIIe-XIVe siècle 
(Paris: Cerf, 1999); Henri de Lubac, Exégèse médiévale: les 
quatre sens de l’écriture, 4 vols. (Paris: Aubier, 1959–64), 
translated as Medieval Exegesis: The Four Senses of Scripture, 
trans. Mark Sebanc and E. M. Macierowski, 3  vols. 
(Grand Rapids, MI:  William B.  Eerdmans Publishing 
Company; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1998–2009); Ceslas 
Spicq, Esquisse d’une histoire de l’exégèse latine au Moyen 
Âge (Paris: J. Vrin, 1944); and Beryl Smalley, The Study 
of the Bible in the Middle Ages (Oxford:  Clarendon 
Press, 1941).

 12 In the Commentaries Ghiberti famously asserts that he 
was given free rein to complete the Gates as he saw 
fit:  “Fummi allogata l’altra porta, cioè la terza porta di 
sancto Giovanni, la quale mi fu data licentia io la con-
ducessi in quel modo ch’io credessi tornasse più perfet-
tamente e più ornata e piu riccha”; I commentarii, p. 95.

 13 For Bruni’s letter and list of subjects, see Krautheimer, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 372–3 (doc. 52).

 14 For example, in the mid-fourteenth century Turino 
Baldesi ordered an Old Testament cycle for Santa Maria 
Novella and asked the Dominican preacher and theolo-
gian Jacopo Passavanti to put together ideas about what 
should be depicted and where in the church the paint-
ings could be located. On this commission, see Samuel 
K. Cohn Jr., The Cult of Remembrance and the Black 
Death:  Six Renaissance Cities in Central Italy (Baltimore 
and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), pp. 
245 and 365, n. 10.

 15 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 177–9 and Edgar Wind, 
“The Revival of Origen,” in Studies in Art and Literature 
for Belle da Costa Greene, ed. Dorothy Miner (Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1954), pp. 412–24.

 16 Frederick Hartt, “Lucerna ardens et lucens. Il significato 
della Porta del Paradiso,” in Lorenzo Ghiberti nel suo tempo, 
vol. 1, pp. 27–57.

 17 Eloise M. Angiola, “‘Gates of Paradise’ and the Florentine 
Baptistery,” Art Bulletin 60 (1978): 242–8.

 18 Ursula Mielke, “Zum Programm der Paradiesestür,” 
Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 34 (1971): 115–34.

 19 Iris Marzik, “Lorenzo Ghiberti. Die Paradiesestür am 
Baptisterium in Florenz: Das ecclesiologische Programm,” 
in Wolfram Prinz, Die Storia oder Die Kunst des Erzählens 
in der italienischen Malerei und Plastik des späten Mittelalters 
und der Frührenaissance, 1260–1460, 2 vols. (text and images) 
(Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 2000), text volume, pp. 259–400.

 20 Gwynne Ann Dilbeck, “Opening the Gates of Paradise: 
Function and the Iconographical Program of Ghiberti’s 
Bronze Door” (PhD diss., University of Iowa, 2011).

 21 On the workshop, see Lorenzo Ghiberti: ‘materia e ragiona-
menti’, pp. 260–328; Gary M. Radke, “Lorenzo Ghiberti: 
Master Collaborator,” in The Gates of Paradise:  Lorenzo 
Ghiberti’s Renaissance Masterpiece, pp.  50–71; and Aldo 
Galli, “Nel segno di Ghiberti,” in La bottega dell’artista: tra 
Medioevo e Rinascimento, ed. Roberto Cassanelli (Milan: 
Jaca Book, 1998), pp. 87–108.

 22 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 204.
 23 Peter S. Hawkins, “Dante and the Bible,” in The 

Cambridge Companion to Dante, ed. Rachel Jacoff, 2nd 
ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 
125–40.

 24 On literacy in Florence in the 1420s (as revealed by 
the records of the 1427 catasto), see Robert Black, 
“Education and the Emergence of a Literate Society,” 
in Italy in the Age of the Renaissance, ed. John M. Najemy 
(Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 2004), pp. 18–36, 
esp. p.  18 and “Literacy in Florence, 1427,” in Florence 
and Beyond:  Culture, Society and Politics in Renaissance 
Italy, ed. David S.  Peterson with Daniel E.  Bornstein 
(Toronto:  Centre for Reformation and Renaissance 
Studies, 2008), pp.  195–210, esp. pp.  205–6. On book 
ownership in Florence, see Lisa Kaborycha, “Copying 
Culture:  Fifteenth-Century Florentines and Their 
Zibaldoni” (PhD diss., University of California, Berkeley, 
2006), pp. 65–9 and Christian Bec, Les livres des Florentins 
(1413–1608) (Florence: Olschki, 1984).

 25 Stefano Orlandi, La biblioteca di S.  Maria Novella in 
Firenze dal sec. XIV al sec. XIX (Florence:  Il Rosario, 
1952); Francesco Mattesini, “La biblioteca frances-
cana di S.  Croce e Fra Tedaldo della Casa,” Studi 
francescani 57 (1960):  254–316; Charles T. Davis, “The 
Early Collection of Books of S. Croce in Florence,” 
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 107 
(1963): 399–414; and Curzio Mazzi, “L’inventario quat-
trocentistico della biblioteca di S. Croce in Firenze,” 
Rivista delle biblioteche e degli archivi 8 (1897):  16–31, 
99–113, and 129–47.

 26 On Palla Strozzi’s books, see Aubrey Diller, “The Greek 
Codices of Palla Strozzi and Guarino Veronese,” Journal 
of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 24 (1961):  313–21; 
Giuseppe Fiocco, “La biblioteca di Palla Strozzi,” in Studi 
di bibliografia e di storia in onore di Tammaro de Marinis, 
4  vols. (Verona:  Stamperia Valdonega, 1964), vol. 2, pp. 
289–310; and Vittorio Fanelli, “I libri di Messer Palla di 
Nofri Strozzi (1372–1462),” Convivium (new series with-
out vol. number; 1949): 57–73.

 27 On Niccoli’s library, see Berthold L. Ullman and Philip 
A. Stadter, The Public Library of Renaissance Florence: Niccolò 
Niccoli, Cosimo de’ Medici and the Library of San Marco 
(Padua: Antenore, 1972), pp. 59–104. On the San Marco 
collection, which contained a significant portion of 
Niccoli’s library, see Eugenio Garin, La biblioteca di San 
Marco (Florence: Le Lettere, 1999).
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 28 Ullman and Stadter, The Public Library of Renaissance 
Florence, pp. 59–60.

 29 Berthold L. Ullman, The Humanism of Coluccio Salutati 
(Padua: Antenore, 1963), pp. 129–209.

 30 For a summary of the contents of Chellini’s library, see 
my “Donatello’s Chellini Madonna, Light, and Vision,” in 
Renaissance Theories of Vision, ed. John Shannon Hendrix 
and Charles H. Carman (Farnham, UK, and Burlington, 
VT: Ashgate, 2010), pp. 63–87, esp. pp. 66–7.

 31 Franco Franceschi, Oltre il “Tumulto.” I lavoratori fiorentini 
dell’Arte della Lana fra Tre e Quattrocento (Florence: Olschki, 
1993), p. 289, n. 94.

 32 Kaborycha, “Copying Culture:  Fifteenth-Century 
Florentines and Their Zibaldoni.”

 33 Trude Krautheimer-Hess, “More Ghibertiana,” Art 
Bulletin 46 (1964): 307–21, esp. pp. 309 and 311.

 34 Archivio di Stato di Firenze (henceforth ASF), Catasto 388, 
fols. 170r–170v, esp.  170v, where, in the list of his debts, 
Ghiberti writes the following: “[Debbe] avere la detta opera 
[di Santa Croce] per uno Dante ebi da lloro – f. 5 l. 2.”

 35 On this episode and its implications, see the chapter on 
the Solomon and Queen of Sheba relief.

 36 On translations of Alhazen, see Graziella Federici Vescovini, 
“Contributo per la storia della fortuna di Alhazen in Italia: il 
volgarizzamento del ms. vat. 4595 e il ‘Commentario terzo’ 
del Ghiberti,” Rinascimento 5 (1965): 17–49.

 37 For Ghiberti’s mention of Dante, see I commentarii, p. 87, 
where, in the context of his discussion of Nardo di 
Cione’s paintings in the Strozzi Chapel in Santa Maria 
Novella, he writes that the representation of Hell is based 
on Dante’s Inferno: “ne’ frati Predicatori [Nardo di Cione] 
fece la capella dello ‘nferno che fece fare la famigla degli 
Strozi: seguì tanto quanto scrisse Dante in detto Inferno, 
è bellissima opera condotta con grande diligentia.” On his 
mention of Ptolemy, see n. 50 below.

 38 On Ghiberti’s translations, and mistranslations, of Pliny 
in the  Commentaries, see  Sarah Blake McHam, Pliny and 
the Artistic Culture of the Italian Renaissance: The Legacy of 
the Natural History (New Haven, CT, and London:  Yale 
University Press, 2013), p.  112 and Ghiberti, I commentarii, 
p. 56, n. 54. On Ghiberti’s translations of Vitruvius, which, 
Gustina Scaglia has suggested, his grandson Buonaccorso 
probably copied into his zibaldone, see Scaglia, “A Translation 
of Vitruvius and Copies of Late Antique Drawings in 
Buonaccorso Ghiberti’s Zibaldone,” Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society 69 (1979):  3–30 and Schlosser, Lorenzo 
Ghibertis Denkwürdigkeiten (I Commentarii), vol. 2, p. 25.

 39 George Holmes, The Florentine Enlightenment:  1400–50 
(New York: Pegasus, 1969), pp. 226–7.

 40 John Pope-Hennessy, Luca della Robbia (Oxford: Phaidon, 
1980), p. 21.

 41 Christine Sperling, “Artistic Lettering and the Progress 
of the Antique Revival in the Quattrocento” (PhD diss., 
Brown University, 1985), pp. 61–2.

 42 Vespasiano da Bisticci, Le vite, ed. Aulo Greco, 2  vols. 
(Florence: Istituto Nazionale di Studi sul Rinascimento, 
1970–6), vol. 2 (1976), p. 237: “Non solo Nicolaio prestò 
favore a uomini litterati, ma intendendosi di pitura, scol-
tura, architettura, con tutti ebbe grandissima notitia, et 
prestò loro grandissimo favore nel loro exercicio, Pipo di 
ser Brunelesco, Donatello, Luca della Robia, Lorenzo di 
Bartoluccio, et di tutti fu amicissimo.”

 43 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 109: “<F>ra l’altre egregie cose 
io vidi mai, è uno calcidonio intaglato in cavo mirabil-
mente, el quale era nelle mani d’uno nostro cittadino, era 
il suo nome Nicholaio Nicholi, fu huomo diligentissimo, 
e ne’ nostri tempi fu investigatore e cercatore di molt-
issime et egregie cose antiche, sì in scripture, sì in vilumi 
di libri greci e latini.”

 44 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  159–60, citing 
Traversari’s letter to Niccoli, dated June 21, 1424, in 
Ambrosii Traversarii generalis Camaldulensium aliorumque ad 
ipsum, et ad alios de eodem Ambrosio latinae epistolae, ed. Pietro 
Canneti and Lorenzo Mehus, 2 vols. (Florence: Caesareo, 
1759; Bologna: Forni, 1968 [anastatic reprint]), vol. 2, cols. 
371–3, esp. 373 (bk. 8, letter 9).

 45 Margaret Haines, “Ghiberti’s Trip to Venice,” in Coming 
About . . . A Festschrift for John Shearman, ed. Lars Jones and 
Louisa C. Matthew (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Art Museums, 2001), pp. 57–63. For additional discussion 
of Palla Strozzi and of his friendship with Ghiberti, see 
my Chapter 3.

 46 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  368–9 (doc. 26). On 
Palla’s participation in the project in 1422, see Luca 
Boschetto, “Ghiberti e i tre ‘compari’. Un nuovo docu-
mento sulla fusione dei telai della seconda porta del 
Battistero,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in 
Florenz 53 (2009): 145–9.

 47 Ernst Gombrich made a similar argument with regard 
to Brunelleschi’s architectural style, which he saw as 
paralleling Niccoli’s interest in linguistic precision, in 
“From the Revival of Letters to the Reform of the 
Arts:  Niccolò Niccoli and Filippo Brunelleschi,” in 
Essays in the History of Art Presented to Rudolf Wittkower, ed. 
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 48 Ghiberti, I commentarii, pp. 107–10.
 49 Ibid., pp. 106–7. For Alhazen’s text, which Ghiberti here 

excerpted and translated roughly, see Alhacen’s Theory of 
Visual Perception: A Critical Edition, with English Translation 
and Commentary, of the First Three Books of Alhacen’s “De 
Aspectibus,” the Medieval Latin Version of Ibn al-Haytham’s 
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the Rise of Aesthetics (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
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 66 ASF, Carte Strozziane, ser. II, 51, vols. 1–3. For a descrip-

tion of the original documentation, see Margaret Haines, 
“Documentation on the Gates of Paradise:  Through a 
Glass Darkly,” in The Gates of Paradise: Lorenzo Ghiberti’s 
Renaissance Masterpiece, pp. 81–5.

 67 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 370 (doc. 36).
 68 On the general chronology of the commission, see 

Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 159–68 (and for the doc-
ument recording the completion of the casting of the panels 
and relief strips, see p. 368 [doc. 23]). Krautheimer believed 
that only the panels were done by 1437, but Francesco 
Caglioti has shown that the panels and twenty-four framing 
strips were all cast by that year; see Caglioti, “Reconsidering 
the Creative Sequence of Ghiberti’s Doors,” in The Gates 
of Paradise: Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Renaissance Masterpiece, p. 91. 
The document confirming the completion of the casting 
of the panels and framing elements is dated to either 1436 
or 1437. On the evidence supporting 1437 as the date of 
completion, see Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 164–5 
and, for further corroborating evidence for 1437 as the 
end date, my “Lorenzo Ghiberti, the Arte di Calimala, and 
Fifteenth-Century Florentine Corporate Patronage,” in 
Florence and Beyond: Culture, Society and Politics in Renaissance 
Italy, pp. 135–51, esp. pp. 146–7.

 69 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  370–1 (docs. 36–7), 
p. 375 (doc. 71), pp. 382–3 (doc. 94), pp. 399–400 (docs. 
154–5; these letters, the first written by Ghiberti to an 
operaio of the Siena Cathedral and the second sent from 
Ghiberti to Giovanni Turini, suggest that Michelozzo was 
no longer a member of the shop by March or April 1425), 
and p. 416 (dig. 235). On Michelozzo’s movements into 
and out of the Ghiberti shop in this period, see Harriet 
McNeal Caplow, “Sculptors’ Partnerships in Michelozzo’s 
Florence,” Studies in the Renaissance 21 (1974): 145–75, esp. 
pp. 163–5. I discuss Michelozzo’s role in the Gates pro-
ject below, especially in Chapter  6. On Gozzoli’s con-
tributions, see Maria Grazia Ciardi Dupré Dal Poggetto, 
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“Sulla collaborazione di Benozzo Gozzoli alla Porta del 
Paradiso,” Antichità viva 6 (1967): 60–73 and Diane Cole 
Ahl, Benozzo Gozzoli (New Haven, CT, and London: Yale 
University Press, 1996), pp. 18–22.

 70 The last four reliefs were cleaned and chased between 1443 
and 1447. For the relevant documents, see Krautheimer, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 368 and 371 (docs. 24 and 40).

 71 Ibid., pp. 368 and 371 (docs. 20, 22, 42, and 44).
 72 On the casting of the doors and framework, see ibid., 

pp. 367–8, 371, 374, and 382–5 (docs. 18–19, 25, 38, 41, 44, 
59, 90–91, 98–99, and 102).

 73 Ibid., pp. 372 and 375 (docs. 48 and 73).
 74 One reference, albeit brief, to Ghiberti’s work in this 

period comes in Francesco Scalamonti’s biography of 
Cyriac of Ancona, where, writing perhaps in the 1450s 
and drawing from Cyriac’s travel diary and writings, he 
mentions that, while Cyriac was in Florence in 1433, he 
saw in Ghiberti’s house both ancient sculptures and sev-
eral the sculptor had made in bronze; see Vita viri clarissimi 
et famosissimi Kyriaci anconitani (Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society 86.4), ed. and trans. Charles Mitchell 
and Edward W.  Bodnar, S.  J. (Philadelphia:  American 
Philosophical Society, 1996), pp. 70 and 132.

 75 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 192–202; he proposes 
that the David panel might have been the last designed 
(p. 199). Krautheimer provides dates for individual pan-
els in this section and throughout the book (e.g., p. 251). 
John Pope-Hennessy (in “The Sixth Centenary of 
Ghiberti,” in The Study and Criticism of Italian Sculpture 
[New  York:  Metropolitan Museum of Art; Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1980], pp. 39–70) offered 
a radical revision of this scheme, claiming that Ghiberti 
must have worked in reverse, starting with the Solomon 
and Queen of Sheba relief and ending with the Adam and 
Eve panel. His suggestion has never been accepted, and 
I  agree with Krautheimer’s proposal about the order of 
the completion of the panels.

 76 Caglioti, “Reconsidering the Creative Sequence of 
Ghiberti’s Doors,” p. 92.

 77 In the Commentaries, Ghiberti writes that the baptistery 
operai, when they announced the competition in 1401 
and asked contestants to sculpt an image of the sacri-
fice of Isaac, intended that the panel would eventually be 
included in the doors sculpted by the contest’s winner; see 
Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 93.

 78 On this issue, see Janice L.  Hurd, “Lorenzo Ghiberti’s 
Treatise on Sculpture: The Second Commentary” (PhD 
diss., Bryn Mawr College, 1970), p.  239, n.  157; and 
Creighton Gilbert, “The Archbishop on the Painters of 
Florence, 1450,” Art Bulletin 41 (1959): 75–87, esp. p. 84 
and n. 40.

 79 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 96.
 80 Ibid.
 81 Although Filippo Baldinucci knew and cited, in his 

biography of Ghiberti, two of these diaries, only one 

of the two that Baldinucci saw survives today; see Piero 
Ginori-Conti, “Un libro di ricordi e di spese di Lorenzo 
e Vittorio Ghiberti (1441–1492),” Rivista d’arte 20 
(1938): 290–303.

 82 See Richard Krautheimer, “Ghibertiana,” Burlington 
Magazine 71 (1937):  68–70, 75–6, and 79–80, esp. 
pp. 79–80; and his Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 10–11.

 83 Giovanni Ciappelli, Memory, Family, and Self: Tuscan Family 
Books and Other European Egodocuments (14th–18th Century), 
trans. Susan Amanda George (Leiden, The Netherlands, 
and Boston: Brill, 2014), p. 242 and Klaus Bergdolt, Der 
dritte Kommentar Lorenzo Ghibertis:  Naturwissenschaften 
und Medizin in der Kunsttheorie der Frührenaissance 
(Weinheim: VCH, 1988), pp. xxxvi–xxxvii.

 84 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p.  307 and Schlosser, 
Lorenzo Ghibertis Denkwürdigkeiten (I Commentarii), vol. 
1, p. 50.

 85 This manuscript is today in the Biblioteca Medicea 
Laurenziana: BML Plut. 82.1–2. On this two-volume man-
uscript, see Filippo Di Benedetto, “Il Plinio Laurenziano 
proviene veramente da Lubecca,” in Studi classici in onore di 
Quintino Cataudella, 3 vols. (Catania: Università di Catania, 
Facoltà di lettere e filosofia, 1972), vol. 3, pp. 437–45.

 86 Mazzi, “L’inventario quattrocentistico della biblioteca di 
S. Croce in Firenze,” p.  135 (entry 609). Martin Davies 
discusses the manuscripts in private hands in “Making 
Sense of Pliny in the Quattrocento,” Renaissance Studies 
9 (1995):  240–57, esp. pp.  240–1. On these two manu-
scripts, see R. W. Hunt, “A Manuscript from the Library 
of Coluccio Salutati,” Calligraphy and Palaeography: Essays 
Presented to Alfred Fairbank on His 70th Birthday, ed. A. 
S. Osley (London:  Faber and Faber, 1965), pp. 75–79; 
A. C. de la Mare, The Handwriting of Italian Humanists 
(Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 1973), pp. xvi and 
58, no. 14; and Ullman and Stadter, The Public Library of 
Renaissance Florence, pp. 216–17, no. 793.

 87 Philip A. Stadter, “Niccolò Niccoli:  Winning Back the 
Knowledge of the Ancients,” in Vestigia. Studi in onore 
di Giuseppe Billanovich, ed. Rino Avesani et  al., 2  vols. 
(Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1984), vol. 2, pp. 
747–64, esp. p. 763, n. 62.

CHAPTER 1 THE ADAM AND EVE 

PANEL: THE BIRTH OF CREATIVITY

 1 On Filarete’s doors, see Robert Glass, “Filarete’s 
Hilaritas: Claiming Authorship and Status on the Doors 
of St. Peter’s,” Art Bulletin 94 (2012): 548–71.

 2 On the state of finish of Donatello’s Lamentation, see 
Bonnie A. Bennett and David G. Wilkins, Donatello 
(Oxford:  Phaidon, 1984), pp. 98–100. On Donatello’s 
approach to the treatment of surface, see Valentino 
Martinelli, “Il non-finito di Donatello,” in Donatello e 
il suo tempo. Atti dell’VIII convegno internazionale di studi 
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sul Rinascimento (Florence: Istituto nazionale di studi sul 
Rinascimento, 1968), pp. 179–94.

 3 Sperling, “Artistic Lettering and the Progress of the 
Antique Revival in the Quattrocento,” p. 66.

 4 Joanna Woods-Marsden, Renaissance Self-Portraiture:  The 
Visual Construction of Identity and the Social Status of the 
Artist (New Haven, CT, and London:  Yale University 
Press, 1998), pp. 63–7.

 5 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 192–3.
 6 Krautheimer, following Heinrich Brockhaus (Forschungen 

über Florentiner Kunstwerke [Leipzig:  F. A.  Brockhaus, 
1902], p.  6), hypothesizes that Ghiberti might have ini-
tially followed an earlier project for twenty-four panels, 
the existence of which is suggested by the twenty-four 
compartments of the doors’ back frames; Lorenzo Ghiberti, 
p. 193. The fact that each of the two valves was cast in a 
single pour renders this suggestion unlikely; see Caglioti, 
“Reconsidering the Creative Sequence of Ghiberti’s 
Doors,” pp. 88–9. Ghiberti possibly followed an even ear-
lier program – that tentatively designed for his first set 
of baptistery doors, which was initially to contain Old 
Testament scenes.

 7 In this chapter all biblical references refer to the book of 
Genesis, unless otherwise specified. The visual and textual 
traditions surrounding the creation of the world, humans, 
and animals, the Temptation, and the Expulsion are vast, 
but for good overviews of medieval treatments of these 
stories in image and text, see Johannes Zahlten, Creatio 
mundi: Darstellungen der sechs Schöpfungstage und naturwis-
senschaftliches Weltbild im Mittelalter (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 
1979) and J. M. Evans, Paradise Lost and the Genesis Tradition 
(Oxford:  Clarendon Press and Oxford University 
Press, 1968).

 8 The general appearance of the panels must have been 
striking to these first viewers. Never had any Florentine 
or Tuscan sculptor designed and cast any bronze relief 
panel so large, filled with so many figures, and com-
pleted with such exacting precision. The panels for the 
Siena Baptistery font, including the two that Ghiberti and 
his workshop completed (the Arrest of the Baptist and the 
Baptism of Christ) between 1417 and 1424 and the others 
by Donatello, Jacopo della Quercia, Turino di Sano, and 
Giovanni Turini measure 60 × 60 cm and are thus slightly 
smaller than those of the Gates (79  × 79  cm). On the 
Siena font reliefs, see John T. Paoletti, “The Siena Baptistry 
Font:  A  Study of an Early Renaissance Collaborative 
Program, 1416–1434” (PhD diss., Yale University, 1967).

 9 In this chapter I  use the term creation in its modern 
sense:  to create is to make something or bring it into 
existence. But it should be noted that the verb to cre-
ate  – creare, in Latin  – was used by medieval exegetes 
and writers to refer only to the formation of something 
out of nothing (creation ex nihilo), an act that could be 
performed, they state, by God alone. Peter Lombard, 
for example, describes and differentiates “creating” and 

“making” in his Sentences: “Et creare proprie est de nihilo 
aliquid facere; facere vero non modo de nihilo aliquid 
operari, sed etiam de materia.” See his Sententiarum libri 
quatuor in Patrologiae Cursus Completus . . . Series Latina, 
ed. Jacques-Paul Migne, 221  vols. (Paris:  1844–55 and 
1862–5) (henceforth PL), vol. 192, col. 651 (dist. 1.1). In 
the Commentaries Ghiberti for the most part follows the 
same convention, using the verb creare or the noun creatore 
to refer to God or his actions as creator. When describ-
ing the creative acts of artists in book two, he uses other 
terminology: Buonamico Buffalmacco, for example, was 
an “excellentissimo maestro” who “dipinse,” “fece,” and 
“colorì freschissimamente.” When discussing the Gates 
of Paradise, however, Ghiberti says he depicted the “cre-
atione” of Adam and Eve by God, who was “creatore di 
tutte le cose.” Only once does he depart from this con-
vention: in describing the Cain and Abel panel, he states 
that one of the episodes depicts “come Adamo et Eva 
ànno Caino et Abel creati piccoli fanciulli.” See Ghiberti, 
I commentarii, pp. 86 and 95.

 10 Jan Bialostocki, “The Renaissance Concept of Nature 
and Antiquity,” in The Renaissance and Mannerism: Studies 
in Western Art (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1963), pp. 19–30. Bialostocki calls attention to the two 
senses of nature commonly discussed in medieval and 
Renaissance texts  – natural things and bodies (natura 
naturata) and the force that makes them (natura naturans) –
and points out (p. 19) that Ghiberti uses both of them in 
the Commentaries; I will discuss this in greater depth later 
in this chapter. On theoretical discussions in the fifteenth 
century of nature as an active force (natura naturans) capa-
ble of effecting change, see Anne Eusterschulte, “Imitatio 
naturae:  Naturverständnis und Nachahmungslehre in 
Malereitraktaten der frühen Neuzeit,” in Künste und Natur 
in Diskursen der Frühen Neuzeit, ed. Hartmut Laufhütte, 
2 vols. (Weisbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000), vol. 2, pp. 791–807. 
And on ancient comparisons of art and nature, and for 
brief discussions of their relationship in sixteenth-century 
texts, see A. J. Close, “Commonplace Theories of Art and 
Nature in Classical Antiquity and in the Renaissance,” 
Journal of the History of Ideas 30 (1969): 467–86.

 11 This first account derives from the so-called Priestly 
source, a compilation of the fifth or sixth century BCE 
or, as some have suggested, possibly the early eighth or 
late ninth century. Julius Wellhausen first proposed the 
existence of four major sources in the Pentateuch in 
Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels (Berlin:  Druck und 
Verlag von G.  Reimer, 1895), which was translated 
as Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel, trans. N. 
Robertson Smith (New  York:  Meridian Books, 1957). 
The literature on the textual origins of the Old Testament, 
and the Pentateuch in particular, is vast, but most schol-
ars of the Bible today agree with Wellhausen’s proposal. 
For a useful, general introduction to the nature of the 
four sources he outlines, see Otto Kaiser, Introduction to 
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the Old Testament: A Presentation of Its Results and Problems, 
trans. John Sturdy (Oxford:  Basil Blackwell, 1975); on 
the Priestly text, from which much of the Pentateuch 
derives, see pp. 102–15. For a listing of the biblical passages 
thought to have been excerpted from the Priestly text, see 
Gustav Hölscher, Geschichte der israelitischen und jüdischen 
Religion (Giessen:  Alfred Töpelmann, 1922), pp. 142–3. 
R. K. Harrison, Introduction to the Old Testament (Peabody, 
MA: Hendrickson, 2004), p. 502, suggests that the Priestly 
text was possibly written in an attempt to “organize the 
legal structure of the post-exilic Jewish theocracy” and 
thus must have been written sometime after the exile 
ended in 538 BCE. On the possibility that the first cre-
ation narrative was written in the early eighth or late 
ninth century, see Eerdmans Commentary on the Bible, ed. 
James D. G. Dunn and John W. Rogerson (Grand Rapids, 
MI, and Cambridge:  William B.  Eerdmans Publishing 
Company, 2003), p. 27.

 12 The Bible was first translated into Italian in the 
mid-thirteenth century. The first complete translations, 
including both the Old and New Testaments, date to the 
fourteenth century but were rare even in the fifteenth. It 
is possible that Ghiberti had in his possession an Italian 
version, though no evidence exists to support the sugges-
tion. Certainly he knew enough Latin to read the Vulgate. 
On Italian translations of the Bible, see Kenelm Foster, 
“Vernacular Scriptures in Italy,” in The Cambridge History 
of the Bible, ed. P. R. Ackroyd, C. F. Evans, G. W. H. Lampe, 
and S. L. Greenslade, 3  vols. (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press, 1963–70), vol. 2 (The West from the Fathers 
to the Reformation, ed. G. W. H. Lampe; 1969), pp. 452–65 
and La Bibbia in italiano tra Medioevo e Rinascimento/La Bible 
italienne au Moyen Âge et à la Renaissance. Atti del convegno 
internazionale, Firenze, Certosa del Galluzzo, 8–9 novembre 
1996, ed. Lino Leonardi (Florence: SISMEL, 1998).

 13 Because these final lines take the form of a poem, they are 
often separated from the body of the biblical text. I take 
my translations from The Jerusalem Bible: Reader’s Edition, 
ed. Alexander Jones (Garden City, NY:  Doubleday and 
Company, 1968), pp. 5–6.

 14 This second account comes from the Yahwistic source, 
a set of writings assembled in the ninth or tenth cen-
tury BCE and eventually joined to the Priestly texts. It is 
called the “Yahwistic” text because, in the portions of the 
Hebrew Bible that derive from it, God is called “Yahweh” 
 in the sections that derive from the Priestly source ;(יהוה)
God is called “Elohim” (אלהים). For a general overview of 
this source, see Harrison, Introduction to the Old Testament, 
pp.  78–91. On the original function of the Yahwistic 
compilation, see Evans, Paradise Lost and the Genesis 
Tradition, p. 13. The process of the progressive compilation 
of the Pentateuch was complex and is not fully under-
stood. Harrison summarizes Wellhausen’s beliefs regard-
ing the major stages of compilation. Wellhausen (in Die 
Composition des Hexateuchs und der historischen Bücher des 

Alten Testaments [Berlin: W. de Gruyter, 1963]) suggested 
that parts of the Yahwistic source were joined to sections 
of the Elohist source around 650 BCE, that another com-
piler added the text of Deuteronomy to this earliest ver-
sion ca. 550 BCE, and that the material from the Priestly 
source was added around 400 BCE. The completed text, 
in its current form, likely emerged around 200 BCE.

 15 See:  Psalms 103:29–30 and Job 34:14–15. Augustine 
repeats this claim in his fourth-century commentary on 
the literal meaning of Genesis (De Genesi ad litteram), a 
text widely available in Ghiberti’s Florence and surely 
the most influential patristic commentary on Genesis. 
See Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, in PL, vol. 34, cols. 
355–9 (1–7). On Augustine’s influence in Ghiberti’s 
time, see Paul O. Kristeller, “Augustine and the Early 
Renaissance,” in Studies in Renaissance Thought and Letters, 
4 vols. (Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1956–96), 
vol. 1, pp. 355–72. On his influence in later decades, see 
Meredith Gill, Augustine in the Italian Renaissance: Art and 
Philosophy from Petrarch to Michelangelo (Cambridge and 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005).

 16 Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, in PL, vol. 34, cols. 355–7 
(7.1.1–7.3.4). For a summary of Augustine’s ideas about 
creation, which I  discuss throughout this chapter, see 
Christopher John O’Toole, The Philosophy of Creation in 
the Writings of St. Augustine (Washington, DC:  Catholic 
University of America Press, 1944).

 17 Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, in PL, vol. 34, col. 363 
(7.16.22).

 18 Aristotle, On the Soul. Parva Naturalia. On Breath, trans. 
W. S. Hett (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press; 
London: William Heinemann, 1957), pp. 74–7 and 80–1 
(2.2.413a-b23–25, 2.2.413b11–13, 2.2.413b21–24, and 
2.3.414a29–32).

 19 Charles L. Stinger, Humanism and the Church 
Fathers:  Ambrogio Traversari (1386–1439) and Christian 
Antiquity in the Italian Renaissance (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1977), p. 151.

 20 Leon Battista Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, in Opere 
 volgari, ed. Cecil Grayson, 3  vols. (Rome and Bari: 
G. Laterza, 1973), vol. 3, pp. 74–5. This edition contains 
both the Tuscan and Latin versions of Alberti’s treatise. 
Throughout this book I cite the Tuscan.

 21 Philo, On the Account of the World’s Creation Given by 
Moses. Allegorical Interpretation of Genesis II, III, trans. F. 
H. Colson and G. H. Whitaker (Cambridge, MA, and 
London: Harvard University Press, 2004), vol. 1 (in the 
Loeb 10-volume, 2-supplement Philo), pp. 58–61 (24.75).

 22 See, e.g., Augustine, Sancti Aurelii Augustini episcopi De civi-
tate Dei libri xxii, vol. 2, p. 132 (16.6) and Augustine, De 
Genesi ad litteram, in PL, vol. 34, col. 291 (3.19.29).

 23 For the relevant portion of Ambrose’s Hexaemeron, see 
PL, vol. 14, col. 257A–258D (6.7). For Peter Lombard’s 
opinion, see his Sententiarum libri quatuor, in PL, vol. 192, 
cols. 683–4:  “In Genes. legitur, c.  1:  Faciamus hominem 
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ad imaginem et similitudinem nostram, etc. In eo quod dicit 
faciamus, una operatio trium personarum ostenditur; in 
hoc vero quod dicit ad imaginem et similitudinem nostram, 
una et aequalis substantia trium personarum monstratur. 
Ex persona enim Patris hoc dicitur ad Filium et Spiritum 
sanctum, non, ut quidam putant, angelis; quia Dei et ange-
lorum non est eadem imago vel similitudo.”

 24 Charles Trinkaus, In Our Image and Likeness:  Humanity 
and Divinity in Italian Humanist Thought, 2  vols. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press; London: Constable, 
1970), vol. 1, p.  238 and Giannozzo Manetti, De dig-
nitate et excellentia hominis, ed. Elizabeth R.  Leonard 
(Padua:  Antenore, 1975). On Traversari’s interest in 
Philo, see Stinger, Humanism and the Church Fathers, 
p. 145. The Philo manuscript that reached Traversari via 
Francesco Filelfo survives today at the Biblioteca Medicea 
Laurenziana in Florence (BML Plut. 69.11).

 25 Leon Battista Alberti, De statua, ed. Marco Collareta 
(Livorno: Sillabe, 1998), p. 4 ( chapter 1): “Artes eorum, 
qui ex corporibus a natura procreatis effigies et simula-
cra suum in opus promere aggrediuntur, ortas hinc fuisse 
arbitror. Nam ex trunco glebave et huiusmodi mutis cor-
poribus fortassis aliquando intuebantur lineamenta non-
nulla, quibus paululum immutatis persimile quidpiam 
veris naturae vultibus redderetur. Coepere id igitur animo 
advertentes atque adnotantes adhibita diligentia tentare 
conarique possentne illic adiungere adimereve atque 
perfinire quod ad veram simulacri speciem comprehen-
dendam absolvendamque deesse videretur. Ergo quantum 
res ipsa admonebat lineas superficiesque istic emendando 
expoliendoque institutum adsecuti sunt, non id quidem 
sine voluptate. Hinc nimirum studia hominum simili-
bus efficiendis in dies exercuere quoad etiam ubi nulla 
inchoatarum similitudinum adiumenta in praestita mate-
ria intuerentur, ex ea tamen quam collibuisset effigiem 
exprimerent.”

 26 Ghiberti often modeled separately in wax the figures 
that were to project prominently from the surface; they 
are thus cast solid in the bronze relief. On this practice 
and on his bronze casting technique more generally, 
see Francesca G. Bewer, Richard E.  Stone, and Shelley 
G.  Sturman, “Reconstructing the Casting Technique 
of Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise,” in The Gates 
of Paradise:  Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Renaissance Masterpiece, 
pp. 156–82, esp. pp. 162–3.

 27 On the authorship, dating, and style of the Orvieto 
reliefs, see John White, “The Reliefs on the Façade of the 
Duomo at Orvieto,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld 
Institutes 22 (1959):  254–302 and Enzo Carli, Le sculture 
del Duomo di Orvieto (Bergamo:  Istituto italiano d’arti 
grafiche, 1947). Although White supports the attribu-
tion of the reliefs to Maitani, others have cast doubt on 
his authorship; see Ernst Schlee, “Problemi cronologici 
della facciata del Duomo di Orvieto,” in Il Duomo di 
Orvieto e le grandi cattedrali del Duecento. Atti del convegno 

internazionale di studi (Orvieto, 12–14 novembre 1990), ed. 
Guido Barlozzetti (Turin: Nuova ERI, 1995), pp. 99–167 
and Antje Middeldorf Kosegarten, Die Domfassade in 
Orvieto. Studien zur Architektur und Skulptur:  1290–1330 
(Munich: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1996).

 28 On this cycle, see the brief discussion in Christie Knapp 
Fengler, “Bartolo di Fredi’s Old Testament Frescoes in 
S. Gimignano,” Art Bulletin 63 (1981): 374–84 and, more 
recently, C. Griffith Mann, “From Creation to the End of 
Time: The Nave Frescoes of San Gimignano’s Collegiata 
and the Structure of Civic Devotion”(PhD diss., Johns 
Hopkins University, 2002), esp. pp. 278–353.

 29 Uccello worked in Ghiberti’s shop in the 1410s (and per-
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London:  Yale University Press, 2002), pp. 172 and 
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New York: Routledge, 2002), p. 17.

 105 Genesis 4:20 (Jabal), Genesis 4:21 (Jubal), and Genesis 
4:22 (Tubalcain).

 106 See Elspeth Whitney, Paradise Restored:  The Mechanical 
Arts from Antiquity through the Thirteenth Century 
(Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 80.1) 
(Philadelphia:  American Philosophical Society, 1990) 
and George Ovitt Jr., The Restoration of Perfection: Labor 
and Technology in Medieval Culture (New Brunswick, 
NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1987).

 107 On Hugh of St. Victor’s description of the mechanical 
arts, see Paul O. Kristeller, “The Modern System of the 
Arts: A Study in the History of Aesthetics (I),” Journal of 
the History of Ideas 12 (1951): 496–527, esp. pp. 507–8.

 108 Julius von Schlosser, “Giusto’s Fresken in Padua und 
die Vorläufer der Stanza della Segnatura,” Jahrbuch 
der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des allerhöchsten 
Kaiserhauses 17 (1896):  13–100; Marvin Trachtenberg, 
The Campanile of Florence Cathedral:  “Giotto’s Tower” 
(New York: New York University Press, 1971), pp. 85–108; 
and Anita Fiderer Moskowitz, The Sculpture of Andrea and 
Nino Pisano (Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 
1986), pp. 32 and 37–8.

 109 Theophilus, De diversis artibus/The Various Arts, ed. and 
trans. C. R. Dodwell (London:  Thomas Nelson and 
Sons, 1961), p. 1.

 110 Cennino Cennini, Il libro dell’arte, ed. Fabio Frezzato 
(Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 2003), p. 62: “E chosì egli [Adam] 
incominciò con la zappa e Eva col filare; poi seguitò 
[that is, man] molt’arti bisognevoli e diferenziate l’una 
dall’altra”; “quest’è un’arte che ·ssi chiama dipignere, che 
conviene avere fantasia e hoperazione di mano, di trovare 
cose non vedute chacciandosi sotto ombra di naturali, 
e fermarle con la mano, dando a dimostrare quello che 
nonne sia.”

 111 Rona Goffen has stressed that Adam’s actions and 
gestures frequently carry meaning in images of the 
Expulsion; see Goffen, “Adam and Eve in the Brancacci 
Chapel, or Sex and Gender in the Beginning,” in The 
Brancacci Chapel: Form, Function and Setting, ed. Nicholas 
A. Eckstein (Florence: Olschki, 2007), pp. 115–38.

 112 Augustine, Sancti Aurelii Augustini episcopi De civitate Dei 
libri xxii, vol. 1, p. 586 (13.21.2–3).

 113 In fact, the only other figure who is cut by the edge of 
a panel is a soldier on the left side of the David relief; he 
peeks into the panel, watching the action.
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 114 Pliny, Natural History: Books 33–35, trans. Harris Rackham 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003), vol. 
9 (in the 10-volume Loeb Natural History), pp.  320–1 
(35.80): “dixit [Apelles] enim omnia sibi cum illo paria 
esse aut illi meliora, sed uno se praestare, quod manum de 
tabula sciret tollere, memorabili praecepto nocere saepe 
nimiam diligentiam.” For Ghiberti’s copy of this anec-
dote, see I commentarii, p. 73: “[Protogenes] non saper-
rebbe levare la mano dalla tavola.”

 115 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p.  47:  “Bisognia sia di grande 
ingegnio, a disciplina maestrevole (imperoché ·llo 
ingegnio sanza disciplina, o la disciplina sanza ingegnio 
non può fare perfecto artefice).” Ancient writers 
explored the notion of “ingenium” in connection with 
the creation of poetry, defining it as “a sort of madness, 
a divine power in the soul capable of sparking creative 
frenzy”; for this definition, see Kathleen Wren Christian, 
Empire without End: Antiquities Collections in Renaissance 
Rome, c. 1350–1527 (New Haven, CT, and London: Yale 
University Press, 2010), pp. 41–2, who suggests Plato and 
Cicero as sources of the definition.

 116 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 97.
 117 Leon Battista Alberti, L’architettura [De re aedificatoria], ed. 

Giovanni Orlandi and Paolo Portoghesi and trans. Orlandi, 
2 vols. (Milan: Il Polifilo, 1966), vol. 1, pp. 110–11 (2.4).

 118 Filarete [Antonio Averlino detto il Filarete], Trattato 
di architettura, ed. Anna Maria Finoli and Liliana 
Grassi, 2  vols. (Milan:  Il Polifilo, 1972), vol. 1, p.  24 
(book 1): “Alcuno dice che innanzi a diluvio non pio-
veva, io credo pur di sì:  se la terra doveva producere i 
frutti, bisognava che piovesse. Sì che, come per la vita 
de l’uomo è mestiere il mangiare, così lo abitare, e per 
questo è da credere che avendo Adamo fattosi tetto delle 
mani, considerato il bisogno per lo suo vivere, si pensò e 
ingegnossi da farsi qualche abitazione per difendersi da 
queste piogge e anche dal caldo del sole. Sì che vedendo 
e comprendendo il suo bisogno, è da stimare che qual-
che abitazione facesse di frasche, o capanna, o forse 
qualche grotta, dove fuggire potesse quando gli fusse 
stato bisogno. Sì che, se così fu, è verisimile che Adamo 
fusse il primo. Tu potresti dire: come poteva fare costui 
queste abitazioni, considerando che non aveva ancora 
ferro? A questo ti rispondo: per due ragioni, cioè che 
così come lui s’ingegnò di vivere, o per grazia che Dio 
gli dessi o come egli si facessi, così fece l’abitazioni; e 
anche come presto si misse le mani in capo, così ancora 
poté andare a rompere delle frasche e a quel medesimo 
modo assettarle a poco a poco e poi buttare su della 
terra e fare abitazione.”

 119 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 92: “Et io, o excellentissimo, non 
ò a ubbidire la pecunia, diedi lo studio per l’arte, la quale da 
mia pueritia ò sempre seguita con grande studio e discip-
lina. Conciò sia cosa ch’io abbia sempre i primi precetti, ò 
cercato di investigare in che modo la natura procede in essa 
et in che modo io mi possa appressare a essa.”

 120 Ibid., p.  95:  “Le quali istorie, molto copiose di figure, 
erano istorie del testamento vecchio, nelle quali mi 
ingegnai con ogni misura osservare in esse, cercare imi-
tare la natura quanto a me fosse possibile.”

 121 In De statua and De re aedificatoria Alberti makes clear 
his belief in the importance of finding ideal proportions 
by studying and refining those observable in nature, and 
especially in the human body.  See Alberti, De statua, 
p. 18–22 (ch. 12); and Alberti, L’architettura [De re aedifica-
toria], vol. 2, pp. 458–67 (6.4). On this theme in Alberti, 
see Anthony Blunt, Artistic Theory in Italy, 1450–1600 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press and Oxford University Press, 
1962), pp. 13–20 and Dorothy Koenigsberger, Renaissance 
Man and Creative Thinking:  A  History of Concepts of 
Harmony, 1400–1700 (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities 
Press, 1979), pp. 7–55.

 122 Leon Battista Alberti, I libri della famiglia, ed. Ruggiero 
Romano, Alberto Tenenti, and Francesco Furlan (Turin: 
Einaudi, 1994), p. 162 (2.1786–1800): “Ma sopra tutte lodo 
quella verissima e probatissima sentenza di coloro, e’ quali 
dicono l’uomo essere creato per piacere a Dio, per ricon-
oscere un primo e vero principio alle cose, ove si vegga 
tanta varietà, tanta dissimilitudine, bellezza e multitudine 
d’animali, di loro forme, stature, vestimenti e colori; per 
ancora lodare Iddio insieme con tutta l’universa natura, 
vedendo tante e sí differenziate e sí consonante armonie 
di voci, versi e canti in ciascuno animante concinni e 
soavi; per ancora ringraziare Iddio ricevendo e sentendo 
tanta utilità nelle cose produtte a’ bisogni umani contro la 
infermità a cacciarla, per la sanità a conservalla; per ancora 
temere e onorare Iddio udendo, vedendo, conoscendo 
el sole, le stelle, el corso de’cieli, e’ tuoni e saette, le quali 
tutte cose non può non confessar l’uomo essere ordinate, 
fatte e dateci solo da esso Iddio.” This passage is cited in 
Koenigsberger, Renaissance Man and Creative Thinking, p. 13.

 123 Plato, The Timaeus of Plato, pp. 162–3 (16.47a–b). Diane 
Finiello Zervas proposes that Ghiberti employed pro-
portions that derive from Plato’s discussion and calcula-
tion of the proportions of the “world soul.” See Zervas, 
“Ghiberti’s St. Matthew Ensemble at Orsanmichele: 
Symbolism in Proportion,” Art Bulletin 58 (1976): 36–44.

 124 Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, in PL, vol. 34, col. 330 
(5.10.25); and “The Literal Meaning of Genesis,” p. 288. 
A copy of Augustine’s commentary that was once part of 
Niccolò Niccoli’s library and is today in the Biblioteca 
Medicea Laurenziana contains a manicule in the mar-
gin next to the statement about the flatness of early 
earth, indicating a special interest – perhaps Niccoli’s? – 
in Augustine’s ideas about the earth’s appearance in 
the beginning of time; see BML San Marco 658, 63v. 
On Traversari’s knowledge of this most important of 
Augustine’s works on Genesis, see n. 19 in this chapter.

 125 Hermann F. Jellinghaus, Das Buch Sidrach. Nach der 
Kopenhagener mittelniederdeutschen Handschrift V.  J. 1479, 
Bibliothek des Litterarischen Vereins in Stuttgart, 
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vol. 235 (Tübingen:  Litterarischer Verein in Stuttgart, 
1904). Numerous manuscript copies of the Book of 
Sidrach survive in Florentine libraries:  see, e.g., the 
fourteenth-century copies in the Biblioteca Riccardiana 
(BR 1475)  and the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana 
(BML Plut. 61.7), the latter made in 1382 by Benedetto 
degli Albizzi.

 126 Il libro di Sidrach, ed. Adolfo Bartoli (Bologna: Gaetano 
Romagnoli, 1868), p. 176: “Da Adamo infino al tempo 
del diluvio non ebe niuna montagnia, che tutto il mondo 
era piano, come la palma del mano.” Some medieval 
exegetes and writers do describe one pronounced geo-
graphical feature on the early earth: the mountain on top 
of which God placed the Garden of Eden. This moun-
tain, it was believed, formed as the result of a super-
natural process at the beginning of time. On this, see 
Alessandro Scafi, Mapping Paradise: A History of Heaven 
on Earth (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006), 
pp. 49 and 59, n. 33 and 40, and pp. 174–6. Dante writes 
in the Divine Comedy (The Divine Comedy: Inferno, vol. 1, 
pp. 368–9 [34.121–6]) that the mountain formed when 
Satan fell from heaven and the land in the earth’s core, in 
an attempt to avoid contact with his fearful and tainted 
form, recoiled violently, withdrew from the center of the 
earth, and settled in the south pole where it formed a 
high peak that later became the mountain of Purgatory. 
On this idea, see John Freccero, “Satan’s Fall and the 
‘Quaestio de aqua et terra,’” Italica 38 (1961):  99–115. 
On the evolution of ideas about the development of 
the earth, see Konrad Kretschmer, Die physische Erdkunde 
im christlichen Mittelalter:  Versuch einer quellenmässigen 
Darstellung ihrer historischen Entwicklung (Vienna: Eduard 
Hölzel, 1889). I thank Robert Gaston for this reference.

 127 Ptolemy’s Geography:  An Annotated Translation of the 
Theoretical Chapters, ed. and trans. J.  Lennart Berggren 
and Alexander Jones (Princeton, NJ:  Princeton 
University Press, 2000), p. 63; Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, trans. 
F. E. Robbins (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University 
Press; London:  Heinemann, 1980), pp. 4–7 (1.2); and 
Aristotle, Meteorologica, trans. H. D.  P. Lee (Cambridge, 
MA:  Harvard University Press; London:  William 
Heinemann, 1952), pp. 68–9 (1.9.346b).

 128 Pliny, Natural History: Books 1–2, trans. Harris Rackham 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1949), vol. 
1 (in the 10-volume Loeb Natural History), pp.  246–7 
(2.38.103).

 129 David Alexander, “Dante and the Form of the Land,” 
Annals of the Association of American Geographers 76 
(1986):  38–49. Dante describes the effect of the stars 
on the land, comparing it to the attraction of iron to 
a magnet: “et, cum ista terra detecta extendatur a linea 
equinoctiali usque ad lineam quam describit polus zodi-
aci circa polum mundi, ut superius dictum est, mani-
festum est quod virtus elevans est illis stellis que sunt 
in regione celi istis duobus circulis contenta, sive elevet 

per modum attractionis, ut magnes attrahit ferrum, sive 
per modum pulsionis, generando vapores pellentes, ut in 
particularibus montuositatibus.” For this, see De situ et 
forma aque et terre, ed. Giorgio Padoan (Florence: F. Le 
Monnier, 1968), p. 34. For an English translation of this 
text, see Alain Campbell White, “A Translation of the 
Quaestio de aqua et terra,” Annual Reports of the Dante 
Society 21 (1902): i–59. On the controversies surround-
ing its contents and authorship, see Francesco Mazzoni, 
“La ‘Questio de aqua et terra,’” Studi danteschi 34 
(1957): 163–204 and Bruno Nardi, La caduta di Lucifero e 
l’autenticità della “Quaestio de aqua et terra” (Turin: Società 
editrice internazionale, 1959).

 130 Restoro d’Arezzo, La composizione del mondo (Lavis: La 
finestra, 2007), pp. 112–14. For Paolo Veneto’s text, see 
Expositio Magistri Pauli Veneti super libros de generatione 
[et] corruptione Aristotelis. Eiusdem de compositione mundi 
cum figuris (Venice: Boneto Locatelli/Ottaviano Scotto, 
1498). On the general history of the ideas first pos-
ited by Dante, see Frank Dawson Adams, The Birth and 
Development of the Geological Sciences (New York: Dover, 
1954), pp. 335–42.

 131 Leonardo Dati, La sfera (Milan:  G. Daelli e Comp., 
1865), p.  4 (1.9):  “Di stelle sono un numero infinito 
/ E ciascuna produce sua influenza / Ne’ corpi umani 
e nel terrestre sito. . . .” The notion that the stars affect 
humans, and determine their essential characteristics, 
derives ultimately from Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos, which 
deals throughout with the effect of the heavens on 
human personality. On Dati’s text, see the fundamen-
tal work of Lucia Bertolini:  “Censimento dei mano-
scritti della Sfera del Dati: i manoscritti della Biblioteca 
Laurenziana,” Annali della Scuola Normale Superiore di 
Pisa, ser. 3, 12 (1982):  665–705; “L’attribuzione della 
Sfera del Dati nella tradizione manoscritta,” Studi offerti 
a Gianfranco Contini dagli allievi pisani (Firenze:  Casa 
editrice Le Lettere, Libreria Commissionaria Sansoni, 
1984), pp. 33–43; “Censimento dei manoscritti 
della ‘Sfera’ del Dati:  i manoscritti della Biblioteca 
Riccardiana,” Annali della Scuola Normale Superiore di 
Pisa, ser. 3, 15 (1985):  889–940; and “Censimento dei 
manoscritti della Sfera del Dati:  i manoscritti della 
Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale e dell’Archivio di Stato 
di Firenze,” Annali della Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, 
ser. 3, 18 (1988):  417–588. I  thank Joseph Stanley for 
these references.

 132 Niccoli and Traversari were very familiar with Ptolemy’s 
text, and Manuel Chrysoloras’s copy of the Geographia 
was eventually acquired by Palla Strozzi. See Sebastiano 
Gentile, “Emanuele Crisolora e la ‘Geografia’ di 
Tolomeo,” in Dotti bizantini e libri greci nell’Italia del 
secolo XV, ed. Mariarosa Cortesi and Enrico V. Maltese 
(Naples:  M. D’Auria, 1992), pp. 291–308; and Diller, 
“The Greek Codices of Palla Strozzi and Guarino 
Veronese,” 313–21. I stress again here Ghiberti’s mention 
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of Ptolemy’s Geographia in the Commentaries (I commenta-
rii, p. 89), as I discussed in the introduction.

 133 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 48: “Ancora bisognia avere . . . 
peritia de’ fatti d’astrologia, della terra; ancora del cielo 
avere notitia d’esso, iquali i Greci dicono climata, pel sito 
della terra.” Cf. Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 1, pp. 14–17 
(1.1.10). On the climata, or seven inhabited zones of 
the earth, which Ptolemy and Pliny describe, see Otto 
Neugebauer, A History of Ancient Mathematical Astronomy, 
3 vols. (Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1975), vol. 2, pp. 725–33.

 134 Isidore of Seville, whose chronology in the Etymologies 
was widely known, claimed that 4,204  years elapsed 
between the creation of the world and the building of 
the Temple of Jerusalem by Solomon; see Etymologiarum 
sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, p. 211 (5.39.13).

CHAPTER 2 THE CAIN AND ABEL 

PANEL: FASHIONING THOUGHT AND FATE

 1 On the movement of sheep during the fifteenth century 
in Italy, see Giuliano Pinto, “Attraverso l’Appennino: rap-
porti e scambi tra Romagna e Toscana nei secoli XIII–XV,” 
in Toscana medievale:  paesaggi e realtà sociali (Florence:  Le 
Lettere, 1993), pp. 25–36 and Philip Jones, “Medieval 
Agrarian Society in Its Prime: 2. Italy,” in The Cambridge 
Economic History of Europe, 8 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1966–89), vol. 1 (The Agrarian Life of 
the Middle Ages, ed. M. M. Postan), pp.  340–431 but esp. 
pp. 379–81. On the pasturing of sheep, which happened in 
the spring, and the shearing of their wool, which took place 
in high summer, and on the representation of these activi-
ties in art, see Bridget Ann Henisch, The Medieval Calendar 
Year (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 
1999), pp. 85–106.

 2 On the plowing/farming schedule during antiquity and 
the Middle Ages in Italy, see Courtenay Edward Stevens, 
“Agriculture and Rural Life in the Later Roman Empire,” 
in The Cambridge Economic History of Europe, vol. 1, pp. 
92–124, esp. pp.  98–9 and Jones (cited in n.  1)  in The 
Cambridge Economic History of Europe, vol. 1, pp. 371–2.

 3 The Legenda Aurea reports that Cain killed Abel on 
March 25; see Jacobus de Voragine, Legenda aurea vulgo 
historia lombardica dicta, ed. Johann Georg Theodor Grässe 
(Leipzig:  Impensis Librariae Arnoldianae, 1850), p.  221. 
A list at the beginning of one of the earliest Italian trans-
lations of the Bible, dated to the early fifteenth century 
(BML Ashb. 1102, 1r), instead reports the following:  “Il 
primo lunedì d’aprile uccise caim abel suo fratello.”

 4 See Chapter 7.
 5 Il libro di Sidrach, p. 50: “E sapiate tutti di vero che dal tenpo 

d’Adamo infino al tenpo di Noè, non piove unque, e non 
aparvono nuvoli in cielo. E non mangiavano carne e non 
beveano vino; e tutto quello tenpo era così bello come la 
state; e si era abondanza di tutte le cose.”

 6 BR 1628, 55v:  “E sappiate che dal cominciamento del 
mondo insino all’entrata dell’arca che fece Noè, non era 
mai piovuto n[é] è stata alcuna piova. E per la corructione 
che fu all’ora de venti e dell’aqua, è poi piovuto sicome 
si vede ogni giorno continuamente piovere . . . E non 
era il tempo come ora verno estate; anzi, era l’aria d’uno 
stato:  tuttavia dolce e temperate, suave e riposata, sanza 
vento o turbine o piove o molestia di freddo overo di 
caldo.”

 7 Giovanni Boccaccio, Filocolo, ed. Luigi Fiacchi, 2  vols. 
(Florence: Ig. Moutier, 1829), vol. 2, p. 310: “semplici ves-
timenti contenti gli coprieno.”

 8 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 2, p. 112 
(14.3.2).

 9 Alison Brown, The Return of Lucretius to Renaissance 
Florence (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2010), 
pp. 1–15. On the rediscovery of Lucretius, see also Ada 
Palmer, Reading Lucretius in the Renaissance (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 2014), pp. 4–6.

 10 Lucretius, T. Lucretius Cari De rerum natura libri sex, ed. 
Jacob Bernays (Leipzig: Teubner, 1879), p. 147 (5.813–816). 
The translation comes from On the Nature of the Universe, 
trans. Ronald Melville (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2008), p. 160.

 11 Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. Frank Justus Miller, 
2  vols. (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press; 
London:  William Heinemann, 1984), vol. 1, pp. 8–11 
(1.107–108) (in the 6-volume Loeb Ovid).

 12 Filarete, in his mid-fifteenth-century architectural trea-
tise, repeats the suggestion that the early earth was with-
out rain but proceeds to question the idea because, he 
reminds the reader, somehow water had to fall on the 
earth’s surface in order to nourish the plants and trees. See 
Filarete, Trattato di architettura, vol. 1, p. 24.

 13 On the tradition of showing Eve spinning, see Yael 
Even, “Andrea Del Castagno’s Eve:  Female Heroes as 
Anomalies in Italian Renaissance Art,” Woman’s Art 
Journal 14 (1993–4): 37–42 and esp. pp. 40–1 and Penny 
Howell Jolly, Made in God’s Image? Eve and Adam in the 
Genesis Mosaics at San Marco, Venice (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1997), pp. 71–2 and 119, n. 24.

 14 On the long tradition of depicting the stories of 
Cain and Abel in art, see Anna Ulrich, Kain und 
Abel in der Kunst:  Untersuchungen zur Ikonographie und 
Auslegungsgeschichte (Bamberg: n.p., 1981).

 15 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 372–3 (doc. 52).
 16 Pliny, Natural History: Books 33–35, vol. 9, pp. 326–7 (35.36.88).
 17 Ibid., pp. 316–17 (35.36.74): “Atque in unius huius operi-

bus intelligitur plus semper quam pingitur et, cum sit ars 
summa, ingenium tamen ultra artem est.”

 18 Ibid., pp.  312–15 and 332–5 (35.36.69, 35.36.73, and 
35.36.98).

 19 The idea that Cain’s descendants died during the flood 
is found in Origen’s Commentaria in Evangelium Joannis 
in Patrologiae Cursus Completus . . . Series Graeca, ed. 
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Jacques-Paul Migne, 161  vols. (Paris:  1857–66), vol. 14, 
cols. 581–2 (20.4) (henceforth PG). Augustine repeats the 
same idea in Sancti Aurelii Augustini episcopi De civitate Dei 
libri xxii, vol. 2, pp. 99–106 (15.20–1).

 20 Philo, On the Cherubim. . . . On the Birth of Abel and the 
Sacrifices Offered by Him and by His Brother Cain. That the 
Worse. . . . On the Posterity of Cain and His Exile. On the 
Giants, trans. F. H. Colson and G. H. Whitaker (Cambridge, 
MA:  Harvard University Press; London:  William 
Heinemann, 1929), vol. 2 (in the Loeb 10-volume, 
2-supplement Philo), pp. 94–7 (1).

 21 Ambrose, De Cain et Abel, in PL, vol. 14, cols. 318A-B 
(1.2.5). Ambrose largely followed Philo’s De sacrificiis 
Abelis et Caini. On Philo’s influence on Ambrose, see 
Hervé Savon, Saint Ambroise devant l’exégèse de Philon le 
Juif (Paris:  Études augustiniennes, 1977), pp. 87–139. 
Augustine outlined this typological parallel in Contra 
Faustum Manichaeum; PL, vol. 42, col. 258–9 (9). He 
alludes to it in The City of God; Sancti Aurelii Augustini 
episcopi De civitate Dei libri xxii, vol. 2, pp. 67–71, esp. p. 71 
(15.7). In the City of God Augustine also sees Cain and 
Abel as, respectively, representative of the city of man and 
the city of God (Sancti Aurelii Augustini episcopi De civi-
tate Dei libri xxii, vol. 2, pp.  58 and 65 [15.1 and 15.5]). 
On Augustine’s views of the story of Cain and Abel, see 
Rick Benjamins, “Augustine on Cain and Abel,” in Eve’s 
Children: The Biblical Stories Retold and Interpreted in Jewish 
and Christian Traditions, ed. Gerald P. Luttikhuizen (Leiden, 
The Netherlands, and Boston: Brill, 2003), pp. 129–42.

 22 Philo, On the Cherubim, pp.  94–7 (1). On Origen’s 
interpretations of their names, see R. P.  C. Hanson, 
“Interpretations of Hebrew Names in Origen,” Vigiliae 
Christianae 10 (1956): 103–23.

 23 Jerome, De nominibus Hebraicis, in PL, vol. 23, col. 
773: “Abel. Luctus, sive vanitas, vel vapor, aut miserabilis.”

 24 Peter Comestor, Historia scholastica, in PL, vol. 198, col. 
1076C-D: “[Eva] . . . peperit Abel, quod sonat luctus, vel 
moeror, vel vapor, quasi cito transiturus, tanquam nomine 
prophetatum fuerit, quod de ipso futurum erat; tamen 
secundum Josephum interpretatur nihil hic, quia non 
reliquit semen super terram.” For Josephus’s interpreta-
tion of the meaning of Abel’s name, see Jewish Antiquities, 
Books I-IV, trans. H. St. J. Thackeray (London: William 
Heinemann; New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1930), vol. 4 
(in the 8-volume Loeb Josephus), pp. 24–5 (1.2.1.52).

 25 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, p. 279 
(7.6.8).

 26 On the frame, see my “Baptism and the Frame of the 
South Door of the Baptistery, Florence,” Sculpture Journal 
18 (2009): 24–37.

 27 See the entry for “delirare” in A Latin Dictionary: Lewis 
and Short, rev. Charlton T.  Lewis (Oxford:  Clarendon 
Press, 1984), p. 539.

 28 Dante, The Divine Comedy:  Inferno, vol. 1, pp.  114–5 
(11.76).

 29 Boccaccio, Esposizioni sopra la Comedia di Dante, ed. 
Giorgio Padoan in Tutte le opere di Giovanni Boccaccio, ed. 
Vittore Branca, 12  vols. (Milan:  Mondadori, 1964–98), 
vol. 6 (1965), p.  550:  “ ‘Lira-lire’ si è il solco il quale il 
bifolco arando mette diritto co’ suoi buoi, e quinci viene 
‘deliro-deliras,’ il quale tanto viene a dire quanto ‘uscire 
del solco,’ e perciò, metaphorice parlando, in ciascuna cosa 
uscendo della dirittura e della ragione, si può dire e dicesi 
‘delirare.’ ”

 30 Philipp Fehl has stressed the ability of early Renaissance 
sculptors to represent character in their statues and 
reliefs, but he suggests that artists communicate inter-
nal, emotional states through the body’s movement with-
out reference to any text or linguistic device; see Fehl, 
“On the Representation of Character in Renaissance 
Sculpture,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 31 
(1973): 291–307.

 31 Jerome cites here the interpretation of Theodotion, the 
second-century translator of the Bible from Hebrew to 
Greek; see Saint Jerome’s “Hebrew Questions on Genesis”, 
trans. C.  T. R.  Hayward (Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 
1995), p. 34.

 32 P. F. Hovingh, “La fumée du sacrifice de Caïn et d’Abel et 
L’Alethia de Claudius Marius Victor,” Vigiliae Christianae 
10 (1956): 43–8.

 33 Boccaccio, Esposizioni sopra la Comedia di Dante, pp. 182–3 
(comments on Inferno 4:54–56).

 34 On the broad, exegetical tradition regarding the story 
of Cain and Abel, see Victor Aptowitzer, Kain und 
Abel in der Agada, den Apokryphen, der hellenistischen, 
christlichen und muhammedanischen Literatur (Vienna 
and Leipzig:  Löwit, 1922) and the essays in Eve’s 
Children:  The Biblical Stories Retold and Interpreted in 
Jewish and Christian Traditions.

 35 Origen in PG, vol. 11, cols. 543–4 (29).
 36 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, Books I–IV, pp. 24–7 (1.2.1.54).
 37 E.g., BML 66.2, an eleventh-century copy of the work 

owned by Coluccio Salutati; on this manuscript, see 
Ullman and Stadter, The Public Library of Renaissance 
Florence, p. 140, no. 147.

 38 Ambrose, De Cain et Abel, in PL, vol. 14, cols. 329C–330A 
(1.7.25).

 39 For discussions of the extensive commentary tradition 
that developed around the Commedia, see Paola Rigo, 
“Commenti danteschi,” in Dizionario critico della letteratura 
italiana, ed. Vittore Branca, 4 vols. (Turin: UTET, 1986), 
vol. 2, pp. 6–22, as well as the dictionary of Dante com-
mentaries by Saverio Bellomo, Dizionario dei commenta-
tori danteschi:  l’esegesi della Commedia da Iacopo Alighieri 
a Nidobeato (Florence:  Olschki, 2004). The remarkable 
online Dartmouth Dante Project, which reproduces 
in searchable form all of the major commentaries, is 
extremely useful: http://dante.dartmouth.edu/.

 40 Dante,The Divine Comedy:  Inferno, vol. 1, pp.  210–11 
(20.126).
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 41 “Però che si legge nel Genesis che quando Abel sac-
rificava a Dio togliea i più belli agnelli ch’egli avea, et 
Caino suo fratello toglieva fasci di spine et cose sterili 
et triste, et con quello sacrificava, dicono le favole che 
Caino fu messo con questo fascio delle spine nel corpo 
della luna, et ancora si vede; chè dicono ch’è quella parte 
bruna che apparisce nel corpo lunare”; see Commento 
alla Divina Commedia d’anonimo fiorentino del secolo xiv, ed. 
Pietro Fanfani, 3  vols. (Bologna:  Gaetano Romagnoli, 
1866–74), vol. 1, p. 454. For a review of this commentary, 
see Bellomo, Dizionario, pp. 97–101.

 42 Francesco da Buti, Commento di Francesco da Buti sopra 
la Divina Comedia di Dante Allighieri, ed. Crescentino 
Giannini, 3  vols. (Pisa:  Fratelli Nistri, 1858–62), vol. 1, 
p. 122: “Abel pastore, perchè Idio aveva comandato ch’elli 
facessono sacrificio, li sacrificava volentieri de’ migliori 
animali della mandria, et Idio accettava il suo sacrificio, 
e prosperavalo di bene in meglio; ma Caino ch’era avaro 
offereva delle più triste spiche del campo, e facevalo mal 
volentieri, e però ogni cosa li andava di male in peggio; 
onde mosso per invidia del bene del suo fratello Abel, ad 
odio l’uccise.” On the legend of Cain and his thorns in 
Dante, see Stanislao Prato, Caino e le spine secondo Dante e la 
tradizione popolare (Ancona: Stab. Tipografico dell’Ordine 
di E. Sarzani e Comp., 1881). On Francesco da Buti’s text, 
see Bellomo, Dizionario, pp. 246–59.

 43 Bellomo, Dizionario, p.  249. On the studium of Santa 
Croce and the focused study of Dante there, see Celestino 
Piana, La facoltà teologica dell’Università di Firenze nel quattro 
e cinquecento (Rome: Collegii S. Bonaventurae ad Claras 
Aquas, 1977), pp. 62–109 and 249–54.

 44 Ghiberti, I commentarii, pp. 95–6.
 45 The authoritative treatment of the history of interpre-

tations of this story is Scheiber Sándor, “Kájin és Ábel 
áldozati füstjéről szóló legenda életrajza,” Izraelita Magyar 
Irodalmi Társulat (1942): 127–50.

 46 Ricardo J. Quinones emphasizes the potential resonance 
among artists of the story of the brothers’ offerings in The 
Changes of Cain: Violence and the Lost Brother in Cain and 
Abel Literature (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1991), pp. 12–13. The episode is, he points out, a moment 
in which two brothers present an object to the world 
that represents their fundamental character, just as, he says 
(p.  13), artists offer “distinctive presentations of the self, 
where the totality of one’s being is defined and placed on 
the line.”

 47 Ambrose, De Cain et Abel, in PL, vol. 14, cols. 353D–354D 
(2.8.26).

 48 E.g., Seneca, Naturales quaestiones, trans. Thomas H. 
Corcoran, 2 vols. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press; London:  William Heinemann; 1971–2), vol. 1 
(1971), pp. 234–5 (3.15.5–6) and Pucci, Libro di varie storie, 
pp. 19–20. According to an inventory of 1431, Palla Strozzi 
had a copy of Seneca’s text in his library; see Fiocco, “La 
biblioteca di Palla Strozzi,” p. 306.

 49 See Pucci, Libro di varie storie, pp. 19–20: “L’acque delle 
vene di sotterra sono di state freddo perché nel secco 
caldo della state la terra s’apre, onde n’esce fuori ogni cal-
ore; e appresso il caldo de’ raggi del sole percuote le fes-
sure della terra onde, piovendo poi nel tempo temperato, 
si richiudono le fessure e serrasi dentro il caldo, e però son 
calde l’acque di verno.” For one fifteenth-century man-
uscript copy of Pucci’s text, see BML Tempi 2. See also 
Cecco d’Ascoli, L’Acerba, pp. 47–8 (1.7).

 50 Jules Lubbock has written about this scene and argues 
that, through God’s gesture, which points to the murder, 
Ghiberti “suggests the content of the question as well as 
God’s subsequent statement when Cain denies all knowl-
edge: ‘What hast thou done?’ ” See Lubbock, Storytelling 
in Christian Art from Giotto to Donatello (New Haven, CT, 
and London: Yale University Press, 2006), p. 232.

 51 The influential nave frescoes of San Paolo fuori le mura 
no longer survive. On copies of them made in the sev-
enteenth century, see Stephan Waetzoldt, Die Kopien des 
17. Jahrhunderts nach Mosaiken und Wandmalereien in Rom 
(Vienna: Schroll-Verlag, 1964), pp. 55–64. For Ghiberti’s 
mention of them, see I commentarii, pp. 86–7.

 52 On the mosaic scene in Florence, see Miklós Boskovits, 
The Mosaics of the Baptistery of Florence (Florence: Giunti, 
2007), pp. 190–1.

 53 As suggested by Lubbock in Storytelling in Christian Art 
from Giotto to Donatello, pp. 232–3.

 54 Jerome, De nominibus Hebraicis, in PL, vol. 23, col. 
776A: “Cain, possessio, vel lamentatio.” Here too Isidore 
and many others followed Jerome’s interpretation; see, 
e.g., Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, 
p. 279 (7.6.7).

 55 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Plate 125a.
 56 Ibid., Plate 125b; a question mark accompanies 

Krautheimer’s identification.
 57 E.g., Psalms 5:13, 17:3, 34:2, and 90:5.
 58 Larry L. Lyke, King David with the Wise Woman of 

Tekoa:  The Resonance of Tradition in Parabolic Narrative 
(Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997).

 59 I have quoted this speech, and those that follow, from The 
Jerusalem Bible: Reader’s Edition, p. 343.

CHAPTER 3 THE NOAH 

PANEL: ARCHITECTURE AND 

POLITICS EMERGE

 1 Unless otherwise noted, all biblical citations in this chap-
ter come from Genesis.

 2 Georges Didi-Huberman interprets windswept draper-
ies in Italian Renaissance images as indications of move-
ments of the soul; see Didi-Huberman, “The Imaginary 
Breeze: Remarks on the Air of the Quattrocento,” Journal 
of Visual Culture 2 (2003):  275–89. On representations 
of wind and windblown objects more generally, see 
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Alessandro Nova, The Book of the Wind: The Representation 
of the Invisible (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s 
University Press, 2011). On the pictorial quality of 
the windswept draperies in Ghiberti’s Gates, see Aby 
Warburg’s ideas in “Lo sviluppo del pittorico nei rilievi 
di Ghiberti. Un seminario inedito di Aby Warburg,” ed. 
Maurizio Ghelardi (with introduction), in Opere e giorni. 
Studi su mille anni di arte europea dedicati a Max Seidel, ed. 
Klaus Bergdolt and Giorgio Bonsanti (Venice: Marsilio, 
2001), pp. 741–8.

 3 The text states that “gli animali che sono venenosi erano 
senza veneno” before the flood; see the Fioretti della 
Bibbia in the following early published version: Il fiore di 
tutta la Bibia historiato et di novo in lingua Tosca[na] corretto 
(Venice: Giovanni Padovano, 1543), p. 25r.

 4 In the David panel, Ghiberti shows David in the process 
of killing Goliath, who is on the brink of death but, pre-
sumably, not quite dead.

 5 See Dante, The Divine Comedy: Purgatorio, vol. 1, pp. 124–5 
(12.67) (“Morti li morti e i vivi parean vivi . . .”) and 
Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp. 64–5 (2.37).

 6 On symbolic death and rebirth in baptism, see Peter 
Cramer, Baptism and Change in the Early Middle Ages, 
c. 1200–c. 1150 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1993), pp. 2–3 and 270–82.

 7 Jack P. Lewis, A Study of the Interpretation of Noah and 
the Flood in Jewish and Christian Literature (Leiden, The 
Netherlands, and Boston: Brill, 1968), pp. 168–9.

 8 Elizabeth Saxon, “Art and the Eucharist: Early Christian 
to ca. 800,” in A Companion to the Eucharist in the Middle 
Ages, ed. Ian Christopher Levy, Gary Macy, and Kristen 
Van Ausdall (Leiden, The Netherlands, and Boston: Brill, 
2012), pp. 93–159, esp. p. 96, n. 14.

 9 On the sources used to compile the stories of Noah and 
the flood in Genesis 6–9, the linguistic controversies sur-
rounding these chapters, and major modern interpreta-
tions of their significance, see Claus Westermann, Genesis 
1–11:  A  Continental Commentary, trans. John J. Scullion 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994), pp. 384–494.

 10 Ghiberti was in Venice in 1424 (see the Introduction, 
n.  45)  and probably saw the frescoes in the Padua 
Baptistery and the mosaics in San Marco in Venice at 
that time  – and perhaps even earlier. He mentions the 
paintings in the lower church of San Francesco in Assisi 
in I commentarii, p.  84. Ghiberti visited Rome some-
time before 1416 and must have seen the cycles in Old 
St. Peter’s and San Paolo, which no longer survive. He 
mentions the nave decorations and other paintings in St. 
Peter’s in I commentarii, p. 84. On these cycles, see Herbert 
L. Kessler, “L’antica basilica di San Pietro come fonte e 
ispirazione per la decorazione delle chiese medievali,” 
in Fragmenta picta:  affreschi e mosaici staccati del Medioevo 
romano, ed. Maria Andaloro, Alessandra Ghidoli, et al. [cat-
alog of an exhibition, Rome, 1989–90] (Rome:  Argos, 
1989), pp. 45–64 and “‘Caput et Speculum Omnium 

Ecclesiarum’:  Old St. Peter’s and Church Decoration 
in Medieval Latium,” in Italian Church Decoration of the 
Middle Ages and Early Renaissance:  Functions, Forms and 
Regional Traditions, ed. William Tronzo [Villa Spelman 
Colloquia, vol. 1] (Bologna: Nuova Alfa, 1989), pp. 119–46. 
Seventeenth-century copies of the St. Peter’s frescoes are 
reproduced in Descrizione della basilica antica di S.  Pietro 
in Vaticano:  codice Barberini latino 2733, ed. Reto Niggl 
(n.p.:  Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1972), pp.  142–3, 
Fig. 52; the cycle included paintings of the animals enter-
ing the ark and of the ark moving across the flood waters 
(p.  140). For San Paolo, see Waetzoldt, Die Kopien des 
17. Jahrhunderts nach Mosaiken und Wandmalereien in Rom, 
Fig. 339.

 11 Eerdmans Commentary on the Bible, p. 45.
 12 For the notion that justice is at the heart of good gov-

ernment, an idea represented emphatically in Ambrogio 
Lorenzetti’s Allegory of Good Government at the Palazzo 
Pubblico in Siena (1338–40), see Nicolai Rubinstein, 
“Political Ideas in Sienese Art: The Frescoes by Ambrogio 
Lorenzetti and Taddeo di Bartolo in the Palazzo Pubblico,” 
in Studies in Italian History in the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance: I. Political Thought and the Language of Politics. Art 
and Politics, ed. Giovanni Ciappelli (Rome: Edizioni di storia 
e letteratura, 2004), pp. 61–98, a revised and updated version 
of the article with the same title in Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 21 (1958): 179–207; Randolph Starn and 
Loren Partridge, Arts of Power: Three Halls of State in Italy, 
1300–1600 (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 1992), 
pp. 9–59; and Quentin Skinner, “Ambrogio Lorenzetti and 
the Portrayal of Virtuous Government,” in Visions of Politics, 
3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), vol. 2 
(Renaissance Virtues), pp. 39–92, a revised and updated version 
of “Ambrogio Lorenzetti: The Artist as Political Philosopher,” 
Proceedings of the British Academy 72 (1986):  1–56. Ghiberti 
describes these paintings in I commentarii, p. 89.

 13 Other sources also add to the flood narrative episodes 
and conversations not mentioned in the Bible to prove 
that particular features of society had their origins in 
God’s will. For example, the Fioretti della Bibbia contains 
the claim that, after Noah cursed Ham and his descen-
dants and blessed Shem, Japheth, and their lineages, God 
announced that Shem’s and Japheth’s descendants would 
live in cities and walled towns and work as merchants and 
in other elevated professions while Ham and his progeny 
would labor in the fields and remain subject to the rule 
of others (BR 1628, 57v–58v: “Così domenedio per sua 
bocca la confermò loro, et dall’ora inanzi a quelli due ciò 
furono Sem et Giaffet e a loro legnaggi si fu assegnato 
a guardar le cità e lle castella e far mercatanna e gentili 
cose. E all’altro fu comandato chelli e sua gesta lavoras-
sono la terra e fussono a coloro suggetti e facesse loro 
fedeltà ond’elli e loro masnada si reggessono. E così per 
questo divenne l’uno più gentile e l’altro meno come 
adviene ancora insino al presente giorno”). The author 
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of the Fioretti characterizes the natures of merchants 
and farmers in the light of God’s assignment of different 
vocations and political statuses to the dutiful sons Shem 
and Japheth and the ill-mannered Ham: “[the merchant] 
became more refined and the [farmer] less so, as is so 
still to this day.” The subservient status of those who 
live in the country, suggests the author of the Fioretti, 
was thus divinely ordained. Others placed the origins of 
social categories in the age of Noah and his sons with-
out claiming that God ordered the introduction of such 
divisions. Honorius of Autun, in his twelfth-century 
De imagine mundi, both an encyclopedia and chronicle, 
attributes to the time after the flood the birth not of 
professions, but of social roles. He claims that during 
Shem’s lifetime humanity was divided  – by whom, he 
does not specify – into freemen (who descended from 
Shem), knights (the progeny of Japheth), and servants 
(Ham’s offspring), categories that reflect the social struc-
ture of feudal, twelfth-century Europe. See PL, vol. 172, 
cols. 166A–166B (book 3): “Sem filius Noe ipse est idem 
qui et Melchisedec, vixit sexcentos et duos annos. Huius 
tempore divisum est genus humanum in tria:  in libe-
ros, milites, servos. Liberi de Sem, milites de Japhet, servi 
de Cham.”

 14 See, e.g., Brunetto Latini’s discussion of the postflood 
period in his Tresor, p.  40 (1.21.4):  “quant li deluge fu 
trepassé, les.iii. premiers filz Noe departirent la terre et la 
deviserent en.iii. parties, en tel maniere que Sem, li ainsné 
fis Noe, tint tote Ayse la grant, Cham tint toute Aufrique, 
Japhet tint Europe.”

 15 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, Books I–IV, pp. 46–9 (1.7.98).
 16 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  176–7. The 

fifth-century Vienna Genesis includes a depiction of 
the ark as a stepped pyramid; see Emmy Wellesz, The 
Vienna Genesis (London:  Faber and Faber, 1960), p.  23 
(image). And a ninth-century manuscript copy of Cosmas 
Indicopleustes’s sixth-century Topografia cristiana, Vaticanus 
Graecus 699, contains a pyramidal ark quite clearly mod-
eled on Origen’s description (a description to be discussed 
in this chapter); see Raffaele Garrucci, Storia della arte cris-
tiana nei primi otto secoli della Chiesa, 6 vols. (Prato: Gaetano 
Guasti and Giachetti, 1872–81), vol. 3 (1876), p. 72.

 17 On the pyramidal form in Renaissance art, and for con-
siderations of Ghiberti’s pyramid, see Brian Curran, The 
Egyptian Renaissance: The Afterlife of Ancient Egypt in Early 
Modern Italy (Chicago and London: University of Chicago 
Press, 2007), pp. 65–9 and John Paoletti, “Renaissance,” in 
Pyramidal Influence in Art (Dayton, OH: Fine Arts Gallery, 
Wright State University, 1980), pp. 27–35.

 18 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 176–7 and Wind, “The 
Revival of Origen,” pp.  412–24. For Origen’s discus-
sion of the ark, see his Homilies on Genesis and Exodus, 
trans. Ronald E. Heine (Washington, DC:  Catholic 
University of America Press, 1982), pp. 72–3 (2.1). On 
the influence of Origen’s Old Testament commentary 

on medieval Latin theologians and on his popularity, 
especially among monastics, see De Lubac, “The Latin 
Origen,” in Medieval Exegesis: The Four Senses of Scripture, 
vol. 1, pp. 161–224 and Jean Leclerq, The Love of Learning 
and the Desire for God: A Study of Monastic Culture, trans. 
Catharine Misrahi (New York: Fordham University Press, 
1982), pp. 94–7. Other Greek theologians repeat Origen’s 
ideas. In his Stromata, Clement of Alexandria (ca. 150–ca. 
215) also writes that the ark was pyramidal. See Clement 
of Alexandria, Les stromates/Stromate VI, ed. Patrick 
Descourtieux, Sources chrétiennes, n.  446 (Paris:  Cerf, 
1999), pp. 234–5 (11.86.2).

 19 On Procopius’s copies of Origen, see Homilies on Genesis 
and Exodus, p. 73, n. 4. For the portions that Procopius 
copied, see the Greek additions accompanying Rufinus’s 
Latin translations of Origen in Homiliae in Genesim, in PG, 
vol. 12, cols. 161–8.

 20 Origen, Homiliae in Genesim, in PG, vol. 12, col. 161.
 21 Ibid., cols. 161-2.
 22 Ibid., col. 162:  “quatuor angulis ex imo consurgentem 

eisdemque paulatim usque ad summum in angustum 
attractis, in spatium unius cubiti fuisse collectam.”

 23 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  177–80. For the 
argument against the participation of Traversari in 
Ghiberti’s project, see Georgia Clarke, “Ambrogio 
Traversari:  Artistic Adviser in Early Fifteenth-Century 
Florence?,” Renaissance Studies 11 (1997): 161–78. In refut-
ing Krautheimer’s suggestion of Traversari as Ghiberti’s 
main advisor, Clarke focuses on the pyramid in the Noah 
panel and does not discuss other details and features of the 
doors that Krautheimer offers as evidence.

 24 Hugh wrote two influential treatises on the ark’s form and 
meaning, the De arca Noe morali and the De arca Noe mys-
tica; on the content of these texts, see De Lubac, Medieval 
Exegesis: The Four Senses of Scripture, vol. 3, pp. 236–45.

 25 Hugh writes that Origen, in describing the shape, 
“says: ‘I think myself that, from what is said about it, the 
ark must have rested on a quadrangular base, of which 
the corners, as they went up, were drawn together grad-
ually, so that it narrowed at the top to the space of a sin-
gle cubit’ ” (translation from Hugh of Saint-Victor: Selected 
Spiritual Writings [Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 1962], 
p. 60). See Hugh of St. Victor, De arca Noe morali, in PL, 
vol. 176, 626D–627A (1.3): “Et de forma quidem sic dicit 
Origenes:  ‘Ego puto quantum ex his quae describun-
tur apparet, quatuor angulis ex imo consurgentem 
eisdemque paulatim usque ad summum in augustum 
attractis in spatium unius cubiti fuisse collectam.’ ” On 
Hugh’s own ideas about the ark’s form, see De arca Noe 
morali, in PL, vol. 176, cols. 626D–629D (1.3) and Hugh 
of Saint-Victor:  Selected Spiritual Writings, pp.  60–3. On 
Hugh’s approach, and on his consideration of Origen’s 
ideas about the ark, see Grover Zinn, “Hugh of St. Victor 
and the Ark of Noah: A New Look,” Church History 40 
(1971): 261–72.
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 26 Don Cameron Allen, The Legend of Noah:  Renaissance 
Rationalism in Art, Science, and Letters (Urbana: University 
of Illinois Press, 1963), pp. 155–61.

 27 On Uccello’s painting, see John Pope-Hennessy, Paolo 
Uccello (London and New York: Phaidon, 1969), pp. 16–17 
(though he says nothing about the ark’s unusual form).

 28 Justin Martyr first offered this interpretation in the sec-
ond century, and many exegetes repeated it throughout 
the Middle Ages; see Lewis, A Study of the Interpretation of 
Noah and the Flood in Jewish and Christian Literature, p. 167.

 29 Hugh of St. Victor, De arca Noe morali, in PL, vol. 176, 
col. 666B (4.2): “Post haec imaginemur quasi humanum 
animum de hoc mundo sursum ad Deum ascendentem, 
et in ascendendo magis semper ac magis in unum sese 
colligentem.” As already mentioned, Hugh, when discuss-
ing the shape of the ark, claims that it had a hull topped 
by a rectangular vessel with a thatched roof. When he 
discusses the anagogical meaning of the ark, he relies on 
Origen’s proposal that it was shaped like a pyramid. On 
Hugh’s interpretation of the significance of the pyrami-
dal form, see Boyd Taylor Coolman, The Theology of Hugh 
of St. Victor:  An Interpretation (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press, 2010), pp. 219–23.

 30 The only other man-made entity mentioned earlier in the 
Bible is the city that Cain builds and names after his son 
Enoch (4:17: “et [Cain] aedificavit civitatem vocavitque 
nomen eius ex nomine filii sui Enoch”). The biblical text 
gives no specific information about the kinds of struc-
tures contained in this city.

 31 For the documentation regarding the project for the 
Strozzi chapel in Santa Trinita, see Roger Jones, “Palla 
Strozzi e la sagrestia di Santa Trinita,” Rivista d’arte 37 
(1984):  9–106. Jones distinguishes between the building 
of the chapel/sacristy and the design of its architectural 
ornamentation, writing that Ghiberti probably did not 
oversee the chapel’s construction but did design the ele-
ments used to decorate its walls; see Jones, “Documenti 
e precisazioni per Lorenzo Ghiberti, Palla Strozzi e la 
sagrestia di Santa Trinita,” in Lorenzo Ghiberti nel suo tempo, 
vol. 2, pp. 507–21, esp. pp. 517–20.

 32 On Ghiberti’s work on the Florence Cathedral dome, 
see Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 254–6. For a more 
positive assessment of Ghiberti’s role in the project, see 
Marvin Trachtenberg’s review of Howard Saalman’s 
Filippo Brunelleschi:  The Cupola of Santa Maria del Fiore 
in the Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 42 
(1983):  292–7. Ghiberti also cast in bronze parts of the 
machines used in the dome’s construction, such as the 
gears needed for Brunelleschi’s famous ox hoist, which 
lifted building materials to the upper levels of the 
church; see Cesare Guasti, La cupola di Santa Maria del 
Fiore (Florence: Barbèra, Bianchi, e Comp., 1857), p. 64, 
doc. 141.

 33 On the date of Ghiberti’s copy of Vitruvius, see Scaglia, 
“A Translation of Vitruvius and Copies of Late Antique 

Drawings in Buonaccorso Ghiberti’s Zibaldone,” p.  17 
and n. 69. It is often claimed that Poggio Bracciolini and 
Cencio Rustici, in 1414, rediscovered  Vitruvius’s text 
when they found a ninth-century copy of his treatise in 
the library of the monastery of St. Gall in Constance. 
Rustici mentions the discovery of the copy of Vitruvius 
in a letter to Francesco de Fiana (see Two Renaissance 
Book Hunters: The Letters of Poggius Bracciolini to Nicolaus 
de Niccolis, ed. and trans. Phyllis Walter Goodhart Gordan 
[New  York and London:  Columbia University Press, 
1974], p.  188). But Vitruvius’s text was already known 
among humanists in the fourteenth century in Italy. Both 
Petrarch and Boccaccio cite De architectura; see Lucia 
A. Ciapponi, “Il ‘De architectura’ di Vitruvio nel primo 
umanesimo (dal ms. Bodl. Auct. F.  5. 7),” Italia medio-
evale e umanistica 3 (1960): 59–99 and Giorgio Tabarroni, 
“Vitruvio nella storia della scienza e della tecnica,” Atti 
della Accademia delle scienze dell’Istituto di Bologna. Classe di 
scienze morali. Memorie 66 (1971–2): 1–37. In the fourteenth 
century, copies of Vitruvius’s treatise were bequeathed to 
the Florentine libraries of Santo Spirito (in 1374, when 
Boccaccio willed his copy to a friar at Santo Spirito who 
then gave it to the convent library) and San Lorenzo (in 
1359, by Niccolò Acciaiuoli). On this, see Carol Herselle 
Krinsky, “Seventy-Eight Vitruvius Manuscripts,” Journal of 
the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 30 (1967): 36–70 (esp. 
pp. 37–8 [n. 33 and 36]).

 34 Scaglia, “A Translation of Vitruvius and Copies of 
Late Antique Drawings in Buonaccorso Ghiberti’s 
Zibaldone,” p. 7.

 35 Janice L. Hurd, “The Character and Purpose of Ghiberti’s 
Treatise on Sculpture,” in Lorenzo Ghiberti nel suo tempo, 
vol. 2, pp. 293–315, esp. pp. 295–6.

 36 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 97.
 37 Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 1, pp. 76–87 (2.1.1–9).
 38 Ibid., pp. 76–7 (2.1.1).
 39 Ibid., pp. 76–9 (2.1.1–2).
 40 Ibid., pp. 78–9 (2.1.2).
 41 Ibid., pp. 80–1 (2.1.3).
 42 Ibid.
 43 Ibid., pp. 78–81 (2.1.3).
 44 Ibid., pp. 80–1 (2.1.4).
 45 Ibid.
 46 Ibid., pp. 82–3 (2.1.5). Vitruvius uses the term meta – a 

cone or a pyramid – to describe the forms built by both 
the Colchi and the Phrygians. In the case of the Colchi 
it is clear that he outlines their construction of four-sided 
pyramids because the base of the “meta” has a square 
profile: “et ita ex quattuor partibus ad altitudinem edu-
cunt medio metas” (ibid., pp. 80–1 [2.1.4]). The structures 
made by the Phrygians, by contrast, could be either coni-
cal or pyramidal:  “Phryges vero, qui campestribus locis 
sunt habitantes, propter inopiam silvarum egentes mate-
riae eligunt tumulos naturales eosque medios fossura 
detinentes et itinera perfodientes dilatant spatia, quantum 
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natura loci patitur. Insuper autem stipitis inter se religan-
tes metas efficiunt” (ibid., pp. 82–3 [2.1.5]).

 47 I viaggi di Gio. da Mandavilla, ed. Francesco Zambrini, 2 vols. 
(Bologna: Gaetano Romagnoli, 1870), vol. 2, pp.  12–13 
and “Viaggio del beato Odorico del Friuli,” in Sopra la vita 
e i viaggi del beato Odorico da Pordenone dell’ordine de’ minori. 
Studi con documenti rari ed inediti, ed. Teofilo Domenichelli 
(Prato:  Ranieri Guast, 1881), pp.  203–4 (3). Stephen 
Greenblatt considers the Mandeville diary a compila-
tion of imaginary voyages; see Marvelous Possessions: The 
Wonder of the New World (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1991), pp. 26–51.

 48 Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 1, pp. 78–85 (2.3–6).
 49 Ibid., pp. 6–17 (1.1.3–10).
 50 Ibid., pp. 8–9 (1.1.4). Alberti later stressed this point; see 

L’architettura [De re aedificatoria], vol. 1, pp.  176–81 (3.2). 
Arithmetic was added to the list in several manuscripts of 
Vitruvius’s De architectura sometime before the fourteenth 
century; see Vitruvii de architectura libri decem ad antiquis-
simos codices nunc primum ediderunt, ed. Valentin Rose and 
Herman Müller-Strübing (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1867), 
p. 3 (notes). Modern versions of the De architectura leave 
“arithmetic” out of Vitruvius’s list, but Vitruvius, in the 
section immediately after the list, does specify that archi-
tects must understand both geometry and arithmetic, the 
two main branches of mathematics.

 51 Richard A. Goldthwaite, “Schools and Teachers of 
Commercial Arithmetic in Renaissance Florence,” The 
Journal of European Economic History 1 (1972): 418–33 (esp. 
p. 428).

 52 Alberti, L’architettura [De re aedificatoria], vol. 2, pp. 862–3 
(9.10).

 53 Richard Lemay, “The Teaching of Astronomy in Medieval 
Universities, Principally at Paris in the Fourteenth 
Century,” Manuscripta 20 (1976): 197–217 (esp. pp. 197–8) 
and Hilary M. Carey, Courting Disaster:  Astrology at 
the English Court and University in the Later Middle Ages 
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992), pp. 3–6.

 54 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, Books I–IV, pp. 32–3 and 50–1 
(1.3.69–71 and 1.9.106).

 55 Roger Bacon, The “Opus Maius” of Roger Bacon, ed. John 
Henry Bridges, 3 vols. (London: Williams and Norgate, 
1900), vol. 1, p.  176:  “dicit [Josephus], ‘quod filii Adae 
invenerunt geometriam, astronomiam, arithmeticam, et 
musicam; et Noe et filii eius docuerunt Chaldaeos: deinde 
Abraham docuit Aegyptios.”

 56 Stephen C. McCluskey, Astronomies and Cultures in Early 
Medieval Europe (Cambridge:  Cambridge University 
Press, 1998) and S. J. Tester, A History of Western Astrology 
(Woodbridge, UK:  Boydell Press, 1987; repr. 1996), pp. 
102 and 187–8. For Sacrobosco’s Sphaera, see The Sphere 
of Sacrobosco and Its Commentators, ed. and trans. Lynn 
Thorndike (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949).

 57 John W. Abrams, “The Development of Medieval 
Astronomy,” in By Things Seen: Reference and Recognition 

in Medieval Thought, ed. David L. Jeffrey (Ottawa, 
ON: University of Ottawa Press, 1979), pp. 187–209, esp. 
pp. 203–4.

 58 Ibid., pp. 190–1.
 59 Paul Lawrence Rose, “Humanist Culture and Renaissance 

Mathematics: The Italian Libraries of the Quattrocento,” 
Studies in the Renaissance 20 (1973): 46–105.

 60 Bacon, The “Opus Maius” of Roger Bacon, vol. 1, 
p. 288: “quilibet punctus terrae est conus unius pyramidis 
virtuosae coeli.”

 61 David M. Whitford, The Curse of Ham in the Early 
Modern Era:  The Bible and the Justifications for Slavery 
(Burlington, VT:  Ashgate, 2009), pp. 24–5 and David 
M. Goldenberg, The Curse of Ham:  Race and Slavery in 
Early Judaism, Christianity, and Islam (Princeton, NJ, and 
Oxford:  Princeton University Press, 2003), pp. 102–5. 
The idea that Noah issued such a command originates 
in Philo’s Questions and Answers on Genesis, and it is rein-
forced and elaborated in the fourth- to fifth-century 
Talmud.

 62 John Chrysostom, Homiliae in Genesim, in PG, vol. 53, col. 
257 (28.11); and, for the translation, Chrysostom, Homilies 
on Genesis:  18–45, trans. Robert C. Hill (Washington, 
DC: Catholic University of America Press, 1990), p. 191.

 63 Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 1, pp. 84–5 (2.1.7).
 64 Ibid.
 65 Giovanni Villani, Nuova cronica, ed. Giuseppe Porta, 3 vols. 

(Parma: Ugo Guanda, 1990–1), vol. 3, p. 10 (12.1).
 66 Il libro di Sidrach, p. 177: “Quando lo diluvio cominciò a 

venire, per la volontà di Dio, si fue sì grande la corrente, 
ch’ella cavava la terra e’ sassi, e menavagli qua e là; e là ove 
la corrente rimanea, le pietre e le rocche si restavano, e 
facevano montagne.”

 67 Seneca, Naturales quaestiones, vol. 1, pp. 274–5 (3.27.7).
 68 Annamaria Giusti discusses these bronze wedges in The 

Gates of Paradise: Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Renaissance Masterpiece, 
pp. 102–3.

 69 I make this suggestion tentatively. The reliefs were gilded, 
probably through the mercury amalgam method, in 1452, 
before being set into the frame of the door (Krautheimer, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, p.  372 [docs. 46–7]). It is possible that 
Ghiberti, realizing that he wanted to add the small wedges 
to the altar, inserted them and then regilded that part 
of the panel. Alternatively, with all of his experience as 
a bronze caster, he might have known that the bronze 
wedges would almost certainly be required and therefore 
added them to Noah’s altar much earlier – perhaps when 
designing or chasing the panel.

 70 Pausanias, Description of Greece:  Books I  and II, trans. 
W. H.  S. Jones (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University 
Press; London:  William Heinemann, 1959), vol. 1 (in 
the 4-volume Loeb Pausanias), pp.  122–3 (1.24.5). On 
Niccoli’s copy of Pausanias’s description of Greece, from 
which all subsequent editions of Pausanias derive, see 
Aubrey Diller, “The Manuscripts of Pausanias,” Transactions 
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and Proceedings of the American Philological Association 88 
(1957):  169–88, esp. pp.  169–70 and J. H.  C. Schubart, 
“Über die Handschriften des Pausanias,” Zeitschrift für 
die Alterthumswissenschaft 11 (1853): 385–410. On the ear-
lier traditions of reading Pausanias, see Aubrey Diller, 
“Pausanias in the Middle Ages,” Transactions and Proceedings 
of the American Philological Association 87 (1956): 84–97.

 71 Galen, Claudii Galeni Opera Omnia, ed. Karl Gottlob 
Kühn, 20 vols. (Leipzig: Car. Cnoblochii, 1821–33), vol. 
18, pt. 1 (1829), pp. 518–19.

 72 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 50: “non bisognia esser medico 
come Ypocrate et Avicenna e Galieno, ma bene bisogna 
avere vedute l’opere di loro, avere veduto notomia, avere 
per numero tutte l’ossa che sono nel corpo dell’uomo, 
sapere i muscoli sono in esso, avere tutti i nervi e tutte le 
legature che sono nella statua virile.”

 73 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, Books I–IV, pp. 46–7 (1.7.96–7). 
On Josephus’s interpretations of Old Testament stories, 
see Louis H. Feldman, Josephus’s Interpretation of the Bible 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998).

 74 Foster, “Vernacular Scriptures in Italy,” p. 455.
 75 Anonimo Selmiano, Chiose anonime alla prima Cantica della 

Divina Commedia di un contemporaneo del Poeta, pubblicate . . 
. da Francesco Selmi (Turin: Stamperia Reale, 1865), p. 178 
(section on Inferno 31.76–8): “Nembrot fu de’ discendenti 
de’ figliuoli di Noè, e fu gigante, e per sua forza e superbia 
da tutti si fece ubbidire. Onde esso dopo il diluvio fu il 
primo uomo che signoreggiasse uomini.”

 76 Villani, Nuova cronica, vol. 1, p.  5 (1.2):  “Noi troviamo 
per le storie della Bibbia e per quelle degli Asseriani che 
Nembrotto il gigante fu il primo re, overo rettore e ragu-
natore di congregazione di genti; ch’egli per la sua forza e 
séguito signoreggiò tutte le schiatte de’ figliuoli di Noè, le 
quali furono LXXII.”

 77 Felice Brancacci, in a diary he kept during a trip to 
Egypt in 1422, describes an elephant; see “Diario di 
Felice Brancacci ambasciatore con Carlo Federighi al 
Cairo per il comune di Firenze (1422),” Archivio storico 
italiano ser. 4, 8 (1881): 157–88 and 326–34 (esp. pp. 178–9). 
On the numerous medieval descriptions  – both visual 
and textual  – of elephants, see George C. Druce, “The 
Elephant in Medieval Legend and Art,” Journal of the Royal 
Archaeological Institute 76 (1919): 3–70.

 78 Pliny, Natural History: Books 8–11, vol. 3, pp. 24–5 (8.10.30).
 79 Ibid., pp.  24–9 (8.11.32–34) and Physiologus: A Medieval 

Book of Nature Lore, trans. Michael J.  Curley (Chicago 
and London: University of Chicago Press, 2009), p.  30. 
Ambrose, Isidore, and others repeat ideas from the 
Physiologus; see Druce, “The Elephant in Medieval Legend 
and Art,” pp. 33–8. See also H. H. Scullard, The Elephant 
in the Greek and Roman World (Ithaca, NY:  Cornell 
University Press, 1974), pp. 217–18.

 80 Willene B. Clark, A Medieval Book of Beasts:  The 
Second-Family Bestiary: Commentary, Art, Text and Translation 
(Woodbridge, UK: Boydell Press, 2006), p. 128.

 81 Pliny, Natural History: Books 8–11, vol. 3, pp.  84–5 
(8.50.117–18). On the legend of the natural enmity 
between stags and snakes, which is repeated in numerous 
bestiaries, see Louis Charbonneau-Lassay, The Bestiary of 
Christ, trans. D. M. Dooling (New York: Parabola Books, 
1991), p.  117; Henri-Charles Puech, “Le cerf et le ser-
pent: note sur le symbolisme de la mosaïque découverte au 
baptistère de l’Henchir Messaouda,” Cahiers Archéologiques 
4 (1949):  17–60; and, for the later Renaissance period, 
Michael Bath, “The Serpent-Eating Stag in the 
Renaissance,” in Épopée animale, fable, fabliau (Actes du IVe 
Colloque de la Société Internationale Renardienne, Evreux, 7–11 
septembre 1981), ed. Gabriel Bianciotto and Michel Salvat 
(Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1984), pp. 55–69.

 82 Pliny, Natural History: Books 8–11, vol. 3, pp. 302–3 (10.5.17).
 83 Virgil, Aeneid: 7–12, trans. H. Rushton Fairclough, revised 

by G. P. Goold (Cambridge, MA, and London: Harvard 
University Press, 1999), vol. 2 (in 2-volume Loeb Virgil), 
pp. 288–9 (11.751–8).

 84 Dale Kent, The Rise of the Medici:  Faction in Florence, 
1426–1434 (Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 1978), pp. 
219–20.

 85 Ibid., pp. 232–3.
 86 Ibid., pp. 241–50.
 87 Ibid., pp.  241–2. For Palla’s reaction to, and support of, 

Ridolfi ’s opinion, see Commissioni di Rinaldo degli Albizzi 
per il comune di Firenze dal 1399 al 1433, ed. Cesare Guasti, 
3  vols. (Florence:  M.  Cellini e comp., 1867–73), vol. 3, 
p. 164.

 88 In 1466, Ghiberti’s son Vittorio, an anti-Medicean, signed 
an oath calling for a return to earlier modes of electing 
governmental officials and an end to the Medici’s vio-
lent retributions and tactics of intimidation; see Guido 
Pampaloni, “Il giuramento pubblico in Palazzo Vecchio 
a Firenze e un patto giurato degli antimedicei (maggio 
1466),” Bulletino senese di storia patria 71 (1964):  212–38, 
esp. p. 236. Benedetto Varchi reports that, in 1529, during 
the period of the Last Republic, Ghiberti’s great-grandson 
Vittorio painted in the Medici palace an image of the 
Medici Pope Clement VII being pushed toward the gal-
lows; see Varchi, Storia fiorentina, ed. Lelio Arbib, 3  vols. 
(Rome:  Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2003), vol. 2, 
pp. 281–2.

 89 Francesco Caglioti and Davide Gasparotto, “Lorenzo 
Ghiberti, il ‘Sigillo di Nerone’ e le origini della placchetta 
‘antiquaria,’” Prospettiva 85 (1997): 2–38.

 90 Kent, The Rise of the Medici, pp. 234–5 and n. 68.
 91 On the business activity of Palla and his father Nofri, see 

Sergio Tognetti, “Gli affari di messer Palla Strozzi (e di suo 
padre Nofri). Imprenditoria e mecenatismo nella Firenze 
del primo Rinascimento,” Annali di Storia di Firenze 6 
(2009):  7–88. On Palla as a patron of architecture and 
art, see Heather Gregory, “Palla Strozzi’s Patronage and 
Pre-Medicean Florence,” in Patronage, Art, and Society 
in Renaissance Italy, ed. F. W. Kent and Patricia Simons 
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  (Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 1987), pp. 201–20 and Carl 
Brandon Strehlke, “Palla di Nofri Strozzi, ‘Kavaliere’ e 
mecenate,” in Gentile da Fabriano agli Uffizi, ed. Alessandro 
Cecchi (Milan: Silvana, 2005), pp. 41–58.

 92 Giovanni Poggi, La cappella e la tomba di Onofrio Strozzi 
nella chiesa di Santa Trinita (1419–1423) (Florence: Barbèra, 
1903), p. 17, n. 2 and J. Russell Sale, “Palla Strozzi and 
Lorenzo Ghiberti:  New Documents,” Mitteilungen des 
Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 22 (1978): 355–8.

 93 Sale, “Palla Strozzi and Lorenzo Ghiberti.”
 94 Kent, The Rise of the Medici, pp. 185 and 343.
 95 Ibid., p. 185.
 96 Ibid., pp. 333–4 and 343.
 97 Jones, “Documenti e precisazioni per Lorenzo  

Ghiberti, Palla Strozzi e la sagrestia di Santa Trinita,” 
pp. 510–14.

 98 Villani, Nuova cronica, vol. 1, pp. 11–13 (1.7) and Marchionne 
di Coppo Stefani, Cronaca fiorentina, ed. Niccolò Rodolico 
(Città di Castello: S. Lapi, 1903; Florence: FirenzeLibri, 
2008 [anastatic reprint]), pp. 3–4 (7).

 99 Nicolai Rubinstein, “The Beginnings of Political Thought 
in Florence:  A  Study in Mediaeval Historiography,” 
in Studies in Italian History in the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance: I. Political Thought and the Language of Politics. 
Art and Politics, pp. 1–41, esp. pp. 3–5; this is an expanded  
and revised version of the article of the same title 
in the Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 5 
(1942): 198–227. See also Alberto Del Monte, “La storio-
grafia fiorentina dei secoli XII e XIII,” Bullettino dell’Istituto 
Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo e Archivio Muratoriano 62 
(1950):  175–282. For the text of the Chronica, see Otto 
Hartwig, Quellen und Forschungen zur ältesten Geschichte der 
Stadt Florenz, 2 vols. (Marburg: N. G. Elwert, 1875–80), 
vol. 1, pp. 37–65. The anonymous author of the so-called 
Libro fiesolano, a popular chronicle from the fourteenth 
century, states that Fiesole was the first city founded any-
where in the world after the deluge; for this idea, see 
Hartwig, Quellen und Forschungen, vol. 1, p.  39. On the 
legends regarding the founding of Fiesole, see also Tobias 
Foster Gittes, Boccaccio’s Naked Muse: Eros, Culture, and the 
Mythopoeic Imagination (Toronto:  University of Toronto 
Press, 2008), pp. 77–9 and 265–6, n. 3.

 100 Villani, Nuova cronica, vol. 1, pp.  45–67 (1.29–2.4) and 
Stefani, Cronaca fiorentina, pp. 3–11 (7–20).

 101 Ronald G. Witt, Hercules at the Crossroads: The Life, Works, 
and Thought of Coluccio Salutati (Durham, NC:  Duke 
University Press, 1983), pp. 246–52. Bruni emphasizes 
this notion in his History of the Florentine People, ed. 
and trans. James Hankins, 3 vols. (Cambridge, MA, and 
London: Harvard University Press, 2001), vol. 1 pp. 8–13.

 102 The Divine Comedy:  Inferno, vol. 1, pp. 156–7 (15.73–8), 
where Dante disparages the early Fiesolan settlers of 
Florence and their subsequent influence on the city.

 103 Dante, The Divine Comedy:  Paradiso, vol. 1, pp.  170–1 
(15.124–6).

 104 On this idea more generally, see James Barr, The Garden 
of Eden and the Hope of Immortality (Minneapolis: Fortress 
Press, 1993), pp. 75–7.

CHAPTER 4 THE ABRAHAM AND ISAAC 

PANEL: THE SACRIFICE FROM THE 

COMPETITION TO THE GATES OF PARADISE

 1 On the circumstances of the competition and on those 
who participated in it, see the following: Krautheimer, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  31–43; the entries in Lorenzo 
Ghiberti:  ‘materia e ragionamenti’, pp.  58–72; Hanno 
Rauterberg, Die Konkurrenzreliefs:  Brunelleschi und 
Ghiberti im Wettbewerb um die Baptisteriumstür in 
Florenz (Münster:  Lit, 1996); and Andrea Niehaus, 
Florentiner Reliefkunst von Brunelleschi bis Michelangelo 
(Munich:  Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1998), pp. 46–60. 
Unless otherwise noted, all biblical citations in this chap-
ter come from the book of Genesis.

 2 Giulio Carlo Argan, Brunelleschi (Milan:  Mondadori, 
1955), p.  24:  Abraham “non esprime volontà ma 
intenzione.”

 3 On this idea, see Marco Bussagli, Storia degli angeli. 
Racconto di immagini e di idee (Milan: Bompiani, 2003), 
pp. 109–15 and “Gli angeli e i venti: considerazioni sul 
simbolismo aereo delle ali angeliche,” Arte medievale 5 
(1991): 107–26. I discuss the connection of the angels to 
winds at length in Chapter 7.

 4 Many commentators argue that Isaac was an adult at the 
time of the sacrifice, and that his decision not to struggle 
against Abraham (and to accept his fate) proves that his 
obedience to God equaled that of his father. On this, 
see Minnie E. Wells, “The Age of Isaac at the Time of 
the Sacrifice,” Modern Language Notes 54 (1939): 579–82. 
Josephus (Jewish Antiquities, Books I–IV, pp.  112–13 
[1.2.227]) states that Isaac was twenty-five years old when 
his father took him to be sacrificed, a claim repeated in 
a number of later sources, including Comestor’s Historia 
scholastica. On Josephus’s interpretation of the sacri-
fice of Isaac, see Louis H. Feldman, “Josephus’ Version 
of the Binding of Isaac,” in Society of Biblical Literature 
1982 Seminar Papers, ed. Kent Harold Richards (Chico, 
CA: Scholars Press, 1982), pp. 113–28 and “Josephus as a 
Biblical Interpreter: The ‘Aqedah,” The Jewish Quarterly 
Review 75 (1985): 212–52. John Chrysostom also argues 
that Isaac’s decision not to fight Abraham proved his 
willingness to accept his fate; see Chrysostom, Homiliae 
in Genesim, in PG, vol. 54, col. 431 (47.10).

 5 A brief but incisive comparison of the competition 
panels is in Giulio Carlo Argan, Storia dell’arte itali-
ana, 3 vols. (Florence: Sansoni, 1968), vol. 2, pp. 88–91. 
See also Keith Christiansen, “Ghiberti and Painting,” 
in Renaissance Studies in Honor of Joseph Connors, ed. 
Machtelt Israëls and Louis Waldman, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 
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  MA: Harvard University Press; Milan: Officina Libraria; 
and in conjunction with Villa I  Tatti, 2013), vol. 1, pp. 
76–100, esp. pp. 91–6.

 6 Creighton Gilbert mentions briefly the similarity between 
Ghiberti’s written description, in the Commentaries, of the 
depiction of the sacrifice in the Gates and the scene as 
presented in Brunelleschi’s competition panel in “The 
Smallest Problem in Florentine Iconography,” in Essays 
Presented to Myron P.  Gilmore, ed. Sergio Bertelli and 
Gloria Ramakus, 2 vols. (Florence: La Nuova Italia, 1978), 
vol. 2, pp. 193–205, esp. p. 204, n. 16.

 7 Battisti, Filippo Brunelleschi, p. 41.
 8 Adolfo Venturi suggests that it represents the 

Annunciation; Storia dell’arte italiana, 11  vols. 
(Milan: U. Hoepli, 1901–39), vol. 6 (1908), pp. 129–30. 
Allan Marquand rejects this possibility and proposes that 
it depicts Abraham, Isaac, and the Virgin, a vignette that, 
he claims, comprises and illustrates an abbreviated line-
age of Christ; see his “Note sul Sacrificio d’Isacco di 
Brunelleschi,” L’arte 17 (1914):  385–6. Gilbert, in “The 
Smallest Problem in Florentine Iconography,” argues that 
the little relief represents Abraham returning to Sarah 
with Isaac after the aborted sacrifice, an episode, Gilbert 
readily admits, never mentioned in the Bible. Giuseppe 
Mantovani suggests that the scene portrays Mary 
enthroned and presented with a youth who is simulta-
neously Christ and Isaac. The standing figure at left, he 
argues, is a combination of Abraham and God; see his 
“Brunelleschi e Ghiberti, in margine all’iconografia del 
Sacrificio,” Critica d’arte 21 (1974): 22–32, esp. pp 27–9. 
The most recent suggestion, that the relief represents the 
Greek physician Dioscorides offering the leaves of the 
mandrake plant to Hippocrates, is in Cristina Acidini, 
“Brunelleschi, una curiosità in margine al Sacrificio 
d’Isacco,” in Storie di artisti, storie di libri. L’editore che inse-
guiva la bellezza. Scritti in onore di Franco Cosimo Panini 
(Rome: Donzelli, 2008), pp. 133–40.

 9 Bewer et al., “Reconstructing the Casting Technique of 
Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise,” in The Gates of 
Paradise: Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Renaissance Masterpiece, p. 175.

 10 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 144, n. 11.
 11 Such elements demonstrate his conversance with classi-

cizing artistic vocabulary, as well as, perhaps, his knowl-
edge of ancient texts that describe instances in which 
acanthus scrolls decorate clothing and utilitarian objects. 
Acanthus ornamentation, writes Virgil in the Aeneid, 
could be seen on the edging of the veil of Helen of 
Troy, and in the Eclogues he says that it embellished the 
handles of two beechwood bowls carved by Alcimedon. 
See Virgil, Eclogues. Georgics. Aeneid: 1–6, pp. 40–1 (3.44–5) 
and pp. 306–7 and 310–11 (1.649–50 and 709–11). On the 
story of the carved cups, which were prizes in a contest 
between the shepherds Menalcas and Damoetas, see E. 
L. Highbarger, “Graeco-Roman Shepherds and the Arts,” 
The Classical Journal 39 (1944): 366–8.

 12 The births of Isaac and Ishmael, according to Isidore, 
mark the beginning of the third age of humanity; see 
his Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, p.  210 
(5.39.8):  “Tertia aetas. Abraham ann. c genuit Isaac et 
Ismahel, a quo Ismahelitae. [iiimcclxxxiv].” Isidore 
also mentions the beginning of Argive civilization in 
the subsequent entry in the Etymologies (vol. 1, p.  210, 
5.39.8): “Argivorum regnum inchoat. [iiimcccxliv].” For 
Herodotus’s mention of Argos, see Histories: Books One and 
Two, trans. A. D. Godley (London: William Heinemann; 
and Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press, 1931), 
vol. 1 (in the 4-volume Loeb Herodotus), pp. 2–3 (1.1). 
Diodorus Siculus, in his Library of History, describes Argos 
as “practically the oldest city of Greece”; see The Library 
of History (Books I–II), trans. C. H. Oldfather (Cambridge, 
MA:  Harvard University Press; London:  William 
Heinemann, 1960), vol. 1 (in the 12-volume Loeb 
Diodorus of Sicily), pp. 90–1 (1.28.2).

 13 Pliny, Natural History: Books 33–35, vol. 9, p. 370–3 (35.43.151).
 14 Ghiberti,  I commentarii, p.  53:  “noi seguiremo e primi 

che furono inventori et origine della arte statuaria e della 
scultura. Il primo fu Buzaide Sicino di Corinto.”

 15 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p.  265, n.  21 and 
“Ghiberti architetto,” Bulletin of the Allen Memorial 
Art Museum 12 (1955):  48–67; Howard Saalman, 
“Filippo Brunelleschi:  Capital Studies,” Art Bulletin 40 
(1958): 113–37, but esp. pp. 119–20; and Caplow, “Sculptors’ 
Partnerships in Michelozzo’s Florence,” p. 164.

 16 Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 1, pp. 208–9 (4.1.9–10).
 17 Pliny, Natural History: Books 8–11, vol. 3, pp.  136–7 

(8.74.196). Tertullian, in De cultu feminarum, implies that 
the Phrygians invented embroidery; see De corona liber/
De cultu feminarum, ed. Giuseppe Marra (Turin: Paravia, 
[1951]), p. 132 (1.3.21–2).

 18 For Isidore’s mention of the Phrygian cloaks, see 
Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 2, p. 327 (19.22.22).

 19 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, Books I–IV, pp. 60–1 (1.6.1.126).
 20 See the following articles in the special issue of Cahiers 

Sioniens (Abraham: père des croyants; 5 [1951]): Paul Démann, 
“La signification d’Abraham dans la perspective du 
Nouveau Testament,” and Jean Danielou, “Abraham dans 
la tradition chrétienne,” pp. 44–67 and 68–87, respectively. 
On the major exegetical traditions surrounding Abraham’s 
life, see Jon D. Levenson, Inheriting Abraham: The Legacy of 
the Patriarch in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam (Princeton, 
NJ, and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2012).

 21 E.g., Augustine, Sancti Aurelii Augustini episcopi De civitate 
Dei libri xxii, vol. 1, p. 177 (16.32.9–11).

 22 On the tradition of exegetical interpretation of this 
story, see Emmanouela Grypeou and Helen Spurling, 
“Abraham’s Angels:  Jewish and Christian Exegesis of 
Genesis 18–19,” in The Exegetical Encounter between Jews 
and Christians in Late Antiquity, ed. E. Grypeou and H. 
Spurling (Leiden, The Netherlands, and Boston:  Brill, 
2009), pp. 181–203.
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 23 On the tradition of representing Sarah in this moment, 
see Mati Meyer, “‘The Window of Testimony’: A Sign of 
Physical or Spiritual Conception?” in Interactions: Artistic 
Exchange between the Eastern and Western Worlds in the 
Medieval Period, ed. Colum Hourihane (Princeton, 
NJ:  Index of Christian Art and Department of 
Art and Archaeology, Princeton University; State 
College: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2007), pp. 
244–59.

 24 The fresco in Assisi (see Alfred Nicholson, “The Roman 
School at Assisi,” Art Bulletin 12 [1930]: 270–300, and p. 278, 
Fig. 15) is in extremely poor condition. It is clear, however, 
that Abraham kneels in the presence of the angels.

 25 Mirella Levi d’Ancona with Angela Dillon Bussi, The 
Choir Books of Santa Maria degli Angeli in Florence, 2 vols. 
(Florence: Centro Di, 1993–4), vol. 1 (1994), pp.  14–20 
(on Silvestro dei Gherarducci) and 44–9 (on Matteo 
Torelli).

 26 Stinger, Humanism and the Church Fathers, pp. 1–2 and 4.
 27 William T. Miller, Mysterious Encounters at Mamre and 

Jabbok (Chico, CA:  Scholars Press, 1984), p.  84. Origen 
first alluded to the presence of the Trinity, and Augustine 
later expounded at length on the topic. Augustine, in his 
Contra Maximinum Arianum libri, writes that “it is not stated 
in Gen 18:1 whether the Father or the Son appeared to 
Abraham at Mamre. In any case, we are told that these 
three men appeared to him; in these three we should more 
probably understand the Trinity, which is one God. It is 
clear from the story that Abraham regarded them simply as 
men” (cited in Miller, p. 84). Augustine also addresses this 
idea in De Trinitate, in PL, vol. 42, cols. 858–9 (2.11.20).

 28 Friedrich Wilhelm Deichmann, Ravenna:  Hauptstadt des 
spätantiken Abendlandes, 3 vols. in 6 (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 
1969–89), vol. 1, p. 238.

 29 On the seemingly contradictory nature of God’s actions 
in these two moments, see Jérôme Baschet, Le sein 
du père:  Abraham et la paternité dans l’Occident médiéval 
(Paris: Gallimard, 2000), esp. ch. 2 (“Abraham, patriarche 
parricide”), pp. 63–98.

 30 Jerome, Hebraicae Quaestiones in Libro Geneseos in 
Hebraicae Quaestiones in Libro Geneseos; Liber Interpretationis 
Hebraicorum Nominum; Commentarioli in Psalmos; 
Commentarius in Ecclesiasten (Corpus Christianorum Series 
Latina, vol. 72), ed. Paul de Lagarde, Germain Morin, and 
Marcus Adriaen (Turnhout: Brepols, 1959), pp. 26–7.

 31 Chrysostom, “Homilies on Second Corinthians,” in A 
Select Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the 
Christian Church, ser. 1, ed. Philip Schaff and trans. Talbot 
W. Chambers, 14  vols. (New  York:  Charles Scribner’s 
Sons, 1886–90), vol. 12 (1889), p. 292 (Homily 3).

 32 Origen, Homilies on Genesis and Exodus, p. 145 (8.8).
 33 Jerome, “Homilies on the Psalms,” in The Homilies of St. 

Jerome, trans. Marie Liguori Ewald, 2 vols. (Washington, 
DC: Catholic University of America Press, 2001–5), vol. 1, 
p. 13 (Homily 1 on Psalm 1).

 34 Commento alla Divina Commedia d’anonimo fiorentino del 
secolo xiv, vol. 1, p. 102: “et [Abraham] alzando il braccio 
per colpillo, venne una voce dall’Agniolo, et dissegli che 
non tocassi il giovane: et guardandosi Abraam d’intorno, 
vidde uno montone.”

 35 Pseudo-Dionysius, “The Celestial Hierarchy,” in 
Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, p. 185 (333B).

 36 Gregory of Nyssa:  Oratio catechetica magna, in PG, vol. 
45, cols. 27–28B (6); Gregory of Nazianzus: Orationes, in 
PG, vol. 36, cols. 629–630B (45.5). Both of these are dis-
cussed in Glenn Peers, Subtle Bodies: Representing Angels 
in Byzantium (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 
2001), pp. 2–3.

 37 For Pseudo-Dionysius’s description of angelic bodies, see 
“The Divine Names,” in Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete 
Works, p. 104 (856C–856D). On Pseudo-Dionysius’s ideas 
about angelic bodies, see also Roques, L’Univers diony-
sien, pp.  154–8. Gregory the Great was the other lead-
ing authority on angels during the early Christian period; 
on his ideas, see Marcia L. Colish, “Early Scholastic 
Angelology,” Recherches de théologie ancienne et médiévale 62 
(1995): 80–109, esp. pp. 85–6.

 38 Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, in PL, vol. 34, cols. 353–4 
(6.24.35).

 39 On scholastic debates over this issue in the period just 
before Aquinas and Bonaventure, see Barbara Faes de 
Mottoni, “Discussioni sul corpo dell’angelo nel secolo 
XII,” in Parva mediaevalia: studi per Maria Elena Reina, ed. 
B. Faes de Mottoni (Trieste:  Università degli Studi di 
Trieste, 1993), pp. 1–42. David Keck has focused in par-
ticular on the ideas of Peter Lombard, Bonaventure, and 
Thomas Aquinas on the question of hylomorphism; see 
his Angels and Angelology in the Middle Ages (New York and 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 93–9.

 40 Peter Lombard, Sententiarum libri quatuor, in PL, vol. 192, 
cols. 667–8 (2.8.1). On the angelology of Peter Lombard, 
see Marcia L. Colish, Peter Lombard, 2 vols. (Leiden, The 
Netherlands: Brill, 1994), vol. 1, pp. 304–53.

 41 On Aquinas’s ideas about angels, see James Collins, The 
Thomistic Philosophy of the Angels (Washington, DC: Catholic 
University of America Press, 1947). For Aquinas’s dis-
cussion of this topic in his Scriptum super Sententiis, see 
Aquinas, Commento alle Sentenze di Pietro Lombardo e testo 
integrale di Pietro Lombardo, It. trans. (with Latin original 
on facing pages), trans. Carmelo Pandolfo and P. Roberto 
Coggi, 10  vols. (Bologna:  Edizioni Studio Domenicano, 
2000–2), vol. 3 (2000), pp. 390–403 (2.8.1.1–3).

 42 Aquinas, Summa theologiae, vol. 9, pp.  4–9 and 32–3 
(1a.50.1 and 1a.51.1):  “angeli non habent corpora sibi 
naturaliter unita” (at p.  32). See Etienne Gilson, The 
Christian Philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas (Notre Dame, 
IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1994), p. 164.

 43 See Bonaventure’s Commentaria in quatuor libros Sententiarum 
Magistri Petri Lombardi in Opera omnia:  iussu et auctoritate 
R.mi P. Bernardini a Portu Romatino; edita studio et cura PP. 
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Collegii a S. Bonaventura ad plurimos codices mss. emendata, 
anecdotis aucta, prolegomenis scholiis notisque illustrata, 10 vols. 
(Quaracchi:  Ex Typographia Collegii S.  Bonaventurae, 
1882–1902), vol. 2 (1885), pp. 210–11 (2.8.1.1.1.resp).

 44 Aquinas, Summa theologiae, vol. 9, pp. 34–7 (1a.51.2).
 45 Tertullian, De carne christi, in PL, vol. 2, col. 757C (3.7–10). 

On Tertullian’s discussion of the Abraham story, see 
Miller, Mysterious Encounters at Mamre and Jabbok, pp. 52–4, 
esp. p. 52.

 46 The following discussion is in Aquinas, Summa theologiae, 
vol. 9, pp. 34–7 (1a.51.2).

 47 Ibid., vol. 51, pp.  76–7 (3a.30.3.3):  “Dicendum quod 
angelus annuntians apparuit matri Dei corporea visione. 
Et hoc conveniens fuit, primo quidem, quantum ad id 
quod annuntiabatur. Venerat enim angelus annuntiare 
incarnationem invisibilis Dei. Unde etiam conveniens fuit 
ut ad huius rei declarationem invisibilis creatura formam 
assumeret in qua visibiliter appareret.”

 48 See Augustine, De Trinitate, in PL, vol. 42, cols. 975, 977–9, 
and 983–9 (10.3, 10.5, 10.7, and 11.1–3). And see Augustine, 
De Genesi ad litteram, in PL, vol. 34, cols. 458–64; and 
Augustine, “The Literal Meaning of Genesis,” in On 
Genesis, pp. 470–7 (12.6.15–12.12.26). For a brief discus-
sion of Augustine’s categories of vision, see Gill, Augustine 
in the Italian Renaissance: Art and Philosophy from Petrarch to 
Michelangelo, pp. 129–30.

 49 Augustine, De Genesi ad litteram, in PL, vol. 34, cols. 458–9; 
and Augustine, “The Literal Meaning of Genesis,” in On 
Genesis, p. 470 (12.6.15).

 50 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, p. 293 
(7.8.37–40).

 51 See Bacon, The “Opus Maius” of Roger Bacon, vol. 2, pp. 4–9 
and, in English translation, The Opus Maius of Roger Bacon, 
trans. Robert Belle Burke, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 1928), vol. 2, pp. 241–7. On the the-
oretical tradition from which Bacon’s ideas emerged, see 
Carolyn P. Collette, “The Psychology of Sight,” in Species, 
Phantasms, and Images:  Vision and Medieval Psychology 
in “The Canterbury Tales” (Ann Arbor:  University of 
Michigan Press, 2001), pp. 1–31.

 52 Ghiberti, I commentarii, pp. 113–15.
 53 On how artists represented the scene of the sacrifice of 

Isaac in the Middle Ages, see the following: Ute Schwab, 
“Zum Verständnis des Isaak-Opfers in literarischer und 
bildlicher Darstellung des Mittelalters,” Frühmittelalterliche 
Studien 15 (1981):  435–94; Elisabeth Lucchesi Palli, 
“Abraham,” in Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie, ed. 
Engelbert Kirschbaum, 8 vols. (Rome: Herder, 1968–76), 
vol. 1, cols. 20–35; Isabel Speyart Van Woerden, “The 
Iconography of the Sacrifice of Abraham,” Vigiliae 
Christianae 15 (1961):  214–55; and Alison Moore 
Smith, “The Iconography of the Sacrifice of Isaac in 
Early Christian Art,” American Journal of Archaeology 26 
(1922): 159–73.

 54 Battisti highlights two such manuscript illustrations 
(in the Hamilton Codex at the Staatliche Museen in 
Berlin and in another manuscript at the Österreichische 
Nationalbibliothek in Vienna) in Filippo Brunelleschi, p. 33, 
Figs. 18 and 19.

 55 For the text of the play, see Three Florentine Sacre 
Rappresentazioni:  Texts and Translations, trans. Michael 
O’Connell (Tempe, AZ:  ACMRS, 2011), pp.  2–35, esp. 
pp. 22–3 (for the angel’s intervention). On this sacra rap-
presentazione, see Nerida Newbigin, “Il testo e il contesto 
dell’Abramo e Isac di Feo Belcari,” Studi e problemi di critica 
testuale 23 (1981): 13–37.

 56 Giorgio Vasari, Le vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori, ed 
architettori, ed. Gaetano Milanesi, 9 vols. (Florence: Sansoni, 
1906), vol. 2, pp. 375–8. Nerida Newbigin has questioned 
Brunelleschi’s involvement in the design and produc-
tion of the stage and apparatus for the Annunciation play, 
at the same time calling attention to the collaborative 
nature of work on the physical structures needed to stage 
Belcari’s drama; see Newbigin, “Greasing the Wheels 
of Heaven:  Recycling, Innovation and the Question 
of ‘Brunelleschi’s’ Stage Machinery,” I Tatti Studies 11 
(2007): 201–41.

 57 Jack M. Greenstein, Mantegna and Painting as Historical 
Narrative (Chicago and London: University of Chicago 
Press, 1992), pp. 89–92. According to Joseph Gutmann, the 
insertion of a hand was especially common in Christian 
and Jewish images made before the eleventh century; see 
Gutmann, “The Sacrifice of Isaac: Variations on a Theme 
in Early Jewish and Christian Art,” in ΘΙΑΣΟΣ ΤΩΝ 
ΜΟΥΣΩΝ:  Studien zu Antike und Christentum. Festschrift 
für Josef Fink zum 70. Geburtstag (Cologne: Böhlau, 1984), 
pp. 115–22 and esp. p. 117, n. 7. On the use of an image 
of a hand to stand for the presence of God, see Martin 
Kirigin, La mano divina nell’iconografia cristiana (Vatican 
City:  Pontificio Istituto di archeologia cristiana, 1976), 
esp. pp. 138–42 (on the presence of the hand in images of 
the sacrifice of Isaac).

 58 H. W. Janson, The Sculpture of Donatello, 2 vols. (Princeton, 
NJ:  Princeton University Press, 1957), vol. 2, pp. 33–4 
and 37.

 59 Ghiberti’s decision to include a long weapon rather than 
the short knife (as in the competition panel) is perhaps 
a result of his more literal reading of the biblical text, 
which specifies that Abraham, in this moment, brandished 
a sword (“gladium”: 22:6 and 10) and not a weapon with 
a short blade like a dagger or knife.

 60 Augustine, De Trinitate, in PL, vol. 42, cols. 870–1 (3.1.4–5).
 61 See Gregory, Moralia, in PL, vol. 75, cols. 556A–556C 

(2.3.3) and the discussion in Carole Straw, Gregory 
the Great:  Perfection in Imperfection (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles:  University of California Press, 1988), 
p.  34; and Bede, De natura rerum, in PL, vol. 90, cols. 
244A–245D (25).
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 62 For a review of their ideas on the topic, as well as those of 
others working in the mid-thirteenth century, see Franklin 
T. Harkins, “The Embodiment of Angels:  A  Debate 
in Mid-Thirteenth-Century Theology,” Recherches de 
Théologie et Philosophie médiévales 78 (2011): 25–58.

 63 Bonaventure, Commentaria in quatuor libros Sententiarum 
Magistri Petri Lombardi, vol. 2, p. 217 (2.8.1.2.2): “Natura 
enim elementaris, ex qua corpus sibi format Angelus, est 
aëris elementum, quod de sui natura est rarefactibile et 
condensabile, si adsit virtus, quae hoc possit. Unde sicut 
videmus, aquam solidari in crystallum vel glaciem ex fri-
gore; sic contingit aliqua virtute occulta, quae non latet 
Angelos, aërem condensari posse secundum plus et minus 
ad voluntatem Angeli operantis. Hoc autem corpus, dum 
condensatur, potest suscipere figuram et effigiem, et ita 
corpori organico effici conforme.”

 64 Ibid.: “Potest nihilominus in una parte condensari plus, 
in alia minus, in alia minime, et sic conformari nervo, ossi 
et carni. Potest etiam in una sui parte intercipere plus 
de luce, in alia minus, in alia minime, et secundum hoc 
habere in se diversos colores; et ita corpori humano effici 
quasi in omnibus conforme.”

 65 Ibid., pp. 216–17 (2.8.1.2.2).
 66 Ibid., pp. 217–18 (2.8.1.2.2): “sed quia principaliter for-

matur ex aëre cum aliqua admixtione alterius elementi; 
sicut videmus in nube, quae non est corpus plene mix-
tum, habet tamen in se naturas plurium elementorum. 
Per hunc modum et corpus ab Angelo assumtum princi-
paliter ab aëre intelligitur esse formatum, concurrente ad 
hoc natura alicuius vaporis terrei vel aquosi, qui quidem 
faciat tam ad varietatem condensationis, quam ad multi-
formitatem coloris. Hanc autem non oportet Angelum 
de longinquo mendicare, cum aër pro magna sui parte sit 
commixtum vaporibus.”

 67 Aquinas, Summa theologiae, vol. 9, pp. 36–7 (1a.51.2).
 68 BR 1628, 16r.: “sono alchuni che dicono che anno veduto 

l’angelo ma questo non è vero; anzi anno veduto il corpo 
e la forma che li angeli piglano di quella aria lucente che 
è sopra la luna et dimostransi a santi huomini et femine di 
questo mondo in quella figura che voglono el simiglante.”

 69 “Cumque elevasset oculos apparuerunt ei tres viri stantes 
propter eum.”

 70 BML, Ashb. 1102, 7r.
 71 La Bibbia volgare secondo la rara edizione del I  di otto-

bre MCCCCLXXI, ed. Carlo Negroni, 10  vols. 
(Bologna:  Gaetano Romagnoli, 1882–7), vol. 1, p.  88. 
On this edition, see The Cambridge History of the Bible, 
vol. 2 (The West from the Fathers to the Reformation, ed. 
G. W. H. Lampe; 1969), p. 453.

 72 Influential patristic sources like John Chrysostom’s 
Homilies on Genesis also stress that Abraham waited for 
visitors to arrive, diligently watching for them while sit-
ting at the door of his tent; see Chrysostom, Homilies on 
Genesis: 18–45, pp. 406–7 (41.9–10).

 73 Antonio di Tuccio Manetti, The Life of Brunelleschi, ed. 
Howard Saalman and trans. Catherine Enggass (University 
Park and London:  Pennsylvania State University Press, 
1970), pp. 48–9.

CHAPTER 5 THE JACOB AND ESAU 

PANEL: PERSPECTIVE, VISION, AND MEMORY

 1 A version of this chapter was published as “Perspective and 
Narrative in the Jacob and Esau Panel of Lorenzo Ghiberti’s 
Gates of Paradise,” in A Scarlet Renaissance: Essays in Honor of 
Sarah Blake McHam, ed. Victor Coonin (New York: Italica 
Press, 2013), pp. 1–34.

 2 The framed quatrefoil reliefs are set within rectangular pan-
els, and I give here the measurements of those rectangular 
panels (this information comes from Stefania Agnoletti at 
the Opificio delle Pietre Dure), which are 20 × 17.7 inches 
(54 × 45 cm) and very slightly larger than the axes of the 
quatrefoil frames.

 3 For a comprehensive treatment of Ghiberti’s use of lin-
ear perspective in the Gates of Paradise, see Krautheimer, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 229–53.

 4 On the perspective structure of this panel, see, among 
many:  Martin Kemp, The Science of Art:  Optical Themes 
in Western Art from Brunelleschi to Seurat (New Haven, 
CT, and London:  Yale University Press, 1990), pp. 
24–7; John White, The Birth and Rebirth of Pictorial 
Space (New  York:  Harper and Row, 1972), pp. 160–3; 
Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 249–52; and Alessandro 
Parronchi, “Le ‘misure dell’occhio’ secondo il Ghiberti,” 
Paragone 12 (1961): 18–48, where the author suggests that 
Ghiberti’s spatial calculations were adjusted according to 
a presumed viewpoint located in front of the Gates. Like 
Parronchi, I  do not think Ghiberti planned the panels 
by employing Alberti’s perspectival rules. But, as I stress 
in this chapter, I do not agree that the doors and their 
panels are meant to be examined from single viewpoints. 
Reading the narratives successfully requires the viewer 
to shift positions in order to take in all of the reliefs’ 
details and examine the scenes both individually and 
in pairs.

 5 Unless otherwise noted, all biblical references in this 
chapter come from the book of Genesis. On the date 
of composition, literary structure, and interpretation of 
these chapters of the Bible, see Claus Westermann, Genesis 
12–36:  A  Continental Commentary, trans. John J. Scullion 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995), pp. 410–19 and 431–44.

 6 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 96: “Nel quinto quadro è come a 
Ysaach nasce Esaù et Iacob, e come e’ mandò Esaù a cacci-
are e come la madre amaestra Iacob, e porgeli il caveretto e 
la pelle, e poglele al collo e dicegli chiegga la benedictione 
a Isaach; e come Isaach gli cerca il collo e truovalo piloso, 
dagli la benedictione.”
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 7 David C. Lindberg, Theories of Vision from Al-Kindi to 
Kepler (Chicago and London:  University of Chicago 
Press, 1976), pp. 147–77.

 8 Ghiberti, I commentarii, pp. 146–8. The authoritative anal-
yses of the third book of Ghiberti’s Commentaries and 
his use and citation of optical sources are Gezienus ten 
Doesschate, De derde commentaar van Lorenzo Ghiberti in 
verband met de mildeleeuwsche optiek (Utrecht:  Hoonte, 
1940)  and Bergdolt, Der dritte Kommentar Lorenzo 
Ghibertis:  Naturwissenschaften und Medizin in der 
Kunsttheorie der Frührenaissance. On Ghiberti’s theory 
of vision, see Alberto Ambrosini, Immaginazione visiva e 
conoscenza. Teoria della visione e pratica figurativa nei trattati 
di Leon Battista Alberti, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Leonardo da Vinci 
(Pisa: Edizioni Plus, 2008), pp. 155–259.

 9 Augustine articulates this most clearly in his De videndo 
Deo, a letter written around 413 to Paulinus of Nola; see 
PL, vol. 33. For Aquinas’s discussion of the possibility – or 
impossibility – of seeing God through bodily vision and his 
citation of Augustine’s ideas, see the Summa theologiae, vol. 
3, pp. 10–14 (1a.12.3). For an overview of Augustine’s ideas 
about intellectual sight, see Scott MacDonald, “The Divine 
Nature,” in The Cambridge Companion to Augustine, ed. 
Eleonore Stump and Norman Kretzmann (Cambridge and 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), pp. 71–90.

 10 Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp.  64–7 (2.37):  “Sono 
gratissimi i movimenti e ben vivaci quelli e’ quali si 
muovano in alto verso l’aere.”

 11 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, Books I–IV, pp.  132–3 
(1.6.269). On Josephus’s characterization of Jacob, see 
Louis H. Feldman, “Josephus’ Portrait of Jacob,” The Jewish 
Quarterly Review 79 (1988–9): 101–51.

 12 Chrysostom, Homiliae in Genesim, in PG, vol. 54, cols. 
470–1 (53.5); and Homilies on Genesis: 46–67, trans. Robert 
C. Hill (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America 
Press, 1992), pp. 81–2.

 13 Most explanations – in textbooks, popular books, and schol-
arly monographs – interpret this scene as the moment before 
Esau hunts; see, e.g., Fred S. Kleiner, Gardner’s Art through the 
Ages:  The Western Perspective, 2  vols. (Boston:  Wadsworth, 
2010), vol. 2, p. 427; Pope-Hennessy, “The Sixth Centenary 
of Ghiberti,” p. 51; Aldo Galli, Grandi scultori. Lorenzo Ghiberti 
(Rome: L’Espresso, 2005), p. 193; and Paul Barolsky, “There 
Is No Such Thing as Narrative Art,” Arion:  A  Journal of 
Humanities and the Classics 18 (2010), pp. 114 and 117. A very 
few suggest that it depicts the moment after Esau returns 
from hunting and learns of the deception, among them 
Hartt, “Lucerna ardens et lucens. Il significato della Porta del 
Paradiso,” p. 43; and David Finn, Kenneth Clark, and George 
Robinson, The Florence Baptistery Doors (New York: Viking 
Press, 1980), p. 257.

 14 Ghiberti’s contemporaries used similar poses to com-
municate inner conflict or moral indecision; see Joseph 
Manca, “Moral Stance in Italian Renaissance Art: Image, 
Text, and Meaning,” Artibus et Historiae 22 (2001): 51–76.

 15 Ghiberti writes about Cavallini’s paintings in Santa 
Cecilia in the Commentaries (I commentarii, p. 87) and had 
probably been to Padua before starting the Gates. He 
mentions Giotto’s paintings in Padua at p.  84. For his 
descriptions of decorative cycles in Old St. Peter’s and 
San Paolo fuori le mura in Rome, see pp. 84 and 86–7. On 
the depictions of Esau visiting Isaac after returning from 
the hunt by the Isaac Master, Cavallini, and Giusto de’ 
Menabuoi, see Joachim Poeschke, Italian Frescoes, The Age 
of Giotto: 1280–1400 (New York and London: Abbeville 
Press, 2005), pp. 61–2; pp. 170–1, Fig. 45; and pp. 404–8. 
Many sixteenth-century cycles include the return of 
Esau. Raphael represented it in the Vatican Loggia (begun 
ca. 1516), following closely Ghiberti’s formulation of the 
episode: Esau walks into a room, his back to the painting’s 
viewers, and stops in his tracks as Isaac, reclining in a bed, 
tells him that he has already given his blessing to another; 
see Bernice F. Davidson, Raphael’s Bible: A Study of the 
Vatican Logge (University Park and London: Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 1985), Fig. 49.

 16 On these dogs, as well as the two others included in the 
Gates, see my “Ghiberti’s Dogs,” in Renaissance Studies in 
Honor of Joseph Connors, vol. 1, pp. 101–6.

 17 David Marsh, Lucian and the Latins: Humor and Humanism in 
the Early Renaissance (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1998), pp. 156–9. For Alberti’s text, see Cecil 
Grayson, “Il Canis di Leon Battista Alberti,” in Miscellanea 
di studi in onore di Vittore Branca, 5 vols. (Florence: Olschki, 
1983), vol. 3 (Umanesimo e Rinascimento a Firenze e Venezia), 
pt. 1, pp. 193–204.

 18 The Five Books of Moses, trans. (with commentary) Robert 
Alter (New York and London: W. W. Norton and Co., 
2008), p.  130. On the possible meaning of these terms 
in the original biblical text, see S. H. Smith, “ ‘Heel’ and 
‘Thigh’:  The Concept of Sexuality in the Jacob-Esau 
Narratives,” Vetus Testamentum 40 (1990):  464–73 and 
Meir Malul, “`Āqēb ‘Heel’ and `Āqab ‘to Supplant’ and 
the Concept of Succession in the Jacob-Esau Narratives,” 
Vetus Testamentum 46 (1996): 190–212.

 19 Jerome, De nominibus Hebraicis, in PL, vol. 23, col. 781. 
For an elaboration of this same interpretation dating to 
the early seventh century, see Isidore, Etymologiarum sive 
originum libri xx, vol. 1, p. 287 (7.7.5): “Iacob subplantator 
interpretatur, sive quod in ortu plantam nascentis fratris 
adprehenderit, sive quod postea fratrem arte deceperit. 
Unde et Esau dixit (Genes. 27, 36):  ‘Iuste vocatum est 
nomen eius Iacob, subplantavit enim me ecce secundo.’ ”

 20 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  249–51. The Joseph 
panel, asserts Krautheimer in these pages, was also 
designed according to the system set out by Alberti.

 21 Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp. 36–41 (1.19–1.21).
 22 For an explanation of the unlined floor, see Parronchi, 

“Le ‘misure dell’occhio’ secondo il Ghiberti,” p. 32.
 23 The men of the Alberti family had been exiled from 

Florence in January 1401 (after individual family members 
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had been exiled in 1387 and then again in 1393) and were 
allowed back into the city only in 1428; see Susannah 
Foster Baxendale, “Exile in Practice: The Alberti Family 
In and Out of Florence: 1401–1428,” Renaissance Quarterly 
44 (1991):  720–56, esp. pp.  723–33 and Luca Boschetto, 
Leon Battista Alberti e Firenze:  biografia, storia, letteratura 
(Florence: Olschki, 2000), pp. 3–67. Leon Battista Alberti 
went to Florence as a member of the retinue of Pope 
Eugenius IV. Although Eugenius arrived in June 1434, 
Alberti is first documented in the city in August 1435. On 
Alberti’s arrival and presence in Florence in the 1430s, see 
again Boschetto, Leon Battista Alberti e Firenze, pp. 77–83. 
For the dedicatory letter to On Painting, see Alberti, Della 
pittura/De pictura, pp. 7–8.

 24 On the appearance of, and theory behind, Brunelleschi’s 
experimental panels, see, among others:  Alessandro 
Parronchi, “Le due tavole prospettiche del Brunelleschi,” 
Paragone 9 (1958):  3–32 and 10 (1959):  3–31; Renzo 
Beltrame, “Gli esperimenti prospettici del Brunelleschi,” 
Rendiconti delle sedute dell’Accademia Nazionale dei 
Lincei. Classe di scienze morali, storiche, e filologiche 28 
(1973):  417–68; Samuel Y. Edgerton, The Renaissance 
Rediscovery of Linear Perspective (New  York:  Harper 
and Row, 1976), pp. 143–52; White, The Birth and 
Rebirth of Pictorial Space, pp.  113–21; Rudolf Arnheim, 
“Brunelleschi’s Peepshow,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 
41 (1978): 57–60; Martin Kemp, “Science, Non-Science 
and Nonsense:  The Interpretation of Brunelleschi’s 
Perspective,” Art History 1 (1978):  134–61; and Kemp, 
The Science of Art, pp. 11–15 and 344–5.

 25 Manetti, Life of Brunelleschi, pp. 42–7.
 26 Vasari, Le vite de’ più eccellenti pittori, scultori, ed architettori, 

vol. 2, p. 291.
 27 A good introduction to the Trinity is Masaccio’s Trinity, 

ed. Rona Goffen (Cambridge:  Cambridge University 
Press, 1998).

 28 For in-depth discussions of the perspective system that 
structures Masaccio’s Trinity, see, among many, G. J. Kern, 
“Das Dreifaltigkeitsfresko von S.  Maria Novella:  eine 
perspektivisch-architekturgeschichtliche Studie,” Jahrbuch 
der königlich preussischen Kunstsammlungen 34 (1913): 36–58 
and J. V. Field, Roberto Lunardi, and Thomas B. Settle, 
“The Perspective Scheme of Masaccio’s Trinity Fresco,” 
Nuncius 4 (1989): 31–118.

 29 On Donatello’s St. George relief, see Janson, The Sculpture of 
Donatello, vol. 2, pp. 30–1 and John White, “Developments 
in Renaissance Perspective–II,” Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 14 (1951):  42–69, but esp. pp.  44–5. 
On the perspectival system he used in the Siena relief, 
see: Janson, The Sculpture of Donatello, vol. 2, p. 69; White, 
“Developments in Renaissance Perspective–II,” pp. 45–7; 
John Paoletti, “The Siena Baptistry Font: A Study of an 
Early Renaissance Collaborative Program, 1416–1434,” 
pp.  84–7 and 131, n.  61; and Kemp, The Science of Art, 
pp. 15–16.

 30 Kemp has stressed the lack of uniformity among the 
earliest applications of perspective; see his “Science, 
Non-Science and Nonsense:  The Interpretation of 
Brunelleschi’s Perspective,” p. 136.

 31 J. V. Field, “Masaccio and Perspective in Italy in the 
Fifteenth Century,” in The Cambridge Companion to 
Masaccio, ed. Diane Cole Ahl (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press, 2002), pp. 182 and 186; and Field, Piero 
della Francesca: A Mathematician’s Art (New Haven, CT, and 
London: Yale University Press, 2005), p. 44, citing Ornella 
Casazza, “Il ciclo delle storie di San Pietro e la ‘Historia 
Salutis’. Nuova lettura della Cappella Brancacci,” Critica 
d’arte 51 (1986), 69–84.

 32 Field, Piero della Francesca:  A  Mathematician’s Art, p.  42. 
On the disruption of spatial continuity in Donatello’s 
Siena Baptistery relief, see Paoletti, “The Siena Baptistery 
Font,” p. 85.

 33 On the organization of space and the determination of 
the sizes of various figures and elements in the land-
scape panels, see Kathryn Bloom, “Lorenzo Ghiberti’s 
Space in Relief:  Method and Theory,” Art Bulletin 51 
(1969): 164–9.

 34 Edgerton, The Renaissance Rediscovery of Linear Perspective, 
p. 26. Alberti mentions this rule as part of his perspectival 
system in Della pittura/De pictura, pp. 36–7 (1.19): “Sarà 
bene posto questo punto [centrico] alto dalla linea che 
sotto giace nel quadrangolo non più che sia l’altezza 
dell’uomo quale ivi io abbia a dipingere, però che così e 
chi vede e le dipinte cose vedute paiono medesimo in suo 
uno piano.”

 35 Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp. 36–7 (1.19).
 36 Erwin Panofsky, Perspective as Symbolic Form, trans. 

Christopher S.  Wood (New  York:  Zone Books, 1991), 
pp. 58–9; and, on the divergence from the centric point of 
orthogonals located at the edges of images, pp. 122–3, n. 47.

 37 Ibid., p. 58.
 38 Lindberg, Theories of Vision from Al-Kindi to Kepler, 

pp. 26–30.
 39 Alhazen, Alhacen’s Theory of Visual Perception:  A  Critical 

Edition, vol. 1, pp. 96–7 and vol. 2, pp. 428–9 (2.2.171–210).
 40 Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 1, pp. 184–5 (3.4.5).
 41 Leon Battista Alberti, Della prospettiva in Opere volgari, ed. 

Anicio Bonucci, 5 vols. (Florence: Galileiana, 1847), vol. 4, 
p. 103 (1.1).

 42 Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp. 36–9 (1.19). See also 
Miriam Schild Bunim, Space in Medieval Painting and the 
Forerunners of Perspective (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1940), p. 146 and n. 46, who was unable to deter-
mine whether such a system was in fact employed in 
fourteenth-century painting.

 43 Kemp, The Science of Art, p. 24.
 44 Ibid., p. 16.
 45 Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp.  36–9 (1.19). For a 

concise summary of Alberti’s ideas about the selection of 
the distance point and a description of its function, see 
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Edgerton, The Renaissance Rediscovery of Linear Perspective, 
pp. 44–9.

 46 On this fresco and others that Masolino painted at 
Castiglione Olona, see Perri Lee Roberts, Masolino da 
Panicale (New  York:  Oxford University Press, 1993), 
pp. 129–49; Paul Joannides, “Masolino a Castiglione 
Olona: il Battistero e la Collegiata,” in Arte in Lombardia 
tra Gotico e Rinascimento (Milan: Fabbri, 1988), pp. 284–96, 
esp. pp.  288–90; and Samuel Y. Edgerton, The Mirror, 
the Window, and the Telescope:  How Renaissance Linear 
Perspective Changed Our Vision of the Universe (Ithaca, NY, 
and London: Cornell University Press, 2009), pp. 105–6 
and Fig. 58.

 47 Roberts, Masolino da Panicale, pp. 145–6.
 48 As is known (see Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 247 

and 249), in the relief ’s foreground Ghiberti calcu-
lated the size of figures by using the floor tile’s width as 
the determining unit; each figure in the foreground is 
approximately three-floor-tile-widths tall, a recommen-
dation later advocated by Alberti. He did not follow this 
same guideline for the figures located in the background 
of the panel, which are larger than warranted by the size 
of the floor tiles so as to ensure their legibility.

 49 Jules Lubbock has also highlighted Ghiberti’s abil-
ity to represent memories (in the Cain and Abel relief) 
in Storytelling in Christian Art from Giotto to Donatello, 
pp. 231–2.

 50 The figure of Jacob might be compared to 
Michelangelo’s David of 1501–4, a figure whose face 
appears calm when the statue is seen from the front 
(when the face is studied in profile) but instead projects 
a sense of anxiety when examined from the side (and 
when the viewer looks directly at the front of the face 
with its furrowed brow).

 51 Lew Andrews has called attention to the way continu-
ous narrative allows viewers to compare and contrast 
figures; this idea, Andrews acknowledges, was previously 
proposed by Richard Brilliant in his “Temporal Aspects 
in Late Roman Art,” L’arte 10 (1970): 65–87 and Visual 
Narratives: Storytelling in Etruscan and Roman Art (Ithaca, 
NY: Cornell University Press, 1984), pp. 18–19 and 104–6. 
Andrews mentions Ghiberti’s Jacob and Esau panel but 
does not discuss in any detail the relief ’s individual scenes; 
see Andrews, Story and Space in Renaissance Art:  The 
Rebirth of Continuous Narrative (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), esp. pp. 117–19 and p. 162, n. 14.

 52 See, e.g.,  Augustine, Sancti Aurelii Augustini episcopi De civi-
tate Dei libri xxii, vol. 2, pp. 180–1 (16.35). On interpreta-
tions of the story as symbolic of the triumph of Christians 
over Jews, see Gerson D. Cohen, “Esau as Symbol in Early 
Medieval Thought,” in Jewish Medieval and Renaissance 
Studies, ed. Alexander Altmann (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1967), pp. 19–48, esp. pp. 32–4.

 53 Lubbock, Storytelling in Christian Art from Giotto to 
Donatello, pp. 98–9.

CHAPTER 6 THE JOSEPH PANEL: SPEECH 

ACTS IN THE PIAZZA

 1 These brothers are, in fact, half-brothers, but I  refer to 
them as brothers for the sake of simplicity.

 2 Unless otherwise noted, all biblical references in this 
chapter come from the book of Genesis.

 3 On typological interpretations of Joseph, see, e.g.,  Michael 
A. Signer, “The Glossa Ordinaria and the Transmission of 
Medieval Anti-Judaism,” in A Distinct Voice: Medieval Studies 
in Honor of Leonard E. Boyle, O.P., ed. Jacqueline Brown 
and William P. Stoneman (Notre Dame, IN:  University 
of Notre Dame Press, 1977), pp. 591–605, esp. p. 597; and 
Ambrose, De Joseph patriarcha, in PL, vol. 14.

 4 John White, “Cavallini and the Lost Frescoes in 
S. Paolo,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 19 
(1956): 84–95.

 5 On the baptistery dome the Noah story is told through 
five episodes, that of Cain and Abel through three.

 6 Often “corn” is used in translations of, and commentaries 
on, the biblical Joseph narrative. Throughout this chap-
ter I  use the generic “grain” to describe the substance 
mentioned in Pharaoh’s dream and later distributed by 
Joseph, because corn was not introduced into Europe 
and Africa until the early sixteenth century; on this, see 
Arturo Warman, “Corn in Europe:  An Elusive Trail,” 
in Corn and Capitalism:  How a Botanical Bastard Grew 
to Global Dominance, trans. Nancy L.  Westrate (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003), pp. 97–111 
and James McCann, “Maize and Grace:  History, Corn, 
and Africa’s New Landscapes, 1500–1999,” Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 43 (2001): 246–72, esp. p. 250.

 7 The phrase “went surety,” an unusual and somewhat 
murky turn of speech that appears in a few places in the 
Old Testament, here signals Judah’s willingness to affirm 
before his father that Benjamin would remain safe. On 
the interpretation of this phrase, see Leslie R. Freedman, 
“Biblical Hebrew crb, ‘to go surety,’ and Its Nominal 
Forms,” The Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society 19 
(1989): 25–9.

 8 The Jerusalem Bible: Reader’s Edition, p. 51.
 9 This Bible is today split between the collections of the 

Biblioteca dell’Accademia dei Concordi in Rovigo (Ms. 
212) and the British Museum in London (Add. Ms. 15277). 
On this manuscript, see Bibbia istoriata padovana della fine 
del Trecento: Pentateuco, Giosuè, Ruth, ed. Gianfranco Folena 
and Gian Lorenzo Mellini (Venice: Neri Pozza, 1962); for 
the scenes of the Joseph story, see tav. 55–8 (three scenes 
in tav. 55) and 62–9.

 10 See, e.g.,  Ambrose, De Joseph patriarcha, in PL, vol. 14.
 11 Many theologians repeated this idea throughout the 

Middle Ages; see Cramer, Baptism and Change in the 
Early Middle Ages, c. 200–c. 1150, pp. 2–3 and 270–82. For 
a discussion of this issue in the context of an analysis of 
medieval baptistery architecture and its link to Roman 
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funerary structures, see Krautheimer, “Introduction to an 
‘Iconography of Mediaeval Architecture,’ ” pp. 26–30.

 12 The similarity between these two scenes is mentioned 
in Anthony K. Cassell, “The Tomb, the Tower and the 
Pit: Dante’s Satan,” Italica 56 (1979): 331–51, esp. p. 344.

 13 Gert Kreytenberg has attributed the sculptures on this 
font to Matteo di Cione, the brother of Andrea Orcagna; 
see his Orcagna, Andrea di Cione: Ein universeller Künstler 
der Gotik in Florenz (Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 2000), 
pp. 131–4, esp. p. 131, n. 204.

 14 On the performance of infant baptism in fourteenth- and 
fifteenth-century Florence, see my “Baptism, Movement, 
and Imagery at the Baptistery of San Giovanni in 
Florence,” in Meaning in Motion: The Semantics of Movement 
in Medieval Art, ed. Nino Zchomelidse and Giovanni Freni 
(Princeton, NJ: The Department of Art and Archaeology 
of Princeton University in association with Princeton 
University Press, 2011), pp. 131–60 and “The Two Fonts 
of the Florence Baptistery and the Evolution of the 
Baptismal Rite in Florence, ca. 1200–1500,” in The Visual 
Culture of Baptism in the Middle Ages: Essays on Medieval 
Fonts, Settings and Beliefs, ed. Harriet M. Sonne de Torrens 
and Miguel A. Torrens (Farnham, UK, and Burlington, 
VT: Ashgate, 2013), pp. 77–103.

 15 See, e.g., Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, 
p. 288 (7.7.19).

 16 Pliny, Natural History: Books 33–35, vol. 9, pp.  314–15 
(35.36.73).

 17 Leonardo Frescobaldi repeats this idea in his account of 
a trip he made to Egypt in 1384; see Viaggio di Lionardo 
di Niccolò Frescobaldi Fiorentino: in Egitto e in Terra Santa, 
ed. Guglielmo Manzi (Rome:  Carlo Mordacchini, 
1818), pp. 92–3: “Di lungi al Cairo XIV miglia valicato 
il Nilo dalla parte di Babilonia, si trovano XII granai 
di quelli che fece fare Giuseppe al tempo di Faraone 
Re d’Egitto ne’ dì della gran fame. Questi sono ancora 
in piè, e sono quadri, e ritratti a modo di diamanti, 
e sono tanto larghi da piè per faccia quanto è la loro 
altezza, e girano intorno mezzo miglio, e sono molto 
sotterra; benchè di questi granai fussino molti più.” On 
this tradition more broadly, see Curran, The Egyptian 
Renaissance: The Afterlife of Ancient Egypt in Early Modern 
Italy, pp. 34–5.

 18 Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 1, pp. 240–7 (4.8).
 19 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 266–8, n. 23.
 20 Ibid.
 21 Ambrosii Traversarii generalis Camaldulensium aliorumque ad 

ipsum, et ad alios de eodem Ambrosio latinae epistolae, vol. 2, 
cols. 420–2 (bk. 8, letter 52). On Traversari’s interest in 
centralized temples and possible involvement with a com-
mission for one such structure at Santa Maria degli Angeli 
in Florence in the 1430s, see Charles Stinger, “Ambrogio 
Traversari and the ‘Tempio degli Scolari’ at S.  Maria 
degli Angeli in Florence,” in Essays Presented to Myron 
P. Gilmore, vol. 1, pp. 271–86.

 22 For a summary of the major features of these temples, see 
John W. Stamper, The Architecture of Roman Temples:  The 
Republic to the Middle Empire (Cambridge:  Cambridge 
University Press, 2005), pp. 68–79. On the Round Temple, 
see Friedrich Rakob and Wolf-Dieter Heilmeyer, Der 
Rundtempel am Tiber in Rom (Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 
1973) and D. E. Strong and J. B. Ward-Perkins, “The Round 
Temple in the Forum Boarium,” Papers of the British School 
at Rome 28 (1960): 7–32. On the Temple B, see Giuseppe 
Marchetti-Longhi, “Gli scavi del Largo Argentina,” 
Bullettino della commissione archeologica comunale di Roma 76 
(1956–8):  45–118. On the Temple of Vesta in Rome, see 
Russell T. Scott, “Lavori e ricerche nell’area sacra di Vesta, 
1990–1991,” Quaderni di archeologia etrusco-italica:  archeolo-
gia laziale 11 (1993): 11–17. And on the Temple of Vesta in 
Tivoli: Axel Boëthius, Etruscan and Early Roman Architecture 
(Harmondsworth, UK: Penguin Books, 1978), p. 163.

 23 Eighteen columns comprise the outer colonnades of the 
Temple of Vesta in Tivoli and the Temple B in Rome.

 24 For Vitruvius’s rules of proportion, see On Architecture, vol. 
1, pp. 240–3 (4.8.1).

 25 By comparison, Brunelleschi designed his columns and 
capitals with ratios that come close to, but are not precisely, 
10:1. The ratios used in his buildings range from 9.75:1 in 
Santo Spirito, where there are pilasters, to 10.6:1 for the 
pilasters of San Lorenzo to 10.75:1 in the columns of the 
loggia of the Ospedale degli Innocenti. For these propor-
tions, see Howard Saalman, Filippo Brunelleschi: The Buildings 
(London:  Zwemmer, 1993), p.  399 and Kim W. Woods, 
Making Renaissance Art (London: Yale University Press in 
association with The Open University, 2007), p. 158.

 26 In a letter of 1413, Guarino da Verona says that Niccoli 
often measured Roman ruins and took special note of the 
height of the various parts (shafts, capitals) of columns; see 
Epistolario di Guarino Veronese, in Miscellanea di storia veneta 
(ser. 3, vols. 8, 11, and 14), ed. Remigio Sabbadini, 3 vols. 
(Venice: R. Deputazione veneta di storia patria, 1915–19), 
vol. 1, pp. 39–40. In his biography of Brunelleschi, Manetti 
reports that, after losing the competition for the baptistery 
doors in 1402, Brunelleschi and Donatello went to Rome, 
where Brunelleschi spent time studying, measuring, and 
drawing ancient architectural structures; see Manetti, The 
Life of Brunelleschi, pp. 52–3.

 27 On the proportions and measurements of the Round 
Temple, see Stamper, The Architecture of Roman Temples, 
p. 71 and table 5.1, p. 80.

 28 As suggested by Kenneth Clark, “Architectural 
Backgrounds in XVth Century Italian Painting – I,” The 
Arts 1 (1946): 12–24, esp. p. 18.

 29 Kenneth Clark, “Architectural Backgrounds in 
Renaissance Pictures,” Journal of the Royal Institute of 
British Architects 41 (1934): 325–38, esp. p. 330.

 30 Howard Saalman, “Filippo Brunelleschi: Capital Studies.” 
Saalman points out that artists and architects, led by 
Brunelleschi, developed this style of Corinthian capital, 
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which differed in its details from that designed and used 
by ancient architects.

 31 Masaccio inserted Composite columns into the Virgin’s 
throne in his Pisa Polyptych (1426), where they appear to 
either side of the Virgin and Christ. The painting addi-
tionally contains, in the back of the throne, Ionic columns 
and, in its upper level, pairs of Corinthian columns; see 
John Onians, Bearers of Meaning:  The Classical Orders in 
Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance (Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1988), pp. 137–8. On the 
identification of the columns in Santi Apostoli as a pos-
sible model for Michelozzo, see Richard A. Goldthwaite 
and W. Roger Rearick, “Michelozzo and the Ospedale di 
San Paolo in Florence,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen 
Institutes in Florenz 21 (1977): 221–306 but esp. p. 289, n. 55.

 32 On the palaces, see Francesco Quinterio, “Dai Medici 
ai Salviati:  nuovi itinerari nella committenza privata di 
Michelozzo,” and Pietro Ruschi, “Conferme micheloz-
ziane per il Palazzo di Dietisalvi Neroni a Firenze,” in 
Michelozzo:  scultore e architetto (1396–1472), ed. Gabriele 
Morolli (Florence:  Centro Di, 1998), pp. 45–54 and 
215–30; and Quinterio, “La costruzione del primo nucleo 
del Palazzo Salviati Borghese in via Ghibellina a Firenze 
(1439–1445),” Bollettino della Società di Studi Fiorentini 
1 (1997):  35–53. On San Paolo, see Goldthwaite and 
Rearick, “Michelozzo and the Ospedale di San Paolo in 
Florence,” pp. 221–306.

 33 Onians, Bearers of Meaning, p. 141.
 34 Ibid., p. 142.
 35 The presence of two hands seems to have resulted in the 

inclusion of two slightly different interpretations of the 
design of the Composite capitals in the Joseph panel. In 
the capitals of the three pilasters that border the back 
wall of Joseph’s palace, the volutes indeed emerge from 
a narrow space above the capital’s upper ring and below 
the abacus. In every other pilaster in the relief the capi-
tals contain only simple, small spherical elements deco-
rated with an S-curve and attached to the corners of the 
abacus. These spheres float in front of the corners rather 
than emerge out of the space beneath the abacus. This 
approach leaves the structural origins of the volutes’ 
emergent forms unexplained, and it is tempting to suggest 
that Ghiberti and Michelozzo, both experienced sculp-
tors and architects, left the task of chasing the granary’s 
capitals, as well as the one flanking the right side of the 
niche in which the enthroned Joseph sits and receives his 
brothers, to another member of Ghiberti’s workshop who 
used the three capitals Michelozzo chased as a guide but 
did not following his design in all of its details.

 36 As pointed out by Martin Bernal in Black Athena:  The 
Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization (Volume I:  The 
Fabrication of Ancient Greece: 1785–1985) (London: Free 
Association Books, 1987), pp. 98–101 and 111.

 37 Diodorus, The Library of History (Books I–II), pp. 90–1 and 
326–7 (1.28.2 and 1.96.1).

 38 John Monfasani, George of Trebizond: A Biography and a Study 
of His Rhetoric and Logic (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 
1976), pp. 69–70. Poggio’s was a loose and flawed trans-
lation that other scholars of Greek later revised; see 
E. B. Fryde, Humanism and Renaissance Historiography 
(London:  Hambledon Press, 1983), pp. 27–8 and 84–5. 
Guarino da Verona translated the first seventy-one chap-
ters of Herodotus’s Histories around 1416; see Arnaldo 
Momigliano, Secondo contributo alla storia degli studi clas-
sici (Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1960), p. 41. 
On the study and influence of Herodotus during the 
Renaissance, see Hérodote à la Renaissance. Étude réunies, 
ed. Susanna Gambino Longo (Turnhout: Brepols, 2012).

 39 Salutati, De laboribus Herculis, ed. Berthold L. Ullman, 
2  vols. (Zurich:  Aedibus Thesauri Mundi, 1951), vol. 2, 
p.  569 (4.15–21 and 25–9 on Greeks who traveled to 
Egypt).

 40 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p.  51 (for all references in this 
paragraph).

 41 Pliny, Natural History: Books 33–35, vol. 9, pp.  270–3 
(35.5.15).

 42 Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp. 46–47 (2.26) (for all 
references in this paragraph).

 43 For these dates, see Orsanmichele a Firenze/Orsanmichele, 
Florence, ed. Diane Finiello Zervas, 2 vols. (text and images) 
(Modena:  Franco Cosimo Panini, 1996), text volume, 
pp. 45 and 82. Ghiberti was a member of the confraternity 
of Orsanmichele and served as an operaio of the building; 
see Diane Finiello Zervas, “Lorenzo Monaco, Lorenzo 
Ghiberti and Orsanmichele:  Part II,” The Burlington 
Magazine 133 (1991):  812–19 but esp. pp.  815–16. Early 
in his career he also designed architectural elements for 
Orsanmichele. Giuseppe Marchini attributed the design 
of the two traceried portals installed on the west façade 
of Orsanmichele to Ghiberti, dating them to around 
1410; see Marchini, “Ghiberti, ‘ante litteram,’” Bollettino 
d’arte 50 (1965): 181–93, esp. p. 189 and Ghiberti architetto 
(Florence: La nuova Italia, 1978), p. 18. Ghiberti’s work at 
the church and membership in the confraternity surely 
gave him detailed knowledge of Orsanmichele’s archi-
tectural configuration. Of course, all Florentines would 
have known basic information about the building and its 
function, because all relied on the grain sold there for 
sustenance.

 44 Orsanmichele a Firenze/Orsanmichele, Florence, text volume, 
pp. 126–7.

 45 On the Sei del Biado, see Charles-M. de La Roncière, 
Prix et salaires à Florence au XIVe siècle (1280–1380) 
(Rome: École française de Rome, 1982), pp. 569–586 and 
Raymond De Roover, “Labour Conditions in Florence 
around 1400:  Theory, Policy and Reality,” in Florentine 
Studies:  Politics and Society in Renaissance Florence, ed. 
Nicolai Rubinstein (London: Faber, 1968), pp. 277–313, 
esp. pp. 286–9. The offices of the Sei, as well as their res-
idence and law court, had been located on the north 
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side of the piazza, in property previously owned by 
the Macci family; see Adrienne Atwell, “Ritual Trading 
at the Florentine Wool-Cloth Botteghe,” in Renaissance 
Florence: A Social History, ed. Roger J. Crum and John T. 
Paoletti (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 
pp. 182–215, esp. pp. 191 and 537, n. 30.

 46 Francesco Carabellese, La peste del 1348 e le condizioni della 
sanità pubblica in Toscana (Rocca San Casciano: Cappelli, 
1897), pp. 4–5.

 47 Diane Finiello Zervas, Orsanmichele. Documents: 1336–1452/
Documenti:  1336–1452 (Modena:  Franco Cosimo Panini, 
1996), p. 145 (doc. 353).

 48 Orsanmichele a Firenze/Orsanmichele, Florence, text volume, 
pp. 125–6 (for the dates provided in this paragraph).

 49 John Muendel, “The Internal Functions of a 14th-Century 
Florentine Flour Factory,” Technology and Culture 32 
(1991):  498–520 and “Medieval Urban Renewal:  The 
Communal Mills of the City of Florence, 1351–1382,” 
Journal of Urban History 17 (1991): 363–89.

 50 Muendel, “Medieval Urban Renewal,” pp. 377–9. Some 
2,400 bushels of flour were produced daily in 1423.

 51 The Florentine government subsidized grain heavily, 
especially in the decades before the Black Death, spend-
ing thousands of florins to be sure that grain could be 
purchased at affordable prices; see Giuliano Pinto, Il Libro 
del Biadaiolo: carestie e annona a Firenze dalla metà del ‘200 al 
1348 (Florence: Olschki, 1978), pp. 107–30 and Giuliano 
Pinto, La Toscana nel tardo Medio Evo. Ambiente, economia 
rurale, società (Florence: Sansoni, 1982), p. 369.

 52 On this statue, see David G. Wilkins, “Donatello’s Lost 
Dovizia for the Mercato Vecchio: Wealth and Charity as 
Florentine Civic Virtues,” Art Bulletin 65 (1983): 401–23 
and Sarah Blake Wilk, “Donatello’s Dovizia as an Image 
of Florentine Political Propaganda,” Artibus et Historiae 7 
(1986): 9–28.

 53 As suggested by Wilkins in “Donatello’s Lost Dovizia.”
 54 On the connection of the alimenta to the Dovizia, see 

Wilk, “Donatello’s Dovizia as an Image of Florentine 
Political Propaganda,” pp. 21–8.

 55 Lubbock, Storytelling in Christian Art from Giotto to 
Donatello, pp. 240–1.

 56 See, e.g., Caesarius of Arles’ discussion of the sale of 
Joseph in Sermons, trans. Mary Magdeleine Mueller, 3 vols. 
(Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 
1956–73), vol. 2 (1964), p. 40 (89.2).

 57 Due sermoni e la laudazione di Iosef di santo Effrem, ed. Achille 
Neri (Bologna: Gaetano Romagnoli, 1867), pp. 65–9. For 
a brief discussion of this work, see Robert R. Phenix, The 
Sermons on Joseph of Balai of Qenneshrin (Tübingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 2008), pp. 103–7. On Traversari’s translation of 
the text, see Stinger, Humanism and the Church Fathers,   
pp. 133 and 272–3, n. 181–2.

 58 Aeschines, The Speeches of Aeschines, trans. Charles Darwin 
Adams (London:  William Heinemann; New  York:  G. 
P. Putnam’s Sons, 1919), pp. 25–6 (1.28).

 59 On this type, see Margaret Bieber, “Roman Men in 
Greek Himation (Romani Palliati):  A  Contribution 
to the History of Copying,” Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society 103 (1959): 374–417.

 60 John Monfasani, “Humanism and Rhetoric,” in Renaissance 
Humanism: Foundations, Forms, and Legacy, ed. Albert Rabil 
Jr., 3  vols. (Philadelphia:  University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1988), vol. 3 (Humanism and the Disciplines), pp. 
171–235, esp. p. 179 and Aubrey Diller, “The Manuscript 
Tradition of Aeschines’ Orations,” Illinois Classical Studies 
4 (1979): 34–64, esp. p. 51.

 61 Niccolò da Poggibonsi, Libro d’Oltramare, ed. Alberto 
Bacchi della Lega, 2 vols. (Bologna: Gaetano Romagnoli, 
1881), vol. 1, p. 213.

CHAPTER 7 THE MOSES 

PANEL: SCULPTING THE DRAMA 

OF NATURE

 1 The Joseph panel also includes many figures, but primar-
ily because Ghiberti represents all of Joseph’s brothers in 
each of the scenes in which they play a part in the Bible. 
The Joseph relief contains a number of groups rather than 
the single crowd one finds in the Moses panel.

 2 Unless otherwise specified, biblical references in this 
chapter come from the book of Exodus. On artis-
tic representations of the giving of the law, see Israel 
Abrahams, “The Decalogue in Art,” in Studies in Jewish 
Literature, ed. David Philipson, David Neumark, and 
Julian Morgenstern (Berlin: G. Reimer, 1913), pp. 39–55; 
Theologos Chr. Aliprantis, Moses auf dem Berge Sinai. Die 
Ikonographie der Berufung des Moses und des Empfangs der 
Gesetzestafeln (Munich: Tuduv-Verlagsgesellschaft, 1986); 
and Massimo Leone, “The Iconography of the Giving 
of the Law: A Semiotic Overview,” in Law, Culture and 
Visual Studies, ed. Anne Wagner and Richard K. Sherwin 
(Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Springer, 2014), pp. 395–419. 
(Leone addresses, and questions, Krautheimer’s proposal 
of Ambrose as an important source at pp. 402–4; Ambrose, 
he points out, deals little with this scene.) On historical 
interpretations of the Exodus stories represented in the 
panel, see Scott M. Langston, Exodus through the Centuries 
(Malden, MA, and Oxford: Blackwell, 2006).

 3 Pope-Hennessy, “The Sixth Centenary of Ghiberti,” 
pp. 54–5.

 4 David L. Petersen, “Genesis and Family Values,” Journal of 
Biblical Literature 124 (2005): 5–23, esp. p. 11.

 5 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 96.
 6 This has been observed by Andrew Butterfield in “Art and 

Innovation in Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise,” in The Gates of 
Paradise: Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Renaissance Masterpiece, p. 26.

 7 The biblical text mentions lightning and thunder and 
describes the fearful appearance of Sinai. Interpreters 
frequently assumed that the mountain shook in these 
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moments. Ghiberti, who writes in the Commentaries that 
“earthquakes, lightning, and thunder” accompany the 
giving of the law, unquestionably accepted this interpre-
tation; see I commentarii, p. 96. For Ghiberti’s description, 
see below in this chapter, n. 14.

 8 Allan Marquand, discussing a terracotta relief at the 
Princeton University Art Museum representing part of 
the Moses panel, describes this group and, in particular, 
the bearded man; see his “A Terracotta Sketch by Lorenzo 
Ghiberti,” The American Journal of Archaeology and of the 
History of the Fine Arts 9 (1894): 206–11. Some have the-
orized that Ghiberti made this terracotta as a prepara-
tory model for the Moses relief. On this possibility, see 
Pamela B. Vandiver, “A Ceramic Plaque Representing 
a Part of the Moses Panel by Lorenzo Ghiberti in the 
East Baptistery Doors (Florence, Italy),” Materials Research 
Society Symposium Proceedings 1047 (2008): 71–88.

 9 Marquand, “A Terracotta Sketch by Lorenzo Ghiberti,” 
pp. 206–7.

 10 Dante, The Divine Comedy: Paradiso, vol. 1, pp.  240–5 
(21.136–142 and 22.1–18).

 11 For example, the soldier in the foreground who leans back 
with his right knee bent, his left leg extended, and his gaze 
directed toward the sky derives either from a Bacchic sar-
cophagus that was, in the fifteenth century, in Santa Maria 
Maggiore in Rome (it is now at the British Museum in 
London; Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 348) or from a 
now-lost statue of Marsyas playing the pipes (see Phyllis Pray 
Bober and Ruth Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists and Antique 
Sculpture:  A  Handbook of Sources [London and Turnhout: 
Harvey Miller Publishers, 2010], pp. 79–80 [entry 30]).

 12 Ghiberti’s Moses receives two rectangular tablets, a stan-
dard type in late medieval and Italian Renaissance art; 
see Ruth Mellinkoff, “The Round-Topped Tablets of 
the Law: Sacred Symbol and Emblem of Evil,” Journal of 
Jewish Art 1 (1974): 28–43, esp. p. 29 and n. 11, citing G. 
B. Sarfatti, “The Tables of the Covenant as a Symbol of 
Judaism,” Tarbiz 29 (1960): 370–93.

 13 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 114–15.
 14 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p.  96:  “Nel septimo quadro è 

come Moyses riceve le tavole in sul monte e come a mezo 
il monte rimase Iosuè, e come il popolo si maravigla de 
tremuoti saette e tuoni; e come il popolo sta a piè del 
monte, tutto stupefatto.”

 15 On painted images of natural phenomena from the four-
teenth century, see R. J. M. Olson and J. M. Pasachoff, 
“Comets, Meteors, and Eclipses:  Art and Science in 
Early Renaissance Italy,” Meteoritics and Planetary Science 
37 (2002):  1563–78 and Roberta J.  M. Olson, “Pietro 
Lorenzetti’s Dazzling Meteor Showers,” Apollo 149 
(1999): 3–10. On medieval ideas about comets, see Latin 
Treatises on Comets between 1238 and 1368 A.D., ed. Lynn 
Thorndike (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1950).

 16 Ghiberti, I commentarii, pp.  87–8. On this painting, of 
which only fragments remain, see the following by Max 

Seidel: “Gli affreschi di Ambrogio Lorenzetti nel Chiostro 
di San Francesco a Siena:  ricostruzione e datazione,” 
Prospettiva 18 (1979): 10–20; “Wiedergefundene Fragmente 
eines Hauptwerks von Ambrogio Lorenzetti: Ergebnisse 
der Restaurierungen im Kloster von S.  Francesco in 
Siena,” Pantheon 36 (1978): 119–27; and “A Rediscovered 
Masterpiece by Ambrogio Lorenzetti:  On the 
Restorations in the Convent of San Francesco at Siena,” 
in Seidel, Italian Art of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, 
2 vols. (Venice: Marsilio, 2005), vol. 1, pp. 399–408.

 17 On this, see Amanda Lillie, “Sculpting the Air: Donatello’s 
Narratives of the Environment,” in Depth of Field: Relief 
Sculpture in Renaissance Italy, ed. Donal Cooper and 
Marika Leino (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2007), pp. 97–124.

 18 Aristotle first mentions the exhalations in Meteorologica 
1.4 (at 341b); see Meteorologica, pp. 28–9. On Heraclitus’s 
ideas, which are reported by Diogenes Laertius, see 
David Wiggins, “Heraclitus’ Conceptions of Flux, Fire 
and Material Persistence,” in Language and Logos: Studies 
in Ancient Greek Philosophy Presented to G.  E. L.  Owen, 
ed. Malcolm Schofield and Martha Craven Nussbaum 
(Cambridge:  Cambridge University Press, 1982), pp. 
1–32, esp. pp. 18–19. At least six copies of Aristotle’s text 
(dating from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries) 
were, it seems, available for consultation in the library 
of Santa Croce in the fifteenth century; see Pieter L. 
Schoonheim, Aristotle’s Meteorology in the Arabico-Latin 
Tradition:  A  Critical Edition of the Texts, with Introduction 
and Indices (Leiden, The Netherlands, and Boston: Brill, 
2000), pp. 177–8. On the book’s popularity in the Middle 
Ages, see Otto Gilbert, Die meteorologischen Theorien 
des griechischen Altertums (Leipzig:  B.  G. Teubner, 1907). 
The theory of the exhalations is connected to the idea-
tion of sixteenth-century sculptures in Michael W. Cole, 
“The Medici Mercury and the Breath of Bronze,” in Large 
Bronzes in the Renaissance, ed. Peta Motture [Studies in the 
History of Art, Center for Advanced Study in the Visual 
Arts, Symposium Papers XLI] (New Haven, CT, and 
London: Yale University Press; Washington, DC: National 
Gallery of Art, 2003), pp. 129–53.

 19 Aristotle, Meteorologica, pp. 222–5 (2.9.369a).
 20 Seneca, Naturales Quaestiones, vol. 1, pp. 184–5 (2.54.1–3).
 21 Pliny, Natural History: Books 1–2, vol. 1, pp.  252–5 (2.42 

and 2.43.112–13).
 22 Fanelli, “I libri di Messer Palla di Nofri Strozzi 

(1372–1462),” p. 69 (entry 31).
 23 Dante, The Divine Comedy:  Purgatorio, vol. 1, pp.  226–9 

(21.49–57).
 24 Seneca, Naturales Quaestiones, vol. 1, pp.  126–7 (2.16.1) 

and pp.  188–91 (2.57.1–4) and Aristotle, Meteorologica, 
pp. 224–7 (2.9.369b).

 25 Pliny, Natural History: Books 1–2, vol. 1, pp. 254–5 (2.43.112).
 26 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 2, 

pp. 89–90 (13.8.1–2).
 27 Ibid., vol. 2, p. 90 (13.9.1–2).
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 28 Lucretius, T. Lucreti Cari De rerum natura libri sex, p. 168 
(6.160–3).

 29 Latini, Tresor, pp. 146–7 (1.106.7). This is my translation.
 30 Ibid., pp. 148–9 (1.106.8). This is my translation.
 31 See, e.g., the commentary written around 1390 and 

published as Chiose sopra Dante, ed. G.  Lord Vernon 
(Florence:  Piatti, 1846), p.  422:  “e ivi combattendo 
insieme iventi cholle nuvole rinchiudendosi e incharcie-
randosi eglino in quelle e spinte giu dalchalore disopra 
allora ingienera iltuono elbaleno.”

 32 Pseudo-Dionysius, Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, 
p. 187 (333D–336A).

 33 Beatus of Liébana, Beati in Apocalipsin libri duodecim, ed. 
Henry A. Sanders (Rome: American Academy in Rome, 
1930), p. 360 (4.7.1–2): “quattuor angeli et quattuor venti 
unum sunt.”

 34 E.g., Seneca, Naturales Quaestiones, vol. 1, pp.  184–5 
(2.54.1).

 35 On medieval ideas about sound, see C. M. Woolgar, 
“Sound and Hearing,” in The Senses in Late Medieval 
England (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2006), 
pp. 63–83. I return to the issue of sound in Chapter 8.

 36 Aristotle, On the Soul. Parva naturalia. On Breath, pp. 138–9 
(2.12.424b9–14). Ironically, the Aristotelian tradition, 
largely reliant on another of Aristotle’s works, De sensu, 
denied the materiality of sound. On such interpretations, 
see Charles Burnett, “Perceiving Sound in the Middle 
Ages,” in Hearing History: A Reader, ed. Mark M. Smith 
(Athens, GA:  University of Georgia Press, 2004), pp. 
69–84, esp. pp. 79–80.

 37 Burnett, “Perceiving Sound in the Middle Ages,” p. 80.
 38 Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 1, pp. 266–7 (5.3.6): “Vox 

autem ut spiritus fluens aeris, et actu sensibilis auditu.” 
The association between sound and touch in Vitruvius 
is perhaps even more specific. Certain manuscripts of 
Vitruvius’s treatise contain “tactu” in place of “actu,” 
the former communicating the idea that sound is per-
ceptible to hearing through some tactile interaction (see, 
e.g., Vitruvii De architectura libri decem, p.  109 [and note 
for line 20]). Most manuscripts that contain this variant 
derive from the so-called “G family” of manuscripts of 
De architectura, named after the oldest exemplar of the 
group, the Codex Guelferbytanus Gudianus 69 in the 
Herzog-August Bibliothek in Wolfenbüttel. According to 
Scaglia (“A Translation of Vitruvius and Copies of Late 
Antique Drawings in Buonaccorso Ghiberti’s Zibaldone,” 
p. 8), the manuscript used by Ghiberti probably derived 
from the other major group, the “H family,” but because 
Ghiberti’s copy of the manuscript has not been identified 
it is ultimately impossible to know what word – “actu” 
or “tactu”  – he read. On the various major groups of 
manuscripts of Vitruvius, see J.-P. Chausserie-Laprée, “Un 
nouveau stemma vitruvien,” Revue des études latines 47 
(1969): 347–77, esp. pp. 376–7.

 39 Burnett, “Perceiving Sound in the Middle Ages,” p. 80.

 40 Aristotle mentions this in De mundo; see On Sophistical 
Refutations. On Coming-To-Be and Passing-Away. On the 
Cosmos, trans. E.  S. Forster and D.  J. Furley (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press; London: William Heinemann, 
1955), pp. 368–9 (4.395a6–9); Seneca, Naturales Quaestiones, 
vol. 2, pp. 80–1 (5.4.1) and pp. 96–9 (5.14.1–2); and Pliny, 
Natural History; Books 1–2, vol. 1, pp. 256–7 (2.44.115).

 41 Alhazen, Alhacen’s Theory of Visual Perception:  A  Critical 
Edition, vol. 1, p. 3 and vol. 2, p. 343 (1.1.1–15).

 42 Dante, The Divine Comedy:  Paradiso, vol. 1, pp.  336–9 
(30.46–51).

 43 As described by John Shearman in Only Connect . . . Art 
and the Spectator in the Italian Renaissance (Washington, 
DC:  The National Gallery of Art; Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992), p. 33.

 44 On Aristotle’s ideas about earthquakes, see Paul Lettinck, 
Aristotle’s Meteorology and its Reception in the Arab World 
(Leiden, The Netherlands, and Boston:  Brill, 1999), pp. 
209–12.

 45 Dante, The Divine Comedy:  Purgatorio, vol. 1, pp.  228–9 
(21.52–72) and The Divine Comedy: Inferno, vol. 1, pp. 32–3 
(3.130–6).

 46 Francesco da Buti, Commento di Francesco da Buti 
sopra la Divina Comedia di Dante Allighieri, vol. 1, 
p.  106:  “Naturalmente nelle caverne della terra entra 
spesse volte il vento, e fa tremare la terra cercando d’uscire 
fuori, e conviene che la terra rompa in alcuno luogo e 
quindi esca il vento.”

 47 Kaborycha, “Copying Culture:  Fifteenth-Century 
Florentines and Their Zibaldoni,” p. 7.

 48 Aristotle, Meteorologica, pp. 212–15 (2.8.367a–b).
 49 Ibid., pp. 222–3 (2.8.368b–369a).
 50 Pliny, Natural History: Books 1–2, vol. 1, pp. 326–7 (2.83.196).
 51 Seneca, Naturales Quaestiones, vol. 1, pp. 146–7 (2.29.1) and 

pp. 164–5 (2.40.3).
 52 Pliny, Natural History: Books 33–35, vol. 9, pp.  332–33 

(35.36.96) (according to this translation, Apelles painted 
“things that cannot be represented in pictures”).

 53 Ancient writers describe various types of lightning: the 
kind that brightly illuminates the clouds or the sky; heat 
lightning; and lightning that emerges as a bolt from the 
sky and touches the ground. For a discussion of these dif-
ferent types, see again Seneca, Naturales Quaestiones, vol. 1, 
pp. 188–91 (2.57.3–4).

 54 Decades after Ghiberti finished the Gates, Castiglione, in 
the The Courtier, described a discussion of the paragone of 
the arts between the sculptor Gian Cristoforo Romano 
and Count Ludovico da Canossa, attributing to the latter 
the opinion that painting surpasses sculpture because it 
can depict certain phenomena, often natural ones, more 
vividly than can sculpture. In paint, he says, it is possible 
to portray a burning city, a dark night, the beauty of a 
purple and gold sunrise, or lightning and thunderbolts. 
See Baldassare Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, trans. 
George Bull (Harmondsworth, UK: Penguin, 1967), p. 99.
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 55 Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp. 7–8.
 56 See, e.g., Joshua 8:31, 1 Kings 2:3, Nehemiah 8:1, Matthew 

19:7–8, and Acts 15:1.
 57 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, 

p.  218 (6.2.1) and L’Ottimo Commento della Divina 
Commedia [Andrea Lancia], ed. Alessandro Torri, 3  vols. 
(Pisa: N. Capurro, 1827–9), vol. 2 (1828), p. 522: “[Moses] 
scrisse li cinque libri della Bibbia, il Genesi, della genera-
zione del mondo, e dell’esordio della umana generazione, 
e divisione della terra, e confusione delli linguaggi; Esodo, 
delle dieci piaghe d’Egitto, e de’ dieci comandamenti, e 
de’ precetti divini; Levitico, de’ sacrifizj; Numeri, delle man-
sioni del popolo di Dio per quaranta anni; Deuteronomio, 
seconda legge, e prefigurazione dello Evangelio” (com-
ment on Purgatorio 29.143).

 58 BR 1655, 1v: “Son cierto che lle mie forzi disingniali et 
nobile al peso di volere riduciere di Latino in volghare 
sofficientemente il primo libro della bibia che si chiama 
inebreo ‘riresichi’ che il latino vol dire gienesis. È uno 
de’ principali de’ cinque libri che tutti e’ cinque si chia-
mano il pentateo di Moise al quale Moise huomo giusto 
et santo Iddio padre nipotente parlò in sul monte Sinai 
dandogli la legge.”

CHAPTER 8 THE JOSHUA PANEL: THE 

FATE OF ART

 1 Domenico da Prato, “Risposta dello anzidetto ser 
Domenico al prefato messer Antonio, in vice della 
città di Firenze,” in Commissioni di Rinaldo degli Albizzi 
per il comune di Firenze dal 1399 al 1433, vol. 2 (1869), 
p.  85:  “Ginocchion sol con gli occhi inver te monto; 
/ Con man giunte, i tuoi aiuti / Priego che non stian 
muti: / Col voler puoi tal laccio avermi sciolto. / Già 
fu il tuo popol via più stretto e involto / Per più fiate, e 
sole / Le preghiere al tuo Sole / Fer romper ogni volta 
lor catene. / Piacciati, Signor mio, per quella spene / 
Ch’abbiàn vederti in carne, / D’esto periglio trarne. / 
Come da Iosuè, per te, scacciati / Fur gli Ammorrei, e gli 
altri subgiogati.” On this exchange of poems, see Hans 
Baron, The Crisis of the Early Italian Renaissance: Civic 
Humanism and Republican Liberty in an Age of Classicism 
and Tyranny (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1966), pp. 382–3. On Domenico da Prato, see Antonio 
Lanza, Firenze contro Milano (1390–1440) (Rome:  De 
Rubeis, 1991), pp. 128–9, and, for the text of the entire 
poem, pp. 313–16.

 2 In this chapter all biblical references come from the book 
of Joshua, unless otherwise specified.

 3 For the documents recording this commission, 
see Il Duomo di Firenze, ed. Giovanni Poggi, 2  vols. 
(Berlin: Bruno Cassirer Editore, 1909; Florence: Edizioni 
Medicea, 1988 [anastatic reprint with additional volume, 
ed. Margaret Haines]), vol. 1, pp. 76–7 (docs. 416–21).

 4 J. J. Byam Shaw, “Vier ansichten von Florenz von Israel 
Silvestre,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes 
in Florenz 8 (1959):  174–8. Fifteenth-century writers 
describe the statue in place atop the north tribune; see, 
e.g., Giovanni Chellini, Le ricordanze di Giovanni Chellini 
da San Miniato, ed. Maria Teresa Sillano (Milan:  Franco 
Angeli, 1984), p. 218.

 5 For documents recording the commission and comple-
tion of the statue, see Il Duomo di Firenze, vol. 1, pp. 37 
and 42 (docs. 221 and 250); on the project, see Raghna 
and Nic. Stang, “Donatello e il Giosuè per il Campanile di 
S. Maria del Fiore alla luce dei documenti,” Acta ad archae-
ologiam et artium historiam pertinentia, Institutum Romanum 
Norvegiae 1 (1962): 113–30.

 6 For analysis of the structure and date of the book of 
Joshua, the source for the stories in the Joshua panel, 
see the following commentaries:  Martin Noth, Das 
Buch Josua (Tübingen:  J. C.  B. Mohr, 1953); Richard 
S. Hess, Joshua:  An Introduction and Commentary 
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1996), pp. 17–62; 
Richard D. Nelson, Joshua:  A  Commentary (Louisville, 
KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1997), pp. 1–24; and 
Marten H. Woudstra, The Book of Joshua (Grand Rapids, 
MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1981), 
pp. 3–51.

 7 Louis Réau, Iconographie de l’art chrétien, 3  vols. in 6 
(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1956), vol. 2, pt. 1, 
p. 221.

 8 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, p. 210 
(5.39.10). Isidore takes this idea from Virgil; see Eclogues. 
Georgics. Aeneid: 1–6, pp. 184–5 (3.113–14).

 9 For another, earlier example of the use of stones to con-
struct a monument in the Bible, see Genesis 31:45–52.

 10 Elie Assis, “A Literary Approach to Complex 
Narratives: An Examination of Joshua 3–4,” in The Book 
of Joshua, ed. Ed Noort (Leuven, Belgium:  Uitgeverij 
Peeters, 2012), pp. 401–13.

 11 Marsilius of Padua, Defensor pacis, trans. Alan Gewirth 
(New  York:  Columbia University Press, 2001), pp. 
9–12 (1.3).

 12 On the extensive Joshua cycle at Santa Maria Maggiore, 
see Suzanne Spain, “The Program of the Fifth Century 
Mosaics of Santa Maria Maggiore” (PhD diss., New York 
University, 1968), pp.  13–14 and Beat Brenk, Die früh-
christlichen Mosaiken in S.  Maria Maggiore zu Rom 
(Weisbaden: Franz Steiner, 1975), pp. 122–4.

 13 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 349.
 14 On images of Meleager on ancient sarcophagi, and on 

the particular Meleager sarcophagus (second century CE) 
that likely inspired the poses in Ghiberti’s Joshua panel, 
see Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists and Antique 
Sculpture: A Handbook of Sources, pp. 155–9, esp. pp. 158–9 
(entry 117).

 15 On the specific ancient sarcophagus that might have 
inspired the comments in On Painting, see Alberti, 
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Della pittura, ed. Luigi Mallè (Florence:  Sansoni, 1950), 
p. 89, n. 2.

 16 On this scene, see Paul Zanker and Björn C. Ewald, Living 
with Myths: The Imagery of Roman Sarcophagi, trans. Julia 
Slater (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 66.

 17 For an in-depth discussion of ancient theories about 
the formation of stone that I  rely on in this paragraph, 
see John F. Healy, Pliny the Elder on Science and Technology 
(New  York:  Oxford University Press, 1999), pp. 174–8. 
On the same topic, see also his Mining and Metallurgy in the 
Greek and Roman World (London: Thames and Hudson, 
1978), esp. pp. 15–19.

 18 Plato, The Timaeus of Plato, pp. 218–19 (25.60b–c).
 19 Ibid., pp. 222–5 (25.61a–c).
 20 Aristotle, Meteorologica, pp.  286–9 and 330–1 (378a–b 

and 383b).
 21 On Aristotle’s discussion of the formation of stone by the 

dry exhalation, see D. E. Eichholz, “Aristotle’s Theory of 
the Formation of Metals and Minerals,” Classical Quarterly 
43 (1949): 141–6, esp. pp. 143–5.

 22 Theophrastus, On Stones, ed. and trans. Earle R. Caley and 
John F. C. Richards (Columbus: Ohio State University 
Press, 1956), p. 45 (1–3).

 23 Ibid., p.  51 (27). Pliny, who consulted Theophrastus in 
writing the Natural History, does not address the forma-
tion of hard stone but does support the idea that min-
erals first exist in an aqueous state. In his discussion of 
the mineral fluorspar he writes that it starts as a liquid 
and becomes solid and hard through the application of 
heat (“calor”) or some dry exhalation; see Pliny, Natural 
History:  Books 36–37, trans. D. E. Eichholz (Cambridge, 
MA:  Harvard University Press, 2006), vol. 10 (in the 
10-volume Loeb Natural History), pp. 178–9 (37.8.21). The 
translator, Eichholz, writes that “calor” should be trans-
lated as “a dry, potentially fiery exhalation”; see p.  179, 
note c.

 24 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 295.
 25 Alexander, “Dante and the Form of the Land,” p. 46.
 26 For Avicenna’s discussion of stone formation, as well as a 

brief introduction to his ideas on the subject, see A Source 
Book in Medieval Science, ed. Edward Grant (Cambridge, 
MA:  Harvard University Press, 1974), pp. 615–20. The 
text, in Arabic original and Latin translation, is in De 
congelatione et conglutinatione lapidum, Being Sections of the 
Kitâb al-Shifâ‘, ed. and trans. E.  J. Holmyard and D.  C. 
Mandeville (Paris: Paul Geuthner, 1927).

 27 Albertus Magnus, Book of Minerals, trans. Dorothy Wyckoff 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), p. 31; for his more general 
ideas on the generation of stone, see p. 23. On Albertus’s 
popularity in late medieval and early Renaissance Italy, 
see Edward P. Mahoney, “Albert the Great and the 
Studio Patavino in the Late Fifteenth and Early Sixteenth 
Centuries,” in Albertus Magnus and the Sciences, ed. James 
A. Weisheipl (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval 
Studies, 1980), pp. 537–63, esp. pp.  541–2 and Martin 

Grabmann, Mittelalterliches Geistesleben: Abhandlungen zur 
Geschichte der Scholastik und Mystik, 3 vols. (Munich: Max 
Hueber, 1926–56), vol. 2 (1944), pp. 290, 395–400, 
and 407–8.

 28 Ovid, Metamorphoses, vol. 1, pp. 224–5 (4.654–62).
 29 On the alloys used to cast the panels, which vary in their 

combination of copper, tin, lead, zinc, iron, nickel, silver 
(in trace amounts), and antimony, see Marco Ferretti and 
Salvatore Siano, “The Gilded Bronze Panels of the Porta 
del Paradiso by Lorenzo Ghiberti:  Non-Destructive 
Analyses Using X-Ray Fluorescence,” Applied Physics 
A: Materials Science and Processing 90 (2008): 97–100, esp. 
p. 99, table 1.

 30 E.g., Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 62 (for mention of copper), 
p. 90 (bronze and gold), and p. 95 (brass).

 31 Ghiberti spent a great deal of time in Venice in 1424. 
Krautheimer (Lorenzo Ghiberti, p.  399 [doc.  154] and 
p. 408 [dig. 107]) suggests that he was there between May 
and October, and he was in the city again at the end of the 
year, between October and November, in the entourage 
of the Florentine ambassador Palla Strozzi; see Margaret 
Haines, “Ghiberti’s Trip to Venice,” pp.  57–63. He was 
probably in Venice once more in 1430 (Krautheimer, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 412 [dig. 161]), and he possibly stayed 
there into 1431, when, during the first half of the year, he 
was not being paid by the Cathedral Opera, which had 
been giving him a salary for his contributions to the dome 
project (see Margaret Haines, “Myth and Management in 
the Construction of Brunelleschi’s Cupola,” I Tatti Studies 
14–15 [2011–12]: 47–101, esp. pp. 56–7). There have been 
no sustained investigations of the origins of the metal that 
Ghiberti used to cast his works, but evidence strongly 
suggests that, for figural elements, he preferred bronze or 
brass from Venice. The copper for his statue of St. Matthew 
at Orsanmichele was purchased in Venice through the 
intervention of Giovanni di Bicci de’ Medici, acting on 
behalf of the Arte del Cambio; see Alfred Doren, Das 
Aktenbuch für Ghibertis Matthäus-Statue an Or San Michele 
zu Florenz (Berlin: Bruno Cassirer, 1906), pp. 31–2 and 
Glasser, “Artists’ Contracts of the Early Renaissance,” 
p. 101. A large amount of brass used in his shrine of St. 
Zenobius in 1434 was purchased in Venice (Il Duomo di 
Firenze, vol. 1, p. 183 [doc. 918]). And a large quantity – 
four thousand pounds – of Venetian brass was purchased 
for Ghiberti’s St. Stephen at Orsanmichele (Krautheimer, 
Lorenzo Ghiberti, p.  388 [doc.  111]). Much of the metal 
(called “ottone” – brass) for the massive framework, cast 
in one piece for each valve, of the Gates of Paradise came 
from Flanders and was purchased by the Calimala in the 
1440s (Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 368 [doc. 19] and 
p. 371 [doc. 38]).

 32 This procedure was followed in the late 1440s for the 
casting of Donatello’s Gattamelata, when the copper-
smith Andrea Conti used an alloy specially mixed in 
Venice to cast the statue from Donatello’s wax models. 
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On this, see Andrea Calore, “Andrea Conti ‘da le Caldiere’ 
e l’opera di Donatello a Padova,” in Contributi donatelliani 
(Padua: Centro studi antoniani, 1996), pp. 7–33, esp. p. 16.

 33 For this information, see Salvatore Siano, Piero Bertelli, 
Ferdinando Marinelli, and Marcello Miccio, “Casting 
the Panels of the Gates of Paradise,” in The Gates of 
Paradise:  Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Renaissance Masterpiece, 
pp. 141–55, esp. pp. 147–8.

 34 For a review of ancient theories on the formation of 
metals (and minerals), see R. J. Forbes, Studies in Ancient 
Technology, 9  vols. (Leiden, The Netherlands:  Brill, 
1955–64), vol. 7 (1963), pp. 67–79.

 35 Plato, The Timaeus of Plato, pp. 210–15 (24.58d–59b).
 36 Aristotle, Meteorologica, pp. 286–9 (378a–b).
 37 Ibid., pp. 364–5 (389a). Theophrastus devoted little space 

to the formation of metal because his treatise focuses on 
stones and minerals, but he does state, at the text’s begin-
ning, that metals “come from water”; see Theophrastus, 
On Stones, p. 45 (1).

 38 Avicenna, De congelatione et conglutinatione lapidum, Being 
Sections of the Kitâb al-Shifâ‘, p. 34.

 39 Plutarch’s Lives:  Pericles and Fabius Maximus; Nicias and 
Crassus, trans. Bernadotte Perrin, 10 vols. (London: William 
Heinemann; New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1916), vol. 3 
(in the 10-volume Loeb Plutarch’s Lives), pp. 90–1 (31.4).

 40 On the Athena Parthenos and her shield, see Claire 
Cullen Davison, with the collaboration of Birte 
Lundgreen, Pheidias:  The Sculptures and Ancient Sources, 
ed. Geoffrey B. Waywell, 3  vols. (London:  Institute of 
Classical Studies, School of Advanced Study, University 
of London, 2009), esp. vol. 1, pp. 94–117 (for transcrip-
tions of ancient sources commenting on the shield, see 
the relevant entries in vol. 2). For Pliny’s description, 
which, McHam suggests (Pliny and the Artistic Culture of 
the Italian Renaissance, pp.  115–16), very likely made an 
impression on Ghiberti, see his Natural History: Books 
36–37, vol. 10, pp.  14–15 (36.4.18). Woods-Marsden also 
suggests that descriptions of Pheidias’s self-portrait might 
have influenced Ghiberti’s decision to place his own por-
trait bust on the Gates in a classicizing clipeus frame, even 
though the ancient sources report that Pheidias inte-
grated his figure into the Amazonomachy narrative; see 
Woods-Marsden, Renaissance Self-Portrature, p. 65. A num-
ber of ancient and medieval authors mention the pres-
ence of the self-portrait on the shield without describing 
the scene – the Amazonomachy – in which it appeared. 
Many sources describe Pheidias’s decision to integrate 
the portrait into the sculpture so that, if it were removed, 
the statue would fall apart. See the following:  W. L. 
Lorimer, The Text Tradition of Pseudo-Aristotle “De mundo” 
(London:  Humphrey Milford/Oxford University 
Press, 1924), pp. 84–7 (399b–400a); Dio Chrysostom, 
Discourses 12–30, trans. J. W. Cohoon (London:  William 
Heinemann; New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1939), vol. 
2 (in the 5-volume Loeb Dio Chrysostom), pp.  8–11 

(Twelfth/Olympic Discourse); Apuleius, “De mundo,” 
in Apuleius, ed. Francesco Semi, 4  vols. (Pisa:  Giardini, 
1991–2), vol. 4, p. 125 (33); Cicero, Tusculan Disputations, 
trans. J. E. King (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University 
Press; London:  William Heinemann, 1945), pp. 40–1 
(1.15.34); Valerius Maximus, Memorable Doings and 
Sayings, ed. and trans. D. R.  Shackleton Bailey, 2  vols. 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2000), vol. 2, 
pp. 274–5 (8.14.6); Petrarch’s Remedies for Fortune Fair and 
Foul: A Modern English Translation of De remediis utriusque 
fortune, trans. Conrad H. Rawski, 5  vols. (Bloomington 
and Indianapolis:  Indiana University Press, 1991), vol. 3, 
p. 204 (88).

 41 The medium of the shield’s relief elements is unknown. 
Davison and Lundgreen suggest that the figures were 
made of gilded bronze in Pheidias:  The Sculptures and 
Ancient Sources, vol. 1, p. 94.

 42 Paul Barolsky, Michelangelo’s Nose: A Myth and Its Maker 
(University Park:  Pennsylvania State University Press, 
1990), p.  107 and The Faun in the Garden:  Michelangelo 
and the Poetic Origins of Italian Renaissance Art (University 
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), pp. 66–8.

 43 Charles Seymour, Michelangelo’s David: A Search for Identity 
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1967).

 44 Creighton Gilbert explores Ghiberti’s concerns about 
the damage and destruction of art in “Ghiberti on the 
Destruction of Art,” I Tatti Studies 6 (1995): 135–44. On the 
theme, see also Christian, Empire without End: Antiquities 
Collections in Renaissance Rome, c. 1350–1527, pp. 40–5. And 
on the tradition of discussions  – earlier and later than 
Ghiberti  – of the loss of ancient culture, which often 
attribute the destruction of pagan images to Gregory 
the Great, see Tilmann Buddensieg, “Gregory the Great, 
The Destroyer of Pagan Idols: The History of a Medieval 
Legend Concerning the Decline of Ancient Art and 
Literature,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 
28 (1965): 44–65.

 45 Gilbert, “Ghiberti on the Destruction of Art,” pp. 137–41 
and Ghiberti, I commentarii, pp. 83 and 108–9.

 46 Gilbert, “Ghiberti on the Destruction of Art,” p. 138 and 
Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 86.

 47 Gilbert, “Ghiberti on the Destruction of Art,” pp. 141–2 
and Ghiberti, I commentarii, pp.  90–1. On Gusmin, see 
Richard Krautheimer, “Ghiberti and Master Gusmin,” Art 
Bulletin 29 (1947): 25–35.

 48 One might also identify this structure as the house of 
Rahab, a prostitute who, in the earlier sections of the book 
of Joshua, hides Israelite spies sent to Jericho to recon-
noiter the city (2:1). Jericho’s king learns that they are in 
the city and demands that Rahab hand them over, but 
rather than give them up she denies that they are in her 
house and hides them (2:3–7). She goes to speak to them 
and promises to keep them safe as long as the Hebrews 
spare her and her family when they eventually attack 
(2:12–13). After the spies’ pursuers leave the city (2:7), she 
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lets them out of her house, which, states the text, was built 
directly adjacent to the walls of Jericho (2:15), a position 
that approximates the placement of the hexagonal build-
ing in the Joshua panel next to the crenellated city wall. 
In the New Testament, Rahab is listed among the ances-
tors of Christ (Matthew 1:5), making the inclusion of the 
cross a way of referring proleptically to her role as Christ’s 
direct, lineal predecessor. Moreover, according to medi-
eval Christian interpretation, Rahab and her house were 
understood as a type for the church, an idea that perhaps 
explains the similarity of her home – the seat of her fam-
ily – to a church; see Douglas S. Earl, Reading Joshua as 
Christian Scripture (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 
pp. 145–6.

 49 On artists who “thematized” hands, see Geraldine A. 
Johnson, “The Art of Touch in Early Modern Italy,” in 
Art and the Senses, ed. Francesca Bacci and David Melcher 
(Oxford:  Oxford University Press, 2011), pp. 59–84, 
esp. p. 79.

 50 Johnson, in “The Art of Touch in Early Modern Italy,” 
p. 79, mentions these examples.

 51 On ideas about the connection between touch and art in 
Renaissance Italy, see Johnson, “The Art of Touch in Early 
Modern Italy” and “Touch, Tactility, and the Reception 
of Sculpture in Early Modern Italy,” in A Companion to 
Art Theory, ed. Paul Smith and Carolyn Wilde (Oxford 
and Malden, MA:  Blackwell, 2002), pp. 61–74; and 
François Quiviger, “Relief Is in the Mind: Observations 
on Renaissance Low Relief Sculpture,” in Depth of 
Field: Relief Sculpture in Renaissance Italy, pp. 169–89. For 
an analysis of the subject over a longer period, see James 
Hall, “Sight Versus Touch,” in The World as Sculpture: The 
Changing Status of Sculpture from the Renaissance to the 
Present Day (London:  Chatto and Windus, 1999), pp. 
80–103.

 52 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 108: “nessuna cosa il viso scor-
geva, se non col tatto la mano la trovava.” Here “viso” 
does not mean “face,” as it does in modern Italian, but 
rather refers to the gaze, the mind, or the intellect. For 
this meaning, see the entries for “viso” in Giacomo 
Devoto and Gian Carlo Oli, Dizionario della lingua itali-
ana (Florence: Le Monnier, 1971), p. 2671 and Salvatore 
Battaglia, Grande dizionario della lingua italiana, 21  vols. 
(Turin: UTET, 2002), vol. 21, p. 924 (6). Dante uses “viso” 
to refer to sight or vision in The Divine Comedy: Paradiso, 
vol. 1, pp. 72–3 (7.34).

 53 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 108: “À moltissime dolceze, le 
quali el viso no·lle comprende, né con forte luce, né con 
temperata, solo la mano a toccarla la truova.” Here pre-
sumably Ghiberti meant to write, or wrote in his original 
text, “le truova” rather than “la truova” in order to make 
clear the connection between the first part of the sentence 
and its last clause (“solo la mano a toccarla la truova”).

 54 In some of Ghiberti’s bronzes the metal shell is very thin; 
the shell of the St. John for Orsanmichele, for example, is 

around, and sometimes less than, five millimeters thick; 
see Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 75.

 55 On Ghiberti’s casting process, I  follow Bewer et  al., 
“Reconstructing the Casting Technique of Lorenzo 
Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise.”

 56 The unusual appearance of this section of the reverse of 
the Joshua relief is noted in Bewer et al., “Reconstructing 
the Casting Technique of Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Gates of 
Paradise,” p. 161.

 57 On the St. Peter, see Joseph Wittig, “Die Geschichte 
der Petrusbronze in der Peterskirche in Rom,” 
Romische Quartalschrift für christliche Altertumskunde und 
Kirchengeschichte 27 (1913):  124–31; Mario Salmi, “Il 
problema della statua bronzea di s.  Pietro nella basil-
ica vaticana,” Commentari 11 (1960):  22–9; Margherita 
Guarducci, “Riflessioni sulla statua bronzea di San 
Pietro nella Basilica Vaticana,” Xenia 16 (1988):  57–72; 
Angiola Maria Romanini, “Le statue di san Pietro in 
Vaticano,” in La Basilica di San Pietro, ed. Carlo Pietrangeli 
(Florence: Nardini, 1989), pp. 57–61 and “Nuovi dati sulla 
statua bronzea di san Pietro in Vaticano,” Arte medievale 
4 (1990):  1–49; and Sergio Angelucci, “Primi risultati 
di indagini tecnico-scientifiche sul san Pietro di bronzo 
della Basilica vaticana,” Arte medievale 4 (1990): 51–8.

 58 Cicero, M. Tullii Ciceronis Verrinarum libri septem 
(London: Whittaker and Co., 1847), p. 298 (4.43.94).

 59 Lucretius, T. Lucreti Cari De rerum natura libri sex, p.  9 
(1.298–304).

 60 Ibid., p. 9 (1.312–21).
 61 Ibid., p. 9 (1.319–21). The translation comes from On the 

Nature of the Universe, p. 12.
 62 Giusti and Radke, The Gates of Paradise:  From the 

Renaissance Workshop of Lorenzo Ghiberti to the Modern 
Restoration Studio, p. 162.

 63 Dante, The Divine Comedy: Purgatorio, vol. 1, pp. 114–15 
(11.94–9).

 64 On this idea, see Teodolinda Barolini, The Undivine 
Comedy: Detheologizing Dante (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1992), pp. 134–7.

 65 Dante, The Divine Comedy: Purgatorio, vol. 1, pp. 116–17 
(11.115–17) and Barolini, The Undivine Comedy, pp. 136–7, 
whose definition of “nominanza” I rely on and cite here.

CHAPTER 9 THE DAVID PANEL:  

GHIBERTI, TRAGEDIAN

 1 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 96: “Nel nono quadro è come 
Davit uccide Golia, e come e’ rompono quelli del popolo 
d’Idio e Phylistei, e come e’ torna colla testa di Golia 
in mano e come gli viene inanzi il popolo, sonando e 
cantando e dicendo: ‘Saul percussit mille e David decem 
milia.’ ”

 2 Unless otherwise noted, all biblical citations in this chap-
ter come from the first book of Samuel.
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 3 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, p. 211 
(5.39.11).

 4 S. J.  P.  van Dijk, “The Bible in Liturgical Use,” in The 
Cambridge History of the Bible, vol. 2 (The West from the 
Fathers to the Reformation, ed. G.  W. H.  Lampe; 1969), 
pp.  220–52, esp. p.  234. The line is contained in many 
medieval antiphonaries, such as the twelfth-century 
example used at the Florence Cathedral and today in the 
archive of the Arcivescovado (fol. 242v, but without an 
accession number for the manuscript), a description of 
which can be found at the following website: http://can-
tusdatabase.org/source/374030/i-far (accessed September 
14, 2013).

 5 Exegetes focused on this transformation, considering pre-
cisely why the celebration of the Israelites might have 
so angered Saul; see, e.g., John Chrysostom’s discus-
sion in his homilies on David and Saul in Old Testament 
Homilies:  Homilies on Hannah, David and Saul, trans. 
Robert Charles Hill, 3 vols. (Brookline, MA: Holy Cross 
Orthodox Press, 2003), vol. 1, pp. 13–15 (homily 1).

 6 Saul again attempts to kill David by throwing a spear at 
him in 19:9–10. For an anthropological reading of the sto-
ries of Saul’s madness, see Philip F. Esler, “The Madness of 
Saul: A Cultural Reading of 1 Samuel 8–31,” in Biblical 
Studies/Cultural Studies:  The Third Sheffield Colloquium 
(Journal for the Study of the Old Testament, Supplement 
Series 266: Gender, Culture, Theory 7), ed. J. Cheryl Exum 
and Stephen D. Moore (Sheffield, UK: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1998), pp. 220–62. For analyses of the Hebrew text 
that recounts Saul’s transformation, see the studies of W. 
Lee Humphreys:  “The Tragedy of King Saul:  A  Study 
of the Structure of 1 Samuel 9–31,” Journal for the Study 
of the Old Testament 3 (1978): 18–27; “The Rise and Fall 
of King Saul: A Study of an Ancient Narrative Stratum 
in 1 Samuel,” Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 5 
(1980): 74–90; and “From Tragic Hero to Villain: A Study 
of the Figure of Saul and the Development of 1 Samuel,” 
Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 7 (1982): 95–117.

 7 A slightly different version of these events is reported to 
David in 2 Samuel 1: 1–10.

 8 A particularly sensitive description of Saul’s character 
and his story as recounted in the Old Testament can be 
found in Elie Wiesel, Five Biblical Portraits (Notre Dame 
and London:  University of Notre Dame Press, 1981), 
pp. 69–95.

 9 Dante, The Divine Comedy:  Purgatorio, vol. 1, pp.  122–3 
(12.40–2).

 10 Dante, De monarchia, p. 116 and 156–9 (2.7.8 and 3.6.1).
 11 Boccaccio, De casibus virorum illustrium, ed. Pier Giorgio 

Ricci and Vittorio Zaccaria in Tutte le opere di Giovanni 
Boccaccio, ed. Vittore Branca, 12 vols. (Milan: Mondadori, 
1964–98), vol. 9 (1983), p. 108 (2.1): “Hinc secuta frequens 
suorum cedes, exercitus fusi, oppressi populi qui semper 
erant ante victores, eique furiosa est superaddita egritudo, 
in qua etsi non assidue, per intervalla tamen ab immundo 

vexabatur spiritu; et cum cuncta medicorum frustrarentur 
remedia, cantu solo et sono mulcebatur cithare.” The idea 
that no doctor could cure Saul implies that Boccaccio 
understood Saul’s illness as having been caused by some-
thing like demonic possession. On the assumption, in the 
Middle Ages, that demonic possession could not be cured 
by medical doctors and could only be eliminated by a 
priest and God, see Judith S. Neaman, Suggestion of the 
Devil: Insanity in the Middle Ages and the Twentieth Century 
(New York: Octagon Books, 1978), pp. 33–5.

 12 Boccaccio, De casibus virorum illustrium, p. 108 (2.1): “Nam 
cum paulo ante in scissura pallii renitentis Samuelis Saul 
regni sibi auferendi sumpsisset omen, in laudibus David 
futurum illud auspicatus est. . . .” The story of Samuel’s 
torn cloak to which Boccaccio here refers comes from 1 
Samuel 15:25–27.

 13 Biblical commentators have often compared Saul’s life to 
a Greek tragedy. See, e.g., Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament 
Theology, trans. D. M. G. Stalker, 2 vols. (Edinburgh: Oliver 
and Boyd, 1962–5), vol. 1, p. 325.

 14 The literature on images of David in the Florentine 
artistic tradition is vast. For general overviews, see Volker 
Herzner’s two-part “David Florentinus,” Jahrbuch der 
Berliner Museen 20 (1978): 43–115 and 24 (1982): 63–142; 
and Gary M. Radke, “Verrocchio and the Image of the 
Youthful David in Florentine Art,” in Verrocchio’s David 
Restored: A Renaissance Bronze from the National Museum 
of the Bargello, Florence (Atlanta:  High Museum of Art; 
Florence: Giunti, 2003), pp. 35–53. On images of David 
in the medieval art of the West, see King David in the 
Index of Christian Art, ed. Colum Hourihane (Princeton, 
NJ:  Index of Christian Art; Department of Art and 
Archaeology, Princeton University; and Princeton 
University Press, 2002)  and Erich Zenger, “David as 
Musician and Poet:  Plotted and Painted,” in Biblical 
Studies/Cultural Studies:  The Third Sheffield Colloquium, 
pp. 263–98. On early medieval exegetical interpretations 
of the David story, see the outline provided by Jan Wojcik 
in “Discriminations against David’s Tragedy in Ancient 
Jewish and Christian Literature,” in The David Myth in 
Western Literature, ed. Raymond-Jean Frontain and Jan 
Wojcik (West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press, 1980), 
pp. 12–35. On Jewish, Islamic, and Christian interpreta-
tions, see the essays in König David – biblische Schlüsselfigur 
und europäische Leitgestalt, ed. Walter Dietrich and Hubert 
Herkommer (Freiburg, Schweiz:  Universitätsverlag; 
Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2003), esp. pp. 213–484.

 15 On Andrea Pisano’s David, which was moved to the 
campanile’s north side in 1460, see Trachtenberg, The 
Campanile of Florence Cathedral: “Giotto’s Tower,” pp. 86–7, 
esp. n.  9. On Donatello’s marble David, see Janson, The 
Sculpture of Donatello, vol. 2, pp.  3–7 and Il Duomo di 
Firenze, vol. 1, p. 75 (doc. 406).

 16 For the documents recording this commission (both 
its completion and the changes Donatello made to it 
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in 1416), see Il Duomo di Firenze, vol. 1, pp.  75–6 and 
78–9 (docs. 406–12 and 425–27). Various proposals have 
been made about Donatello’s marble David and the pro-
cess of its completion. Some state that the statue was 
carved around 1409 and altered by Donatello in 1416 
before its movement to the Palazzo dei Priori; others 
claim that it was always intended for the palace (e.g., 
Manfred Wundram, “Donatello e Nanni di Banco 
negli anni 1408–1409,” in Donatello e il suo tempo, pp. 
69–75, who hypothesizes that Donatello fashioned the 
Bargello David specifically for the governmental palace 
and carved the so-called Isaiah around 1409). On the 
various proposals about the David, see Beatrice Paolozzi 
Strozzi’s essay in Omaggio a Donatello, 1386–1986, ed. Paola 
Barocchi (Florence:  Museo Nazionale del Bargello, 
1985), pp. 124–7; Luciano Bellosi, “I problemi dell’attività 
giovanile,” in Donatello e i suoi. Scultura fiorentina del primo 
Rinascimento, ed. Alan Phipps Darr and Giorgio Bonsanti 
(Florence: La Casa Usher, 1986), pp. 47–54; Alessandro 
Parronchi, “Le statue per gli sproni,” Antichità viva 28 
(1989): 80–5; and, for a concise summary of the major 
arguments, Mary Bergstein, The Sculpture of Nanni di 
Banco (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), 
pp. 99–100.

 17 Janson, The Sculpture of Donatello, vol. 2, pp. 4–6.
 18 On the inscription, see Maria Monica Donato, “Hercules 

and David in the Early Decoration of the Palazzo 
Vecchio: Manuscript Evidence,” Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 54 (1991):  83–98, esp. pp. 90–6. Late 
medieval monarchs also embraced David as a symbol 
of divinely protected kingship; see Hubert Herkommer, 
“Typus Christi  – Typus Regis. König David als politische 
Legitimationsfigur,” in König David – biblische Schlüsselfigur 
und europäische Leitgestalt, pp. 383–436.

 19 On David as a political symbol in Florence (with spe-
cial emphasis on the marble and bronze images of 
David by Donatello),  see both parts of Herzner’s “David 
Florentinus.” Frederick Hartt connected Donatello’s 
marble David and other statues commissioned in 
early fifteenth-century Florence to confrontations 
between the Florentines and the city’s foreign enemies 
in his now-classic “Art and Freedom in Quattrocento 
Florence,” in Essays in Memory of Karl Lehmann, ed. Lucy 
Freeman Sandler (New  York:  Institute of Fine Arts, 
New York University, 1964), pp. 114–31.

 20 Several cassoni contain images of David defeating 
Goliath that were directly influenced by Ghiberti’s 
visualization of the event in the David panel; on these, 
see Virtù d’amore:  pittura nuziale nel Quattrocento fioren-
tino, ed. Claudio Paolini, Daniela Parenti, and Ludovica 
Sebregondi (Florence: Giunti, 2010), pp. 123–4, 246–51, 
and 272–3. Ghiberti’s influence on painters in the sec-
ond half of the fifteenth century was profound. On 
this, see Diane Cole Ahl, “‘Captured by the Sight of 
Such Wonders’: Renaissance Painters and the Gates of 

Paradise,” in The Historian’s Eye: Essays on Italian Art in 
Honor of Andrew Ladis, ed. Hayden B.  J. Maginnis and 
Shelley E. Zuraw (Athens, GA:  Georgia Museum of 
Art, 2009), pp. 113–21; and Christiansen, “Ghiberti and 
Painting.”

 21 On the significance of Psalm 143 during the medieval and 
Renaissance periods, and in Florence in particular, see 
Andrew Butterfield, “New Evidence for the Iconography 
of David in Quattrocento Florence,” I Tatti Studies 6 
(1995): 115–33.

 22 On Ghiberti’s inclusion of crowds at the borders of his 
late relief images, see my “The Evolution of Lorenzo 
Ghiberti’s Approach to the Narrative Relief,” in Depth of 
Field: Relief Sculpture in Renaissance Italy, pp. 125–48.

 23 For an example of such an intaglio, see Joan R. Mertens, 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art:  Greece and Rome 
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1987), p. 122, 
Fig.  92. Sextus Pompeius Festus mentions the murmillo 
gladiator in his second-century (CE) De verborum signi-
ficatione, a text that survives in an abridged version made 
in the eighth century by Paul the Deacon. In his entry 
on the retiarius gladiator he writes out an imagined dia-
logue between the murmillo and retiarius, suggesting that it 
was common for the retiarius to taunt the murmillo with 
words during their fight. The interaction between the two 
gladiators evokes what happens to Saul when he hears the 
Hebrews praise David with words he understands to be 
verbal taunts. See Festus’s De verborum significatione libri xx, 
ed. André Dacier, 3 vols. (London: A. J. Valpy, 1826), vol. 
2, p. 761. In 1417 Poggio Bracciolini located in St. Gall 
a copy of Festus’s book, which was known in Italy; see 
Remigio Sabbadini, Le scoperte dei codici latini e greci ne’ 
secoli xiv e xv, 2 vols. (Florence: G. C. Sansoni, 1905–14), 
vol. 1, p. 80.

 24 The nature of Saul’s thoughts and personality were sub-
jects of interest to late medieval writers, including Dante; 
see, e.g.,  Erich  Auerbach, “Saul’s Pride (Purg. XII. 40–42),” 
Modern Language Notes 64 (1949): 267–9.

 25 For discussion of such an example at the Arena Chapel, 
see James Stubblebine’s introductory essay in Giotto: The 
Arena Chapel Frescoes, ed. Stubblebine (New  York:  W. 
W. Norton and Company, 1969), p. 94. And on Masaccio, 
see Manca, “Moral Stance in Italian Renaissance 
Art: Image, Text, and Meaning,” pp. 57–60.

 26 Nancy Caciola, “Mystics, Demoniacs, and the Physiology 
of Spirit Possession in Medieval Europe,” Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 42 (2000):  268–306, esp. 
pp. 279–85.

 27 Tertullian, Apologeticus in Tertullian:  Apology, De 
Spectaculis; Minucius Felix: Octavius, trans. T. R. Glover 
(London: William Heinemann; New York: G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons, 1931), pp. 118–21 (22.4–7).

 28 Hippocrates, Prognostic. Regimen in Acute Diseases. 
Sacred Disease. Art. Breaths. Law. Decorum. Physician (Ch. 
1). Dentition, trans. W.  H. S.  Jones (London:  William 
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Heinemann; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1967), vol. 2 (in the 10-volume Loeb Hippocrates), 
pp.  168–73 (14–16). Galen also understood mental ill-
ness to be a result of imbalances in temperature and 
humidity in the brain; see Véronique Boudon-Millot, 
“What Is a Mental Illness, and How Can It Be Treated? 
Galen’s Reply as a Doctor and Philosopher,” in Mental 
Disorders in the Classical World, ed. W. V. Harris (Leiden, The 
Netherlands: Brill, 2013), pp. 129–45, esp. pp. 133–5.

 29 Hippocrates, Prognostic. Regimen in Acute Diseases. Sacred 
Disease. Art. Breaths. Law. Decorum. Physician (Ch. 1). 
Dentition, pp. 226–53 (1–15).

 30 Katharine Park, Doctors and Medicine in Early Renaissance 
Florence (Princeton, NJ:  Princeton University Press, 
1985), pp. 245–8; and Hippocrates, Nature of Man. 
Regimen in Health. Humours. Aphorisms. Regimen 1–3. 
Dreams. Heracleitus: On the Universe, trans. W. H. S. Jones 
(London: William Heinemann; Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1959), vol. 4 (in the 10-volume Loeb 
Hippocrates), pp. 122–3 (3.5).

 31 On the debate between, on the one hand, the belief in 
the purely scientific origins of disease and, on the other, 
the assumption that divine intervention causes illness in 
late antiquity, especially in connection with Hippocrates’ 
writings, see Owsei Temkin, Hippocrates in a World of Pagans 
and Christians (Baltimore and London:  Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1991).

 32 For the poetic examples, see Virgil, Eclogues. Georgics. 
Aeneid: 1–6, pp. 270–1 (1.132–5) and Ovid, Metamorphoses, 
vol. 2, pp.  150–3 (11.430–43). And see also Ruth Padel, 
In and Out of the Mind:  Greek Images of the Tragic Self 
(Princeton, NJ:  Princeton University Press, 1992), 
pp. 78–98.

 33 Seneca, “Hercules,” in Tragedies, ed. and trans. John 
G. Fitch, 2 vols. (Cambridge, MA, and London: Harvard 
University Press, 2002–4), vol. 1, pp. 136–7 (lines 1088–91).

 34 Aristotle, Aristotle, The Poetics; “Longinus” on the Sublime; 
Demetrius on Style, trans. W. Hamilton Fyfe (Cambridge, 
MA:  Harvard University Press; London:  William 
Heinemann, 1965), pp. 46–7 (13.5–7).

 35 On Horace’s ideas about tragedy, see his Ars poetica 
in Satires, Epistles and Ars Poetica, trans. H.  Rushton 
Fairclough (Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press; 
London:  William Heinemann, 1966), pp.  450–89; and 
Henry Ansgar Kelly, Ideas and Forms of Tragedy from Aristotle 
to the Middle Ages (Cambridge:  Cambridge University 
Press, 1993), pp. 4–13.

 36 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 2, p. 296 
(18.45). On Isidore’s ideas about tragedy, see Kelly, Ideas 
and Forms of Tragedy from Aristotle to the Middle Ages, 
pp. 36–50. For a general treatment of ancient and medie-
val ideas about tragedy, see Marvin Carlson, Theories of the 
Theatre: A Historical and Critical Survey, from the Greeks to 

the Present (Ithaca, NY, and London: Cornell University 
Press, 1984), pp. 15–36.

 37 Francesco da Buti, Commento di Francesco da Buti sopra la 
Divina Comedia di Dante Allighieri, vol. 1, pp.  531–2 (on 
Inferno 20.106–114):  “L’alta mia Tragedia; parla Virgilio 
della sua Eneide. Dice Virgilio che la sua Eneide è alta 
Tragedia; questo finge Dante per dimostrare che in alto 
stile è fatta e che si dee chiamare tragedia:  con ciò sia 
cosa che tratti de’ fatti de’ principi, e comincia dalle cose 
liete e finisce nelle triste et avverse. Tragedia è poema più 
nobile che tutti li altri: però ché [è] in alto stilo, e tratta 
della più alta materia che si possa trattare; cioè delli idii e 
de’ re e delli principi, et incomincia da felicità e termina 
in miseria; et interpetrasi Tragedia, canto di becco:  chè 
come il becco à dinanzi aspetto di principe per le corna e 
per la barba, e dietro è sozzo mostrando le natiche nude, e 
non avendo con che coprirle; così la tragedia incomincia 
dal principio con felicità e poi termina in miseria.”

 38 Saints’ Lives and Bible Stories for the Stage, ed. Elissa 
B. Weaver and trans. James Wyatt Cook (Toronto: Centre 
for Reformation and Renaissance Studies, 2010), 
pp. 362–443.

 39 Marvin T. Herrick, Italian Tragedy in the Renaissance 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1965), esp. pp. 1–22.

 40 Ernesto Giacomo Parodi, “Le tragedie di Seneca e la 
‘Divina Commedia,’” Bullettino della Società Dantesca 
Italiana 21 (1914): 241–52.

 41 Kelly, Ideas and Forms of Tragedy from Aristotle to the Middle 
Ages, pp.  134–43. On the popularity of tragedy in Italy, 
see also the introduction to Humanist Tragedies, trans. 
Gary R. Grund (Cambridge, MA, and London: Harvard 
University Press, 2011), pp. vii–xliii.

 42 The manuscript also contained Mussato’s Ecerinis; see Witt, 
Hercules at the Crossroads, p. 55. On the De laboribus Herculis, 
see Ullman, The Humanism of Coluccio Salutati, pp. 21–6. 
On the content and structure of Hercules furens, see Jo-Ann 
Shelton, Seneca’s Hercules Furens: Theme, Structure and Style 
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1978).

 43 Manetti, who lays out the problem and names the major 
contributors to the debate, refuses to offer an opinion on 
the matter; see Manetti’s “Life of Seneca” in Giannozzo 
Manetti, Biographical Writings, ed. and trans. Stefano U. 
Baldassarri and Rolf Bagemihl (Cambridge, MA, and 
London: Harvard University Press, 2003), pp. 234–87, esp. 
pp. 282–7. On his copy of Seneca’s tragedies, see Giuseppe 
M. Cagni, “I codici Vaticani Palatino-Latini appartenuti 
alla biblioteca di Giannozzo Manetti,” La bibliofilia 62 
(1960): 1–43, esp. p. 40 (157).

 44 For the text of Dati’s play, see Humanist Tragedies, 
pp.  188–243. This is not the Leonardo Dati for whom 
Ghiberti, between 1425 and 1427, made a bronze tomb 
slab that was eventually installed in the church of Santa 
Maria Novella.
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 45 On the use of gods, goddesses, and ghosts to intercede in 
the action in Seneca’s tragedies, see Mary V. Braginton, The 
Supernatural in Seneca’s Tragedies (Menasha, WI: Collegiate 
Press, 1933).

 46 Seneca, “Hercules,” in Tragedies, vol. 1, pp.  48–59 
(lines 1–124) and “Agamemnon,” in Tragedies, vol. 2, pp. 
126–31 (lines 1–56).

 47 Seneca, “Agamemnon,” in Tragedies, vol. 2, pp.  198–201 
(lines 872–909). On her speech, see Gregory A. Staley, 
Seneca and the Idea of Tragedy (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2010), pp. 60–1.

 48 Seneca’s “Hercules Furens”: A Critical Text with Introduction 
and Commentary, ed. John G.  Fitch (Ithaca, NY, and 
London:  Cornell University Press, 1987), pp.  28–33 
(pp. 28–9 for quotation).

 49 Seneca, “Hercules,” in Tragedies, vol. 1, pp. 120–35 (lines 
895–1078).

 50 There exists an extensive bibliography on this story, espe-
cially in the modern exegetical tradition. See the fol-
lowing:  Adele Reinhartz, “Anonymity and Character 
in the Books of Samuel,” Semeia 63 (1993):  117–41; 
Pamela Tamarkin Reis, “Eating the Blood:  Saul and 
the Witch of Endor,” Journal for the Study of the Old 
Testament 73 (1997):  3–23; Bill T. Arnold, “Necromancy 
and Cleromancy in 1 and 2 Samuel,” The Catholic Biblical 
Quarterly 66 (2004): 199–213; and Moshe Garsiel, “Torn 
between Prophet and Necromancer:  Saul’s Despair (1 
Sam 28, 3–25),” Beit Mikra 41 (1996): 172–96.

 51 19:24:  “Et expoliavit se etiam ipse vestimentis suis, et 
prophetavit cum ceteris coram Samuhel, et cecidit nudus 
tota die illa et nocte unde, et exivit proverbium num et 
Saul inter prophetas.”

 52 For an expansive and detailed overview of the figure 
of Judith in the Western tradition (with bibliogra-
phy), see the essays in The Sword of Judith: Judith Studies 
across the Disciplines, ed. Kevin R. Brine, Elena Ciletti, 
and Henrike Lähnemann (Cambridge:  Open Book 
Publishers, 2010).

 53 Pliny, Natural History: Books 20–23, trans. W. H. S. Jones 
(Cambridge, MA:  Harvard University Press, 2005), vol. 
6 (in the 10-volume Loeb Natural History), pp.  332–3 
(22.29.57). On nyctinasty, see Eduard Strasburger, Ludwig 
Jost, Heinrich Schenck, and George Karsten, A Text-Book 
of Botany (London: Macmillan and Co., 1912), pp. 320–2.

 54 Daniel V. Thompson, The Materials and Techniques of Medieval 
Painting (New  York:  Dover Publications, 1956), p.  78. 
Cennini mentions the use of saffron from the flower to 
make paints and dyes in Il libro dell’arte, pp. 97–8 ( chapter 49).

 55 Boyde, Dante, Philomythes and Philosopher:  Man in the 
Cosmos, p. 43.

 56 Maria Ruvoldt, The Italian Renaissance Imagery 
of Inspiration:  Metaphors of Sex, Sleep, and Dreams 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), pp. 148–9.

CHAPTER 10 THE SOLOMON AND 

QUEEN OF SHEBA PANEL: A PORTRAIT OF 

GHIBERTI’S FLORENCE

 1 It is theoretically possible that Ghiberti meant to represent 
Solomon’s palace. Its similarity to a church, however,  makes 
it almost certain that this is an image of the temple.

 2 Marvin A. Sweeney, I & II Kings: A Commentary (Louisville, 
KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2007), pp. 148–9 and Rolf 
Beyer, Die Königin von Saba: Engel und Dämon. Der Mythos 
einer Frau (Bergisch Gladbach: Gustav Lübbe, 1987), pp. 24–6.

 3 Paul F. Watson, “The Queen of Sheba in Christian 
Tradition,” in Solomon and Sheba, ed. James B. Pritchard 
(London: Phaidon, 1974), p. 116. For an overview of the ico-
nography of this scene, see André Chastel, “La Rencontre 
de Salomon et de la reine de Saba dans l’iconographie 
médiévale,” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 35 (1949): 99–114. And 
on the queen of Sheba in particular in Jewish, Muslim, 
Christian, and Coptic traditions, see André Chastel, “La 
légende de la Reine de Saba,” Revue de l’Histoire des Religions 
119 (1939): 204–25 and 120 (1939): 27–44 and 160–74.

 4 One might contrast the Dati tomb with the relief effigy 
Donatello made for the floor tomb of Giovanni Pecci in 
Siena Cathedral in the same period (ca. 1428–30), where 
the figure’s drapery ripples and breaks into folds across 
his knees, implying that the body has been moving. Pecci 
seems not dead but rather to be sleeping fitfully.

 5 Ghiberti, I commentarii, p. 96: “Nel decimo quadro è come 
la reina Saba viene a vicitare Salamone, con grande com-
pagnia; è adornata, con molta gente intorno.”

 6 For examples of this interpretation in Augustine and 
Isidore, see Craig Wright, “Dufay’s Nuper rosarum flores, King 
Solomon’s Temple, and the Veneration of the Virgin,” Journal 
of the American Musicological Society 47 (1994): 395–441, but 
esp. pp. 407–8 and n. 33.

 7 Maria Grazia Ciardi Dupré Dal Poggetto, “I libri di 
coro della Cattedrale di Firenze,” in Alla riscoperta di 
Piazza del Duomo in Firenze, ed. Timothy Verdon, 7  vols. 
(Florence: Centro Di, 1992–8), vol. 6 (I tesori di Piazza del 
Duomo, 1997), pp. 67–87, esp. pp. 77–8.

 8 Wright, “Dufay’s Nuper rosarum flores, King Solomon’s 
Temple, and the Veneration of the Virgin,” pp.  395–441. 
Wright (pp. 401–4) discounts a theory previously offered 
by Charles W. Warren, who believed that the ratios of the 
motet mirrored those employed in the design of the cathe-
dral and its recently completed dome. For this, see Warren, 
“Brunelleschi’s Dome and Dufay’s Motet,” The Musical 
Quarterly 59 (1973): 92–105.

 9 On the clearing of the tomb monuments, see John M. 
Najemy, “The Beginnings of Florence Cathedral: A Political 
Interpretation,” in Arnolfo’s Moment, ed. David Friedman, 
Julian Gardner, and Margaret Haines (Florence: Olschki, 
2009), pp. 183–210, esp. p. 199.
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 10 For examples of the use of the space between the cathe-
dral and the baptistery, see my “Baptism, Movement, and 
Imagery at the Baptistery of San Giovanni in Florence.”

 11 On the feast of John the Baptist in Florence, see 
Richard Trexler, Public Life in Renaissance Florence (Ithaca, 
NY: Cornell University Press, 1991), pp. 240–63; Nicole 
Carew-Reid, Les fêtes florentines au temps de Lorenzo il 
Magnifico (Florence:  Olschki, 1995), esp. pp.  40–93; and 
Heidi L. Chretien, The Festival of San Giovanni:  Imagery 
and Political Power in Renaissance Florence (New York: Peter 
Lang, 1994).

 12 Marsilius of Padua, Defensor pacis, p. 15 (1.5).
 13 The Bible claims that Solomon oversaw the construc-

tion of a number of cities; see 1 Kings 9:15 and 17 and 
2 Chronicles 8:4–6. On the history of the temple, which 
was destroyed and rebuilt several times, see Alan Balfour, 
Solomon’s Temple:  Myth, Conflict, and Faith (Hoboken, 
NJ:  Wiley-Blackwell, 2012). Balfour deals with the 
appearance and reception of the temple from its con-
struction through the twentieth century.

 14 Walter Cahn, “Solomonic Elements in Romanesque 
Art,” in The Temple of Solomon:  Archaeological Fact and 
Medieval Tradition in Christian, Islamic and Jewish Art, 
ed. Joseph Gutmann (Missoula, MT:  Scholars Press for 
The American Academy of Religion and The Society 
of Biblical Literature, 1976), pp. 45–72, esp. p.  57 and 
pp. 69–70, n. 33 (for specific examples).

 15 Christine Smith and Joseph F. O’Connor, Building the 
Kingdom: Giannozzo Manetti on the Material and Spiritual 
Edifice (Tempe, AZ: ACMRS; Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), 
pp. 268–89 and 412–17. On Nicholas’s plans for St. 
Peter’s, see Günter Urban, “Zum Neubau-Projekt von 
St. Peter unter Papst Nikolaus V,” in Festschrift für Harald 
Keller (Darmstadt:  E. Roether, 1963), pp. 131–73. And 
on Rossellino’s role at St. Peter’s, see Charles Randall 
Mack, “Studies in the Architectural Career of Bernardo 
di Matteo Ghamberelli called Rossellino” (PhD diss., 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1972), 
pp. 163–4.

 16 On the use of the use of the term sancta sanctorum in 
Jewish and Christian traditions, see Otto Nussbaum, 
“Sancta Sanctorum,” Römische Quartalschrift für christliche 
Altertumskunde une Kirchengeschichte 54 (1959): 234–46.

 17 The biblical accounts in 1 Kings and 2 Chronicles contain 
certain discrepancies, mostly regarding the measurements 
of the porch. They agree on the length and width of the 
temple, but 2 Chronicles does not specify its height.

 18 Josephus, Jewish Antiquities, Books V–VIII, trans. H. St. 
J. Thackeray and Ralph Marcus (London:  William 
Heinemann; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1950), vol. 5 (in the 8-volume Loeb Josephus), pp. 606–7 
(8.2.67).

 19 Cahn, “Solomonic Elements in Romanesque Art,” p. 45.
 20 Niccolò da Poggibonsi, Libro d’Oltramare, vol. 1, 

pp. 195–6: “A questa porta si è una grande piazza dentro, 

bellissima e quadra, ed è murata d’intorno; e al mezzo 
si è Templum Domini, il quale incominciò David pro-
feta, e Salamone il compiè: ma elli è stato tre volte dis-
fatto, e redificato; e dallato, a mezzo giorno, si è Templum 
Salamonis, e è coperto di piombo. Templum Domini si 
è molto bello di fuori, che pare una maraviglia, di sopra 
tondo come un capello, e giù abassando, sempre viene 
allargando, con finestre bellissime.”

 21 On the “inverse relationship” between sanctity and 
substance, see Joan R. Branham, “Penetrating the 
Sacred: Breaches and Barriers in the Jerusalem Temple,” 
in Thresholds of the Sacred:  Architectural, Art Historical, 
Liturgical, and Theological Perspectives on Religious Screens, 
East and West, ed. Sharon E.  J. Gerstel (Washington, 
DC: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 
2006), pp. 7–24, esp. p. 22.

 22 On the functions of selective gilding in Donatello’s reliefs, 
see Bennett and Wilkins, Donatello, pp. 132–3.

 23 It should be said that Solomon’s temple was evidently 
not completely finished before the panel was gilded. The 
left side of the nave arcade comprises piers (decorated with 
Corinthian pilasters) alternating with arches supported by 
smaller piers (also adorned with Corinthian pilasters). On 
the right side of the arcade, however, Ghiberti left out the 
second small pilaster and did not clearly indicate either of 
the arches.

 24 Smith and O’Connor, Building the Kingdom: Giannozzo 
Manetti on the Material and Spiritual Edifice, pp.  31–49, 
esp. p. 40.

 25 On the various traditions of representing Solomon’s tem-
ple and the temples that, according to tradition, were built 
in its place after its destruction, including and especially the 
one in which the Presentation of Christ was said to have 
taken place, see Carol Herselle Krinsky, “Representations 
of the Temple of Jerusalem before 1500,” Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 33 (1970): 1–19.

 26 On the development of images of the temple, see Helen 
Rosenau, Vision of the Temple: The Image of the Temple of 
Jerusalem in Judaism and Christianity (London:  Oresko 
Books, 1979). On artistic interpretations of the temple, 
see Krinsky, “Representations of the Temple of Jerusalem 
before 1500,” pp. 1–19.

 27 Josephus, The Jewish War, Books IV–VII, trans. H. St. J. 
Thackeray (London: William Heinemann; New York: G. 
P.  Putnam’s Sons, 1928), vol. 3 (in the 8-volume Loeb 
Josephus), pp. 454–5 (6.8.269). On the tradition of the 
dating of Solomon’s rule, see Lowell K. Handy, “On 
the Dating and Dates of Solomon’s Reign,” in The Age 
of Solomon:  Scholarship at the Turn of the Millennium, ed. 
Lowell K. Handy (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 1997), 
pp. 96–105.

 28 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, pp. 211 
and 213 (5.39.13 and 5.39.26).

 29 I viaggi di Gio. da Mandavilla, vol. 1, p. 103.
 30 Vitruvius, On Architecture, vol. 2, pp. 342–3 (10.13.1).
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 31 Ibid., pp. 342– 3 (10.13.2).
 32 Ibid.: “Id autem, quod tardos conatus habuerat, testudi-

nem arietariam appellare coepit.”
 33 Virgil, Eclogues. Georgics. Aeneid:  1–6, pp.  296–7 

(1.505–6):  “Tum foribus divae, media testudine templi, 
saepa armis solioque alte subnixa resedit.” On the medie-
val use and meaning of “testudo,” see Joseph F. O’Connor, 
“Architecture,” in Medieval Latin:  An Introduction and 
Bibliographical Guide, ed. F. A. C. Mantello and A. G. Rigg 
(Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 
1996), pp. 436–42, esp. p. 437.

 34 Isidore, Etymologiarum sive originum libri xx, vol. 1, p. 211 
(5.39.13): “Quarta aetas. David ann. xl Carthago a Didone 
conditur. [Gad, Nathan et Asaph prophetaverunt.] [ivm-
clxiv]. Salomon ann. xl. Templum Hierosolymis aedifi-
catur. [ivmcciv].”

 35 On the author and date of this text, see the modern 
edition:  Athenaeus Mechanicus, On Machines (Περὶ 
μηχανημάτων), ed. and trans. David Whitehead and P. H. 
Blyth (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 2004).

 36 Carteggio di Giovanni Aurispa, ed. Remigio Sabbadini 
(Fonti per la storia d’Italia pubblicate dall’Istituto Storico 
Italiano), vol. 70 (Rome: Tipografia del Senato, 1931), p. 13 
(letter 7). According to Sabbadini, this manuscript survives 
at the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana as Vat. Gr. 1164.

 37 Krautheimer summarizes the peregrinations of the 
Athenaeus manuscript and Ghiberti’s engagement with, and 
use of, the text, in Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 311–12, esp. n. 21.

 38 Carteggio di Giovanni Aurispa, pp.  66–70 (letters 52–3). 
Aurispa wrote the letters to Ambrogio Traversari in 
January and March 1430.

 39 Ghiberti, I commentarii, pp.  45–6 and Athenaeus 
Mechanicus, On Machines (Περὶ μηχανημάτων), pp.  44–7. 
In his authoritative edition of the Commentaries, Julius 
von Schlosser, who discovered the source of Ghiberti’s 
passage, discusses briefly the link to Athenaeus without, 
however, connecting Ghiberti’s sculptures to the content 
of Athenaeus’s text; see Lorenzo Ghibertis Denkwürdigkeiten 
(I Commentarii), vol. 2, pp.  11–12 and 63–4 (the latter 
pages containing a transcription of the passage from On 
Machines that Ghiberti excerpted).

 40 Athenaeus Mechanicus, On Machines (Περὶ μηχανημάτων), 
p. 25.

 41 For examples, see Ellen Callmann, Apollonio di Giovanni 
(Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 1974), pp. 42–3. On images 
of Solomon and the queen of Sheba on birth salvers, 
see the catalog entry by Jacqueline Marie Musacchio 
in Art and Love in Renaissance Italy, ed. Andrea Bayer 
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art; New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 2008), pp. 159–61; Musacchio, 
The Art and Ritual of Childbirth in Renaissance Italy (New 
Haven, CT, and London:  Yale University Press, 1999), 
pp.  61 and 67–8; Diane Cole Ahl, “Renaissance Birth 
Salvers and the Richmond Judgment of Solomon,” Studies 
in Iconography 7–8 (1981–2): 157–74; Carolyn C. Wilson, 

Italian Paintings. XIV–XVI Centuries in the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Houston (Houston: Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 
in association with Rice University Press and Merrell 
Holberton Publishers, 1996), pp. 214–29; and Alessandra 
Uguccioni, Salomone e la regina di Saba. La pittura di cas-
sone a Ferrara:  presenze nei musei americani (Ferrara:  G. 
Corbo, 1988).

 42 Ahl, “Renaissance Birth Salvers and the Richmond 
Judgment of Solomon,” pp. 158–9.

 43 See the citation of Antoninus’s sermon in Peter Howard, 
“Preaching Magnificence in Renaissance Florence,” 
Renaissance Quarterly 61 (2008): 325–69, esp. pp. 334–5.

 44 Krautheimer first noticed the difference between the 
left and right sides of the crowd; see Lorenzo Ghiberti, 
pp. 181–2.

 45 H. W. Janson discusses the Bible’s mention of the ape in 
the context of the Solomon narrative in Apes and Ape Lore 
in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance (London: Warburg 
Institute, University of London, 1952), pp. 51–2.

 46 Josephus, in the Jewish Antiquities, describes Solomon’s 
wisdom in all things; see Pablo A. Torijano, “Solomon the 
Hermetic Sage,” in his Solomon the Esoteric King:  From 
King to Magus, the Development of a Tradition (Leiden, The 
Netherlands: Brill, 2002), pp. 88–105.

 47 Dante, The Divine Comedy:  Paradiso, vol. 1, pp.  146–9 
(13.91–102 and 112–26).

 48 Giovanni Boccaccio, Il Decamerone, ed. Angelo Ottolini 
(Milan: Hoepli, 1960), pp. 585–9 (9.9). Solomon appears in 
the Decameron in an infamous story about how to ensure 
the love of one’s wife. On the tale, see Marilyn Migiel, 
“Domestic Violence in the Decameron,” in A Rhetoric of the 
Decameron (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), 
pp. 147–59.

 49 Kaborycha, “Copying Culture:  Fifteenth-Century 
Florentines and Their Zibaldoni,” pp.  91, 103, 111, 124, 
140–1, 172, 203, 206, and 285–6. For an example of a 
saying attributed to Solomon, see, e.g., BML Plut. 42.32, 
46r: “Salamone dice . . . e meglio sarebbe stare coi draghi 
che con femmina adirata.” Some zibaldoni contain cop-
ies of the biblical books attributed to Solomon, like BR 
1644, in which the author, Bartolomeo di Giovanni 
Battista Appolloni, states the following before his copy 
of the book of Proverbs:  “Inchomincia il libro de’ 
proverbi di Salamone proemio. D’inparare sapientia e 
amaestramento e ad intendere parole piene di pruden-
tia.” The manuscript also contains the text of the book 
of Ecclesiastes. By the fourteenth century, the sayings 
attributed to Solomon, the book of Proverbs, and the 
Song of Songs had all been translated into Italian and 
circulated widely; see Li savi detti volgarizzati nel buon 
secolo della lingua (Florence:  Le Monnier, 1847); I pro-
verbi di Salomone volgarizzati nel secolo xiv, ed. Pietro 
Fanfani (Florence:  Tipografia Fiorentina, 1865); and Il 
cantico de’ cantici di Salomone, versione in prosa ed in versi 
(Venice: Giuseppe Antonelli, 1868).
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 50 On this manuscript, see Millard Meiss (with the assis-
tance of Kathleen Morand and Edith W. Kirsch), French 
Painting in the Time of Jean de Berry: The Boucicaut Master 
(London: Phaidon, 1968), pp. 96–9 and George F. Warner 
and Julius P. Gilson, Catalogue of Western Manuscripts in the 
Old Royal and King’s Collections in the British Museum, 4 vols. 
(London: British Museum, 1921), vol. 2, pp. 172–3. On the 
late thirteenth-century Bible historiale, a French transla-
tion of Peter Comestor’s Historia scholastica, see Rosemarie 
Potz McGerr, “Guyart Desmoulins, the Vernacular 
Master of Histories, and His Bible Historiale,” Viator 14 
(1983): 211–44 and Eléonore Fournié, L’iconographie de la 
Bible historiale (Turnhout: Brepols, 2012).

 51 Boccaccio, Famous Women, ed. and trans. Virginia Brown 
(Cambridge, MA, and London: Harvard University Press, 
2001), pp. 182–3.

 52 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  180–8. Others have 
supported this interpretation; see Maria Concetta 
Muscolino Russo’s entry (“L’‘Incontro di Salomone e 
della regina di Saba’ come simbolo delle due culture”) in 
Lorenzo Ghiberti: ‘materia e ragionamenti’, pp. 360–1. Other 
contemporary works of art have been linked to the coun-
cil; see Eugenio Marino, “Il ‘Diluvio’ di Paolo Uccello nel 
Chiostro di S. Maria Novella e suoi (possibili) rapporti 
con il Concilio di Firenze,” in Firenze e il Concilio del 1439, 
ed. Paolo Viti, 2 vols. (Florence: Olschki, 1994), vol. 1, pp. 
317–87.

 53 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp. 184–5.
 54 On the council, see Joseph Gill, The Council of Florence 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959).
 55 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 186.
 56 Krautheimer, Lorenzo Ghiberti, pp.  186–7. As already 

mentioned, Georgia Clarke argues against Krautheimer’s 
hypothesis about Traversari’s involvement in “Ambrogio 
Traversari:  Artistic Adviser in Early Fifteenth-Century 
Florence?,” esp. pp. 163–7.

 57 Scalamonti, Vita viri clarissimi et famosissimi Kyriaci anconi-
tani, pp. 69 and 131–2.

 58 Alberti, Della pittura/De pictura, pp. 7–8.
 59 Smith and O’Connor, Building the Kingdom: Giannozzo 

Manetti on the Material and Spiritual Edifice, pp. 312–13.
 60 Ibid.
 61 George Holmes offers a snapshot of the members of this 

group in The Florentine Enlightenment: 1400–50, pp. 1–35.
 62 For the translated text, see The Humanism of Leonardo 

Bruni: Selected Texts, trans. Gordon Griffiths, James Hankins, 
and David Thompson (Binghamton, NY:  Center for 
Medieval and Early Renaissance Studies, State University 
of New York at Binghamton, 1987), pp. 63–84.

 63 See the section of Rinuccini’s text quoted in The 
Humanism of Leonardo Bruni: Selected Texts, p. 54. On the 
Invective, see Antonio Lanza, Polemiche e berte letterarie nella 
Firenze del primo Rinascimento (1375–1449) (Rome: Bulzoni, 
1989), pp. 129–58.

 64 John M. Najemy, A History of Florence:  1200–1575 
(Oxford:  Blackwell, 2006), pp. 211–12, citing Matteo 
Palmieri, Vita civile, ed. Gino Belloni (Florence: Sansoni, 
1982), pp. 3–10.

 65 Smith and O’Connor, Building the Kingdom: Giannozzo 
Manetti on the Material and Spiritual Edifice, p. 109.

 66 For an example of the interpretation of the queen of 
Sheba as a prefiguration of the Gentiles who come to 
follow Christ, see Origen, Homiliae in Canticum can-
ticorum, in PG, vol. 13, col. 104 (2.5.46):  “Hanc autem 
historiam paulo latius repetere voluimus, et inserere 
huic expositioni nostrae, scientes in tantum convenire 
haec ad personam Ecclesiae quae ex gentibus venit ad 
Christum, ut ipse Dominus in Evangeliis reginae huius 
faceret mentionem, dicens eam venisse a finibus terrae, 
ut audiret sapientiam Salomonis.” For a late-medieval 
reflection of this idea, see the characterization of her 
in the twelfth-century encyclopedic Hortus deliciarum by 
Herrad of Landsberg:  “Regina Austri Ecclesiam gen-
tium significat quae, audito nomine Filii Dei, venit ad 
eum . . . et relictis idolis suis, morata cum eo fide per-
petua” (cited by Chastel in “La Rencontre de Salomon 
et de la reine de Saba dans l’iconographie médiévale,” 
p. 100).

 67 Augustine, Enarrationes in Psalmos, in PL, vol. 37, col. 
1668 (Psalm 126):  “Quia et iste Salomon aedificaverat 
templum Domino (Id. VI), in typo quidem et in figura 
futurae Ecclesiae et corporis Domini; unde dicit in 
Evangelio, Solvite templum hoc, et in triduo excitabo illud 
(Joan. II, 19): quia ergo ipse aedificaverat illud templum, 
aedificavit sibi templum verus Salomon Dominus noster 
Jesus Christus, verus pacificus. Nomen enim Salomonis 
interpretatur Pacificus:  est autem ille verus pacificus, 
de quo dicit Apostolus, Ipse est enim pax nostra, qui fecit 
utraque unum.”

 68 Watson, “The Queen of Sheba in Christian Tradition,” 
p. 116, citing Isidore of Seville, Allegoriae sacrae Scripturae, 
in PL, vol. 83, col. 113A.

 69 On Ghiberti’s optical sources, see Graziella Federici 
Vescovini, “Il problema delle fonti ottiche medievali 
del Commentario terzo di Lorenzo Ghiberti,” in Lorenzo 
Ghiberti nel suo tempo, vol. 2, pp. 349–87.

 70 See my “The Evolution of Lorenzo Ghiberti’s Approach 
to the Narrative Relief,” in Depth of Field: Relief Sculpture 
in Renaissance Italy, pp. 125–48.

 71 Max Semrau, “Notiz zu Ghiberti,” Repertorium für 
Kunstwissenschaft 50 (1929): 151–4. Krautheimer mentions 
Semrau’s discussion of the image of the bird (Lorenzo 
Ghiberti, p.  177 and n.  32). A  translation of the Targum 
Sheni is in Appendix I  of An Explanatory Commentary 
on Esther, ed. Paulus Cassel and trans. Aaron Bernstein 
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1888), pp.  263–344. The story 
of Solomon and the bird that I  summarize here is at 
pp. 275–8.
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 72 On this text and the problems in determining its pre-
cise date, see Paul V.  M. Flesher and Bruce Chilton, 
The Targums:  A  Critical Introduction (Waco, TX:  Baylor 
University Press, 2011), pp. 246–52.

 73 Umberto Cassuto, Gli ebrei a Firenze nell’età del Rinascimento 
(Florence: Galletti e Cocci, 1918), pp. 274–5.

 74 Trinkaus, In Our Image and Likeness, pp.  581–2. On the 
similarities and differences between Aramaic and Hebrew, 
see John Huehnergard and Jo Ann Hackett, “The Hebrew 
and Aramaic Languages,” in The Biblical World, ed. John 
Barton, 2  vols. (London and New  York:  Routledge, 
2002), vol. 2, pp. 3–24.

 75 Cassuto, Gli ebrei a Firenze nell’età del Rinascimento, 
pp.  20–1 and Andrew Gow and Gordon Griffiths, 
“Pope Eugenius IV and Jewish Money-Lending in 
Florence:  The Case of Salomone di Bonaventura dur-
ing the Chancellorship of Leonardo Bruni,” Renaissance 
Quarterly 47 (1994): 282–329, esp. pp. 288–93.

 76 Klaus Herrmann, “The Reception of Hekhalot Literature 
in Yohanan Alemanno’s Autograph MS Paris 849,” in 
Studies in Jewish Manuscripts, ed. Joseph Dan and Klaus 
Herrmann (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1999), pp. 19–88, 
but esp. p. 25, n. 26.

 77 On the story, see Jacob Lassner, Demonizing the Queen of 
Sheba: Boundaries of Gender and Culture in Postbiblical Judaism 

and Medieval Islam (Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993), pp. 36–46.

 78 See Thomas E. Burman, Reading the Qur’ān in Latin 
Christendom, 1140–1560 (Philadelphia:  University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2007) and the collected essays of 
Marie-Thérèse d’Alverny in La connaissance de l’Islam 
dans l’Occident médiéval, ed. Charles Burnett (Aldershot, 
UK:  Variorum, 1994), especially the article reprinted 
as  chapter  1, “Deux traductions Latines du Coran au 
Moyen Age.”

 79 José Martínez Gázquez (trans. Andrew Gray), 
“Translations of the Qur’an and Other Islamic Texts 
before Dante (Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries),” Dante 
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Caesar, Julius, 94, 95
Caglioti, Francesco, 10–11
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Sacrifice of Isaac (Uffizi, Florence), 117f103
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Carthage and Carthaginians, 264
Cassandra (in Seneca’s Agamemnon), 248
Cassiodorus, 87
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The Courtier, 313n54
Catiline, 94
Cavalcanti, Guido, 231
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Trastevere, Rome), 140

Cecco d’Ascoli, 5, 65
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cedar wood, 256, 258
Cellini, Benvenuto, 9
Cennini, Cennino 

Libro dell’arte, 43–44
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Chaldeans, 87
Chellini, Giovanni, 5
Chronica de origine civitatis, 94
Chrysoloras, Manuel, 48, 272
Chrysostom, John, 156, 301n4

Homilies on Genesis, 87, 139
on the sacrifice of Isaac, 110

Church (Roman), 4, 253
Ciappelli, Giovanni, 12
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In Verrem, 230
Cimabue, 231, 232
Ciuffagni, Bernardo, 211
Clark, Kenneth, 167
climate and weather, 50–52, 72, 76
Collectio toledana/toletana (also Corpus toledanum), 276
comets, 193
Commento alla Divina Commedia d’anonimo fiorentino, 111
competition, 207–9

of 1401-2 for the Florence Baptistery doors, 64, 100
conciliarism, 4
continuous narrative. See polyscenic narrative
contrapposto, 245–46
copper, 221
Corbinelli, Antonio, 87
Corinth, 103
Corpus islamolatinum, 276
Cosmas Indicopleustes 

Topografia cristiana, 297n16
Council of Florence (1439), 4, 41, 117, 269–70
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of earth and sky, 16
of Eve, 16–17, 33
ex nihilo, 19, 21, 26, 36
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Dati, Leonardo 
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significance in Florence of, 237–38

Deichmann, Friedrich, 109–10
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Della Robbia, Giovanni 
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demonic possession, 246
demons and devils, 246, 275
deschi da parto, 266
destruction of art, 8, 224

and the Gates, 225, 231
Ghiberti’s concerns about, 224–25, 231

di sua mano, 24
Dido, 265
Dilbeck, Gwynne, 4
Diodorus Siculus 

Library of History, 173–74
Dionysius the Areopagite (Pseudo-), 36, 38

on angelic corporeality, 111
Celestial Hierarchy, 33, 200

Domenico da Prato, 210
Donatello, 6, 14, 26, 30, 94, 142, 143, 193, 199, 211, 284n8, 309n26

Ascension of Christ and Delivery of the Keys to Peter (Victoria  
and Albert Museum, London), 196f188, 196f189

Assumption of the Virgin (Brancacci tomb, Sant’Angelo a Nilo, 
Naples), 200f194

Cantoria (Duomo Museum, Florence), 201, 201f195
Creation of Eve (attrib.) (Duomo Museum, Florence), 30, 33f22.  

See also Ghiberti, Lorenzo
David (marble) (Bargello, Florence), 237–38, 240f239
Dovizia (lost), 179
Feast of Herod (Siena Baptistery), 144, 145f136, 150, 169
Joshua (lost), 210–11, 237
Lamentation over the Dead Christ (Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London), 15f5

and linear perspective, 144, 146, 150, 151
Miracle of the Miser’s Heart (Santo, Padua), 259–60, 263f259
Sacrifice of Isaac (with Nanni di Bartolo) (Duomo Museum, 

Florence), 117–18, 120f106
and schiacciato, 259
St. George Slaying the Dragon (Bargello, Florence), 144, 144f135
Tomb of Rainaldo Brancacci (with Michelozzo) (Sant’Angelo  

a Nilo, Naples), 170, 175f161
drawing and draftsmanship, 2, 85

invention of, 174–76
Dufay, Guillaume, 254

earthquakes, 72, 203–4
as suggested in the Gates, 193, 204

Edgerton, Samuel, 146
Egypt, 87, 165, 173–76

biblical, 158–60, 165
Eliezer, 190
embroidery (history of), 104–5
emotion, 52–53

representation of in art, 17, 53–54
representation of in the Gates, 8, 53–54, 67, 154–56, 157, 160–61, 

163–64, 237, 247
Ephraem (medieval theologian), 184
Ericthonius, 8, 211
Esau, 133–35, 141–42, 154, 156
Ettlinger, Helen, 31
Eudoxus, 174
Eugenius IV (pope), 263, 269, 307n23
Europe, 79
Eve, 17, 76
Expulsion, 17, 39, 41–44

fame, 231, 232
Ficino, Marsilio, 24, 277

Platonic Theology, 25
Fiesole, 94–95
Filarete 

doors for St. Peter’s (Rome), 14, 15f4
Trattato di architettura, 45

Fioretti della Bibbia, 7, 50–52, 72, 121, 296–97n13
flood 

in the Bible, 46, 50–52, 56, 72, 73
of 1333 in Florence, 88

Florence, 94–95
Archivio di Stato, 9
Baptistery of San Giovanni, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 64,  

72–73, 118, 119, 134f124, 160, 225, 227f225, 254–55, 258, 
263, 271, 272

baptismal font (1370–1), 162, 164f148
Cain Speaking to God after Killing Abel (Corso di Buono [?]), 

66, 67f55
Creation of Adam and Eve (Salerno di Coppo and Corso di 

Buono [?]), 21, 23f11, 28, 30
Entrance of the Animals into the Ark (Penultimate Master [?]), 

74, 83f72
Opera of, 163

Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore, 9, 82, 85, 237, 239, 254–55, 
258, 263, 264, 271, 272

Campanile, 22, 29, 43, 211
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Chapter of, 163
consecration of (1436), 254, 263

Orsanmichele, 2, 11, 144, 176–77, 182f169, 187f178, 258
Ospedale degli Innocenti, 309n25
Ospedale di San Paolo, 170, 176f163
Palazzo dei Priori (now Palazzo Vecchio), 177, 237–38
Palazzo Dietisalvi-Neroni, 170
Palazzo Medici, 170, 175f162
Palazzo Salviati-Borghese, 170
Ponte alle Grazie, 177
Porta San Niccolò, 177
San Lorenzo, 309n25
San Marco, 172, 178f165, 179f166
Sant’Egidio, 41
Santa Croce, 63, 170

Baroncelli Chapel, 41, 237
library of, 5, 12
Opera of, 5
studium of, 63

Santa Maria degli Angeli, 4, 6, 94
manuscripts made for, 108–9

Santa Maria del Carmine 
Brancacci Chapel, 36, 39, 144

Santa Maria Novella, 144, 253, 276, 280n14
Chiostro Verde, 22, 81
library of, 5

Santa Maria Nuova, hospital of, 4
Santa Trinita, 82, 94
Santi Apostoli, 170, 174f160
Santo Spirito, 309n25

Fouquet, Jean 
The Building of Solomon’s Temple (Bibliothèque Nationale de 

France, Paris), 263, 264f260
Fra Angelico 

Annunciation (Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven), 122, 
129f121

Linaioli Tabernacle (Museo di San Marco, Florence), 101, 103f88
Martyrdom of St. Mark (from Linaioli Tabernacle) (Museo di San 

Marco, Florence), 195f186
Francesco da Buti, 204

commentary on the Divine Comedy, 63, 247
on earthquakes, 204
on tragedy, 247

Francesco del Cossa (circle of) 
Meeting of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba (Museum of Fine Arts, 

Houston), 268f263
Francesco di Stefano (Pesellino) 

The Story of David and Goliath (National Gallery, London), 
240f240

Gabriel, 115
Gaddi, Taddeo 

David (Baroncelli Chapel), 237, 239f237
Disputation of the Young Christ (lost) (Santa Croce), 224
Presentation of the Virgin (Baroncelli Chapel), 41, 44f33, 182

Galen 
commentary on Hippocrates’ De articulis liber, 90

Garden of Eden, 275–76, 292n126
Gaul, 83
Gentile da Fabriano 

Annunciation roundels (from Strozzi Altarpiece) (Uffizi, Florence), 
121–22, 129f120

Nativity (from Strozzi Altarpiece) (Uffizi,  
Florence), 47, 47f35

Presentation in the Temple (from Strozzi Altarpiece) (Uffizi, 
Florence), 262f258

geology, 219. See also stone, formation of
and the Gates of Paradise, 46–48

geometry, 2, 85–86, 87. See also mathematics
Gershom, 190
Gherarducci, Silvestro dei, 108, 109

Trinity and Three Angels Appearing to Abraham (Morgan Library, 
NYC), 110f96

Ghiberti, Buonaccorso (Lorenzo’s grandson), 281n38
Ghiberti, Lorenzo 

Arrest of the Baptist (Siena Baptistery), 101, 102f87, 
150, 284n8

Baptism of Christ (Siena Baptistery), 204, 205f199, 284n8
Creation of Eve (attrib.) (Duomo Museum, Florence), 30, 33f22. 

See also Donatello
frame for Apollo and Marsyas gem, 94
frame for Linaioli Tabernacle (Museo di San Marco, Florence), 

101, 103f88
frame of the south doors of the Florence Baptistery, 58, 

61f49, 62f50
Gates of Paradise, 132

chronology of commission, 9–13, 142, 282n68
Frame, 251f250

Aaron, 204, 207f201, 208f203
Adam, 39–41, 42f31
David (?), 67–71, 69f58, 70f60
Eve, 39–41, 42f30
Ghiberti’s self-portrait on, 10f2, 14, 143f133, 208–9, 

232, 316n40
Gideon, 218, 220, 222f217, 223f218
inscription on, 14, 232
Jonah, 73, 91f78
Joshua, 210, 211f204, 218, 220, 222f217
Judith, 243f243, 249–50, 250f248
Miriam, 204, 207f201, 208f202
portrait of Vittorio Ghiberti on, 11f3
Samuel (?), 243f243, 250, 250f249, 252
Saul (?), 236, 243f243, 248–49, 249f246, 249f247, 250, 252
Woman of Tekoa (?), 67–71, 69f58, 70f59

Panels 
Abraham and Isaac, 8, 10, 11, 96–130, 98f82, 100f84, 107f93, 
112f98, 113f99, 123f109, 123f110, 166, 179, 204

Adam and Eve, 8, 10, 12, 14–48, 18f6, 19f7, 21f9, 22f10, 28f17, 
29f18, 34f23, 35f24, 37f25, 38f26, 39f27, 40f28, 64, 72, 80, 
132, 197, 198, 204, 241

Cain and Abel, 8, 10, 12, 48, 49–71, 50f36, 51f37, 51f38, 52f39, 
53f40, 63f51, 64f52, 68f56, 69f57, 69f58, 72, 80, 84, 166, 204, 
255, 256

David, 10, 105, 166, 189, 224, 226f223, 229, 233–52,  
234f231, 235f232, 242f242, 243f243, 244f244, 245f245, 
255, 273–74

Jacob and Esau, 10, 14, 103, 104f90, 105, 131–57, 135f125, 
136f126, 137f127, 138f128, 139f129, 141f132, 143f133, 
147f138, 149f139, 152f141, 153f142, 155f143, 158, 166, 
169, 170, 172, 181, 208, 214, 245, 255, 258, 259
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Joseph, 10, 11–12, 14, 103, 105, 142, 144, 158–88, 161f144, 
165f149, 168f152, 171f156, 172f157, 172f158, 182f170, 
183f171, 185f174, 188, 208, 214, 255, 256, 258, 259

Joshua, 8, 10, 11, 14, 105, 166, 201, 210–32, 213f207,  
214f208, 216f210, 217f211, 218f212, 218f213,  
222f217, 223f219, 226f222, 227f224, 228f226,  
229f228, 255, 256

Moses, 8, 10, 14, 41, 105, 118, 189–209, 190f179, 191f180, 
192f181, 193f182, 198f191, 199f192, 199f193, 202f196, 
203f198, 207f201, 215, 232, 246, 256

Noah, 10, 12, 48, 64, 72–95, 73f61, 74f62, 76f64,  
77f65, 78f67, 80f69, 86f74, 88f75, 90f77, 91f78, 132, 179, 
255, 256

Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, 10, 103, 105, 105f91, 142, 
144, 166, 169, 170, 172, 173f159, 179, 180f167, 181f168, 
229, 253–77, 254f251, 256f253, 257f254, 260f255, 261f256, 
262f257, 272f267, 274f268, 275f269

Gates of Paradise (copy in situ), 134f124, 227f225
I commentarii (Commentaries), 1, 2, 5, 6–7, 9, 11–13, 44, 45, 46, 48, 63, 

82–83, 90, 103, 132, 174–76, 189, 193, 202, 203, 212–13, 221, 
224–25, 231, 233, 236, 253, 265, 279n9, 284n9

north doors of the Florence Baptistery, 3f1, 10, 131, 221
Annunciation, 119, 121, 127f117, 128f118
Christ in the Storm, 204, 206f200
Crucifixion, 192–93, 193f183, 194f184
Flagellation, 133f123
John the Evangelist, 72–73, 78f66
Resurrection, 132f122, 193

reliquary casket for Protus, Hyacinth, and Nemesius (Bargello, 
Florence), 6, 11, 94

Sacrifice of Isaac (Bargello, Florence), 11, 64, 96, 97f81, 99f83, 101, 
116, 119, 125f113

Shrine of St. Zenobius (Florence Cathedral), 239, 241f241
St. Matthew (Orsanmichele), 94, 186, 187f178
St. Stephen (Orsanmichele), 11
Stemma of Palla Strozzi (attrib.) (Santa Trinita), 94, 95f80
Strozzi Chapel (Santa Trinita), 82, 94
tabernacle door for Sant’Egidio, 41
tomb slab of Leonardo Dati (Santa Maria Novella), 253, 255f252

Ghiberti, Vittorio (Lorenzo’s great-grandson), 93–94, 300n88
Ghiberti, Vittorio (Lorenzo’s son), 10, 58, 93–94, 300n88

frame of the south doors of the Florence Baptistery, 58, 
61f49, 62f50

ghosts, 250–51
as represented in the Gates, 251, 252

Gian Cristoforo Romano, 313n54
Gianfigliazzi, Francesco, 93
Gideon, 218
Gilbert, Creighton, 224
Gilberti, Petrus 

Solomon Dictating the Proverbs (in manuscript copy of Guyart des 
Moulins’ Bible historiale), 269f264

Giorgione 
The Tempest (Accademia, Venice), 203f197

Giotto di Bondone, 119, 231, 246
Adoration of the Magi (Arena Chapel, Padua), 195f187
Christ before Caiaphas (Arena Chapel, Padua), 164
Dream of Joachim (Arena Chapel, Padua), 124f111
Ira (Arena Chapel, Padua), 164, 166f150

Judas Accepting the Bribe (Arena Chapel, Padua), 186f176
Lamentation (Arena Chapel, Padua), 164, 167f151

Giovanni Pisano, 156
pulpit in Sant’Andrea (Pistoia), 221, 224f220

Giuliano di ser Andrea, 101
Giusto de’ Menabuoi, 75

Esau Returns to Isaac after the Hunt (Padua Baptistery), 140, 141f131
Stories of Adam, Eve, Cain, and Abel (Padua Baptistery), 63, 65f53

gladiators, 241
gold, 221, 222, 223, 256, 258, 259

in the Gates, 227–29
Goliath, 239
Gozzoli, Benozzo, 10
grammar, 2, 85
Greek, 6, 33, 90, 186, 265, 272, 276
Greenstein, Jack, 29, 31–32
Gregory I (pope), 119
Gregory of Nazianzus 

on angelic corporeality, 111
Gregory of Nyssa 

on angelic corporeality, 111
Grosseteste, Robert, 201
Guadagni, Vieri, 93
Guariento di Arpo 

Sacrifice of Isaac (Accademia Galileiana, Padua), 115f102, 116
Guarino da Verona, 309n26
Guinizzelli, Guido, 231
Gusmin (German goldsmith), 224–25
Guyart des Moulins 

Bible historiale, 269, 269f264, 270f265

hailstorms, 193
Ham, 79, 87
Hartt, Frederick, 4
Hebrew, 276, 277
Heraclitus, 194
Hercules (in Seneca’s Hercules furens), 248
Herodotus 

Histories, 173, 174
Hippocrates, 90

Aphorisms, 247
On Breaths, 246–47
on madness, 246–47
The Sacred Disease, 246

Hiram of Tyre, 257–58
history, 2, 85

Ghiberti’s representation of, 7–8
pagan, 7
of the world, 7, 8

Honorius of Autun 
De imagine mundi, 297n13

Horace 
Ars poetica, 247
on tragedy, 247

Hugh of St. Victor, 42, 43, 81–82
De arca Noe morali, 81, 84

humanism and humanists, 1, 5, 6, 255, 272–73

imagination, 2, 43, 101, 115, 116, 252
representation of in the Gates, 8, 123–24

Ghiberti, Lorenzo (cont.)
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Isaac, 56
Isaac Master 

Esau Returns to Isaac after the Hunt (San Francesco, Assisi), 140, 
140f130

Ishmaelites, 158, 161
Isidore of Seville, 7, 197, 198

chronology of, 102, 103, 293n134
Etymologiae (Etymologies), 7, 8, 52, 58, 102, 105, 115, 196–97, 209, 

233, 247, 264, 265, 293n134
on the invention of writing, 233
on lightning, 196–97
on sight and vision, 115
on Solomon’s temple, 264, 265
on thunder, 196
on tragedy, 247

istoria, 150, 217
ivory, 24, 223

Jabal, 42
Jacob, 56, 133–35, 141–42, 154, 156, 158, 159, 160
Jacopo della Quercia, 284n8

Cain Killing Abel (San Petronio, Bologna), 53, 56, 58f46
Creation of Adam (San Petronio, Bologna), 19, 20f8, 22
Creation of Adam (Santa Maria della Scala, Siena), 22, 27f16
Sacrifice of Isaac (San Petronio, Bologna), 119f105
Sacrifices Offered by Cain and Abel (San Petronio, Bologna), 53, 

57f45, 63
Janson, H. W., 237
Japheth, 79
Jericho, 214, 215, 224
Jerome, 58, 87

De nominibus Hebraicis, 57–58, 67, 142
Genesis commentary of, 61
on sacrifice of Isaac, 110

Jerusalem, 188, 233, 253, 255, 256, 258, 264, 265, 266, 267
Dome of the Rock, 258

Jesus Christ, 7, 37, 56, 106, 158, 264
Jethro, 190
Joab, 68, 70
John the Baptist 

feast day of, 255
John of Sacrobosco 

Sphaera, 87
Johnson, Geraldine, 226–27
Jonah, 73
Jordan River, 214, 215
Joseph (Old Testament), 56, 158–60
Josephus, 87, 156

Jewish Antiquities, 62, 79–80, 87, 90–91, 105, 139, 258, 
264, 264f260, 301n4

on Solomon’s temple, 258, 264
Joshua, 210
Jubal, 42
Judah (brother of Joseph), 158, 159–60
Judas, 87, 183–84
juniper wood, 256
Juno (in Seneca’s Hercules furens), 248
justice, 76, 296n12

Krautheimer, Richard, 1–2, 4, 10, 12, 68, 80–81, 142, 146–47, 166, 269–71

Last Supper, 87
Latini, Brunetto 

on lightning, 197
on nature, 290n97
on thunder, 197
Tresor, 8, 197

law, 41, 85, 279n9
biblical, 41, 191

lead, 221
Leah, 156
letters (Latin) 

invention of, 233
liberal arts, 43
libraries, 5. See also books

at convents, 5, 12
of individuals, 5

Libro di Sidrach (Book of Sidrach), 46–47, 50, 88–89
light and illumination, 6
lightning, 8, 196–97

as suggested in the Gates, 193, 197–98, 200–3, 204
linear perspective, 1, 133, 142–54

in the Gates, 1, 9, 131, 142, 156–57, 181, 259
literacy, 5
liturgy, 4, 8, 234
Longinus 

On the Sublime, 252
Lorenzetti, Ambrogio, 7, 207

Allegory of Good Government (Palazzo Pubblico, Siena), 296n12
Maestà (San Galgano, Montesiepi), 43f32
mappamondo (Palazzo Pubblico, Siena), 7
Martyrdom of the Franciscans (lost) (San Francesco, Siena), 7
Personification of Winter (Palazzo Pubblico, Siena), 194f185
Presentation of Christ (Uffizi, Florence), 41, 45f34, 264
San Procolo Altarpiece (Uffizi, Florence), 181–82, 186f175

Lorenzetti, Pietro, 193
Crucifixion (San Francesco, Assisi), 106f92

Lorenzo Monaco 
David (Metropolitan Museum of Art, NYC), 238f236

Lot, 115
Lovati, Lovato, 247
Lubbock, Jules, 182
Lübeck, 12
Lucretius, 198

on atomism, 230–31
De rerum natura, 52, 197, 230–31
on lightning, 197
on touch, 230–31

Lycurgus, 174
Lycus (in Seneca’s Hercules furens), 248
Lyons Cathedral, 116

madness, 246–47
representation of in the Gates, 247, 248, 251

Maitani, Lorenzo 
Cain Killing Abel (Orvieto Cathedral), 53, 56f44
Creation of Adam and Eve (Orvieto Cathedral), 21, 23f12, 31
Sacrifices Offered by Cain and Abel (Orvieto Cathedral), 53, 55f43

Mandeville, John, 85, 264
Manetti, Antonio 

biography of Brunelleschi, 129–30, 142–43, 309n26
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Manetti, Giannozzo, 19, 24, 247, 258, 273, 276
biography of Seneca, 247
on the consecration of Florence Cathedral, 271
Contra iudeos et gentes, 277
On the Dignity and Excellence of Man, 25

Mantegna, Andrea 
Sacrifice of Isaac (Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna), 117, 

118f104
Mark of Toledo, 276
Marquand, Allan, 190
Marsili, Luigi, 272
Marsilius of Padua 

Defensor pacis, 214, 256
on the state, 256

Marzik, Iris, 4
Masaccio, 142, 143, 246, 259

Expulsion (Brancacci Chapel), 39, 41f29
and linear perspective, 144, 146
Pisa Polyptych (National Gallery, London), 310n31
Tribute Money (Brancacci Chapel), 144, 145f137, 146
Trinity (Santa Maria Novella), 144, 144f134, 146, 151

Masolino 
Annunciation (San Clemente, Rome), 128f119
Feast of Herod (Castiglione Olona Baptistery), 150, 151f140
Temptation (Brancacci Chapel), 36

mathematics, 85
teaching of, 85–86

mechanical arts, 42–43
Medici, 92–94

Cosimo, 12, 94
Lorenzo, 276

medicine, 2, 5, 85
Meditationes vitae Christi, 203
Medusa, 221
memory 

representation of in the Gates, 8, 39–41, 66–67, 154–56, 157
metal, 215, 221, 256. See also brass, bronze, copper, gold, lead,  

tin, and zinc
formation of, 221–22

meteors, 193
Michelangelo, 9, 26, 223–24

Atlas Slave (Accademia, Florence), 221f216
Battle of the Lapiths and Centaurs (Casa Buonarroti, Florence), 223, 

225f221
David (Accademia, Florence), 223, 226–27
Moses (San Pietro in Vincoli, Rome), 226–27
Temptation (Sistine Chapel), 36

Michelozzo, 10, 94, 103, 169, 170, 282n69
and architecture in the Gates, 169, 170–73
Novitiate Chapel (Santa Croce), 170, 177f164
Ospedale di San Paolo, 170, 176f163
Palazzo Dietisalvi-Neroni, 170
Palazzo Medici, 170, 175f162
Palazzo Salviati-Borghese, 170
San Marco, 172, 178f165, 179f166
Tomb of Rainaldo Brancacci (with Donatello) (Sant’Angelo a 

Nilo, Naples), 170, 175f161
Mielke, Ursula, 4
Milan and the Milanese, 210, 238
Miriam, 204

Modena 
Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta and  

San Geminiano, 28
Monreale 

Cathedral of Santa Maria Nuova 
Sacrifice of Noah, 89f76

Moses, 7, 56, 189–90, 191–92, 209
Mt. Ararat, 85
Muhammad, 276
muses, 7
music, 7, 85, 87, 214, 279n9
Mussato, Albertino 

The Ecerinis, 247

Nanni di Bartolo, 211
Sacrifice of Isaac (with Donatello) (Duomo Museum, Florence), 

117–18, 120f106
Naples, 238

Sant’Angelo a Nilo, 170
Nardo di Cione 

paintings in Strozzi Chapel (Santa Maria Novella), 281n37
nature, 33–36, 46, 48, 284n10, 290n97

divine control over, 218–19
Ghiberti on, 45

Nero, 166
Niccoli, Niccolò, 5, 6, 12, 27, 90, 94, 166, 167, 185–86, 231, 272, 

281n47, 309n26
Niccolò da Poggibonsi, 188, 258
Nicholas V (pope), 258
Nimrod, 92
Ninus (Assyrian king), 7
Noah, 50, 56, 73, 76, 79–80, 92, 95, 248

and astronomy/astrology, 86–87
ark built by, 80

Nojoth, 248
nyctinasty, 251

Oderisi da Gubbio, 231
Odorico da Pordenone, 85
Oenopides, 174
olive wood, 256
Onians, John, 170
optics, 1, 2, 5, 273–74, 279n9
Origen, 57, 62, 81, 84

Homiliae in Genesim, 80–81, 84
on Noah’s ark, 80–81, 84
on sacrifice of Isaac, 110

Orpheus, 174
Orvieto 

Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta, 21, 31
Ovid, 5, 52

Epistulae ex Ponto, 5
Metamorphoses, 221

Padua, 116, 247
Arena Chapel, 164
Baptistery of San Giovanni, 63, 75, 140, 296n10
Basilica di Sant’Antonio, 259–60

Padua Picture Bible, 160
painting, 8, 43
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Palermo 
Palatine Chapel 

Sacrifice of Isaac, 127f116
Palmieri, Matteo 

On Civic Life, 273
Panofsky, Erwin, 2, 147–48
Paolo Veneto 

De compositione mundi, 47
papacy, 4. See also Church (Roman)
Parrhasius, 54
Parthenon, 222
Passavanti, Jacopo, 280n14
Paul, 200
Pausanias 

Periegesis, 90
Peckham, John 

Perspectiva communis, 5
Pentecost, 234
Pephrasmenos, 264
Perseus, 221
Peter Comestor 

Historia scholastica, 31, 58, 301n4
Peter Lombard, 19, 284n9

on angelic corporeality, 111
Sentences, 111

Peter the Venerable, 276
Petrarch, 272
Pheidias 

Amazonomachy (on lost statue of Athena), 222–24
self-portrait of, 222–24, 316n40

Philistines, 233, 235–36, 243, 249
Philo, 19, 56, 57

Questions and Answers on Genesis, 23
Philocles, 174
philology, 85. See also grammar
philosophy, 2, 85
Phrygia, 84, 85
Phrygians, 105
Physiologus, 92
Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni, 24, 276, 277
Piero di Puccio 

Stories of Cain and Abel (Camposanto, Pisa), 56, 60f48, 61–62, 63
Pisa 

Camposanto, 56, 61–62, 63
Pistoia 

Sant’Andrea, 221
plants, 35–36, 45

acanthus (stylized), 98, 101–2, 104, 104f89.
apple trees, 36, 37
crocus, 250–51
fig trees, 36, 39
heliotropium, 251
palm trees, 36
as sacrificial offerings, 62–64

Plato, 38, 174
on the formation of metal, 221–22
on nature, 290n97
on philosophy, 46
on stone, 219
Timaeus, 23, 46, 219, 221–22

Pliny the Elder, 44
on animals and birds, 37, 92
on earthquakes, 204
on exhalations, 201
on geology, 47
Historia naturalis (Natural History), 5, 7, 8, 12, 37, 44, 47–48, 54, 92, 

102–3, 105, 164, 174, 195, 196, 201, 204, 207–9, 222, 251
on the invention of painting, 174
on lightning, 196
on representing interiority, 54
on representing storms, 207–9
on sculpture, 8, 102–3
on thunder, 195

Plutarch 
Life of Pericles, 222–23

polyscenic narrative, 1, 9, 154–57
Pontus, 83, 84, 85
Pope-Hennessy, John, 189
Portugal, 83
Procopius of Gaza, 81
prophecy and prediction, 158–59, 236, 248

representation of in the Gates, 8, 87–88, 154, 156, 157, 237, 248, 
249–50, 251–52

prophets, 7, 14
Protogenes, 44
Ptolemy 

Almagest, 87
Geographia (also Cosmographia), 5, 6–7, 47–48
Tetrabiblos, 47, 292n131

Pucci, Antonio, 24
Libro di varie storie, 65–66

Pulci, Antonia 
La Rappresentazione della distruzione di Saul e del pianto di Davit, 247

Pythagoras, 174

Qu’ran, 276–77

Rachel, 156, 158, 159, 188
purported tomb of, 188

Rahab, 316317n48
Raphael, 9, 115
Ravenna 

San Vitale, 166
Abraham and Sarah Greet the Angels and the Sacrifice of Isaac, 

109–10, 114f100
Rebecca, 141–42, 156
reptiles, 275
restoration 

of the Gates of Paradise, 1
Restoro d’Arezzo 

La composizione del mondo, 47
Reuben (brother of Joseph), 158, 161
Ricci, Romigi de’, 209
Riccoldo of Monte Croce, 276

Contra legem Saracenorum, 276
ricordanze, 12
Ridolfi, Lorenzo, 93
Rinuccini, Cino 

Invective Against Certain Slanderers of Dante, Petrarch, and 
Boccaccio, 272
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Robert of Ketton, 276
Rome, 94

Ghiberti’s trips to, 9, 166, 282n63, 296n10
Round Temple, 166, 167, 170f154
San Giovanni a Porta Latina, 108
San Paolo fuori le mura, 74, 108, 140, 158, 296n10

Abraham Greets the Angels (later copy), 109f95
Cain Killing Abel and Cain Accused and Punished by God (later 

copy), 66, 66f54
Joseph Thrown into the Well (later copy), 162, 162f145
Sacrifice of Isaac (later copy), 118, 121f107

Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, 140
Santa Maria Maggiore 

Abraham Greets the Angels; Abraham, Sarah, and the Angels, 
108, 108f94

Israelites Carrying the Stones and Crossing the Jordan, 215, 215f209
Santo Stefano Rotondo, 166, 169f153
Sistine Chapel, 36
St. Peter’s (New), 230, 258
St. Peter’s (Old), 14, 74, 108, 117, 118, 140, 296n10
Temple B (Largo di Torre Argentina), 166
Temple of Vesta (Forum), 166, 171f155

Romulus, 7
Rossellino, Bernardo, 258
Rossi, Roberto de’, 272
rulers and governance, 92, 93, 94

Sacrifice of Isaac, 106, 110–11
Sallust, 247
Salutati, Coluccio, 5, 12, 24, 27, 87, 94–95, 247, 272

De laboribus Herculis (Labors of Hercules), 174, 247
On the Superiority of Law to the Other Arts, 24, 25

Samuel, 234, 248, 250–51
San Gimignano 

Collegiata di Santa Maria Assunta, 22, 75
Sarah, 106–8
sarcophagi, 190, 216

Birth of Bacchus (The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore), 219f214
Meleager (type), 216–17, 231
Meleager (Villa Doria Pamphilj, Rome), 220f215
Selene and Endymion (Metropolitan Museum of Art, NYC), 197, 

198f190
Triumph of Bacchus (The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore), 93f79

Saul, 7, 233, 234–36, 243, 248, 250–51
Scalamonti, Francesco, 283n74

biography of Cyriac of Ancona, 271
Scheggia, Lo (Giovanni di ser Giovanni Guidi) 

Judgment of Solomon (Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond), 
267f262

schiacciato, 193, 259
Schlosser, Julius von, 12
sculpture, 8, 16, 20–27, 43, 121, 214

history of, 102–3
Sei del Biado (Florence grain magistracy), 176–77
Semrau, Max, 275, 276
Seneca, 197

Agamemnon, 248
on exhalations, 201
Hercules furens, 247, 248
on lightning, 196, 204–5

Naturales quaestiones (Natural Questions), 89, 194–95, 196, 
201, 204–5

on thunder, 194–95, 204
Sermini, Piero, 272
sermons and preaching, 8, 266
Seth, 56, 87
Sheba, Queen of, 253, 268, 269, 275–76
sheepherding, 49, 52
Shem, 79
Sidon and Sidonians, 257
Siena 

Baptistery of San Giovanni, 101, 144, 204
Fonte Gaia, 22
Palazzo Pubblico, 7
San Francesco, 193

sight and vision, 8, 36, 100–1, 115, 133, 202
and the Gates, 148, 151–54, 190–91, 202–3
Ghiberti’s ideas about, 227

silver, 256
Silvestre, Israël 

View of Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore, 212f205
Simeon (brother of Joseph), 159
sin, 71, 232

in Dante, 231
Sleeping Hermaphrodite (Museo Nazionale Romano, Rome), 229f227
snakes and serpents, 92
snow, 193
Sodom, 115
Solomon, 7, 48, 56, 92, 253, 254, 256–57, 258, 266, 267, 268, 

269, 275–76
as author, 256
legendary knowledge of, 268
palace of, 256–58
temple of, 256–58, 264

sancta sanctorum in, 258, 262, 263
Solon, 174, 184
sound, 37, 201, 215

as suggested in the Gates, 37, 201, 204, 215
Spain, 83
speech, 83, 110–11

in the Bible, 159–60
as represented in the Gates, 36–37, 66–67, 90–91, 136, 160–61, 184, 

186–87, 269, 273
spinning (yarn), 52
stars, 47, 193
Stefani, Marchionne di Coppo, 94
stone, 215, 222, 223, 256

formation of, 219–21
and the Gates, 220–21

storms, 72
Strozzi, Carlo, 9
Strozzi, Palla, 5, 82, 87, 93, 94, 195, 272

and Ghiberti, 6, 94
Sulla, 95

Tamar, 68
Targum II (Targum Sheni), 275–76
Tekoa, Woman of, 68–70
Temptation, 17
Ten Commandments, 209
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Tertullian, 247
on angelic corporeality, 113
Apologeticus, 246
on madness, 246

Theophilus 
De diversis artibus, 43

Theophrastus, 220
De lapidibus, 219
on stone, 219

thunder, 8, 194–95, 196, 197, 201
as suggested in the Gates, 193, 197–98, 200–2, 204

Thyestes (in Seneca’s Agamemnon), 248
Timanthes, 54, 164
tin, 221
Titan, 221
Titus, 264
Tivoli 

Temple of Vesta, 166
Tobias, 115
Torelli, Matteo, 108

Three Angels Appearing to Abraham (British Library), 111f97
Torquemada, Juan de (cardinal), 4
Torriti, Jacopo, 108

Building the Ark (San Francesco, Assisi), 74–75, 82f71
Sacrifice of Isaac (San Francesco, Assisi), 118

Toscanelli, Paolo, 87
touch, 230–31

and the Gates, 225–26, 227–30, 231
Ghiberti’s ideas about, 227

tragedy, 247–48
as represented in the Gates, 236–37, 252
Senecan, 247–48

Trajan, 179
Traversari, Ambrogio, 4, 5, 6, 17, 19, 33, 81, 90, 108–9, 166, 269–71, 

272, 276
as Ghiberti’s possible advisor, 269–71

Trinity, 19, 109
Trinkaus, Charles, 24, 277
Troy, 94–95
Tubalcain, 42
Turini, Giovanni, 282n69, 284n8
Turino di Sano, 284n8
Tyrannius Rufinus, 81, 84
Tyre and Tyrians, 256–58, 264–65

Uccello, Paolo 
Creation of Adam (Santa Maria Novella), 22, 26f15
Stories of Noah (Santa Maria Novella), 81, 84f73

Varchi, Benedetto, 26
Vasari, Giorgio, 26, 117
Venice 

Ghiberti’s trips to, 94, 221, 296n10
San Marco, 74, 296n10

Joseph Removed from the Well, 162, 163f146
Matthew Baptizing an Ethiopian Prince, 162, 163f147

Vergerio, Pier Paolo, 272
Verino, Ugolino, 26
Vertemate 

San Giovanni 
Sacrifice of Isaac, 114f101, 116

Vespasian, 264
Vespasiano da Bisticci, 6
Villani, Giovanni, 88, 92, 94

on floods, 88
Vincent of Beauvais, 42
Virgil 

Aeneid, 92, 252, 265
on architecture, 265
in the Divine Comedy, 25, 60, 204

Virgin Mary, 37, 115
visions 

represented in the Gates, 123–30, 133, 156, 236, 250, 251
Vitruvius, 265

on the architect’s training, 85
on the Corinthian order, 103
De architectura libri decem (Ten Books on Architecture), 2, 5,  

48, 79, 83–84, 88, 103, 148, 166, 167, 201,  
264–65, 279n9

Ghiberti’s translation of, 82–83
on the development of building types, 166
on early architecture, 83–84, 85, 88, 89
on proportion, 167
on siege engines, 264–65
on sound, 201
on Tyrian architecture, 264–65
on visual distortion, 148

water, 73, 88–89, 120–21, 162, 194, 204, 219, 220–22, 247
subterranean, 65

Wiligelmo, 30
Creation of Adam and Eve (Modena Cathedral), 28, 30f19
Stories of Cain and Abel (Modena Cathedral), 55f42

Wind, Edgar, 4, 80–81
winds and breezes, 52, 72, 96, 201, 246–47

as connected to madness, 246–47
as represented in the Gates, 52, 72, 197, 201–2, 246, 247, 248

Witelo 
Perspectiva, 5

wood, 24, 81, 84, 106. See also cedar, juniper, and olive wood
workshop, of Ghiberti, 4, 5, 8, 10, 14, 22

Zagonara, battle of, 210
zibaldoni, 5, 7, 204, 269
Zilpah, 156
zinc, 221
Zipporah, 190

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  





 

Plate I. Baptistery of San Giovanni (view of east side and copy of Gates of Paradise), ca. 1050–ca. 1150, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence.

 



 

Plate II. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; 
Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate III. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Adam and Eve panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 

 



 

Plate IV. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Cain and Abel panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa 
Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate V. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Noah panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate VI. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Abraham and Isaac panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate VII. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Jacob and Esau panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di 
Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate VIII. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Joseph panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate IX. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Moses panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate X. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Joshua panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate XI. Lorenzo Ghiberti, David panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 
del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate XII. Lorenzo Ghiberti, Solomon and the Queen of Sheba panel from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo 
dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/Antonio 
Quattrone.

 



 

Plate XIII. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Adam and Eve panel (creation of Eve) from the Gates of Paradise,  
1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo:  Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate XIV. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Noah panel (Noah and his family leaving the ark) from the Gates of 
Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, 
Florence/Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate XV. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Moses panel (angels in the sky) from the Gates of Paradise, 1425–52,  
Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence/
Antonio Quattrone.

 



 

Plate XVI. Lorenzo Ghiberti, detail of Joshua panel (figures on the right side of the foreground) from the Gates 
of Paradise, 1425–52, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria del Fiore, Florence; Photo: Opera di Santa Maria del 
Fiore, Florence/Antonio Quattrone.
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